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ABSTRACT

This study deals with transitivity and actancy structure in Formosan and Philippine

languages. Based on textual analyses of two Formosan languages (Kavalan and Atayal)

and two Philippine languages (Central Cagayan Agta and Dibabawon Manobo), I

conclude that only one, rather than both, of the dyadic clause patterns constitutes the

transitive construction in each language. Specifically, dyadic -an clauses are transitive

constructions in Kavalan. Dyadic -un clauses, dyadic -an clauses, and dyadic s- clauses

are transitive constructions in Atayal. Dyadic -an clauses, dyadic -an clauses, dyadic i

clauses, and dyadic i- -an clauses are transitive constructions in Central Cagayan Agta.

Dyadic -on clauses, dyadic -an clauses, and dyadic i- clauses are transitive constructions

in Dibabawon Manobo. As for the other dyadic clause pattern (i.e., dyadic -um-I(-)m

clauses in Kavalan; dyadic (-)m- clauses in Atayal; dyadic -um-Ima-Imag-lmaN- clauses

in Central Cagayan Agta; and dyadic -um-I-og-, or maN- clauses in Dibabawon Manobo),

these are treated as extended intransitive or pseudo-transitive clauses, a type of

intransitive clauses.

Based on the observations that (i) the S of an intransitive clause and the 0 of a

transitive clause have the same morphological marking, whereas (ii) the A of a transitive

clause has a distinct morphological marking in each of the languages, I conclude that

each language has an ergative case-marking system. Moreover, neither Atayal nor

Dibabawon Manobo has a (productive) verbal agreement system, based on the case

marking system alone, I conclude that both languages also exhibit a pure ergative actancy

structure. As for Kavalan and Central Cagayan Agta, verbs in these two languages can
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carry an optional genitive clitic pronoun or pronominal-related form that agrees with the

A of a transitive clause in person and number, but not with the S of an intransitive verb

nor with the 0 of a transitive verb. This suggests that both Kavalan and Central Cagayan

Agta have an ergative agreement system. Because Kavalan and Central Cagayan Agta

exhibit ergativity in both their nominal case-marking system as well as in their verbal

agreement system, I conclude that both Kavalan and Central Cagayan Agta have a pure

ergative actancy structure.
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CHAPTERl

INTRODUCTION

1.1 INTRODUCTION

The typological classification of Formosan and Philippine languages has been a

matter of controversy in linguistic literature. They have been variously analyzed as

having an accusative (Bloomfield 1917, 1942; F. Blake 1906a, 1906b, 1917, 1925;

Egerod 1965, 1966, 1978; Wolff 1973, 1979; Rau 1992; etc.), active (Drossard 1984,

1994), ergative (Payne 1982; Gerdts 1988; De Guzman 1988; B. Blake 1988; Gibson and

Starosta 1990; Starosta 1986,1988,1995,1997,1998,1999, 2002b; Mithun 1994;

Brainard 1994a, 1996, 1997; Rubino 2000; Gault 1999a, Gault 1999b, Gault 2002; Reid

and Liao 2004a, 2004b; etc.), or hybrid (Maclachlan 1996) case-marking system, or

having a fluid voice (Shibatani 1988, 1999,2001), or a symmetrical voice system (Foley

1998). These different conclusions stem from the fact that there are at least two (and

sometimes more) SEMANTICALLY transitive clause patterns, i.e., clauses with at least two

arguments, that are ambiguous regarding SYNTACTIC transitivity.

This dissertation provides a small-scale preliminary comparison ofthe syntactic

typology of Formosan and Philippine languages. It aims to provide a clear statement of

the typological status of Formosan and Philippine languages. In order to achieve this

goal, I examine the clause structure in Formosan and Philippine languages from a broad

typological perspective. Specifically, I compare the morphosyntactic features exhibited

in Formosan and Philippine languages with those found in languages that have been
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unambiguously identified as having an ergative actancy structure. Based on the results of

the cross-linguistic comparison, I offer a clear statement of the typological status of

Formosan and Philippine languages.

1.2 SOURCES OF LANGUAGE DATA

In this study, clause structures of two Formosan languages (Atayal and Kavalan) and

two Philippine languages (Central Cagayan Agta and Dibabawon Manobo) are examined.

These four languages are chosen as the objects of investigation for the following two

reasons. First, each of the four languages has texts available for conducting this research.

Second, geographically and genetically speaking, these four languages represent the great

linguistic diversity of Formosan and Philippine languages. More specifically, they are

spoken in geographically widely separate areas, with Atayal spoken in the northern

mountain area of Taiwan, Kavalan in the east coast area of Taiwan, Central Cagayan

Af,rta in the northern part of the island of Luzon (the Philippines), and Dibabawon

Manobo in the southeastern part of the island of Mindanao (the Philippines). Moreover,

according to Blust's recent subgrouping hypothesis (l999a, 1999b), these four languages

represent three of the ten first-order subgroups of Austronesian languages.
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FIGURE 1.1 THE LINGUISTIC POSITIONS OF KAVALAN, ATAYAL, CENTRAL CAGAYAN

AGTA, AND DIBABAWON MANOBO (BASED ON BLUST 1977, 1999A, 1999B)

______Atayal
tayalic~

Seediq
~Basay-Trobiawan

Northern branch Kavalan
Eastern Formosan ~centralbranch Amis

Southwest branch -Siraya

PAN

As shown in figure 1.1, the two Fonnosan languages Kavalan and Atayal represent

the Eastern Fonnosa and the Atayalic primary subgroups respectively, and the two

1 Due to space limitation, I eliminate the subgrouping details between the Malayo-Polynesian primary
branch and the Cordilleran and Manobo microgroups.
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Philippine languages represent the Malayo-Polynesian primary subgroup.2 Moreover, the

two Philippine languages represent two of the fifteen Philippine microgroups, i.e., the

Cordilleran microgroup (represented by Central Cagayan Agta) and the Manobo

microgroup (represented by Dibabawon Manobo),3 that have been independently

acknowledged by a number of linguists (see Blust 1991 :77-85 for details).

The language data used in this study are primarily from published text material, as

listed below in table 1.1. Unless otherwise indicated, the data used for individual

language study are based on these published texts. All examples taken from texts are

indicated by text code and sentence number.

TABLE 1.1 SOURCES OF LANGUAGE DATA

LANGUAGE NAME DATA SOURCES

Squliq Atayal Huang (1993, 1994)

Kavalan Li (1996a)

Central Cagayan Agta Mayfield (1987)

Dibabawon Manobo Forster and Barnard (1987)

Text material is chosen as the major source of the study for two reasons. First, data

acquired through elicitation without contexts has been criticized for analyzing language

without considering appropriate contexts. By using textual data, one can avoid this kind

2 Although the assumption that all the Austronesian languages spoken outside of Taiwan fonn a single
FIRST-ORDER subgroup of Austronesian, named Malayo-Polynesian, has been challenged by Harvey (1982),
Reid (1982), and Starosta (1995, 2002a), it is not crucial to the synchronic description here. Therefore, I
will not go into details of the debate here.
3 Based on replacement innovations in the lexicon, lexical and semantic innovations which cannot be
shown to involve replacement, and the merger of Proto-Austronesian *g and *R, Blust (1991:73,96-97)
proposes that Tagalog, Bikol, the Bisayan complex, South Mangyan (but not North Mangyan), the
Palawanic languages (but not Kalamian), all of the languages of Mindanao (which include the Manobo
languages) except the South Mindanao group, and the Gorontalo-Mongondow languages of Sulawesi (but
not the more northerly Sangiric and Minahasan languages) constitute a single subgroup, the "Greater
Central Philippines" subgroup, of Philippine languages.



of criticism. Second, the definiteness of noun phrases is typically crucial in determining

the transitivity of clauses in Formosan and Philippine languages. The use of texts is a

good way to determine the definiteness of noun phrases.

1.3 THE ORGANIZATION OF THE DISSERTATION

This dissertation consists of eight chapters. Chapter 1 is the introduction, Chapter 2

provides the theoretical orientation, Chapter 3 describes and evaluates previous analyses,

while Chapters 4-7 cover the discussion of transitivity and ergativity in individual

Formosan and Philippine languages. Chapter 8 is the conclusion.

Following the introduction in Chapter 1, Chapter 2 gives a brief orientation of the

theoretical framework employed in this study. All data analyses are conducted within a

revised version of Dixon's Basic Linguistic Theory. Some notions that are crucial to the

discussion of clause structure in Formosan and Philippine languages are provided in this

chapter. Important notions covered in this chapter include: (i) core arguments vs.

peripheral arguments (or adjuncts), (ii) valency vs. transitivity, (iii) canonical transitive,

passive, and antipassive, (iv) actancy structure, and (v) the various uses of the term

"ergative," such as "syntactically ergative," "discourse ergative," and "lexically

ergative."

Chapter 3 gives a critical review of previous analyses of so-called "Philippine type

languages". In order to discuss various types of previous analyses, this chapter first

examines verbal clause patterns in these languages. In discussing verbal clause patterns,

the forms and functions of the reflexes of PAN *-um-, *-en, *-an, *Si-, (and PMP *maR-

5
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and PMP *maN-) in Formosan and Philippine languages are discussed. Then, a

discussion of seven different types of analyses appearing in three descriptive periods (i.e.,

the "traditional" period, the "classical" period, and the "modem" period) is provided.

These include: (i) the "traditional" period: the passive analyses, (ii) the "classical" period:

the "focus" analyses, and (iii) the "modem" period: the ergative analyses, the active

analysis, the "fluid voice" analysis, the "hybrid" analysis, and the "symmetrical voice"

analysis.

Chapters 4-7 deal with clause structures in Kavalan, Atayal, Central Cagayan Agta,

and Dibabawon Manobo, respectively. Each of these four chapters begins with a brief

introduction to the languages, such as where the language is spoken, the total number of

speakers, and the linguistic position of each of the languages within the Austronesian

language family. After the introduction, some of the basic morphosyntactic facts, such as

word order, construction markers, and the pronominal system, of each individual

language are provided to facilitate the discussion of transitivity and actancy in each

language. The discussion of word order includes the order of full noun phrases, the order

of pronominals, and the order of elements in possessive constructions and topicalized

constructions. After the discussion of word order, a discussion of various construction

markers (including topic linkers, ligatures, and so-called case-marking "determiners")

and the pronominal system (and the pronominal-related agreement system) is provided.

The categorical status of so-called case-marking "determiners" is discussed, if relevant.

The main part of each of these chapters focuses on the correlations between semantic
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properties and morphosyntactic transitivity, and how they may affect the determination of

actancy structures of each language.

Chapter 8 summarizes the present study and suggests directions for future research.



CHAPTER 2

THEORETICAL ORIENTATION

2.1 INTRODUCTION

In this study, I employ a revised version of Dixon's Basic Linguistic Theory to

describe the clause structure in Formosan and Philippine languages. Some notions that

are crucial to the discussion of Formosan and Philippine clause structures are discussed in

this chapter. Section 2.2 distinguishes core arguments from peripheral arguments (or

adjuncts). Section 2.3 distinguishes valency from transitivity. Section 2.4 deals with

canonical transitives, passives, and antipassives. The discussion in this section will focus

on the morphological, syntactic, and semantic tests for distinguishing canonical transitive

constructions from antipassives and passives. Section 2.5 discusses actancy structure

(accusative, ergative, active, and tripartite systems). Section 2.6 covers various uses of

the term "ergative," such as "syntactic ergativity," "discourse ergativity," and "lexical

ergativity".

2.2 CORE ARGUMENTS VS. PERIPHERAL ARGUMENTS

Basic Linguistic Theory as outlined in Dixon (1979, 1994) and Dixon and

Aikhenvald (2000) distinguishes core arguments from peripheral arguments (also called

"adjuncts"). The occurrence of core arguments is determined by the head (usually a

verb) of a clause. The core arguments must be stated (or be understood from the context)

for a clause to be acceptable. The occurrence of peripheral arguments or adjuncts is less
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dependent on the nature of the head of a clause; they may optionally be included to

indicate place, time, cause, purpose, and so on.

Four core arguments (8, A, 0, and E) can be distinguished and will be defined as

follows in this study. I A is the more active core argument of a canonical transitive verb;

o is the less active core argument of a canonical transitive verb; 8 is the sole argument of

a canonical intransitive verb, or the core argument of a dyadic intransitive verb that has

the same morphological marking as the sole argument of a canonical intransitive verb; E

(stands for "extension to core") is the second core argument of a dyadic intransitive verb,

and which does not have the same morphological marking as the sole argument of a

canonical intransitive verb.

2.3 VALENCY V8. TRANSITIVITY

Dixon and Aikhenvald (2000:3) emphasize the difference between "valency," which

has to do with the number of core arguments that a verb takes, and "transitivity," which

has to do with whether those arguments include 8, A, 0, and/or E. A verb that takes just

one core argument is called monadic or monovalent; one that takes two core arguments is

called dyadic or bivalent; one that takes three core arguments is called triadic or trivalent.

A verb that takes two core arguments can be either transitive or intransitive, depending

on whether the core arguments include A and 0, or 8 and E, as in (l)b and (l)c. The

interaction between valency and transitivity is summarized in (l).

I The definitions of the four core arguments used in this study are somewhat different from those of Dixon
and Aikhenvald (2000:3). Dixon and Aikhenvald make use of terms such as "subject," "object," "indirect
object" to define the four core arguments. In this study, I refrain from the use of these terms because of the
multiple ambiguities involved in their interpretation.
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(l) valency vs. Cin)transitivity:

a. canonical/plain intransitive S

b. extended intransitive S E

c. canonical/plain transitive A 0

d. extended transitive A 0 E

(l)a is a canonical or plain intransitive structure that takes one core argument S. (l)b

and (l)c are both dyadic, but they differ in terms of transitivity: (l)b is an extended

intransitive structure that takes the core arguments S and E, whereas (l)c is a canonical or

plain transitive structure that takes the core arguments A and O. (l)d is a triadic extended

transitive structure that takes three core arguments A, 0, and E. The difference between

a dyadic canonical transitive clause and a dyadic extended intransitive clause can be

illustrated with the following pair of examples. As shown in (2), the verbs in this pair of

sentences are both dyadic because they each take two core arguments. However, only the

verbs in (2)a is transitive, because only it takes the core arguments A and 0.

(2) dyadic transitive vs. dyadic intransitive:

a. DYADIC TRANSITIVE:

Harry hit the ball.

A Tr. 0

b. DYADIC INTRANSITIVE:

Harry hit at the ball.

S Intr. E

Although Dixon and Aikhenvald stress the significance of distinguishing valency

from transitivity, they do not explicitly state how to distinguish a dyadic transitive verb

from a dyadic intransitive verb. To make this distinction, I incorporate morphological,
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syntactic, and semantic properties into the definition of transitivity. In this study,

transitivity is considered to reflect not only the number of core arguments, but also a

combination of semantic, morphological, and syntactic factors. A transitive verb is a

verb that has two or more core arguments and that exhibits the relevant morphological,

semantic, and syntactic signs of transitivity. An intransitive verb is a verb that has one

(or more) core arguments and that exhibits the relevant morphological, semantic, and

syntactic signs of low transitivity or intransitivity.

2.4 CANONICAL TRANSITIVE VS. PASSIVE AND ANTIPASSIVE

As already mentioned in section 2.3, the notion of "transitivity" is related not only to

the number of core arguments that a verb takes, but also to the morphosyntactic and

semantic properties that a clause exhibits. To distinguish a canonical transitive from a

passive and an antipassive, it is necessary to look at the interaction between these

properties. In this section, I discuss morphological, syntactic, and semantic criteria that

can be used for distinguishing unmarked or canonical transitive constructions from

marked constructions, such as passives and antipassives. First, the markedness tests

proposed by Payne (1982) and the transitivity tests proposed by Gibson and Starosta

(1990) will be evaluated in terms of their validity and/or applicability in sections 2.4.1

and 2.4.2 respectively. Then, a summary of the applicability of these tests will be

presented in section 2.4.3. Finally, some additional transitivity tests will be provided in

section 2.4.4.
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2.4.1 Payne's (1982) "Markedness" Tests

Comrie (1978:368) suggests that "markedness" of PATIENT-PROMINENT constructions

(i.e., constructions in which PATIENTS are syntactically more prominent than AGENTS, and

which typically refer to passive and ergative constructions) can be used to distinguish an

ergative from a nonergative system. If a PATIENT-PROMINENT construction is unmarked,

then the system is ergative; if it is marked, then the system is nonergative. Based on the

criteria that Comrie (1978) and Giv6n (1979:58) used for characterizing the

"markedness" nature of English passives, Payne (1982:96-98) lists four tests for

identifying the more marked construction (typically referring to the passive construction

in accusative languages and the antipassive construction in ergative languages) in a given

language. These tests are summarized in table 2.1.

TABLE 2.1. MARKEDNESS TESTS (PAYNE 1982: 96-98)

LESS MARKED MORE MARKED

VERBAL MORPHOLOGY less complex more complex

TEXTUAL FREQUENCY higher textual frequency lower textual frequency
DISTRIBUTION less limited distribution more limited distribution
ACQUISITION early acquisition late acquisition

As shown in table 2.1, the more-marked construction is expected to have more

complex verbal morphology, lower textual frequency, more limited distribution, and to be

acquired later than the less-marked construction. However, if we examine the tests

carefully, we will find that NOT ALL tests are EQUALLY applicable to all languages.

Problems may arise when one tries to apply some of the tests to the language(s) that one

investigates.

In what follows, I will discuss the applicability of these tests.
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First, let us consider the morphological complexity test. According to the

morphological complexity test, the more marked construction is expected to have more

complex verbal morphology than the less marked construction. Cross-linguistic evidence

suggests that this is not a good test for distinguishing the more marked construction from

the less unmarked construction. The (ergative) Polynesian languages provide good

evidence for the claim that it is not a good test.

Let us look at the clause patterns in the Polynesian language family.

Modern Polynesian languages typically exhibit the following three verbal clause

patterns, as shown in table 2.2 (Clark 1973, 1976; Chung 1978; Gibson and Starosta

1990; Ota 1999; Kikusawa 2002).

TABLE 2.2. VERBAL CLAUSE PATTERNS IN POLYNESIAN LANGUAGES

Pattern 1: V NP
agent/theme

Intr. S

Pattern 2: V NP i/ki NP
agent theme, location, etc.

Intr. or Tr.? S or A? EorO?

Pattern 3: V(Cia) e NP NP
agent theme

Intr. or Tr.? ObI or A? S orO?

Pattern 1 is clearly a canonical intransitive construction, but pattern 2 and pattern 3

are either transitive or intransitive depending on whether the language is ergative or

accusative. In the accusative Polynesian languages (such as Hawaiian, Tahitian, etc.),

pattern 2 is a canonical transitive construction and pattern 3 is a passive construction.
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However, in the ergative Polynesian languages (such as Tongan, Samoan, Niuean, etc.),

the situation is totally different: pattern 2 is an antipassive construction (including the so-

called "middle" construction) and pattern 3 is a canonical transitive construction?

As shown in (3)a and (4)a, pattern 2 (the bare verb pattern) is a canonical transitive

pattern in Hawaiian (an accusative Polynesian language), whereas it is an antipassive

pattern in Samoan (an ergative Polynesian language). Consider (3)b and (4)b, pattern 3

(the Cia pattern) is a passive pattern in Hawaiian, but it is a canonical transitive pattern in

Samoan.

(3) Hawaiian (data from Ota 1999:41-42)

a. pattern 2: canonical transitive

Va 'ike '0 Pua 1 ka wahine.
COMP see NOM Pua ACC the woman
AUX IR. A 0

'Pua saw the woman.'

b. pattern 3: passive

Va 'ike'ia ka wahine e Pua.
COMP see-Cia the woman OBL Pua
AUX INIR.(PASS) S

'The woman was seen by Pua.'

2 In the traditional literature on syntactic description, the term "middle" is used for "a construction that
stands midway between the active and passive". In the "middle" construction, the referent of the subject
both instigates and is affected by the action denoted by the verb (Croft 1991 :248; Kemmer 1993: 16). More
recently, the term "middle" has been extended to include the following patterns in English: Bureaucrats
bribe easily. The bread won't cut. Culton washes well. The English "middle" patterns resemble passives
in being derived from transitive verbs and in upgrading the theme argument to subject. However, unlike
passives, they do not have passive morphology and do not permit an oblique agent (O'Grady 2003:128). In
Polynesian literature, the term "middle" is used in another sense. It refers to "a construction that stands
midway between the transitive and intransitive". Polynesian "middles" are constructions that take so-called
"middle verbs," which typically describe events that do not affect the "direct object" immediately. The
"middle verbs" in most Polynesian languages include perception verbs (such as 'see', 'listen to'), verbs of
emotion and other psychological states (such as 'love', 'want', 'understand'), verbs normally selecting
animate "direct objects," including some communication verbs (such as 'meet with', 'help', 'call'), verbs
such as 'follow', 'wait for' and 'visit' (Chung 1978:47).
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(4) Samoan (data from Ota 1999:41-42)

a. pattern 2: antipassive

Sa va'ai
PST see
AUX INTR.(ANTIP)

Tai 1 Ie fahine.
Tai OBL the woman
S E

'Tai saw the woman.'

b. pattern 3: canonical transitive

Sa va'aiina e Tai Ie fafine.
PST see-Cia ERG Tai the woman
AUX TR. A 0

'Tai spotted the woman.'

Applying the morphological complexity test to the ergative Polynesian languages,

one might conclude that pattern 2 is an unmarked construction (i.e., canonical transitive),

whereas pattern 3 (the -Cia construction) would be a marked construction (i.e., passive).

However, such a conclusion would contradict the results that one can obtain from other

morphological tests (such as text frequency) and syntactic tests.

Moreover, considering the morphological complexity test from a diachronic

perspective, one will find that it is not a good test. In the study of the diachronic

development of actancy systems, it is commonly assumed that an actancy change

typically involves the reinterpretation of a formerly marked construction (such as a

passive) as an unmarked construction (see Anderson 1977; Trask 1979; Estival and

Myhill 1988; Dixon 1994; Siewierska 1998). Applying the morphological complexity

test to a subgroup consisting of both accusative and ergative languages, one may have a

problem in correctly identifying the canonical transitive construction in one of the two

groups of languages, just as in the Polynesian case.
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Second, let us consider the textual frequency test. According to this test, the more

marked construction is expected to have lower textual frequency than the less marked

construction. This appears to be true cross-linguistically (see Svartvik 1966; Giv6n 1979;

Comrie 1981; Cooreman et al. 1984; Shibatani 1988; Tsunoda 1994).

Tsunoda (1994) surveys the relative frequency of transitive and passive in two

accusative languages (English and Japanese) and that oftransitive and antipassive in

three ergative languages (Warrungu, Dyirbal, and Kalkatungu). His study shows that the

less marked construction occurs much more frequently than the more marked

construction in the texts.3 That is, the canonical transitive construction occurs much

more frequently than the antipassive construction in ergative languages, and the canonical

transitive construction occurs much more frequently than the passive construction in

accusative languages. The result of his study is summarized in tables 2.3 and 2.4

(Tsunoda 1994:39).

TABLE 2.3. FREQUENCY OF CANONICAL TRANSITIVE AND ANTIPASSIVE

TRANSITIVE ANTIPASSIVE TOTAL

(LESS MARKED) (MORE MARKED)

WARRUNGU 1264 (84.6%) 230 (15.4%) 1494 (100%)
DYIRBAL 104 (83.2%) 21 (16.8%) 125 (100%)
KALKATUNGU 67 (79.8%) 17 (20.2%) 84 (100%)

3 The data that Tsunoda (1994) used for his textual analysis are from the following sources:
Warrungu: approximately a third of Tsunoda's six hours of texts.

(a) Dyirbal: the first two of the three texts in Dixon (1972).
(b) Kalkatungu: all of the seven texts in B. Blake (1979).
(c) English: texts in Miyake (1986).
(d) Japanese: texts in Inoue (1986), Hirai (1986), and Mizutani (1986).
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TABLE 2.4. FREQUENCY OF CANONICAL TRANSITIVE AND PASSIVE

TRANSITIVE PASSIVE TOTAL
(LESS MARKED) (MORE MARKED)

ENGLISH 299 (90.9%) 30 (9.1%) 329 (100%)
JAPANESE 346 (94.8%) 19 (5.2%) 365 (100%)

One interesting result to be noted from tables 2.3 and 2.4 is that antipassives appear to

have higher textual frequency compared to passives. Whether this is related to the

discourse and/or syntactic functions of these two construction types is an interesting

question to pursue. I will not go into detail here.

Although the textual frequency test appears to be a reliable test cross-linguistically,

one needs to be careful when implementing it. Two factors should be considered when

one employs the textual frequency test: (i) genre, and (ii) construction type.

Let us consider the significance of genre in the study of textual frequency.

According to Svartvik (1966), Shibatani (1988), Duranti (1994), and Reid (2002a),

textual frequency may vary depending on the genres of texts. In his corpus of English

writing in the learned sciences, Svartvik (1966:46) finds that 32% of the sentences are

passives whereas 68% are actives. On the other hand, in novels, only 5-7% of the

sentences are passives, but 73-95% are actives. Similar results are reported in

Shibatani's (1988:95) study of Japanese passives. He reports that passives account for

25-32% of the sentences in newspapers and in scientific writings, but only 5-7% in

novels and essays. Reid (2002a) reports that 70-80% of the verbal constructions in

Bontok "procedural" texts are transitive, whereas only 40-50% of the verbal

constructions in Bontok "activity" texts (and many "narrative" texts) are transitive.
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Duranti (1994: 24-25) states that in Samoan sentences with two overt arguments (one

of which is marked by the ergative preposition e) may occur frequently in elicitation, but

they are rare in spoken discourse. He reports that only ONE occurrence of an ergative

Agent is found in an intense fifteen-minute conversation mostly between two people and

claims that the use of ergativity in Samoan seems relatively rare in spoken discourse.

Although Duranti's observation about the fact that genres play an important role in

textual frequency may be true, his claim about the rare use of ergativity in Samoan

spoken discourse may not be accurate. One problem that I found in Duranti's discussion

of rarity of ergativity in Samoan spoken discourse is that he only mentions the occurrence

of ERGATIVE-MARKED NPs, rather than the occurrence of ERGATIVE CLAUSES. It is not

clear whether his statement only reflects the overall occurrence of ERGATIVE NPs, or

whether it also reflects the overall occurrence of ERGATIVE CLAUSES. It seems to me that

it is very probable that he only discusses the overall distribution of ergative NPs rather

than that of ergative clauses.

If we assume that the total number of ergative-marked NPs appearing in a text is NOT

equal to the total number of ergative clauses appearing in a text, then how can we explain

the fact that the ergative-marked NP rarely occurs in Samoan spoken discourse? The

Preferred Argument Structure proposed by J. Du Bois (1987:817-827) appears to offer a

good explanation for it.

According to J. Du Bois, the Preferred Argument Structure (PAS hereafter) is a

universal property of discourse. The PAS observes the following four constraints: (i)

One Lexical Argument Constraint: avoid more than one lexical argument per clause
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(whether transitive or intransitive); (ii) Non-Lexical A Constraint: avoid lexical A's; (iii)

One New Argument Constraint: avoid more than one new argument per clause; (iv)

Given A Constraint: Avoid new A's. According to the PAS, most new mentions (i.e.,

entities not mentioned previously or not present) will appear as S or 0, but most given

mentions (i.e., entities mentioned previously or present) as A (ergative NP in an ergative

language). Practically speaking, there is no need for speakers to use full NPs to refer to

given mentions all the time in a conversation because their referents are easy to identify

from the context. Instead, one can either use a reduced form (such as a clitic pronoun or

an agreement marker) to refer to given mentions or simply not mention them at all.

Having discussed the importance of genre, now let us tum our attention to the

significance of "construction type" in the study of textual frequency.

When conducting a textual frequency study, it is important for one to base his/her

study on "construction type" rather than "formatives" or "morphology." This point is

especially important in the study of Philippine-type languages in that these languages are

known for having many homophonous nouns and verbs. Moreover, the so-called Actor

Focus construction (typically the verb has the morphological shape -um- or m- in

noncompletive forms), in fact, refers to a variety of construction types. It may refer to a

construction that takes only one agentive phrase, or a construction that takes one agentive

phrase and one locative phrase, or a construction that takes one agentive phrase and one

indefinite theme phrase. Whether one treats all three construction types as one group or

as two or three different groups will definitely affect the result of frequency counting (cf.
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textual frequency of Tagalog reported in Constantino 1971 and Cooreman et al. 1984,

1988).

In sum, the textual frequency test appears to be a reliable test for distinguishing a

marked construction from an unmarked construction cross-linguistically. However, when

implementing this test, one needs to consider the following two factors: (i) genre, and (ii)

construction type. If one can take into account these two factors in hislher textual

frequency study, one should be able to get a more accurate picture of how a marked

construction differs from an unmarked construction in terms of textual frequency.

2.4.1.3 Distribution

Third, let us consider the distribution test.

According to the distribution test, the more marked construction is expected to have a

more limited distribution than the less marked construction. This appears to be true

cross-linguistically.

Two points appear to be relevant to the distribution test. First, the less marked

construction tends to occur in more construction types than the more marked one. For

example, in many languages only the actives (but not the passives) can occur in the

imperative construction.4 Second, more verbs can occur in the less marked construction

than the more marked one, but not vice versa. For instance, Schachter (1976:517,

4 In Malagasy, Maori, and some other Austronesian languages, the so-called "passive" constructions have
commonly been described as appearing more frequently than the "active" in imperatives (Keenan
1976:32 I; Sinclair 1976; Clark 1976; Chung 1978). This typological oddity is often explained in terms of
"politeness". Please refer to Chapter 3, section 3.3.1 for the discussion of"passive imperatives" in
Malagasy.
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footnote 10) states that some verbs (e.g., verbs with meanings like 'frighten', 'surprise',

'starve', 'kill', 'break', 'grind', 'bum', 'remember', and 'forget') in Tagalog are limited

in their distribution such that the goal-topic form (i.e., the unmarked form in Tagalog) is

the only form that can occur in a main clause.

2.4.1.4 Acquisition

Finally, let us look at the last test, acquisition, on Payne's list.

According to the acquisition test, the more marked construction is expected to be

acquired later than the less marked construction. When applying the acquisition test to

Tagalog (see Tucker 1971; Segalowitz and Galang 1978; Galang 1982; Bautista 1983),

the result one gets from this test appears to converge with that from other tests. However,

the problem with the implementation of this test is that, practically speaking, it is

impossible to obtain any acquisition data for the less well-studied languages. So far,

most of the acquisition studies that have been done are for the well-described languages

(e.g., English, Japanese, Korean, French, etc.). Unless more acquisition studies are done

for the less well-studied languages, this test is of no use.

Having discussed Payne's markedness test, now let us tum our attention to the

transitivity tests proposed by Gibson and Starosta (1990).
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2.4.2 Gibson and Starosta's (1990) Transitivity Tests

Gibson and Starosta (1990: 198-205) outline a set of criteria that can be used for

distinguishing canonical transitives from passives and antipassives. 5 These criteria will

be examined in sections 2.4.2.1-2.4.2.2 respectively.

2.4.2.1 Morphological criteria

Three sub-types of morphological criteria are proposed by Gibson and Starosta

(1990). These criteria include markedness, productivity, and morphological

identification.

2.4.2.1.1 Markedness

As for markedness, Gibson and Starosta propose five tests to distinguish basic or less

marked construction from derived or more marked construction: (i) morphological

markedness, (ii) text frequency, (iii) neutrality, (iv) ease of processing, and (v) order of

acquisition. These five tests are summarized in table 2.5.

5 Gibson and Starosta (1990) consider both passives and antipassives as dyadic constructions. However,
cross-linguistically, passivization and antipassivization are commonly considered as valency-decreasing
devices (Dixon 1994; Dixon and Aikhenvald 2000; Whaley 1997; Payne 1997). In other words, passives
and antipassives are both considered to be monadic rather than dyadic constructions. Although a number of
cross-linguistic studies have successfully shown that antipassivization is NOT NECESSARILY a valency
decreasing device (see Nichols 1982; Tsunoda 1988; B. Blake 1993; Cooreman 1994; Manning 1996;
Starosta 1997, 1998, 2002b; H. C. Liao 2002), so far no similar kind ofevidence has been provided for
passivization. Instead, cross-linguistic evidence reveals that agentIess passives are far more common than
those with an agent (see Svartvik 1966; Giv6n 1979; Yamamoto 1984; Foley and Van Valin 1984;
Siewierska 1984; Shibatani 1988; Comrie 1988). Moreover, in many languages (e.g., Latvian, Urdu,
Kupia, Chamorro, Fijian, Atjnjamathanha, Cupeno, Cora, Huichol, Cahuilla, Shoshoni and Pepecano), only
the agentless passive construction is allowed (Siewierska 1984). It seems to me that Gibson and Starosta's
(1990) characterization of passives as dyadic is not correct. Their treatment of passives as dyadic may be
influenced by the fact that the so-called "passive" construction in Maori frequently appears with an
agentive phrase.
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Comparing the tests in table 2.5 with those in table 2.1, we find that three of the

markedness tests are identical. Because I have already evaluated the morphological

markedness, text frequency, and acquisition tests in sections 2.4.1.1, 2.4.1.2, and 2.4.1.4

respectively, the discussion here will be focused on the neutrality test and the processing

test.

TABLE 2.5. MARKEDNESS TESTS (GIBSON AND STAROSTA 1990:198)

LESS MARKED (BASIC) MORE MARKED (DERIVED)
MORPHOLOGICAL bare verb stem affixed form
MARKEDNESS
TEXT FREQUENCY higher lower
NEUTRALITY the forms most often elicited the forms less often elicited

with situationally neutral with situationally neutral
nonverbal cues nonverbal cues

EASE OF PROCESSING more easily processed less easily processed
ORDER OF ACQUISITION acquired earlier acquired later

The neutrality test predicts that the less-marked or basic construction, but not the

more-marked or derived construction, will be the one that is most often elicited with

situationally neutral nonverbal cues. This test may not always be reliable in that the

frequency that speakers use their own native language may playa role here.

In the case that speakers mainly use the dominant language(s) but rarely use their own

native language in their daily life, it is very probable that the most often elicited patterns

are the translation correspondences of the basic construction in the dominant language.

This is exactly what we experienced when Dr. Robert Blust, Dr. Laura Chang-Blust, and

I conducted a field study with a pazeh speaker in 1999. The pazeh speaker that we

worked with, Mrs. Pan, speaks mainly Taiwanese in her daily life and hardly had a

chance to speak pazeh because there was no other competent speaker that she could
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converse with in Pazeh. When we first started eliciting sentences from her, she always

produced sentences with verb-medial word order, the unmarked word order in

Taiwanese. After we worked with her for a while, she started realizing that she has been

producing sentences with Taiwanese word order, and then she would tell us that those

verb-medial sentences were not correct. The correct way to say those sentences would be

to put the verb at the beginning of each sentence.

Seeing that the frequency that one uses a second language may affect the result of this

test, one should not be too dependent on the result that he or she obtains from this test.

Now, let us move on to the processing test. The processing test predicts that the less

marked or basic construction, rather than the more marked or derived construction, is

most easily processed. This test should hold cross-linguistically. However, practically

speaking, this test, just like the acquisition test, is of no use in that relatively few, if any,

processing studies have been done for the less well-known languages.

2.4.2.1.2 Productivity

As for productivity, Gibson and Starosta provide two tests: (i) regularity or

productivity, and (ii) derivational target. The two tests are summarized in table 2.6.
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TABLE 2.6. PRODUCTIVITY TESTS (GIBSON AND STAROSTA 1990:199)

BASIC DERIVED
REGULARITY OR more regular or more productive less regular or less
PRODUCTIVITY (no gaps) productive (with gaps)
DERIVATIONAL TARGET more likely to be the derivational less likely to be the

target (from nonverbs and derivational target
intransitive verb to dyadic verbs)

The regularity or productivity test resembles the distribution test discussed in section

2.4.1.3. According to the regularity or productivity test, the basic construction is

expected to be more regular or more productive than the derived one. For example, in

Language A, if all semantically transitive verb roots can appear in the dyadic clause

pattern 3, but not all of them can appear in the dyadic clause pattern 2, then pattern 3 is

basic and pattern 2 is derived. This test appears to work for Tagalog data (see Schachter

1976; Cefia 1977).

A test related to the above regularity test is the choice of derivational target. In

Language A, if all nonverbs or intransitive verbs can enter dyadic pattern 3, but not

dyadic pattern 2, when derived as dyadic verbs, then pattern 3 is the basic transitive

construction. This test appears to work for Tagalog, as can be seen from the data in De

Guzman (1992:94). She reports that when deriving certain classes of nouns and monadic

intransitive verbs into dyadic verbs in Tagalog, the derivational target can only be dyadic

-in verbs and -an verbs, rather than dyadic -um- verbs. As shown in table 2.7, when

deriving dyadic verbs from the inchoative verbs, the derivational target can only be the

dyadic -an verbs rather than the dyadic m- or -um- verbs.
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TABLE 2.7. DERIVATION OF TAGALOG VERBS (DE GUZMAN 1992:94)

STATIVE() INCHOATIVE DYADIC TRANSITIVE
malaki 'big' lumaki 'to become big' lakihan 'to make s.th. big'
matamis 'sweet' tumamis 'to become sweet' tamisan 'to make s.th. sweet'
maalat 'salty' umalat 'to become salty' alatan 'to make s.th. salty'

2.4.2.1.3 Morphological identification

Now, let us tum to the last morphological test that Gibson and Starosta (1990: 199)

proposed, the morphological identification test.

The morphological identification test makes the following prediction.

If a language has three verbal clause patterns (one monadic pattern and two

dyadic patterns) and the verbs in the three clause patterns are ALL

MORPHOLOGICALLYCOMPLEX, then the dyadic clause pattern that has the same

verbal morphology as the intransitive clause pattern counts as intransitive,

whereas the other dyadic clause pattern counts as transitive.

An application ofthis test can be exemplified by the Tsou data. According to

Starosta (1997), (5)a is clearly an intransitive clause, but (5)b and (5)c are ambiguous in

terms of transitivity. Adopting the morphological identification test, (5)b is considered to

be dyadic intransitive whereas (5)c is transitive because the verbs (both the auxiliary

verbs and the lexical verbs) in (5)a and (5)b have the morphological shape m-.

6 De Guzman (1992) labels the ma- forms as "adjectives," but I consider these forms as stative verbs, i.e., a
subclass of intransitive verbs.
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(5) Tsou (data from Zeitoun 1992; cited in Starosta 1997:146)

a. canonical intransitive: the verbs (the auxiliary and the lexical verb) have the
morphological shape m-

mo _ mOIJsi?e oko.
NOM.3s7 cry 1E child

AUX INTR. S

'The child is crying.'

b. dyadic/extended intransitive: the verbs have the morphological shape m-

mo mavo ta plIJl si amo.
NOM.3s open GEN door Sl father

AUX INTR. E S

'Father is opening the door.'

c. canonical transitive: the verbs do not have the morphological shape m-

SI pav;
GEN.3s open

AUX TR.

ta amo
GEN father

A

SI plIJl.
SI door

o
'The father has opened the door.'

De Guzman (1988:340-42) reports that a similar kind of dichotomy is also observed

in Tagalog. According to her, Tagalog intransitive verbs, whether monadic or dyadic,

both have the morphological shape m- or _um_,8 whereas transitive verbs have the

morphological shape -in (or its nonfuture form -in-), -an, or i- rather than m- or -um-.

Simply looking at the Formosan (Atayal, Tsou, and Paiwan) and Philippine languages

data (Tagalog and Yami) that De Guzman (1988) and Starosta (1997,1998, 2002b)

presented in their papers, one may assume that verbal morphology really shows a neat

dichotomy between transitive and intransitive verbs in these languages (and perhaps in

7 Like many Formosan languages, the third person singular nominative (short form) pronoun in Tsou is
phonologically null. I use the symbol "_" to indicate the syntactic position for the third person singular
nominative pronoun.
S This is only true for the infinitive and nonfuture forms.
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other Formosan and Philippine languages too). That is, the m- or -um- form verbs are

intransitive (whether monadic or dyadic), but the -en form, -an form, and i- form verbs

are transitive. However, a careful survey of the literature points out that things are not

quite that simple. There are problems with applying this test to data from at least three

Philippine languages (Ilokano, Tagalog, and Sorsoganon) and one Formosan language

(Siraya).

Let us consider the Ilokano data first. Ilokano (a Cordilleran language) is commonly

described as having three verbal class patterns:9 (i) Pattern 1: monadic -um-/ag-/mang-

intransitive clauses, (ii) Pattern 2: dyadic -um-/ag-/mang- clauses, and (iii) Pattern 3:

dyadic -en/-an/i- clauses.

TABLE 2.8. VERBAL CLAUSE PATTERNS IN ILOKANO

Pattern 1: -um-Iag-Imang-V NP
Intr. Nom

agent/theme

Pattern 2: -um-/ag-/mang-V NP
Intr.? or Tr.? Nom

agent

NP
Lcv
theme

Pattern 3: V-en/-anli
Intr.? or Tr.?

NP
Gen
agent

NP
Nom
theme/location/beneficiary/instrument, etc.

Pattern I typically consists of monadic -um-/ag-/mang- intransitive verbs that expect

only one nominative-marked NP, as in (6)a-c. Pattern 2 consists of dyadic -um-/ag-

/mang- verbs that expect both a nominative-marked agent and a locative-marked theme,

9 Table 2.8 is a rough representation of Ilokano verbal clause patterns. The verb forms appear in table 2.8
are the noncompletive forms. The -um- and mang- forms that appear both have various morphophonemic
alternates.
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as in (6)d-f. Pattern 3 consists of dyadic -enl-anli- verbs that expect both a genitive-

marked agent and a nominative-marked NP (that can be interpreted as a theme, location,

beneficiary, instrument, etc. depending on the combination of verb classes and verbal

morphology), as in (6)g-i. One thing that needs to be noted is that the locative-marked

theme NP in pattern 2 must be indefinite or nonspecific, whereas the nominative-marked

NP in pattern 3 must be definite or specific.

(6) Ilokano eVanoverbergh 1955:130,132, 134, 137, 164)

a. pattern 1: monadic -um- clause

uminum ti aso. 1O

drink TI dog

'The dog drinks.'

b. pattern 1: monadic ag- clause (nag- is the completive form of ag-)

naggaddil=kami amino
itch=NOM.l PE all

'We (ex.) all had itch.'

c. pattern 1: monadic mang- clause

mangan ni Juan.
eat NI John

'John eats.'

d. pattern 2: dyadic mang- clause

mangaramid=kami iti balay.
build=NOM.l PE ITI house

'We (ex.) make a house.'

10 Reid (2002b) reconsiders the categorical status of prenominal monosyllabic forms, such as ti in Ilokano
and ang in Tagalag, that have been commonly referred to as "determiners" in Philippine languages. Based
on syntactic distribution, he claims that some, if not all, of these elements are better analyzed as
semantically empty "auxiliary nouns" that head the NPs that they are a part of. Supporting evidence for an
"auxiliary noun" analysis of these forms in other Philippine-type languages is also presented in Chapters 5
7 of this dissertation. See Chapters 5-7 for details.
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e. pattern 2: dyadic ag- clause

agbasa=ka iti libro.
read=NOM.2s ITI book

'You (sg.) read a book.'

f. pattern 2: dyadic -um- clause

uminum=ak iti danlim.
drink=NOM.I s ITI water

'I drink water (any kind ofwater). '

g. pattern 3: dyadic -en clause

inumek ti danlim. I I

drink.? IS TI water

'I drink the water (not any kind of water). '

h. pattern 3: dyadic -an clause

asintin=da ti kame.
salt=GEN.3p TI meat

'They salt the meat. '

1. pattern 3: dyadic i- clause

ikali=da ti pusa a natay.
bury=GEN.3P TI cat LIG dead

'They bury the dead cat. '

If we apply Gibson and Starosta's morphological identification test to the above

Ilokano examples, we get a very neat result. That is, intransitive verbs, whether monadic

or dyadic, have the morphological shape -um-, ag-, or mang-, whereas transitive verbs

have the morphological shape -en, -an, and i-. It seems that verbal morphology can be

11 Synchronically, the form inumek « inumen 'drink' + =k 'GEN. IS') is considered to be a transitive verb
carrying an agreement feature for the A of the clause (see Reid 200 I for the agreement analysis of I1okano
"pronominal" forms).
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used to determine transitivity in Ilokano. However, if we look at the other sets of data,

we will find problems with the test.

Vanoverbergh (1955:147) reports that four classes of intransitive verbs in Ilokano

have the morphological shape -en rather than -um-, ag-, or mang-.

First, the formative -en appears with "stems indicating ailments and the like" to form

verbs with the meaning "to feel the symptoms of a certain disease," as in (7).

(7) Ilokano eVanoverbergh 1955:147)

a. gaddilen ti ubing=ko.
itch TI child=GEN.lS

'My child gets itch.'

b. talimudawen ni Juan.
dizzy NI John

'John is dizzy.'

c. til-ien ti ubing.
hiccups TI child

'The child has hiccups.'

d. sakiten ti ulo=k.
ache TI head=GEN.ls

'My head aches.'

Second, the formative -en appears with "names of body parts or the like" to form

verbs with the meaning "this or that part of the body aches or is sore," as in (8).

(8) Ilokano eVanoverbergh 1955:147)

a. bakrangen ti anak=ko.
painful.side TI child=GEN.l s
[bakrangen 'to feel pain in the side of the body' < bakrang 'side of body']

'My child has pain in its side.'



b. karabukoben=da amino
sore.throat=NOM.3P all
[karabukoben 'to have a sore throat' < karabuk6b 'throat']

'All of them have a sore throat. '

c. basisawen ni Juan.
feel.bloated NI John
[basisawen 'to feel or hear water moving in the belly; to feel bloated' < basisaw 'bladder']

'The water gurgles in John's belly (for having drunk too much of it).'

d. rurus6ken=da.
eructate=NOM.3P
[rurus6ken 'to eructate fetidly' < rusok 'stomach']

'They eructate.'

Third, the formative -en appears with certain stems to form verbs with the meaning

"have the quality of what the stem implies". In this case, the first (C)V sequence of the

stem is reduplicated, as in (9).

(9) Ilokano eVanoverbergh 1955:147)

a. babadoen dayta lupot.
fOLcoat that cloth
[badoen < bado 'dress; coat; shirt; jacket; clothes, attire']

'That cloth is good for coats.'

b. guguy6den ti nuang=na.
for.drawing II carabaO=GEN.3S
[guy6den 'to pull, draw, haul, drag' < guyod 'variety of awned rice; pull']

'His carabao is good for drawing purposes. '

c. aadigien toy kayo.
for. post this timber
[adigien < adigi 'post; pillar']

'This timber is good for posts. '

32
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d. sasapat6sen di lalat.
fOf.shoes that leather
[sapatosen < sapatos 'shoe; horseshoe']

'That leather is good for shoes.'

Fourth, the formative -en appears with "names of animals, or the like" to indicate that

"a certain animal or insect has started eating or consuming something," as in (10).

(10) Ilokano CVanoverbergh 1955:147)

a. kutonen ti inapuy.
anted II rice

'The rice is full of ants.'

b. iminay ti
tennited II

lupot=ko.
clothes=GEN.l S

'My clothes were ruined by termites.'

c. inaso ti kame.
dogged TI meat

'The dog got at the meat.'

d. pusaen ti tinapay.
catted TI bread

'The cat is eating the bread.'

When applying the morphological identification test, if we compare the dyadic clause

patterns with different subtypes of monadic clauses, we will reach a totally different

conclusion. Comparing the dyadic -um-, ag-, or mang- verbs in pattern 2 and the dyadic

-en, -an, and i- verbs in pattern 3 with the monadic -en verbs (rather than with the

monadic -um-, ag-, or mang- verbs), we could end up concluding that pattern 3 is

intransitive but pattern 2 is transitive. This result is totally different from when we
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compare the dyadic verbs with monadic -um-, ag-, or mang- verbs. The existence of this

type of data brings question into the validity of the morphological identification test.

The same kind of problem happens when we apply the morphological identification

test to Tagalog and Sorsoganon.

In Tagalog, although the majority of monadic intransitive verbs have the

morphological shape (-)m- or -um-, intransitive verbs with the morphological shape -in

(or its completive aspect form -in- or ni-) are also observed. According to Schachter and

Otanes (1972:307), most nouns that designate insects may occur as bases of -in verbs that

express the meaning of "being infested with the specified insect". For example, in (11),

the monadic -in verbs nilanggam 'be infested with ants', inanay 'be infested with

termites', nilangaw 'be infested with flies', and nilamok 'be infested with mosquitoes'

are derivationally related to the nouns langgam 'ant', anay 'termite', langaw 'fly', and

lamok 'mosquito', respectively.

(11) Tagalog (Sheila Zamar, pers. comm.)

a. nilanggam ang kanin.
anted ANG rice

'The (cooked/steamed) rice was infested with ants.'

b. inanay
terrnited

ang damit=ko.
ANG clothes=GEN.l s

'My clothes were infested with termites.'

c. nilangaw ang
infested.with.flies ANG

isd~L

fish

'The fish was covered with flies.'
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d. m1am6k ang batao
infested.with.mosquitoes ANG child

'The child is covered with mosquitoes.'

In addition to the "be infested with insects" verbs discussed in Schachter and Otanes

(1972), De Guzman (1978:229-230, 273-274) also reports the existence of other types of

"affliction verbs" in Tagalog. According to her, affliction verbs can be classified into

two classes: (i) change-of-state verbs, and (ii) non-change-of-state verbs. Change-of-

state affliction verbs are monadic intransitive -in verbs deriving from three types of

nouns: (i) from nouns referring to insects or creatures, (ii) from inanimate nouns that

leave a harmful effect on certain objects (such as sipon 'cold', amag 'mold', antok

'drowsiness', lagnat 'fever', kalawang 'rust', malat 'hoarseness', etc.), as in (12), and

(iii) from phenomenal nouns (such as ulan 'rain', bagyo 'storm', hangin 'wind', baha

'flood', alon 'wave', lindol 'earthquake', etc.), as in (13). Non-change-of-state affliction

verbs are monadic intransitive -an verbs deriving from nouns such as pawis

'perspiration', kilabot 'goose pimples', kati 'itch', kabag 'gas pain', kabit 'palpitation',

etc., as in (14)-(15).

(12) Tagalog (De Guzman 1978:230)

lalagnatin ang mga bata dahil
fever ANG PL child because

sa laganap na 'flu'.
Lev widespread L1G flu

'The children will be afflicted with fever because of the flu epidemic.'

(13) Tagalog (De Guzman 1978: 178)

uulanin ang parada.
rain.on ANG parade

'The parade will be overtaken by rain.' /'The parade will be rained on.'
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(14) Tagalog (De Guzman 1978:231)

pinapawisan=tayo kung tag-init.
perspire=NoM.1PI when summer

'We (in.) perspire in summer.'

(15) Tagalog (De Guzman 1978:274)

kinabagan ang bata sa kaiiyak.
gas.pain ANG child Lev crying

'The child suffered gas pain from crying too much.'

As in Ilokano, depending on whether we compare the dyadic -um- verbs and the

dyadic -in/-an/i- verbs with the monadic -um- verbs or monadic -in or -an verbs, we will

get a totally different result for morphological transitivity in Tagalog.

Having looked at Ilokano and Tagalog data, let us move on to Sorsoganon,12 another

language that also exhibits the "be infested with insects" construction. In Sorsoganon,

the verbs appearing in the "be infested with insects" construction have the morphological

shape -un or its completive aspect form -in-, as in (16).

(16) Sorsoganon (Sheila Zamar, pers. comm.)

a. inanay an balay=mi.
tennited AN house=GEN.1 PE

'Our (ex.) house is infested with termites.'

b. tinanga an tsokolate.
anted AN chocolate

'The chocolate is full of ants.'

c. linangaw
infested.with.flies

an sini.
AN fish

'The fish is covered with flies.'

12 Sorsoganon is one of the Central Philippine languages.
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mosquitoes

an batH.
AN child
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'The child is covered with mosquitoes. '

Again, if we apply the morphological identification test to Sorsoganon, we will find

that the transitivity of dyadic clauses cannot be unambiguously determined by verbal

morphology.

The monadic -en/-un/-in verbs or -an verbs are found not only in Philippine

languages, but also in Formosan languages. The description of Siraya (an extinct

Formosan language) by Adelaar (1997:381,386) contains examples of monadic -en

"affliction verbs," as in (17)a, and some nominal forms that appear to be derived from

these types of verbs in Siraya, as in (17)b-c.

(17) Siraya (Adelaar 1997:381, 386)

a. alaei ka nipasibain
aley ka nipasibaan
because PST.CAus.tired

ta neni l3

ta nem
TA 3p

' ...because they fainted.' (ix:36)

b. nimad tyniren ki dimmidimmien ka malaliko
nimad tInHin ki dimmidimmian ka malaliko
pST.bring OBL.3s Kl (someone)sick.of.the.palsy LIG Iying.down

tou 'repaghin.
tu apaX;ln
IOU bed

'They brought to him a man sick of the palsy, lying on a bed.' (vi:16)

13 Following Adelaar (1997), Siraya examples are presented in the following format: line 1 is the original
spelling from the Gospel of Matthew, line 2 is Adelaar's near-phonemic spelling, line 3 is the interlinear
glosses, and line 4 is the free translation. On line 4, the Latin numeral indicates gospel chapter and the
Arabic numeral following the semicolon indicates verse.



c. ka nipakasoummun pakakouptigh ta
ka nipakasuman pakakuptix ta
and PST.AS.immediate CADS.clean TA

'ceutataummun
iiwtataum;m
leprosy

tyn
tin
GEN.3s
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'And immediately his leprosy was cleansed.' (viii:3)

One may argue that the morphological identification test works so well for several

languages, its validity should not be challenged by the sporadic existence of the "be

infested/afflicted with/by" construction. However, the fact that the "be infested/afflicted

with/by" construction is not usually reported in other Formosan and Philippine languages

should not be taken as evidence for the nonexistence of this type of construction. Instead,

it only suggests that most of these languages are not well-described. Once better

descriptions are done for these languages, we may find that many more languages exhibit

this type of construction. Again, we will have the same kind of difficulty in applying the

morphological identification test to these languages. Unless the test is modified, it is not

a cross-linguistically valid test for morphological transitivity.

One modification that we can make for this test is to specify the kind of monadic

clauses that the dyadic clause patterns should be compared with. Assuming that the verbs

in all verbal clause patterns are ALL MORPHOLOGICALLY COMPLEX, we can restate the

morphological identification test as follows:
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If a language has two (or more) dyadic clause patterns but only one of them is

transitive, the verb of the dyadic clause pattern that has the same verbal

morphology as the verb in the MAJOR MONADIC INTRANSITIVE CLAUSE PATTERN is

considered to be intransitive.

The MAJOR MONADIC INTRANSITIVE CLAUSE PATTERN refers to the monadic

intransitive clause pattern that can appear in most verb classes rather than just a limited

number of verb classes. For example, in Ilokano, the monadic -um-, ag-, or mang- clause

pattern (rather than the monadic -en clause pattern) is considered to be the major

intransitive clause pattern in that it appears with most classes of verbs. By contrast, the

monadic -en clause pattern only occur with very limited classes of verbs (most of which

have the meaning "the actant is negatively affected by ...."), and all of which are derived

from nouns.

An advantage of this revision is that we may apply the same test to the so-called

"split-S" (also called "active" or "agentive") and "fluid-S" (also called "fluid active" or

"fluid agentive") languages. 14 However, the revised morphological identification test has

never been applied to the split-S and/or fluid-S languages. It is not clear whether it will

work for these languages or not. If, when we apply the revised test to these languages, it

does work, then it may be considered as a cross-linguistically valid test for morphological

transitivity. If not, it may have to be abandoned completely.

14 The discussion of"split-S" and "fluid-S" languages will be presented in section 2.5.2.



Having discussed all the morphological tests, let us now tum our attention to the

semantic criteria.
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2.4.2.2 Semantic criteria

Traditionally, transitivity has been considered to involve at least two

participants/arguments. This is true in the case of transitive clauses. However, two

participants/arguments do NOT make clauses SYNTACTICALLY transitive. In their

influential work on "Transitivity in grammar and discourse," Hopper and Thompson

(1980) propose that the notion of 'transitivity' can be considered to be a combination of

semantic, morphological, and syntactic factors. Making use of a scale of 'transitivity

parameters' by which clauses can be ranked, they demonstrate how semantic properties

correlate with the coding of morphosyntactic transitivity cross-linguistically. The ten

transitivity parameters that they provide are presented in table 2.9.
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TABLE 2.9. PARAMETERS OF TRANSITIVITY (HOPPER AND THOMPSON 1980:252)

HIGH LOW

A. PARTICIPANTS 2 or more participants 1 participant
B. KINESIS action nonaction
C. ASPECT telic atelic
D. PUNCTUALITY punctual nonpunctual
E. VOLITIONALITY volitional nonvolitional
F. AFFIRMATION affirmative negative
G. MODE realis irrealis
H. AGENCY agent high in potency! J agent low in potency
1. AFFECTEDNESS OF THEME theme totally affected theme not affected
J. INDIVIDUATION OF THEME theme highly individuated theme nonindividuated

According to their survey of clause structures in a number of languages, they find that

there is a strong correlation between semantic, morphological, and syntactic transitivity.

The correlations can be stated as follows. If semantic parameters covary with

morphosyntactic manifestations oftransitivity, clauses exhibiting high semantic

transitivity are more likely to be encoded grammatically (i.e., morphologically and

syntactically) as transitive. For example, if the semantic feature 'punctuality' covaries

with morphosyntactic manifestations of transitivity, clauses exhibiting punctual actions

(rather than nonpunctual actions) are likely to be encoded as grammatically transitive

(rather than grammatically intransitive).

The correlation between semantic transitivity and grammatical transitivity can be

demonstrated by the Central Arctic Inuit examples. In (18)a, the theme argument is

definite (i.e., high in semantic transitivity) and the sentence is encoded as syntactically

15 Hopper and Thompson's usage of the notions "A" and "0" is different from that of Dixon (1994). Dixon
(1994:7) uses "A" and "0" to refer to the two core arguments in TRANSITIVE clauses; however, Hopper and
Thompson (1980:252) use them to refer to the two participants in a TWO-PARTICIPANT clause. The problem
with Hopper and Thompson's usage is that NOT ALL two-participant clauses are TRANSITIVE. To avoid
terminological confusion, I have changed their use of"A" and "0" to agent and theme respectively.
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transitive (e.g., the verb agrees with both A and 0). In contrast, in (18)b, the theme

argument is indefinite (i.e., low in semantic transitivity) and the sentence is encoded as

syntactically intransitive (e.g., the verb agrees with only S, but not E).

(18) Central Arctic Inuit (data from Manning 1996:15)

a. canonical transitive with a definite theme NP:

Jaani-up tuktu taku-vaa.
Jaani-ERG caribou.NOM see-IND.TR.?3s.?3s
A 0 TR.

,Jaani sees the caribou.'

b. dyadic intransitive with an indefinite theme NP:

Jaani tuktu-mik taku-vuq.
Janni.NOM caribou.MOD see-IND.INTR.?3s
S E INTR.

'Jaani sees a caribou.'

Incorporating Hopper and Thompson's insights on transitivity, Gibson and Starosta

(1990) propose that semantic parameters can be used in conjunction with morphological

and syntactic criteria to determine canonical transitivity. We can illustrate this point by

the Atayal examples.

According to Starosta (1998:283), (19)a is clearly a monadic intransitive clause, but

(19)b-c are ambiguous regarding transitivity. Applying morphological, syntactic, and

semantic tests to the Atayal examples, he concludes that (19)b is a dyadic intransitive

whereas (19)c is a transitive. Morphologically, the dyadic verb in (19)c has the

morphological shape -an (prtman < pttma + -an), but the monadic verb and the dyadic

verb in (19)a-b both lack the formative -an. Syntactically, the "actors" in (19)a-b are

both expressed by the Nominative clitic pronoun, but the "actor" in (19)c is expressed by



the Genitive clitic pronoun. Semantically, (19)c is semantically MORE transitive than

(19)b in that the theme in (19)b is partially affected, whereas the theme in (19)c is

completely affected.

(19) Atayal (data from Starosta 1998:282-283)

a. monadic intransitive clause:

pIma saku?
wash NOM.Is

INTR. S

'I am going to wash.'

b. dyadic intransitive clause:

pApima saku? sunan.
wash NOM. 1s Lev.2s

INTR. S E

'I am going to wash you (sg.) (partially).'

c. dyadic transitive clause:

pAman saku? nya?
wash NOM.Is GEN.3S

TR. 0 A

'He is going to bathe me.'

One important thing to be noted is that although semantic transitivity and

morphosyntactic transitivity tend to correlate with each other, they are NOT the same

thing. Semantic or functional transitivity differ from grammatical or morphosyntactic

transitivity in that semantic transitivity is a SCALAR property, whereas grammatical

transitivity is a POLAR property ([+tms] vs. [-tmsD, as shown in figure 2.1 (Starosta

1997:129-131).

43
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FIGURE 2.1. SEMANTIC TRANSITIVITY VS. MORPHOSYNTACnC TRANSITIVITY
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Two significant points should be noted in figure 2.1. First, semantic transitivity

forms a scale of transitivity continuum with no clear cutting point between the two ends,

whereas morphosyntactic transitivity shows two distinct poles (transitive vs. intransitive)

with a clear cutting point between the two ends. Second, although semantic transitivity

and syntactic transitivity are NOT the same thing, they are linked together in a very

interesting way: SEMANTICALLY MORE TRANSITIVE situations (e.g., perfective aspect,

definite theme, etc.) tend to be encoded by GRAMMATICALLY or MORPHOSYNTACTICALLY

TRANSITIVE clauses and vice versa (Starosta 1997:129-130,138,143,147).

2.4.3 Summary and Remarks on the Transitivity Tests

Having discussed the markedness or transitivity tests proposed by Payne (1982) and

Gibson and Starosta (1990) in sections 2.4.1 and 2.4.2, I will summarize the applicability

of the tests in this section. All of the tests discussed in the previous sections are

presented in table 2.10.
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In table 2.10, the symbol "...;" stands for "applicable," "X" stands for "problematic or

not applicable". As shown in table 2.10, not all tests are equally applicable. Some of the

tests are easier to apply than others.

TABLE 2.10. TRANSITIVITY TESTS

LESS MARKED/ MORE MARKED/ REMARKS

CANONICAL NON-BASIC

TRANSITIVE

TEXTUAL higher textual lower textual ..J (i) genres
FREQUENCY frequency frequency (ii) construction

types
NEUTRALITY the forms most the forms less often ? frequency

often elicited with elicited with
situationally neutral situationally neutral
nonverbal cues nonverbal cues

ORDER OF acquired earlier acquired later ..J? hard to obtain
ACQUISITION data
EASE OF more easily less easily ..J? hard to obtain
PROCESSING processed processed data
DISTRIBUTION less limited more limited ..J

distribution distribution
REGULARITY OR more regular or less regular or less ..J
PRODUCTIVITY more productive (no productive

gaps)
DERIVATIONAL more likely to be less likely to be the ..J
TARGET the derivational derivational target

target
COMPLEXITY OF less complex more complex X problematic
VERBAL

MORPHOLOGY

MORPHOLOGICAL bare verb stem affixed form X problematic
MARKEDNESS

MORPHOLOGICAL different verbal same verbal X? problematic but
IDENTIFICATION morphology from morphology as the maybe

the monadic clauses monadic clauses applicable after
modification

SEMANTIC high semantic low semantic ..J
TRANSITIVITY transitivity transitivity
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Among all tests, textual frequency, distribution, regularity or productive, derivational

target, and semantic transitivity are tests that are useful and easier to apply. When

applying the textual frequency test, one needs to consider two factors: (i) genres, and (ii)

construction types. The relative frequency between canonical transitive and passive, and

that of canonical and antipassive may vary depending on the genre of the texts. Passives

and antipassives may occur more frequently in one genre than in the other genre.

However, it is expected that the unmarked construction (i.e., the canonical transitive) will

occur relatively more frequent than the marked constructions (i.e., passives and

antipassives). Moreover, when employing the textual frequency test, it is necessary to

base one's counting on CONSTRUCTION TYPES rather than on verbal morphology or

nominal case-marking; otherwise, the result may not be reliable.

As for the order of acquisition and the ease of processing tests, they are useful but

hard to apply because most of the acquisition and processing studies have been done so

far are on well-described languages. It is almost impossible to obtain data for any ofthe

less-known languages.

As for the neutrality test, it may not always be reliable because the relative frequency

that speakers use their own native language may affect the result. If speakers use

primarily the dominant language(s) in their daily life, it is very possible that the

translation correspondences of the basic construction in the dominant language(s) are the

patterns that are most often elicited with situationally neutral nonverbal cues.

As for the tests relating to verbal morphology (i.e., complexity of verbal morphology,

morphological markedness, and morphological identification), they are the least reliable
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among all tests. For example, when applying the complexity of verbal morphology test

or morphological markedness test to the ergative Polynesian languages, one could reach

the wrong conclusion for the grammatical transitivity of clauses in these languages.

When applying the morphological identification test to Ilokano, Tagalog, Sorsoganon,

and Siraya, one finds that the existence of the "be infested/afflicted with/by" construction

questions the validity of the test. Without modification, the morphological identification

test wIll not be valId. It appears that one cannot use the verbal morphology test as the

main criterion to determine canonical transitivity; instead, one can only use it as a

supporting piece of evidence for deciding canonical transitivity.

2.4.4 More on Transitivity Tests

As shown in table 2.10, although some useful morphological and semantic tests for

transitivity are proposed by Payne (1982) and Gibson and Starosta (1990), no syntactic

test has been offered. Morphological and semantic criteria may provide good evidence

for distinguishing canonical transitive from dyadic intransitive, but determining canonical

transitivity without taking syntax into consideration seems less convincing. In what way

can this situation be remedied? Starosta (1997, 1998, 2002b) provided some language

specific syntactic tests for determining canonical transitivity. He used two types of

syntactic evidence for determining canonical transitivity in different Formosan (and

Philippine) languages: (i) the types of clitics, and (ii) the relative order between clitics

and lexical verbs.
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The first type of evidence can be illustrated by the Yami examples. 16 According to

Starosta (1997:143), if a Formosan language has clitic pronouns, a genitive set will occur

with transitive verbs and a nominative set with intransitive verbs. The third person

nominative is commonly zero. There are two variants of this pattern. First, in languages

that allow only one clitic per clause (e.g., Tsou and Yami), genitive pronouns occur with

grammatical transitives and nominatives occur with grammatical intransitives (including

dyadiC mtransitive or pseudo-transItIve m Starosta's termmology). Second, m languages

that have both genitive and nominative pronouns (e.g., Atayal), both sets of pronouns

may cooccur in a grammatically transitive clause, while only the nominative pronouns

occur in a grammatical intransitive clause (including dyadic intransitives).

Compare (20)a-e with (20)d. In (20)d, the auxiliary is cliticized by the genitive

pronoun =na 'GEN.3s', whereas in (20)a-e the auxiliary is not cliticized by the genitive

pronoun. I?

(20) Yami (data from Ho 1990; cited in Starosta 1997:143-44)

a. intransitive:

ya

AUX

-
NOM.3s

mazies
bathe.oneself
INTR.

u kanakan.
u child

S

'The child is taking a bath.'

16 Acknowledging that Varni is geneticalIy related to the Batanic languages (such as Ivatan, Itbayaten, and
Babuyan) spoken in the Philippines, Starosta (1997) includes Varni in his survey of FomlOsan clause
structure because it is spoken on Lanyu (or Orchid Island, or Botel Tobago) of Taiwan.
17 Like Tsou, the third person nominative (short form) pronoun is phonologically null.
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b. intransitive:

ya tumava SI mapapu.-
NOM.3S get.fat SI Mapapu

AUX lNTR. S

'Mapapu is getting fat.'

c. extended intransitive:

ya kuman SI mapapu su suli.-
NOM.3S eat SI Mapapu GEN taro

AUX lNTR. S E

'Mapapu is eating taros.'

d. canonical transitive:

ya=na nikan m mapapu u suli.
=GEN.3s eat GEN Mapapu U taro
Aux=3s.A TR. A 0

'Mapapu has eaten up the taros.'

---- ----------~--------

The second type of evidence can be illustrated by the Paiwan data. According to

Starosta (2002b:448), word order can be useful for determining canonical transitivity in

Paiwan. Consider the Paiwan examples in (21). Compare (21 )a-e with (21 )d-e. When

the verb is intransitive, whether monadic or dyadic, the (nominative) clitic pronoun

follows the verb, as in (21)a-e. However, when the verb is transitive, the genitive clitic

pronoun precedes the verb, as in (21 )d-e.

(21) Paiwan (data from Starosta 2002b:448)

a. monadic intransitive: S (nominative clitic pronoun) follows the verb

mipuruk=abn.
jump=NoM.l S
lNTR.=S

'I jump.'
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b. extended intransitive: S (nominative clitic pronoun) follows the verb

dumukur=timadu ta nusun.
hit=NOM.3s LCV 2s
INTR.=S E

'He hit you (sg.).'

c. extended intransitive: S (Nominative clitic pronoun) follows the verb

dumukur=ak;;)n ta imadu.
hit=NOM.lS LCV 3s
INTR.=S E

'I hit him.' (past)

d. canonical transitive: A (Genitive clitic pronoun) precedes the verb

su==dinukur=timadu.
GEN.2S=hit=NOM.3S
A=TR.=O

'You (sg.) hit him.' (past)

e. canonical transitive: A (Genitive clitic pronoun) precedes the verb

ku==dukurin==su.
GEN.l s=hit=NOM.2s
A=TR.=O

'I hit you (sg.).'

In addition to the language-specific tests that Starosta proposed, there are some cross-

linguistically valid syntactic tests that can be used to determine canonical transitivity.

These tests include (but are not limited to) depictive predicates (or resultative predicates)

and agreement.

Typologically speaking, depictive predicates and agreement are properties that are

more likely to be associated with the core arguments S, A, and 0 than with any other

argument and/or adjuncts. If a depictive predicate (or secondary predicate) can be
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associated with adjuncts or arguments other than the three core arguments S, A, and 0,18

we would expect that it can also be associated with S, A, and 0, and not vice versa.

Similarly, if a verb agrees with adjuncts or arguments other than the three core arguments

S, A, and 0 in some features, we would expect that it would also agree with S, A, and 0

in those features, and not vice versa (Whaley 1997:153, 164-165; Dixon 1994:45). These

implicational universals can help us distinguish canonical transitive from dyadic

intransitive constructions.

First, let us consider the depictive predicate or resultative predicate test.

In Pashto (an Indo-Iranian language), some dyadic verbs are ambiguous regarding

syntactic transitivity, as in (22)a-b. To distinguish the canonical transitive from the

dyadic intransitive, we can apply the depictive predicate test. Adding a depictive

predicate to the sentences in (22)a-b, we find that the depictive predicate nisa 'drunk'

can be associated with f~ 'NOM.2S', as in (22)c, but not with fa 'oBL.2s', as in (22)d.

This suggests that the pronominal form f~ 'NOM.2s' in (22)c functions as an°of a

transitive clause, but the pronominal form fa 'oBL.2s' in (22)d functions as an E ofa

dyadic intransitive clause.

(22) Pashto (data from O'Grady 1999)

a. canonical transitive:

rna
ERG.1S

A

t;:) w;:)-lid-e.
NOM.2s PERF-saw-?2s

o TR.

'I saw you (sg.).'

18 A depictive predicate (or secondary predicate) refers to a predicate (typically an adjective, adjectival or
stative verb) that is used to modifY one of the core arguments in the main predicate of a sentence.
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b. dyadic intransitive:

Z~

NOM.Is

S

ta gor-~m.

OBL.2s see-? I s

E INTR.

'I see you (sg.).'

c. a depictive predicate associated with the nominative pronoun:

rna t:J nisa w~-lid-e.

ERG. I s NOM.2S drunk PERF-saw-?2s
A 0 TR. INTR.

'I saw you (sg.) drunk.' (You are drunk.)

d. a depictive predicate can only be associated with the nominative pronoun,
but NOT with the oblique pronoun:

Z:J ta nisa gor-~m.

NOM.ls OBL.2s drunk see-?Is

S E INTR. INTR.

'I see you (sg.) drunk.' (I am drunk.)

Second, let us tum to the agreement test.

In Inuit Eskimo, some verbs are ambiguous regarding syntactic transitivity. To

distinguish a canonical transitive clause from an antipassive clause and a passive clause,

we can apply the agreement test.

Comparing (23)b with (23)c, we find that the dyadic verb in (23)b agrees with both

arguments, whereas the dyadic verb in (23)c agrees with only the agent of the clause.

This suggests that the theme NP in (23)b is an 0, but the theme NP in (23)c is an E. This

in tum suggests that (23)b is a canonical transitive construction, whereas (23)c is a dyadic

intransitive construction.

Similarly, comparing (23)d with (23)e-f, we find that the verb in (23)d agrees with

both arguments, whereas the verbs in (23)e-f agree only with the theme NPs but not with
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the agentive NPs. This suggests that the agentive NP in (23)d is an A, but the agentive

NPs in (23)e-f are oblique arguments or adjuncts. This further suggests that (23)d is a

canonical transitive construction, whereas (23)e-f are passive constructions.

Such a result is a welcoming one. One can state that Inuit Eskimo exhibits a neat

transitive-intransitive dichotomy in its agreement pattern. That is, transitive verbs agree

with two core arguments (i.e., A and 0), whereas intransitive verbs, whether monadic or

dyadic, agree with only one core argument (i.e., S).

(23) Inuit Eskimo (data from Manning 1996:82-83)

a. canonical intransitive: the verb agrees with S

Ani atuar-poq.
Ani.ABs read-IND.INTR.?3s
S INTR.

'Ani reads.'

b. canonical transitive: the verb agrees with both A and 0

Hansi-p inuit tuqup-paa. 19

Hansi-ERG people.ABs kill-IND.?3s.?3s
A 0 TR.

'Hansi killed the people.'

c. antipassive: the verb agrees with S only

Hansi inun-nik tuqut-si-vuq.
Hansi.ABs people-MoD kill-ANTIP-IND.?3s
S E INTR.

'Hansi killed people.'

19 The interlinear glosses and free translation used here are taken from Manning 1996. The form inuit,
translated as 'people' by Manning (1996), may be better translated as 'an Inuit person' in that the
agreement for this noun is third person singular, not plural.
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d. canonical transitive: the verb agrees with both A and 0

Juuna-p miiqqa-t paar(i·v)-a-i.
Juuna-ERG children-pL.ABS look.after-IND-TR-?3s.?3p
A 0 TR.

'Juuna is looking after the children.'

e. dynamic passive: the verb agrees with S only

miiqqa-t Juuna-mit paari-ni-qar-p-u-t.
children-pL.ABS Juuna-ABL look.after-GER-have-IND-INTR-?3p
S V

'The children were looked after by Juuna.'

f. stative passive: the verb agrees with S only

miiqqa-t Juuna-mit paari-sa-u-pp·u-t.
children-pL.ABS Juuna-ABL look.after-PART-COP-IND-INTR-?3p
S V

'The children are looked after by Juuna.'

2.5 ACTANCY STRUCTURE

The term "actance structure" or "actancy structure," following Lazard (1984, 1995,

1997, and 1998), is used as a neutral term for referring to the patterns of nominal case-

marking systems (manifested by nominal case inflection, adpositions, determiners, or

contrastive word order) and/or verbal agreement systems that are commonly called

ergative, accusative, active, and so forth. Four types of actancy structure are observed in

the world's languages: (i) an accusative system, (ii) an ergative system, (iii) an active

system, and (iv) a tripartite or three-way system. Section 2.5.1 discusses the distinction

between accusative and ergative systems. Section 2.5.2 deals with the active system.

Section 2.5.3 deals with the three-way system.
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2.5.1 Accusative vs. Ergative

A system is accusative if S and A have the same grammatical relation coding (i.e.,

nominal case-marking, cross-referencing on the verb, and/or contrastive word order),

while 0 has distinct grammatical relation coding. A system is ergative if Sand 0 have

the same grammatical relation coding, while A has distinct grammatical relation coding

(Comrie 1978, 1981; Dixon 1979, 1994; Payne 1997; Whaley 1997). In an accusative

system, S and A are marked by the nominative case, whereas 0 is marked by the

accusative case. In an ergative system, S and 0 are marked by the nominative case,20

whereas A is marked by the ergative case.21 The contrast between these two types of

systems can be illustrated in table 2.11.

TABLE 2.11. ACCUSATIVE VERSUS ERGATIVE SYSTEMS

Accusative

S
Nom

o
Acc

A
Erg

Ergative

An accusative actancy structure can be illustrated by the Latin examples. As shown

in (24), the S of an intransitive verb and the A of a transitive verb are both marked by the

20 Although other linguists use the tenn "absolutive" to refer to the Sand 0 in ergative languages, I will use
the typologically more general tenn "nominative" to cover the S and A in accusative languages and the S
and 0 in ergative languages in order to capture more cross-linguistic generalizations. For example, the
nominative NP tends to be the least marked NP in both accusative and ergative languages (Dixon 1994:57).
21 The case-marking of noun phrases that are the agent of transitive constructions in most Fonnosan and
Philippine languages is identical to that which marks the possessors of possessed nouns. I choose to use the
more general tenn "genitive" (rather than "ergative") as the label for the case that marks both of these noun
phrases in such languages. The tenn "ergative" is only used when the case fonn of the A is not
homophonous with the case fonns of other NPs.
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nominative case ending (for the second declension) -us (singular) or -i (plural), whereas

the 0 of a transitive verb is marked by the accusative case ending -urn (singular) or-os

(plural). Moreover, the verb agrees with the S of an intransitive verb and the A of a

transitive verb, but not with the 0 of a transitive verb.

(24) Latin (data from Dixon 1994: 9)

a. intransitive clause: the verb agrees with S

dominus venit.
master.NOM.S come.PRES.IND.?3s
S INTR.

'The master comes.'

b. intransitive clause: the verb agrees with S

servus venit.
slave.NOM.S come.PRES.IND.?3s
S INTR.

'The slave comes.'

c. transitive clause: the verb agrees with the A rather than 0

dominus servurn audit.
master.NOM.S slave.ACC.S hear.PRES.IND.?3s
A 0 TR.

'The master hears the slave.'

d. transitive clause: the verb agrees with the A rather than the 0

servl dominum audiunt.
slave.NOM.P master.ACC.S hear.PRES.IND.?3p
A 0 TR.

'The slaves hear the master.'

e. transitive clause: the verb agrees with the A rather than the 0

servus dominos audit.
slave.NOM.S master.ACC.P hear.PRES.IND. ?3s
A 0 TR.

'The slave hears the masters.'
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Contrast the above Latin actancy structure with that in Avar, a Northeast Caucasian

language with both nominal case inflection and verbal agreement determined on an

ergative basis. As shown in (25), both the S of an intransitive verb and the 0 of a

transitive verb are unmarked, but the A of a transitive verb is marked by the ergative case

inflection -as:. Moreover, verbs show class agreement (v- for masculine singular;j- for

feminine singular) with the Sand 0, but not with the A.

(25) Avar (data from Anderson 1976:4)

a. intransitive clause: the verb agrees with S

Vas vekerula.
boy.NOM ?S.MASC.NOM.run
S INTR.

'The boy runs.'

b. intransitive clause: the verb agrees with S

Jas jekerula.
girl.NOM ?S.FEM.NOM.run
S INTR.

'The girl runs.'

c. transitive clause: the verb agrees with 0 rather than A

Vasas: jas jec:ula.
boy.ERG girl.NoM ?S.FEM.NOM.praise
A 0 TR.

'The boy praises the girl.'

Not all languages exhibit accusativity or ergativity in both nominal case-marking and

verbal agreement systems. Some languages exhibit accusativity or ergativity only in one

of the three grammatical relation coding strategies (nominal case-marking system, word

order, or the verbal agreement system).
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Yalarnnga (an Australian aboriginal language) is an example of a language that

exhibits ergativity only in its nominal case-marking pattern, but not in its word order or

verbal agreement pattern. In Yalarnnga, both common nouns and personal pronouns

exhibit an ergative case-marking system. As shown in (26)b-d, when the common noun

kupi 'fish' functions as both the S of an intransitive verb and the 0 of a transitive verb, it

is unmarked for case; however, when it functions as the A of a transitive verb, it is

marked by the ergative case inflection -yku. Moreover, when the pronoun 'I' functions

as both the S of an intransitive verb and the 0 of a transitive verb, it takes the form via

'NOM.1S'; however, when it functions as the A of a transitive verb, it takes the form yaJu

'ERG. 1s' , as in (26)a, c-d.

(26) Yalarnnga (data from B. Blake 1977:8; cited in Song 2001:144)

a. intransitive clause:

lJia wakamu.
NOM. I S faII.PST

S INTR.

'I fell.'

b. intransitive clause:

kupi waya kunhuyka.
fish that water.Ley

S INTR.

'That fish is in the water.'

c. transitive clause:

kupiyku lJia tacamu.
fish.ERG NOM. I S bite.PST
A 0 TR.

'A fish bit me.'
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d. transitive clause:

lja!u kupi waJamu.
ERG. 1s fish kill.PST
A 0 TR.

<I killed a fish. '

A language may exhibit ergativity in its constituent order but not in its nominal case

inflections. Makusi (Carib, Brazil) is a language that displays ergativity in word order.

Makusi is a verb-medial language with core arguments either preceding or following the

verb. As shown in (27), when a nominal functions as the S of an intransitive clause or the

o of a transitive clause, it appears before the verb; however, when a nominal functions as

the A of a transitive clause, it appears after the verb.

(27) Makusi (data from Whaley 1997:157)

a. intransitive clause: S precedes the verb

pemonkonyami witi 'pi.
man.PL gO.PST
S INTR.

'The men went.'

b. transitive clause: 0 precedes the verb, but A follows the verb

tuna ekaranmapo'pi
water ask.foLPST
o TR.

'I asked for water. '

uunya.
ERG.Is
A

One thing to be noticed is that languages rarely use constituent order as the sole

indicator of syntactic function. If a language does, a combination SVIAVO or VS/OVA

would be an indication of accusativity, and SVIOVA or VSIAVO of ergativity (Dixon

1994:49-50). Note that this sort of categorization is only possible for verb-medial

languages, but not for verb-initial or verb-final languages. In verb-initial or verb-final
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languages, core arguments either all precede the verb or follow the verb. In such cases, it

is practically impossible to argue whether S and A, or Sand 0 are treated in the same

way in terms of constituent order.

There are even some languages that use their verbal agreement system as the sole

indication of ergativity or accusativity.22 According to Comrie (1978:340), this type of

language is not particularly rare. It is found for instance in some of the Northwest

Caucasian languages, such as Abkhaz and Abaza (see Allen 1956), and quite generally in

the Mayan languages of Mexico and Central America. The examples below are from

Quiche, a Mayan language of Guatemala.

In Quiche, independent pronouns are normally omitted, unless stressed. Independent

pronouns and other noun phrases are not case-marked, and verb-agreement is on an

ergative-absolutive basis. Like other Mayan languages, verbal agreement forms in

Quiche are divided into two sets: Set A (also referred to as "ergative") and Set B (also

referred to as "absolutive"). As shown in (28), when the agreement form refers to the S

of an intransitive clause and the 0 of a transitive clause, the Set B forms (ox- for first

person plural and at- for second person singular) are used. However, when the agreement

form refers to the A of a transitive clause, the Set A forms (ka- for first person plural and

a- for second person singular) are used. One interesting thing to be noted is that, as in

many ergative languages, the Set A forms ("ergative" forms) in Quiche are also used to

22 This type of language is often referred to as "head-marking," in contrast with "dependent marking"
languages (Nichols 1986; Whaley 1997; Song 200 1). In head-marking languages, the morphological
marking of a head-dependent relationship occurs on the head element (e.g., verbs); whereas in dependent
marking languages, the morphological marking of a head-dependent relationship occurs on the dependent
element (e.g., determiners).



indicate possession. For example, in the noun phrase ka-c 'i: ' 'our dog', the Set A form

ka- 'lp' refers to the possessor.

(28) Quiche (data from Campbell 1976; cited in Comrie 1978:339)

a. intransitive clause: ox- as the agreement form for the first person plural S

k-ox-kam-ik.
ASP-B.} p-die-PTC
S.INTR.

'We die.'

b. intransitive clause: at- as the agreement form for the second person singular
S

k-at-kam-ik.
Asp-B.2s-die-PTC
S.INTR.

'You (sg.) die.'

c. transitive clause: at- as the agreement form for the second person singular
0, and ka- as the agreement form for the first person plural A

k-at-ka-cuku-x.
Asp-B.2s-A.l p-seek-ACT
O.A.TR.

'We seek you (sg.).'

d. transitive clause: ox- as the agreement form for the first person plural 0, and
a- as the agreement form for the second person singular A

k-ox-a-cuku-x.
Asp-B.l p-A.2s-seek-ACT
O.A.TR.

'You (sg.) seek us.'

Although the languages discussed so far all exhibit a purely ergative or purely

accusative actancy structure, not all languages in the world exhibit this kind of system.

Instead, many languages are described as exhibiting so-called "split-ergativity," "split

accusativity" (Dixon 1979, 1994), or "split actancy" (Lazard 1986, 1997, 1998).
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The term "split ergativity" has been used in a number of senses in the literature. It is

necessary to clarify what one means by "split ergativity" when using the term. Four

diverse senses of "split ergativity" have been used in the literature. These include: (i) a

split conditioned by the semantic nature of the core NPs, (ii) a split between the case-

marking system and the agreement system, (iii) a split conditioned by the tense, aspect, or

mood of a clause, (iv) a split conditioned by the grammatical status of a clause, whether it

is main or subordinate, etc.

First, let us consider "split ergativity" conditioned by the semantic nature of the core

NPs.

An actancy split determined by the semantics of core NPs can be exemplified by the

Dyirbal examples. In Dyirbal, when the core NPs are common nouns, both the S of an

intransitive clause and the 0 of a transitive clause are unmarked, whereas the A of a

transitive clause is marked by the ergative case ending -Vgu, as in (29)a-e. However,

when the core NPs are first and second person pronouns, both the S of an intransitive

clause and the A of a transitive clause are unmarked, whereas the 0 is marked by the

accusative case ending -na, as in (29)d-f.

(29) Dyirbal (data from Dixon 1994: 10, 14)

a. intransitive clause with a common noun S:

IJuma banaganYu.
father.NOM retum.NONFUT

S INTR.

'Father returned.'



b. intransitive clause with a common noun S:

yabu banaganYu.
mother.NOM retum.NONFUT

S INTR.

'Mother returned. '

c. transitive clause with two common nouns A and 0:

lJuma yabuUgu buran.
father.NOM mother.ERG see.NONFUT

o A T~

'Mother saw father.'

d. intransitive clause with a personal pronoun S:

lJana banaganYu.
NOM.lp retum.NONFUT

S INTR.

'We all returned.'

e. intransitive clause with a personal pronoun S:

nYurra banaganYu.
NOM.2p retum.NONFUT

S INTR.

'You (pI.) all returned.'

f. transitive clause with personal pronouns A and 0:

nYurra lJanana buran.
NOM.2p Acc.l P see.NONFUT

A 0 TR.

'You (pI.) all saw us.'

This type of split-ergative system is very common in ergative languages. It appears

to follow from a general principle, the Nominal Hierarchy (also called Animacy

Hierarchy, or Empathy Hierarchy), which was first proposed by Silverstein (1976). The

interaction between the Nominal Hierarchy and split ergativity can be stated as follows:
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If a language exhibits split ergativity conditioned by the referents of the core NPs, the

ergative pattern is more likely to appear with elements toward the righthand end of the

Nominal Hierarchy, whereas the accusative pattern is more likely to appear with elements

toward the left end ofthe hierarchy, and not vice versa (Dixon 1979, 1994:84).

FIGURE 2.2. THE NOMINAL HIERARCHY (DIXON 1994; ADAPTED FROM SILVERSTEIN 1976)

Demonstrative
151 person 2nd person 3rd person Proper
pronouns pronouns pronouns nouns Human Animate Inanimate
<u u.u uuuuuuuu..uuu.. u uu.uu uu u ..uuu._u u.u.u ••••uuuuuu uuuu•• uuu••>
likelihood of an accusative system likelihood of an ergative system
definite indefinite

Second, let us look at a split between the case-marking system and the agreement

system.

A split between the agreement system and the case-marking system is often referred

to as a "bound" vs. "free" split, with the verbal cross-referencing agreement markings

being considered as "bound" pronominals and the case-marked nominals as "free"-form

nominals (Dixon 1994:94). This type of split is commonly treated as a secondary

phenomenon that can be explained in terms of the Nominal Hierarchy. Because cross-

referencing systems are basically pronominal (with the affixes probably having

developed from free-form pronouns historically), we would expect them to follow an

accusative pattern. By contrast, case-marking on NPs is under no such constraint, and

can be either nominative-accusative or absolutive-ergative (Dixon 1994:94-95).

An implicational universal that one can formulate for the "bound" vs. "free" split is

stated as follows. If there is a split between "bound" cross-referencing forms and "free"
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case-marked nominals, then "bound" forms will follow the accusative pattern and "free"

forms the ergative pattern (as in Murinypata), but not vice versa (Dixon 1994:95-96).

An example of a "bound" vs. "free" split, or a split between agreement system and

nominal case-marking system can be exemplified by Walbiri and Enga examples.

Let us consider Walbiri data first.

Walbiri (also called Walpiri), a Pama-Nyungan language spoken in Central Australia,

is often described as a language with an ergative case-marking system, but an accusative

agreement system. As shown in (30), when the first person singular free form pronoun

functions as the S of an intransitive clause and the 0 of a transitive clause, the absolutive

form Vafu is used; but, when it functions as the A of a transitive clause, the ergative form

is rruntululu used. However, we find that the first person singular agreement form -rza is

used when it cross-references with the S of an intransitive clause and the A of a transitive

clause; the first person singular agreement form -fu is used when it cross-references

with the 0 of a transitive clause.

(30) Walbiri (data from Hale 1973:309,328; cited in Comrie 1978:340)

a. intransitive clause:

vafu ka-rza
ABS.l S TENSE-?NOM.l S
S INTR.

'I shot.'

puJami.
shot

b. transitive clause:

IJatYuluJu ka-lla-IJku
ERG.l S TENSE-?NOM.l s-?ACC.2S

A TR.

'I see you (sg.).'

nYuntu
ABS.2s

o

nYanyi.
see
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c. transitive clause:

nYuntululu,
ERG.2s
A

ka-npa-tYu
TENSE-?NOM.2S-?Acc.l s
TR.

IJatYu nYanyi.
ABs.ls see
o

'You (sg.) see me.'

Now let us turn to the Enga examples.

Enga, a Papuan language, exhibits another type of "bound" vs. "free" split. In Enga,

the nominal case-marking system follows an ergative pattern, but the verbal agreement

system follows an accusative pattern. However, unlike Walbiri (and most languages that

are reported to exhibit this kind of split), Enga only has agreement forms cross-

referencing with the S of an intransitive clause and the A of a transitive clause, but does

not have any agreement forms cross-referencing with the 0 of a transitive clause.

As shown in (31), when the third person singular pronoun baa or the common noun

mena longo 'many pigs' functions as the S of an intransitive clause or the 0 of a

transitive clause, they are unmarked for case. However, when the third person singular

pronoun functions as the A of a transitive clause, it is marked by the ergative case ending

-me. In contrast, when we look at the agreement forms, we find that they can only agree

with the A of a transitive clause (as in (31 )a) and the S of an intransitive clause (as in

(31)c), but not with the 0 of a transitive clause (as in (31)b).

(31) Enga (data from Lang 1973, and Li and Lang 1979; cited in Van Valin and
LaPolla 1997:254)

a. transitive clause: the verb agrees with A, but not with 0

(baame') memi longo pia.
ERG.3S pig many.ABS hit.PST.?3s
A 0 TR.

'He killed many pigs.'



b. transitive clause: the verb agrees with 0, but not with A (unacceptable)

**(baame) memi 16ng6 piami.
ERO.3S pig many.ABS hit.PST.?3p
A 0 TR.

'He killed many pigs. '

c. intransitive clause: the verb agrees with S
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(baa)
ABs.3s
S

pelytimo.
go.PRES.?3S.DEC
INTR.

'He is going.'

Third, let us consider a split conditioned by the tense, aspect, or mood of th. clause.

An actancy split determined by the tense, aspect, or mood of the clause can be

exemplified by the Hindi examples. Hindi, an Indo-Aryan language spoken in parts of

Northern India, is often described as a language with a split actancy system conditioned

by the aspect of the clause. That is, in Hindi, case-marking and agreement systems both

follow an ergative pattern in the perfective aspect; however, in the imperfective aspect,

the case-marking system follows either an accusative pattern or a neutral system and the

agreement system follows the accusative pattern.23

As shown in (32)a-b, when the clause is in the imperfective aspect, S, A, and 0 are

all expressed by unmarked nominative forms (i.e., a neutral case-marking system), and

the verb agrees with the S of an intransitive clause and the A of a transitive clause (i.e.,

an accusative agreement system). By contrast, when the clause is in the perfective

aspect, both the S ofan intransitive clause and the 0 of a transitive clause are expressed

by unmarked nominative forms whereas the A of a transitive clause is expressed by the

23 The case-marking system in Hindi is much more complicated than what is discussed here. For detailed
discussion of the Hindi case-marking system, please refer to Mohanan (1994).
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ergative -nee form (i.e., an ergative case-marking system), and the verb agrees with the S

of an intransitive clause and the 0 of a transitive clause (i.e., an ergative agreement

system), as in (32)c-d.

(32) Hindi (data from Bhat 1991; cited in Van Valin and LaPolla 1997:364)

a. intransitive clause in the present tense:

Raam sootaa hai.
Ram.NOM sleep is.?MAse.SG
S INTR.

'Ram sleeps.'

b. transitive clause in the present tense:

Raam kitaab
Ram.NOM.MAse book.NOM.FEM
A 0

'Ram reads the book.'

parhtaa hai.
read is.?MAse.SG
TR.

c. intransitive clause in the past tense:

Raam sooyaa.
Ram.NOM.MAse slept.?MASC.SG
S INTR.

'Ram slept.'

d. transitive clause in the past tense:

Raamnee kitaab parhiii.
Ram.ERG.MAse book.NOM.FEM read.?FEM.SG
A 0 TR.

'Ram read the book.'

The type of split ergative system exhibited in Hindi follows from the following

universal tendency. That is, an ergative system is most likely to be found in clauses that

describe some definite result, in past tense or perfective aspect, but is less likely to be

used in clauses that refer to something that has not yet happened (in future tense), or is
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not complete (imperfective aspect) or did not happen (negative polarity), or where there

is emphasis on the agent's role (imperative or hortative moods) (Dixon 1994:101).

We can formulate an implicational universal regarding a split system conditioned by

tense, aspect, or mood as follows. If a language exhibits a split in actancy structure, the

ergative system tends to occur in the past tense, the perfective aspect, or the indicative

mood, whereas the accusative system (or the neutral system) tends to occur in the present

tense, the imperfective aspect, or the 'interactive' mood (imperative, hortative, or

intentional) (Dixon 1994:99-101).

Fourth, let us consider a split conditioned by the grammatical status of a clause,

whether it is main or subordinate, etc.

An actancy split determined by the grammatical status of the clause can be

exemplified by the Mam examples. Mam (Mayan, Central America) exhibits a split

marking system in main and subordinate clauses. In Mam, main clauses exhibit an

ergative marking system, whereas subordinate clauses exhibit a neutral system (i.e., S, A,

and 0 are all marked as ergative).

As shown in (33)a-e, when the first person singular pronoun functions as the S of an

intransitive main clause and the 0 of a transitive main clause, it is expressed by the

absolutive form chin; however, when it functions as the A of a transitive main clause, it is

expressed by the ergative form n-. By contrast, when pronouns occur in subordinate

clauses, as in (33)d--e, S, A, and 0 are all expressed by the ergative pronominal forms n

'ERG.1 s' and t- 'ERG.2S'.



(33) MaIn (data from England 1983; cited in Palmer 1994:61-62)

a. main clause-intransitive:
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rna chin
ASP ABs.ls

S

'I walked.'

b'eet-a.
walk-IS
INTR.

b. main clause-transitive:

rna chin ok
ASP ABS.I S DIR

o
'You (sg.) hit me.'

t-tzeeq'a-n-a.
ERG.2s-hit-DS-2s/ls
A-TR.

c. main clause-transitive:

rna tz-'ok n-tzeeq'a-n-a.
ASP ASS.2S-DIR ERG. 1s-hit-DS-l s/2s

o A-TR.

'I hit you (sg.).'

d. subordinate clause-intransitive:

n-chi ooq' [n-poon-a].
ASP-ASS.3P cry [ERG. 1s-arrive-l s]
S INTR. [S-INTR.]

'They were crying when I arrived.'

e. subordinate clause-transitive:

o chin ooq' -a
ASP ASS. 1S cry-l S

S INTR.

[aj n-kub' t-tzeeq'a-n-a].
[when ERG.l S-DIR ERG.2s-hit-Ds-2s/1s]
[ 0 A-TR.]

'I cried when you (sg.) hit me.'

A split marking system determined by the grammatical status of clauses is less

commonly found in languages of the world. Apart from Mam, it is also found in

Shimshian (British Columbia/Alaska) (Boas 1911; reported in Palmer 1994:61).

However, the kind of split marking system found in Shimshian is different from that
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found in Mam. In Mam, main clauses exhibit an ergative marking system, whereas

subordinate clauses exhib,it a neutral system. However, in Shimshian, subordinate

clauses display an ergative system, but main clauses display either an ergative system or

no marking depending on the grammatical person of A and O.

Dixon (1994:102) remarks that a split marking system between main clauses and

subordinate clauses can be divided into two types: (i) Type 1: a split between main

clauses and purposive clauses, and (ii) Type 2: a split between main clauses and relative

clauses.

Two implicational universals concerning the split marking system determined by the

grammatical status of clauses are suggested by Dixon (1979, 1994). First, if there is a

split in morphological marking between main clauses and purposive subordinate clauses,

purposive subordinate clauses are expected to follow an accusative pattern, while main

clauses are expected to follow an ergative pattern. Second, if there is a split

morphological marking between main clauses and relative clauses, relative clauses are

expected to follow an ergative pattern, whereas main clauses are expected to follow an

accusative pattern.

According to Dixon (1994: 102), purposive clauses are like main clauses in the future

tense (or in the imperfective aspect) in that they typically express some potential event as

a propensity ofthe agent (A or S), and thus demand an accusative marking. However,

relative clauses resemble main clauses in the past tense (or the perfective aspect) in

simply describing something that has happened or is happening, and thus demand an

ergative marking.
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Dixon (1979, 1994) does not provide data to support the two proposed implicational

universals. It is not clear whether the two universals will hold cross-linguistically.

2.5.2 Active System

In addition to the above two types of actancy structure, languages may exhibit one of

the following two types of actancy structure: active and tripartite systems. The active

system will be discussed in this section. Section 2.5.3 deals with the tripartite system.

In an active system (also called agentive, or dual actancy), depending on the verbal

semantics,24 the single actant of an intransitive verb can receive the same grammatical

relation coding as either the A or the 0 of a transitive verb, as sketched in table 2.12.

TABLE 2.12. ACTIVE SYSTEM

Intr. Sa
Erg
agent

So
Nom
theme

.. ·· .. ·.. ········· i········· ··I··· ····· .

Tr. A
Erg
agent

o
Nom
theme

For example, when the intransitive verb has a volitional reading, the single core actant Sa

(i.e., an agent-like actant) will have the same grammatical relation coding as the A of a

transitive verb. However, when the intransitive verb has a nonvolitional reading, the

24 The grammatical relation coding of the sole actant of intransitive verbs can be conditioned by a number
of semantic factors, such as lexical aspect or Aktionsart (e.g., events vs. states), agency, affectedness, etc.
See Mithun (1991) for a detailed discussion of active/agentive systems.
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single core actant So (i.e., a theme-like actant) will have the same grammatical relation

coding as the 0 of a transitive verb.

An active system can be divided into two subtypes: a split active (also called "split

S") system and a fluid active (also called "fluid-S") system. In a split active system,

individual intransitive verbs are more or less fixed in terms of the case that appears on the

S. In a fluid active system, by contrast, many intransitive verbs permit either case,

depending on the extent to which the action they denote falls under the control ofthe

referent of the S (Dixon 1979, 1994; Merlan 1985; Van Valin 1985; Verhaar 1990;

Mithun 1991; Whaley 1997; Payne 1997; Song 2001; B. Blake 1994; Palmer 1994; Croft

1990).

A split active or split-S system can be illustrated by the Laz examples. As shown in

(34), the S of an unergative intransitive verb (i.e., an intransitive verb that takes an agent

like actant) and the A of a transitive verb are both marked by the ergative case -k,

whereas the S of an unaccusative intransitive verb (i.e., intransitive verbs that take a

theme-like actant) and the 0 of a transitive are both unmarked. This phenomenon is also

referred to as "split intransitivity" in the literature. However, the term "split

intransitivity" is also used to refer to accusative languages (e.g., English, French, Dutch,

Italian, Japanese,...etc.) that exhibit splits in terms of syntactic processes (rather than in

terms of nominal case-marking or verbal agreement). For instance, it is reported that

French unaccusative verbs form their perfective aspect with the auxiliary verb 'be' and

the unergative verbs with 'have' (Burzio 1986). To avoid confusion, I will refrain from

using the term "split intransitivity" in the discussion.
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(34) Laz (data from Givan 1984: 149-50)

a. transitive:

!}oCi-k doqvilu y'ji.
man-ERG ?3s.kill.?3s pig.NOM
A TR. 0

'The man killed the pig. '

b. unergative intransitive:

jo yo-epe-k-ti
dog-P-ERG-too

Sa

lales.
?3p.bark
INTR.

'The dogs barked too.'

c. unaccusative intransitive:

!}oCi doyur.
man.NOM ?3s.died
So INTR.

'The man died.'

By contrast, in a fluid active or fluid-S system, the marking of the sole actant of

(certain) intransitive verbs (e.g., 'go', 'play', 'speak', etc.) may vary depending upon

whether or not the S can control the action expressed by the verb. If the S can control the

action, it is marked the same way as the A of a transitive verb, whereas if the S cannot

control the action, it receives the same marking as the 0 of a transitive verb. A fluid-S

system can be illustrated by Eastern Porno (a Hokan languages spoken in California)

examples.

Eastern Porno is a language with both a split-S system and a fluid-S system. The

split-S system can be illustrated by examples (35)c-d. The S of an unergative verb and

the A ofthe transitive verb use the identical first person singular pronominal form h6: 'Is
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(A/Sa)', whereas the S of an unaccusative verb and the a of a transitive use the same first

person singular pronominal form wi 'I s (a/so)'.

The fluid-S system can be exemplified by examples (35)e-f. In Eastern Porno, some

intransitive verbs can have either a volitional (i.e., with an agent) or a nonvolitional (i.e.,

with a theme) reading. The forms of the sole actant of such intransitive verbs alter to

match the semantics of the verbs. As shown in (35)e-f, when a "fluid" intransitive verb

takes a volitional actant, the actant has the form ha: '1 s (A/Sa)'; but when the same

"fluid" intransitive verb takes a nonvolitional actant, the actant has the form wi ' 1s

(35) Eastern Porno (data from McLendon 1978; cited in Whaley 1997:161-162)

a. transitive verb:

xa:su:la
rattlesnake
A

wi ko:khoya.
Is bit
o TR.

'A rattlesnake bit me. '

b. transitive verb:

hd: mi:pal sa:J.<:a.
Is 3s killed
A 0 TR.

'I killed him. '

c. unergative verb with an agent actant:

hd: xa:qakki.
Is bathe
Sa INTR.

'I (Sa) bathed.'
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d. unaccusative verb with a theme actant:

wi qa:hilma.
Is sick
So INTR.

'I (So) got sick.'

e. "fluid" intransitive verb with a volitional reading taking an agent actant:

hti: ce:xelka.
Is slip
Sa INTR.

'I (Sa) am sliding (deliberately).'

f. "fluid" intransitive verb with a nonvolitional reading taking a theme actant:

wi ce:xelka.
Is slip
So INTR.

'I (So) am slipping (accidentally).'

Although the split-S and the fluid-S systems are both related to the marking of the

single core argument of intransitive verbs, they differ fundamentally in the following

way. In a split-S system, intransitive verbs are divided into two sets, roughly on semantic

grounds, but each still has a single syntactic frame available, according to its prototypical

assignment. By contrast, in a fluid-S system, each intransitive verb has the potential to

take either A-marking or O-marking to directly reflect its context of use (Dixon 1994:82).

2.5.3 Tripartite or Three-Way System

In a tripartite or three-way system, the S ofan intransitive verb and the A and the 0

of a transitive verb each has its their own distinct grammatical relation coding, as

sketched in table 2.13 (Comrie 1978; Mallinson and Blake 1981; Dixon 1994; Whaley

1997; Payne 1997; Song 2001).
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TABLE 2.13. TRIPARTITE/THREE-WAY SYSTEM

S
..................................................:.. , .

@
A tripartite system can be illustrated by the Wangkumara (Pama-Nyungan, Australia)

examples. As shown in (36), in Wangkumara, the three major core arguments S, A, and

o each receives distinct case-marking: A is marked by the ergative case ending -ulu, 0 is

marked by the accusative case ending -nana, and S is marked by the nominative case

ending -ia.

(36) Wangkumara (data from Mallinson and Blake 1981 :50-51; cited in Whaley
1997:158)

a. canonical transitive:

kanaulu
man.ERG
A

kalkana titnana.
hit dog.ACC.FEM
TR. 0

'The man hit the dog.'

b. canonical intransitive:

kanaia paluna.
man.NOM died
S INTR.

'The man died.'

2.6 OTHER USES OF THE TERM "ERGATIVE"

The term "ergative," in its standard usage, refers to a type of actancy structure in

which Sand 0 have the same grammatical relation coding (i.e., nominal case-marking,

cross-referencing on the verb, and/or contrastive word order), while A has a distinct
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grammatical relation coding. In addition to this standard usage, it has also been used in a

variety of other ways in the literature. For instance, some linguists discuss concepts such

as "syntactic ergativity," "discourse ergativity," and "lexical ergativity," and so forth.

The diverse uses of the term "ergative" often creates confusion. It is necessary to clarify

what one means by "ergative" when using it.

In what follows, I will discuss the various uses of the term "ergative". Section 2.6.1

deals with the notion of "syntactic ergativity". Section 2.6.2 discusses the notion of

"discourse ergativity". Section 2.6.3 discusses the definition of "ergative" employed by

DeLancey (1981). Section 2.6.4 deals with "lexical ergativity". Section 2.6.5

summarizes the discussion of the use of the term "ergative".

2.6.1 "Syntactic Ergativity"

The term "ergativity," in addition to its original use in a "morphological" sense, has

often been expanded to be used in a "syntactic" sense, which refers to the grouping of

core NPs in terms of their (in)ability to undergo syntactic processes. Some linguists

(such as Anderson and Dixon) even distinguish two types of ergative languages,

"morphologically ergative" languages and "syntactically ergative" languages.

The idea that ergative languages are of two types, "morphologically ergative" and

"syntactically ergative," is first proposed by Anderson (1976). A language is

"morphologically ergative" if it displays "morphological ergativity" (i.e., SIO grouping in

terms of grammatical relation coding), but "syntactic accusativity" (i.e., SIA grouping in

terms of syntactic processes, such as reflexivization, equi-NP deletion, conjunction
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formation, subject raising, etc.). A language is "syntactically ergative" if it displays both

"morphological ergativity" (i.e., SIO grouping in terms of both grammatical relation

coding) and "syntactic ergativity" (i.e., SIO grouping in terms of syntactic processes).

One of the most-often cited "syntactically ergative" languages is Dyirbal (a Pama-

Nyungan language spoken in Australia). Dyirbal exhibits a split ergative case-marking

system with the nouns and third person pronouns following an ergative pattern, but first

and second person pronouns following an accusative pattern. It is commonly claimed

that most of the syntactic processes in Dyirbal follow an ergative pattern (i.e., SIO

grouping) (Dixon 1972, 1979, 1994; Anderson 1976; etc.). We can illustrate the

"ergative syntax" of Dyirbal by the data in (37).

In Dyirbal, relativization can only be applied to the nominative NPs (S and 0), but

not the ergative NP (A). As shown in (37)a-b, when the relativized position is the S of

an intransitive clause or the 0 of a transitive clause, the NP can be relativized directly.

(37) Dyirbal (data from Dixon 1972:99-105; Dixon 1994:169-171)

a. relativization ofthe Nominative (S) of an intransitive relative clause:

lJuma
father.NOM

L banaga-lJu] yabu-lJgu
L retum-REL] mother-ERG

buran.
see.REAL

'Mother saw father who was returning.'

b. relativization of the Nominative (0) of a transitive relative clause:

balJgu yugu-lJgu [gunba-lJu-ru _ balJgul yata-lJgu] lJayguna
DET.ERG tree-ERG [cut-REL-ERG DEI.ERG man-ERG] Acc.Is

biriclu balga-n.
aImost.EMPH hit-REAL

'The tree which the man had cut nearly fell on me (i.e., it could have fallen
on me but luckily it did not.).'
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However, when the relativized position is the A of a transitive clause, it is not

possible to relativize the A directly by leaving a gap inside the relative clause, as in (37)c.

Rather, it is necessary to first apply antipassivization to detransitivize the verb and

thereby to convert the A of a transitive clause into the S of an intransitive clause, then it

can be relativized, as in (37)d.

c. relativization of the Ergative (A) of a transitive relative clause: impossible

**lJuma L bura-lJu yabu] dUlJgara-Jlu.
father L see-REL mother.NOM] cry-REAL

'Father, who saw mother, was crying.'

d. relativization of the subject of a formerly transitive clause after
detransitivization:

lJuma
father

bural-lJa-lJu yabu-gu]
see-ANTIP-REL mother-oAT]

dUlJgara-Jlu.
cry-REAL

'Father, who saw mother, was crying.'

As illustrated in (37)a-d, both the S of an intransitive clause and the 0 of a transitive

clause behave the same with respect to relativization, whereas the A of a transitive clause

behaves differently. Therefore, Dyirbal is considered to exhibit "syntactic ergativity".

This in tum suggests that Dyirbal is a "syntactically ergative" language.

It is commonly claimed that the majority of ergative languages are "morphologically

ergative" and only relatively few ergative languages (e.g., Dyirbal and Hurrian) are

"syntactically ergative" (see Anderson 1976; Dixon 1979 and 1994). This does not seem

to be a cross-linguistically valid claim in that the establishment of "syntactic

accusativity" or "syntactic ergativity" of a language has been based on different syntactic
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processes by linguists. The incomparability of data is a problem commonly found in

syntactic literature and is evident in Anderson's and Dixon' works.

Anderson (1976) claims that Basque, Tongan, Kate, and Abkhazian are

"morphologically ergative" languages, but Dyirbal and Hurrian are "syntactically

ergative" languages. His claim is based on the following facts: (i) Basque exhibits an

S/A grouping in terms of "equi-NP deletion"; (ii) Tongan exhibits an S/A grouping in

terms of"subject raising"; (iii) Kate exhibits an S/A grouping in terms of "conjunction

formation"; and (iv) Abkhazian exhibits an S/A grouping in terms of "reflexivization"

(Anderson 1976: 11-16). As for the "syntactically ergative" status of Dyirbal and

Hurrian, he makes the claim on the basis of other linguists' work without providing any

syntactic evidence to justify it.

Dixon (1979, 1994) claims that Dyirbal is a "syntactically ergative" language in that

it exhibits an S/O grouping with respect to syntactic processes such as "coordination

reduction" and "relativization". However, based on Hudson's (1976) work on

Walmatjari, he claims that Walmatjari is a "morphologically ergative" language in that

three syntactic operations, -u/a ' ...-ing', -u 'in order to', and -tja: 'and' constructions, are

all sensitive to SIA pivots (Dixon 1994: 173-174).

As we can see from Anderson's and Dixon's discussion about "syntactic ergativity,"

neither one of them use (a) consistent syntactic process(es) to determine whether a

language exhibits "syntactic ergativity" or "syntactic accusativity". The common

practice of using different syntactic processes to establish the "syntactic ergativity or

accusativity" of a language poses a major problem to the study of "syntactic ergativity".
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One will draw a different conclusion as to whether a language is "morphologically

ergative" or "syntactically ergative," depending on which syntactic process(es) that one

looks at.

As we already know from the discussion in this section, there is no general consensus

as to which syntactic processes should be used for determining "syntactic ergativity" or

"syntactic accusativity". Before such an agreement is reached, it is confusing and

meaningless to divide ergative languages into two types.

2.6.2 "Discourse Ergativity"

As a response to Anderson' (1976) claim that ergative languages can be distinguished

into "morphologically ergative" (or "surface ergative") and "syntactically ergative" (or

"deep ergative"), Cooreman et al. (1984, 1988) study clause structure from a discourse

perspective. They examine the relative topicality of the agent and the patient in various

clause patterns in Chamorro (a "morphologically ergative" language) and Tagalog (a

"syntactically ergative" language) connected discourse. Based on quantified frequency

studies of the actual topicality of agents and patients in Chamorro and Tagalog connected

texts, they argue that the division of ergative languages into two groups is unwarranted

(Cooreman et al. 1984:5).

Rejecting a structure-based definition of "(syntax) ergativity," Cooreman et al.

(1984:29) claim that it is only meaningful if one defines the term "ergative" in terms of

"the discourse distribution of constructions and participant NPs". According to their

discourse-based definition of "ergativity," a language is "ergative" if the bulk of
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transitive events in discourse are encoded by the ergative clause-type. A clause-type is

"ergative" if it has high-frequency distribution in connected discourse and if the agent NP

demonstrates high topicality (in contrast with the expected low topicality of agents in

passive constructions) in connected discourse. They claim that there is nothing

STRUCTURALLY distinct in an ergative clause that could tell anyone whether it is

FUNCTIONALLY an ergative or a passive clause type.

Although Cooreman et al.' s (1984) total rejection of a structure-based definition of

"ergativity" is an unfortunate one, the study of "discourse ergativity" provides us with

good tools for distinguishing canonical transitive from passive and antipassive

constructions. Because the frequency distribution of various construction types and the

topicality of the agent and patient NPs in connected discourse differ depending on

construction type, one can distinguish a passive construction from an ergative

construction and an antipassive construction from an active-transitive construction

through an examination of their discourse frequency.

A passive construction is different from an ergative construction in two ways. First,

an ergative construction has much higher frequency distribution in connected discourse

than a passive one. Second, the agentive NP in an ergative construction demonstrates

high topicality, but the agentive NP in a passive construction demonstrates low topicality.

An antipassive construction differs from an active-transitive construction in two

ways. First, an antipassive has much lower frequency distribution in connected discourse

than an active-transitive one. Second, the theme/patient NP in an antipassive

construction demonstrates much lower topicality than an active-transitive one.
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2.6.3 DeLancey's Definition of "Ergative"

DeLancey uses the term "ergative" in a novel way. He considers an ergative

construction to be "a transitive clause in which a special case-form or adposition marks

the semantic agent, or verb agreement is with patient in preference to agent" (DeLancey

1981:627). This notion of "ergative" differs from the standard usage of "ergative" in that

it is only concerned with the unique case-marking of the A of a transitive clause without

requiring the 0 of a transitive clause and the S of an intransitive clause to be marked

identically.

2.6.4 "Lexical Ergativity"

Although the above three uses of "ergative" digress from the standard use of

"ergative" in some ways, they are related to various aspects of morphologically ergative

languages. The most unfortunate and confusing use of the term "ergative" is practiced by

transformational grammarians, who extend the notion of "ergative" to cover some of the

S = 0 lexical pairs in English and other accusative languages.

Some transformational grammarians, such as Burzio (1986) and his followers Keyser

and Roeper (1984), classify verbs into three classes: (i) Class 1: transitive verbs, (ii) Class

2: "unergative" verbs, and (iii) Class 3: "unaccusative" verbs or "ergative" verbs. Class 1

verbs are transitive verbs that have two arguments and assign two theta roles, e.g.,

abandon (which assigns the roles of AGENT and THEME). Class 2 verbs are

intransitive verbs that have only an external argument, such as work (which assigns the
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external role of AGENT). Class 3 verbs are intransitive verbs that have only an internal

argument, such as break (which assigns the internal role of THEME).

Other transformational grammarians, such as Belletti (1988:4, 14) and Haegeman

(1991 :331-337), disagree with Burzio's two-way distinction of intransitive verbs by

further dividing Class 3 verbs into two groups, that is, "unaccusatives" and "ergatives".

"Unaccusatives" include passive verbs, raising verbs, verbs of movement, and (change

of) state verbs; "ergatives" include one-argument verbs like sink, open, close, increase,

etc. (Haegeman 1991:331-337). The following evidence is given by Haegemann to

support such a classification. First, unlike the "unaccusative" verbs of movement and

(change of) state verbs, "ergative" verbs do not appear in the there-construction (e.g.,

There came three new sailors on board. vs. *There sank three ships last week.). Second,

unlike the "unaccusative" verbs (such as arrive), "ergative" verbs such as sink have a

corresponding transitive pattern that assigns accusative case (e.g., The enemy sank the

ship. vs. *1 arrived the baby to the creche.).

The classification of intransitive verbs into two classes or three classes is not the main

concern of this section, so I will not go into detail here. What really matters is the fact

that there is a subclass of intransitive verbs called "ergatives". They are called "ergative"

because the "subjects" of this class of intransitive verbs can appear as "direct objects" of

their corresponding transitive verbs (Radford 1988:374,446-447,601). In the following

pairs of English sentences, (38)b and (39)b are considered to be "ergative" structures

because the S NPs the door and the ship appear as the 0 NPs of their corresponding

transitive patterns (Radford 1988:374,446).
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(38) English "ergative" verb and its corresponding transitive verb (data from
Radford 1988:446)

a. John broke the door.

A TR. 0

b. The door broke.

S INTR.

(39) English "ergative" verb and its corresponding transitive verb (data from
Radford 1988:446)

a. The artillery will sink the ship.

A TR. o

b. The ship will sink.

S INTR.

This use of term "ergative" is very misleading in that the relationship between the S

of an "ergative" verb and the 0 of its transitive verb is in no sense parallel to

"nominatives" (or "absolutives") in morphologically ergative languages. The so-called

"ergative" verbs in English are in fact related to their corresponding transitive verbs by

"causative" derivation in languages that show a more extensive morphology, hence the

use of the term "causative-ergative" for this phenomenon by Haegeman (1991 :334). As

shown in (40), in Turkish, the S of an "ergative" verb and the A of its corresponding

causative transitive verb are both expressed by unmarked nominative forms, whereas the

o of a causative transitive verb is marked by the accusative case -ii. This is totally

different from the grouping of case forms in morphologically ergative languages.
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(40) Turkish (data from Dixon 1994:19)

a. "ergative" intransitive:

otobus
buS.NOM
S

harekit etti.
start dO.PST
INTR.

'The bus started.'

b. transitive:

~of6r otobus-ii harekit
driver.NOM bus-ACC start
A 0 TR.

'The driver started the bus.'

2.6.5 Summary

et-tir-di.
dO-CAUS-PST

In the previous sections, I have reviewed the various uses of the term "ergative" in the

literature. Section 2.6.1 covers the notion of "syntactic ergativity," section 2.6.2 the

notion of "discourse ergativity," section 2.6.3 DeLancey's unique definition of

"ergative," section 2.6.4 the use of "lexical ergativity" in English and other accusative

languages.

In this dissertation, unless otherwise specified, the term "ergative" will be used in the

standard morphological sense. That is, "ergative" refers to a type of actancy structure in

which Sand 0 have the same grammatical relation coding (i.e., nominal case-marking,

cross-referencing on the verb, and/or contrastive word order), while A has a distinct

grammatical relation coding.



CHAPTER 3

PREVIOUS STUDIES OF PHILIPPINE-TYPE LANGUAGES

3.1 INTRODUCTION

Philippine languages have traditionally been considered to form a typologically

distinct group in that they are assumed to have a unique type of grammatical system,

known as the "focus system". The so-called "focus system" is characterized by the use of

various verbal affixes to indicate the thematic role of the NP bearing the nominative case

in a sentence. It is found in virtually all Philippine languages, I in many of the Formosan

languages, in the languages spoken in Sabah, northern Sarawak, and northern Sulawesi,

in Malagasy, in Palauan, and in Chamorro. Because the so-called "focus system" is a

characteristic feature of nearly all Philippine languages and also the term "focus system"

was first introduced to describe the languages of the Philippines, other Austronesian

languages exhibiting a similar type of grammatical system are often said to have a

"Philippine-type" syntax (Reid 1975, 2002a; Foley 1976; Blust 1998a, 2002;

Himmelmann 2002; Ross 2002; Wolff 2002).

I Blaan and Tboli, the Bilic languages spoken in Mindanao, exhibit a "focus system" that is radically
different from that of Tagalog. Unlike the "focus system" found in Tagalog and many other Philippine
languages, the verbal "focus" morphology in Blaan and Tboli itself does not provide sufficient information
about the thematic role of the NP bearing the nominative case in a sentence in Blaan and Tboli. The
thematic role of the NP bearing the nominative case is jointly determined by "focus" type and "prefocus"
type (Abrams 1961, 1970; Forsberg 1992). "Prefocus" is a notion related to the classification of verb
bases. In Blaan and Tboli, verb bases (i.e., unaffixed verb forms) are divided into three groups according to
"prefocus" types: Actor Prefocus (APF) bases, Goal Prefocus (GPF) bases, and Instrument Prefocus (IPF)
bases. Depending on which "prefocus" type that the verb bases belong to, Actor Focus and Non-Actor
Focus (including Goal Focus and Instrumental Focus) constructions can appear with or without affixation.
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The grammatical system of Philippine-type languages has been a topic of great

controversy in linguistic analysis. In addition to the "focus system" analysis mentioned

above, Philippine-type languages have also been variously analyzed as having an

accusative (Bloomfield 1917,1942; F. Blake 1906a, 1906b, 1917, 1925; Egerod 1965,

1966, 1978; Wolff 1973, 1979; etc.), active (Drossard 1984, 1994), ergative (Payne 1982;

Walton 1986; Gerdts 1988; De Guzman 1988; B. Blake 1988; Gibson and Starosta 1990;

Starosta 1986,1988,1995,1997,1998,1999, 2002b; Mithun 1994; Brainard 1994a,

1996, 1997; Rubino 2000; Gault 1999a, 1999b, 2002; Reid and Liao 2004a, Reid and

Liao 2004b; etc.), or hybrid (Maclachlan 1996) case-marking system, or having a fluid

voice (Shibatani 1988, 1999,2001), or a symmetrical voice system (Foley 1998). To

understand why so many different analyses have been applied to these languages, it is

necessary to examine clause structure in Philippine-type languages.

Before reviewing previous analyses, I first discuss verbal clause patterns in

Philippine-type languages in section 3.2. Then I discuss various analyses concerning

clause structure in Philippine-type languages in section 3.3. These analyses will be

introduced according to the order that they appeared in the literature: (i) the analysis of

the "traditional period," (ii) the analysis of the "classical period," and (iii) the analyses of

the "modem period". The discussion of each type of analysis consists of two parts: (i) a

brief introduction of the analysis in question with the help of sentence examples from

Tagalog (and other Philippine-type languages if relevant), and (ii) an evaluation of the

analysis.
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The discussion of previous analyses begins with the "passive" analyses of the

"traditional period" in section 3.3.1, then moves on to the "focus" analyses of the

"classical period" in section 3.3.2, and finally to the various analyses that appeared in the

"modern period" in sections 3.3.3-3.3.7. A representative analysis of the "modern

period," that is, the ergative analysis, will be first introduced in section 3.3.3. Then, the

"active" analysis, the "fluid voice" analysis, the "hybrid" analysis, and the "symmetrical

voice" analysis of the "modern period" will be discussed in sections 3.3.4-3.3.7

respectively.

Finally, a summary of the discussion in this chapter will be provided in section 3.4.

3.2 VERBAL CONSTRUCTIONS IN PHILIPPINE-TYPE LANGUAGES

As mentioned above, Philippine-type languages have been variously analyzed as

having an accusative, active, ergative, or hybrid case-marking system or having a focus,

fluid, or symmetrical voice system. These different analyses stem from the following

facts found in these languages. First, there are at least two or more SEMANTICALLY

transitive clause patterns (i.e., clauses with at least two arguments) that are ambiguous

regarding SYNTACTIC transitivity. Second, event-denoting words, property-denoting

words, and entity-denoting words frequently have identical forms and/or can appear in

similar syntactic environments. For example, event-denoting words, property-denoting

words, and entity-denoting words all can appear as the predicate of a sentence.

This seemingly unusual nature of clause structure results in the controversy regarding

the typological status of Philippine-type languages. To understand more about the nature
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of this typological puzzle, it is necessary to consider verbal constructions in these

languages. Therefore, before reviewing all previous analyses, I will first examine clause

structures in Philippine-type languages. The discussion here will be divided into two

parts. First, section 3.2.1 introduces verbal clause patterns in Philippine-type languages.

Then section 3.2.2 discusses the forms of verbs, with a special focus on reflexes of PAN

*-um-, *-en, *-an, and *Si-, in Formosan and Philippine languages.

3.2.1 Verbal Clause Patterns in Philippine-type Languages

Philippine-type languages are commonly described as exhibiting the following verbal

clause patterns: (i) pattern 1: monadic *-um- clauses, (ii) pattern 2: dyadic *-um- clauses,

(iii) pattern 3: (a) dyadic *-en clauses, (b) dyadic *-an clauses, and (c) dyadic *Si

clauses. Pattern 1 and pattern 2 clauses have commonly been labeled as "actor/agent

focus" (abbreviated as AF). Pattern 3a clauses have commonly been labeled as

"goal/object/patient/theme focus" (abbreviated as GF/OF/PF/TF); pattern 3b clauses as

"locative/referent focus" (abbreviated as LF/RF), and pattern 3c clauses as

"instrument(al)/associative/accessory focus" (abbreviated as IF/AssF/AccF). Patterns 3a

3c are often collectively labeled as "non-actor focus" (abbreviated as NAF) (Tsuchida

1976: 43). These clause patterns are represented schematically in table 3.1.

Table 3.1 is a rough representation of the verbal clause patterns commonly found in

Philippine-type languages. It is intended to illustrate only the salient features that are

commonly associated with most Philippine-type languages, rather than as an exhaustive

display of all the verbal clause patterns that can be found in these languages. Moreover,
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it does not claim that all Philippine-type languages exhibit all the verbal clause patterns

sketched in table 3.1.

TABLE 3.1. VERBAL CLAUSE PATTERNS IN PHILIPPINE-TYPE LANGUAGES

Pattern 1: *-um-V NP
Intr. NOM

'OAF" agent

Pattern 2: *-um-V NP NP
Intr.? or Tr.? NOM GEN/LCV/OBL

agent patient/theme

Pattern 3a: *-enV NP NP
Intr.? or Tr.? GEN NOM

agent patient/theme

"NAF" Pattern 3b: *-an V NP NP
Intr.? or Tr.? GEN NOM

agent location

Pattern 3c: *Si-V NP NP
Intr.? or Tr.? GEN NOM

agent instrument

In table 3.1, the non-completive forms of the reconstructed Proto-Austronesian (PAN)

verbal affixes *-um-, *-en, *-an, and *Si- are used to represent the verbal clause patterns

found in Philippine-type languages. However, it should be noted that the verbal clause

patterns sketched in this table do NOT necessarily represent the verbal clause patterns

found in Proto-Austronesian. For example, pattern 2 may not be securely reconstructed

for PAN.2 The reason for employing the reconstructed forms to represent verbal clause

patterns in Philippine-type languages is that it is practically impossible to list in a table all

2 Blust (2002:67) states that "PAn *-um- can only be securely reconstructed in intransitive verbs such as
*q-um-uzaN 'to rain', *k-um-aen 'to eat', or *N-um-a!Juy 'to swim' ...". Roughly speaking, Blust's
intransitive verbs correspond to monadic verbs in my description and his transitive verbs correspond to my
dyadic verbs.
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the possible reflexes of these forms in all Philippine-type languages. Strictly speaking,

both pattern 2 and pattern 3 can be dyadic or triadic clauses. To simplify the discussion, I

will refer to both pattern 2 and pattern 3 as dyadic clause patterns in my discussion.

Pattern 1 typically consists of a monadic verb that contains a reflex of PAN *-um- (or

its probably historically related form PMP *maN) and PMP *maR-4
) and expects only

one nominative NP, as in (1)-(3).

(1) Masbatenyo (Wolfenden 2001:40)

pattern 1: monadic *-um- clause

lumakat=na kamo.
go=now NOM.2P

'You (pI.) go now.'

(2) Mamanwa (Miller and Miller 1976:50)

pattern 1: monadic *-um- clause

minlabay siran kazina.
passed.by NOM.3p awhile.ago

'They passed by awhile ago.'

3 Blust (1999a:68) suggests that *maN- can be reconstructed for PAn because the traces of *maN- are found
in not only Philippine languages, but also in Fonnosan and Oceanic languages. The only Fonnosan
evidence that Blust provides is a synchronically unanalyzable fonn /mangayaw/ 'to hunt heads' in Puyuma.
In the discussion here, I attribute the reconstructed fonn *maN- to PMP (Proto-Malayo-Polynesian) in that
verbs with a reflex of *maN- have never been reported to productively appear in either Pattern 1 or Pattern
2 clauses in any Fonnosan languages.
4 Zeitoun (2002) reconstructs *maR- as a reciprocal prefix for PAN (Proto-Austronesian) in that the reflexes
of*maR- can be found in some Fonnosan languages (e.g., Rukai, Paiwan, Puyuma, etc.). However, in the
discussion here, I attribute the fonn *maR- to PMP because the reflexes of *maR- are reported to mark only
reciprocal verbs in the Fonnosan languages where it appears and it does not playa role in the "focus
systems" of Fonnosan languages (Ross 1995:772; Zobel 2002:408).
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(3) Karao (Brainard 1994a:366)

pattern 1: monadic *-um- clause

7onjo'lkow 'li nga'nga.
sleep 11 child

'The child will sleep.'

Pattern 2 typically consists of a dyadic verb that contains a reflex of PAN *-um- (or

its probably historically related form PMP *maN- and PMP *maR-) and expects both a

nominative-marked agent and a locative/genitive/oblique-marked patient or theme, as

illustrated in the examples from Balangao (4), Tagalog (5), and Maranao (6).

(4) Balangao (Shetler 1976:50)

pattern 2: dyadic *-um- clause

omanop=ayu ah ugha.
hunt=NoM.2s Lev deer

'You (sg.) hunt a deer.'

(5) Tagalog (De Guzman 1978:35)

pattern 2: dyadic *-um- clause

gumawa'l si Angel ng tugtugin.
make Sl Angel GEN music.piece

'Angel composed a music piece.'

(6) Maranao (McKaughan and Macaraya 1967:xxxiii)

pattern 2: dyadic *-um- .clause

tomabas so bebai sa dinis.
cut so woman OBL cloth

'The woman will cut cloth.'

Pattern 3 consists of three subtypes: (a) dyadic *-en verbs, (b) dyadic *-an verbs, and

(c) dyadic *Si- verbs. Pattern 3a typically consists of a dyadic verb that contains a reflex

of PAN *-en and expects both a genitive-marked agent and a nominative-marked patient
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or theme, as in (7)a. Pattern 3b typically consists of a dyadic verb that contains a reflex

of PAN *-an and expects both a genitive-marked agent and a nominative-marked

location, as in (7)b. Pattern 3c typically consists of a dyadic verb that contains a reflex of

PAN *Si- (or PMP *hi-) and expects both a genitive-marked agent and a nominative-

marked instrument, as in (8).5

(7) Central Ivatan (Reid 1966:24, 31)

pattern 3a: dyadic *-en clause

kaanarohen no tao qo
lengthen GEN man QO

a.

*-EN AGENT

hovid..
string

PATIENT/THEME

'The man is lengthening the string.'

b. pattern 3b: dyadic *-an clause

qasngenan no tao qo vahay.
draw.near.to GEN man QO house

*-AN AGENT LOCATION

'The man is drawing near to the house.'

(8) Mamanwa (Miller and Miller 1976:96)

pattern 3c: dyadic *Si- clause

fllawaq=o kaan ini=ng dazopak.
weed.with=GEN.l S soon this(NOM)-UG knife

*SI-=AGENT

'I will weed with this knife soon.'

INSTRllMENT

As shown in (7)-(8), all three subtypes of pattern 3 clauses share the same case frame;

that is, they all expect a genitive-marked agent and a nominative NP. However, they

5 The PMP continuation of PAN *Si- is often reconstructed as PMP *i- (rather than *hi) (see Wolff 1973;
Blust 1998a, 2002:66). However, a careful study of verbal morphology in Philippine languages suggests
that *hi-, rather than *i-, should be reconstructed for PMP. See section 3.2.2.4.2 for details.
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differ from each other in the interpretation of the nominative NP. In dyadic *-en clauses,

the nominative NP is usually interpreted as a directly affected theme, as in (9)a and (lO)a.

In dyadic *-an clauses, the nominative NP is usually interpreted as a location, as in (9)b

and (lO)b, or a less directly affected theme, as in (9)c. In dyadic *Si- clauses, the

nominative NP is usually interpreted as an instrument, as in (11).

(9) Botolan Sambal (Antworth 1979:46,47)

a. pattern 3a: dyadic *-en clause

kinan run anak ya kanen.
eat GEN child YA rice

*-EN AGENT THEME (DIRECTLY AFFECTED)

'The child ate the rice.'

b. pattern 3b: dyadic *-an clause

inikno-an m Pedro ya silya.
sit.on GEN Pedro YA chair

*-AN AGENT LOCATION

'Pedro sat (down) on the chair.

c. pattern 3b: dyadic *-an clause

tinambayan m Mari ya anak.
help.to GEN Maria YA child

*-AN AGENT THEME (LESS DIRECTLY-AFFECTED)

'Maria helped the child.'

(10) Sarangani Manobo (C. DuBois 1976:43,46)

a. pattern 3a: dyadic *-en clause

kanen te toyang se osa.
eat GEN dog SE pig

*-EN AGENT THEME

'The dog will eat the pig.'
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b. pattern 3b: dyadic *-an clause

inineman
drank.from

*-AN

te koda
GEN horse

AGENT

se paya.
SE coconut.shell

LOCATION

'The horse drank from the coconut shell.'

(11) Southern Ivatan (Hidalgo and Hidalgo 1971:180)

pattern 3c: dyadic *Si- clause

ipangamung nu tau
catch.fish.with GEN man

*S1- AGENT

u pana.
u spear

INSTRUMENT

'The man catches fish with the spear.'

Having considered verbal clause patterns in Philippine-type languages, I will move on

to the forms of verbs in the next section.

3.2.2 The Forms of Verbs in Formosan and Philippine Languages

Philippine-type languages are known for the inordinate complexity of their verb

forms and seemingly unusual type of clause structures. Much has been made in the

literature about the "uniqueness" of clause structures in Philippine-type languages, I will

not replicate that kind of study here. Instead, I will consider an important topic that is

less commonly covered in the literature; that is, the diachronic development of verb

forms (and possibly verbal constructions too) in Philippine-type languages. For the

purpose of this study, the discussion will focus on the development of verb forms,
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particularly the so-called "focus affixes," in Formosan and Philippine languages.6

Readers who are interested in the development of verb forms in other Philippine-type

languages are directed to a collection of papers that appeared in The history and typology

ofwestern Austronesian voice systems (Wouk and Ross 2002).

In the past two decades, great advances have been made in the study of Formosan and

Philippine linguistics. A great number of grammars and dictionaries have been produced

during this period. With the increased number of grammars and dictionaries, our

understanding of individual Formosan and Philippine languages has greatly improved.

However, our understanding of the historical development of morphosyntax in these

languages is still quite limited and deserves more attention.

This study surveys verb forms in Formosan and Philippine languages. It presents the

result of a preliminary typological survey of verb forms in these languages and links the

reconstructed PAN and/or PMP verbal affixes (*-um-, *maN-, *maR-, *-en, *-an, and

*8i-) with the forms that appear in its or their daughter languages synchronically. After

discussing the development of verbal affixes, it suggests some directions for future

research. All statements made in the following subsections are based on a careful study

ofpublished and unpublished materials of Formosan and Philippine languages that are

available to me. A list of references that I consulted for this study will be presented in

Appendix 1.

6 The term "Formosan languages" is commonly used to refer to all indigenous languages (except Yami)
spoken in Taiwan. Formosan languages form several primary subgroups within the Austronesian language
family. Yami, spoken on Lanyu (or Orchid Island, or Botel Tobago) of Taiwan, is generally considered to
be a Philippine language. Its close relatives are the Batanic languages (include Ivatan, Itbayaten, and
Babuyan) spoken in the Philippines.
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Proto-Austronesian is often characterized as exhibiting the following system of verbal

affixation and "voice" contrast: (i) *-um-: "active" or "Actor Focus," (ii) *-en: "direct

passive" or "Goal Focus," (iii) *-an: "local passive" or "Locative Focus," and (iv) *Si-:

"instrumental passive" or "Instrumental Focus" (Wolff 1973, 1979; Dahl 1976; Ross

1995,2002; Blust 1998a, 2002; etc.). This system undergoes a great variety of formal

and/or functional changes. In some cases, the formal change is so transparent that

reflexes of these forms can be easily identified. In other cases, the change is so drastic

that reflexes of these forms can hardly be identified. The function associated with a

certain form, in some cases, has been expanded so that the function formerly associated

with another form in the system has been taken over by this form. In other cases, the

function associated with certain form has been replaced by a new form that was not

formerly in the system.

This study links the reconstructed PAN verbal affixes (*-um-, *-en, *-an, and *Si-)

with forms that appear in modem Formosan and Philippine languages. It discusses the

changes in forms as well as in the functions associated with them. In what follows, the

discussion is divided into five parts. Section 3.2.2.1 discusses reflexes of PAN *-um- in

Formosan and Philippine languages and reflexes ofPMP *maR- and *maN- in Philippine

languages. The discussion here is further divided into four parts: section 3.2.2.1.1 deals

with reflexes of PAN *-um- in Formosan languages, section 3.2.2.1.2 deals with reflexes

of PAN *-um- in Philippine languages, section 3.2.2.1.3 deals with reflexes ofPMP

*maR- in Philippine languages, and section 3.2.2.1.4 deals with reflexes ofPMP *maN

in Philippine languages. Sections 3.2.2.2-3.2.2.4 cover reflexes of PAN *-en, *-an, and
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*8i- in Formosan and Philippine languages respectively. Second 3.2.2.5 discusses the

formal marking of "Benefactive Focus" verbs in Formosan and Philippine languages.

3.2.2.1 Reflexes of PAN *-um- and PMP *maR- and *maN-

Most, if not all, Formosan and Philippine languages make use of verbs that contain

reflexes of PAN *-um- in verbal clause patterns 1 and 2 (i.e., "Actor Focus"

constructions). However, Formosan languages differ from Philippine languages (and

other "western Malayo-Polynesian languages") in the following respect.? "Actor Focus"

verbs may be morphologically marked in more than one way in Philippine languages

(and other "western Malayo-Polynesian languages"), but not in Formosan languages.8

In most Philippine languages, "Actor Focus" verbs may be morphologically marked

in three different ways: they may be marked by reflexes of PAN *-um-, reflexes ofPMP

*maR-, or reflexes ofPMP *maN-. The choice of one form over the others is determined

by verb class and the meaning that one intends to convey, and it may vary from one

language to another. In general, *-um- verbs are typically used to express either punctual

or inchoative events, *maR- verbs are typically used to describe reciprocal, reflexive, or

7 The tenn "Western Malayo-Polynesian languages" covers the Austronesian languages spoken in the
Philippines, western Indonesia-Malaysia, Malagasy, Chamorro, and Palauan. These languages are similar
in their grammatical systems (i.e., the existence of the so-called "focus system"), but do not fonn a single
subgroup within the Austronesian language family (see Blust 1999a for detailed discussion).
8 In some Fonnosan languages, dynamic "Actor Focus" verbs may have the phonological shape ma- (as in
Mayrinax Atayal, Puyuma, Isbukun Bunun, and Takbanuao Bunun, etc.) or mi- (as in Takbanuao Bunun
and Amis). However, dynamic verbs in Fonnosan languages having ma- or mi- fonns are not as
widespread as *maR- verbs or *maN- verbs, which are present in nearly all Philippine languages. Whether
these ma- dynamic verbs in Fonnosan languages may be the historical source ofPMP *maN- and *maR-,
as suggested by Laurie Reid (pers. comm.), is a question that deserves further investigation.
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durative events, and *maN- verbs are typically used to describe distributive events (i.e.,

events that imply multiple activities, actions, or actors over time or space).

3.2.2.1.1 Reflexes of PAN *-um- in Formosan languages

Most, ifnot all, Formosan languages retain a reflex of PAN *-um_.9 Three variants of

reflexes of PAN *-um- are attested in Formosan languages. The first variant is an infix

form with the phonological shape -(V)m-, the second variant is a prefix with the

phonological shape mV-, and the third variant is a prefix with the phonological shape m-.

Most Formosan languages reflect PAN *-um- as an infix (-um-, -om-, -em-, or -m-).10

The form -um- appears in C?uli? Atayal (Mayrinax), Seediq (Y. L. Chang 1997, 2000b),

Kanakanabu, Saaroa, Central Amis (Wu 2000), Basay, and Thao (Blust 2003a).11 The

form -om- appears in Central Amis (Fey 1986). The form -em- occurs in Nataoran Amis,

Northern Paiwan, Nanwang Puyuma, and Kanakanabu (as a variant of -um- that appears

only in combination with a perfective form, -inem-). In Squliq Atayal (Wulai), Paran

Seediq, Siraya, Kavalan, and Thao (stems beginning with S-, or k-, or t-), the reflex of

*-um- undergoes vowel deletion and appears as -m-.

Less commonly, reflexes of *-um- appear as the second variant, a prefix with the

phonological shape mV- (mu- or me-) in some Formosan languages. The prefix form

probably developed historically from a metathesis of the initial root consonant with the

9 I exclude all dialects of Rukai from my survey of reflexes of PAN verbal affixes in that Rukai is generally
considered not to be a Philippine-type language.
10 Following the tradition in Austronesian literature, I use the letter e to represent a schwa /~/ in Formosan
and Philippine languages in this chapter.
11 Please refer to Blust (2003a: 184-186) for the form and function associated with the reflex of PAN *-um
in Thao.
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nasal of the infix *-um-. The prefix form mu- occurs in Tsou, Kanakanabu, and

Pazih/Pazeh, (and possibly in Takbanuao Bunun too)Y The form me- occurs in

Nanwang Puyuma (and in Tsou and Pazih/Pazeh as a phonologically-conditioned variant

ofmu-).

The third variant m-, found in virtually all Formosan languages, typically appears as a

phonologically conditioned variant of the first or the second variant, but in the Southern

Tsouic languages Kanakanabu and Saaroa, its occurrence is lexically conditioned (it

occurs with verb Classes II and III). In languages where m- is phonologically

conditioned, two major conditioning factors are found. First, m- occurs with stems

beginning with a vowel, as in C?uli? Atayal (Mayrinax), Paran Seediq, Tsou,

PazihlPazeh, Basay, Siraya, Thao, Isbukun Bunun, Northern Paiwan, and Nanwang

Puyuma. Second, m- appears with stems beginning with a labial, glottal stop, uvular

stop, R, r, or k and creates "pseudo nasal substitution" (e.g., Squliq Atayal miq « *-um-

+ !!.ig) 'give'). For example, in Thao and Pazeh, m- occurs with p-initial stems (Blust

1998b, To appear). In some languages, m- appears not only with labial-initial stem (p or

12 Blust claims that, the form mu- in Formosan languages may come from two sources: (i) it may reflect the
infix *-um- that occurs in the "active" or'''Actor Focus" verbs, and (ii) it may reflect the prefix *mu- that
occurs in motion verbs only. In some Formosan languages (such as Thao, Paiwan, and Siraya), the form
mu- is associated with motion verbs only (Blust 1999a, 2003b; Adelaar 1997). In Pazeh, mu- is associated
with the "active" or "Actor Focus" verbs. In Kanakanabu, mu- can be associated with either one of the two
sources depending on verb classes. In Takbanuao Bunun, it is not clear whether mu- is associated with
motion verbs only or not. Although Jeng (1977) considers mu- as an "Actor Focus" marker in Takbanuao
Bunun, the examples appear in his book are all motion verbs (e.g., musuqais 'return', muqalqal 'fall
down'). More study needs to be carried out in order to figure out the source(s) ofmu- in Takbanuao Bunun
(and other Formosan languages too). An alternative account for this is that reflexes of *-um- undergo
morphological split in some Formosan languages, resulting in mu- being associated with motion verbs only,
but -um- with "Actor Focus" verbs. Such an explanation can provide a simple account for the fact that
-um- is associated with "motion verbs" (such as lumangngan 'walk', sumakat 'go up', etc.) in Sarna
Bangingi' (Gault 2002:376).
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b) but also with a uvular stop (Kavalan, Squliq Atayal, and Paran Seediq) or glottal stop

(Squliq Atayal). In Tsou, m- occurs with r-initial stems (e.g., Tsou muflo « *-um- +

!.ufo?) 'bury'). In Saisiyat, m- occurs with stems beginning with non-coronal stops p, k,

or ? (e.g., Saisiyat maNraLan (* -um- +J1.aNraLan) 'walk', malas « *-um- + lalas) 'take

away', marma? « *-um- +J1.arma?) 'steal').

3.2.2.1.2 Reflexes of PAN *-um- in Philippine languages

Most, if not all, Philippine languages retain a reflex of PAN *-um-. Like Formosan

languages, there are also three variants of reflexes of PAN *-um- attested in Philippine

languages. However, the phonological shape of reflexes of PAN *-um- found in

Philippine languages is somewhat more diverse than that found in Formosan languages.

The first and the third variants in Philippine languages, as in Formosan languages, are an

infix with the phonological shape -(V)m- and a prefix with the phonological shape m

respectively. However, the phonological realization of the second variant is somewhat

different between Formosan and Philippine languages. The second variant in Formosan

languages is a prefix with the phonological shape m V-; in Philippine languages, it is also

a prefix but with three possible phonological shapes m V-, (7) Vm-, or (7) Vn-.

Most Philippine languages retain reflexes of PAN *-um- as an infix (-um-, -om-, -em-,

or -m-). The form -um- is found in the majority of Cordilleran languages (e.g., Ilokano,

Arta, Kalinga, Ifugao, Balangao, Bontok, Isnag, Yogad, Ibanag, Agta, Casiguran

Dumagat, etc.), in Bashiic languages (Yami and Southern Ivatan), in Kapampangan, in

Central Philippine languages (e.g., Tagalog, Bikol, Waray, Sorsoganon, Masbatenyo,
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Aklanon, etc.), in Manobo languages (e.g., Cotabato Manobo, Tasaday, etc.), in Sama

Bajaw languages (e.g., Sama Bangingi' , Mapun, Yakan, etc.). The form -om- appears in

Northern Kankanay, Central Ivatan, Itbayat, Sambal, Agutaynen, Mansaka, Sarangani

Manobo, Maranao, etc. Tboli has a form -em- or -m-, and Blaan has a form -m-.

Relatively fewer Philippine languages reflect PAN *-um- as a prefixal form (mu-,

mo-, om-, fum-, fun-, un-, fon-, or an-). The prefix form mu- probably developed

historically from a metathesis of the initial root consonant with the nasal of the infix

*-um-, and is found in some Central Philippine languages (e.g., Cebuano, Boholano,

Leytefio, Surigaonon, and Naturalis).13 In Botolan Sambal, the prefix mo- appears with

bases beginning with ow (phonemically Iw/) (e.g., mowako 'walk', mowayo 'run')

(Antworth 1979: 15). In Sarangani Manobo, the infix form -om- I-urn-I infrequently

occurs with stems beginning with a glottal stop, although it is often replaced by the short

form m- (e.g., omoli I?umuli'll or moli Imuli'll 'will go home') (c. DuBois 1976:21).14 In

all Southern Cordilleran languages (Ibaloy (or Inibaloi or Nabaloi), Kalanguya (or

Kallahan), Karao/Karaw, Pangasinan, and Ilongot), the infix *-um- has changed to the

prefix PSC (Proto-Southern Cordilleran) *fum- in the imperfective aspect, although the

perfective remains an infix (e.g., Pangasinan -inm-; Ibaloy and Karao -im-). Four

different prefixal forms are found in descriptions of Southern Cordilleran languages:

fum- (Keley-i Kallahan), fun- (Kayapa Kallahan), un-(Pangasinan),15 fon- (lbaloy and

13 Jason Lobel (pers. comm.) points out to me that Boholano and Leytenyo are very clearly dialects of
Cebuano.
14 The stem-initial glottal stop is not represented in Sarangani Manobo orthography.
15 Benton (1971) uses the form on- for the imperfective in Pangasinan.
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Karao) (Himes 1998:140).16 In the Central Philippine language Mamanwa, the non-

perfective aspect has a prefix form an-, but the perfective aspect has a form min-. It is

clear that the m- in the form min- is a reflex of *-um-, but it is not clear whether the prefix

an- might have developed from *-um- or from other source(s).17

In some Philippine languages, the third variant m- occurs as a phonologically

conditioned form of the first or the second variant. Two factors condition the occurrence

of the prefix m-. First, it occurs before stems beginning with a vowel, as in Arta, Ivatan,

Botolan Sambal, Kakilingan Sambal, Mansaka, Maranao, Tboli, Kagayanen, etc.

Second, it replaces the stem-initial labial consonant (e.g., Yami, Kakilingan Sambal,

Maranao, Tausug, Tboli, etc.) and/or a glottal stop (e.g., Sarangani Manobo).18

Comparing Philippine languages with Formosan languages, we find that they differ in

that segments such as r, k, q, or R can condition the occurrence of m- in Formosan

languages, but cannot do so in Philippine languages.

16 Using data trom multiple sources, Himes (1998) describes four different prefixal forms in Southern
Cordilleran languages. Reid (pers. comrn.) has pointed out to me that the difference between forms
showing glottal stop versus vowel initial, and forms which ditfer depending on whether they have u or 0 as
the vowel might be the result of orthographic (or analytic) differences between authors.
17 Reid suggests the following scenario as to how Pangasinan un- or Ibaloy (Inibaloi) ?on- and Mamanwa
an- may have developed. "Re the an- form in Mamanwa. Of course min- would have developed from
*-umin-. No problem there. I suspect that an- is a continuation of -um-, but one can hardly call it a
"reflex" because it is irregular. Remember that Inibaloi (and Pangasinan) has Jon (and un-) with alveolar
nasal as the "reflex" of -um-. In Inibaloi, the m changed to n probably by analogy with the ending of
the man- affix. In Mamanwa it could have changed to n by analogy with the corresponding past tense form
min-. The change of the vowel to a from u could have been by analogy with other prefixes, mag- and
mang-, all of which have an a vowel. Although speculative, the kinds of changes are quite expected, and I
prefer this to proposing that Mamanwa completely replaced -um- with a reflex of a form which is not well
established... there are certainly no possible reflexes of a *man- in any of the other Central Philippine
languages. Also the lack of an initial m- on Mamanwa an- implies that it may have originated from um-. If
it were a reflex of a man- why would it not have retained the initial m- to match mag- and mang-? The
man- in Pangasinan, is, as you say, the irregular reflex of *maR- as in other South-Central Cordilleran
languages...." (Laurie Reid pers. comm.)
18 I would like to thank Carl Rubino for sharing with me some Tausug data that he collected to conduct this
study.
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One thing that needs to be noted is that the domain that reflexes of PAN *-um- can

occur has been gradually taken over by reflexes of *maR- (or *maN-), so that in some

Central Philippine languages, Manobo languages, and Sama Bajaw languages *-um-

verbs occur in very limited environments. For example, in Bikol, -um- only occurs in

two situations: (a) it sometimes can be used as an alternative form of mag- in giving

commands (e.g., Magbakftl (or Bumakal) ka nin galas. 'Buy milk.'); (b) it occurs as part

of the "consequential" affix -umin- (Mintz 1971 :143,260, and pers. comm.).19 In

Cotabato Manobo, the form -um- only appears in future, desire, or mild imperative verbs

(with first person plural). In Sama Bangingi', it is reported that -um- only occurs with a

restricted set of motion verbs (e.g., lumangngan 'walk', sumakat 'go up') (Gault

2002:376). In Mapun, -um- usually occurs with non-volitional intransitive verbs (e.g.,

Lay humaya? anak nu. 'Your (sg.) child fell on his back.') (Collins et. aI., 2001 :581). In

Yakan, -um- signifies abilitative, circumstantial, or involuntary aspect in intransitive

construction (e.g., tumuli ku ensini? 'I fell asleep earlier.') (Behrens 2002:439). In

Manuk Mangkaw Sinama, as described by Akamine (1996:114, footnote 13), the infix-

um- is not productive and occurs in only two intransitive sentences, e.g., Anak-anak iya

lumangngan tudju tahik. 'The child is the one who walked to the sea.' and Ingkanda bey

kumahappaq. 'The maiden tumbled.'

19 Mintz (pers. comm.) states that "when the consequential affix is chosen, the indicated action occurs as
the result of some previous action, and because of this, it is not under the complete control of the agent."
The following examples exemplify the use of the consequential affix -umin-. For example,

(a) Suminaktit siya kan nagap6d an mama niya tal da?i siya tinutug6tan na magktiwat sa luwas.
'She went upstairs when her mother called because she was not permitted to play outside.'

(b) Uminap6d ak6 nin bombero kan nakaparong ak6 nin as6.
'I called the fireman when 1 smelled smoke.'
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3.2.2.1.3 Reflexes of PMP *maR- in Philippine languages

As mentioned in section 3.2.1, unlike Formosan languages, Philippine languages

make use not only of verbs containing reflexes of PAN *-um-, but also of verbs

containing reflexes ofPMP *maR- and *maN- productively in pattern 1 and pattern 2

clauses. The latter two classes of verbs are probably historically related to the first class

of verbs. That is, *maR- verbs and *maN- verbs probably developed historically by

attaching *-um- to a word that has been previously derived with either PMP *paR- or

PMP *paN-. There are a wide range of functions associated with each of these verbs and

they differ from language to language. In general, *-um- verbs express either punctual or

inchoative events, *maR- verbs describe reciprocal, reflexive, or durative events, and

*maN- verbs describe distributive events. In what follows, I first discuss reflexes ofPMP

*maR- in Philippine languages in this section, and then discuss reflexes ofPMP *maN- in

the next section.

Reflex ofPMP *maR- are found in most, if not all, Philippine languages. The actual

form that occurs typically depends upon the reflex ofPAN/PMP *R.20 In languages in

which the expected reflex of *R is g, reflexes ofPMP *maR- appears as mag-, meg-, eg

[;}g], or og-. The form mag- appears in the majority of Philippine languages, including

the Northern Cordilleran languages (e.g., Casiguran Dumagat, Agta, Isnag, Ga'dang,

Itawes/Itawis, Atta, Yogad, etc.), Central Philippine languages (e.g., Tagalog, Bikol,

Cebuano, Waray, Sorsoganon, Masbatenyo, Hiligaynon/Ilonggo, Mansaka, Mamanwa,

etc.), some Manobo languages (e.g., Kagayanen Manobo), Danao languages (e.g.,

20 Please refer to Conant (1911) for detailed discussion of reflexes ofPAN/PMP *R in Philippine languages.
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Maranao, Magindanao, etc.), Sarna Bajaw languages (e.g., Yakan, Mapun, etc.). Among

the languages that reflect *maR- as mag-, most of the languages invariantly retain it as

mag-, as in (12). However, in some ofthe Cagayan Valley languages of the Northern

Cordilleran group (Ga'dang, Itawes/Itawis, Atta, Ibanag, Yogad, but not Agta and Isnag)

mag- undergoes complete assimilation with the initial consonant to which it is attached

creating a geminate cluster such as magg-, mall-, maww-, matt-, etc., as shown in (13).

(12) Bikol (Mintz 1971:9, 26)

mag- as a reflex of*maR- (completive aspect nag-):

a. nagpuli si Jose.
go.home SI Jose

(nagpuli < mag- + -in- 'completive' + puli 'to go home')

'Jose went home.'

b. nagbakal ako
bought NOM. IS

mn timipay.
GEN bread

(nagbakal < mag- + -in- 'completive' + bakal 'to buy')

'I bought bread.'

(13) Yogad (Davis etal. 1998:23, 169, 175, 178)

mag- as a reflex of *maR- (with complete assimilation):

a. mageksirsisyu=kan.
exercise=NOM.I s

(mageksirsisyu < mag- + eksirsisyu 'exercise')

'I am going to do exercise.' ('*1 am going to exercise someone.')

b. matturut=(da)
leak(=now)

yu atap.
YU roof

(matturut < mag- + turut 'leak')

'The roof is leaking (now).'



c. manukag=kan
wake=NoM.ls

tu ulu
LCV head

nu familya.
GEN family
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(mallukag < mag- + lukag 'wake')

'I'll wake the head of the family.'

d. mabbibbid=kan
read=NOM.I s

tu nobela.
LCV novel

(mabbibbid < mag- + bibbid 'read')

'I am reading a novel.'

In some of the languages spoken in Mindanao, Proto-Philippine (PPh) *a has raised

to a mid vowel e [;:)] in prepenultimate syllables in Ilianen Manobo and Western

Bukidnon Manobo (Elkins 1963; Reid 1973:491); consequently, reflexes of*maR-

appear as meg-, eg-, or og-. In languages such as Sarangani Manobo, Sindangan

Subanen, Tboli, Blaan, etc., PPh *a has changed to e [;:)], and reflexes of *maR- appear as

meg- (14); in Cotobato Manobo, Tasaday, Agusan Manobo, Dibabawon Manobo, and

Ata Manobo, etc., reflexes of*maR- undergo further reduction and appear as eg- [;)g]

(15), or og- [ig] (16).21

(14) Sarangani Manobo (c. DuBois 1976:28,58)

meg- as a reflex of*maR- (completive aspect mig-):

a. meglegeb=a melaw.
visit=NOM.ls unexpectedly

(meglegeb < meg- + legeb 'to visit')

'I will visit around instead.'

21 In the orthography of Dibabawon Manobo and Ata Manobo, the letter 0 represents a high back open
unrounded "pepet" vowel [i].



b. meg-elomo se esawa=din
cook SE wife=GEN.3s

te kilnen.
LCV food
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(meg-elomo < meg- + -elomo 'cook')

'His wife will cook food.'

c. mig-elomo se esawa=din te kilnen.
cook SE wife=GEN.3s LCV food

(mig-elomo < meg- + -in- 'completive' + -elomo 'cook')

'His wife cooked food.'

(15) Tasaday (Reid 1993:11)

ag- as a reflex of *maR-:

agf;;>lak;;>t=da balJi?
wear=NoM.3p clothes

(i1gfalako! < og- +folaka! 'wear')

'They are wearing clothes.'

(16) Ata Manobo (Morey 1964:73)

og- as a reflex of *maR-:

ogqaad=a to babuy asoom.
fence=NOM.l s TO pig tomorrow

(ogqaad < og- + qaad 'fence')

'Tomorrow I will fence in a pig.'

In languages in which the expected reflex of *R is r (e.g., Ilokano and Arta), reflexes

of *maR- exhibit irregularity. In Ilokano, the expected reflex of *maR- would be

**(m)ar-,22 but the form that is found is ag- (completive form is nag-) (17). Similarly, in

Arta, the expected reflex of*maR- would be **mar-. Instead, it is simply ma- (e.g., ma-

luwtig 'awaken', ma-ratting 'buy', ma-tatagdu 'drip', ma-ttalipa 'dance', ma-llegut

'revolve', ma-ggurugud 'run', etc.) (Reid 1989:62). In some of the above Arta examples,

22 In this study, a single asterisk (*) is used for a reconstructed form, and a double asterisk (**) is used for a
non-occurring form.
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the initial consonant of the root to which this prefix attached is sporadically geminated,

possibly in imitation of the result of the assimilation rule in Cagayan Valley languages

(e.g., Ga'dang).

(17) Ilokano eVanoverbergh 1955:130, 132)

ag- as a reflex of *maR- (completive aspect nag-):

a. agbasa=ka iti libro.
read=NOM.2s ITI book

'You (sg.) read a book.'

b. nagkatawa dagiti balasang.
laugh DAGITI girls

'The girls laughed.'

Languages such as Western Bukidnon Manobo and Ilianen Manobo, in which the

expected reflex of *R is g, the final consonant assimilated to the point of articulation of

the initial consonant of the stem resulting in the variants mag-, mab-, mad-.

Subsequently the mad- variant generalized to precede also glottal stop initial stems,

replacing the inherited mag- in this position. Since the prefixes are in the prepenultimate

position, *a became e, resulting in med-, meb-, and meg-. In present day Western

Bukidnon Manobo, med-, meb-, and meg- mark 'unactualized' forms of the verb, while

ed-, eb-, and eg- mark 'non-past' forms of the verb, and mid-, mib-, and mig- mark 'past'

forms of the verb, as in (18)a-b.
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(18) Western Bukidnon Manobo (Elkins 1968:xvi, xii)

med- as a reflex of *maR- (unactualized aspect med-; non-past aspect ed-):

a. waza?=kew med?uwit.
NEG=NOM.2P carry

(medJuwit < med- + Juwit 'to carry')

'You (pI.) didn't carry.'

b. emun duan begas ebpemasa=a.
if EXIST rice bUy=NOM.l s

(ebpemasa < ed- + pemasa 'buy')

'If there is rice, I will buy some.'

In the language group consisting of Bashiic languages, Sambalic languages,

Kapampangan, Northern Mangyan (Iraya, Alangan, Tadyawan) where the expected reflex

of *R is y,23 reflexes ofPMP *maR- appear as may-, or a further development mi-

«?Proto-Bashiic *may- < *maR-). The reflex may- is found in some Bashiic languages,

such as Central Ivatan (19), Southern Ivatan, and Babuyan. The form mi- occurs in some

Bashiic languages (Yami and Itbayat (20)), Sambalic languages (Botolan Sambal and

Kakilingan Sambal), and Kapampangan. The fact that reflexes of *maR- appear as may-

in some languages but mi- in some languages raises two interesting issues regarding the

internal relationships among these languages. First, Itbayat, which is commonly assumed

to be more closely related to Ivatan than Yami, shares the same development from *maR-

to mi- with Yami. Whether this fact suggests that Itbayat might be more closely related

to Yami than to Ivatan is a topic deserving further investigation. Second, whether all

languages that show a mi- reflex of *maR- might have developed the mi- form because of

23 This subgroup was proposed by David Zorc (1974, 1986).
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descent from a common ancestor (i.e., these languages form a single subgroup), or have

developed it independently is a topic that deserves further research.

(19) Central Ivatan (Reid 1966:39,42)

may- as a reflex of *maR-:

a. mayliliak qo tao.
speak QO man

(mayliliak < may- + liliak 'to speak')

'The man is speaking.'

b. maynasnas qo tao
scrape QO man

so/do lata.
OBLlLCV can

(maynasnas < may- + nasnas 'scrape')

'The man is scraping a can.'

(20) Itbayat (Yamada 2002:20,22)

mi- as a reflex of *maR-:

a. mittado 0 angang awi.
leak 0 jar that

(mittada < mi- + t (consonant gemination) + tada 'to leak,)24

'That jar is really leaking.'

b. mira?mon SI apsergag no ranom=ta.
wash.own.face SI Apsergag GEN water=GEN.ID

(mira'lman < mi- + ra'lman 'wash.face')

'Apsergag washes her own face with our (d!.) water.'

One more fact found in this group of languagess is of great interest to historical

linguists. In Kapampangan and Sambalic languages (Botolan Sambal and Kakilingan

Sambal), reflexes of *maR- appear in two forms: mi- ((21)a) and mag- ((21)b). These

two forms are associated with different functions: mi- is mainly associated with verbs

24 Yamada (2002: 15) states that "The consonant gemination (C1CI) expresses augmentation of such
meanings as habit, time, space, smell and/or taste, plurality, superlative, process, shape, imminence, etc."
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encoding collective or reciprocal situation, and mag- with other functions. Because the

regular reflex of *R in these languages is y rather than g-, the expected reflex would not

be mag-. One question arises, "Where does the form mag- come from?", Two

hypotheses might account for the origin of mag- in these languages. First, it is a

borrowed form from Tagalog (or other prestigious language in this area),25 Second, it

was introduced by the same prehistoric language that brought about the doublet g reflex

of *R in languages such as Ilokano.26 The actual reflex of *maR- in Ilokano is ag- rather

than the expected form **(m)ar-.

(21) Kapampangan (Forman 1971:123,103)

a. mi- as a reflex of*maR-:

adua=la=ng
two=NOM.3p=UG

mipate.
fight

(mipate < mi- + pate 'fight')

'They two fight each other. '

b. mag- as a reflex of *maR-:

magmaneu=ya=ng jip.
drive=NOM.3s=UG jeep

(magmaneu < mag- + maneu 'drive')

'He drives ajeep.'

25 Reid (pers. comm.) considers that the existence of mag- in Kapampangan and Sambalic languages is less
likely to be the result of Tagalog influence in that "Tagalog influence in this region is relatively recent.
The whole of the Manila area was once settled by Kapampangan speakers and Tagalogs were much further
to the south, only in Marinduque, and adjoining coastal areas of Luzon."
26 Referred to by Conant (1911) as the "stereotyped Philippine g". Blust (1991: 100-101) states: "The
simple existence of Conant's "stereotyped g" could be explained as the product of borrowing between
geographical contiguous languages, many of which had independently undergone the change in question.
However, the language which regularly underwent the change *R > /gJ almost invariably is the
predominant donor language. From this observation we can reasonably infer that languages showing the
regular change *R > g tended to have superior prestige in these prehistoric contact situations. If the merger
of *R and *g occurred repeatedly only once in the linguistic history of the central and southern Philippines
we must ask why the languages which underwent this change appear to have acquired prestige with it."
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The Meso-Cordilleran languages, including South-Central Cordilleran languages,

Northern Alta, and Southern Alta, in which the reflex of *R is I, all show the innovated

form man-, or a further development, such as mon-, mun-, men- [min or m;}n], min-, an-,

?in-, ?en- ['l;}n]. The form man- occurs in most of the West Southern Cordilleran

languages and in some Central Cordilleran languages.27 The In! in man- does not

undergo nasal assimilation in most of the West Southern Cordilleran (such as Karao,

Ibaloy (or Inibaloi), Pangasinan (22), etc.),28 but does undergo homorganic nasal

assimilation in some Central Cordilleran languages (such as Balangao, Limos Kalinga

(23), etc.) and in Keley-i Kallahan (a Southern Cordilleran language). In cases where

man- undergoes homorganic nasal assimilation, the reflex of *maR- (man- with nasal

assimilation) and the reflex of *maN- (mang- with nasal assimilation and consonant

deletion) are sometimes hard to distinguish. The only key that one can use to distinguish

reflexes of *maR- and *maN- is to check whether the stem initial consonant is retained

27 See Himes (1998) for a description of the internal relationships of Southern Cordilleran languages.
28 Benton (1971 :23-24) observes that the Inl of man- (irregular reflex of *maR-) and on- (irregular reflex of
*-um-) is likely to be retained in slow speech, but it will undergo nasal assimilation in normal to rapid
speech; thus manbasa (man- 'future, active, transitive' plus basa 'read') will become mambasa in rapid
speech.
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after nasal assimilation.29 If the stem initial consonant is retained after nasal assimilation,

as in (23), then the prefix attached to the stem is a reflex of *maR-. If it is deleted after

the assimilation, as in (24), then the prefix attached to the stem is a reflex of *maN-.

(22) Pangasinan(Benton 1971:55,158,192)

a. man- as a reflex of *maR- (without nasal assimilation):

manpatanir=ak=la.
say.goodbye=NoM.1 s=already

(manpatanir < man- + patanir 'to say goodbye')

'I will say goodbye already.'

b. man- as a reflex of*maR- (completive aspect nan-):

nanl6to si Juan na baaw.
cook SI John GEN nce

(nanloto < man- + -in- 'completive' + luto 'cook')

'John cooked rice.'

c. man- as a reflex of*maR- (completive aspect nan-):

nanpekpek=ak na dueg.
hit=NOM.I S GEN carabao

(nanpekpek < man- + -in- 'completive' + pekpek 'hit')

'I hit a carabao.'

29 Some language-specific phenomena may be used to distinguish reflexes of *maN- and *maR- in Meso
Cordilleran languages. For example, in Pangasinan, man-, the reflexes of *maR-, may undergo nasal
assimilation only in normal and rapid speech, but not in the slow speech. When man- does undergo nasal
assimilation, in addition to the consonant deletion test, one can use the completive aspect form to
distinguish man- from maN- (the reflex of *maN-). In Pangasinan (but not in other Cordilleran languages),
the incompletive form man- (the reflex of*maR-) has a corresponding completive form nan-, whereas the
incompletive form maN- (the reflex of *maN-) has a corresponding completive form aN-. Moreover, man
triggers stress shift, but maN- does not. Man- usually requires stress on the syllable immediately following
it, but maN- does not. For example, when the roots paltog and kawes occur with man-, the stress shifts
from the last syllable of the root to the syllable immediately following man- (manpaltog 'hunt' and
mankliwes 'dress oneself). By contrast, when paltog and kawes occur with maN-, stress is retained on the
last syllable of the root (mamaltog 'hunt' and mangawes 'dress oneself) (Benton 1971:23-24, 133-134).
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(23) Limos Kalinga (Ferreirinho 1993:27,39)

a. man- as a reflex of *maR- (with nasal ASSIMILATION):

mambadut.30

put.on.clothes

(mambadut < man- + badttt 'clothes')

'She put clothes on. '

b. man- as a reflex of*maR- (completive aspect nan-):

nandalus si Malia=t danat palatu.
wash SI Maria=LCv PL plate

(nandalus < man- + -in- 'completive' + dalus 'to wash')

'Maria washed some plates.' (The action is non-durative, the plates are only
partially affected, and they are referred to indefinitely.)

(24) Limos Kalinga (Ferreirinho 1993:29)

mang- as a reflex of *maN- (with nasal SUBSTITUTION):31

mananum=ak.
fetch.water=NOM.I s

(man anum < mang- + danum 'water')

'I'm fetching water.'

In Kadaklan Bontok (or Eastern Bontok), the reflex of *maR- appears as mon- (with

no nasal assimilation), as in (25). In Batad Ifugao, the form mun- (with homorganic nasal

assimilation) is found, as in (26). The In! in mun- is realized as m when followed by b, p,

or m (e.g., mumbuhug < mun- + buhug), as 1) when followed by g, k, 1), or w (e.g.,

30 The third person singular nominative pronoun is phonologically null in Limos Kalinga.
31 Ferreirinho (1993 :39) uses the form nU!l1I.alzls in the following example. It seems that this form might be
a typographical error for IUlrralus.

Limos Kalinga

nangalus si Malia=t danat paJatu.
wash SI Maria=LCv PL plate

(lla!l1I.alus < mang- + -in- 'completive' + dalus 'to wash')

'Maria washed some of the plates' (The action is distributive, that is, the plates were washed
individually, one after another.)
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mungngiidan < mun- + ngiidan), and as n in other environment (e.g., munhiidag < mun-

+ hiidag) (Newell 1993:7-8). In Upper Tanudan Kalinga, both man- and an- occur. It is

not clear whether these two forms are in free variation or not.

In Southern Alta, reflexes of *maR- appear in several variant forms. On roots that

appear to be inherited, man- (the reflex of Proto-Meso-Cordilleran *man-), mon-, or mun-

(reflexes of*men-, showing sporadic raising ofthe vowel in *man-) is used. On some

roots that are clearly Tagalog loans, mag- or mog- is used, perhaps developed by analogy

with man-/mon-. It is still not clear whether the different forms may mark different

aspectual or other syntactic information (Reid 1991 :274).

(25) Kadaklan BontokJEastern Bontok (Fukuda 1997:35,40)

mon- as a reflex of *maR- (without nasal assimilation):

a. monkilo he Pedro he fokas.
weight HE Pedro HE rice

(monkilo < mon- + kilo 'kilogram')

'Pedro weights rice.'

b. mon?akhas he Pedro hen anak=na.
treat HE Pedro HEN child=GEN.3S

(mon'lakhas < mon- + 'lakhas 'medicine')

'Pedro treats his child with medicine.'

(26) Batad Ifugao (Newell 1993:467)

a. mun- as a reflex of *maR- (with nasal assimilation):

mun?ahawa da Alig ay Rosa.
marry DA Alig Lev Rosa

(mun'lahiiwa < mun- + 'lahiiwa 'spouse')

'Alig and Rosa will marry each other.'
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b. mun- as a reflex of *maR- (completive aspect nun-):

nun?apuy nan babaih nan galut.
bum NAN woman NAN trash

(nun?apuy < mun- + -in- 'completive' + ?apuy 'fire')

'The woman burned the trash.'

Unlike Southern Alta, Northern Alta consistently uses men- [min] (with homorganic

nasal assimilation) even with verbs that are clearly borrowings from Tagalog, or some

other languages (e.g., dance, sell, sweep, wash clothes, wash face, weave cloth, etc.), as.
in (27) (Reid 1991:274).

In Central Bontok and Northern Kankanay,32 reflexes of*maR- occurs as men- [m~m]

(with no nasal assimilation), as in (28). In Talubin Bontok, min- and ?in- seem to appear

in free variation, as in (29) (Laurie Reid pers. comm.). Guinaang Bontok shows ?in-, as

in (30).33 In Bontoc town, the form ?en- [?~m] is used.

(27) Northern Alta (AltNI28, 161)34

men- as a reflex of *maR- (with nasal assimilation):

a. mendilus sEpIa in madi?it ten dinomateng=e?
bathe still IN maiden when arrive=NoM.l s

(mendilus < men- + dilus 'bathe')

'The lady was still taking a bath when I arrived.'

32 Northern Kankanay is also referred to as Western Bontok in the literature (Reid 1964).
33 The form min- typically occurs in Guinaang Bontok as a reflex of maN- preceding roots beginning with I,
r, w, y, and nasal consonants in nominal contexts (e.g., si Juan nan minlayad Jan sik?a. 'Juan is the one
who likes you.')
34 The Northern Alta data used in the paper are from Reid's fieldnotes. I have used the SIL Shoebox
program to analyze the Northern Alta sentences collected by Reid. AltN 128 and AltN 161 are the
reference numbers with which these sentences appear in the Shoebox Northern Alta sentence database.
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b. mempakolu ti waget=ti in madi?it.
boil LCV water=DET IN maiden

(mempakolu < men- +pakolu 'boil')

'The lady boiled some water.'

(28) Northern Kankanay (Porter 1979:24, 25)

men- as a reflex of *maR- (without nasal assimilation):

a. mendaan=ka issa.
walk=NOM.2s here

(mendaan < men- + daan 'to walk')

'You (sg.) walk here.'

b. men-ay-ayam nan oongong-a Isnan disik.35

play NAN children in.the creek

(mell-ay-ayam < men- + ay-ayam 'play')

'The children are playing in the creek. '

(29) Talubin Bontok (Kikusawa and Reid 2003: 104, 106)

a. min- as a reflex of*maR- (without nasal assimilation):

Istulyaek han hin-agik, hin-agi e minvakvako
story.GEN.! SHAN pair.sibling pair.siblings LIG go.headhunting

ad Jawwang.
LCV Jawwang

(minvakvako < min- + vakvako 'head-hunting')

'I will tell the story of the two siblings, the two siblings who went headhunting
at Jawwang River.'

35 Following the standard orthography of Tagalog, the symbol '-' is the orthographic representation of a
glottal stop following a consonant.



b. 'lin- as a reflex of *maR- (without nasal assimilation):

Nanganangan=ja pe a, umey=jat 7intikid=jad
having.eaten=3p more.over TAG gO=3P.SEQ climb=3p=LCY

han hana jallan e umey ad Kallawitan.
HAN that trail LIG go LCY Kallawitan

(lintikid < ?in- + tikid 'climb')

'When they had eaten, they went and climbed up that trail that goes to
Kallawitan. '

(30) Guinaang Bontok (Reid 1992:3,54)

'lin- as a reflex of *maR- (without nasal assimilation):

a. ...7insagana=da ay 7in?ag?agum.
prepare=NoM.3p LIG feast

(linsagana < ?in- + sagana 'prepare'; lin?ag?agum < ?in- + ?ag?agum 'feast')

' ... , they prepare for the postharvest feasting.'

b. .?insublcit=da ay 7inMyu....
exchange=NoM.3p LIG pound

(linsublat < ?in- + sublat 'exchange'; linMyu < ?in- + Myu 'pound')

'They take turns pounding... .'

121
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3.2.2.1.4 Reflexes of PMP *maN- in Philippine languages

The second form that productively occurs in pattern 1 and pattern 2 clauses in

Philippine languages (but not in Formosan languages) is the reflex ofPMP *maN-.36

Reflexes of PMP *maN- are widespread in Philippine languages and other Western

Malayo-Polynesian languages. In the Philippines, reflexes of *maN- are found in most

Philippine languages except in some Manobo languages (e.g., ?Cotabato Manobo,

?Tasaday, etc.) and other languages in the south of Mindanao (e.g., Tboli, Blaan, etc.).

In languages that maintain areflex, *maN- appears as maN- (mang- [maI]] as the

default form in the great majority oflanguages), meN- [m~n], aN-, or N-. The form maN-

is found in the great majority of Philippine languages, including most Cordilleran (e.g.,

Pangasinan (31), Kalinga, Balangao, Bontok, Yogad, Isnag, Agta, Casiguran Dumagat,

etc.), Bashiic languages (Yami, Ivatan, Itbayat, etc.), Sambalic languages (Botolan,

36 Two Fonnosan languages, Puyuma and Nataoran Amis, have been reported to have a small number of
fonns that might be related to ?PAN/PMP *maN-. First, in Puyuma, as reported in Blust (l999a:68,
footnote 68), there is a synchronically unanalyzable fonn mangayaw 'to hunt heads' which seems to have a
historical prefix *maN-.

Second, Starosta (2002a) reports the possible existence of the reflex of*maN- in Nataoran Amis. By
comparing (Ia) with (lb), Starosta interpreted mami- in (la) as a combination of maN- + pi-. However, if
we examine the data carefully, we will find that the Nataoran Amis sentence in (la) does NOT belong to the
same type of dyadic clauses as the Philippine dyadic maN- clauses. In Nataoran Amis mami- clauses, the
agent is always marked by Gen and the patient is marked by Nom, but in Philippine languages the agent of
a dyadic maN- clause would be marked by Nom rather than Gen. The only way that one might be able to
relate the mami- clause in Nataoran Amis with the maN- clauses in Philippine languages is to reanalyze
kina waco no lomaq ako as a possessive phrase meaning 'my family's dog' and to reinterpret (la) as a
monadic clause with the meaning 'My family's dog is assigned to hunt.'

(I) Nataoran Amis (data from T. Chen 1987:83; cited in Starosta 2002a)

a. mamiadop kina waco no lomaq ako.
assigned.to.hunt this(NOM) dog GEN family Is
'My family assigns this dog to hunt.' (Lit. 'This dog is assigned to hunt by my family.')

b. sapiadop kina waco no lomaq ako.
used.for.huntiing this(NOM) dog GEN family Is
'My family used this dog for hunting.' (Lit. 'This dog is used for hunting by my family.')
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Kakilingan and Tina Sambal), Kapampangan (man-, rather than mang- [malJ], as the

default form), Central Philippine languages (e.g., Tagalog, Bikol, Mamanwa (32),

Tausug, etc.), Manobo languages (Ata, Dibabawon, Kagayanen, etc.), Maranao, etc. The

form meN- is found in some Cordilleran languages (Karao, Ibaloy, and Northern Alta

(maN- or meN-» and some Manobo languages (Sarangani Manobo (32), Western

Bukidnon Manobo). In Sindangan Subanen, both meN- and N- appear. In the Sama

Bajaw languages, aN-, and (Na)N- are found. For example, Sama Bangingi' shows aN-,

as in (34).37 Manuk Mangkaw Sinama, Sarna (Pangutaran Island),38 Mapun, and Yakan

(ng [lJ] as the default of N-) have (Na)N-, as in (35).

(31) Pangasinan (Benton 1971:49, 64, 77)

mang- as a reflex of *mang- (completive aspect ang-):

a. mangtm=ak=la=n mangan.
eat=NOM.l s=already=uG eat

(mangan< mang- + kan 'eat')

'I will eat and eat. '

37 Gault (1999a:40 I, footnote 6) states the following rules for the phonological realization of aN- in Sarna
Bangingi'. "The phonological derivations ofN are: aN => aNj-1_C j (C j= p, b, t, k); aN => angaNrl_Cj

(Cj=d, g); aN => anga-I_Ck (Ck=/, h); aN => ang-I_V; C j => 01 aN j_

aN + allang => angallang;
aN + bowa => amowa;
aN + geret => anganggeret;
aN + lingan => angalingan; aN + hinang => angahinang"
38 The phonological realization of (Na)N- in most Sarna Bajaw languages are quite similar to the one
described by Walton for Sarna (Pangutaran Island). Walton (1986:44-45, footnote 6) notes: "The N- in
Sarna is a nasal that undergoes assimilation in some environments but is realized as allophonic variants in
others. Preceding Ip, b, t, s, k/, N assimilates to the point of articulation of the stem initial consonant and
that consonant is deleted. In other environments, N- is realized by the following allophonic variants: nga
occurs preceding II, m, nI, ngan occurs preceding Id, jI, and ngang- occurs preceding Ig/."



b. mangan=ak labM na puto insan=ak lamet onogip.
eat=NOM.l S just GEN pitto then=NoM.l S again sleep

(mangan < mang- + kan 'eat')

'I will just eat some puto, then I will sleep again.'

c. angan na mangga may ogaw.
eat GEN mango MAY boy

(angan < ang- 'completive aspect of mang-' + kan 'eat')

'The boy ate a mango.'

(32) Mamanwa (Miller and Miller 1976:53)

mang- as a reflex of *mang- (completive aspect nang-):

a. nangaen siran ka baay.
eat NOM.3? LCV wild.root

(nangaen < mang- + -in- '[+begun]' + kaen 'eat')

'They ate wild root.'
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b. namalit siran
buy NOM.3?

ka begas.
LCV rice

(namalit < mang- + -in- '[+begun]' + pa/it 'buy')

'They bought rice.'

(33) Sarangani Manobo (C. DuBois 1976:30, 57)

meng- as a reflex of *mang- (completive aspect neng-):

a. nematay lebo se osa.
die probably SE pig

(nematay < meng- + -in- 'completive' + patay 'died')

'The pig has probably died.'

b. menokdok se
beat SE

bata te toyang.
child LCV dog

(menokdok < meng- + dokdok 'beat')

'The child beat a dog. '
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(34) Sarna Bangingi' (Gault 1999b:397, 406)

ang- as a reflex of*mang-:

a. angallang iya.
shout NOM.3S

(angallang < aN- + allang 'shout')

'He is shouting.'

b. angalangpas sigaam alta? aa.
plunder NOM.3P wealth people

(angalangpas < aN- + langpas 'plunder')

'They plunder people wealth.'

(35) Yakan (Brainard and Behrens 2002:37,53, 194)

N- as a reflex of *mang-:

a. ningko? nakanak=in.
sit child=DET

(ningko? < N- + tingko? 'sit')

'The child is sitting.'

b. ngalagna? iye
start NOM.3S

mella kamunti?u.
cook camote

(ngalagna? < N- + lagna? 'start'; mella < N- + bella 'cook')

'She start to cook camote.'

c. ngehet
cut

ingket nakanak=in.
rope child=DET

(ngehet < N- + kehet 'cut')

'A/The child cut a rope. '

Reflexes of *maN- in most Philippine languages characteristically are associated with

two phonological processes: (a) homorganic nasal assimilation, and (b) consonant

deletion (in particular voiceless obstruent deletion). First, the final nasal of *maN-

changes its point of articulation to that of the initial consonant of the root to which it is

attached, so the prefix becomes mam- before bilabial consonants, man- before alveolar
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and dental consonants, and mang- before velar and glottal consonants. Second, after

nasal assimilation applies, the initial consonant of the root is deleted under certain

conditions, usually at least ifthat consonant is a voiceless obstruent, and in some

languages, if it is any obstruent (e.g., Limos Kalinga, Sarangani Manobo, etc.).39

Although reflexes of *maN- in Philippine languages typically undergo both the nasal

assimilation and the consonant deletion processes, there are some exceptions. In Ilokano,

both of these processes appears to have been lost when maN- functions as a verbal prefix

(e.g., mangpili 'to choose' and mangkalap 'to catch fish'), although evidence of their

earlier presence in the language remains in nominal forms (e.g., mangngalap

'fisherman'). In Arta, the nasal assimilation process still occurs, but the consonant

deletion rule has been lost (Reid 1989:65).

3.2.2.2 Reflexes of PAN *-en

After discussing the forms of verbs that occur in pattern 1 and pattern 2 clauses, let us

look at the forms of verbs that occur in patterns 3a-e. This section discusses *-en verbs

that occur in pattern 3a. The discussion here is divided into two parts: section 3.2.2.2.1

deals with reflexes of *-en in Formosan languages, and section 3.2.2.2.2 deals with

reflexes of *-en in Philippines languages. After discussing reflexes of *-en, sections

3.2.2.3 and 3.2.2.4 will discuss reflexes of *-an (verbs that occur in pattern 3b) and

reflexes of *Si- (verbs that occur in pattern 3c) respectively.

39 The actual phonological realization of reflexes of *maN- is quite complex and varies from one language
to another. For a detailed study of reflexes of *maN-, readers are referred to Blust (To appear), Tharp
(I 974b), and Newman (1984-1985).
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3.2.2.2.1 Reflexes of PAN *-en in Formosan languages

Reflexes of PAN *-en [~n] are found in the majority of Formosan languages. Tsou,

Saaroa, and Puyuma have lost the form. In Kavalan and Basay (Trobiawan), reflexes of

this form have merged with reflexes of PAN *-an as -an (Li 1996a:73; 1999:652). In

languages in which a reflex is found, the actual form that occurs depends upon the reflex

of PAN *e [~]. Some Formosan languages maintain the reconstructed form unchanged as

-en, as in Amis (Central and Nataoran), Pazih/Pazeh, Siraya, Northern Paiwan, and in

Kanakanabu (in durative aspect only) (Ross 1995:777). Some reflect it with a high back

vowel, -un, as in the Atayalic languages (Squliq Atayal (Wulai), C?uli? Atayal

(Mayrinax), and Seediq), Saisiyat, and Bunun (Isbukun and Takbanuao). Thao reflects it

with a high front vowel, -in.

3.2.2.2.2 Reflexes of PAN *-en in Philippine languages

Reflexes of PAN *-en /~nJ are found in all but a few languages of the Philippines. In

languages in which a reflex is maintained, the actual form that occurs depends upon the

reflex of PAN *e /~/.40 In the majority of Philippine languages, the reconstructed form is

maintained unchanged as -en /~nJ. For example, -en is found in Cordilleran languages

(such as Ilokano, Northern Alta, all West Southern Cordilleran languages (Pangasinan,

40 Please refer to Conant (1912) and Reid (1973) for detailed discussion of reflexes ofPAN/PMP *e in
Philippine languages.
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Ibaloyllnibaloi, Karao, Kalanguya/Kallahan), Balangao,41 Northern Kankanay, Guinaang

Bontok, Ga'dang/Gaddang of the Cagayan Valley, Casiguran Dumagat, etc.), Bashiic

languages (e.g., Yami, Ivatan, Itbayat, etc.), Sambalic languages (Botolan, Kakilingan,

and Tina Sambal), some Central Philippine languages (e.g., Samar-Leyte, Mamanwa,

Cebuano, Waray, Southern Bikol (more than half of its dialects), most dialects of

Kinaray-a, etc.), most of the Manobo languages (such as Cotabato Manobo (non-

completive aspect only), Blit Manobo (both past and non-past tense, as in (36)), Western

Bukidnon Manobo, Sarangani Manobo, Dibabawon Manobo and Ata Manobo, etc.),42

and in the Danao languages (e.g., Maranao, Magindanao, etc.).

(36) Blit Manobo (Reid 1993:16)

a. reflexes of *-en used in the non-past tense:

ka?~n<1n=ku sini?i sini sig~f.

eat=NOM.l S this this night

'I will eat this tonight. '

b. reflexes of *-en used in the past tense:

ka?~n<1n=ku sini?i ~goh sig~f.

eat=NOM.l S this last night

'I ate this last night. '

Some reflect it with a mid back vowel, -on. For example, -on is found in some of the

North-Central Cordilleran languages (such as Kalinga, Batad Ifugao, Kadaklan

BontokiEastern Bontok) which have a contrast between 101 and lui. Some Central

41 In Balangao, the suffix -en [:m] has three allomorphs: -en, -un, and -on. The occurrence of one
allomorph rather than the other two allomorphs is generally conditioned by a vowel harmony rule: -un and
-on occur when the final syllable ofa word is eve and the vowel of that syllable is u and a respectively,
whereas -en occurs elsewhere (see Shetler 1976:38-39 for details).
42 In Dibabawon Manobo and Ata Manobo, the reflex of *-en is written as -on I-in!.
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Philippine languages (such as Bikol, Masbatenyo, Hiligaynon/Ilonggo, Aklanon) also

represent the reflex as -on, however, this is an orthographic representation of I-un!.

Others reflect it with a high back vowel, -un. For example, -un is found in the Sama

Bajaw languages (Sama Banging', Manuk Mangkaw Sinama, Mapun, Yakan, etc.) and

the Central Philippine languages (Cebuano, Waray, Sorsoganon, Mansaka, Tausug, etc.).

Tagalog, however, reflects it with a high front vowel, -in.

In languages in which the reflex of PAN *e has fallen together with the reflex of PAN

*a, such as Ibanag and Itawes/Itawis of the Cagayan Valley, as well as Kapampangan,

the reflexes of this suffix have fallen together with the reflexes of PAN *-an and appear

as -an. In Tboli and Blaan (and possibly in Tasaday too), reflexes of *-en have been

Notice that in most Formosan and Philippine languages, *-en verbs often imply that

the Nominative NP is a DIRECTLY and ENTIRELY AFFECTED PATIENT/THEME. However,

this function has gradually been replaced by reflexes of PAN *-in-, as we move from

Taiwan to the southern part of the Philippines. In the Sarna Bajaw languages, -un (the

reflex of PAN *-en) occurs only in the imperative mood; in the indicative mood, whether

perfective or imperfective, -in- (the reflex of PAN *-in-) is used. In Tboli and Blaan,

reflexes of *-in- have replaced *-en completely and occur in both indicative and

imperative moods.

43 Although Blit Manobo has a reflex of *-en, its closely related language Tasaday seems to have lost this
form. In Blit Manobo, "Non-Actor Focus" verbs, whether completed actions or non-completed actions, are
typically marked by -an. However, in Tasaday, they are marked by -in- (reflex of *-in-) (Reid 1993: 15
17).
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Such a development may be related to the fact that *-in-, a perfective/past marker, can

cooccur with *-um- ("Actor Focus"), *-an ("Locative Focus"), or *Si- ("Instrumental

Focus") in the perfective aspect, but not with *-en "Goal Focus/Patient Focus" in the

perfective aspect,44 In the "Goal Focus" construction, *-in- is often assumed to have a

portmanteau function, that is, marking perfective aspect as well as "Goal Focus".

Speakers of Sama Bajaw languages and some of the southern Mindanao languages might

have interpreted *-in- as a "Goal Focus" marker rather than as an aspect marker in the

"Goal Focus" construction. Another fact that may be related to the development of *-in-

is that aspects are no longer marked by reflexes of *-in-, instead they are expressed by

aspectual auxiliaries (e.g., Manuk Mangkaw Sinama) or by adverbs or temporal phrases

(e.g., Tasaday and Blit Manobo) in these languages.

3.2.2.3 Reflexes of PAN *-an

The second subtype of pattern 3 clauses makes use of verbs containing reflexes of

PAN *-an. In this section, the form and function associated with reflexes of *-an in

Formosan and Philippine languages will be discussed. The discussion here is divided

into two subsections. Section 3.2.2.3.1 deals with the form and function associated with

*-an verbs in Formosan languages. Section 3.2.2.3.2 deals with the form and function

associated with *-an verbs in Philippine languages.

44 Blust (1998a) reports that reflexes of *-en can cooccur with reflexes of *-in- in Patient Focus perfective
in Thao. According to him, Patient Focus perfective in Thao can be marked either by -in- « *-in-) or by
-in- + -in «*-in- + *-en).
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3.2.2.3.1 Reflexes of PAN *-an in Formosan languages

Reflexes of PAN *-an are found in most Formosan languages. Puyuma and Tsou,

however, have lost the form.45 In most, if not all, languages that maintain a reflex of

*-an, the reconstructed form remains unchanged as -an. In most Formosan languages,

reflexes of *-an verbs often imply that the Nominative NP is a PARTLY or LESS DIRECTLY

AFFECTED PATIENT/THEME (an entity that is partly or less directly affected, or only the

surface is affected), or a LOCATION (including the end point of the action, the place to

which or from which some other entity is directed, etc.). In Basay and Kavalan, due to

the merger of *-en and *-an, the function associated with -an verbs has been expanded.

That is, -an clauses in Basay and Kavalan may have a Nominative NP that is a DIRECTLY

AFFECTED PATIENT/THEME, or may have a Nominative NP that is a LOCATION, or a

PARTLY or LESS DIRECTLY AFFECTED PATIENT/THEME, depending on the verb class and the

meaning that one intends to convey.

Apart from marking "Locus Focus" and "Goal Focus" that were discussed in the

above paragraph, Ross suggests a third function, "Benefactive Focus," that may be

associated with reflexes of*-an in Formosan languages. Ross (1995:741) states: "The

LC pivot also seems to have served as a Benefactive pivot in PAN, as it does in a number

of daughter languages. In other words, with semantically appropriate verbs, a human LC

pivot was interpreted as Benefactive, as in these examples."

45 In Puyuma, reflexes of *-an are not found in verbal contexts, but are found in nominal forms.
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(37) Paiwan CEgli 1990: 296; cited in Ross 1995:741)

uri ku=su=pavayan tua kakudan.
FUT GEN.IS=NOM.2s=give Lev power

'I will give you (sg.) power.'

(38) Seediq (Asai 1953:46; cited in Ross 1995:742)

skatani=ku q;}huni.
CUt.fOr=NOM.lS tree

'Please cut the tree for me.'

Ross's statement is not quite accurate. At least, from the Paiwan (37) and Seediq (38)

examples that he provided, one cannot state with confidence that "The LC pivot also

seems to have served as a Benefactive pivot in PAN". Here are some facts that may

weaken Ross's statement.

First, if we examine the above Paiwan and Seediq examples carefully, we will find

that the Paiwan example cannot be securely classified as a "Benefactive Focus"

construction in Philippine-type languages.

Ifwe consider the Mayrinax Atayal examples, we can see that the verb baiqan 'give'

behaves very differently from prototypical "Benefactive Focus" verbs,46 such as siaras

'bring for', sicabu? 'wrap for'. In Mayrinax Atayal, "Locative Focus" verbs are marked

by -an in the indicative mood, but by -i in the imperative mood; "Benefactive Focus"

(and also "Instrumental Focus") verbs are marked by si- in the indicative mood, but by-

ani in the imperative mood, as shown in (39)c-e.

46 Prototypical "Benefactive Focus" verbs refer to verbs that express the meaning "the agent is performing
an action FOR or ON BEHALF OF ...."
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(39) Mayrinax Atayal (Huang 1995:58,66-68)

a. baiqan=mi? cu? pila? ku? ?ulaqi?
give=GEN.ls OBL money KU? child

'I gave the child money.'

b. baiqi cu? pila? ku? ?ulaqi?
give OBL money KU? child

'Give the child money.'

c. siaras=mu kariariax cu? qusia? ?i? Watan.47

bring.for=GEN.ls every.day OBL water ?I? Watan

'I bring water for Watan. '

d. ras!!!!i cu?
bring.for OBL

qusia? ?i? Watan.
water ?I? Watan

e.

'Bring Watan water.'

sicabu? cu? qulih nku? nabakis
wrap.for OBL fish GEN old.man

?i? Yumin.
?I? Yumin

'The old man wrapped fish for Yumin?.'

If we follow Ross's classification by considering baiqan 'give' as a "Benefactive

Focus" verb, then we can say that -an marks "Benefactive Focus" as well as "Locative

Focus" verbs in Mayrinax Atayal just like Paiwan. On the surface, it looks very neat that

both Mayrniax Atayal and Paiwan use -an to mark "Benefactive Focus". However, one

question arises. "Is this the best analysis of the Mayrinax Atayal and Paiwan examples?".

The answer is "No".

Let me justify my answer here. We cannot completely rule out the possibility that

THE PARTICIPANT WHOM THE AGENT "GIVES" SOMETHING TO might be interpreted as a

47 Both =mi'l and =mu are 'first person singular genitive' pronoun in Mayrinax Atayal. It is not clear what
conditions the occurrence of one pronominal form rather than the other.
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BENEFICIARY because such a participant typically benefits from the action of "giving".

However, if we interpret this participant as a BENEFICIARY in Mayrinax Atayal, we would

have to explain why the verb 'give' is the only "Benefactive Focus" verb (in Huang's

Mayrinax Atayal grammar) that is marked by -an in the indicative mood and by -i in the

imperative mood. One solution might be that a verb is marked by si- or by -an for

"Benefactive Focus" depending on the verb class to which it belongs. This is not a

totally implausible answer, but might not be the best answer for the facts that we found in

Mayrinax Ataya1.48

It seems to me that a much better analysis of the verb 'give' in Mayrinax Atayal and

Paiwan is to consider it as a "Locative Focus" verb rather than a "Benefactive Focus"

verb. Ifwe consider 'give' as a "Locative Focus" verb, we can see that 'give' behaves

just like other "Locative Focus" verbs in that it is marked by -an in the indicative mood,

but by -i in the imperative mood. Moreover, semantically speaking, THE PARTICIPANT

WHOM THE AGENT "GIVES" SOMETHING TO can easily be interpreted as a LOCATION

because the participant involved is the end point of the action of 'giving'.

Let me sum up the discussion of the Paiwan example here. If the Paiwan example

that Ross chose could be securely classified as "Benefactive Focus," then his claim that

"The LC pivot also seems to have served as a Benefactive pivot in PAN" would have

been strengthened. However, as shown in the previous few paragraphs, even the only

representative Paiwan example that he selected could not be securely classified as

48 As already discussed in section 3.2.2.3.2, some Philippine languages (such as Cebuano, Tagalog, etc.) do
have some verb classes marking "Benefactive Focus" by -an, some by i-, and others by either -an or i-.
However, the facts that we found in Mayrinax Atayal are very different from those that we found in
Philippine languages.
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"Benefactive Focus," thus casting doubt on the assertion that -an served as a

"Benefactive pivot" in PAN.

Second, if we examine the Seediq example (repeated as (40)) carefully, we will find

that this example does contain -an (in the complex -ani), but this -an occurs in the

imperative mood not in the indicative mood. Consulting several grammars of Seediq, I

could only find two additional examples of -an (in the -ani complex) marking

"Benefactive Focus". Again, in these two examples, (41) and (42), -an occurs in the

imperative mood not the indicative mood. Recall that the form -ani also occurs in

Mayrinax Atayal "Benefactive Focus" imperative sentences. It seems that we can state

with confidence that -ani (or -an) marks Proto-Atayalic "Benefactive Focus" in the

imperative mood. Even though it is clear that -ani (or -an) could have marked

"Benefactive Focus (imperative only)" in Proto-Atayalic, it does not directly support

Ross's claim that "The LC pivot also seems to have served as a Benefactive pivot in

PAN".

(40) Seediq CAsai 1953:46; cited in Ross 1995:742)

skatani=ku q;)huni.
Cut.fOr=NOM.I S tree

'Please cut the tree for me.'

(41) Seediq CAsai 1953:46)

hakawani=ku.
make.a.bridge.for=NoM.1 S

'Make a bridge for me.'
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(42) Seedig (data from J. H. Chen 1996:5; cited in Y. L. Chang 2000b:109)

buyuhani tunux ka Pawan.
cut.foT head KA Pawan

'Cut hair for Pawan.'

Recall the difference between "Locative Focus" and "Benefactive Focus" in

Mayrinax Atayal. In Mayrinax Atayal, "Locative Focus" verbs are marked by -an in the

indicative mood, but by -i in the imperative mood; "Benefactive Focus" (as well as

"Instrumental Focus") verbs are marked by si- in the indicative mood, but by -ani in the

imperative mood. If the -an (appearing in the -ani complex) in the "Benefactive Focus"

imperative mood has developed from the same source as the "Locative Focus" -an, we

would have to state that reflexes of *-an have undergone some kind of functional shift.

Thus, in the indicative mood, -an can only mark "Locative Focus," whereas in the

imperative mood, it can only mark "Benefactive Focus".

Even if *-an can be securely reconstructed as "Benefactive Focus (imperative)" for

Proto-Atayalic, and the -an in the "Benefactive Focus (imperative)" and the -an in the

"Locative Focus (indicative)" have the same historical source, it still does not support

Ross's claim that it served as a Benefactive pivot in PAn. It seems to me that the data, at

most, can support the claim that "-an may have served as a Benefactive pivot in the

IMPERATIVE mood in PAN".
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3.2.2.3.2 Reflexes of PAN *-an in Philippine languages

Reflexes of PAN *-an are found in nearly all Philippine languages. Tboli and Blaan,

however, have lost the form. In languages that maintain a reflex of *-an, the

reconstructed form remains unchanged as -an.

In Philippine languages, -an verbs are often associated with the following functions.

First, in most, if not all, Philippine languages, -an verbs imply that the Nominative NP is

a PARTLY or LESS DIRECTLY AFFECTED PATIENT/THEME (an entity that is partly or less

directly affected, or only the surface is affected), or a LOCATION (including the end point

of the action, the place to which or from which some other entity is directed, etc.).

Second, in some Philippine languages (mainly languages in the central and southern part

of the Philippines), the function associated with -an verbs has been expanded. In these

languages (including Tagalog, Cebuano, Mamanwa, Dibabawon Manobo, Maranao,

Yakan, etc.), -an verbs may be used to imply that the Nominative NP is a BENEFICIARY.

3.2.2.4 Reflexes of PAN *5i- and PMP *hi-

The third subtype of pattern 3 clauses makes use of verbs containing reflexes of PAN

*Si-. In this section, the form and function associated with reflexes of *Si- in Formosan

and Philippine languages will be discussed. The discussion here is divided into two

subsections. Section 3.2.2.4.1 deals with the form and function associated with *Si

verbs in Formosan languages. Section 3.2.2.4.2 deals with the form and function

associated with *Si- verbs in Philippine languages.
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3.2.2.4.1 Reflexes of PAN *Si- in Formosan languages

Reflexes of PAN *Si- are not as widespread as reflexes of PAN *-um-, *-en, and *-an

in Formosan languages. *Si- is reflected as si- in C?uli? Atayal (Mayrinax), Paiwan, and

Saisiyat.49 Bunun shows what some claim to be a metathesized form of *Si- (7is- in

Isbukun Bunun and is- in Takbanuao Bunun). Squliq Atayal (Wulai) and Paran Seediq

have lost the vowel and have a form s-. Kavalan (and ?Basay) has a form ti- or te- (the

regular reflex of *Si- in Kavalan would be **si-).50 No reflexes of *Si- are found in

Amis, Puyuma, Siraya, Thao, (?PazihlPazeh,) and the Tsouic languages (Tsou,

Kanakanabu, and Saaroa).

In Formosan languages, *Si- verbs typically imply that the Nominative NP is

interpreted as an INSTRUMENT (including an entity that is moved in space, directed

towards, or brought into association with some other entity).

Moreover, *Si- verbs are often associated with a second function. That is, *Si- verbs

often also imply that the Nominative NP is interpreted as a BENEFICIARY of the verb.

Whether a Nominative NP of a *Si- clause is interpreted as an instrument or as a

beneficiary depends on the meaning that one intends to convey.

49 Li and Tsuchida (200 1:29-31) reports that "...Pazih seems to have sa- - saa- - si- to indicate
Instrumental-focus. The allomorphs sa- and saa- are phonologically conditioned... , but conditioning of si
is not clear.. ..We found only one example for a verb with the prefix si- indicating Instrumental-focus:"
(2) Pazih (Li and Tsuchida 200 1:31):

site?eng wazu ni rakihan ki batu.
throw.with dog GEN child NOM stone
'The child throw at a dog with the stone.'

50 Li (1999:652) reports the occurrence of a single ti- verb in Basay and comments that "In all our data,
there is only one Instrumental-focused verb indicated by the prefix ti-, which is most likely a loan from
Kavalan...".
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In some Formosan languages (such as PazihIPazeh, Amis (Central and Nataoran), and

Saaroa) that do not have a reflex of *Si-, there is a form sa- that serves similar functions

as reflexes of *Si- in other Formosan languages.

3.2.2.4.2 Reflexes of PAN *Si- (PMP *hi-) in Philippine languages

Unlike Formosan languages, reflexes of*Si- are widespread in Philippine languages.

Except for some languages in the southern part of the Philippines (such as Mansaka,

Sindangan Subanen, and Sarna Bajaw languages, etc.), reflexes of *Si- can be found in

nearly all major subgroups of Philippine languages. The majority ofPhilippine

languages reflect PAN *Si- (or PMP *hi-) as ?i- (in Karao, Guinaang Bontok, etc.), or i-.

However, Tausug has a form hi-. Moreover, other Bisayan languages such as Samar

Leyte, Waray, and Northern Samareno also have h in their instrumental potential form

mahi- (Zorc 1977:134). This suggests that the PMP form should be reconstructed as *hi

rather than *i-. Since h was lost in all the Cordilleran languages, the i- appearing in these

languages is a true reflex of *hi-, whereas other languages such as Tagalog with i- show

an irregular loss of *h.

Like Formosan languages, *Si- verbs in Philippine languages often imply that the

Nominative NP is an INSTRUMENT (including an entity that is moved in space, directed

towards, or brought into association with some other entity). In the Sarna Bajaw

languages (such as Mapun, Sarna Bangingi', Yakan, etc.), reflexes of *Si- have been lost

and paN- takes over the function of marking INSTRUMENT-AFFECT verbs (i.e., verbs

whose Nominative NP is interpreted as an INSTRUMENT). In Isnag, however,
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INSTRUMENT-AFFECT verbs are marked by either i-,pag-,pang-, or paN-, depending on

h . . d 51t e semantICS one mten s to convey.

In some Philippine languages, *Si- verbs may also imply that the Nominative NP is a

BENEFICIARY. However, the BENEFICIARY-AFFECT function of*Si- verbs is not as

widespread as the INSTRUMENT-AFFECT function of*Si- verbs in the Philippines. The

BENEFICIARY-AFFECT function of *Si- verbs can be found in the Bashiic languages (such

as Ivatan, Yami, Ibayat, etc.), some (but not all) of the Northern Cordilleran languages

(Isnag and Casiguran Dumagat), Sambalic languages, Kapampangan, and some Meso-

Philippine languages (e.g., Bikol, Tagalog, Cebuano, Tausug, Aklanon, Kalamian

Tagbanwa, etc.). However, not all these languages use *Si- verbs as the only means to

convey BENEFICIARY-AFFECT. As discussed in section 3.2.2.3.2, the BENEFICIARY-AFFECT

function can also be achieved by -an in Tagalog, Cebuano, and some other languages

spoken in central or southern Philippines. In addition to *Si- verbs and *-an verbs, there

are other forms that may also serve as BENEFICIARY-AFFECT verbs in Philippine

languages. I will discuss the formal marking of BENEFICIARY-AFFECT verbs in Philippine

languages in section 3.2.2.5.2.

3.2.2.5 "Benefactive Focus" verbs in Formosan and Philippine languages

From section 3.2.2.1 to section 3.2.2.4, the forms and the functions associated with

reflexes of PAN *-um- (and PMP *maR- and *maN-), *-en, *-an, and *Si- in Formosan

51 Barlaan (I 999:44) observes that 'Like the Agent focus affixes, the affixes that signal Instrument focus
also indicate the plurality of the Goal and the duration of the activity.' In general, pag- conveys the
plurality of the Goal and/or extended or durative action; pang- is not specific as to the number of the Goal,
and paN- and i- convey the singularity of the Goal.
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and Philippine languages have been discussed. It appears that reflexes of each of these

affixes are associated with at least one function: (i) *-um- (or *maR- or *maN-) verbs:

"Actor Focus," (ii) *-en verbs: "Patient/Goal Focus," (iii) *-an verbs: typically "Locative

Focus," less typically "Patient Focus/Goal Focus" (due to the merger of*-en and *-an),

or "Benefactive Focus," and (iv) *Si- verbs: typically "Instrumental Focus," less typically

"Benefactive Focus". There appears to be NO uniform way that "Benefactive Focus"

verbs are marked. Sections 3.2.2.5.1 and 3.2.2.5.2 examine the form of "Benefactive

Focus" verbs in Formosan and Philippine languages respectively.

3.2.2.5.1 "Benefactive Focus" verbs in Formosan languages

As discussed in sections 3.2.2.3.1 and 3.2.2.4.1, in Formosan languages that maintain

a reflex of *Si-, these reflexes are used to mark BENEFICIARY-AFFECT verbs as well as

INSTRUMENT-AFFECT verbs in the indicative mood. In some languages such as Mayrinax

Atayal and Seediq, reflexes of *-an can also serve the same function (marking

BENEFICIARY-AFFECT verbs and INSTRUMENT-AFFECT verbs) but only in the imperative

mood. 52 In languages (such as pazihlpazeh, Amis, and Saaroa) that do not have a reflex

of *Si- but have a reflex of *Sa-, reflexes of *Sa- serve the same function. In Kavalan,

the form ti- or te- marks BENEFICIARY-AFFECT verbs as well as INSTRUMENT-AFFECT

52 As already discussed in the previous section, it is not clear whether the fonn -an that appears in the
indicative mood (marking LOCATION-AFFECT verbs) and the one that appears in the imperative mood
(marking BENEFICIARY-AFFECTED and INSTRUMENT-AFFECT verbs) have come from the same historical
source. To simplify the discussion here, I assume that the fonn -an that appears in the two different
situations have the same source.
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verbs. It appears that the fonna1 marking of BENEFICIARY-AFFECT verbs and that of

INSTRUMENT-AFFECT verbs in Fonnosan languages is the same.

3.2.2.5.2 "Benefactive Focus" verbs in Philippine languages

Unlike Fonnosan languages, the fonnal marking of BENEFICIARY-AFFECT verbs and

that of INSTRUMENT-AFFECT verbs is NOT always the same in Philippine languages. In

fact, there is a great variety in the way that beneficiary-affect verbs can be marked in

Philippine languages. Let us consider the diversity of the BENEFICIARY-AFFECT fonns

now.

First, some Philippine languages use (l)i- verbs and no other for this purpose.

Languages that belong to this group include Casiguran Dumagat, Bashiic languages (such

as Ivatan, Yami, Itbayat, etc.), Kapampangan, Sambalic languages, Bikol, etc.

Second, some Philippine languages use -an verbs and no other for this purpose.

Languages that belong to this group include Aborlan Tagbanwa, Kaagan Kalagan,

Mansaka (in the imperative mood only), Manobo languages (e.g., Cotabato Manobo,

Kagayanen, etc.), Maranao, and Sarna Bajaw languages (Mapun, Yakan, Manuk

Mangkaw Sinama, etc.).

Third, some Philippine languages use (l)i- -an verbs and no other for this purpose.

Languages that belong to this group include Northern and Southern Alta, Southern

Cordilleran languages (Pangasinan, Karao, Inibaloi/Ibaloy), North Central Cordilleran

languages (Kalinga, Bontok, Balangao/Balangaw, Ifugao, Kankanay), Cagayan Valley

languages (Ibanag and Ga'dang), etc.
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Fourth, some Philippine languages use either (?)i- verbs or -an verbs for this purpose.

In this type oflanguage, some verbs only express BENEFICIARY-AFFECT by (?)i-, some

only express BENEFICIARY-AFFECT by -an, while others express the same function by

either (l)i- or -an. Languages that belong to this group include Cebuano, Tagalog,

Tausug (hi- or -an), Mamanwa, Hiligaynon/Ilongo, Aklanon, Masbatenyo, Kalamian

Tagbanwa, and Dibabawon Manobo.

Fifth, Ilokano (Meso-Cordilleran) uses either i- -an verbs or -an verbs for this

purpose.

Sixth, Isnag (Cagayan Valley, Northern Cordilleran) uses either i-, pag-, pang-, or

paN- verbs for this purpose.

Seventh, Yogad (Cagayan Valley, Northern Cordilleran) uses either i- -an verbs or

i(pang)- verbs for this purpose.

Let me sum up the discussion in this section now.

The formal marking of BENEFICIARY-AFFECT verbs exhibits a very interesting

distribution. Except Bikol, languages that use ?i- to mark BENEFICIARY-AFFECT verbs are

all languages of northern Luzon. Languages that use -an are all spoken in central or

southern Philippines. Languages that use either ?i- or -an are nearly all Central

Philippine languages. It would be interesting to explore whether the use of -an to mark

BENEFICIARY-AFFECT verbs is an innovation that developed after Austronesian speakers

moved out from northern Luzon, or whether it developed independently among languages

in the central or southern Philippines, or whether it is a result of contact, or a combination

of the above.
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Languages that use 7i- -an are restricted to the Cordilleran group. Nearly all major

subgroups of Cordilleran languages (except the North-Eastern Luzon group) have (7)i- ...

_an. 53 It seems that (7)i- -an might be an innovation of?Proto-Cordilleran (or at least of

Proto-Meso-Cordilleran).

3.3 THREE PERIODS OF LINGUISTIC DESCRIPTION OF PHILIPPINE-TYPE

LANGUAGES

Having discussed the basic verbal clause patterns in Philippine-type languages, I will

turn to the diverse analyses of these languages in this section. Various previous analyses

will be presented according to the chronological order that they appeared in the literature.

The linguistic description of Philippine-type languages can be classified into three

periods: (i) the "traditional" period, (ii) the "classical" period, and (iii) the "modern"

period (Reid 2002a). The "traditional" period starts from the descriptions done by

Spanish grammarians through the early decades ofthe twentieth century. Description in

this period were heavily influenced by Latin grammars, with active and passive being

applied to different construction types. A discussion of the "multiple passive" analyses

of this period will be presented in section 3.3.1.

The "classical" period starts from the beginning of the influence of structuralism

through the work of the Summer Institute of Linguistics (SIL) and the tagmemicists, with

the introduction of the idea of the UNIQUENESS of Philippine languages and their "focus

53 Within the North-Eastern Luzon group, only data from Casiguran Dumagat is available to me. Ifmore
data were available from this group, we might be able to find the occurrence of (?)i- ...-an in this group too.
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system" and multiple voice constructions. A discussion of the "focus" analyses of the

"classical period" will be presented in 3.3.2.

The "modern" period starts from the mid-seventies, beginning with the introduction

ofgenerative linguistics and particularly the work of Starosta, his students and

colleagues, with the attempt to show Philippine languages as morphologically ergative,

and the "focus system" as derivational affixation, forming word families, not paradigms,

similar in many respects to what has been referred to in other families as applicative

affixation. A discussion of a representative analysis of the "modern period," that is, the

ergative analysis, will be presented in section 3.3.3. In addition to the ergative analysis, a

number of other analyses have been proposed in the modern period. These analyses

include the "active" analysis, the "fluid voice" analysis, the "hybrid" analysis, and the

"symmetrical voice" analysis; they will be discussed in sections 3.3.4-3.3.7 respectively.

3.3.1 The "Traditional" Period: The Passive Analyses

In this section, I discuss the "passive" analyses of the "traditional" period. As

mentioned above, the linguistic description in this period was heavily influenced by Latin

grammars, with active and passive being applied to different construction types in

Philippine-type languages. The representative works of this period include F. Blake

(1906a, 1906b, 1917, 1925, etc.), Bloomfield (1917, 1942), Egerod (1965, 1966, 1978),

Wolff (1973, 1979), Bell (1976), and so on.

In a passive analysis, Philippine-type languages are analyzed as having four voices:

one active and three passives. *-um- clauses, whether monadic or dyadic, are considered
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to be actives, whereas *-en clauses, *-an clauses, and *8i- clauses are considered to be

passives. *-en clauses have been referred to as direct passives (Bloomfield 1917; Wolff

1973; Rau 1992), indefinite passives (Egerod 1965), or second passives (Egerod 1966).

*-an clauses have been referred to as local passives (Bloomfield 1917; Wolff 1973; Rau

1992), definite passives (Egerod 1965), or first passives (Egerod 1966). *8i- clauses have

been referred to as instrumental passives (Bloomfield 1917; Wolff 1973; Rau 1992),

relational passives (Egerod 1965), or third passives (Egerod 1966).

According to Bloomfield (1917: 154), the choice of one of the constructions over the

others is made in accordance with the "logical situation". An "active" voice is employed

when the subject is viewed as an actor. A "direct passive" voice is employed when the

subject is viewed as an entity fully affected or produced. A "local passive" voice is

employed when the subject is viewed as an entity partly or less fully affected, as a place

or sphere. An "instrumental passive" voice is employed when the subject is viewed as a

means, an instrument, something given forth or parted from. The passive analysis of the

"traditional" period can be demonstrated with the Tagalog examples from Bloomfield

(1917:154) and F. Blake (1906a: 188).

When the action is oriented to the agent, the -um- "active" clause is utilized, as in

(43)a-b. When the action is oriented to an entity that is fully affected or produced, then

the -in "direct passive" clause is utilized, as in (43)c-d.54 When the action is oriented to

the location of an event or action or the person to whom an action is done, the -an "local

54 As in other Philippine-type languages, the perfective aspect fonn of -in "direct passive" is -in- rather than
**-in- -in. It is commonly assumed that the fonn -in-, when occurring in the "direct passive" perfective
aspect, functions as a portmanteau morpheme, expressing the perfective aspect and "direct passive" voice
at the same time.
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passive" clause is utilized, as in (43)e-f. When the action is oriented to the instrument of

the action, or to the beneficiary of the action, or to the direct recipient of an action that is

in a direction away from the agent, the i- "instrumental passive" clause is utilized, as in

(43)g-i.

(43) Tagalog (data from Bloomfield 1917:154; F. Blake 1906a:188i5

a. monadic "active": the subject is viewed as an agent

umalis=siya.
go.away=he(NoM.3s)

-UM-V=SUBJECT

'He (SUBJECT) went away.'

b. dyadic "active": the subject is viewed as an agent

sumusulat=siya ng liham.
write=he(NoM.3s) GEN letter

-UM-V=SUBJECT OBJECT

'He (SUBJECT) is writing a letterlletters.'

c. "direct passive": the subject is viewed as an entity fully affected or produced

sinulat=niya ang Iiham.
was.written=by.him(GEN.3s) ANG letter

V -IN SUBJECT

'The letter (SUBJECT) was written by him.' or 'He wrote the letter (SUBJECT).'

d. "direct passive": the subject is viewed as an entity fully affected or produced

pinutol=niya ang kahoy.
was.cut=by.him(GEN.3s) ANG wood

V -IN SUBJECT

'He cut the wood (SUBJECT).'

55 To conform to modem Tagalog orthography, I have made the following changes in Bloomfield's data.
For example, sya is changed to siya; nya is changed to niya; a1) is changed to ang; na1) is changed to ng.
However, I retain his representation of primary and secondary stress because stress is phonemic in Tagalog.
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e. "local passive": the subject is viewed as an entity partly or less fully affected, as
a place or sphere

sinuhitan=niya=ako.
was.written.to=by.him(GEN.3S)=I(NOM.l s)

V -AN=ACTOR=SUBJECT

'He wrote (to) me (SUBJECT).'

f. "local passive": the subject is viewed as an entity partly or less fully affected, as
a place or sphere

pinutulan=niya aug kahoy.
was.cut.from=by.him(GEN.3s) ANG wood

V-AN SUBJECT

'He cut a piece offthe wood (SUBJECT).'

g. "instrumental passive": the subject is viewed as an instrument

ipinutol=niya aug gulok.
was.cut.with=by.him(GEN.3s) ANG bolo56

I-V SUBJECT

'He used the bolo (SUBJECT) for cutting.' or 'He cut with the bolo (SUBJECT).'

h. "instrumental passive": the subject is viewed as something given forth or parted
from

lbinigay=niya sa akin aug aklilt.
was-given=by.him(GEN.3S) to.me(Lcv.ls) ANG book

I-V

'He gave the book (SUBJECT) to me.'

SUBJECT

1. "instrumental passive": the subject is viewed as the beneficiary of the action

Ibi1i=mo=ako nit6=ng barf!.
was.bought.for=by.you(GEN.2s)=me(NoM.1 s) this(GEN)=UG gun

1-V=ACTOR=SUBJECT

'(You) buy this gun/or me (SUBJECT).' or 'Let me (SUBJECT) be bought for by
you (sg.) of this gun.'

56 The tenn "bolo" refers to a kind of bush knife.
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Under the passive analysis, dyadic "active" clauses are considered to be transitive,

whereas monadic -um- clauses and "passive" clauses to be intransitive. Philippine-type

languages are considered to have accusative actancy structures in that the subject of

intransitive clauses and the subject of transitive clauses (i.e., dyadic *-um- clauses) have

the same case marking, but the object of transitive clauses has a unique case marking.

Comparing the syntactic behavior of "active" and "passive" constructions in

Philippine-type languages with that in accusative languages (such as English, German,

etc.), we find that Philippine-type "active" and "passive" constructions are typologically

unusual in the following respects.

First, the distribution of the "active" construction in Philippine-type languages is far

more limited than the "passive" constructions. As demonstrated by the following quotes

from F. Blake (1906a, 1906b, 1917, 1925) and Bloomfield (1917), in Tagalog and other

Philippine languages, "passives" are far more frequent than would be expected if they

were really passives. "Actives" are used only if the non-actor participant(s) of a clause

is/are absent, non-specific or indefinite. In all other situations, one of the three "passive"

constructions is preferred.

The development of the numerous passive forms in Tagalog has resulted in restricting within
comparatively narrow limits the use of the active, which in Indo-European and Semitic grammar is
the most important form of the verb. The passive construction has become the rule, its prevalence
forming one of the most characteristic features of the language. (F. Blake 1906a:187)

Perhaps the most salient feature of these languages is the prevailing use of the passive
construction, active verbs not being used except when the agent is the most emphatic element of
the sentence; for example in Tagalog in the sentence 'he is reading a book,' 'he' is more emphatic
than the indefinite 'book,' hence the active is used, viz., siya'y bungmabasa nang libro, while in
the sentence 'he is reading this book' the definite object is ordinarily more emphatic than the
agent, hence the passive is employed,.... (F. Blake 1906b:326)

The use of the active and passive is not optional as in English. In any given sentence the voice of
the verb depends upon the relative importance of the various elements, the most important or most
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emphatic idea being made the subject of the sentence. If this is the agent of the action expressed
by the verb, the active voice is used; if it is an other element of the sentence, then one of the three
passives is employed. In general the in passive is used when the object of an action towards the
agent (e.g., to take) is made the subject; the i passive when the subject is the object of an action
away from the agent (e.g., to give), or the instrument or cause of the action; the an passive, when a
place or anything regarded as place stands as subject. A definite object is usually more emphatic
than the agent of the action, hence the passive is regularly employed when the object is definite.
Passive constructions are far more frequent than active, in fact they may be said to be the rule, and
active constructions the exception. (F. Blake 1917:411)

The passive voice is used when the object of the verbal action, or some accessory circumstance is
the most emphatic element, and hence the subject, of the sentence. A definite object is usually
more emphatic than the agent of the action, hence the passive is regularly employed when the
object is definite. Passive constructions are far more frequent than active, in fact they may be said
to be the rule, and active constructions the exception; they are usually to be translated by the
English active.... (F. Blake 1925:141-142)

However, the active construction is avoided whenever any object other than the actor is available
as subject. Especially are active constructions with an anaphoric subject (siya, sila, ito) avoided
wherever a passive construction is at hand....
The active construction is thus confined to instances in which the object-ideas other than the actor
are entirely vague and undermined or lacking: Umalis sya. He went away....Sumusulat sya nay
liham. He is writing a letter/ letters... .Kumain sya nay kanin. He ate some boiled rice; but: Kinain
nya ay kanin. Was-eaten (direct passive) by him the boiled rice (subject), i.e. He ate the boiled
nce.
If, in spite of the presence of other definite objects, the actor is very decidedly emphasized, a
different construction (§§ 104.197.) is used. (Bloomfield 1917: 154-155)

Reid (2002a) observes the unusually high frequency of the so-called "passives" in

Guinaang Bontok texts. He reports that so-called "passives" in Bontok account for 70-

80% of the verbal constructions in "procedural" texts, and 40-50% of the verbal

constructions in "activity" texts (and many "narrative" texts).

Second, although the "active" may be used in the imperative construction, "passives"

are more often employed in the imperative construction than the "active". The frequent

use of "passives" in the imperative is often explained in terms of "politeness". For

example, Manaster-Ramer (1992: 273-74) attributes the frequent use of the "passives" in

imperatives in Malagasy to "THE POLITENESS CONVENTIONS OF MALAGASY SOCIETY

(where DIRECT IMPERATIVES ARE CONSIDERED RUDE)" [small caps are mine].
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However, the "politeness" explanation for the high frequency of "passive

imperatives" runs into the following problems. (i) Contrary to what Manaster-Ramer

claimed in his 1992 paper, the so-called "passive imperatives," in fact, do NOT express

politeness in Malagasy. As noted in Manaster-Ramer (1995), "I have learned from an

anonymous referee that (3) [an example of the "passive" imperative] is actually by NO

MEANS CONSIDERED POLITE by Malagasy speakers, and may IN FACT be read as "QUITE

RUDE." This serves to further confute my earlier proposal." (ii) In Tagalog and other

Central Philippine languages, the so-called "passives" are the normal way of expressing

command or request, as in (44)a. When these constructions are used in the imperative

mood, no sense of "politeness" is implied at all. In order to express politeness, the paki-

construction has to be used, as in (44)b.

(44) Tagalog (Ramos 1985:135, 138)

a. normal command: the -in form is used

burahin=mo ang pisara.
erase=GEN.2s ANG blackboard

'Erase the blackboard.'

b. polite request: the paki- form is used

paklbura=mo ang pisara.
erase=GEN.2s ANG blackboard

'Please erase the blackboard.'

Third, in Philippine-type languages, agents are TYPICALLY OBLIGATORY in the

"passive" constructions, even when the referent is known. This property is typologically

very unusual in that, cross-linguistically speaking, passives TYPICALLY LACK an overt

agent (Siewierska 1984:30). As reported in Siewierska (1984:30), an overt agent is NOT
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allowed in passive clauses in many languages, e.g., Latvian, Urdu, Kupia, Fijian,

Atjnjamathanha, Cupefio, Cora, Huichol, Cahuilla, Shoshoni and Pepecano. Moreover,

in some languages, the agent can, but need not be specified. Statistical data (on English,

Czech, German, etc.) reveal that agentless passives are far more common than those with

an agent.

Fourth, in most, if not all, Philippine-type languages, there are so-called 'passive'

structures that have no related 'active' counterparts, and vice versa. In cases where pairs

of "active"-"passive" sentences do exist, there is a clear semantic mis-match between

them. Comparing the (a) sentences with the (b) sentences in the following pairs of

Tagalog (45) and Guinaang Bontok (46) examples, we can see that the patient/theme

"object" of the "active" sentence is OBLIGATORILY INDEFINITE, while the patient/theme

"subject" of the "passive" sentence is OBLIGATORILY DEFINITE.

(45) TagalogCdatafromBloomfield 1917:155)

a. dyadic "active": the patient/theme "object" is indefinite

kumain=siya ng klinin.
eat=he(NoM.3s) GEN boiIed.rice

'He ate some boiled rice.'

b. "direct passive": the patient/theme "subject" is definite

kimiin=niya. ang kanin.
was.eaten=by.him(GEN.3s) ANG boiled.rice

'The boiled rice (subject) was-eaten (direct passive) by him.' or 'He ate the
boiled rice.'
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(46) Guinaang Bontok (Laurie Reid pers. comm.)

a. dyadic "active": the patient/theme "object" is indefinite

'las maI)an=kami=s tUI)I)a=s masdam.
FUT eat=NOM.l PE=LCV com=LCV night

'We'll eat corn tonight.'

b. "direct passive": the patient/theme "subject" is definite

'las kanan=mi nan tUI)I)a=s masdam.
FUT eat=GEN.lPE NAN com=LCV night

'The corn will be eaten tonight.' or 'We'll eat the corn tonight.'

Having discussed the "passive" analyses of the "traditional" period, let us tum to the

"focus" analyses ofthe "classical" period in the next section.

3.3.2 The "Classical" Period: The "Focus" Analyses

In this section, I discuss the "focus" analyses of the "classical" period. As mentioned

in section 3.3, the linguistic description in this period stresses the UNIQUENESS of

Philippine-type languages, with a special sense of the terms "focus" and "topic" being

introduced to describe the grammatical structures of these languages. The "focus"

analysis, introduced by SIL (Summer Institute of Linguistics) linguists in the 1950's, thus

far, is the most popular analysis of Philippine-type languages.

In a focus analysis, Philippine-type languages are analyzed as having a unique

grammatical system, known as the "focus system" in the linguistic literature. The "focus

system" is commonly described as exhibiting the following grammatical features:
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a. Verbs carry a series of "focus" affixes, which are considered by some linguists

as "case marking" or "agreement marking," that indicate the case or thematic

role of the "topic" or "focus" NP.57

b. NPs bearing a variety of thematic roles can serve as the "focus" NP. Not only

agent and experiencer, but also location, instrument, beneficiary, concomitant,

etc.---that is, virtually any thematic role---can be selected as the "focus" NP.

In the focus analysis, Philippine-type languages are described as exhibiting a four-

way (or five-way) "focus" or "voice" contrast; however, in some languages (e.g., Thao,

Kavalan, Lun Dayeh, etc.), only three foci are found. 58 In general, the following four or

five foci are distinguished: Actor Focus (or Agent Focus, or Subject(ive) Focus), Goal

Focus (or Patient Focus, or Object(ive) Focus),59 Locative Focus, and Instrument(al)

Focus (or Associative Focus), and Benefactive Focus (or Beneficiary Focus). Actor

Focus (or Agent Focus) constructions are typically represented. by *-um- clauses

(including *maN- and *maR- clauses). Goal Focus (or Patient Focus) constructions are

57 Verbal affixes in Philippine-type languages are referred to in the literature as "focus" affixes, "voice
marking" affixes, "trigger-marking" affixes (Schachter 1990:949-954), or "pivot" morphemes (Ross 1995),
"applicative" affixes (Mithun 1994; Payne 1997; Starosta 2002b; etc.). See French (1987-1988) and Blust
(2002) for a historical view on the focus system in Philippine (type) languages.
58 As discussed in Blust (2002:70), the "three term languages" differ in the ways that the three foci are
manifested. In Thao, Actor Focus (marked by -um-), Patient Focus (marked by -in in the non-perfective
aspect; -in- or -in- -in in the perfective aspect), Locative Focus (marked by -an) are distinguished. In
Kavalan, Actor Focus, Patient Focus (marked by -an), and Instrumental/Beneficiary Focus are
distinguished. In Lun Dayeh (northern Sarawak), Actor Focus (marked by N-: homorganic nasal
substitution), Patient Focus (marked by -en), and Instrumental Focus (marked by piN-) are found.
59 The definition of the term "goal" in Philippine linguistics is different from that in general linguistic
literature. In general linguistic literature, the thematic role "goal" refers to "the end point for a movement".
However, in Philippine linguistics, "goal" refers to "the entity undergoing the effect of an action" (i.e.,
"patient" in general linguistic literature), whereas "the end point for a movement" is considered to be a type
of"location".
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represented by *-en clauses. Locative Focus constructions are represented by *-an

clauses. Instrument(al) Focus constructions and/or Beneficiary Focus (Benefactive

Focus) constructions are represented by *8i- clauses.

Actor Focus constructions can be monadic or dyadic, whereas Goal Focus, Locative

Focus, Instrumental Focus and Benefactive Focus are dyadic (or triadic). Goal Focus,

Locative Focus, Instrumental Focus and Benefactive Focus are often collectively called

"Non-Actor Focus" (abbreviated as NAF) as opposed to the "Actor Focus (AF)"

constructions (Tsuchida 1976:43). The classification of verbal clause patterns into AF

and NAF constructions in Philippine-type languages is motivated by the following case

marking facts. All NAF constructions expect both a genitive-marked agent and a

nominative-marked non-agentive NP, whereas dyadic AF constructions expect a

nominative-marked agent and a locative-/genitive-/oblique-marked non-agentive NP.

I now demonstrate how a focus system works with the help of the Tagalog examples.

In a focus system, the choice of one of the foci or voices over the others depends on

which NP is IN FOCUS.
60 When the actant who performs, effects, instigates, or controls

the action is in focus, the Actor Focus construction is used, as in (47)a-b. When the

person or thing directly affected by the action is in focus, the Goal Focus/Patient Focus

construction is used, as in (47)c-d. When the location, or the person or thing indirectly

affected by the action is in focus, the Locative Focus construction is used, as in (47)e-f.

60 In the focus analysis, the syntactically most prominent NP (i.e., the ang-marked NP in Tagalog or its
equivalent in other Philippine languages) is often referred to as the "(primary) topic" or the "focused" NP
in the literature. In addition to "topic" and the "focused NP," terms such as "focus complement" (Pike
1963), "subject," "trigger" (Wouk 1986:136; Schachter 1990), "pivot" (Himmelmann 1991; Ross 1995) are
used by some linguists to describe this NP.
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When an instrument or a moving object is in focus, the Instrumental Focus construction

is used, as in (47)g-h. When the beneficiary of the action is in focus, the Benefactive

Focus construction is used, as in (47)i.

(47) Tagalog (data from Bloomfield 1917:154 and F. Blake 1906a:188; my analysis)

a. monadic "Actor Focus" construction: the "topic" is an actor

umalis=siya.
AF.go.away=NoM.3s

-UM-V=TOPIC/ACTOR

'He (TOPIC) went away.'

b. dyadic "Actor Focus" construction: the "topic" is an actor

sumusulat=siya
AF.write=NOM.3S

-UM-V =TOPIC/ACTOR

ng liham.
GEN letter

'He (TOPIC) is writing a letter/letters.'

c. "Goal Focus" construction: the "topic" is a fully affected goal

sinulat=niya
GF.write=GEN.3S

V-IN

ang liham.
ANG letter

TOPIC/GOAL or PATIENT

'He wrote the letter (TOPIC).'

d. "Goal Focus" construction: the "topic" is a fully affected goal

pinutol=niya aug kahoy.
GF.cut=GEN.3s ANG wood

V-IN TOPIC/GOAL or PATIENT

'He cut the wood (TOPIC).'

e. "Locative Focus" construction: the "topic" is the end point (i.e., a kind of
location) of an event

sinulatan=niya=ako.
write.LF=GEN.3S=NOM. I S

V -AN=ACTOR=TOPIC/LOCATION

'He wrote (to) me (TOPIC).'
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f. "Locative Focus" construction: the "topic" is an entity partly or less fully
affected by the action

pinutulan=niya ang kahoy.
cut.LF=GEN.3S ANG wood

V-AN TOPIC/LOCAnON

'He cut a piece offthe wood (TOPIC).'

g. "Instrumental Focus" construction: the "topic" is an instrument

ipinutol=niya ang gulok.
IF.cut=GEN.3S ANG bolo

I-V TOPIC/INSTRUMENT

'He cut with the bolo (TOPIC).'

h. "Instrumental Focus" construction: the "topic" is something given forth or
parted from

lbinigay=niya sa akin ang aklat.
IF.give=GEN.3S Lcv.ls ANG book

I-V TOPIC/INSTRUMENT

'He gave the book (TOPIC) to me.'

1. "Benefactive/Beneficiary Focus": the "topic" is the beneficiary of the action

lbili=mo=ako nit6=ng barfl.
BF.buy=GEN.2S=NOM.ls this(GEN)=LIG gun

1-V=ACTOR=TOPIC/BENEFICIARY

'(You) buy this gunfor me (TOPIC).'

Having discussed the basics of the focus analysis, I tum to the evaluation of this

analysis now. Considering the focus analysis from a broader typological perspective, the

following problems are observed.

First, the terms "focus" and "topic" are typically associated with pragmatically salient

constructions (such as cleft sentences, topicalized sentences) or a pragmatically salient

element (such as the fronted leftmost element in a topicalized construction) in general

linguistic literature. However, the use of "focus" and "topic" in the description of
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Philippine-type languages is NOT related to pragmatic salience or emphasis at all. In fact,

the so-called "focus" constructions are the common verbal constructions and the so-

called "topic" or "focus" NPs are the SYNTACTICALLY most prominent rather than the

pragmatically most prominent elements in these languages. Moreover, true pragmatically

focused constructions such as cleft constructions and topicalized constructions are

observed in these languages.61 The unique use of the terms "focus" and ''topic'' to refer

to constructions and/or elements that are not pragmatically salient creates unnecessary

terminological confusion in typological literature (e.g., Shibatani 1988).

Second, three different interpretations of the "focus" affixes on the verb are

commonly found in the literature: (a) "focus" affixes as "case-marking," (b) "focus"

affixes as "agreement" affixes, and (c) "focus" affixes as "voice-marking" affixes (see

French 1987-1988; Reid 2002a for detailed discussion of the various interpretations of

"focus affixes" in Philippine languages).

Under interpretation (a), the "focus affixes" are considered to be "case-marking,"

indicating the case of the Topic or focused noun phrase. Such an interpretation is

problematic in that languages in other parts of the world NEVER mark the case of nouns

on the verb. Case is typically marked by inflection on the head noun of the phrase, by

word order, or by some other device in the noun phrase itself.

Under interpretation (b), the "focus affixes" are considered to be "agreement" affixes

on the verb, that is, the verb agrees with the THETA ROLE of the Topic or focused NP.

61 In Philippine linguistics, the "focus" constructions are sometimes considered to be "primary
topicalization" or "subjectivalization," whereas the true topicalized constructions are considered to be
"secondary topicalization" (see McKaughan 1970, 1973 for detailed discussion).
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Such an interpretation is problematic in that verbs typically do NOT carry theta-role

agreement. Cross-linguistically, verbal agreement carries one or more of the following

types of information: person, number, humanness, gender, animacy, noun classes,

definiteness (Whaley 1997:166). Supposed "theta role (or thematic role, or semantic)"

agreement is found only in Philippine-type languages. Moreover, sometimes two "focus

affixes" appear on one verb form simultaneously. When this kind of situation happens,

which NP should the verb agree with?

Under interpretation (c), the "focus affixes" are "voice-marking" affixes, marking the

voice of the construction. Such an interpretation is refuted by some linguists (for

example, Starosta 2002b; Reid 2002a), but is accepted by linguists (for example,

Himmelmann 2002; Mithun 1994).

Acknowledging that "focus" alternations are NOT the same as the active-passive

alternations in English, some other linguists (such as Himmelmann 2002 and Mithun

1994) still consider "focus affixes" to be "voice-marking" affixes in Philippine-type

languages. As shown in the following quotes from Himmelmann (2002), Philippine-type

"focus" alternations are similar to English active-passive alternations in that both involve

the change in the mapping between thematic roles and grammatical relations.

The claim that Philippine-type 'focus' is essentially a voice phenomenon should not be confused
with the claim that Philippine-type 'focus' alternations are essentially the same thing as the
active/passive alternation in English.... (Himmelmann 2002:11)

Still, acknowledging that the Philippine-type 'focus' alternations are not the same thing as the
active/passive alternation in English does not necessarily imply that these two kinds of alternation
do not share any similarities. The essential point of similarity between the Philippine-type 'focus'
and the English active/passive alternations is that in both kinds of alternations a different argument
is put into pivot (or subject) function and that this change in the alignment between semantic role
and syntactic function is marked morphologically on the verb. (Himmelmann 2002: 11)
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...it seems important to me to make it clear that there is one essential point of similarity between
Philippine-type 'focus' alternations and the voice alternations as defined by Dixon and
Aikhenvald: all of these alternations involve a realignment between syntactic pivots and semantic
roles. (Himmelmann 2002: 12)

Starosta (2002b) and Reid (2002a) reject the idea that "focus affixes" are "voice-

marking" affixes because "voice" implies inflection, whereas "focus affixes" are

DERIVATIONAL rather than inflectional in Philippine-type languages. Moreover, contrary

to Himmelmann's conception that focus alternations involve a realignment between

syntactic pivots and "semantic roles," Starosta and Reid consider that different "focus"

types do NOT involve changes in the "case relations" of the Nominative NPs. Assuming

that case relations are PERCEPTUAL, rather than situational, they consider the Nominative

NPs in all "focus" types to be all PATIENT. Thus, the "focus" alternations only involve an

added semantic feature to the verb, that is why they are marked on the verb.

It is still controversial if the "focus" affixes are "voice" affixes. However, one thing

to be born in mind is that Philippine-type "focus" alternations are NOT the same as the

active-passive alternations in English, regardless of whether or not they are "voice"

affixes.

Third, under the "focus" analysis, monadic AF clauses are considered to be

intransitive, but the transitivity of dyadic AF clauses and dyadic NAF clauses is often not
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clear or is considered to be unimportant by some linguists, as shown in the following

quote from Zeitoun (2001).62

Starosta (l988ft) assumes that most, if not all, the Formosan languages are syntactically ergative
and has shown repeatedly that ergativity accounts for contrasts in grammatical transitivity. In this
paper, I will not try to challenge Starosta's ergative analysis. However, I would like to mention
against his "transitivity hypothesis" that if the above assumptions are correct, then one far
reaching implication is that the notions of "stativity" and "dynamicity" represent a far more
important factor in the Formosan languages than that of transitivity... (Zeitoun 2001: 15)

As shown in the above quote, Zeitoun (2001) correctly recognizes the importance of

"stativity" and "dynamicity" in Formosan languages. However, unfortunately, she

considers that the recognition of the importance of notions like "stativity" and

"dynamicity" somehow undermines the significance of "transitivity" in these languages.

It is clear to me that both "stativity"l "dynamicity" and "transitivity" are important

properties associated with verbs and clause structures in Formosan and other Philippine-

type languages. The recognition of one property does NOT NECESSARILY undermine the

significance of the other property; in fact, sometimes the existence of one property may

provide good evidence for the existence of the other property.

The focus analysis adopted by Zeitoun and many other linguists is typologically

undesirable in that neglecting the significance of transitivity leads to the impossibility of

determining actancy structures of Philippine-type languages. This in tum has broader

typological implications. That is, unless transitivity is considered, one cannot include

62 Not all linguists adopting the focus analysis consider the notion of transitivity trivial or unimportant.
Some linguists, in fact, combine the "foclls" analysis with the "ergative" analysis (e.g., Payne 1982, 1988;
Rubino 2000) or some other types of analyses. The critiques presented in this section are targeted at the
focus analyses that do not consider transitivity as an important notion in the description of Philippine-type
languages.
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Philippine-type languages in the discussion of the clause structures of the world's

languages because their typological status would not be clear.

3.3.3 The "Modern" Period (1): The Ergative Analyses

Having discussed the analyses that appeared in the traditional period and the classical

period, let us now tum to the analyses of the modem period. Five different types of

analysis have been proposed in the "modem" period: the ergative analysis, the active

analysis, the fluid voice analysis, the hybrid analysis, and the symmetrical voice analysis.

The appearance of these diverse analyses is related to the fact that the clause structure in

Philippine-type languages is inordinately complex. Whether these languages should be

considered to form a typologically unique group in terms of their clause structure has

been a controversial issue in the literature.

In what follows, the five types of analyses that have appeared in the modem period

are presented in the following order. First, the ergative analysis, the representative

analysis of the "modem" period, is discussed in section 3.3.3. Then, the other four types

of analyses are introduced in sections 3.3.4-3.3.7. Section 3.3.4 discusses the active

analysis, section 3.3.5 the "fluid" voice analysis, section 3.3.6 the hybrid analysis, and

section 3.3.7 the symmetrical voice analysis.

From the mid-seventies, a number of linguists in North America started exploring the

possibility that Philippine-type languages might be ergative in terms of their clause

structure. Linguists advocating the ergative analysis of Philippine languages are from

diverse theoretical backgrounds, for example, Relational Grammar (Rowsell 1983;
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Gerdts 1988; De Guzman 1988; B. Blake 1988, 1993; etc.), Localist framework (Brainard

1994a, 1996, 1997, and some other SIL linguists), Lexicase Dependency Grammar

(Gibson and Starosta 1990; Starosta 1986, 1988, 1995, 1997, 1998, 1999, 2002b; Reid

2000b, 2002a), Categorial Grammar (O'Grady n.d., 1987), Role and Reference Grammar

(Walton 1986), Government and Binding (Byma 1986),63 Minimalist framework

(Aldridge 2002), discourse and general typological approaches (Cooreman et al. 1984,

1988; Payne 1982, 1997; Mithun 1994; Rubino 2000; etc.), and so on. So far, the

ergative analysis is the only analysis that has been accepted by linguists from nearly all

major theoretical frameworks.

In the ergative analysis, the notions of "valency" and "transitivity" are clearly

distinguished. Therefore, the number of arguments that a verb takes (i.e., valency) CAN

NOT be used as the key factor in determining the transitivity of a verb and/or a clause.

Instead, the morphosyntactic and sometimes also semantic properties that a clause

exhibits are used to determine the transitivity of a verb and/or a clause. A verb is

transitive if it takes two or more arguments and exhibits the relevant morphosyntactic and

semantic signs of transitivity. A verb is intransitive if it takes one (or more) arguments

and exhibits the relevant morphosyntactic and semantic signs of low transitivity or

intransitivity.

In the ergative analysis, *-um- clauses, whether monadic or dyadic, are considered to

be intransitive, whereas *-en clauses, *-an clauses, and *Si- clauses are considered to be

transitive. More precisely, dyadic *-um- clauses are considered to be "extended

63 Byma (1986) considers Tagalog to be morphologically ergative, but syntactically split-ergative.
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intransitive," "pseudo-transitive" or "antipassive". *-en clauses are considered to be the

unmarked transitive pattern, *-an clauses are considered to be "locative applicative," and

*Si- clauses are considered to be "instrumental applicative" and/or "beneficiary or

benefactive applicative".64 Let me illustrate how the ergative analysis works with the

help of the Tagalog examples.

In Tagalog, the monadic -um- clause in (48)a is considered to be INTRANSITIVE

because it takes a nominative-/absolutive-~arked 8.65 The dyadic -um- clause in (48)b is

considered to be INTRANSITIVE because it takes a nominative-/absolutive-marked 8 and a

genitive-/oblique-marked E (rather than A and 0). The dyadic -in clauses, -an clauses,

and i- clauses in (48)c-i are considered to be TRANSITIVE because they take a genitive-

lergative-marked A and a nominative-/absolutive-marked O.

64 Applicative constructions in Philippine-type languages have been introduced under a number of names,
such as "recentralization" (Starosta 1986, 2002b), "3 to 2 advancement" (Gerdts 1988), "advancement to
direct object" (B. Blake 1988; Brainard 1994a, 1996, 1997), and "applicative" (Mithun 1994; Payne 1997).
65 Linguists adopting the ergative analysis of Philippine-type languages differ in the way that they have
labeled case forms and grammatical relations in these languages. For example, some linguists (Gerdts,
Brainard, etc.) prefer to use the label "absolutive" for the equivalent of ang-marked noun phrase in
Tagalog, but other linguists (Starosta, Reid, etc.) prefer to use the label "nominative" for the same phrase.
As for the ng-marked agent in dyadic *-en clauses, *-an clauses, and *Si- clauses, some linguists (Gerdts,
Brainard, et al.) prefer to use the label "ergative" for it, others (Starosta, Reid, etc.) prefer to use the label
"genitive" for it. "S" is also referred to as "Subject" (Gerdts) or "Patient (PAT)" (Starosta); "A" is also
referred to as "Subject" (Brainard, Gerdts, etc.) or "Agent (AGT)" (Starosta); "0" is also referred to as
"Object" (Brainard, Gerdts, etc.) or "Patient (PAT)" (Starosta).
One thing to be noticed is that the case relations "Agent" and "Patient" in Starosta's lexicase descriptions
differ from the thematic roles "agent" and "patient" commonly used in the literature. Case relations are
"perceptual" roles, whereas thematic roles are "situational". More precisely, case relations are
combinations of"thematic roles" and "grammatical relations". The difference between Starosta's
"perceptual" case relations and non-lexicase analyses is clearly manifested in the treatment of the single
actant of monadic (intransitive) clauses. In Starosta's lexicase analysis, the sole actant in monadic clauses
is always PATIENT whether it is volitional or not (because it is assumed to be the PERCEPTUAL CENTER of an
event). However, in non-lexicase analyses, the sole actant in monadic clauses can take either the agent role
(if volitional) or the patient role (if non-volitional). Although this actant might take different thematic
roles, it always carries the same grammatical relation (i.e., depending on one's theoretical orientation, it is
always "Subject," "Absolutive," "S," etc.).
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The fact that the -um- clause in (48)b takes two arguments, like dyadic transitive

clauses, has led linguists to refer to it as an "extended intransitive," "pseudo-transitive,"

or "antipassive" construction. The dyadic -in clauses in (48)c-d are generally considered

to be unmarked transitive constructions. The dyadic -an clauses in (48)e-f are referred

to as "locative applicative" constructions in that the NP bearing the LOCATION role

assumes the 0 relation. The dyadic i- clauses in (48)g-h are referred to as "instrumental

applicative" constructions in that the NP bearing the INSTRUMENT role assumes the 0

relation. The dyadic i- clause in (48)i is referred to as a "beneficiary/benefactive

applicative" construction in that the NP bearing the BENEFICIARY or BENEFACTIVE role

assumes the 0 relation.

(48) Tagalog (data from Bloomfield 1917:154 and F. Blake 1906a:188; my analysis)

a. monadic intransitive:

umalis=siya.
go.away=NoM/ABs.3s

V.lNTR==S

'He went away.'

b. dyadic intransitive with an INDEFINITE patient:

sumusulat=siya ng
write==NOM/ABS.3s GEN/OBL

V.lNTR==S

liham.
letter

E

'He is writing a letter/letters.'

c. dyadic transitive with a DEFINITE patient:

sinulat=niya aug liham.
write==GEN/ERG.3s ANG letter

V.TR=A

'He wrote the letter.'

o
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d. dyadic transitive with a DEFINITE patient:

pinutol=niya ang kahoy.
was.cut=GEN/ERG.3s ANG wood

V.TR=A

'He cut the wood.'

o

e. locative applicative construction:

sinuhitan=niya=ako.
write.to=GEN/ERG.3S=NOMIABs.I s

V.TR=A=O

'He wrote (to) me.'

f. locative applicative construction:

pinutulan=niya ang kahoy.
cut.from=GEN/ERG.3s ANG wood

V.TR=A o
'He cut a piece off the wood.'

g. instrumental applicative construction:

ipinutol=niya ang gulok.
cut.with=GEN/ERG.3S ANG bolo

V.TR=A o
'He used the bolo for cutting.' or 'He cut with the bolo.'

h. instrumental applicative construction:

lbinigay=niya sa akin ang aklitt.
give.with=GEN/ERG.3s LeY.Is ANG book

V.TR=A E o
'He gave the book to me.'

1. benefactivelbeneficiary applicative construction:

lbili=mo=ako nit6=ng bari!.
buy.for=GEN/ERG.2s=NOMIABS.I S this.GEN/OBL=UG gun

V.TR=A=O E

'(You) buy this gun for me.' or 'Let me be bought for by you (sg.) ofthis gun.'
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One thing that is worth-noticing is that, in Tagalog and many other Philippine-type

languages, the patient NPs of dyadic -um- clauses and those of dyadic -in clauses (or their

equivalent in other Philippine-type languages) differ in terms of the semantic,

morphological, and syntactic properties associated with them.

Semantically, the patient NPs of dyadic -um- clauses and those of dyadic -in clauses

differ in terms of SPECIFICITY or DEFINITENESS. In general, the genitive-/oblique-marked

patient NPs in dyadic -um- clauses tend to be INDEFINITE or NON-SPECIFIC (as in (48)b),

whereas the nominative-/absolutive-marked patient NPs in dyadic -in clauses (or their

equivalent in other Philippine-type languages) tend to be DEFINITE or SPECIFIC (as in

(48)c-d) (see Bell 1978 for detailed discussion about this constraint).

Morphologically, the patient NPs of dyadic -um- clauses tends to be marked by some

kind of oblique marker (e.g., genitive case in Tagalog, locative case in most of the

Cordilleran languages (such as Bontok, Balangao, etc.), oblique case in Ivatan, etc.),66

whereas the patient NPs of dyadic -in clauses are nearly always marked by the core

.. b I . 67nommatIve or a so utlve.

Syntactically, the patient NPs in dyadic -um- clauses differ from those in dyadic -in

clauses in their ability to undergo syntactic operations. For example, the patient NPs in

66 The discussion here is about the marking for full noun phrases rather than for pronominals. Generally
speaking, Philippine-type languages have three (or more) sets of pronouns: genitive/ergative,
nominative/absolutive, and locative.
67 One exception to this statement is found in the recent perfective aspect. In dyadic recent perfective
clauses, the case marking for the patient NPs is neutralized. For example, in Tagalog, the recent perfective
aspect of dyadic -in clauses will take two genitive-marked NPs, i.e., a genitive-marked agent and a
genitive-marked patient. However, unlike the genitive-marked patient in dyadic -um- clauses, (which
cannot undergo major syntactic operations,) the genitive-marked patient in the recent perfective aspect, like
the nominative-/absolutive-marked patient in other aspects (neutral, contemplated, incompleted,
completed), can undergo some major syntactic operations, such as relativization. It is still not yet clear
why case marking is neutralized in the recent perfective aspect but not in other aspects.
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dyadic -in clauses can undergo syntactic processes (such as relativization and wh

clefting), but patient NPs in dyadic -um- clauses cannot.

Comparing the morpho-syntactic and semantic properties that verbal clauses in

Philippine-type languages exhibit with those found in well-known ergative languages,

linguists working with a variety of theoretical backgrounds have reached the same

conclusion. That is, Philippine-type languages are ERGATIVE; dyadic -in clauses in these

languages are TRANSITIVE, but dyadic -um- clauses are EXTENDED INTRANSITIVE, PSEUDO

TRANSITIVE, or ANTIPASSIVE (i.e., a type of INTRANSITIVE).

The ergative analysis of Philippine-type languages has a number of advantages.

First, the ergative analysis naturally accounts for the semantic difference between the

patient NPs in dyadic -in clauses and dyadic -um- clauses. Cross-linguistically, the

patient NP in an antipassive construction, if present, tends to receive an INDEFINITE or

NON-SPECIFIC interpretation. By contrast, the patient NP in a canonical transitive

construction tends to receive a DEFINITE or SPECIFIC interpretation (see Cooreman

1994:52-56; and Manning 1996:12, 15, 84-98 for detailed discussion). The contrast

between the patient NP in dyadic -in clauses and the patient NP in dyadic -um- clauses

seems to parallel the common characterization of the contrast between the patient in

antipassive constructions and the patient in canonical transitive constructions.

Second, assuming dyadic -um- clauses are intransitive and dyadic -in clauses are

transitive, one can easily account for the morphosyntactic difference between dyadic -in

clauses and dyadic -um- clauses. For example, one can attribute the difference in case

marking between the patient NP of dyadic -um- clauses (that are always marked by
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oblique cases (e.g., genitive, locative, oblique, etc.)) and the patient NP of dyadic -in

clauses (that are nearly always marked by the core case (nominative or absolutive)) to the

transitivity of the clauses.

Third, assuming dyadic -um- clauses are intransitive and dyadic -in clauses are

transitive, one can easily account for the syntactic difference between dyadic -in clauses

and dyadic -um- clauses. In Philippine-type languages, reference-related processes (such

as relativization, wh-cleft, etc.) are sensitive to the hierarchy effect.68 The patient NP of

dyadic -in clauses can undergo relativization, but the patient NP of dyadic -um- clauses

cannot. Adopting the ergative analysis, one can state that Philippine-type languages, like

the well-known syntactically ergative languages (e.g., Dyirbal and Eskimo), observe the

following relativization constraint. That is, only NOMINATIVEIABSOLUTIVE NPs can

undergo relativization.69 More precisely, relativization applies to the

nominative/absolutive-marked NP (the patient of dyadic -in clauses and the agent of

dyadic -urn- clauses), but NOT to the oblique-marked patient of dyadic -urn- clauses (and

the genitive-Iergative-marked agent of dyadic -in clauses) in Philippine-type languages.

68 Keenan and Comrie (1977) survey some 50 languages and posit the following Accessible Hierarchy for
relativization: subject> direct object> indirect object> oblique> genitive> object of comparison [Note:
the symbol ">" stands of"more accessible to"]. Johnson (1974) and Fox (1987) observe that relativization
facts in some ergative languages do NOT follow the above hierarchy. Instead, they obey the Ergative
Hierarchy (subject of intransitive, direct object> subject of transitive > indirect object> oblique >...) or the
Absolutive Hypothesis (absolutive > ergative> ...).
69 In fact, nominative/absolutive NPs are not the only NPs that can undergo relativization. Cefta (1979)
states that possessors, comitative NPs, and objects of comparison can also undergo relativization in
Tagalog. Reid and Liao (2004a) re-examine the data presented by Cefta (1979) and state that only the
possessors (ofnominative/absolutive NPs) and the nominative NPs can be relativized in Philippine
languages. In some languages (such as Tagalog and Cebuano), it seems that only possessors of inalienably
possessed nouns can be relativized. However, in other languages (such as Guinaang Bontok and Ibaloy),
possessors of both alienably possessed and inalienably possessed noun can be relativized.
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Although the ergative analysis has some obvious advantages over the other analyses,

it often faces the following criticisms.

First, one often-cited problem with the ergative analysis of Philippine-type languages

is that the presumably "antipassive" verbs and monadic intransitive verbs are

morphologically identical (see Foley 1998). This point, in my opinion, does NOT

constitute a valid argument against the ergative analysis.

It is generally true that there is some explicit formal marking of an antipassive

construction in most well-known ergative languages. For example, in ergative Australian

languages Dyirbal and Kalkatungu, a unique "antipassive" morpheme can be found in an

antipassive construction. However, the fact that the same morphological marking is

found in both canonical intransitive verbs and the presumably antipassive verbs in

Philippine-type languages should NOT be considered as a piece of evidence against the

ergative analysis.

It is well-known that antipassivization is a type OfDETRANSITIVIZATION process. That

is, after applying the antipassivization operation, the resulting sentence will be

INTRANSITIVE. The use of one formative for forming both canonical intransitive verbs

(i.e., monadic intransitive verbs) and antipassive verbs can easily be explained in terms of

economy. Because both canonical intransitive verbs and antipassive verbs are

INTRANSITIVE verbs, it seems natural for a language to use one formative, rather than two,

for marking the ultimate INTRANSITIVE verbs, whether derived or not.

Moreover, Payne (1982) reports that a well-known ergative language Yup'ik Eskimo,

like Philippine-type languages, uses one formative for forming both canonical intransitive
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verbs and antipassive verbs. Furthermore, in English, the passive participle is almost

always identical in form to the perfective or past participle (both are expressed by -(e)d/

-en). So far, probably all linguists still believe that English has a passive construction

even though the formative -(e)d/-en is also used in the past tense or the perfective aspect.

If one can claim that -(e)d/-en forms are passive verbs in English, why may not -um-

mark antipassive verbs in Tagalog (and other Philippine-type languages)?

Second, the other often-cited problem with the ergative analysis is that the patient of

the "antipassive" construction functions as a TERM or an ARGUMENT rather than as a non-

term or an oblique in Philippine-type languages (see Kroeger 1993 and Foley 1998).

This point, in my opinion, does NOT constitute a valid argument against the ergative

analysis either.

As Nichols (1982), Tsunoda (1988), and B. Blake (1993) point out, antipassivization

is a detransitivization operation, but is NOT NECESSARILY a VALENCY-DECREASING

operation. It is true that in some well-know ergative languages (such as Dyirbal)

antipassivization is a detransitivization operation as well as a valency-decreasing

operation. However, Nichols (1982) observes that antipassivization in Ingush (Caucasus)

does NOT reduce valency. Tsunoda (1988) also reports that antipassivization is NOT a

valency-decreasing process in Warrungu (an Australian language). It seems to me that it

is very possible that antipassivization in Philippine-type languages, like Ingush and

Warrungu, is a detransitivization but NOT a VALENCY-DECREASING operation.

...antipassivization is not necessary for deleting the underlying O. (In this respect, Warrungu
differs from Yidiny (Dixon 1977:279) and resembles Ingush of Caucasus (Nichols 1982:456).)
For Vtr's and ANTI's, every logically possible type of ellipsis has been attested in the texts....
(Tsunoda 1988:624)
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.. .It should be mentioned here that there is no posItIve evidence to show that Warrungu
antipassivization decreases valence. Thus, frequency of ellipsis does not provide any proof, since,
as we saw in Tables 7, 8 and 9, all of the A, 0, d-S and OBL are highly elliptical, and furthermore
the OBL is not always more elliptical than the O. (Nichols (1982:456) concludes, for a similar
reason, that Ingush antipassivization does not lower valence.).... (Tsunoda 1988:624)

Valence is decreased by one in passive and spontaneous constructions and - if verbal marking is
employed - also in reflexive and reciprocal constructions (Shibatani 1985:837, 838, 842)....On the
other hand, antipassivization in Warrungu and Ingush (and probably in many other languages)
does not reduce valence. (Tsunoda 1988:639-40)

Having discussed the representative analysis of the Modem Period, I will now tum to

the discussion of other analyses found in the modem period.

3.3.4 The "Modern" Period (2): The "Active" Analysis

In the modem period, besides the ergative analysis, a number of analyses have been

proposed to describe the clause structure in Philippine-type languages. The first type of

analysis to be introduced is the "active" analysis.

Drossard (1984, 1994:9) observes that a two-way VOICE distinction, that is, active

versus stative, can be made in Tagalog. Active-stative voices can be distinguished

according to the following criteria: (a) the degree of control; (b) purposeful vs. accidental

actions; (c) the idea of "factual" vs. "ability". The active voice is used in controlled

actions, purposeful actions, and/or factual events, whereas the staive voice is used in

uncontrolled actions or feelings, accidental actions, and/or abilitative actions.

Morphologically, stative voice verbs are marked differently from active voice verbs.

Verbs in the stative voice are marked by the formative ma-, but verbs in the active voice

are not. As shown in table 3.2, verbs in the ACTIVE VOICE are marked by -um-, mag-, -in-,

i-/ipag-, -an, or ipang, whereas verbs in the STATIVE VOICE are marked by maka-, ma-,
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mai-/maipag-, ma- -an, or maipang. Based on the split in verbal morphology, Drossard

(1984, 1994) claims that Tagalog has an ACTIVE VOICE SYSTEM.

TABLE 3.2. ACTIVE VS. STATIVE AFFIXES IN TAGALOG (DROSSARD 1994:10)

ACTIVE STATIVE
AGENT -um-, mag- maka-
OBJECT -in- ma-
BENEFACTIVE i- ma-i-, ma-ipag-
LOCATIVE -an ma-... -an
INSTRUMENTAL ipang- ma-ipang-

A similar type of analysis has been proposed for Cebuano (and other Philippine

languages) by Shibatani (1988:102-103). According to Shibatani (1988: 103), a small

number of Cebuano verbs require their topic (i.e., the focus NP) to invoke the goal-topic

marking (i.e., the goal-focus marking) on them. As shown in (49)a-b, when the

(monadic) predicate in question is "active," the "actor-focus" verb form (i.e., ni- form) is

used (compared with the dyadic predicate in (49)c); when the predicate is "stative," the

goal-focus verb form (i.e., gi- form) is used (compared with the dyadic predicate in

(49)d).

(49) Cebuano (data from Shibatani 1988: 103)

a. monadic: actor-topic/ACTOR-focus ("active")

nidagan=siya.
run=TOP.3S

'He ran.'

b. monadic: actor-topiciGOAL-focus ("stative")

gikapoy=siya.
tired=TOP.3 S

'He is/got tired.'
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c. dyadic: actor-topic/actor-focus

mbasa=siya ug libro.
read=TOP.3s GOAL book

'He read a book.'

d. dyadic: goal-topic/goal-focus

glbasa=niya ang libro.
read=ACToR.3s TOP book

'He read the book.'

Moreover, the verbal morphology of monadic intransitive verbs differs according to

the nature of the actor in question. When the actor is AGENTIVE, the monadic intransitive

verb is marked by the ACTOR-TOPIC or ACTOR-FOCUS forms ni- (perfective) or mu-

(imperfective, contemplated), as in (50)a-b. When the actor is NON-AGENTIVE, the

monadic intransitive verb is marked by the GOAL-TOPIC or GOAL FOCUS forms na-

(perfective) or ma- (contemplated), as in (50)c-d.

(50) Cebuano (data from Shibatani 1988:103-104)

a. monadic: agentive ACTOR-topic/ACTOR-focus ("active" intransitive)

nidagan ang batao
run TOP child

'The child ran. '

b. monadic: agentive ACToR-topic/AcToR-focus ("active" intransitive)

mudagan ang batao
run TOP child

'The child will run.'

c. monadic: non-agentive GOAL-focus ("inactive" intransitive)

natulog ang batao
sleep TOP child

'The child is asleep.'
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d. monadic: non-agentive GOAL-focus ("inactive" intransitive)

matulog ang batao
sleep TOP child

'The child will (go to) sleep.'

Having discussed the basics of the "active" analysis, let me turn to an evaluation of

this analysis. Three major problems are found in the "active" analysis.

First, one obvious problem with Drossard's and Shibatani's proposals is that true

"active" languages (such as Laz) exhibit split marking in their nominal case-marking

systems (including their pronominal marking system) rather than in verbal morphology

(s~e Chapter 2, section 2.5.2 for details). The fact that monadic verbs can be marked

differently should NOT be considered to be a piece of evidence for the "active" system.

Second, Drossard's use of the term "active voice" is rather confusing. The "active

voice" (as the counterpart of "stative") in Drossard's analysis is NOT the same as the

"active voice" (as the counterpart of "passive") that is commonly used in the general

linguistic literature. In fact, Drossard's "active" is better replaced by the less confusing

term "dynamic" (see Huang 2000a; Zeitoun and Huang 2000 for discussion of "dynamic"

and "stative" verbs in Formosan languages).

Third, Drossard distinguishes active voice from stative voice. However, no

discussion of notions such as "Agent Focus," "Object Focus," "Benefactive Focus,"

"Locative Focus," and "Instrumental Focus" is made. It is not clear what kind of

syntactic roles these "focus constructions" play in Drossard's system. Moreover, without

knowing the syntactic status of the focus constructions, one cannot decide the typological

status of Philippine-type languages.
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3.3.5 The "Modern" Period (3): The "Fluid Voice" Analysis

The second type of non-ergative analysis to be introduced is the "fluid voice"

analysis. The "fluid voice" analysis is primarily advocated by Shibatani (1988, 1999,

2001) and a few other Japanese linguists (see Ferreirinho (1993) for Limos Kalinga;

Katagiri (2002) for Proto-Austronesian, Cebuano, etc.).

In the "fluid voice" analysis outlined by Shibatani (1988, 1999, 2001), Philippine-

type languages are assumed to exhibit the following properties.7o First, there is NO noun-

verb distinction in the root form. No form-function correlations can be observed in

Philippine-type languages. Hence, NO basic diathesis can be observed.71 The diathesis is

assumed to emerge only when the "focus"-marking is determined. Second, ALL

("FOCUS") CONSTRUCTIONS are considered to be DERIVED. The BASIC structure (or the

neutral voice orientation) is assumed to be reflected in NOMINALIZED forms or RECENT

PERFECTIVE forms.

An important assumption underlying the "fluid voice" analysis is that Philippine-type

languages are UNIQUE among the world's language because they do NOT distinguish noun

roots from verb roots. The examples that Shibatani used to support this claim are

presented in table 3.3. As shown in table 3.3, the presumably "NOUN ROOTS" bus 'bus',

anak 'child', and Ingles 'English' appear on the VERBS mag-bus 'ride a bus', mang-anak

'give birth to', and mag-Ingles 'speak English'. Moreover, the presumably "VERB

70 The claims that Shibatani made are specifically for Tagalog and Philippine languages. However, due to
structural similarities between Philippine languages and other Philippine-type languages spoken outside of
the Philippines, one can easily extend these claims to Philippine-type languages in general.
71 'Diathesis' refers to 'the correspondence between thematic roles (such as agent, theme, goal, etc.) and
grammatical relations (such as subject, direct object (primary or secondary), oblique, etc.'
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ROOTS" tago 'hide', awit 'sing', and luto 'cook' appear on the NOUNS tago-an 'hiding

place',n awit-in 'song', andpag-Iuto 'something caused to be cooked'.

TABLE 3.3. NO NOUNIvERB DISTINCTION IN TAGALOG ROOT FORMS (SHIBATANI 2001)

"noun" roots verbs
bus 'bus' mag-bus 'ride a bus'
anak 'child' mang-anak 'give birth to'
Ingles 'English' mag-Ingles 'speak English'
"verb" roots nouns
tago 'hide' tago-an 'hiding place'
awit 'sing' awit-in 'song'
luto 'cook' pag-Iuto 'something caused to be cooked'

The fact that the presumably "noun roots" can appear on verbs and the presumably

"verb roots" can appear on nouns leads Shibatani to consider that Tagalog and other

Philippine-type languages are UNIQUE in that they do NOT distinguish noun roots from

verb roots. However, a careful examination of Tagalog data and a comparison of cross-

linguistic data suggests that Tagalog and other Philippine-type languages are NOT unique

at all.

First, there are some problems with Shibatani's interpretation of Tagalog data.

Shibatani describes awit and luto as VERB ROOTS appearing on NOUNS. As a matter of

fact, they are NOUNS meaning 'song' (as in Ang aw;t (kantd) na iny6ng napakinggan

ngay6n lamang ay inawit ni Bb. Reyes. 'The song which you just heard was sung by Miss

Reyes. ') and 'cuisine, style of cooking, something cooked' respectively, rather than verb

roots that appear on nouns (please refer to English's (1987) Tagalog-English dictionary

for details). Moreover, the form awitin has a verbal meaning 'sing something specific'

72 In the standard orthography of Tagalog, tagQan is written as taguan.
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(as in Awitin niny6 ang unang imno. 'Sing the first hymn. ') rather than the nominal

meaning 'song'. Furthermore, the form pag-luto 'something caused to be cooked', in

fact, according to the dictionaries and informants I consulted, does NOT exist in Tagalog.

Shibatani does not state how he obtained his Tagalog data.

Second, cross-linguistically, it is NOT unusual to have the presumably "noun roots"

appearing on verbs and the presumably "verb roots" appearing on nouns. The process of

deriving verbs from "noun (roots)" is found in English (51) and the process of deriving

nouns from "verb (roots)" is found in English and Samoan (as in (52)-(53)). Comparing

the Tagalog data that Shibatani presented with the English and Samoan data, we can see

that Tagalog and other Philippine-type languages are NOT unique in having "noun roots"

appearing on verbs and "verb roots" appearing on nouns. The only thing that seems to

make Philippine-type language unique is that they can use one word (such as mag-bus,

mang-anak, mag-Ingles, etc.) to express notions (such as 'ride a bus', 'give birth to',

'speak English', etc.) that typically require phrasal expressions in English and other

languages.



(51) English

noun (roots)

hand

fang

bone

(52) English

verb (roots)

grow

walk

open

write

verbs

unhand

defang

debone

growth

walking

opener

writer

examples

Unhand the girl.

They dejanged the snake.

They deboned the chicken.

examples

Economic growth is down.

Walking is goodfor you.

Terry just bought a can opener.

Robin is a well-known writer.
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(53) Samoan (data from Mosel and Hovdhaugen 1992:84; cited in Payne 1997:225,
229)

verb (roots) ~

galue 'to work' galuega 'some work'

fai 'to do' faiga 'action

moe 'to sleep' moega 'bed'

a'o 'to learn' a'oga 'school'

Third, most, if not all, forms that have been claimed to be "VERB ROOTS" in Tagalog

are in fact "NOUNS". For example, the form bili was commonly analyzed as a "verb root"

because it appears on verb forms bumili (or bi/hin, bi/han, etc.) 'buy something

(from...)'. However, if we look up any Tagalog dictionary, we will find that the so-called

verb root bili itself is a NOUN meaning 'purchasing or buying price' (as in Magkano ang

hili mo diyan (dito)? 'How much was your buying price of that (this)?), rather than a

verb. A similar kind of situation can be observed for the form bigay. The form bigay is

often analyzed as a "VERB ROOT" because it appears on verb forms (ibigay, bigyan, etc.)

'give something to.. .'. However, the form bigay itself, in fact, is a NOUN meaning
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'something that is given, gift' (as in Iyan ang bigtiy niya sa akin. 'That's his gift to me.').

A similar kind of situation can also be observed in many other forms that have been

previously analyzed as "verb roots". In the case of bili and bigay, should we classifY

them as noun roots (because the bare root forms can function as nouns by themselves), or

verb roots (because they appear on the verb forms), both, or neither?

Forms such as bili, bigay, and others that have been previously analyzed as "verb

roots" but could function as NOUNS (rather than verbs) in their bare root forms, raise a

fundamental question, that is, "could root forms be categorized as noun roots, verb roots,

adjective roots, etc.?" If the answer is "yes," a related question is "how can one

determine the categorical status of root forms?"; that is, "what kind of criteria can be used

to determine the categorical status of root forms?"

Terms such as "verb roots," "noun roots," "adjective roots" are commonly found in

the literature, but hardly any explicit criteria for determining the categorical status of root

forms can be found. One often-cited criterion is Croft's (1991) functional-semantic

approach to categories.

According to Croft (1991 :52-53), the three major syntactic categories-nouns, verbs,

and adjectives-are associated with three externally defined pragmatic functions

references, predication, and modification-respectively. REFERENCE refers to 'get the

hearer TO IDENTIFY AN ENTITY as what the speakers is talking about'. PREDICATION refers

to 'what the speaker intends to say about what he is talking about (the referent)'.

MODIFICATION is of two types: (i) RESTRICTIVE MODIFICATION helps fix the identity of

what one is talking about (reference) by narrowing the description; (ii) NON-RESTRICTIVE
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MODIFICATION provides a secondary comment (predication) on the head that they modify,

in addition to the main predication.

OBJECT-denoting roots are typically NOUNS (with the pragmatic function REFERENCE);

ACTION-denoting roots are typically VERBS (with the pragmatic function PREDICATION);

PROPERTY-denoting roots are typically ADJECTIVES (with the pragmatic function

MODIFICAnON). When the above conditions are met, we expect the occurrence of bare

root forms. However, when the above conditions are NOT met, we expect the presence of

an additional morpheme. The additional morpheme can be phonologically dependent or

independent.

As shown in table 3.4, the object-denoting word vehicle appears in its bare root form

when it has the reference function. However, it has to take an additional bound

morpheme - 's, -ar, or the phonologically independent morpheme of, in, etc. when it has

the modification function. Moreover, it takes an additional phonologically independent

morpheme be when it has the predication function. A similar kind of situation holds for

the property-denoting form white and the action-denoting form destroy. When these

forms are used in their prototypical pragmatic functions (i.e., modification for white and

predication for destroy), they occur in their bare root form. However, when they are used

in their non-prototypical pragmatic functions (i.e., reference and predication for white;

reference and modification for destroy), they take an additional morpheme.
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TABLE 3.4. EXAMPLES OF MARKED AND UNMARKED CORRELATIONS (CROFT 1991:53)

REFERENCE MODIFICATION PREDICATION
OBJECTS vehicle vehicle's, be afthe vehicle

vehicular,
ofiin/etc. the vehicle

PROPERTIES whiteness white be white
ACTIONS destruction, destroying, destroy

to destroy destroyed

The English examples that Croft provided in table 3.4 are ideal candidates for

illustrating the correlations between fonn and function. However, if we apply Croft's

generalization to other examples in English, we can observe two types of

counterexamples.

First, according to Croft's generalization, action-denoting roots are expected to be

verbs with the predication function. If the condition is met, we expect the occurrence of

bare root fonns; however, if the condition is not met, we expect the presence of an

additional morpheme. It is true that action-denoting roots such as hit, kick, comb, walk,

search, etc. have the predication function (as in John hit the ball.). However, the same

root fonns also have the reference function (as in That is a timely hit.). Ifwe apply

Croft's generalization faithfully, we expect bare root fonns such as hit, kick, search, etc.

to be verbs, and root fonns with an additional morpheme to be used when they have the

reference function. However, as already seen in the example for hit, the bare root fonn

hit is used for both the predication and reference functions.

Second, according to Croft's generalization, property-denoting roots are expected to

be adjectives with the modification function. If the condition is met, we expect the

occurrence of bare root fonns; however, if the condition is not met, we expect the
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presence of an additional morpheme. In English, some property-denoting forms such as

beautiful have the modification function (as in Helen is beautiful.) as well as the

reference function (as in Helen is a beauty.). Applying Croft's generalization to the data,

we expect bare root forms (such as beauty) to be ADJECTIVES, and root forms with an

additional morpheme (such as beautiful) to be NOUNS (used for the reference function).

However, examples such as beautiful-beauty contradict Croft's generalization in that bare

PROPERTY-denoting root forms are used for the REFERENCE function, but root forms with

an additional morpheme are used for the MODIFICATION function.

The above facts suggest that the functional-semantic approach to categories is NOT a

reliable way for determining the categorical status of roots and their derivationally related

forms. Under such circumstances, what kind of criterion could be used for determining

categories? One solution to this problem is to look at their morphosyntactic distribution

(i.e., the cooccurrence restrictions) of forms. However, such a criterion can only help us

to decide the categorical status of WORDS rather than of roots. It is still not clear how one

can unambiguously decide the categorical status of root forms, if "roots" really exist at all

as a linguistic entity.

In addition to claiming that there is no distinction between noun roots and verb roots,

Shibatani provides the following pairs of sentences to support his claim that there is NO

correlation between form and function in Philippine-type languages. As shown in (54)

(55), the object-denoting words lalaki and Rosa can function as both an argument (with

the nominal meaning 'man' and 'Rosa' respectively) and a predicate (with the verbal

meaning 'be a man' and 'be Rosa' respectively). Moreover, the action-denoting word
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nagsalita can function as both a predicate (with the verbal meaning 'spoke') and an

argument (with the nominal meaning 'the one who spoke').

(54) Tagalog (data from Shibatani 2001)

a. lalaki 'man' (nominal):

maestro ang lalaki.
teacher TOP(ACTOR) man

'The man is a teacher.'

b. lalaki 'be a man' (verbal):

lalaki ang batao
male TOP(ACTOR) child

'The child is a boy.'

(55) Tagalog (data from Shibatani 2001)

a. nagsalita 'X spoke' (verbal):

nagsalita si Rosa.
spoke TOP(ACTOR) Rosa

'Rosa spoke.'

b. nagsalita 'one who spoke' (nominal):

si Rosa ang nagsalita.
TOP Rosa TOP(ACTOR) spoke

'The one who spoke is Rosa.'

Based on the above type of evidence, Shibatani claims that there is NO distinction

between nouns and verbs in the lexicon in Philippine-type languages. Hence, NO basic

diathesis can be observed. The diathesis is assumed to emerge only when the "focus"-

marking is determined. Such facts make Shibatani consider Philippine-type languages as

a unique group of languages that do NOT fit into the general typological classification of

languages according to their actancy structures, as shown in the following quote.
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What is then our conclusion with regard to the typology of Philippine languages? The answer
obviously is that in their overall characteristics, they are neither accusative nor ergative. In this
regard, the position taken by Schachter and Gtanes (1972) seems eminently sound; namely, that
the basic structure of Tagalog consists of a predicate and a topic, being neutral with regard to the
accusativity/ergativity parameter.... (Shibatani 1988: 113-114)

Another claim that Shibatani made about Philippine-type languages is that ALL

("FOCUS") CONSTRUCTIONS are considered to be DERIVED; hence, the BASIC structure or

the neutral voice orientation is assumed to be reflected in NOMINALIZED forms or RECENT

PERFECTIVE forms. Such claims are based on the assumption that all "focus"

constructions ("actor focus," "goal focus," etc.) consist of a predicate and a TOPIC. As

shown in (56), the "actor focus" construction consists of at least a predicate and an ang-

marked "topic" phrase, and the "goal focus" construction consists of at least a predicate

and an ang-marked "topic" phrase.

(56) Cebuano (data from Shibatani 1988:98, 99)

a. dyadic: actor-topic/actor-focus

mbasa ang bata ug libra.
read TOP(ACTOR) child GOAL book

'The child read a book.'

b. dyadic: goal-topic/goal-focus

glbasa sa bata ang libro.
read ACTOR child TOP(GOAL) book

'The child read the book.'

c. monadic: actor-topic/actor-focus

nidagan ang batao
run TOPIC(ACTOR) child

'The child ran.'
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Shibatani considers constructions containing an ang-marked "topic" in Cebuano (or

its equivalent in other Philippine-type languages) to be NON-BASIC because "TOPIC"

marking is motivated by DISCOURSE or PRAGMATIC factors, rather than principles of

semantic motivation, economy, and distinctiveness, or by any discriminatory function, as

shown in the following quotes.

Indeed, it is necessary to distinguish the basic case marking that is governed by the principles of
semantic motivation, economy, and distinctiveness, as discussed by Kibrik (I985), or by the
discriminatory function (see Comrie 1978 and Dixon 1979), and the marking of nominaIs
motivated by a discourse or pragmatic consideration. In the case of the topic marker ang and its
equivalents in various Philippine languages, it is best considered to be non-basic case marking.
Though they are grammaticized (i.e., have become a requisite element of a clausal structure) to a
considerable extent, their occurrences in transitive clauses are largely conditioned by pragmatic
factors, especially by the referentiality of the nominal constituent. Thus, if one is to compare two
languages in terms of case marking, it is necessary to compare the same kinds of case marking
systems rather than mixing systems governed by different principles. In other words, we must
discuss and compare the basic case marking system (i.e., marking not masked by the topic marker)
of Philippine languages and the similar system in an ergative language. The difficulty in the
Philippine situation is that topicalization (i.e., marking by ang) is grammaticized to the extent that
a normal sentence, whether transitive or intransitive, must contain one topic nominal, which has
the effect of masking the basic case marking system. A situation with the Japanese topic marker
wa is highly similar in that the wa-marked nominal loses its basic nominative (ga) or accusative
(0) marking. However, in both these languages, the basic marking reveals itself when the nominal
in question is not topicalized, indicating the overlaying or secondary nature of topic marking....
(Shibatani 1988:97-98)

In Philippine languages, nominals reveal their basic case forms when they are not marked [by]
ang.... (Shibatani 1988:98)

We have [a} little difficulty in finding the basic case marking of the nominal in intransitive
clauses, for it is normally topicalized, as in the embedded clauses in Japanese. Fortunately,
despite strong grammaticization of the topic nominal, Philippine languages still retain clause-types
in which ang-marking does not take place and in which nominals expose their basic case forms.
One of them is the nominalized clause marked by the prefix pag- or pagka- attached to the verb
stem. This nominalized clause is often used as a subordinate clause with the meaning of 'when... '
or 'as... ' ,.... (Shibatani 1988:98-99)

Notice that the pagka-c1ause does not contain a topic form....Thus, under nominalization, the
sentence in (9)..., in which both actor and goal expose their basic case forms ..... (Shibatani
1988:99)

...Since in Cebuano, Tagalog, and some other languages, the definite or referential common nouns
in the goal function are also marked by sa, the nature of basic case marking is not quite clear when
both actor and goal are referential, for both will be marked [by] sa under nominalization. Mergers
of case forms like this are quite common among the various Philippine languages; however,
different languages show different manners of merger, and by choosing appropriate, i.e., non
merged, forms wisely, one can discern the basic pattern of case forms ... (Shibatani 1988:99-100)
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...These conclusively show that the basic case marking in Philippine languages is accusative; that
is, the actor (subject) of an intransitive clause and the actor (subject) of a transitive clause take the
same form to the exclusion of the goal (object) of a transitive clause. This basic case systems of
Tagalog, Bikol, and Cebuano... .in which the accusative nature of the case system is observed,
though some nominal categories only show neutral patterns.... (Shibatani 1988:99-100)

Assuming constructions containing an ang-marked "topic" in Cebuano and Tagalog,

or its equivalent in other Philippine-type languages to be NON-BASIC, Shibatani suggests

that basic case marking of nominals can be found in clauses where ang-marking does

NOT appear at all. Two types of constructions are assumed to not contain any ang-

marked phrases (or its equivalent): (i) nominalized construction, and (ii) recent perfective

construction. As shown in (57)-(60), none of the phrases in the nominalized construction

and the recent perfective construction is marked by the so-called "topic" marker ang.

(57) Cebuano (data from Shibatani 1988:99)

a. nominalization of a dyadic clause:

pagbasa sa bata ug libro
NOMI.read ACTOR child GOAL book

'reading of a book by the/a child'

b. nominalization of monadic actor-topic/actor-focus:

pagdagan sa bata
NOMI.run ACTOR child

'running by the/a child'

(58) Tagalog (data from Shibatani 1988:100)

a. nominalization of monadic actor-topic/actor-focus:

pagkamatay
NOMI.die

oi Maria
ACTOR Maria

'Maria's dying'
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b. nominalization of a dyadic clause:

pagpatay ni Maria kay Juan
NOMI.kill ACTOR Maria GOAL Juan

'Maria's killing [of] Juan'

(59) Bikol (data from Shibatani 1988:100)

a. nominalization of monadic actor-topic/actor-focus:

pagkagadan ni Maria
NOMI.die ACTOR Maria

'Maria's dying'

b. nominalization of a dyadic clause:

paggadan ni Maria ki Juan
NOMI.kill ACTOR Maria GOAL Juan

'Maria's killing [of] Juan'

(60) Tagalog (data from Shibatani 2001)

a. recent perfective aspect:

kaaalis=pa lamang ni Juan.
leave=already only ACTOR Juan

'Juan has just left.'

b. recent perfective aspect:

kakikita=pa lamang ni
see=already only ACTOR

'Juan has just seen Maria.'

Juan kay Maria.
Juan GOAL Maria

Remember that Shibatani's claim is based on the assumption that the case marking of

the ang-marked "topic" in Cebuano (or its equivalent in other Philippine-type languages)

is motivated by DISCOURSE or PRAGMATIC factors; hence, it is considered to be NON-

BASIC. However, it is important to recognize the fact that the interpretation of elements

in sentences is often discourse-determined. The fact that the marking of the ang-marked

"topic" is discourse-motivated CANNOT be used as a piece of evidence for claiming that it
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is NON-BASIC. Instead, if one wants to claim the case-marking of ang-marked phrases is

non-basic, one needs to provide evidence showing that ang-marked phrases are ALWAYS

"foregrounding topics," that is, topics that are used to CHANGE the thread of discourse. 73

Thus, if one can provide evidence showing that ang-marked phrases are NOT ALWAYS

"foregrounding topics," we can argue against his claim.

In fact, this kind of evidence is found in Shibatani' s (1988) paper. In the later

sections of Shibatani's paper, he provides the following statements that contradict what

he said in the earlier sections of the same paper. In the following quotes, he has decided

to follow McKaughan's (1973) idea of treating the non-preposed ang-phrase in Tagalog

as "subject" (i.e., "the non-foregrounding topic") and reserving the term "topic" for the

preposed noun phrase (i.e., "the foregrounding topic").

...The occurrences of these preposed topics are quite frequent in both writing and speech, though
Schachter and Otanes (1972:485) say that they are found in formal style, and "more common in
writing, lectures, sermons, etc., than it is in ordinary conversation." This type of sentence, called
try inversion by Schachter and Otanes, is characterized as involving 'special emphasis' on the
preposed topic by McKaughan (1973), who also realizes, for different reasons, that a subset of
what we have decided to call subjects (i.e. the ang-marked nominals) should be called subjects,
and that the preposed topics being discussed here should be called topics. While the special
emphasis noticed by McKaughan is largely true when a non-'topic' is topicalized, as in (59b),
other instances, especially when 'topics' (e.g., prototypical subjects) are being topicalized, there
seems to be no noticeable emphasis on the initial topic.... (Shibatani 1988: 132-133)

...While the role of the preposed topic sentences must be ascertained more carefully, our interest
here is in characterizing the preposed topic as a topic in distinction to the non-preposed ang
nominal, which has been determined to be better considered as a subject.... (Shibatani 1988:132
133)

That the non-preposed ang-phrase is NOT a "(foregrounding) topic," as argued by

both McKaughan and accepted by Shibatani, provides us with clear evidence that

73 It is important to recognize the difference between two types of discourse topics: (i) a "FOREGROUNDING

TOPIC" that is used for CHANGING the thread of discourse, and (ii) a "NON-FOREGROUNDING TOPIC" that is
used for MAINTAINING the thread of discourse (Grimes 1975).
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constructions containing a non-preposed ang-marked phrase DO, in fact, reflect the basic

case marking pattern of Philippine-type languages. It is possible, then, to consider "actor

focus" constructions or "goal focus" constructions to be basic.

Having discussed the basics of the "fluid voice" analysis, let us turn to an evaluation

of such an analysis.

Three major problems are found in the "fluid voice" analysis.

First, Shibatani assumes that one can decide the categorical status of root forms by

looking at the correlations between forms and their pragmatic functions in all languages.

Assuming that Philippine-type languages are UNIQUE in that they are the only group of

languages in the world that do NOT distinguish noun roots from verb roots; therefore, they

do not fit into the typological classification of languages. However, as discussed earlier,

there is NO one-to-one correspondence between form and function in English as well as in

Philippine-type languages. If the fact that no distinction between noun roots and verb

roots can be made in Philippine-type languages can be used as a piece of evidence for

arguing against the ergative analysis or other analyses, one can also use the same kind of

argument for arguing against the accusative analysis of English and other languages.

Second, assuming the case marking of the non-preposed ang-marked "topic" to be

NON-BASIC because it is motivated by DISCOURSE or PRAGMATIC factors, Shibatani

suggests that the basic case marking of nominals can be found in clauses where ang

marking does NOT appear at all. However, as discussed earlier, it is possible to have the

marking of non-preposed ang-marked phrases being conditioned by discourse or

pragmatic factors, but still occur in "basic" constructions. More specifically, non-
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preposed ang-marked phrases have the discourse function of MAINTAINING the thread of

discourse, rather than of CHANGING the thread of discourse as preposed ang-marked

phrases do.

Third, Shibatani suggests that we can find the basic case marking of nominals in: (i)

nominalized constructions, and (ii) recent perfective constructions. Nominalized

constructions themselves are DERIVED, rather than basic, constructions. If we consider

that the basic case marking of Philippine-type languages can be found in nominalized

constructions, we could also look for the basic case marking of English or other well

established accusative and/or ergative languages in nominalized constructions. We might

have to re-examine the case marking systems of all languages of the world.

A further development of Shibatani's idea is found in Katagiri (2002). Katagiri

considers that Philippine-type languages form a fluid-split-ergative/accusative

continuum: Kapampangan is more ergative than Tagalog; Tagalog is more ergative than

Cebuano; PAN has a fluid voice system. As shown in figure 3.1, Kapampangan is

analyzed as having an ergative system and Tagalog as having a split system, whereas

Proto-Austronesian is analyzed as having a fluid voice system.

FIGURE 3.1. TYPOLOGICAL STATUS OF PHILIPPINE-TYPE LANGUAGES

ACCUSATIVE SYSTEM

FLUID SYSTEM SPLIT SYSTEM

(PAN) Cebuano, etc. Tagalog, etc.

ERGATIVE SYSTEM

Kapampangan, etc.
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Katagiri claims that the Philippine-type fluid-split-ergative/accusative continuum is

conditioned by the semantic nature ofthe core NP, specifically, definiteness of the theme

NP of a dyadic clause. However, we can easily show that Katagiri' s typological

classification of Philippine-type languages is not accurate.

First, considering definiteness of theme NPs as the main factor conditioning the fluid

split-ergative/accusative continuum, Katagiri claims that Tagalog has a split ergative

system. She considers "actor focus" constructions as having an "accusative" case

marking pattern, whereas "goal focus" constructions as having an "ergative" case

marking pattern. That is, constructions with INDEFINITE theme NPs exhibit an

ACCUSATIVE case marking pattern, whereas constructions with DEFINITE theme NPs

exhibit an ERGATIVE case marking pattern. Her analysis of Tagalog is problematic

because it goes against the general tendency of split ergativity. According to Dixon

(1994:85), if split case marking occurs, it tends to follow the nominal hierarchy. That is,

DEFINITE NPs are more likely to exhibit an ACCUSATIVE pattern, whereas INDEFINITE NPs

are more likely to exhibit an ERGATIVE pattern. However, Katagiri's claim predicts

exactly the opposite result. That is, indefinite NPs go with the accusative, but definite

NPs go with the ergative.

Second, it is problematic to claim that PAN was a language with a fluid voice system.

The typological status of the daughter languages of PAN is still not clear. How can one

reconstruct PAN as a language with a fluid voice system, given the uncertain status of its

daughter languages?
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Third, the notions of "accusativity" and "ergativity" are related to case marking

systems rather than to voice systems. How can languages with an ergative case marking

system and languages with a fluid voice system appear on the same continuum? It is a

typical case of "comparing apples and oranges."

3.3.6 The "Modern" Period (4): The "Hybrid" Analysis

The third type of non-ergative analysis to be introduced is the "hybrid" analysis. The

"hybrid" analysis is primarily advocated by linguists working within the Principles and

Parameters approach (Maclachlan 1996; Campana 2000).74

In a hybrid analysis, Philippine-type languages are characterized as NEITHER

accusative (languages that choose TRANS Movement for basic sentences) NOR ergative

(languages that choose PASS Movement for basic sentences), but rather as languages that

are HYBRID (that choose both TRANS and PASS Movements for basic sentences) varieties

of these two language types (Maclachlan 1996: 1, 21, 80).75 One thing to be noted is that

the Philippine-type "hybrid" system differs from the Hindi type "split-ergative" system in

that the former does not exhibit ergativity in some aspects and accusativity in others

(Maclachlan 1996:98). More specifically, the Philippine-type "hybrid" system exhibits a

split between the accusative "Actor Topic" construction and the ergative "Patient Topic"

construction that is NOT conditioned by any factors (including aspect of clauses).

Maclachlan's claims are based on the following observations.

74 Campana (2000:9) considers Tagalog to have either a "fluid voice" or a "hybrid" system.
75 The claims that Maclachlan made are specifically for Tagalog. However, due to structural similarities
between Tagalog and other Philippine-type languages, one can easily extend these claims to Philippine
type languages in general.
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Recognizing the significance of selecting the MOST BASIC TRANSITIVE sentences in

determining the case-marking system of a language, Maclachlan introduces two types of

definitions of BASIC sentences in her study of Tagalog ergativity: (i) an operational

definition, and (ii) a structural definition.

According to the operational definition (based largely on Dixon's work and Comrie

1978), a BASIC sentence is "an UNMARKED transitive sentence with A (an agent-like

participant) and P (a patient-like participant)" (Maclachlan 1996:30). A sentence type is

UNMARKED if it has HIGHER TEXT FREQUENCY, if it is ACQUIRED EARLIER, and if it is

MORPHOLOGICALLY LESS COMPLEX than other two-participant sentence types. The

sentence types which are marked in these respects are non-basic.

Applying the operational definition to Tagalog data, Maclachlan (1996:59) states that

" ... neither of the two candidate sentence types (AT and PT) in Tagalog is singled out as

the MOST BASIC. Rather, both PT and AT sentences are viewed as being basic transitives

of the language." Her evidence is as follows.

First, based on McFarland's (1984:236) frequency counting of Tagalog texts,

Maclachlan states that the frequency of AT (Agent Topic) and strictly PT (Patient Topic)

forms together (84.5%) is higher than the frequency ofLT(Location Topic) (-an) and BT

(Beneficiary Topic) (i-) forms together (15.5%).

Second, in terms of the order of acquisition, "NEITHER the PT NOR the AT sentences

are acquired as late as non-basic sentences from other languages, rather they are both

acquired at a relatively earlier age" (Maclachlan 1996:40).
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Third, in terms of morphological complexity of verbal forms, NEITHER the AT form

NOR the PT form can be selected as the MOST BASIC verb form. Instead, BOTH AT and PT

should be considered EQUALLY BASIC. Considering morphological complexity of verbal

forms, Maclachlan (1996:57-58) claims that Tagalog is NEITHER ergative NOR accusative

NOR active NOR aspectually split ergative.

Having considered the operational definition, let us now tum to her structural

definition of BASIC transitive sentences.

According to the structural definition (the Principles and Parameters approach), a

BASIC transitive sentence has to meet the following three conditions: (i) it contains one

verb that describes an action involving two participants (A and P), (ii) it contains two

overt NPs corresponding to those participants, and (iii) it has NO erole assignment to a

bound morpheme (Maclachlan 1996:31, 78, 89).

Under Conditions (i) and (ii), the candidacy of ditransitive and causative sentences as

basic sentence types is ruled out because they typically involve a third participant. Under

Condition (iii), the candidacy of passive and antipassive sentences as basic sentence types

is ruled out because the erole is assumed to be "absorbed" by the passive morpheme in

. 76passIve sentences.

76 Maclachlan (1996:78) states that the structural definition (Condition (iii)) "serves specifically to
eliminate passive and antipassive sentences which are very similar structurally to transitive sentences under
the assumptions of [the] Principles and Parameters theory". However, she does not demonstrate how this
criterion can eliminate the possibility of having antipassive sentences as basic transitive sentences, although
it is assumed that the theory considers the theme theta role of antipassive sentences is "absorbed" by an
antipassive morpheme.
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Applying the structural definition to Tagalog data, Maclachlan (1996:59) states that

two types of basic transitive sentences (i.e., AT and PT) are observed in Tagalog. Like

accusative languages, she claims that Tagalog has a basic structure AT that makes use of

TRANS Movement, while like ergative languages, the language has a basic structure PT

that makes use of PASS Movement. Considering basic transitive sentences in terms ofNP

movement typology, Tagalog exhibits a "hybrid" system between accusative languages

and ergative languages.

Figure 3.2 illustrates the structure for transitive sentences in Tagalog. As shown in

the figure, TRANS MOVEMENT is a type ofNP movement that involves moving the A

argument (base-generated in Spec ofVP) to Spec ofIP and having the P argument (the

NP in COMPL of V) staying in situ. PASS MOVEMENT is a type ofNP movement that

involves moving the P argument (base-generated in COMPL of V) to Spec ofIP and

having the A argument (the NP in Spec ofVP) staying in situ.

FIGURE 3.2 STRUCTURE FOR TRANSITIVE SENTENCES (MACLACHLAN 1996:79)

IP

~
SPEC ~

I VP

~
SPEC V'

v/~p
PASS
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The fact that Tagalog is thought to allow two types ofNP movement but accusative

and ergative languages allow only one type each is related to the number of non-oblique

Cases available in the languages. In accusative languages, such as English, only TRANS

MOVEMENT is available because there is no Ergative Case available for case checking. In

ergative languages, such as Inuktitut, only PASS MOVEMENT is available because there is

no Accusative Case available for case checking or case assignment. In Tagalog (and

other Philippine-type languages), both TRANS MOVEMENT and PASS MOVEMENT are

available because there are considered to be three different non-Oblique Cases (i.e.,

Ergative Case, Accusative Case, Nominative-Absolutive Case) available for case

checking or case assignment.

A classification of languages according to movement possibilities and Case is

presented in table 3.5 (Maclachlan 1996:79-81, 87, 96,105). As shown in the table,

Tagalog is considered to make use of not only Nominative-Absolutive Case checking and

Ergative Case checking, but also extensive use of inherent accusative Case assignment.

As a result, it is analyzed as having both a [NOM ACC] basic transitive sentence type, like

accusative languages, and an [ERG ASS] basic transitive sentence type, like ergative

languages.
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TABLE 3.5. TYPOLOGY BASED ON MOVEMENT POSSIBILITIES AND CASE

Language Example Language Movement in Movement in Case Available
Type Basic sentences non-basic

NABS ERG ACC
sentences

ACCUSATIVE English TRANS only PAssD-yes yes no yes
TRANsD-some

ERGATIVE Inuktitut; PASS only TRANsD-yes yes yes no
West Greenlandic PAssD-some
Inuit

HYBRID Tagalog TRANS or PASS PAssD-no yes yes yes
TRANsD-no

Summarizing the results from applying the operational definition and the structural

definition to Tagalog, Maclachlan (1996:59) claims that " ...NEITHER of the two candidate

sentence types (AT and PT) in Tagalog is singled out as the MOST BASIC. Rather, BOTH

PT (PASS) and AT (TRANS) sentences are viewed as being BASIC TRANSITIVES of the

language." The "hybrid" nature of Philippine-type languages is claimed to be neatly

captured structurally within the Principles and Parameter approach using VP internal

b· 77su ~ects.

Having discussed the basics of the "hybrid" analysis, let me tum to an evaluation of

this analysis.

A number of problems are found in the "hybrid" analysis. These problems are more

or less related to the fact that Maclachlan does NOT apply the operational and structural

definitions objectively. Assuming AT and PT to be basic sentences in Tagalog,

Maclachlan specifically compares AT and PT sentences with LT, BT and IT sentences

when applying the operational and structural definitions of basic transitive sentences. No

77 The VP internal subject hypothesis assumes that subject is base-generated in the Specifier (Spec) position
of Verb Phrases.
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matter what kind of data or evidence that she looks at, she always rejects the idea that PT

is more basic (or less marked) than AT and always concludes that PT and AT sentences

are equally basic.

First, when looking at the text frequency data, Maclachlan compares the relative

frequency of various VERBAL AFFIXES in Tagalog with that of active and passive

CONSTRUCTIONS in English. Because the difference of relative frequency between non-

AT forms and AT forms in Tagalog is NOT as great as the difference between English

active-passive frequencies, she considers that NEITHER AT NOR PT constructions is NON-

BASIC. Instead, BOTH AT and PT constructions are considered to be BASIC because the

total occurrence of AT and PT affixes together is much higher than the total occurrence

of LT and BT affixes together.

Now consider the relative frequencies of the AT and PT fonns in Tagalog....

....A more extensive study with a more detailed breakdown of frequency data is provided in
McFarland (1984). He did a frequency count on 5000 sentences from quotations in texts from
Tagalog short story magazines. He reports the frequency of Tagalog affixes in numbers. From
these raw numbers, he extracts the verbal uses of the affixes. For example, while the affix ma- is
extremely frequent, occurring 1300 times in the 5000 sentences, it is an affix that is used on
adjectives as well as on verbs. The use of ma- as a verbal affix occurs only 381 times in the
corpus. The numbers of occurrences in verbal uses (where adjectival and nominal uses have been
excluded) from McFarland (1984:236) are listed in the table in (8). The figures he provides are
grouped for the purposes here, like the facts above, in tenn of AT versus non-AT. (Maclachlan
1996:35-36)

Table (8). AT versus non-AT Frequencies

Tagalog Verbal Affix Frequency in 5000 sentences [based on McFarland 1984:236]
AT -um-, 0 645

mag-, nag- 452
maka-, naka- 247

Total AT 1344

PT -in, 0 842
ma-, na- 818

PT,LT -an 306
PT,BT i- 246
Total non-AT 2212
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As the totals for each group indicate, the AT forms of verbal affixes occur less frequently (1344
times or in 38% of the total) than the non-AT forms (2212 times or in 62% of the total). Once
again, however, the discrepancy is not on the same scale as English active-passive frequencies.
The significance of these figures is that according to the operational definition, neither AT nor PT
sentences should be considered non-basic.

Further, it is interesting to note from table (8) that the frequency of AT and strictly PT forms
together (84.5%) as compared with that of the -an forms which would include some PT sentences
and some LT sentences (together 8.5%) and i- forms which would appear in PT and BT sentences
(together 7%). There is a distinctly higher frequency for AT and PT affixes taken together than
for LT or BT affixes. This suggests that the LT and BT sentence types are indeed non-basic
according to the operational definition with respect to text frequency, just as English passives are
non-basic in this sense. (Maclachlan 1996:36-37)

Carefully examining the text frequency data that Maclachlan presented, we find that

the conclusion that she reached is problematic in that she does NOT consider the genre of

texts. As already discussed in section 2.4.1.2, the relative frequency of various

construction types differs depending on the genre. When implementing the text

frequency test, it is necessary to consider genre as a factor that might affect the result.

Moreover, Maclachlan does NOT consider the possibility that the difference of the

relative frequency between active transitive and passive constructions might be different

from that of active transitive and antipassive constructions. Tsunoda (1994) observes that

the active transitive construction occurs much more frequently than the passive and the

antipassive construction; however, the difference of the relative frequency between active

transitive and antipassive constructions is NOT as great as the difference between active

transitive and passive constructions (see section 2.4.1.2 for details). The fact that the

difference of relative frequency of non-AT and AT is NOT as great as that of English

active transitive and passive constructions might be attributed to the difference between

active transitive and antipassive constructions (rather than that AT and PT are both

basic).
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Second, when looking at Tagalog acquisition studies, Maclachlan ignores that fact

that children DO show earlier acquisition of PT sentences than AT sentences in the studies

conducted by Segalowitz and Galang (1978), Galang (1982), and Bautista (1983) (though

not in De Guzman 1992).78 Instead, she concludes that the acquisition of PT and AT

sentence types in Tagalog is NOT as different as the acquisition of English passive versus

active, or even of passive versus active in languages where passives are acquired at a

much earlier stage than those in English, thus supporting her claim of a hybrid analysis.

Examining the evidence that Maclachlan provided, we find that she makes an

UNEQUAL comparison between Tagalog PT and AT versus English and Inuktitut active

and passive.79 The difference between PT and AT in an ergative analysis is commonly

described as the difference between active transitive and antipassive, rather than between

passive and active transitive, respectively. The fact that the acquisition of PT and AT

sentences is NOT as different as that of active and passive might be attributed to the

difference between active transitive and antipassive (rather than that AT and PT are both

basic).

78 Maclachlan (1996:38-39) states: "DeGuzman (1992) looks specifically at the acquisition by 3-to-8 year
olds of verbs of the maka- class, such as verbs like kita 'see'. She observes, contrary to the above findings
which concentrated on the -um- and mag- classes, that the AT forms are produced and comprehended
earlier than PT forms. These observations suggest that PT sentences are not the most basic. She notes that
her findings may be taken as a challenge to an ergative view but also offers some alternative explanations
for the findings." DeGuzman's study seems to support the idea that AT is basic. However, the result of her
study might be affected by the way that the questions were set up and also the inputs from parents.
79 Inuktitut, like most other Eskimo languages, has both passive and antipassive constructions. Passive
constructions are commonly found in accusative languages but less commonly found in ergative languages,
whereas antipassive constructions have been claimed to have been found in "syntactically ergative"
languages only (Palmer 1994: 197; Manning 1996:73). It seems to be me that Maclachlan should have
compared the acquisition of Tagalog PT and AT with that of active and antipassive constructions in
Inuktitut.
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....Turning to Tagalog, under TagA [Tagalog as an accusative language], AT sentences would be
expected to be acquired earlier than PT sentences. Under TagE [Tagalog as an ergative language]
assumptions, the opposite would be expected to be true. In fact, the acquisition of the two
sentence types in Tagalog is not as different as the acquisition of English passive versus active, or
even of passive versus active in languages where passives are acquired at a much earlier stage than
those in English. This again points to a hybrid view as viable. (Maclachlan 1996:37-38)

Available studies on Tagalog point to the fact that the acquisition of PT sentences seems to
precede that of AT sentences. According to the study conducted by Segalowitz and Galang~
[1978], children aged 3, 5, and 7 exhibit better comprehension of PT than of AT sentences.
Similarly, the children are reported to have better mastery of PT sentences in a production task.
Galang (1982) studying children aged 3 to 8 years, reports that comprehension of PT forms was
better than that of AT forms until the later age groups. However, children did show some
comprehension of AT sentences even at the earliest stage studied. Once again, in this study, the
comprehension results were mirrored in production. The children in the youngest age group were
producing AT forms, but they were producing more PT forms. Galang (1982: 13) notes that in
spontaneous speech, children sometimes produced PT verbs when AT was appropriate. It is also
noted that the verbal morphology is just emerging at this stage in development. Galang (1982: 12)
points out that some of the 3-year-old children "consistently used uninflected forms in all cases
where verbs were required." These two sets of findings suggest that the PT sentences are more
basic. The Segalowitz and Galang~ [1978] observations mentioned by Cena (1977) who is
in tum cited in Payne (1982) as supporting the ergative analysis of Tagalog. (Maclachlan 1996:38)

...Thus the core facts from a range of sentence types do not clearly support one or other view. In
addition, the relative nature of the comparison is worth taking into consideration again. The
acquisition figures, like those of frequency in adult speech discussed in the last section, are not in
line with figures reported for other languages....Allen (1994) does provide data of another kind
that can be compared more readily with the Tagalog data that is reported. Namely, according to
Allen (1994:66) the frequency of passive per verbal clause in her study is between 2.1 and 3
percent in naturalistic speech. In Tagalog on the other hand, the frequencies of the AT sentences
and the PT sentences in child speech are not in this range. Bautista (1983) finds that in a
production task in which children were asked to describe the action in pictures presented to them.
Tagalog children produced a high percentage of both AT and PT sentences. The figures provided
by Bautista (1983:40-41) are as follows: in 1105 utterances produced by 107 children, 23% were
AT and 55% were PT sentences. Note that the percentages reported in Tagalog are based on all
utterances not just verbal utterances whereas those reported for Inuktitut were only verbal. This
had the effect of biasing the figures to favor even lower percentages for Tagalog, therefore the
Tagalog figures are strikingly high in comparison with the Inuktitut figures. In other words, the
Tagalog AT and PT frequencies in child speech are much greater than those of passives in
Inuktitut. To restate the argument, even though passives are relatively frequent in Inuktitut as
compared to English, they were produced at a much lower rate than AT and PT sentences in
Tagalog. This suggests that neither the PT nor the AT sentences are acquired as late as non-basic
sentences from other languages, rather they are both acquired at a relatively early age.
(Maclachlan 1996:39-40)

It is interesting to note that, although there is very little data available, the non-AT, non-PT
sentences do seem to be acquired later in Tagalog. Thus Galang (1982:8) reports that the
comprehension of LT sentences, in which a location is NABS [Nominative-Absolutive], is worse
than either the AT or the PT sentences in her study. DeGuzman (1992) provides some further
support for this from her study of psychological verbs. She found children's comprehension and
production of sentences where NPs other than the A or P are NABS (such as an instrument used
for seeing with the verb kita 'see') to be worse than sentences where either A or P are NABS (for
the verb kita 'see' the seer is the A and the seen thing is the P, for example). (Maclachlan 1996:40)
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Third, as already discussed in section 2.4.1.1, morphological complexity is not a

reliable test for determining "basic" or "unmarked" structure in a given language. The

fact that AT is morphologically unmarked in the Incomplete aspect (but marked in all

other aspects) and PT is morphologically unmarked in the Started aspect (but marked in

all other aspects) cannot be considered as evidence for claiming that both AT and PT

constructions are more basic than LT, BT, and IT constructions.

...Whether or not morphological complexity should be taken to be significant, the issue is
examined here because some authors have ascribed significance to the unmarked forms in the
aspectual paradigms, and therefore these unmarked forms constitute a reason for the continuing
controversy over the status of Tagalog as ergative or accusative. The unmarked verbal forms can
be taken to argue for either an accusative or an ergative analysis, depending on which aspectual
paradigm is considered. As will be demonstrated, if only the Incomplete aspectual paradigm is
examined, the language appears to be accusative. If only the Started aspectual paradigm is
examined, the language displays ergative characteristics.... (Maclachlan 1996:43)

....First, note that the verbs are all morphologically complex in both their AT and PT forms when
there is no aspectual morphology on the verb...

Since there are no morphologically unmarked forms when the verbs are aspectless, neither AT nor
PT is picked out as basic according to the morphological complexity criterion of definition (2);
there is no least complex form among the forms in the paradigm given in (10).

Next, consider whether the topic marker appears in forms that do bear aspectual morphology. In
the Incomplete aspect, indicated with CV reduplication, the -um- verbs are unmarked in AT, but
marked in PT.... (Maclachlan 1996:44)

.. .In the Started aspect, indicated with n-, the PT is less morphologically complex than AT....That
PT is less morphologically complex, as it is in this paradigm, suggests that PT is basic. This in
tum would point to an ergative analysis of Tagalog.... (Maclachlan 1996:45)

Considering that some of the unmarked forms are PT (binasa, dina/a) while other unmarked forms
are AT (babasa), it is not the case that AT is less morphologically complex than PT or vice versa.
Thus we can conclude that neither AT nor PT is more or less morphologically complex than the
other, and therefore that neither is the ideal candidate for being chosen as the most basic sentence
type on morphological grounds. It is not the case that the unmarked forms occur in just one of the
aspectual paradigms, or only in AT, or only in PT, or only in one verb class. In fact, what is
striking about the paradigms is that there are very few unmarked forms at alL.Additionally, there
are no aspectless verbs that are unmarked. One remarkable thing about Tagalog is that its verbal
morphology is rich; there is no verb class or paradigm that stands out as morphologically simple
throughout when several paradigms are considered. Using the criterion of morphological
complexity of the verb as a determiner of markedness, then, neither AT nor PT can be selected as
the most basic verb form. (Maclachlan 1996:46-47)

If indeed morphological complexity is to be taken as evidence, it can be noted further that there
are not other candidates that present themselves as less morphologically marked than these AT and
PT forms. Interestingly, other topic forms of verbs which are used in non-basic sentences, such as
LT, BT and IT, are marked throughout their paradigms.... (Maclachlan 1996:47)
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Fourth, the structural definition adopted by Maclachlan is also problematic. Recall

the three conditions for basic sentences in a structural sense: (i) it contains one verb

which describes an action involving two participants (A and P), (ii) it contains two overt

NPs corresponding to those participants, and (iii) it has NO erole assignment to a bound

morpheme. Strictly speaking, the structural definition adopted by Maclachlan is not

structural at all. The first two conditions are based on semantics. The number of

participants that appear in a clause is based on the semantic requirements of the verb, but

the participants that appear mayor may not be structural arguments of the clause. The

third condition is a theory-internal criterion. It works for distinguishing active transitive

from passive constructions in English, but it does not work for distinguishing active

transitive from antipassive constructions in ergative Polynesian languages.

In ergative Polynesian languages, the verb form of an active transitive construction is

morphologically more complex than the verb form of an antipassive construction.

Applying Maclachlan's structural definition to these languages, one would have to

consider the active transitive construction to be "marked" or "non-basic" and the

antipassive construction to be "unmarked" or "basic" in that it is the active transitive

(rather than the antipassive) construction that contains a bound morpheme that could

"absorb" a erole.

Fifth, AT and PT are NOT structurally equal, whereas PT, LT, BT and IT are all

structurally the same. AT takes a nominative/absolutive-marked agent phrase and a

genitive-marked patient phrase, whereas PT, LT, BT and IT all take a genitive/ergative

marked agent, and a nominative/absolutive-marked non-agentive phrase. Separating PT
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from LT, BT, and IT and putting it together with the structurally quite different AT

pattern is problematic, in that it produces a set of meaningless statistics.

Sixth, Maclachlan's characterization of the Philippine-type "hybrid" system creates a

typologically unique class of languages that exhibit a split case marking system that is

NOT motivated by any factors at all. However, if we examine the structures carefully, we

find that the difference between AT and PT case-marking does NOT reflect a case

marking split between TWO TRANSITIVE patterns. Instead, it reflects the fact that AT is

semantically less transitive and syntactically intransitive, whereas PT is semantically

more transitive and syntactically transitive.

3.3.7 The "Modern" Period (5): The "Symmetrical Voice" Analysis

The fourth type of non-ergative analysis to be introduced is the "symmetrical voice"

analysis. The "symmetrical voice" analysis is primarily advocated by linguists in

Australia (Foley 1998; Donohue 1996).

Rejecting the passive analysis, the ergative analysis, and the active analysis, Foley

(1998) claims that Philippine-type languages are typologically unique in that they exhibit

a so-called "symmetrical voice" system. A "symmetrical voice" system is claimed to be

found in Philippine-type languages and some of the Amerindian languages of the

Northwest Coast ofNorth America (e.g., Kwakwala), but NOT in accusative languages
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(such as English) or ergative languages (such as Dyirbal).8o Accusative and ergative

languages are assumed to exhibit an "asymmetrical voice" system.

A "SYMMETRICAL VOICE" system is assumed to be radically different from an

"ASYMMETRICAL VOICE" system in that the latter has one single NP type (in terms of

macro roles (i.e., actor and undergoer) or thematic roles) that is selectively preferred for

PIVOT choice over all others,81 but the former does NOT. In a "symmetrical voice"

system, no matter which NP type (actor or undergoer) is chosen to be the pivot, the verb

is always assumed to carry some overt "voice morpheme" (e.g., Tagalog -um-, -in, -an, i-,

etc.). By contrast, in an "asymmetrical voice" system, when the preferred NP type (i.e.,

actor in accusative languages or undergoer in ergative languages) is selected as the

pivot,82 the clause type would be in its BASIC form (with the verb being

MORPHOLOGICALLY UNMARKED for voice). However, if the non-preferred NP type (i.e.,

undergoer in accusative languages or actor in ergative languages) is selected as the pivot,

80 Foley (1998) and Donohue (1996) seem to differ in their classification oflanguages into "symmetrical"
(languages with a "symmetrical voice" system) and "asymmetrical" (languages with an "asymmetrical
voice" system) groups. Bantu languages, known for their productivity of applicative constructions, are
considered to be "symmetrical" in Donohue's classification. However, they seem to belong to the
"asymmetrical" group in Foley's analysis because they do not seem to exhibit precategoriality of noun/verb
roots, one of the defining features of"symmetrical" languages.
81 The term "pivot," first used by Dixon (1979), refers to "the NP which is GRAMMATICALLY MOST

CENTRAL in a syntactic structure, typically exhibiting such properties as the ability to coordinate, to control
anaphora or deletion and to be realized as a null element in control structures. In the majority of languages,
the pivot is simply the grammatical subject, but in some languages, particularly those exhibiting syntactic
ergativity, the pivot is typically the patient NP in a transitive clause, and some analysts prefer the non
committal descriptive term 'pivot' to avoid controversy about the proper use of the term 'subject' in such
languages."
82 Foley and Van Valin (1984:29) state that "[actor is] the argument ofa predicate which expresses the
participant which performs, effects, instigates, or controls the situation denoted by the predicate, and the
undergoer [is] the argument which expresses the participant which does not perform, initiate, or control any
situation but rather is affected by it in some way....the actor is not equivalent to syntactic subject, nor is
undergoer equivalent to syntactic direct object. These non-equivalences are reinforced when we look at
single-argument predicates, some of which have actors and some of which have undergoers as their single
argument, an argument which is always syntactically the subject."
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the clause type would be in its MARKED form (with the verb being MORPHOLOGICALLY

MARKED for the passive voice or the antipassive voice).

The difference between a "symmetrical voice" system and an "asymmetrical voice"

system is assumed to be related to the property PRECATEGORIALITY, that is, lack of clear

distinction between noun and verb roots. Foley (1998) assumes that roots are basically

PRECATEGORICAL (i.e., neither noun or verb) in Philippine-type languages and other

languages that exhibit a "symmetrical voice" system, but are CATEGORICAL in accusative

and ergative languages that exhibit an "asymmetrical voice" system. Because "roots"

(such as bigay 'give', halo 'stir', bili 'buy', etc.) are assumed to be PRECATEGORICAL in

Philippine-type languages, they are assumed to NOT entail argument structure at all.

Argument structure is assumed to be introduced when roots are derived with "voice

markers". More specifically, the emergence of argument structure and the choice of a

pivot are assumed to occur simultaneously. This is assumed to be the reason why verbs

in Philippine-type languages are NEVER unmarked for voice and also the reason why

"semantically very marginal NPs" (such as location, instrument, etc.) can function as

pivot.

Furthermore, a "symmetrical voice" system is also assumed to exhibit one more

feature that is NOT found in an "asymmetrical voice" system. That is, actor and

undergoer participants can appear as core NPs when they are NOT chosen as the pivot of a

sentence. More specifically, all non-monadic clause types (dyadic -um- clauses, -in

clauses, -an clauses, and i- clauses) in Tagalog and other Philippine-type languages are

assumed to be TRANSITIVE in Foley's analysis. This is assumed to be very different from
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the "asymmetrical voice" system found in English and Dyirbal. In English, when the

actor participant does NOT function as a pivot (as in a passive construction), it does NOT

appear as a CORE NP. In Dyirbal, when the undergoer does NOT function as a pivot (as in

an antipassive construction), it does NOT·appear as a CORE NP.

Having discussed the basics of the "symmetrical voice" analysis, let us turn to an

evaluation of such an analysis.

Three major problems are found in the "symmetrical voice" analysis.

First, like Shibatani, Foley also assumes that the categorical status of root forms can

be determined by looking at the correlations between forms and their pragmatic functions

in all languages. By assuming that Philippine-type languages (as well as the Amerindian

languages of the Northwest Coast ofNorth America) are UNIQUE in that they do NOT

distinguish noun roots from verb roots, they do not, therefore, fit into the general

typological classification oflanguages. However, as already discussed in section 3.3.5,

there is NO one-to-one correspondence between form and function in English as well as in

Philippine-type languages. If the fact that no distinction between noun roots and verb

roots can be made in Philippine-type languages can be used as a piece of evidence for

arguing for the "symmetrical voice" analysis, one can also use the same kind of argument

for arguing for the existence of a "symmetrical voice" system in English and other

languages.

Second, Foley assumes that the basic clause type (or the basic voice) in all languages

always contains a verb that is morphologically unmarked (for voice). The fact that verbs

in all construction types are morphologically marked in Philippine-type languages is
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considered to be a piece of evidence for arguing for the "symmetrical voice" analysis.

However, as already discussed in Chapter 2, section 2.4.1.1, the morphological

complexity of verb forms is NOT a reliable test for determining the basic clause type in

languages. For example, in ergative Polynesian languages (such as Samoan), the

canonical transitive clause type (or the basic voice type) is morphologically marked,

whereas the antipassive clause (or the non-basic voice) is morphologically unmarked. If

morphological complexity can be used as a piece of evidence for arguing for the

"symmetrical voice" analysis of Philippine-type languages, one might want to reconsider

the typological status of ergative Polynesian languages.

Third, Foley notices that when actor or undergoer participants are NOT chosen as the

pivot of a sentence, they behave more like a CORE ARGUMENT rather than an adjunct.

This in tum has led him to analyze all non-monadic clause types (dyadic -um- clauses, -in

clauses, -an clauses, and i- clauses) to be TRANSITIVE (that is, there is no passive or

antipassive) in Philippine-type languages. He uses this as a piece of evidence for arguing

against the passive analysis and the ergative analysis.

However, as already discussed in 3.3.3, although both passivization and

antipassivization are detransitivization processes, passivization is generally agreed to be a

valency-decreasing process, but antipassivization is not. As Nichols (1982), Tsunoda

(1988), and B. Blake (1993) point out, antipassivization is a detransitivization operation,

but is NOT NECESSARILY a VALENCY-DECREASING operation. For example, Nichols

(1982) observes that antipassivization in Ingush (Caucasus) does NOT reduce valency.

Tsunoda (1988) reports that antipassivization is NOT a valency-decreasing process in
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Warrungu (an Australian language). The fact that non-pivot actor or undergoer

participants are not adjuncts does not tell us that there is no antipassive construction in

Philippine-type languages. Instead, it might simply tell us that antipassivization in

Philippine-type languages, like Ingush and Warrungu, is a detransitivization but NOT a

VALENCY-DECREASING operation.

3.4 SUMMARY

In this chapter, I have discussed seven types of analyses of Philippine-type languages:

passive, focus, ergative, active voice, fluid voice, hybrid, and symmetrical voice. As

already shown in section 3.3, these analyses are of diverse nature. What underlies these

diverse analyses of Philippine-type languages is the complexity of their verbal

morphology and clause structures. The complex nature of their verbal morphology and

clause structures leads some linguists to consider these languages to be typologically

unique. However, a careful comparison of clause structures in Philippine-type languages

with those of other languages of the world suggests that Philippine-type languages are

NOT unusual at all and they fit into the general discussion of actancy structures of world's

languages.



CHAPTER 4

TRANSITIVITY AND ERGATIVITY IN KAVALAN*

4.1 INTRODUCTION

Kavalan is an Austronesian language spoken by fewer than one hundred speakers in

Hsinshe (Hualien Prefecture) and Changyuan (Taitung Prefecture), Taiwan. It has been

classified as a member of the Paiwanic group (Ferrell 1969; Li 1985), the Southern

Formosan group (Li 1990), and most recently ofthe Northern Branch of the East

Formosan primary subgroup of the Austronesian language family (Blust 1999a).

Like many Austronesian languages, Kavalan has commonly been analyzed as having

two distinct types oftransitive constructions and an unconditional split-ergative system,

something that is typologically unusual. This chapter reviews previous analyses of

Kavalan clause structure from a broad typological perspective and determines the

canonical transitive construction and actancy structure of Kavalan based on

morphosyntactic and semantic criteria. Three major questions will be answered here.

First, is the Kavalan form tu an accusative marker? Second, what constitutes the

canonical transitive construction in Kavalan? Third, what kind of actancy structure does

Kavalan have (accusative, ergative, or split ergative)? In order to answer these questions,

some basic linguistic facts about Kavalan will be provided.

This chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.2 discusses word order in Kavalan.

Section 4.3 deals with the case marking system and the agreement system in Kavalan.

• A part ofthis chapter has previously appeared in H. C. Liao (2002).
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Section 4.4 discusses transitivity in Kavalan clause structures. Section 4.5 argues that

Kavalan is best analyzed as having a pure ergative actancy structure. Section 4.6

discusses syntactic processes that support an ergative analysis of the Kavalan actancy

system. Section 4.7 concludes the discussion in this chapter.

4.2 WORD ORDER

In this section, I discuss word order in Kavalan. The discussion of word order is

divided into five parts: (l) the order of full noun phrases, (2) the order of pronouns and

agreement forms, (3) the order of elements in possessive constructions, (4) word order in

topicalized sentences, and (5) summary.

4.2.1 The Order of Full Noun Phrases

In this section, the relative order between predicates and full noun phrases is

discussed. The relative order between predicates and pronouns will be discussed in

section 4.2.2.

Kavalan is a right-branching, predicate-initial language. In Kavalan, predicates can

be either verbal or nonverbal. In a nonverbal clause, a nonverbal predicate occurs in the

clause-initial position. As shown in (1), in a nominal clause, a predicate nominal occurs

clause initially and is followed by a nominative-marked full NP.
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(1) nominal clause: NP (Predicate) NP (Nominative)

zata ya rawraw ya yau.
IPI NOM country/island LIG that/those

'That island is ours (in.).' (Kav.4-024) 1

In a pragmatically unmarked verbal clause, the (main) verbal predicate precedes ALL

other elements (e.g., noun phrases, dependent verbs, adverbs, conjunctions, etc.). Verbal

clauses can be monadic (i.e., a verb that expects only one argument) or dyadic (i.e., a

verb that expects two arguments).2 Dyadic clauses can be further divided into two

subtypes: dyadic -um-/(-)m- clauses and dyadic -an clauses. Dyadic -um-/(-)m- clauses

are clauses whose verbal predicates have the morphological shape -um-/(-)m-. Dyadic

-an clauses are clauses whose verbal predicates have the morphological shape -an.

In a monadic intransitive clause, a verb occurs clause initially and is followed by a

nominative-marked NP, which in tum can be followed by an optional locative-marked

NP and/or adverb, as in (2)-(4). When noun phrases are case-marked, the locative-

marked NP can occur either before the nominative-marked NP, as in (5), or after it, as in

(4). However, when noun phrases are NOT case-marked, the locative-marked NP can

only occur AFTER the nominative-marked NP.

I The Kavalan dialect under study is the PatuRulJan dialect (spoken in Hsinshe, Hualien Prefecture).
Unless otherwise indicated, all Kavalan data used in this study are taken from the twelve texts in Li (1 996a)
and were originally glossed and translated in Chinese. All the English glosses and translations are mine.
The example reference numbers following the free translation are organized according to the order that they
appeared in Li's monograph. For example, Kav.6-022 means that the example is the 22nd sentence of
Kavalan Text 6. I would like to thank Laurie Reid for going through all twelve Kavalan texts with me and
helping me determine the syntactic functions and/or discourse functions of the forms in the Kavalan texts.
2 Strictly speaking, verbal clauses can also be triadic (i.e., a verb that expects three arguments). To simplifY
the discussion, I use the terms "dyadic -um-/(-)m- clauses" for both dyadic and triadic -um-/(-)m- clauses
and "dyadic -an clauses" for both dyadic and triadic -an clauses.
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(2) monadic intransitive clause: V NP (Nom)

matl=tl a kabaran.
go=PRF NOM Kavalan

'The Kavalan people went.' (Kav.8-002)

(3) monadic intransitive existential clause: V NP(Nom) Adv

yau a atuR na hetay tayan.
EXIST NOM military.camp GEN soldier there

'There was a military camp of the soldiers there.' (KavA-077)

(4) monadic intransitive clause: V NP (Nom) NP (Lev)

mawtu=ti a paqapaRan ta taiwan.
come=PRF NOM catcher LCV Taiwan

'The catcher came to Taiwan.' (Kav.S-007)

(5) monadic intransitive clause: V NP (Lev) NP (Nom)

tmanan=ti ta lamuan ya tabarung.
retum=PRF LCV village NOM Tabarung

'The (surviving) Tabarung people returned to the [their] village.' (Kav.10-014)

In a dyadic -um-/(-)m- clause, a verb occurs clause initially and is followed first by a

nominative-marked agent NP and then by a tu-marked theme NP, and optionally

followed by a locative-marked NP, as in (6).

(6) dyadic -m- clause: V NP (Nom) tu N NP (Lev)

tmayta ya taRirebeng kubaran tu bawbi ta naungan.
see NOM below/plains Kavalan TV garden LCV mountain

'A Kavalan person who lived in the plains saw a garden on the mountain.'
(Kav.3-038)

In a dyadic -an clause, usually a verb occurs clause initially and is followed first by a

genitive-marked agent NP and then by a nominative-marked theme NP, as in (7). Such a

word order is preferred for a dyadic -an clause because it can avoid ambiguous
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interpretations. If the genitive-marked NP occurs AFTER the nominative-marked NP in

dyadic -an clauses, the sentence can be ambiguous in terms of its interpretation. For

example, if the genitive-marked NP occurs AFTER the nominative-marked NP in (7), then

the sentence can be interpreted as either 'The soldiers closed the city (gate).' or 'The

soldiers' city closed.'

(7) dyadic -an clause: V NP (Gen) NP (Nom)

inebana=ti na hetay a rawang.
close.?3s/P""PRF GEN soldier NOM city
(inebana < ineb + -an + -na)

'The soldiers closed the city (gate).' (Kav.7-033)

However, Li (l996a:80) reports the existence of sentences like (8), in which the

nominative-marked theme NP precedes the genitive-marked agent NP. The word order

in (8) is permissible because there is NO ambiguity involved in the sentence. In this

example, the nominative-marked noun is immediately followed by its possessor ku

'GEN.1s', so the genitive-marked phrase na tama=su 'GEN.2S' CANNOT be interpreted as

the possessor of sunis 'child'.

(8) dyadic -an clause: V NP (Nom) NP (Gen)

pukunana ya sunis=ku na tama=su.
beat.?3s/p NOM child""GEN.ls GEN fathePGEN.2s
(pukunana < pukun + -an + -na)

'Your (sg.) father beat my child.' (data from Li 1996a:80)
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4.2.2 The Order of Pronouns and Agreement Forms

Having discussed the relative order between predicates and full NPs in section 4.2.1, I

turn to the discussion of the relative order between predicates, clitic pronouns, and

agreement markers in this section.

In Kavalan, pronouns can be divided into two types: free form pronouns and clitic

pronouns. Free form pronouns do NOT behave differently from full noun phrases in terms

of word order; therefore, they are not included in the discussion here.

Two types of pronominal-related phonologically bound elements are found in

Kavalan: (i) clitic pronouns, and (ii) agreement forms. Clitic pronouns differ from

agreement forms in their distribution. First, although clitic pronouns and agreement

forms are both phonologically bound to the element preceding them, agreement forms are

selective in their .choice of host, but clitic pronouns are not. The host that a clitic pronoun

attaches to can be a predicate of various sorts (e.g., auxiliary or nonauxiliary; verbal or

nonverbal; etc.). For example, the host that a clitic pronoun attaches to can be a negative

auxiliary predicate (9), or it can be a nominal predicate (as in (10)-(11)). However, the

host that an agreement form attaches to can only be a dyadic -an verb (13); it cannot be

an auxiliary verb, or a nominal predicate, etc.

(9) verbal clause: a clitic pronoun cliticizes to a negative auxiliary predicate

maF1SU sazmaken si, qawtu=pa=imi tazian.
NEG=NOM.2s agree if come=IRR=NOM.1PE. here

'If you (sg.) did not agree (to go with us), we (ex.) shall come here.' (Kav.6
017)
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(10) nominal clause: a clitic pronoun cliticizes to a predicate nominal

tabarung=imi.
Tabarung=NoM.lPE

'We (ex.) are Tabarung.' (Kav.10-007)

(11) nominal clause: a clitic pronoun cliticizes to a predicate nominal

niana=imu?
what(ever)=NoM.2P

'Who are you (pl.)?' (KavA-008)

Second, clitic pronouns occur AFTER aspectual adverbial clitics (=pa 'irrealis' or =ti

'perfective'), whereas agreement forms occur BEFORE adverbial clitics. As illustrated in

(12) and (13), the clitic pronoun =iku 'NOM.1S' follows the irrealis adverbial clitic =pa,

while the agreement form -na (which agrees with the third person agent of a dyadic -an

clause) precedes the perfective adverbial clitic =ti. Notice that when the agreement form

-na is attached to the -an verbs tupaqan 'skin (v)' and panukuban 'CADs.cover', the

resulting forms are tupaqana and panukubana, respectively.

(12) clitic pronouns occur AFTER aspectual clitics:

sanu=pa=iku tu zana masang baqi
tell=IRR=NOM.l S TU poss.3s/p ancient ancestor

na kubaran.
GEN Kavalan

'I shall talk about them, the ancient ancestors of the Kavalan people.' (Kav.3
001)

(13) agreement markers occur BEFORE aspectual clitics:

tupaqana=ti a rubung na tnguRal, panukubana
skin.?3s/P=PRF NOM skin GEN forehead CAUS.cover.?3s/P

ta mata=na.
LCY eye=GEN.3s/p
[tupaqana < tupaq + -an + -na]

'They skinned the skin of the forehead to make it (the skin of the forehead)
cover their eyes.' (Kav.7-044)
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4.2.3 The Order of Elements in Possessive Constructions

In this section, I focus my discussion on the order between possessors and possessed

nouns in possessive constructions.

In Kavalan, possessive constructions resemble unmarked main clause structures in

having the head noun occur before its attribute. In a single possessive construction, the

head noun (i.e., the possessed noun) precedes the dependent noun (i.e., the possessor), as

in (14) and (15). In a multiple possessive construction, the possessed noun phrase

precedes the dependent noun phrases, and each dependent noun phrase can be further

divided into a possessed noun followed by a possessor, as in (16).

(14) single possessive construction: Det N [na(Gen)-Possessor]

ya subali rna bayblan]
NOM bracelet GEN old.woman

'the old woman's bracelet' (Kav.8-020)

(15) single possessive construction: Det N [na(Gen) N Lig Dem]

nian=ti ya razat rna bawa na yau]?
where=PRF NOM person GEN boat LIG that/those

'Where were the people of that boat?' (Kav.4-046)

(16) multiple possessive construction: Det N rna (Gen) N rna (Gen) N))

ya taqan rna repaw rna bayblan))
NOM pillar GEN house GEN old.woman

'the pillar(s) ofthe old woman's house' (Kav.8-02l)

4.2.4 Word Order in Topicalized Sentences

Having discussed the word order of elements in unmarked sentence structures and in

possessive constructions, I now tum to the discussion of marked sentence structures.
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While the basic word order in clauses is predicate-initial, Kavalan has an alternate

sentence pattern in which another element, usually a noun phrase, a locational or

temporal phrase, precedes the predicate. This element is called a TOPIC. A topic is

indicated by its prepredicate position and intervening pause. It can be separated from the

rest of a sentence by an optional topic linker nani (cf. (17) and (18)). A sentence can

contain more than one topic, as in (18).

(17) topicalization with no topic linker:

aimi,
TOP.IpE

zamana=lml na bangel.
chase.?3S/P=NOM.lPE GEN typhoon

'As for us (ex.), we (ex.) were caught by a typhoon.' (Lit., 'As for us (ex.), a
typhoon caught/chased us (ex.).') (Kav.4-016)

(18) (multiple) topicalization with the topic linker nani:

TuRbuan masang nani mRibaut tu sauRo
TuRbuan ancient TP.LK catch.fish TU flying. fish

'As for the TuRbuan people, once upon a time, they caught flying fish.' (Kav.6
001)

4.2.5 Summary

Let me summarize the discussion of Kavalan word order in the previous sections.

First, Kavalan is basically a right-branching, predicate-initial language that observes the

following exception. That is, in a noun phrase, a determiner precedes the head noun.3

Second, main predicates (verbal or nonverbal; auxiliary or nonauxiliary) exhibit the

3 Reid (2002b) reconsiders the categorical status of elements that have been commonly referred to as
"determiners" in Philippine languages. Based on syntactic distribution, he claims that some, ifnot all, of
these elements are better analyzed as semantically empty "auxiliary nouns" that head the NPs that they are
a part of. If the "auxiliary noun" analysis is correct, the branching problem observed in the NP structure
disappears. However, at the present time, no comparable data ofthe sort that Reid uses is available in
Kavalan.
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following features: (a) they occur clause initially; (b) they attract clitics (aspectual clitics

and/or pronominal clitics). Third, Kavalan clitic pronouns and verb agreement markers

differ in their distribution: clitic pronouns occur AFTER adverbial clitics (=ti 'perfective'

and =pa 'irrealis'), whereas agreement markers occur BEFORE adverbial clitics.4

4.3 CONSTRUCTION MARKERS, CASE-MARKING SYSTEM AND

AGREEMENT SYSTEM

In this section, I discuss construction markers, the case marking system, and the

agreement system in Kavalan. Sections 4.3.1.1 and 4.3.1.2 discuss the forms and

functions of two of the three types of construction markers in Kavalan. Section 4.3.1.3

deals with the Kavalan case marking system for full nouns. Section 4.3.2 deals with the

Kavalan pronominal and agreement systems.

4.3.1 Construction Markers

Like many western Austronesian languages, three types of construction markers can

be identified in Kavalan: (i) topic linker, (ii) ligatures, and (iii) determiners. The first two

types of construction markers will be discussed in sections 4.3.1.1 and 4.3.1.2. As for

determiners, they will be discussed in section 4.3.1.3.

4 An alternative explanation for the relative order between c1itic pronouns and aspectual adverbial clitics is
phonological rather than syntactic. One can claim that the word order facts observed in Kavalan are
motivated by phonological factors in that the c1itic pronouns are all more than one syllable in length, while
the adverbial c1itics are monosyllabic. That is, like Tagalog, monosyllabic adverbial c1itics precede
disyllabic c1itic pronouns in Kavalan (see Schachter 1973 for a detail discussion of word order constraints
for Tagalog c1itics).
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The first type of construction marker to be introduced is a topic marker.

A topic linker is an element that links a topicalized NP and the rest of a sentence. In

Kavalan, a topic or topics can be linked to the rest of a sentence by the topic linker nani,

as in (19). However, the presence of the topic linker nani is optional rather than

obligatory. As already shown in example (17) of section 4.2.4 [repeated below in (20)], a

topic can occur without the topic linker nani.

(19) topic linker nani links the topic to the rest of a sentence:

aiku nani yaw=iku ta patuRanganan.
TOP.ls TP.LK live=NOM.ls Lev Hsinshe.

'As for me, I live in Hsinshe [patuRanganan].' (Kav.l-003)

(20) topicalization without any topic linker:

mml, zamana=lml na bangel.
TOP. IPE chase.?3S/P=NOM.I PE GEN typhoon

'As for us (ex.), we (ex.) were caught by a typhoon.' (Lit., 'As for us (ex.), a
typhoon chased/caught us (ex.).') (Kav.4-016)

4.3.1.2 Ligatures

The second type of construction marker to be introduced is ligatures.

Like many other western Austronesian languages, Kavalan makes use of a special

type of construction marker to link a head (usually a noun or a verb) with its following

attribute (e.g., a demonstrative, noun, possessor, or relative clause). This type of

construction marker is commonly referred to as a "ligature" or "linker" in the literature

on western Austronesian languages. The "ligature" is probably a kind of preposition in
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that it typically takes a NP as its exocentric dependent. Moreover, like prepositional

phrases, the phrase which it is a part of is usually used to modify a noun or a verb.5

In previous analyses of Kavalan syntax, most linguists recognize only one ligature ya

(and its phonologically determined variants a and wa) (see Li 1978, 1996a, and 1996b; Y.

L. Chang 1997 and 2000a). According to Li (1978: 583), the form a occurs after

consonants, wa occurs after the vowel u, and ya occurs elsewhere. In general, this seems

to be true. However, a thorough study oftwelve Kavalan texts reveals that there are two

other forms (i.e., na and a ya) that also function as ligatures. From my study of Kavalan

texts, it seems to me that these ligatures (at leastya and na) can occur in exactly the same

phonological and syntactic environment (cf., (21) and (23)). It is not clear what may

condition the occurrence of the three ligatures ya, na, and a ya.

(21) ligature ya links a head noun with a demonstrative:

zata ya rawraw ya yau.
IPI NOM country/island LIG that/those

'That island is ours (in.).' (Kav.4-024)

(22) ligature a links a head noun with a demonstrative:

nengi=ti ya Ielan tmanan=ti ya paqbawan a yau.
good=PRF NOM weather left=PRF NOM sailor LIG that/those

'(When) the weather became/was good, those soldiers retumedlleft (for home).'
(Kav.4-014)

5 The categorical status of "ligatures" is not uncontroversial. Syntactically, they seem to behave like
prepositions. However, the "preposition" analysis of "ligatures" is not without problems. If they were
prepositions, they would function as the head of the prepositional phrase in which they appeared and should
be obligatorily present in all syntactic environments. However, the fact that they can be optional in some
languages and construction types poses a problem to the "preposition" analysis.
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(23) ligature na links a head noun with a demonstrative:

pasanuannyaq niana ya nangan na rawraw na zau.
cAus.tell.?lPE what NOM name GEN island LIG this/these

'We (ex.) asked what the name of this island was.' (KavA-020)

(24) ligature a ya links a head noun with a relative clause:

...qawman paqnanem=a ya msukaw...
also/yet one=LIG LIG bad

' ...Only one (person) who is bad.' (Kav.7-024)

The presence ofligatures na and a ya in Kavalan may be of historical-comparative

interest because these two forms are also found in Philippine languages. For example,

the form na is found in Tagalog and the form a ya is found in Ivatan.6 The present study

focuses on the synchronic grammar of Kavalan; therefore, I will not go into detail

discussing the forms and distribution of ligatures in other Austronesian languages.

4.3.1.3 Case-marking system for full nouns

The third type of construction marker to be introduced is prenominal elements that

are often referred to as "determiners" in the literature.

The so-called "determiners" are typically monosyllabic forms that occur before noun

phrases. They are often assumed to mark the grammatical relations or case relations of

noun phrases in some languages. In Kavalan, full noun phrases themselves do NOT

exhibit formal differences to reflect their grammatical functions; their grammatical

6 Reid (l983b, referred to also in Reid 2000a) reconstructs PAn *(n)a as the ligature....with *a occurring
after consonants (as in Kavalan) and *na after vowels.
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functions are usually manifested by a class of prenominal monosyllabic forms (or

sometimes by contrastive word order).?

In previous analyses of the Kavalan case-marking system for full nouns, Kavalan is

commonly described as having a system similar to the one in table 4.1 (based on Li 1978,

1996a, 1996b; Y. L. Chang 1997, 2000a; A. Lee 1997).

TABLE 4.1. PREVIOUS ANALYSES OF KAVALAN CASE-MARKING SYSTEM

GENITIVE NOMINATIVE ACCUSATIVE/ LOCATIVE/ACCUSATIVE/ LOCATIVE
LOCATIVE/ OBLIQUE/COMITATIVE [+DIR]
OBLIQUE

COMMON na ya/a/wa tu ta(- ... -an) sa
PERSONAL m

As shown in table 4.1, linguists generally agree with each other in their treatment of

these monosyllabic forms except the forms tu and ta(- ... -an). In sections 4.3.1.3.1-

4.3.1.3.5, I will discuss the functions of all case-markers and provide an explanation for

the diverse analyses of the forms tu and ta(- ... -an).

4.3.1.3.1 na and ni: Genitive determiners or auxiliary nouns??

In Kavalan, genitive case markers have two forms: na and ni. The occurrence of

these two forms is syntactically conditioned: na occurs before a common or nonpersonal

noun, whereas ni occurs before a personal noun. Like other western Austronesian

languages, genitive case markers are associated with two functions. First, they mark

7 As already discussed in section 4.2.5, it might be possible to analyze some of these forms as semantically
empty "auxiliary nouns". However, evidence for supporting the "auxiliary noun" analysis is currently not
available for Kavalan. Therefore, I will refer to these forms as "case markers" until such evidence becomes
available.
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possessors in possessive constructions, as in (25) and (26). Second, they mark the agent

or actor argument of a dyadic -an clause, as in (27) and (28).

(25) na marks a common possessor:

arana ya subali no bayblan.
take.?3s/p NOM bracelet GEN old.woman

'They took the old woman's bracelet.' (Kav.8-020)

(26) ni marks a personal possessor:

mati nani ktuktunana=ti a tneqteq ni abas.
go and.then chop.down.?3s/p=PRF NOM marker GEN Abas

'He went, and then he chopped down Abas's marker.' (Kav.3-020)

(27) na marks an (inanimate) agent of a dyadic -an clause:

qatziwmay zamana=ti no puthaw.
lateLon chase.?3s/p=PRF GEN storm

'Later on, they were caught by a storm.' (Lit., 'Later on, a storm caught/chased
them.') (Kav.6-002)

(28) na marks an (animate) agent of a dyadic -an clause:

sukayarana=ti no hetay a patayay.
remove.ear.?3S/p=PRF GEN soldier NOM dead.NR

'The soldiers removed the ears of the dead one(s).' (Kav.7-018)

Although genitive case markers na and ni commonly occur before the agent argument

of a dyadic -an clause, their presence is optional rather than obligatory. When the agent

argument immediately follows the verb agreement form -na (which is attached to a verb

to form a derivationally related verb that agrees with the third person singular/plural

actor), the genitive case marker na can be left out. As exemplified in (29) and (30), the

agent arguments (hangel 'typhoon' and zitpun 'Japanese') in these two sentences are
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preceded by -an verbs that carry the verb agreement form -na, and these two arguments

are NOT case-marked by na.

(29) -an clause with an unmarked (inanimate) agent:

qatziwmay zamana bangel a bawa na tiungkuk.
later.on chase.3s!p typhoon NOM boat GEN China

'Later on, a boat of China was caught by a typhoon.' (Lit., 'Later on, a typhoon
chased/caught a boat of China. ') (KavA-ODS)

(30) -an clause with an unmarked (animate) agent:

Sikasuan mrabut=ti a mai pakrikenengana
Sikasuan.Amis irritated=PRF COMP NEG CAus.rest.?3s!p

zitpun.
Japanese

'As for the Sikasuan Amis, they were irritated that the Japanese did not allow
them to rest.' (Kav.11-001 )

4.3.1.3.2 ya, a, and wa: Nominative determiners or auxiliary nouns??

Nominative case markers have three forms: ya, a, and wa. The occurrence of these

forms is phonologically conditioned. Generally speaking, the form a occurs after a

consonant, the form Wa occurs after the back vowel lui, and the formya occurs

elsewhere. However, the forms a and Wa are often replaced by the form ya.

Nominative case markers occur in three different clause environments. First, they

mark the nonpredicate nominal of a nonverbal clause, as in (31). Second, they mark the

sole argument of a monadic intransitive clause, as in (32) and (33). Third, they mark a

nonagent argument of a dyadic -an clause, as in (34) and (35).

(31) Ya marks the nonpredicate nominal in a nonverbal clause:

nian=ti ya razat na bawa na yau.
where=PRF NOM person GEN boat LIG that/those

'Where were the people of that boat?' (Kav.4-046)
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(32) ya marks the sole argument (common noun) ofa monadic clause:

Raya ya biwan yau.
big NOM temple that

'That temple was big.' (Kav.6-011)

(33) ya marks the sole argument (personal noun) of a monadic clause:

tu mati=ti ya ti abas.
and.then gO=PRF NOM [+PRSN] Abas

'And then Abas went.' (Kav.3-024)

(34) ya marks a nonagentive argument (a theme) ofa dyadic -an clause:

tmuzus ta Huesiutu nani lamulamu bariwana ya
reach LCV Green.Island subsequently cvcv.village sell.?3s/p NOM

zemian a yan.
salt LIG that

'They arrived at Green Island, subsequently, from village to village, they sold
that salt.' (Kav.5-017)

(35) ya marks a nonagentive argument (a location) of a dyadic -an clause (imperative
mood):

pasayaka si qatiwika ya Taiwan!
prepare.IMP and gO.tO.IMP NOM Taiwan

'You shall prepare and go to Taiwan!' (Kav.4-025)

One thing that is worth noticing is that nominative case markers can mark not only

full nouns (both common nouns and personal nouns), but also personal pronouns (at least

the free nominative third person plural pronoun), as in (36). This observation seems to be

in conflict with Y. L. Chang's statement that free nominative pronouns cannot occur with

the nominative case marker (Y. L. Chang 2000a:88). However, a careful study of

Kavalan texts suggests that Y. L. Chang's statement is true in general. Except for the

third person plural nominative pronoun, none of the free nominative pronouns can occur

with the nominative case marker, as in (37). The difference between the third person
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plural nominative pronoun and other free nominative pronouns may be related to the

forms of the pronouns. Except for the third person plural pronoun, all other free

nominative pronouns are morphologically complex: they all contain a formative a- and

another formative (which is usually related to its corresponding bound nominative

pronominal form). The formative a- may be historically derived from the nominative

case marker a. Moreover, the third person plural NOMINATIVE pronoun is homophonous

with the third person plural OBLIQUE pronoun (see section 4.3.2.1). If qanyau is not

marked by any case marker, it would be ambiguous as to whether it is a nominative or an

oblique pronoun.

(36) a marks a free nominative pronoun:

simsanu=ti a qanyau.
REC.discllsS=PRF NOM NOM.3p

'They discussed with each other.' (Kav.6-019)

(37) a free nominative pronoun that is NOT marked by a nominative case marker:

snayau si quni aita?
likeness if how...do NOM. I PI

'Ifit is like this, how could we (in.) do (it)?' ('If this is the way it is, how could
we (in.) do (it)?') (Kav.6-024)

Like genitive case markers, the presence of nominative case markers is also optional.

As exemplified in (38), the nonagent argument kubu=na 'his hat' of the first clause is not

marked by a nominative case marker.
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(38) unmarked nonagent argument of a dyadic -an clause:

'larana kubu=na 'ltungana=ti a Raya na hetay.
take.?3s/p hat=GEN.3S/P kill.?3s/p=PRF NOM big GEN soldier

'They (the Kavalan) took his (the higher officer's) hat, (and) they killed the
higher officer of the soldiers.' (Kav.7-008)

4.3.1.3.3 tu: Oblique determiner or auxiliary noun??

The syntactic status of the form tu is controversial. It has been analyzed as an

accusative case marker (Li 1978; A. Lee 1997; Hsin 1996; Y. L. Chang 1997, 2000a;

Chang and Lee 2002; and Chang et al. 1998); it has also been analyzed as an oblique case

marker (Li 1996a, 1996b). Most Formosanists seem to agree that tu is an accusative case

marker in Kavalan. However, a careful analysis of Kavalan textual data suggests that tu

is best analyzed as an oblique case marker, rather than an accusative marker in Kavalan.

The misanalysis of tu may result from overlooking some important data.

According to A. Lee (1997:19), Hsin (1996:329), Y. L. Chang (1997:29; 2000a:71),

and Chang et al. (1998), the form tu marks the "Patient" or "direct object" of an AF

clause (or a dyadic m-clause in my analysis). Because tu often marks the "Patient" of a

dyadic clause, it is commonly called an accusative case marker. However, there is

danger in simply equating the "accusative" NP with the "Patient" or "direct object" of a

dyadic clause without considering the transitivity of a clause, in that not all dyadic

clauses are transitive. As Gibson and Starosta (1990), Dixon (1994:122-124), and Dixon

and Aikhenvald (2000:3) point out, some dyadic clauses in some languages are in fact

intransitive ("pseudo-transitive" in Starosta's terminology, and "extended intransitive" in

Dixon's and Dixon and Aikhenvald's terminology).
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We can illustrate this point with the following pairs ofEnglish sentences. As shown

in (39) and (40), even though the verb kicked in (39) and its homophonous form in (40)

are both dyadic and take one agent NP and one theme NP, only the verb in (39) is

transitive. Moreover, the theme NP can function as an accusative "direct object" as in

(39), or as an oblique as in (40).

(39) dyadic transitive with a "direct object" theme (0)

Harry kicked the ball.
AGENT THEME

A Tr. o

(40) dyadic intransitive with an oblique theme (E)

Harry kicked at the ball.
AGENT THEME

s Intr. E

In addition, Y. L. Chang (1997, 2000a) observes an interesting fact that may pose a

problem for the analyses that treat the tu-marked NP as accusative. Y. L. Chang

(1997:29; 2000a:73) notice that the tu-marked "Patient" or "direct object" is usually

indefinite while the ya-marked "Patient" or "subject" is usually definite.8 The contrast

between the tu-marked "Patient" or "direct object" and the ya-marked "Patient" or

"subject" in Kavalan seems to parallel the common characterization of the contrast

between the theme in an antipassive construction and the theme in a canonical transitive

construction (see Cooreman 1994:52-6; and Manning 1996: 12, 15,84-98 for detailed

discussion), as shown in (41)-(42). Compare (41)a with (41)b. We can see that the tu-

8 Y. L. Chang (1997, 2000a) use the term "subject" for the ya-marked nominative NP in a Non-Actor Focus
(NAF) clause (canonical transitive clause in my analysis).
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marked theme in a dyadic -um- or (-)m- clause has an indefinite interpretation, whereas

the ya-marked theme in a dyadic -an clause has a definite interpretation. A similar kind

of contrast can be found in the Central Arctic Eskimo examples in (42). In (42)a and

(42)b, the theme NP in an antipassive clause has an indefinite interpretation, whereas the

theme NP in a canonical transitive clause has a definite interpretation. This makes us

suspect that the tu-marked theme in Kavalan may be the E of an extended intransitive

construction rather than the 0 of a canonical transitive construction.

(41) Kavalan (data from Y. L. Chang 2000a:68-9)

a. dyadic m- clause with an indefinite theme

qemal tu rasug ya sums.
dig TV well NOM child

'The child is digging a well.'

b dyadic -an clause with a definite theme

qalan na sums yo rasug.
dig GEN child NOM well

'The/a child dug the well.'

(42) Central Arctic Eskimo (data from Manning 1996:15)

a. antipassive clause with an indefinite theme

Jaani tuktumik takuvuq.
Jaani.NOM caribou.MOD see.IND.INTR.?3s

'Jaani sees a caribou.'

b. canonical transitive with a definite theme

Jaaniup
Jaani.ERG

tuktu takuvaa.
caribou.NOM see.IND.TR.?3s.?3s

'Jaani sees the caribou.'
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A careful study of Kavalan texts suggests that tu should be analyzed as an oblique

marker and that the tu-marked NP in a dyadic clause should be analyzed as an E of an

extended intransitive construction rather than an 0 of a canonical transitive construction.

The misanalysis of tu lies in overlooking some important data and in incorrectly

associating the "accusative" case with the "Patient" of a dyadic clause without

considering the transitivity of the clause. According to the present study of Kavalan

texts, the form tu can mark not only the indefinite theme of a dyadic clause, but also noun

phrases with a variety of grammatical functions. The distribution of tu can be

summarized as follows.

First, tu can mark an indefinite or a nonindividuated theme of a dyadic (or triadic)

(-)m- or -um- clause. As shown in the translation of examples (43)-(44), the tu-marked

theme phrases all have indefinite or nonindividuated interpretations.9

(43) tu marks an indefinite theme of a dyadic m- or -um- clause:

a. mnanguy=ti tmarawma tu iRuR.
swim=PRF cross TU stream

'They swam to cross a stream.' (Kav.8-024)

b. tumungaw tu
bring TU

zemian.
salt

'They brought some salt.' (Kav.5-016)

c. Ringu
unknown/unable

smangi tu
make TU

namat a kubaran.
weapon NOM Kavalan

'The Kavalan were not able to/did not know how to make weapons.' (Kav.7
051)

9 In this chapter, the determination of definiteness of Kavalan noun phrase is based on discourse cues.
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d. tmanan=ti tu mal smanu tu lak.
retum=PRF but NEG tell TV companion

'They returned/went home, but they did not tell (their) companions.' (Kav.6
026)

e. tu
and.then

mawtutu=ti
come.frequently=PRF

a baquay
NOM Baquay.Atayal

mu?tung tu
kill TV

razat tazian.
person there

'Then the Baquay Atayal frequently came to kill people there.' (Kav.9-006)

(44) tu marks an indefinite theme of a triadic -an clause:

sinapunika tu beRas!
give/pass.out.IMP TV rice

'Pass out/Give them some rice!' (Kav.7-037)

Second, tu can mark a location noun (a place name or a common location noun), as in

(45)--(46).

(45) tu marks a place name:

quu tmuzus tu Huarien, Raya=ti a zanum.
as/when reach TV Hualien big=PRF NOM water

'When they arrived at Hualien, there was a flood.' (Lit., When they arrived at
Hualien, the water was big.') (Kav.8-023)

(46) tu marks a common location noun:

a. tmuzus=ti a kubaran tu
reach=PRF NOM Kavalan TV
(lamuana < lamu + -an + -na)

lamuana.
village.GEN.3sip

'The Kavalan people arrived at her (the old woman's) village.' (Kav.8-011)

b. mzaki tu raziu a repaw=ku.
near/close TV sea NOM house=GEN.ls

'My house is close to the sea.' (Kav.2-008)

Third, tu can mark an (inanimate) actor of a dyadic -an clause, as in (47).
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(47) tu marks an inanimate actor of a dyadic -an clause:

tnuqiq tu
PRF.pierce TU

bul a punuz.
bamboo NOM backside

'A bamboo pierced through (his) backside.' (Kav.9-009)

Fourth, tu can mark a temporal phrase, as in (48).

(48) tu marks a temporal phrase:

pasawa tu lalusa ta rukian.
fight TU half LCV hour

'They fought for half an hour.' (Kav.11-025)

Fifth, tu can mark an instrumental noun, as in (49).

(49) tu marks an indefinite theme (zemian 'salt') and an instrumental noun (?iu?
'medicine'):

?ara=pa=ita tu
take=IRR=NOM.l PI TU

tu ?iu?
TU medicine/poison

zemian S1

salt and?
paRamesa
CAuS.mix.FUT

kitaIO

GEN.lpI.IRR

'Let's take some salt and let's mix it with poison.' (Kav.5-014)

Sixth, tu can mark a (human) comitative noun, as in (50).

(50) tu marks a comitative NP:

a. tu
consequently

siqnabil=ti
become.enemies=PRF

a kubaran tu maytumal.
NOM Kavalan TU Seediq

'Consequently, the Kavalan became enemies with the Seediq.' (Kav.3-045)

10 The pronoun form kita 'GEN.lpI.IRR' is probably a borrowing from Amis. In Amis, kita is first person
inclusive NOMINATIVE pronoun. However, in the Kavalan texts that I examined, kita only appeared in an
irrealis context, and it functions as the agent of a dyadic -a verb (irrealis form of a dyadic -an verb).
Notice that in Kavalan, kita is usually a first person inclusive GENITIVE pronoun, rather than a NOMINATIVE
pronoun.
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b. pamang mtaRuz ngil pibul tu betay na rawraw.
unexpectedly bold want fight TV soldier GEN country

'Unexpectedly, they were bold to fight with soldiers of the country.' (Kav.7
052)

Finally, tu can mark an (inanimate) possessor, as in (51).

(51) tu marks the (inanimate) possessor of a possessive construction:

mayu simangma baquay, yau a tbarung, tmuqiq tu
NEG just Baquay.Atayal EXIST NOM Tbarung pierce TV

punuz na paRibunan tu bawbi?
backside GEN watcher TV garden

'There were not only the Baquay Atayal, but also the Tbarung people, (who
came to) pierce the backside of the garden watcher.' (Kav.9-007)

As illustrated in these examples, the form tu can mark NPs with a wide range of

grammatical functions: it can mark not only the indefinite theme of a dyadic -um- or

(-)m- clause, but also a temporal phrase, a location noun, a comitative noun, an

instrumental noun, a possessor, and the actor of a dyadic -an clause. After examining the

distribution of the form lU, we can conclude that it is best analyzed as an oblique marker

rather than as an accusative marker. 11

4.3.1.3.4 ta: Locative determiner or auxiliary noun??

Like the Kavalan form tu, the form ta has also been analyzed in various ways: as an

accusative case marker for human or nonpersonal nouns (Li 1978; A. Lee 1997), an

oblique case marker (Li 1996a, 1996b), a locative case marker (J. E. Lin 1996; Y. L.

11 In some accusative languages (such as Korean), the accusative case marker can be used to mark various
NPs that are apparently not direct objects (O'Grady 2003:70). For example, the accusative case marker -ul
can mark a temporal phrase in Korean. However, unlike Kavalan, Korean does NOT observe differences in
case-marking patterns depending on the definiteness of theme NPs.
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Chang 1997, 2000a), and as a comitative case marker for nonpersonal nouns (A. Lee

1997). The present study of Kavalan texts suggests that fa is mainly used to mark

location nouns, although it can also mark NPs with other grammatical functions. The

distribution of fa can be summarized as follows.

First, fa can mark a location noun (a place name or a common location noun), as in

(52)-(54). Unless occurring with a directional verb (as in (54)), the fa-marked location

nouns are generally interpreted as NONDIRECTIONAL (as in (52) and (53)).

(52) fa marks a place name (with a nondirectional interpretation):

salim=pa=ita fa Rawzawan.
poison.fish=IRR=NOM.IPI LCV Rawzaw

'Let's poison fish in the Rawzaw Stream!' (Kav.1O-002)

(53) fa marks a common location noun (with a nondirectional interpretation):

matenes=ti tarumbi fa naungan.
long=PRF hide LCV mountain

'They spent a long time to hide in the mountain.' (Kav.11-027)

(54) fa marks a locative noun (with a directional interpretation when occurring with
a directional verb): .

a. mbuRaw=ti pasazi fa tibuR.
move=PRF go.toward LCV south

'They moved toward the south.' (Kav.9-01O)

b. mati=ti fa biwan.
gO=PRF LCV temple

'They went to a temple.' (Kav.6-010)

Second, fa can mark a comitative noun, as in (55).
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(55) fa marks a comitative NP:

a. tu mawtu=ti qapaRana=ti a tumuk fa sunis=na.
and.then come=PRF catch.?3s/p=PRF NOM chief LCY child=GEN.3S/P

'And then they came, (and) they caught the chief with his children.' (Kav.7
042)

b. yau ta subusu? kingchat
EXIST LCY office policeman

fa napawa=na.
LCY spouse=GEN.3s/P

'There was a policeman with/and his wife in the office.' (Kav.II-009)

c. Iamulamu yau a
cYcY.village EXIST NOM

fa zitpun.
LCY Japanese

hetay
soldier

na
GEN

tiungkuk, mrana? pasawa
China wait fight

'As for every village, there were soldiers of China, waiting to fight with the
Japanese.' (KavA-086)

Third, fa can mark a beneficiary NP, as in (56).

(56) fa marks a beneficiary NP (data from Li 1996a:78):

qitenel ta naungan a sunis=na ta
pick.vegetable LCY mountain NOM child=GEN.3S/P LCY

tina=na.
mother=GEN.3S/P

'The child picked some vegetable for her/his mother in the mountain.'

As illustrated in these examples, the form fa is mainly used for marking location

nouns, although it can also mark comitative NPs and beneficiary NPs. However,

comitatives and beneficiaries can easily be interpreted as some kind of location.

Therefore, we can conclude that fa is better analyzed as a locative case marker rather than

an accusative.
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4.3.1.3.5 sa: Locative determiner or auxiliary noun??

As for the form sa, it has been consistently analyzed as a locative case marker in

previous analyses. The present study of Kavalan texts also supports such an analysis. As

shown in examples (57) and (58), the sa-marked location nouns are always interpreted as

DIRECTIONAL (whether they occur with directional verbs or not). This is quite different

from the la-marked location nouns that usually receive a nondirectional interpretation if

they do not occur with directional verbs.

(57) sa marks a directional location noun:

siaqazqaz tubesana=ti bawa=na sa babaw.
land?? pull.?3s/p=PRF boat=GEN.3s/p LCV above

'They landed, (and) pulled their boat up to the land/ground [the top/above].'
(Kav.3-01O)

(58) sa marks a directional location noun:

murpun nani tmeqteq tu
finish then mark/erect.a.post and.then

wiya=ti sa
leave=PRF LCV

razing.
sea

'She finished marking (a garden), and then she left for the sea.' (Kav.3-014)

4.3.1.3.6 Summary

Summarizing the above discussion, we can conclude that Kavalan has five sets of

case markers: Genitive, Nominative, Oblique, Locative 1, and Locative 2, as shown in

table 4.2. Although the occurrence of the case markers is not obligatory in Kavalan

clauses, speakers prefer to keep them rather than drop them, especially for locative case

markers. Among the some 450 sentences that I examined, there is only one instance of

an unmarked locative phrase).
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TABLE 4.2 KAvALAN CASE-MARKING SYSTEM

GENITIVE NOMINATIVE OBLIQUE LOCATIVE 1 LOCATIVE 2 [+DIR]

NONPERSONAL na ya/a/wa tu ta sa

PERSONAL m

Genitive case markers can mark both the possessor in a possessive construction and

the agent argument of a dyadic -an clause. Nominative case markers can mark the

nonpredicate nominal in a nonverb clause, the sole argument of a monadic intransitive

clause, or the theme argument of a dyadic -an clause. The locative case markers ta and

sa both can mark location nouns; but they differ in their distribution. The form sa has the

most restricted distribution: it only marks DIRECTIONAL phrases. The form ta can mark

not only location nouns, but also nouns with other grammatical functions. The oblique

case marker tu can mark NPs with a wide range of grammatical functions. The fact that

tu and ta can mark NPs with various grammatical functions has led to the misanalysis of

these forms in previous analyses. Such a misanalysis has a great effect on the

determination of the Kavalan actancy structure.

4.3.2 Personal Pronoun and Agreement Systems

Having discussed the case-marking system for full NPs, I will tum to the discussion

of personal pronoun and agreement systems. Section 4.3.2.1 discusses the Kavalan

personal pronoun system. Section 4.3.2.2 discusses the agreement system.
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Unlike full noun phrases, personal pronouns in Kavalan exhibit formal differences

depending on their syntactic functions. The forms and functions of Kavalan personal

pronouns are summarized in table 4.3. The pronominal forms appearing in the following

table are based on Li (1996a:80) and Y. L. Chang (1997:33; 2000a:84).

TABLE 4.3. PERSONAL PRONOUNS IN KAVALAN

NOMINATIVE OBLIQUE LOCATIVE GENITIVE ABSOLUTE
CLITIC FREE POSSESSIVE

Is [+SPKR, =iku aiku timayku tamaykuan =ku zaku
-ADDR, -PLRL]
2s [-SPKR, =lSU aISU timaysu tamaysuan =su zasu
+ADDR, -PLRL]
3s [-SPKR,

..
tiyau tiyawan--- alzlpna =na zana

-ADDR, -PLRL] timayzipna tamayzipana
IPI [+SPKR, =ita aita timayta tamaytaan =ta zata
+ADDR, +PLRL]
IPE [+SPKR, =lml aIml timaymi tamaymian =nyaq zanyaq
-ADDR, +PLRL] ZaIml
2p [-SPKR, =lmu aImu timaymu tamaymuan =numl zanuml
+ADDR, +PLRL] ZaImu
3p [-SPKR, --- qanyau qanyau taqanyawan =na zana
-ADDR, +PLRL]

As illustrated in table 4.3, Kavalan personal pronouns distinguish three persons (first,

second, and third) and two numbers (singular and plural). First person plural pronouns

make a further distinction between inclusive and exclusive forms. The use of inclusive or

exclusive forms is determined by whether the hearer(s) is/are included. Inclusive forms

are employed when hearer(s) is/are included, otherwise exclusive forms are employed.

Kavalan personal pronouns distinguish five cases: Nominative, Genitive, Oblique,

Locative, and Absolute possessive. Nominative pronouns can be further divided into free
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pronouns and bound pronouns. Bound nominative pronouns and genitive pronouns are

identified as pronominal clitics, which are indicated by the equal sign '='.

Nominative pronouns are the pronominal equivalents ofya-marked full noun phrases.

Like their corresponding ya-marked full noun phrases, nominative pronouns can be used

as the nonpredicate pronominal in a nonverbal clause (as in (59)), as the sole argument of

a monadic intransitive clause (as in (61) and (60)), or as the theme of a dyadic -an clause

(as in (62)). In addition to these functions, free nominative pronouns can also be used as

topics in topicalized sentences, as in (62).

(59) bound nominative pronoun as the nonpredicate pronominal in a nonverbal
clause:

niana=imu?
what(ever)=NoM.2P

'Who are you (pl.)?' (KavA-008)

(60) bound nominative pronoun as the sole argument of an intransitive clause:

mati=imi ta lamuan yau a siahwan.
gO=NOM.I PE Lev village EXIST NOM western.barbarian

'We (ex.) went to a village, the western barbarians [the Dutch] were there.'
(Kav04-019)

(61) free nominative pronoun as the sole argument of a monadic clause:

kirim aita!
search NOM. IPI

'Let's search!' (KavA-040)

(62) free nominative pronoun as a topic in a topicalized sentence and bound
nominative pronoun as the theme of a dyadic -an clause:

aimi,
TOP.IpE

zamana=lml na bangel.
chase.?3S/p=NOM.I PE GEN typhoon

'As for us (ex.), we (ex.) were caught by a typhoon.' (Lit., 'As for us (ex.), a
typhoon caught/chased us (ex.)') (KavA-016)
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Oblique pronouns are the pronominal equivalents of tu-marked full noun phrases.

They can be used as the recipient of an action, as in (63).

(63) oblique pronoun as the recipient of an action:

a. yau a nianiau lamuay a sukaw timaymu Sl,

EXIST NOM other village LIG bad OBL.2p if

panmu=imi timaymu.
help=NoM.lPE OBL.2P

'If there were other villages that were bad to you (pl.), we (ex.) would help (to)
you (pl.).' (Kav.7-006)

b. mai=ti=imi quni
NEG=PRF=NOM.I PE how/do.thing

timaymu.
OBL.2p

'We (ex.) would not do anything to you (pl.).' (Kav.7-028)

Locative pronouns are the pronominal equivalents of the ta- or sa-marked full noun

phrases. Like their corresponding ta-marked full noun phrases, they can be used as a

location phrase, as in (64).

(64) locative pronoun as a location phrase:

qawtuka tamaymian.
come.IMP Lev.IpE

'Come to our (ex.) place here.' (Li 1996a: 82)

Genitive pronouns are the pronominal equivalents of the na-marked or ni-marked full

noun phrases. Like their corresponding na-marked or ni-marked full noun phrases,

genitive pronouns can function as the attribute (i.e., the possessor) in a possessive

construction, as in (65). However, unlike their corresponding na-marked or ni-marked

full noun phrases, genitive pronouns do NOT function as the agent of a dyadic -an clause,

see section for 4.3.2.2 details.
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(65) genitive pronoun as the possessor in a possessive construction:

tu mawtu=ti
and.then come=PRF

qapaRana=ti a tumuk ta sunis=na
catch.?3s/p=PRF NOM chief Lev child=GEN.3s/P

'And then they came, (and) they caught the chief with his children.'(Kav.7-042)

In addition to genitive pronouns, there is another set of pronouns that can also be used

to express possession. This set of pronouns is absolute possessive pronouns. Absolute

possessive pronouns are pronominal forms that can be translated as 'mine, yours, theirs',

and so forth in English. Although both genitive and absolute possessive pronouns can

express possession, they differ in their distribution. Absolute possessive pronouns

themselves can stand alone to express possession, but genitive pronouns must cliticize to

their preceding head nouns (i.e., the possessed nouns) (cf. (65) and (66)). Moreover,

absolutive possessives behave like common nouns in that they can be case-marked by a

prenominal monosyllabic form. As shown in (66), the absolute possessive pronoun zana

'poss.3s/p' itself can indicate possession, and it can be followed by an appositive noun

phrase masang baqi na kubaran 'the ancient ancestors of the Kavalan people'. Besides,

it is case-marked by the oblique case marker tu.

(66) absolute possessive pronoun:

sanu=pa=iku
tell=IRR=NOM.l S

tu zana
TU poss.3s/p

masang baqi
ancient ancestor

na kubaran.
GEN Kavalan

4.3.2.2

'I shall talk about the ancient ancestors ofthe Kavalan people.' (Lit., 'I shall
talk about theirs, the ancient ancestors ofthe Kavalan people.') (Kav.3-001)

The Kavalan agreement system

As discussed in section 4.3.2.1, Genitive pronouns, like their corresponding na-

marked or ni-marked full noun phrases, can function as the attribute (i.e., the possessor)
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in a possessive construction. However, unlike their corresponding na-marked or ni-

marked full noun phrases, they do NOT function as the agent of a dyadic -an clause. The

person and number features of the agent of a dyadic -an clause, instead of being

expressed by a clitic or free form pronoun, are cross-referenced on the verb. This fact

might be related to the historical development of agreement forms from genitive

pronouns. 12

Table 4.4 shows that the Genitive clitic pronouns,indicated by the equals sign "=",

are phonologically identical to their related agreement forms, indicated by the dash

symbol "-".

TABLE 4.4. GENITIVE PRONOUNS AND THEIR RELATED VERB AGREEMENT FORMS

AGREEMENT FORMS GENITIVE PRONOUNS
Is (+SPKR, -ADDR, -PLRL) -ku =ku
2s (-SPKR, +ADDR, -PLRL) -su =su
3s (-SPKR, -ADDR, -PLRL) -na =na
IPI (+SPKR, +ADDR, +PLRL) -ta =ta
IPE (+SPKR, -ADDR, +PLRL) -nyaq =nyaq
2p (-SPKR, +ADDR, +PLRL) -numl =numl
3p (-SPKR, -ADDR, +PLRL) -na =na

The pronominal-related agreement forms are classified as agreement markers rather

than clitic pronouns because of the following distributional facts (see Y. L. Chang

(1997: 117-122); Li (1996a:83); and Tsuchida (1993) for a similar treatment of agreement

forms in Kavalan).13 First, agreement forms are selective in terms of their host (which

must be a dyadic -an verb), whereas clitic pronouns are not. Second, agreement forms

12 Reid (200 I) discusses the development of agreement markers from genitive pronouns in some Northern
Philippine languages. A similar account can be applied to the development of agreement forms in Kavalan.
13 See Zwicky and Pullum (1983:503-504) for criteria for distinguishing c1itics from affixes.
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occur BEFORE aspectual adverbial clitics (=pa 'irrealis' or =ti 'perfective'), whereas clitic

pronouns occur AFTER aspectual adverbial clitics, as in (67). Third, agreement forms can

occur between the formative -an and the formative -ka, often associated with the

formation of a transitive imperative, as in (69). Fourth, they can cooccur with an overt

agent phrase in a dyadic -an clause, as in (67).

(67) -na agrees with the agent of a dyadic -an clause in person and number:

a. sukayarana=ti na hetay a patayay.
remOV€.ear.?3s/p=PRF GEN soldier NOM dead.NR
(sukayarana> sukayar + -an + -na)

'The soldiers removed the ears of the dead one(s).' (Kav.7-018)

sums=na.
child=GEN.3 sip

b. tu mawtu=ti qapaRana=ti a tumuk ta
and.then come=PRF catch.?3s/p=PRF NOM chief LCV
(qapaRana < qapaR + -an + -na)

'And then they came, (and) they caught the chief with his children.' (Kav.7
042)

(68) -nyaq agrees with the agent of a dyadic -an clause in person and number:

pasanuannyaq mana ya nangan na rawraw na zau.
CAuS.tell.?lPE what NOM name GEN island LIG this/these

'We (ex.) asked what the name of this island was.' (KavA-020)

(69) -ta agrees with the agent of a dyadic -an clause in person and number:

qangima ?tungantaka!
all kill.?1PUMP
(?tungantaka < ?tung + -an +-ta + -ka)

'Let's kill them all!' (Kav.5-013)

In Kavalan, the pronominal-related agreement forms agree only with the agent of a

dyadic clause in person and number, but not with any argument in a monadic or dyadic

-um- or (-)m- clause. This fact argues against the claim that Kavalan has an accusative

actancy structure in that in an accusative language, if the language exhibits verb
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agreement, the verb would at least agree with the S and the A (Croft 1990; Whaley 1997;

Dixon 1979, 1994; etc.). However, in Kavalan, the sole argument ofa monadic

intransitive clause is not cross-referenced by any agreement form on the verb.

4.4 TRANSITIVITY IN KAVALAN VERBAL CLAUSES

In this section, I discuss transitivity in Kavalan verbal clauses. I first discuss Kavalan

verbal clause patterns in section 4.4.1. Then I discuss three proposals concerning

Kavalan transitivity and actancy structure in section 4.4.2. Section 4.4.3 provides an

evaluation of previous analyses. Section 4.4.4 summarizes the discussion in this section.

4.4.1 Kavalan Verbal Clause Patterns

Three verbal clause patterns are commonly found in Kavalan texts: (i) Pattern 1:

monadic intransitive clauses, (ii) Pattern 2: dyadic -um- or (-)m-clauses, and (iii) Pattern

3: dyadic -an clauses. These three clause patterns are represented schematically in table

4.5. 14

14 Table 4.5 is a rough representation of Kavalan verbal clause patterns. Most of the verbs that take only
one ya-marked NP, and most of verbs that take one ya-marked NP and one tu-marked NP have the
morphological shape -um- or (-)m-; most of the verbs that take one na-marked (or ni-marked) NP and one
ya-marked NP have the morphological shape -an. To simplify the discussion, I will refer to verbal clause
Pattern I as monadic -um-I(-)m- clauses, Pattern 2 as dyadic -um-I(-)m- clauses, and Pattern 3 as dyadic
-an clauses.
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TABLE 4.5. THREE VERBAL CLAUSE PATTERNS IN KAVALAN

PATTERN 1: -um-I(-)m-V alyalwa N (tultalsa N)
Intr. Nom

PATTERN 2: m-V alyalwa N tu N (tultalsa N)
Intr.? Tr.? Nom Acc?Obl?

PATTERN 3: V-an(-agreement)15 nilna N alyalwa N (tultalsa N)
Intr.? Tr.? Gen Nom

Pattern 1 typically consists of monadic -um- or (-)m- verbs that expect only one

nominative-marked NP, as in (70). In some cases, the monadic verbs may also allow an

optional peripheral argument (or adjunct) that is marked by the locative markers ta or sa

or the marker tu, as in (71)-(72). The monadic verbs in pattern 1 do NOT carry any person

or number agreement features, as shown in (70)-(72).

(70) pattern 1: monadic intransitive clause

mriway=ti
substitute=PRF

a usiq nani qawman snayau.
NOM one subsequently also likeness

'One substituted (for another), subsequently, it was also like that.' (Kav.6-022)

(71) pattern 1: monadic intransitive clause

mati16 ta kariawan Rimuy.
go Lev Kariawan police.station

'They went to the Kariawan police station.' (Kav.ll-008)

15 One may also include the so-called "Referential Focus" (including "Instrumental Focus" and
"Benefactive Focus") clauses (i.e., clauses with ti-V or te-V) as Pattern 3 clauses. Although most linguists
working on Kavalan syntax report the existence of so-called "Referential Focus" clauses in Kavalan (Li
1996a; J. E. Lin 1996; A. Lee 1997; Y. L. Chang 1997,2000; etc.), I could not find a single occurrence ofa
ti-Vor te-V clause in the twelve Kavalan texts that I examined. Therefore, I do not include ti-V or te-V
clauses in the schematic representation ofKavaIan verbal clauses.
16 In Kavalan, the third person singular and plural nominative pronouns (short form) are phonologically
null.
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(72) pattern 1: monadic intransitive clause

mzaki tu raziI] a repaw=ku.
near/close TV sea NOM house=GEN.lS

'My house is close to the sea.' (Kav.2-008)

Pattern 2 typically consists of dyadic -um- or (-)m- verbs that expect both a

nominative-marked NP and a tu-marked NP, as in (73). In some cases, the dyadic -um-

or (-)m-verbs in pattern 2 may also allow an optional peripheral argument (or adjunct)

that is marked by the locative markers ta or sa or the marker tu. Like the monadic -um-

or (-)m- verbs in pattern 1, the dyadic -um- or (-)m- verbs in pattern 2 do NOT carry any

person or number agreement features, as in (73).

As discussed in section 4.3.1.3.3, the syntactic status of the form tu in pattern 2 is

somewhat controversial. It has been analyzed as an accusative case marker (Li 1978;

Hsin 1996; A. Lee 1997; Y. L. Chang 1997, 2000a; and Chang et al. 1998; Chang and

Lee 2002); it has also been analyzed as an oblique case marker (Li 1996a, 1996b). If we

interpret tu as an accusative case marker, then Kavalan will have either an accusative or

split ergative case-marking system. Ifwe interpret tu as an oblique case marker, then

Kavalan will have a pure ergative case-marking system. I will come back to this point in

section 4.4.3.

(73) pattern 2: dyadic -um-I(-)m- clause

a. smaI]i tu bawa'.
make TV boat

'They built a boat.' (Kav.3-007)
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b. tumulJaw tu zemian.
bring TV salt

'They brought some salt.' (Kav.5-016)

c. RilJu
unknown/unable

smalJi tu namat
make TV weapon

a kubaran.
NOM Kavalan

'The Kavalan were not able to/did not know how to make weapons.' (Kav.7
051)

Pattern 3 typically consists of dyadic -an verbs that expect both a genitive-marked

NP and a nominative-marked NP, as in (74). Like the verbs in pattern 1 and pattern 2,

the dyadic -an verbs in pattern 3 may also allow an optional peripheral argument (or

adjunct) that is marked by the locative markers fa or sa or the marker fu. However, the

dyadic -an verbs in pattern 3 differ from the monadic and dyadic -um- or (-)m- verbs in

pattern 1 and pattern 2 in that the dyadic -an verbs carry optional person and number

features that agree with the genitive-marked argument, 17 whereas the -um- or (-)m- verbs

in pattern 1 and pattern 2 do NOT carry any person or number agreement features.

a kilJchat
NOM policeman

?tulJana=ti
kill. ?3S/P=PRF

(74) pattern 3: dyadic -an clause

a. qatqatiwana=ti a Rimuy,
CVc.go.to.?3S/P=PRF NOM police.station

na ziptun.
L1G Japanese

'They went into the police station, (and) killed the Japanese
policeman.' (Kav.11-006)

b. taktakana ya taqan na repaw na bayblan.
cut.down.?3S/p NOM pillar GEN house GEN old.woman

'They cut down the pillar(s) of the old woman's house.' (Kav.8-021)

17 In examples (74)a-d, the third person singular/plural agreement marker -na has fused with the ending
(i.e., the formative -an) of the -an verbs as -ana.
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c. inebana=ti na hetay a rawalJ.
close.?3s/p=PRF GEN soldier NOM city

'The soldiers closed the city (gate).' (Kav.7-033)

d. kurikuzana=ti na hetay.
follow.?3s/p=PRF GEN soldier

'The soldiers followed them.' (Kav.7-016)

4.4.2 Three Proposals Concerning Kavalan Transitivity and Actancy

As shown in section 4.4.1, there are two distinct dyadic clause patterns that are

ambiguous regarding transitivity. Varying in their interpretation of these two patterns,

three proposals concerning Kavalan transitivity and actancy structure have been

(explicitly or implicitly) proposed in previous analyses of Kavalan syntax: a passive

analysis, a split-ergative analysis, and an ergative analysis.

The passive analysis, adopted by Li (1978) and Hsin (1996),18 treats the tu-marked

theme NP in pattern 2 as an "accusative" object of an active transitive construction but

the genitive-marked NP in pattern 3 as a demoted agent of a passive construction. By

treating pattern 1 as intransitive, pattern 2 as canonical transitive, and pattern 3 as

passive, Kavalan is analyzed as an accusative language. The passive analysis is

schematically summarized as in table 4.6.

The split-ergative analysis, adopted by most Formosanists (such as J. E. Lin 1996; A.

Lee 1997; Tsai 1997; Y. L. Chang 1997, 2000a; Chang et al. 1998; Chang and Tsai

18 Hsin (1996) does not explicitly state that Pattern 2 is a transitive construction and Pattern 3 is a passive
construction in Kavalan. However, we can infer such an analysis from her use of the term "accusative
marker" for the form tu, and the term "demoted agent marker" for the form na.
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2001;19 Chang and Lee 2002), treats the tu-marked theme NP in pattern 2 as an

"accusative" object of one type oftransitive construction, and the genitive-marked NP in

pattern 3 as an agent of the other type of transitive construction. By treating pattern 1 as

intransitive and both pattern 2 and pattern 3 as canonical transitive, Kavalan is analyzed

as a split-ergative language. The split-ergative analysis is summarized schematically in

table 4.7.

The ergative analysis, adopted by Li (1996a, 1996b), treats the tu-marked theme NP

in pattern 2 as an oblique-marked extended core argument of an extended intransitive

construction but the genitive-marked NP in pattern 3 as an agent of a canonical transitive

construction. By treating pattern 1 as intransitive, pattern 2 as extended intransitive, and

pattern 3 as canonical transitive, Kavalan is analyzed as a pure ergative language. The

ergative analysis is summarized schematically in table 4.8.

As illustrated in tables 4.6-4.8, all three proposals agree in treating pattern 1 as an

intransitive structure, but disagree as to whether pattern 2 and/or pattern 3 should be

treated as transitive structures. Such disagreement exists because both pattern 2 and

pattern 3 are dyadic structures that might be considered transitive. Because both pattern

2 and pattern 3 are possible candidates for transitive constructions, it is crucial to

determine which one of the two, or whether both, should count as the canonical transitive

19 Chang and Tsai (2001) propose a somewhat paradoxical analysis of the Kavalan case-marking system.
They state that "Actor voice affixes can be treated as antipassive morphemes, which trigger[s] the demotion
of the direct objects to oblique arguments in Actor voice constructions" (17). However, they have glossed
tu as an accusative marker rather than an oblique marker in their paper. It is not clear when and how the
supposed demotion of the direct objects to oblique arguments takes place. Also, it is not clear whether the
so-called "accusative" case is used to mark a "direct object" or an "oblique" in their analysis. I have
classified their analysis as a split-ergative analysis because "accusative" case is incompatible with an
ergative analysis.
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in Kavalan. In the following section, I examine the morphosyntactic and semantic

properties that these clause patterns exhibit in order to decide the matter.

TABLE 4.6 KAVALAN AS AN ACCUSATIVE LANGUAGE

PATTERN 1: -um-I(-)m-V alyalwa N (tultalsa N)
Intr. Nom

PATTERN 2: -um-I(-)m-V alyalwa N tu N (tultalsa N)
Tr. Nom Acc

PATTERN 3: V-an(-agreement) nilna N alyalwa N (tultalsa N)
Intr. (Passive) Gen Nom

TABLE 4.7 KAVALAN AS ASPLIT-ERGATIVE LANGUAGE

PATTERN 1: -um-I(-)rn-V alyalwa N (tultalsa N)
Intr. NomlAbs

PATTERN 2: -um-I(-)m-V alyalwa N tu N (tultalsa N)
Tr. Nom Ace

PATTERN 3: V-an(-agreement) nilna N alyalwa N (tultalsa N)
Tr. Gen/Erg Nom/Abs

TABLE 4.8 KAVALAN AS AN ERGATIVE LANGUAGE

PATTERN 1: -um-I(-)rn-V alyalwa N (tultalsa N)
Intr. Nom/Abs

PATTERN 2: -um-I(-)m-V alyalwa N tu N (tultalsa N)
Intr. NomlAbs ObI

PATTERN 3: V-an(-agreement) nilna N alyalwa N (tultalsa N)
Tr. Gen/Erg Nom/Abs

4.4.3 An Evaluation of Previous Analyses

In previous analyses of Kavalan clauses, both pattern 2 (i.e., dyadic -um- or (-)m-

clauses) and pattern 3 (i.e., dyadic -an clauses) have been analyzed as transitive as well
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as intransitive. Pattern 2 is more frequently analyzed as transitive than pattern 3. The

determination of transitivity in most of the previous analyses seems to be based primarily

on translation. If a clause is translatable as transitive in Taiwanese, Mandarin Chinese,

English, or other accusative languages, then it has often been automatically treated as

transitive. If a clause is translatable as passive in these languages, then it has often been

automatically treated as passive. Few linguists working on the Kavalan language (as well

as other Formosan languages) have given the morphosyntactic properties of clause

structures and their correlations with semantic properties significant weight.

In this study, I depart from most ofthe previous analyses on Formosan languages

(except Huang 1994; Rau 1997; Starosta 1997, 1998, 1999, 2002b; etc.) in considering

the morphosyntactic and semantic properties of Kavalan clause structures as key factors

in determining the transitivity of Kavalan clause structures. In this section, I evaluate the

three proposals discussed in section 4.4.2 in terms of morphosyntactic and semantic

criteria. Based on the syntactic distribution of the form tu and the morphosyntactic and

semantic properties that the three Kavalan verbal clause patterns exhibit, I argue that the

ergative analysis is a better analysis of Kavalan transitivity. The following

morphosyntactic and semantic evidence can justify this claim.

4.4.3.1 Nominal case-marking

In this section, I evaluate the three proposals in terms of the nominal case-marking

system.
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If we compare the three proposals in terms of the nominal case-marking system, we

find that the ergative analysis is a better analysis of Kavalan transitivity.

If the passive analysis were correct, then the tu-marked theme NP in pattern 2 would

be an "accusative" NP and the ni-marked or na-marked NP in pattern 3 would be a

peripheral argument or an adjunct. However, as shown in section 4.3.1.3.3, my textual

analysis suggests that the tu-marked NP in pattern 2 should be treated as an OBLIQUE

marked extended core argument E rather than an accusative-marked core argument O.

Besides, the analysis that treats the ni-marked or na-marked NP in pattern 3 as an adjunct

may raise questions such as "If the ni-marked or na-marked NP in pattern 3 is an adjunct,

why is it almost always present in this type of clause?" or "If the ni-marked or na-marked

NP in pattern 3 is an adjunct, why can it undergo some syntactic processes?" (see Y. L.

Chang 1997; Chang and Tsai 2001 for detailed discussion), and so forth.

If the split-ergative analysis were correct, the tu-marked theme NP in pattern 2 would

be an "accusative" NP and the ni-marked or na-marked NP in pattern 3 would be an

"ergative" NP. As just noted, my textual analysis points out that the tu-marked NP in

pattern 2 should be treated as an OBLIQUE-marked extended core argument E rather than

an accusative-marked core argument O. Moreover, if the split-ergative analysis were the

correct characterization of Kavalan transitivity, we would run into the following problem

in typology.

Typologically speaking, if a language exhibits a split case-marking system, it is

commonly conditioned by one or more ofthe following factors: (l) the semantic nature

of the main verb, (2) the semantic nature of the core NPs (e.g., pronominals vs. full noun
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phrases), (3) the tense/aspect/mood of the clause, and (4) the grammatical status of a

clause (i.e., whether it is a main or subordinate clause) (Dixon 1979, 1994). However,

none of these factors seems to condition the supposed split case-marking system

described in the split-ergative analysis. From a typological perspective, such an analysis

would be undesirable because it would make Kavalan (as well as many other western

Austronesian languages) typologically unusual in that it would show an idiosyncratic

type of split case-marking system, one that had none of the usual motivations for such a

split.

On the other hand, if the ergative analysis is correct, then all the problems that we

encountered for the other two proposals are avoided. As already demonstrated in section

4.3.1.3.3, the textual analysis suggests that the tu-marked theme NP in pattern 2 should

be an OBLIQuE-marked extended core argument E and the ni-marked or na-marked NP in

pattern 3 should be an ergative-marked A (genitive-marked A in my analysis). This is

exactly what is to be expected in an ergative analysis.

4.4.3.2 Agreement

If we compare the three proposals in terms of verbal agreement, we find that the

ergative analysis is a better analysis of Kavalan transitivity.

Typologically speaking, agreement is a property that is more likely associated with

the core arguments S, A, and 0 than with any other arguments and/or adjuncts (Whaley

1997:153, 164-165; Dixon 1994:45). Ifa verb agrees with adjuncts or arguments other
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than the three core arguments S, A, and 0 in some features, we would expect that it

would also agree with S, A, and 0 in those features, and not vice versa.

If the passive analysis were the correct characterization of Kavalan transitivity, then

the genitive-marked NP (i.e., the na-marked or ni-marked NP) in pattern 3 would be an

adjunct. Typologically speaking, we would expect that the verb would agree with the

genitive-marked NP (an adjunct in this type of analysis) if, and only if, it also agrees with

the nominativeNP (i.e., the ya/a/wa-marked NP) and the "accusative" NP (i.e., the tu

marked NP in this type of analysis). However, these types of data are not found in

Kavalan texts.

Ifthe split-ergative analysis were correct, then Kavalan would have a split agreement

system in which only certain types of transitive clauses would exhibit verbal agreement,

but other types of transitive clauses would not. Again, like the supposed split case

marking system, the supposed split agreement system is not conditioned by any of the

four factors cited in 4.4.3.1. And again, from a typological point of view, such an

analysis would be undesirable because Kavalan would become typologically unusual in

that it would show an idiosyncratic type of split-agreement system, one without any of

the usual motivations.

If the ergative analysis is correct, then Kavalan has a pure ergative agreement system

in which the verb of a transitive clause agrees only with the genitive-marked A in person

and number features, but not with the nominative-marked S and 0 or other core
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arguments or adjuncts. From a typological point of view, this type of ergative agreement

system is typologically plausible, though rare.2°

4.4.3.3 Semantic transitivity

In the preceding two sections, I have shown that evidence from the nominal case-

marking system and the verbal agreement system suggests that an ergative analysis is a

better analysis of Kavalan transitivity than other proposed analyses. In this section, I

demonstrate that semantic evidence converges with morphosyntactic evidence in this

conclusion.

Since the appearance of Hopper and Thompson's (1980) influential work on

"transitivity in grammar and discourse," more and more linguists have recognized that

the notion of 'transitivity' can be considered to be a combination of semantic,

morphological, and syntactic factors. A number of linguists have looked at the

correlations between semantic properties and morphosyntactic transitivity in various

language families (e.g., Tsunoda 1999; Gibson and Starosta 1990; Dixon 1994; Huang

1994; Starosta 1997, 1998, 1999, 2002b; Lazard 1997; Rau 1997). They all come to the

same conclusion, that if semantic parameters covary with morphosyntactic manifestations

of transitivity, clauses exhibiting high semantic transitivity are more likely to be encoded

grammatically (morphologically and syntactically) as transitive. However, linguists

disagree on whether all of the ten semantic parameters that Hopper and Thompson

20 Dixon (1994:46) states: "What is much less common, across the languages of the world, is for the verb to
cross-reference just one core argument." However, Dixon (1994:44) points out that "The Nilotic language
Pari shows a number of ergative features, including A being cross-referenced on the verb in one type of
construction, but never S or O....However, I do not know of any accusative language that consistently
cross-references 0, but not S or A."
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proposed should be considered equally relevant to the morphosyntactic manifestations of

transitivity. For instance, Tsunoda (1999:4) suggests that Affectedness of the patient is

the most important and is (almost) always relevant to the morphosyntactic manifestations

of transitivity, but Volitionality and Agency are much less pertinent. In this study, I

consider another semantic parameter, Individuation of the theme, as most relevant to the

morphosyntactic manifestations of Kavalan transitivity.

Let us compare the interpretation of the theme NPs in pattern 2 (i.e., dyadic -um-I

(-)m- clauses) with the ones in pattern 3 (i.e., dyadic -an clauses) in examples (75)-(85).

Consider the examples of dyadic -um-I(-)m- clauses in (75)-(81). The theme NPs in

these examples are translated as either plural nouns, mass nouns, or nouns with indefinite

determiners. Such nouns are generally considered as nonindividuated.

(75) pattern 2: dyadic -um-I(-)m- clause with an indefinite theme

sma1]i tu bawa?
make TU boat

'They built a boat.' (Kav.3-007)

(76) pattern 2: dyadic -um-I(-)m- clause with an indefinite or nonindividuated theme

naRin mara tu waku1] kaysi1].
NEG[+PROHIB] take TU big.bowl small.bowl

'Don't take big bowls and small bowls.' (Kav.8-016)

(77) pattern 2: dyadic -um-I(-)m- clause with an indefinite theme

mna1]uy=ti tmarawma tu iRuR.
swim=PRF cross TU stream

'They swam to cross a stream.' (Kav.8-024)
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(78) pattern 2: dyadic -um-/(-)m- clause with an indefinite or nonindividuated theme

qawtuka qan tu tamun Raak.
come.IMP eat TU cooked.dish wine

'Come to have some food and wine.' (Kav.8-013)

(79) pattern 2: dyadic -um-/(-)m- clause with an indefinite or nonindividuated theme

tumulJaw tu zemian.
bring TU salt

'They brought some salt.' (Kav.5-016)

(80) pattern 2: dyadic -um-/(-)m- clause with an indefinite or nonindividuated theme

tmanan=ti tu mai smanu tu lak.
retum=PRF but NEG tell TU companion

'They return/went home, but they did not tell (their) companions.' (Kav.6-026)

(81) pattern2: dyadic -um-/(-)m- clause with an indefinite or nonindividuated theme

RilJu smalJi tu namat a kubaran.
unknown/unable make TU weapon NOM Kavalan

'The Kavalan were not able to/did not know how to make weapons.' (Kav.7
051)

In contrast, consider the theme NPs of dyadic -an clauses in (82)-(84). We find that

the theme NPs in these examples all have a definite interpretation. They are all translated

as noun phrases with a definite determiner.

(82) pattern 3: dyadic -an clause with a definite theme

qatqatiwana=ti a Rimuy, '?tulJana=ti
CVc.go.to.?3S/P=PRF NOM police.station kill.?3s/p=PRF

na ziptun.
LlG Japanese

'They went into the police station, (and) killed the Japanese policeman.'
(Kav.11-006)
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(83) pattern 3: dyadic -an clause with a definite theme

taktakana ya taqan na repaw na bayblan.
cut.down.?3s/p NOM pillar GEN house GEN old.woman

'They cut down the pillar(s) of the old woman's house.' (Kav.8-021)

(84) pattern 3: dyadic -an clause with a definite theme

inebana=ti na hetay a rawaIJ.
close.?3s/p=PRF GEN soldier NOM city

'The soldiers closed the city (gate).' (Kav.7-033)

(85) pattern 3: dyadic -an clause with a definite theme

kurikuzana=ti na hetay.
follow. ?3S/P=PRF GEN soldier

'The soldiers followed them.' (Kav.7-016)

As shown in examples (75)-(85), the textual analysis points out that the theme NP in

a dyadic m- clause usually has an indefinite or nonindividuated interpretation, while the

theme NP in a dyadic -an clause usually has a definite or individuated interpretation.

Semantically, clauses with a definite or individuated theme (i.e., dyadic -an clauses) are

considered more transitive than clauses with an indefinite or nonindividuated theme (i.e.,

dyadic -um-I{-)m- clauses). If we correlate this semantic property with the

morphosyntactic properties that we discussed in the preceding two sections, we find that

semantically more transitive dyadic -an clauses are manifested grammatically as more

transitive than semantically less transitive dyadic -um-I{-)m- clauses.

4.4.4 Summary

In the preceding sections, I have evaluated three proposals concerning Kavalan

transitivity in terms of morphosyntactic and semantic criteria. Based on the
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morphosyntactic and semantic properties that Kavalan verbal clauses exhibit, we can

conclude that the ergative analysis is the best analysis of Kavalan transitivity.

4.5 ERGATIVITY

Having determined the canonical transitive construction in Kavalan, it is possible to

determine what type ofactancy structure Kavalan has.

Incorporating the observations in section 4.4, we can characterize Kavalan clause

structures as in table 4.9. From the table, we can observe that the S of an intransitive

clause and the 0 of a transitive clause have the same morphological marking (marked by

the nominative marker ya/a/wa),21 while the A of a transitive clause has a distinct

morphological marking (marked by the genitive marker ni or na). This suggests that

Kavalan has a pure ergative case-marking system rather than an accusative or a split-

ergative system.22

21 As already discussed in section 4.3.1.2, the forms ya/a/wa are not only used as nominative markers, but
also as ligatures in Kavalan.
22 Although I have focused my discussion on the case-marking of full noun phrases only, the observations
hold for personal pronouns as well.
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TABLE 4.9 KAvALAN ACTANCY STRUCTURE

PATTERN 1: -um-I(-)m-V alyalwa N (tultalsa N)
Intr. Nom

S

PATTERN 2: -um-I(-)m-V alyalwa N tu N (tultalsa N)
Intr. Nom ObI

S E

PATTERN 3: V-an(-agreement) nilna N alyalwa N (tultalsa N)
Tr. Gen Nom

A 0

In addition to an ergative case-marking system, Kavalan also exhibits an ergative

agreement system. Based on the discussion in 4.4.3.2, we find that in Kavalan, verbs can

optionally agree with the A of a transitive clause in person and number, but not with the S

of an intransitive verb nor with the 0 of a transitive verb. This suggests that Kavalan has

an ergative agreement system.

Because Kavalan shows ergativity in both its nominal case-marking system and in its

verbal agreement system, we can conclude that Kavalan has a pure ergative actancy

system.

4.6 "SYNTACTIC ERGATIVITY"

In previous sections, I have shown that evidence from the nominal case-marking

system and the verbal agreement system suggest that an ergative analysis is a better

analysis of Kavalan transitivity than other proposed analyses. Beside, I have also

demonstrated that semantic evidence converges with morphosyntactic evidence in this
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conclusion. Based on the morphosyntactic and semantic evidence, I suggest that Kavalan

is best analyzed as having a pure ergative actancy structure. In this section, I discuss

syntactic processes that support an ergative analysis of the Kavalan actancy struture. The

discussion here focuses on the interpretation of quantificational predicates, although other

syntactic processes are also mentioned if relevant.

As discussed in chapter 2, the term "ergativity", in addition to its original use in a

"morphological" sense, has often been expanded to be used in a "syntactic" sense, which

refers to the grouping of core NPs in terms of their (in)ability to undergo syntactic

processes. It is commonly claimed that languages exhibiting syntactic ergativity also

exhibit morphological ergativity, but languages exhibiting morphological ergativity do

NOT always exhibit syntactic ergativity (Dixon 1979: 125; Dixon 1994: 172, 177; Manning

1996:70).23 If such a claim is true, then syntactic processes can provide us with further

evidence for supporting an ergative analysis of Kavalan actancy structure.

Li (l996a:97) observes that only focus NPs (i.e., nominative-marked NPs) can be

relativized in Kavalan. More specifically, only the nominative-marked agent (i.e., S in

my analysis) can be relativized in a monadic -um-I(-)m- clause and a dyadic -um-I(-)m-

clause, and only the nominative-marked themellocation (i.e., 0 in my analysis) can be

relativized in a dyadic -an clause. Based on the fact that Sand 0 can be relativized, but

A cannot, we can conclude that Kavalan exhibits "syntactic ergativity".

23 Dixon (1994: 172) states "No language is known that is ergative at the syntactic but not at the
morphological level."
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Y. L. Chang (1997) observes that only "subjects" (i.e., nominative-marked NPs) can

undergo syntactic processes such as relativization, wh-clefting,24 quantifier floating, etc.

The fact that S and °can participate in these syntactic processes but A cannot supports

an ergative analysis of Kavalan actancy structure.

In my textual analysis, I observe that the interpretation of quantificational predicates

exhibits the grouping of S/O. In Kavalan, quantificational expressions (often referred to

as "quantifiers" in the literature) are syntactically either verbs or nouns. The

quantificational expression niz 'all' is syntactically a VERB. Like many lexical verbs, the

form niz 'all' has two derivationally related forms mniz and nizan. Like other dyadic -an

verbs, the form nizan has a derivationally related form nizana, which agrees with the

agent (A) of dyadic -an clauses in person and number features.

The interpretation of the form mniz can only be associated with the S of an

intransitive clause, whereas the interpretation of the form nizana can only be associated

with the 0, rather than the A, of a transitive clause, as shown in (86)-(87).

(86) quantificational predicate associating with the S:

qanana razat tayan nani mniz=ti
eat.?3s/p person[GEN] there subsequently all=PRF

mpatay.
die

'The people there ate it, consequently/subsequently, they all died.' (Kav.5-018)

(87) quantificational predicate associating with the 0, rather than the A:

a. mzana qaqa=na kmutun.
all. ?3s/p elder.sibling(s)=GEN.3S/P chop.down

'Her brother finished off them entirely by chopping down.' ['Her brother
chopped down all (markers that Abas made).'] (Kav.3-024)

24 In Kavalan, two strategies are employed in wh question formation: (i) wh-cleft, and (ii) wh-in situ. The
formation ofwh question from nominative-marked NPs (S and 0 in my analysis) makes use ofthe wh-cleft
strategy. However, the formation ofwh question from other elements makes use of the wh-in situ strategy.
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b. nizana mu?tung a kinRasibu?
all.?3s/p kill NOM [+PRSN].hundred

'They (the Kavalan) entirely finished off/demolished the one hundred (soldiers)
by killing.' ('They killed all one hundred soldiers.') (Kav.7-01O)

c. nizana skizaya
all.?3s/p Skizaya.Amis

mu?tung.
kill

'The Skizaya Amis entirely finished off/demolished them by killing.' ('The
Skizaya Amis killed all (of the fifty people ofthat boat).') (KavA-055)

Another quantificational expression qangima 'all' is syntactically a NOUN. Like

nouns as well as verbs, when functioning as a predicate, qangima 'all' attracts clitics, as

in (88). However, unlike verbs (including the verbal quantificational expression niz

'all'), qangima 'all' does NOT have any derivationally related form containing the

formatives m- or -an. Moreover, it does NOT carry any agreement form. As shown in

(89), the agreement form -ta occurs with the main lexical verb ?tungan 'kill', rather than

with qangima 'all'.

Like the other quantificational expression, the interpretation of qangima 'all' can only

be associated with the S of an intransitive clause and with the 0, rather than the A, of a

transitive clause, as shown in (88)-(89).

(88) quantificational expression associating with the S:

tu qang;ma=ita mati ta Taiwan.
FUT? all=NoM.lPI go Lev Taiwan

'Let's all go to Taiwan.' (Kav.5-005)

(89) quantificational expression associating with the 0, rather than the A:

a. qang;ma ?tunganta ya zitpun.
all kill.?lpI NOM Japanese

'We (in.) will kill all the Japanese.' (Kav.lI-002)
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b. qangima ?tungantaka!
all kill.?1PUMP

'Let's kill them all!' (Kav.5-013)

The fact that quantificational expressions can only be associated with the S of an

intransitive clause and the 0 of a transitive clause provides us with further support for the

ergative analysis of Kavalan transitive and actancy structures.

4.7 CONCLUSION

In this chapter, I have re-examined Kavalan clause structures in terms of

morphosyntactic and semantic criteria. Three questions have been answered.

First, is the Kavalan form tu an accusative case marker?

As shown in 4.3.1.3.3, the form tu can mark NPs with a wide range of grammatical

functions, and is best analyzed as an OBLIQUE case marker rather than an accusative case

marker.

Second, what constitutes the canonical transitive construction in Kavalan?

As shown in 4.4, based on the morphosyntactic and semantic properties that Kavalan

clauses exhibit, we can conclude that there is only one canonical transitive construction,

that found in two-argument -an clauses. The two-argument -um-/(-)m- clauses,

commonly analyzed as canonical transitives in most previous analyses, are treated as

extended intransitives or pseudo-transitives, a type of intransitive clause.

Third, what kind of actancy structure does Kavalan have (accusative, ergative, or split

ergative)?
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Based on the discussion in sections 4.3.1.3 and 4.4, we can observe that the S of an

intransitive clause and the 0 of a transitive clause have the same morphological marking

(for full noun phrases) or morphological shape (for pronouns), whereas the A of a

transitive clause has a distinct morphological marking or morphological shape. This

suggests that Kavalan has a pure ergative case-marking system. Moreover, in sections

4.3.2.2 and 4.4.3.2, I have demonstrated that in Kavalan, verbs can optionally agree with

the A of a transitive clause in person and number, but not with the S of an intransitive

verb nor with the 0 of a transitive verb. This suggests that Kavalan has an ergative

agreement system.

Because Kavalan shows ergativity in both its nominal case-marking system and in its

verbal agreement system, we can conclude that Kavalan has a pure ergative actancy

system.

In addition to having an ergative actancy system, Kavalan also exhibits so-called

"syntactic ergativity". As discussed in section 4.6, a number of syntactic processes, such

as the behavior of quantificational predicates, exhibits the grouping of S and o. Based on

the cross-linguistic observation that "syntactic ergativity" entails "morphological

ergativity," the existence of syntactic ergativity provides a further piece of evidence for

supporting the ergative analysis of Kavalan clause structures.



CHAPTERS

TRANSITIVITY AND ERGATIVITY IN ATAYAL

5.1 INTRODUCTION

Atayal is an Austronesian language spoken by some 63,000 speakers in the northern

mountain area of Taiwan, stretching through eight prefectures: Taipei, Taoyuan, Hsinchu,

Miaoli, Taichung, Nantou, Hualien, and Ilan (http://www.ethnologue.com). It has been

classified as a member of the Atayalic primary subgroup of the Austronesian language

family (Blust 1977, 1999a). Two major dialects are found in Atayal Proper: Squliq and

C?uli? The Squliq variant is more prestigious and innovative, but less divergent than the

C?uli? variant. Because 1only have access to Squliq texts, the discussion in this chapter

will be based on the Squliq dialect spoken in Wulai, Taipei Prefecture.

Compared with other Fonnosan languages, Atayal is relatively well-described. l

However, compared with other Austronesian languages (such as Tagalog), our

understanding of Atayal is still rather limited. There are still many basic aspects of

Atayal structure (such as the relative order of pronominals, the categorical status ofthe

so-called prenominal "case markers", etc.) that are not properly characterized in previous

studies.

I Elizabeth Zeitoun, a researcher at the Institute of Linguistics (Preparatory Office), Academic Sinica, has
been developing on-line search databases that will enable one to browse works that have been done on
Atayal and other Formosan languages. Please refer to Zeitoun et al. (2003) for a brief description of the
Formosan Language Archive.
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This chapter re-examines Atayal clause structures from a broad typological

perspective and determines the canonical transitive construction and actancy structure of

Atayal based on morphosyntactic and semantic criteria. Four major questions will be

answered here. First, what are the constraints that condition the relative order of

pronouns? Second, are the prenominal monosyllabic forms determiners or nouns in

Atayal? Third, what constitutes the transitive construction in Atayal? Fourth, what kind

of actancy structure does Atayal have (accusative, ergative, or split ergative)? In order to

answer these questions, some basic linguistic facts about Atayal will be provided.

This chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.2 discusses word order in Atayal.

Section 5.3 deals with construction markers and the case-marking system in Atayal.

Section 5.4 discusses transitivity in Atayal clause structure. Section 5.5 argues that

Atayal is best analyzed as having a pure ergative actancy structure. Section 5.6

summarizes the discussion in this chapter.

5.2 WORD ORDER

In this section, I discuss word order in Atayal. The discussion of word order is

divided into five parts: (1) the order of full noun phrases, (2) the order of pronouns, (3)

the order of elements in possessive constructions, (4) word order in topicalized sentences,

and (5) summary.
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5.2.1 The Order of Full Noun Phrases

In this section, the relative order of predicates and full noun phrases is discussed. The

relative order of predicates and pronouns will be discussed in section 5.2.2.

Squliq Atayal is a right-branching, predicate-initial language. In Squliq Atayal,

predicates can be either verbal or nonverbal. In a nonverbal clause, a nonverbal predicate

occurs in clause-initial position. As shown in (1), a predicate nominal occurs clause

initially and is followed by a nominative full NP.2

(1) nominal clause: NP (Predicate) NP (Nominative)

qutux knerin qani uzi ga?
one woman this too GA?

PREDICATE NOMINATIVE

'This (story) is also about a woman.' (Ata SI-001)

Verbal clauses can be headed by either an auxiliary verb or a lexical verb. In a

pragmatically unmarked verbal clause, the main verbal predicate precedes ALL other

elements (e.g., noun phrases, dependent verbs, adverbs, etc.), as in (2) and (3).

(2) verbal clause headed by an existential verb: Exist qUI NP

maki qu? wagyaq nqu? rgyax ru? maki uruw lloyong.
EXIST QU? high L1G mountain and EXIST valley river

'There are high mountains and there are deep river valley.' (Ata 6-030)

2 The nominative full NP has been assumed to be optionally marked by the "nominative" case marker,
particle, or determiner qu? (Huang 1993; Huang et al. 1998; Li 1997; Rau 1992, 1997; Starosta 1999; etc.).
However, as 1will demonstrate in 5.3.1.3.1, nominative full NPs are in fact UNMARKED rather than
optionally marked by qu? Moreover, the form qu? is NOT a "nominative" case marker or determiner, but a
semantically empty "auxiliary noun" with a [+ extension] feature.
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(3) verbal clause headed by an aspectual auxiliary: Asp Neg.Exist qu'l NP

...nyux ungat qu? tuqi=nha?
PROX.IMPRF NEG.EXIST QU? road=GEN.3P

' .. .There is no road for them.' (Ata 1-032)

In clauses that contain more than one verbal predicate, the first verbal predicate in the

string of verbal predicates is considered to be the main verbal predicate. That is, in

clauses containing both one (or more) auxiliary verb and a lexical verb, 3 the first

auxiliary in the string is the main verbal predicate, all other verbal predicates (including

other auxiliary and the lexical verb are all dependent verb(s). Lexical verbs are eligible

to be the main verbal predicate of a clause IF AND ONLY IF there is NO auxiliary verb in the

same clause.

In clauses that take more than one verbal predicate, the main predicate (i.e., an

auxiliary) occurs clause initially and is first followed by other auxiliaries and then by a

lexical verb, which in tum is followed by NPs, as in (4)-(8). In this type of verbal clause,

the following ordering constraint is observed:

• Aspectual Aux-Negative Aux-Modal Aux-musa'llwahi-lexical verb NP

As shown in (6), when a negative auxiliary (ini?), a modal auxiliary «q)baq 'can',

thoyay 'canlbe able to', etc.), and a lexical verb coocm, the main verbal predicate ofthe

clause is the negative auxiliary ini?, and all other verbal predicates are dependent verbs.

Therefore, in this type of verbal clauses, the negative auxiliary occurs clauses initially

3 Elements that are called "auxiliary verbs" here are often referred to as "quasi verbs", "preverbs", "verb
particles", or "modal adverbs" in the literature (Egerod 1965, 1978; Huang 1989, 1993; etc.).
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and is first followed by a modal auxiliary and then by a lexical verb, which in tum is

followed by NPs.

In verbal clauses containing an aspectual auxiliary (such as cyux 'distal imperfective',

nyux 'proximal imperfective', wan 'perfective', etc.) and other verbal predicates

(including negative auxiliary, modal auxiliary, lexical verbs, etc.), the main verbal

predicate of the clause is the aspectual auxiliary. Therefore, in this type of verbal clause,

an aspectual auxiliary occurs clause initially and is first followed by a negative auxiliary,

a modal auxiliary and then by a lexical verb, which in tum is followed by NPs, as in (3),

(4), (7), and (8).

Whether a verbal clause is headed by an auxiliary verb or a lexical verb, it does not

affect the ordering of full NPs (and of free form pronouns), but it does affect the ordering

of clitic pronouns. As shown in (4), (6), and (8), although these verbal clauses are headed

by an auxiliary verb rather than a lexical verb (often referred to as the main verb), the full

NPs still occur after (but not necessarily immediately after) the LEXICAL VERB. However,

in clauses headed by an auxiliary verb, if the NPs involved are pronominal clitics, they

are expected to occur IMMEDIATELY AFTER the MAIN PREDICATE (i.e., the FIRST

AUXILIARY) rather than the lexical verb, as in (5) and (7) .

(4) verbal clause headed by an aspectual auxiliary: Asp m-V NP

...kwara? nanu? cyux qmihut kwara? tuqiy son qasa.
all what DIST.IMPRF hinder all road become that

' ...many other things to hinder them from going.' (Ata 1-024)
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(5) verbal clause headed by a negative auxiliary verb: Neg=Gen V-i -m-V

ini.?=nha? wahi smzey.
NEG==GEN.3P come propose.marriage

'No one would come to propose a marriage.' (Ata 3-025)

(6) verbal clause headed by a negative auxiliary verb: Neg(=Nom) Modal V NP
(Lev)

a. ...ini7
NEG

qbaq krayas
can pass/cross.over

qu? hongu?
Qui bridge

qam UZI. ...

this too

' ...she cannot even cross over this bridge either.. .. ' (Ata 1-031)

b. ...ini7
NEG

qbaq powah
can cross.over

hongu? qani.
bridge this

' ...he cannot cross over this bridge.' (Ata 1-022)

c. infl thoyay
NEG can

tehok squ? tayuh.tuhan.kayan.
arrive Lev heaven

'They cannot arrive at Heaven.' (Ata 1-026)

d. ...inn qbaq musa? ngasan squliq.
NEG can go family person

' ...she will not get married.' (Lit., ' ...she cannot become a family person. ') (Ata
3-024)

(7) verbal clause headed by an aspectual auxiliary verb: Asp=Gen Neg V-i

nyux=maku? ini7 baqi iyan....
PROX.IMPRF==GEN.I S NEG know a.little

'(Though) I don't know it.. .. , (Ata 5-007; Ata 6-005)
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(8) verbal clause headed by an aspectual auxiliary verb: Asp si V-i; Asp si V NP;
Aspm-V

yaqih utux hiya? ga?, nanu?yasa.qu?, mqwas qutux siliq
bad luck 3S(CORE) TP.LK therefore sing one siliq

kahun babaw tuqi qani ga?, syeq wan si uci, wan
come.from above road this TP.LK SYEQ PERF directly do PERF

si krayas
directly cross.over

qu? tuqi 19a?,
QU? road LGA?

gani ga?, nyux hmtwi rna.
this TP.LK PROX.IMPRF stop QUaT

'As for bad luck, it is that, therefore, one siliq bird sings, flies over the road
(with the noise) 'syeq', crosses the road from right to left. As for this, it will
stop us from going (seems to tell us not to go on)' (Ata 2-007)

Having discussed the relative order between various types of verbal predicates and

NPs, I tum to the discussion of the relative order between verbal predicates and full NPs

in various verbal clause patterns.

Three major verbal clause patterns are found in Squliq Atayal: (i) Pattern 1: monadic

((-)m-) intransitive clauses, (ii) Pattern 2: dyadic ((-)m-) clauses, and (iii) Pattern 3: (a)

dyadic -un clauses, (b) dyadic -an clauses, and (c) dyadic s- clauses.4 In pattern 1, the

lexical verbs are either morphologically unmarked or have the morphological shape

(-)m-. In pattern 2, the dyadic lexical verbs, like the monadic lexical verbs in pattern 1,

are also either morphologically unmarked or have the morphological shape (-)m-.5 In

patterns 3a-3c, the dyadic lexical verbs have the morphological shape -un, -an, and s-,

respectively.

4 The formative -un is a reflex of PAN *-en, the formative -an is a reflex ofPAN *-an, and the formative s
is probably a reflex of PAN *Si- (or *Sa-).
5 To make the identification of clause patterns easier, monadic and dyadic lexical verbs in pattern I and
pattern 2, when morphologically unmarked, are referred to as monadic (-m-) verbs and dyadic (-m-) verb,
respectively in the discussion.
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In pattern 1 (a monadic intransitive clause), if a monadic intransitive verb functions as

the main verbal predicate, it will occur clause initially and is followed by an unmarked

nominative full NP, as in (9)

(9) monadic -m- clause with one full NP: -m-V NP (Nom)

a. kman lawa mha, aw pqzway=simu aki=mamu baqun.
say Lawa mba OK tell=NoM.2P FUT=GEN.2p know

'Lawa then said, "OK, let me tell you (pl.), so you (pI.) will know (it).'" (Ata
SI-040)

b. ...mwah qutux pSWly IJarux.
come one male bear

' .. .then a male bear came.'(Ata SI-041)

If a monadic intransitive verb functions as a dependent verb of an auxiliary predicate,

the main auxiliary predicate will occur clause initially and will be followed (by other

auxiliary verbs and) by the lexical verb, which in tum is followed by an unmarked

nominative full NP, as in (10).

(10) monadic m- clause with one full NP: si Oyut m-V NP (Nom)

yasa qu? qsya? ga?, si IJyut mbhoyaw qu7 qsya?....
that LIG water TP.LK actually/just gradually increase QU? water

'As for that water, the water actually gradually increased.' (Ata 6-013)

In clauses containing two or more arguments, that is, pattern 2 and patterns 3a-3c

clauses, the preferred word order is NOMINATIVE LAST;6 that is, the nominative NP is

preferred to occur clause finally. In the Wulai dialect of Squliq Atayal, word order is

rather rigid. Full NPs are often not (although they can be) overtly marked by any case-

6 More accurately, "Nominative last" refers to the nominative NP being the last NP in a clause.
Nominative NPs actually can be followed by adverbs and/or discourse markers.
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marking prenominal elements.7 Consequently, it is crucial to rely on word order to

determine the grammatical functions ofNPs.

In pattern 2 (a dyadic (-)m- clause), if a dyadic (-)m- verb functions as the main

verbal predicate, it will occur clause initially and is first followed by a locative NP, and

then by a nominative NP, as in (11)a. An alternative word order with the nominative NP

preceding the locative NP is prohibited when neither NP is overtly case-marked by any

prenominal elements, as in (11 )b.

(11) Nominative last vs. Locative last (data from Huang 1993:11):

a. dyadic -m- clause with two full NPs: -m-V NP (Lev) NP (Nom) [Nominative
last]

tmtu
crush
M-V

tali
Tali
LCV

THEME

qhuniq.
tree
NOM
AGENT

'A tree crushed Tali.'

b. dyadic -m- clause with two full NPs: -m-V NP (Nom) NP (Lev) [**Loeative
last]

**tmtu
crush
M-V

qhuniq
tree
NOM
THEME

tali.
Tali
LCV

AGENT

'A tree crushed Tali.'

If a dyadic (-)m- verb functions as a dependent verb of an auxiliary predicate, the

main auxiliary predicate will occur clause initially and will be followed (by other

auxiliary verbs and) by the lexical verb, which in tum is followed by a locative NP and

then by a nominative NP, as in (l2)a. Again, an alternative word order with the

7 Huang (1993:56; 1994:142) comments that in the Wulai dialect of Atayal nowadays, the prenominal
markers are seldom used by the younger generation.
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nominative NP preceding the locative NP is NOT permitted when neither NP is NOT

overtly case-marked by any prenominal elements, as in (12)b. Notice that sayun 'Sayun',

occurring clause finally, can only be interpreted as a nominative NP and tali 'Tali' can

only be interpreted as a locative NP in (12)b. If we reverse the interpretation of these two

NPs by considering sayun 'Sayun' as a locative NP and tali 'Tali' as a nominative NP,

the resulting sentence is ungrammatical.

(12) Nominative last vs. Locative last (data from Huang 1993:11):

a. dyadic m- clause with two full NPs: Asp m-V NP (Lev) NP (Nom)
[Nominative last]

cyux mita? sayun tali.
D1ST.IMPRF see Sayun Tali
ASP M-V LCV NOM

THEME AGENT

'Tali is watching Sayun.'

b. dyadic m- clause with two full NPs: Asp m-V NP (Lev) NP (Nom) [**Asp m
V NP (Nom) NP (Lev)]

cyux
DIST.IMPRF

ASP

mita?
see
M-V

tali
Tali
LCV

THEME

sayun.
Sayun
NOM

AGENT

'Sayun is watching Tali.', but NOT 'Tali is watching Sayun.'

In a dyadic (-)m- clause that contains a full NP and a pronominal clitic, regardless of

being headed by an auxiliary verb or by a lexical verb, the only full NP in the clause

always occur after the dyadic (-)m- verb, as in (13)-(14). In Squliq Atayal, the third

person singular/plural nominative pronouns are phonologically null. Therefore, only one

overt NP (i.e., the locative NP) is found in (13)-(14). In examples that contain a third
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person singular or plural nominative pronoun, I use the notation "(=Nom)" to indicate the

position where a nominative pronominal clitic normally occurs.

(13) dyadic m- clause with one full NP and one (clitic) pronominal NP: Asp(=Nom)
m-V NP (Lev)

...nyux maras
PROX.IMPRF bring
ASP(=NOM) M-V
AUX(=AGENT)

psaniq
shame
LCV

THEME

nqu7 zyaw ga?
LIG thing GA?

' .. .if they have brought shame.' (Ata 5-013)

(14) dyadic m- clause with one full NP and one (clitic) pronominal NP: V(=Nom)
m-V NP (Lev)

ktan ga?, nyan maras qutux qu7 laqi7.
see GA? come carry one LIG child

V(=NOM) M-V LCV

V(=AGENT) THEME

'(When they) saw her, (they noticed that) she was carrying a child.' (Ata SI
035)

As already shown in (11 )-(14), regardless of being headed by an auxiliary or a lexical

dyadic (-)m- verb, full NPs in pattern 2 (a dyadic (-)m- clause) always occur after the

dyadic (-)m- verb.

Having discussed the word order for full NPs in monadic and dyadic (-)m- clauses, I

tum to the discussion of word order of full NPs in patterns 3a-3c (dyadic -un clauses,

dyadic -an clauses, and dyadic s- clauses).

Like (pattern 2) dyadic (-)m- clauses, word order is also rather rigid in patterns 3a-3c

(dyadic -un clauses, dyadic -an clauses, and dyadic s- clauses). Like pattern 2, the

preferred word order in patterns 3a-3c is also NOMINATIVE LAST; that is, the nominative

NP is preferred to occur clause finally.
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In patterns 3a-3c (dyadic -un clauses, dyadic -an clauses, and dyadic s- clauses), if a

dyadic -un verb, dyadic -an verb, or dyadic s- verb functions as the main verbal

predicate, it will occur clause initially and is first followed by an agentive genitive NP,

and then by a nonagentive nominative NP, as in (15}-(16)a, (17)a, and (18)a. An

alternative word order with the nominative NP preceding the genitive NP is permitted

only if the NP is case-marked, as in (18)b.

Comparing (18)b with (16)b and (17)b, we find that the genitive agent NP is case-

marked by na? in (18)b; therefore, the grammatical functions ofthe two NPs in the

sentence can be easily distinguished. Consequently, the alternative word order with the

nominative NP preceding the genitive is permitted. However, in (16)b and (17)b, neither

NP is case-marked by any prenominal elements; therefore, it is crucial to use word order

to distinguish the grammatical functions of the two NPs. Consequently, the alternative

word order with the nominative NP preceding the genitive NP is NOT permitted.

(15) dyadic -un clause with two full NPs: V-un NP (Gen) NP (Nom) [Nominative
last]

.. .inaras lawa laqif uarux qasa....8

carry Lawa child bear that
V-UN GEN NOM

AGENT THEME

' ...Lawa brought that bear's son back... .' (Ata S1-40)

8 The perfective aspect of dyadic -un verbs has a morphological shape -in- (rather than the nonoccurring
form **-in- -un).
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(16) Nominative last vs. Genitive last (data from Huang 1993:12):

a. dyadic -un clause with two full NPs: V-un NP (Gen) NP (Nom) [Nominative
last]

t?un qhuniq tali.
crush tree Tali
V-UN GEN NOM

AGENT THEME

'The tree will crush Tali.'

b. dyadic -un clause with two full NPs: V-un NP (Nom) NP (Gen) [**Genitive
last]

**t?un
crush
V-AN

tali
Tali
NOM
THEME

qhuniq.
tree
GEN
AGENT

'The tree will crush Tali.'

(17) Nominative last vs. Genitive last (data from Huang 1993:11-12):

a. dyadic -an clause with two full NPs: V-an NP (Gen) NP (Nom) [Nominative
last]

t?an qhuniq tali.
crush tree Tali
V-AN GEN NOM

AGENT THEME

'The tree crushed Tali.'

b. dyadic -an clause with two full NPs: V-an NP (Nom) NP (Cen) [**Genitive
last]

**t?an
crush
V-AN

tali
Tali
NOM

THEME

qhuniq.
tree
GEN

AGENT

'The tree crushed Tali.'
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(18) Nominative last vs. Genitive last (data from Huang 1993:57):

a. dyadic -an clause with two full NPs: V-an NP (Gen) NP (Nom) Adv
[Nominative last]

binhiyan na? sayun tali hira?
beat GEN Sayun Tali yesterday
V-AN GEN NOM

AGENT THEME

'Sayun beat Tali yesterday.'

b. dyadic -an clause with two full NPs: V-an NP (Nom) NP (Gen) [Genitive last
is permitted because it is case-marked.]

binhiyan tali na? sayun hira?
beat Tali GEN Sayun yesterday
V-AN NOM GEN

THEME AGENT

'Sayun beat Tali yesterday.'

In a dyadic -un clause, dyadic -an clause, or dyadic s- clause that contains a full NP

and a pronominal clitic, regardless of being headed by an auxiliary verb or by a lexical

verb, the only full NP in the clause always occur after the dyadic -un verb, dyadic -an

verb, or dyadic s- verb, as in (19)-(21). As mentioned previously, the third person

singular/plural nominative pronouns are phonologically null in Squliq Atayal. Therefore,

only one overt NP (i.e., the genitive NP) is found in (19). Again, I use the notation

"(=Nom)" to indicate the position where a third singular nominative pronominal clitic

normally occurs in this example.

(19) dyadic -un clause with one full NP and one (clitic) pronominal NP: V=Gen
Asp(=Nom) V-un NP (Gen)

...yan=nha? wan mqun na7 yarux...
regard=GEN.3P PRF eat GEN bear

V=GEN AUX(=NOM) V-UN GEN

V=THEME AGENT

, .. .they thought that the bear had eaten her. .. ' (Ata S1-034)
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(20) dyadic -un clause with one full NP and one (clitic) pronominal NP: V-un=Gen
Adv NP (Nom)

...syun=nya? kya qu7 knerin qasa....
put=GEN.3S there QUI woman that

V -UN=GEN NOM
V=AGENT THEME

, .. .it put the woman there... .' (Ata S1-011)

(21) dyadic -an clause with one full NP and one (clitic) pronominal NP: V-an=Gen
NP(Nom)

...pinolJan=su?
hear=GEN.2s
V-AN=GEN

V=AGENT

zyaw
thing
NOM
THEME

na7 mhwah hupa7 qsya7....
LIG flow big water

, ...You (sg.) heard things regarding the big water.... ' (Ata 6-002)

Having discussed the order of full NPs in three major verbal clause patterns, I tum to

the discussion of the order of pronouns in 5.2.2.

5.2.2 The Order of Pronouns

Compared to the order of full NPs, the order of pronouns is somewhat more

complicated.

In Squliq Atayal, pronouns can be divided into two types: clitic pronouns and free

form pronouns. These two types of pronouns differ in their syntactic distribution. Clitic

pronouns are phonologically attached to the main predicate of a clause, whereas free form

pronouns occur after (but not necessarily immediately after) a lexical verb. When the

main predicate of a clause is a lexical verb, a clitic pronoun is attached to the lexical

predicate, as in (22)-(27). When the main predicate of a clause is an auxiliary verb, a
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clitic pronoun is attached to the main auxiliary predicate, rather than the lexical verb, as

in (28)-(31).

(22) lexical verb as the main predicate: V=Nom NP (Lev)

baha.mswa'l krayas=ta.? hOI]u'l qani ga'l,...
because cross.over=NoM.lPI bridge this TP.LK

'Because we (in.) cross over this bridge,.... ' (Ata 1-017)

(23) lexical verb as the main predicate: V-un=Gen NP (Nom)

galun=nha.? qu'l sazing qani ru'l hblan=nha.?....
take=GEN.3p QU? two this and tie=GEN.3p

'They brought these two and tied them.' (Ata 6-26)

(24) lexical verb as the main predicate: V-un=Gen Adv NP (Nom)

...syun=nya.? kya qu'l
put=GEN.3S there QU?

knerin qasa....
woman that

' .. .it put the woman there... .' (Ata S1-011)

(25) lexical verb as the main predicate: V-an=Gen(=Nom) NP (Obi)

blingan=nha.? yaqih na'l mlikuy, knerin....9

throw.into=GEN.3p bad LIG man woman

'After after they threw the bad woman and the bad man into it (the water), .... '
(Ata 6-021)

(26) lexical verb as the main predicate: V-an=Gen NP (Nom)

...pinoI]an=su.? zyaw na'l mhwah hupa'l qsya'l....
hear=GEN.2s thing LIG flow big water

' ...You (sg.) heard about the big water.. ..' (Ata 6-002)

9 In this example, the nominative NP is a third person singular nominative pronoun (which is
phonologically null in Atayal), and the noun phrase yaqih na? mlikuy, knerin 'the bad man and the bad
woman' functions as an oblique NP.
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(27) lexical verb as the main predicate: V-un=Gen s-V NP (Nom)

.. .rasun=nya7 spqaniq knerin qani....
carry=GEN.3s CADS.eat woman this

' .. .it brought it to feed this woman.' (Ata Sl-013)

(28) modal auxiliary as the main predicate: Modal=Nom -m-V

...baq=ta7 tminun.
can=NOM.l PI weave

' ...We (in.) can weave.' (Ata 1-028)

(29) aspectual auxiliary as the main predicate: Asp=Nom V

...nyux=ta7 t?wayay....
PROX.IMPRF=NOM.l PI thread

' ...We (in.) will thread... .' (Ata 1-028)

(30) aspectual auxiliary as the main predicate: Asp=Nom Modal m-V

.. .nyux=simu thoyay mqyanux
PROX.IMPRF=NOM.2p be.able.to live

' ...you (pI.) could live well.' (Ata 6-010)

(31) aspectual auxiliary as the main predicate:

yat qani nyux=nya7 pqasun....
NEG this PROX.IMPRF=GEN.3s like

'This is not what he likes.' (Ata 6-023)

Comparing the bound pronouns in (22)-(31) with the free form pronouns in (32)-

(33), we observe that bound form pronouns can be attached to either a lexical verb or an

auxiliary verb as long as it is the main predicate, whereas free form pronouns always

occur after (but not necessarily immediately after) a lexical verb.

(32) aspectual auxiliary as the main predicate: Asp V NP (core)

.. .nyux pcbaq hiya7.
PROX.IMPRF teach 3S(CORE)

' .. .It seems to instruct (us).' (Ata 1-003)
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(33) aspectual auxiliary as the main predicate: Asp m-V NP (core)

...wan mhuqin misuw balay hiYQI uzi.
PRF die just true 3s(CORE) too

' ....he himselfjust died (recently).' (Ata 5-023)

Having discussed the relative order between predicates and pronouns, I turn to the

discussion of the relative order between pronouns.

In previous studies of Squliq Atayal, the relative order between pronouns is often

considered to be SOLELY conditioned by PERSON. For example, Rau (1992:146;

1997:502) proposes that the order of pronominal forms in Atayal follows Silverstein's

(1976) Agency Hierarchy; that is, the order is 1ST
PERSON> 2ND

PERSON> 3RD
PERSON.

Huang (1989:124; 1993:19), however, suggests a different kind of hierarchy: 2ND
PERSON

> 1ST
PERSON> 3RD

PERSON, although she notes that "the exact relationship between the

15t and 2nd Person is not completely clear to us yet.. ..".

Notice that Rau (1992, 1997) and Huang (1989, 1993) agree with each other in

predicting that first person and second person pronouns precede third person pronouns.

However, they disagree with each other in their predictions of the relative order between

first person pronouns and second person pronouns. The disagreement between Rau' sand

Huang's proposals arises because of the type of data that they examined. Observing the

existence of sentences like (34), Rau claims that first person pronouns precede second

person pronouns. Noticing the data presented in (34)-(35), Huang proposes that second

person pronouns precede first person pronouns.
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(34) dyadic -an clauses with two pronominal clitics: Neg=Nom.1s=Gen.2p

ini?=ku?=momu bay suwal; musa? qalal] lepa. 1O

NEG==NOM.1S==GEN.2p very permit go village Lepa

'You (pl.) did not permit me to go to the village of Lepa.' (data from Y. C. Liao
1990:90; cited in Rau 1992:147)

(35) relative order between a first person pronoun and a second person pronoun in
dyadic -un clause (data from Huang 1989:124):

a. dyadic -un clauses with two pronominal clitics: V-un=Gen.2s=Nom.ls (rare)

bhiyun=su?=saku.?
beat==GEN.2S==NOM.l s

'You (sg.) are going to beat me.'

b. dyadic -un clauses with two pronominal clitics: **V-un=Nom.1s=Gen.2s

**bhiyun=saku?=su.?
beat==NOM.ls==GEN.2s

'You (sg.) are going to beat me.'

c. dyadic -un clauses with two pronominal clitics: V-un=Nom.1s (frequent)

bhiyun=saku.?
beat==NOM.l S

'You (sg.) are going to beat me.'

Simply looking at the data in (34), we find that a first person nominative pronoun

DOES precede a second person genitive pronoun. However, simply looking at the data in

(35)a-e, we find that a second person genitive pronoun DOES precede a first person

nominative pronoun. It seems that both Rau's and Huang's proposals can account for

SOME, but NOT ALL, of the pronominal order facts in Atayal. If NEITHER Rau's proposal

NOR Huang's proposal can FULLY account for the pronominal order facts, what can be

used for explaining the relative order between pronouns in Squliq Atayal?

10 Rau (1992: 126, footnote 8) notes that momu altemates with mamu in the Taichung dialect of Atayal.
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In this study, I argue that PERSON alone CANNOT adequately account for the

pronominal order facts in Squliq Atayal. Instead, it should be used in conjunction with

other constraints. I propose that three constraints are required to account for the order of

pronominals in Squliq Atayal.

(a) Clitic pronouns always precede free form pronouns.

(b) The relative order between first/second person pronouns and third person

pronouns: nominative pronouns always precede genitive pronouns.

(c) The relative order between first person pronouns and second person pronouns:

monosyllabic pronouns precede disyllabic pronouns. [Exception: The

"portmanteau pronoun" misu?, which represents the combination of a first person

singular genitive and a second person singular nominative, must be used in place

of the nonoccurring sequences **maku? su? and **su? maku?]

First, let us consider Constraint (a): clitic pronouns always precede free form

pronouns.

This rule is predictable because of the basic syntactic difference between clitic

pronouns and free form pronouns. As previously discussed, clitic pronouns are

phonologically attached to the main predicate (either an auxiliary or a lexical verb) of a

clause, whereas free form pronouns occur after (but not necessarily immediately after) a

lexical verb. (36)-(37) illustrate that the clitic pronouns nha? 'GEN.3p' and nya?

'GEN.3S' precede the free form pronouns hiya? '3S(CORE)' and hga '3P(CORE)',

respectively. Notice that the two NPs in both (36) and (37) are both THIRD PERSON

pronouns. If we were to rely on PERSON as the sole constraint for determining
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pronominal order in Atayal, we would not be able to predict which third person pronoun

should come first and which one should come second?

(36) a clitic pronoun precedes a free form pronoun: Aux=Gen.3p V-i Dem
3s(core)

.. .ini?=nha7 kuci qasa hiya7.
NEG=GEN.3p kill that 3S(CORE)

' ...they would not kill that one, him.' (Ata 4-024)

(37) a clitic pronoun precedes a free form pronoun: Aux=Gen.3s V 3p(core)

...nyux=nya7 psina hga....
PROX.IMPRF=GEN.3S request 3P(CORE)

' ...he would like to request something from them.... ' (Ata 6-010)

Second, let us consider Constraint (b): between first/second person pronouns and

third person pronouns: nominative pronouns always precede genitive pronouns.

Huang (1989, 1993) and Rau (1992, 1997) both consider PERSON as the only factor

that conditions the relative order between pronouns. However, a closer look at the Squliq

Atayal data suggests that person interacts with syntactic factors (such as case and

grammatical relations) or with phonological factors (such as syllable weight) in

conditioning the relative order between first/second person pronouns and third person

pronouns, and the relative order between first person pronouns and second person

pronouns.

In this study, I consider the order of clitic pronouns, depending on which persons are

involved, is conditioned by two different factors, either syntactic or phonological. The

relative order between first/second person pronouns and third person clitic pronouns is

conditioned by syntactic factors, such as case or grammatical relations. Specifically,
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when a first/second person clitic pronoun cooccurs with a third person clitic pronoun, the

nominative clitic pronoun always PRECEDES the genitive clitic pronoun. However, the

relative order between first person pronouns and second person pronouns is NOT

syntactically conditioned. Instead, it is PHONOLOGICALLY conditioned. Specifically,

when a first person pronoun cooccurs with a second person pronoun, a monosyllabic

clitic pronoun must PRECEDE a disyllabic clitic pronoun. These two constraints are

crucial in determining the relative order between first/second person pronouns and third

person pronouns and the relative order between first person pronouns and second person

pronouns in Squliq Atayal.

Let us first consider the relative order between first/second person pronouns and third

person pronouns.

When a first person pronoun (e.g., tal 'NOM.1PI', ku? 'NOM.1S') cooccurs with a third

person pronoun (e.g., nya? 'GEN.3s'), the nominative clitic pronoun must PRECEDE the

genitive pronoun, as shown in (38)-(40). If the order between the nominative clitic

pronoun and the genitive clitic pronoun is reversed, the resulting sentence is

unacceptable, as in (41). When a second person pronoun (e.g., su? 'NOM.2S') cooccurs

with a third person pronoun (e.g., nya? 'GEN.3s'), the nominative clitic pronoun must

PRECEDE the genitive clitic pronoun, as in (42). If the order between the nominative clitic

pronoun and the genitive clitic pronoun is reversed, the resulting sentence is

unacceptable.
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(38) first person vs. third person: nominative clitic pronoun precedes genitive clitic
pronoun:

...tmokun=ta.?=nya.? ru? phoqin=ta? kwara?...
cover=NOM.1 PI=GEN.3S and die=NoM.1 PI all

' .. .it will cover us (in.) and we (in.) will all die.' (Ata 6-016)

(39) first person vs. third person: nominative clitic pronoun precedes genitive clitic
pronoun:
qsinuw s?aras=ku1=nya7 pqaniq.
wild.animal bring.with=NOM.I S=GEN.3S CADS.eat

'Wild animals are what it brought me to feed (me).' (Ata Sl-044)

(40) first person vs. third person: nominative clitic pronoun precedes genitive clitic
pronoun:

nyux=saku.?=nya.? pman.
PROX.IMPRF=NOM.I S=GEN.3S wash

'He is washing me.' (data from Huang 1989:125)

(41) first person vs. third person: **genitive clitic pronoun precedes nominative
clitic pronoun:

**nyux=nya.?=saku.? pman.
PROX.IMPRF=GEN.3S=NOM.I swash

'He is washing me.' (data from Huang 1989:125)

(42) second person vs. third person: nominative clitic pronoun precedes genitive
clitic pronoun:

bhiyun=su.?=nya.?
beat=NOM.2s=GEN.3s

'He is going to beat you (sg.).' (data from Huang 1989:123)

(43) second person vs. third person: **genitive clitic pronoun vs. nominative clitic
pronoun:

**bhiyun=nya.?=su.?
beat=GEN.3S=NOM.2s

'He is going to beat you (sg.).' (data from Huang 1989:123)
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Third, let us consider Constraint (c): monosyllabic pronouns precede disyllabic

pronouns. As discussed earlier, the relative order between first person pronouns and

second person pronouns is conditioned by a phonological factor. That is, when a first

person pronoun cooccurs with a second person pronoun, the monosyllabic pronoun must

precede the disyllabic pronoun. This constraint is crucial in determining the relative

order between first person and second person pronouns.

In this study, I argue that the order of pronominal clitics in Squliq Atayal CANNOT be

FULLY account for if one simply look at syntactic factors (such as case, grammatical

relations, etc.) and/or semantic factors (such as person, number, etc.). Instead,

phonological factors (such as syllable weight) should also be taken into consideration. I

propose that the relative order between first person pronouns and second person pronouns

in Squliq Atayal is conditioned by SYLLABLE WEIGHT, rather than by grammatical

relations, case, or person. More specifically, a MONOSYLLABIC pronoun PRECEDES a

DISYLLABIC pronoun. Such an explanation has been proposed by Schachter (1973) to

account for the order of clitics in Tagalog, but still has not been employed in the study of

Formosan languages. In this study, I explore the role of syllable weight in the

determination of pronominal order in Squliq Atayal.

In the study of Tagalog clitic order, Schachter (1973 :220) proposes that monosyllabic

clitics (including monosyllabic pronouns and monosyllabic adverbials) always precede

disyllabic clitics in Tagalog. Schachter's proposal can easily account for the following

pairs of Tagalog data. Compared (44)a with (44)b, we find that the monosyllabic

pronoun rna 'GEN.2s' can only precede the disyllabic pronoun aka 'NOM.ls'. Compared
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(45)a with (45)b, we find that the monosyllabic question word ba can only precede the

disyllabic pronoun ako 'NOM. 1s' .

(44) Tagalog (Schachter 1973:217)

a. a monosyllabic pronoun precedes a disyllabic pronoun:

Hindi=mo=ako kapatid.
NEG=GEN.2s=NOM.l S brother/sister

'You (sg.) are not my brother/sister.'

b. **a disyllabic pronoun precedes a monosyllabic pronoun:

**Hindi=ako=mo kapatid.
NEG=NOM.ls=GEN.2S brother/sister

'You (sg.) are not my brother/sister.'

(45) Tagalog (Schachter 1973 :219)

a. a monosyllabic adverb precedes a disyllabic pronoun:

Nakita=ba=ako ni Juan.
see=Q=NoM.l S GEN Juan

'Has Juan seen me?'

b. **a disyllabic pronoun precedes a monosyllabic adverb:

**Nakita=ako=ba ni Juan.
see=NOM.l s=Q GEN Juan

'Has Juan seen me?'

If we apply the same phonological constraint to the Squliq Atayal data presented in

(34) and (35), repeated below in (46) and (47), we can easily account for the relative

order between first person pronouns and second person pronouns. In (46), the first

person singular nominative pronoun ku? is required to precede the second person plural

genitive pronoun momu because ku? is monosyllabic and momu is disyllabic (but NOT

because ku? is first person and momu is second person, as Rau (1992) claimed).
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(46) a monosyllabic pronoun precedes a disyllabic pronoun:

ini'l=ku7=momu bay suwali musa'l qalaIJ lepa.
NEG=NOM.1S=GEN.2P very permit go village Lepa

'You (pI.) did not permit me to go to the village of Lepa.' (data from Liao
1990:90; cited in Rau 1992:147)

In (47), the second person singular genitive pronoun su? is required to precede the

first person singular nominative pronoun saku? because su? is monosyllabic and saku? is

disyllabic (but NOT because su? is second person and saku? is first person, as Huang

(1989, 1993) claimed). In (47)a, the disyllabic pronoun saku? precedes the monosyllabic

pronoun su? This violates the constraint that monosyllabic pronouns must precede

disyllabic pronouns. Therefore, the resulting sentence is unacceptable.

Huang (1989) comments that when expressing an event involving a second person

singular participant acting upon a first person singular participant, (47)a is acceptable but

rarely used. Instead, a pattern like (47)b, in which the monosyllabic second person

singular pronoun is elided, is often used. It is not yet clear to me why a pattern like (47)a

is acceptable, but less preferable than a pattern like (47)c. II

(47) dyadic -un clauses with two pronominal clitics (data from Huang 1989:124):

a. a monosyllabic pronoun precedes a disyllabic pronoun (rare)

bhiyun=su7=saku.?
beat=GEN.2S=NOM.l S

'You (sg.) are going to beat me.'

II Reid (pers. comm.) suggests that the agent here is probably nonspecific and that it probably means
'(Someone) will beat me', or 'I'm going to get beaten'. If the Agent is there holding a stick, he certainly
does not need to be encoded in the speech signal! It is interesting that a similar phenomenon occurs in
Bontok with the same verb, ba?igen daka. 'You will get beaten.', without an explicit agent.
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b. **a disyllabic pronoun precedes a monosyllabic pronoun

**bhiyun=sakuf=su7.
beat=NOM.l S=GEN.2s

,You (sg.) are going to beat me. '

c. dyadic -un clause with one pronominal clitic: V-un=Nom (disyllabic)
(frequent)

bhiyun=saku7.
beat=NOM. 1s

'(You) are going to beat me.'

An alternative analysis for (47)c is to consider the form saku7 as a "portmanteau

pronoun" with the meaning 'GEN.2s + NOM. 1s', just like misu7 'GEN. 1S + NOM.2S'. Such

an analysis can be supported by evidence from Seediq, another Atayalic language.

Holmer (1996:32) states that Seediq has three "portmanteau pronouns": misu 'GEN.ls +

NOM.2S', saku 'GEN.2s + NOM.1 s', and maku 'GEN. 1S + NOM.2p'. He considers that misu

is historically derived from the combination of mu 'GEN. 1s' and su 'NOM/GEN.2S', and

saku is historically derived from the combination of su 'GEN/NOM.2S' and ku 'NOM.l s' .

If Holmer's analysis of the Seediq forms misu and saku is correct, it might offer us an

explanation why (47)a is acceptable, but rarely used. 12

Alternatively, one might consider that the use of a pattern like (47)c is preferred

because it is modeled on the existing form misu7 'GEN.1 S+NOM.2S'. In Squliq Atayal,

when one wants to express an event involving a first person singular genitive pronoun

and a second person singular nominative pronoun, the "portmanteau pronoun" misu7

12 One major difference between Seediq and Atayal that needs to be pointed out is that Seediq does NOT
have a first person singularnominative pronoun saku, NOR a first person genitive maku. Even if Holmer's
analysis of Seediq saku is correct, one still cannot be sure if the Squliq Ataya[ form saku? in (47)c is simply
a first person singular nominative pronoun or a portmanteau pronoun.
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'GEN.1S+NOM.2s' must be used in place of the nonoccurring sequences **maku'l su'l and

**su'l maku'l (Egerod 1966, 1978; Huang 1989, 1993; Rau 1992, 1997). As shown in

(48)a-e, when expressing an event that involves a first person singular participant acting

upon a second person singular participant, the "portmanteau pronoun" misu'l

'GEN. 1S+NOM.2S' is required (as in (48)), whereas the sequences of **maku'l su'l and

**su'l maku'l are NOT permitted (as in (48)b-e).

The same constraint is also observed in the Mayrinax dialect of C'luli'l Atayal (Huang

1995), but NOT in another Ataylic language Seediq.13 A similar kind of constraint is also

reported in Tagalog and some other Philippine languages (Schachter 1973). It is not yet

clear to me why a "portmanteau pronoun" is preferred in situations that involve a first

person singular genitive pronoun and a second person nominative pronoun.

(48) dyadic -un clause with first person genitive and second person nominative (data
from Huang 1989: 124):

a. V-un=misu7

bhiyun=misu7.
beat=GEN.I S+NOM.2s

'I am going to beat you (sg.).'

b. **V-un=Gen (disyllabic)=Nom (monosyllabic)

**bhiyun=maku7=su7.
beat=GEN.I S=NOM.2S

'I am going to beat you (sg.).'

13 Holmer (1996:70) states that "Portmanteau clitics exist only for a couple of combinations of arguments,
and their use is gradually diminishing. For instance, misu (lsAG ~ 2sPAT) does occur, but it is usually
considered archaic and speakers tend to prefer su mu (2s.n.-Is.g.) in normal converstaion...."
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c. **V-un=Nom (monosyllabic)=Gen (disyllabic)

**bhiyun=su7=maku7.
beat=NOM.2s=GEN.l S

'I am going to beat you (sg.).'

5.2.3 The Order of Elements in Possessive Constructions

Having discussed the order of full NPs and pronominal NPs in unmarked sentence

structures, I now turn to the discussion of the relative order of elements of noun phrases.

In this section, I focus my discussion on the order between possessors and possessed

nouns in possessive constructions.

In Atayal, possessive constructions resemble unmarked main clause structures in

having the head noun occur before its attribute. In a single possessive construction, the

head noun (i.e., the possessed noun) precedes the dependent noun (i.e., the possessor), as

in (49)-(53). In a multiple possessive construction, the possessed noun phrase precedes

the dependent noun phrases, and each dependent noun phrase can be further divided into

a possessed noun followed by a possessor, as in (53)-(54).

One thing to be noted from these examples is that the head-dependent relationship

between a possessed noun and its possessor in a possessive construction is primarily

determined by WORD ORDER (i.e., head first, then dependent), rather than by CASE.

Comparing (49) with (50)-(54), we observe that the possessor in each of the following

possessive construction can either be expressed by a Genitive pronoun, as in (52)-(54), or



be case-marked by a Genitive determiner or noun,14 as in (50)-(51) and (53)-(54).

However, it can also be expressed by a bare noun, as in (49).

(49) single possessive construction: N (head) [N (possessor)]

a. ...kamit=nya'l qani ga'l, tnaq kamit [yarux] ....
nail=GEN.3s this TP.LK equal nail bear

' ...as for his fingernails, they were like the bear's claws.' (Ata SI-052)
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b. ...baq mUlJ
know hear

ke1 [tayan] ....
word Atayal

' ...he could understand the Atayallanguage.. .' (Ata S1-037)

(50) single possessive construction: N [na(Gen) Possessor]

...qalang [na.? utux kayan) ....
country GEN god sky

' ...the country of the god/spirit of the sky... .' (Ata 1-018)

(51) single possessive construction: N [nqu.? (Gen) Possessor]

...tehuk qu'l bbu1 [nqu.? rgyax....]
reach QU? top GEN moutain

'It reached the top of the mountain.' (Ata 6-013)

(52) single possessive construction: N[=Gen)

a. ...musa'l=ta'l mlaw squ'l rusa1[=ta.?] ....
gO=NOM.1PI patrol Lev trap=GEN.1p1

' ...We (in.) go patrol our (in.) traps (i.e., iron nets),... .' (Ata 1-004)

b. baq
tum.out

sswe1[=nya.?] ....
young.brother=GEN.3 s

'It turned out to be his young brother. .. ' (Ata 5-20)

14 See section 5.3 .1.3 for a possible analysis of so-called case-marking "determiners" as nouns in Squliq
Atayal.
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(53) single and multiple possessive constructions: N[=Gen]; N [na.? (Gen)
[N=Gen]]

nanu? zyaw na?
what thing LIG

ptasan hiya?, nanu? tyqi[==nya.?]
tattoo 3S(CORE) what meaning=GEN.3s

ptasan,
tattoo

rqyas [na.? mrhuw[=ta.?]] raran hiya?
face GEN ancestor=GEN.lpI before/old.time 3S(CORE)

'Regarding the thing which is (called) tattoo, what is the meaning of the tattoo
on the faces of our (in.) ancestors?' (Ata 3-001)

(54) multiple possessive construction: N [na.? (Gen) N[=Gen]]

...qu? pinqzywan [na.? mrhuw[=ta.?]]
QU'] legend GEN ancestor=GEN.l PI

raran zyaw na? babaw hoqin....
before thing LIG after die

' ...the legend of our (in.) ancestors about things after death.... ' (Ata 1-003)

5.2.4 Word Order in Topicalized sentences

Having discussed the word order of elements in unmarked sentence structures and in

possessive constructions, I now tum to the discussion of marked sentence structures.

While the basic word order in clauses is predicate-initial, Atayal has an alternate

sentence pattern in which a topic, usually a noun phrase, precedes the predicate. A topic

is indicated by its prepredicate position and intervening pause. It can be separated from

the rest of a sentence by an optional topic linker gal (cf. (55) and (56».

(55) topicalization with the topic linker gal:

mrhuw ga.?, aki=ta? swayaw qutux qu? betunux balay
ancestor TP.LK FUT=GEN.lpI choose one LIG handsomelbeautiful truly

na? mlikuy ru? betunux
LIG man and handsome/beautiful

sbuling qsya? rna.
throw.with water QUOT

balay na? krakis, aki=ta?
truly LIG woman FUT=GEN.lpI

'As for the ancestors, it is said, "We (in.) would choose a handsome man and a
beautiful woman, and we (in.) would throw them into the water.'" (Ata 6-024)



(56) topicalization without any topic linker:

yaqih nqu? knerin ru? mlikuy, galun=nha? ru?
bad LIG woman and man take=GEN.3p and

sbuliIJ=nha?
throw.with=GEN.3P
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qsya? qasa rna.
water that QUOT

'As for the bad woman and man, they took them and threw them into the water.'
(Ata 6-20)

5.2.5 Summary

Let me summarize the discussion of Squliq Atayal word order in the previous

sections. First, Squliq Atayal is basically a right-branching, predicate-initial language. It

is often described as having the following exception to this generalization; in a noun

phrase, a determiner precedes the head noun. However, as I will demonstrate in section

5.3.1.3, the so-called case-marking "determiners" in Squliq Atayal, like their equivalents

in Philippine languages, might in fact be semantically empty "auxiliary nouns" that head

the NPs that they are a part of. 15 If the "auxiliary noun" analysis is correct, the branching

problem observed in the NP structure disappears.

Second, main predicates (verbal or nonverbal; auxiliary or nonauxiliary) exhibit the

following features: (a) they occur clause initially; (b) they attract clitic pronouns.

Third, Squliq Atayal allows a series of auxiliary verbs to occur before a lexical verb.

When a string of auxiliary verbs precedes a lexical verb, the first auxiliary in the string is

the one that functions as the main predicate ofthe clause; consequently, it attracts clitic

pronouns.

15 See Reid (2002b) for an analysis of the so-called "determiners" as "auxiliary nouns" in Philippine
languages.
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Fourth, clitic pronouns differ from free form pronouns (and full NPs) in their

syntactic distribution. In verbal clauses headed by an auxiliary verb, clitic pronouns

occur IMMEDIATELY AFTER the FIRST AUXILIARY in the clause, whereas free form

pronouns (as well as full NPs) occur after (but NOT NECESSARILY immediately after) the

LEXICAL VERB.

Fifth, in clauses that involve (at least) two full noun phrases, the Nominative full

noun phrase must occur after all other noun phrases, if they are not case-marked by a

class of monosyllabic prenominal elements.

Sixth, three major constraints condition the order of pronouns in Squliq Atayal. (a)

Clitic pronouns ALWAYS precede free forms pronouns (as well as full NPs). (b) The

relative order between first person/second person clitic pronouns and third person clitic

pronouns is syntactically conditioned: nominative pronouns ALWAYS precede genitive

pronouns. (c) The relative order between first person clitic pronouns and second person

clitic pronouns is phonologically conditioned: monosyllabic clitic pronouns must precede

disyllabic clitic pronouns. However, in events that involve a first person singular

genitive and a second person nominative, the "portmanteau pronoun" misu?

'GEN.1S+NOM.2S' must be used in place of the nonoccurring sequences **maku? su? and

**su? maku?

5.3 CONSTRUCTION MARKERS AND CASE-MARKING SYSTEMS

In this section, I discuss construction markers and the case marking system in Squliq

Atayal. Sections 5.3.1.1 and 5.3.1.2 discuss the forms and functions oftwo of the three
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types of construction markers. Section 5.3.1.3 deals with the Squliq Atayal case marking

system for full nouns. Section 5.3.2 deals with the Squliq Atayal pronominal system.

5.3.1 Construction Markers

Like Kavalan and many other western Austronesian languages, three types of

construction markers can be identified in Squliq Atayal: (i) topic linker, (ii) ligatures, and

(iii) elements that are often assumed to be "determiners". The first two types of

construction markers will be discussed in sections 5.3.1.1 and 5.3.1.2. As for the

"determiners", they will be discussed in section 5.3.1.3.

5.3.1.1 Topic linker

The first type of construction marker to be introduced is a topic marker.

A topic linker is an element that links a topicalized NP and the rest of a sentence. In

Squliq Atayal, a topic or topics can be linked to the rest of a sentence by the topic linker

gal, as in (57). However, like Kavalan, the presence of the topic linker is optional rather

than obligatory. As already shown in example (56) of section 5.2.4 [repeated below in

(58)], a topic can occur without the topic linker gal.

(57) topic linker gal links the topic to the rest of a sentence:

a. hi?=ta? gar,
body=GEN.1 PI TP.LK

ulJat bukin=nya? rna.
NEG.EXIST fur=GEN.3s QUOT

'As for our (in.) body, it does not have fur.' (Ata Sl-02l)



b. buli? qasa ga7,
knife that TP.LK
(lman < lama? + -an)

yasa.qu? lman=nya? tmuya?
so (do)first=GEN.3S bury

squ? hzyan.
LCV earth
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'As for that knife, she buried it in the earth in advance.' (Ata S1-025)

c. ita? tayan
IPI(CORE) Atayal

ga7,
TP.LK

khmay ita? tayan.
many IPI(CORE) Atayal

'As for us (in.) Atayal, we (in.) Atayal are many.' (Ata 6-007)

(58) topicalization without any topic linker:

yaqih nqu? knerin ru? mlikuy, galun=nha?
bad LIG woman and man take=GEN.3p

ru? sbuliIJ=nha?
and throw.with=GEN.3P

5.3.1.2

qsya? qasa rna.
water that QUaT

'As for the bad woman and man, they took them and threw them into the water. '
(Ata 6-20)

Ligatures

The second type of construction marker to be introduced is ligatures.

Like Kavalan and many other western Austronesian languages, Squliq Atayal makes

use of a special type of construction marker, commonly referred to as a "ligature" or

"linker", to link a head (usually a noun or a verb) with its following attribute (e.g., a

noun, possessor, or relative clause). As already discussed in Chapter 4, the categorical

status of "ligatures" is not uncontroversial. Syntactically, they seem to behave like

prepositions in that they typically take a NP as their exocentric dependent. Moreover,

like prepositional phrases, the phrase which it is a part of is usually used to modifY a

noun or a verb. However, the "preposition" analysis of "ligatures" is problematic for

Squliq Atayal because "ligatures" are optional in some construction types. If they were

prepositions, they would be expected to function as the head of the prepositional phrase
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in which they appeared and to be OBLIGATORILY present in ALL syntactic environments.

However, this is NOT the case in Squliq Atayal.

Three ligatures are found in Squliq Atayal: na?, nqu?, and qu? The form nqu? is

probably historically derived from the combination of na? and qu? Synchronically, nqu?

behaves like na? rather than qu? My study of Atayal texts suggest that qu? and

na?lnqu? seem to occur in different syntactic environments. More specifically, both na?

and nqu? are used to link a head noun (either an entity-denoting word or a property

denoting word) with its dependent noun or relative clause, as in (59), (61), and (63). The

form qu?, however, is used to link a head noun (either a quantifier, numeral, or

demonstrative) with its dependent noun (an entity-denoting word) (as in (64), (66), and

(68)), or to link a head noun (an entity-denoting word) with its dependent (a free core

pronoun) (as in (70)).

There are two things about ligatures in Squliq Atayal that are worth noticing. First,

they seem to be OPTIONALLY, rather than obligatorily, present in most of syntactic

environments, as shown in (60), (62), (65), and (67). Second, ligatures do NOT seem to

appear in at least the following two situations at all. (a) When a head noun (an entity

denoting word) occurs with its dependent noun (a property-denoting word), NO ligature is

used. As shown in (61), when the entity-denoting noun likuy 'man' occurs with the

property-denoting word balay 'true', they are NOT linked by any ligature. (b) When a
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head noun (an entity denoting word) occurs with its dependent demonstrative, 16 NO

ligature is used. As shown in (69), when the entity-denoting noun knerin 'woman' occurs

with its dependent demonstrative qasa 'that', they are not linked by any ligature. I?

(59) ligature na? links a head noun (entity-denoting word) with a relative clause:

...pinoIJan=su? zyaw na? mhwah hupa1 qsya1....
hear=GEN.2s thing LlG flow big water

' ...You (sg.) heard about the thing regarding the big water.. .. ' (Ata 6-002)

(60) a head noun is linked with its dependent relative clause without any ligature:

...buff} snsun=nya1 kryax.
...knife carry=oEN.3s day

' ...the knife that she carried with her every day.' (Ata S1-024)

(61) ligature na? links a head noun (property-denoting word) with a noun; a head
noun (entity-denoting word) is linked with its dependent noun (property
denoting word) without any ligature:

kya qu? yaqih na? Iikuy, yat likuy balay son=nya? lao
if QU? bad LlG man NEG man true cal\=GEN.3s LA

'If (he is) a bad man, he cannot be called a real man.' (Ata 1-019)

16 The syntactic behavior of demonstratives in Squliq Atayal differs from that of demonstratives in other
western Austronesian languages (e.g., Kavalan, Tagalog, IIokano, etc.). In most western Austronesian
languages, when a demonstrative precedes or follows a noun, a ligature is either optionally or obligatorily
present in both constructions. However, in Squliq Atayal, when a demonstrative precedes a noun, a
ligature can be optionally employed between them; when a demonstrative follows a noun, no ligature is
used. It seems to me that demonstratives in Squliq Atayal might belong to two syntactic categories: nouns
and determiners. When a demonstrative occurs in a "Dem-(Lig-)N" construction, it seems to function as a
noun. However, when it occurs in a "N-Dem" construction, it seems to function like a determiner.
17 A similar observation has been made by Rau (1992). Rau (1992:1 14) states: "A common noun may be
preceded or followed by an adjective modifier. The genitive/possessive marker na? is placed optionally
between the preposed adjective modifier and the head noun but NOT between the head noun and the
following adjective modifier.". Rau's "adjective modifier" is equivalent to "property-denoting word" in
my analysis.
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(62) a head noun (property-denoting word) is linked with its dependent noun without
any ligature:

yaqih utux hiya? ga?, nanu?yasa.qu?, mqwas qutux siliq
bad luck 3S(CORE) TP.LK therefore sing one siliq

kahun babaw tuqi qanl ga?, syeq wan si uci, wan
come.from above road this TP.LK SYEQ PRF directly do PRF

si krayas qu? tuqi 19a?, gani ga?, nyux hmtwi rna.
directly cross.over QUt road LGAt this TP.LK PROX.IMPRF stop QUOT

'As for bad luck, therefore, one siliq bird sings, flies over the road (with the
noise) 'syeq', crosses the road from right to left. As for this, it will stop us from
going (seems to tell us not to go on)' (Ata 2-007)

(63) ligature nqu'llinks a (property-denoting) head noun with a noun:

...nyux maras psaniq nqu'l zyaw ga?
PROX.IMPRF bring shame LIG thing GAt

,.. .if they have brought shame.' (Ata 5-013)

(64) ligature qu7links a head noun (a quantifier) with a noun:

nanu?yasa?qu? mlJlulJ kwara7 qu7 mrhuw...
therefore think all LIG ancestor

'Therefore, all the chiefs (ancestors) thought.. ..' (Ata 6-014)

(65) a head noun (a quantifier) is linked with its dependent noun without any
ligature:

qasa ga? musa? mkayan squ7 kmukan ru? musa? magan cimu?
that TP.LK go say Lev plains.people and go take salt

ru? putulJ ru?
and match and

kwara7 qqaya ru? wah=nha? smatu? tayan lao
all things and come=GEN.3P send Atayal LA

'As for that one, he went to talk to the plains people, went to get salt, matches,
and all other things, and they were all brought to the Atayals.' (Ata 4-027)

(66) ligature qu7links a head noun (a numeral) with its dependent noun:

ktan ga?, nyan maras qutux qu7 laqi'l.
see GAt come carry one LIG child

'(When they) saw her, (they noticed that) she was carrying a child.' (Ata Sl
035)
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(67) a head noun (a numeral) is linked with its dependent noun without any ligature:

...mwah qutux pswiy garux.
come one male bear

, ...then a male bear came.' (Ata S1-041)

(68) ligature qu'llinks a head noun (a demonstrative) with a noun:

yasa qu'l qsya? ga?, si lJyut mbhoyaw qu? qsya? ...
that LIG water TP.LK actually/just gradually increase QU? water

'As for that water, the water actually gradually increased.' (Ata 6-013)

(69) a head noun is linked with its dependent demonstrative without any ligature:

.. .ini?=nya? niqi qu? knerin qasa. 18

NEG=GEN.3S eat QU? woman that

,.. .it (the bear) did not eat the woman.' (Ata S1-011)

(70) ligature qu'llinks a head noun with a free pronoun:

zyaw qani ga?, minkayan kwara? ru? galun tunux qu'l
thing this TP.LK say all and take head LIG

hiya?
EMPH

sami
1PI(CORE)

5.3.1.3

'As for this thing, all (people) would discuss and hunt our (in.) heads. (Ata 4
021)

Case-marking system for full nouns

The third type of construction marker to be introduced is prenominal elements that

are often referred to as "determiners" in the literature.

The so-called "determiners" are typically monosyllabic forms that occur before noun

phrases. They are often assumed to mark the grammatical relations or case relations of

noun phrases in some languages. Like other western Austronesian languages, full noun

18 Reid (pers. comm.) suggests that "Historically these demonstratives probably consisted of a ligature qa
and a demonstrative formative sa, ni, etc.... So that they were originally linked to their preceding head
noun."
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phrases in Squliq Atayal do NOT exhibit formal differences to reflect their grammatical

functions. Their grammatical functions can be manifested by contrastive word order

and!or by a class of prenominal monosyllabic forms. 19

In previous analyses of the Squliq Atayal case-marking system for full nouns, Squliq

Atayal is commonly described as having a system similar to the one in table 5.1 (based

on Egerod 1966, 1978; Huang 1993, 1994; Huang et al. 1998:32; Li 1997:348; Rau 1992;

Starosta 1999:382; etc.)

TABLE 5.1 PREVIOUS ANALYSES OF ATAYAL CASE-MARKING "DETERMINERS"

NOMINATIVE GENITIVE/ LOCATIVE/ COMITATIVE/
INSTRUMENTAL DATIVE/ACCUSATIVE ACCUSATIVE

qu? nat; nqu?; (ni?) sa; squ?; te kit

Most of these forms have been referred to as "case markers", "determiners",

"particles", etc. in previous analyses. However, their status as determiners is not

uncontroversial. In this study, I reconsider the categorical status of these monosyllabic

forms. Based on a careful analysis of Atayal textual data, I suggest that at least one (if

not all) of the monosyllabic forms, that is, qu7, is best analyzed as an "AUXILIARY NOUN",

rather than a "determiner", at least in some (if not in all) cases. In addition to qu7, my

textual analysis also points out that another monosyllabic form, squ 7, often analyzed as a

locative determiner, at least in one instance, can also be analyzed as an "auxiliary noun".

19 Huang (1993, 1994) and Huang et. al. (1998) comment that the use of these prenominal elements is
optional in the Wulai dialect ofSquliq Atayal. They often appear in senior speakers' utterances and in
longer discourse, but seldom appear in daily conversation, especially not in the younger generation's
speech.
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The fact that quJand squJmight be "auxiliary nouns" at least in some cases raises the

possibility that all other monosyllabic prenominal elements in Atayal may also be

"auxiliary nouns" (at least in some cases).

5.3.1.3.1 qu7: Nominative determiner, definite determiner, or noun???

In previous analyses ofSquliq Atayal, the form quJhas been commonly analyzed as a

noun particle/nominalizer (Egerod 1966), a nominative case marker or determiner

(Huang 1995; Huang et al. 1998; Li 1997; Rau 1992,1997; etc.), definite determiner

(Rau 1992, 1997), and a (nominative) relator noun (Starosta 1999).20 Most Formosanists

seem to agree that qu? is a nominative case marker/determiner. However, a careful

analysis of Atayal textual data suggests that quJis NEITHER a nominative case

marker/determiner, NOR a definite determiner; instead, it is an "AUXILIARY NOUN", at

least in some cases. Moreover, full nominative noun phrases are NOT morphologically

marked for case. The misanalysis of quJmay result from overlooking some important

data.

Let us re-examine the distribution of the form qu J.

First, qu? can introduce the sole argument of a monadic intransitive clause, as in (71).

20 Starosta (1999:382) also analyzed qu? (written as qu in Starosta's paper) as a "nominative" case marker.
However, he did not consider the tern "case marker" as a label of syntactic category. He considered "case
markers", such as Atayal qu, as RELATOR NOUNS because they perform relational functions.
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(71) qu'l introduces the sole argument of a monadic intransitive clause:

a. mhuqin
die

qu2 garux qasa....
QU? bear that

'(After) that bear died, ... ' (Ata S1-029)

b. ...m?awa?
yell

qu2 knerin qasa,....
QU? woman that

' ...that woman yelled.... ' (Ata S1-030)

Second, qu'l can introduce a nonagentive argument of a dyadic -un clause, dyadic -an

clause, or dyadic s- clause, as in (72)-(73).

(72) qu'l introduces a nonagentive argument of a dyadic -un clause:

...syun=nya? kya
put=GEN.3s there

qu2 knerin qasa....
QU? woman that

' .. .it put the woman there.... '(Ata Sl-Oll)

(73) qu'l introduces a nonagentive argument of a dyadic -an clause:21

a. syuki cikay qu2 zyaw qani.
answer please QU? thing this

'Please answer this thing.' (Ata 1-002)

b. .. .ini?=nya?
NEG=GEN.3S

niqi qu2 knerin qasa.
eat QU? woman that

' .. .it did not eat the woman.' (Ata S1-011)

The distributional properties exhibited by qu J in examples (71 )-(73), that is, being

able to introduce the sole argument of a monadic intransitive clause and a nonagentive

argument of a dyadic -un clause, dyadic -an clauses, or dyadic s- clause, seem to suggest

that qu'l is a nominative case marker. However, a careful examination of Squliq Atayal

2\ The infinitive form of -an verb in Squliq Atayal is V-i.
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textual data points out that qu? also occurs in some other clause environments where a

nominative case marker/determiner in other languages of the world would not normally

occur. For example, qu? can introduce an ADJUNCT location noun phrase, as in (74).

(74) qu? introduces an adjunct location noun phrase:

...siliq qani ga? si.ktay nyux mqwas qUI bzinah tuqi ru?....
siliq this TP.LK suddenly PROX.IMPRF sing QU? side road and

,...As for these siliq birds, suddenly they sing on the road side,.... ' (Ata 2-004)

The fact that qu? can introduce an ADJUNCT location noun phrase suggests that qu?

CANNOT be a NOMINATIVE case marker because nominative NPs are CORE ARGUMENTS

rather than adjuncts. If qu? cannot be a nominative case marker, what can it be?

An alternative analysis offered in the literature is to consider qu? as a DEFINITE

DETERMINER. As shown in (71)-(74), qu?, like a determiner in other languages of the

world, occurs at the outer edge of the noun phrases that it introduces. Moreover, all the

noun phrases introduced by qu? in these examples are definite. It seems that these

examples do support the "definite determiner" analysis. However, a careful investigation

of Atayal textual data suggests that the "definite determiner': analysis, like the

"nominative case marker" analysis, is also problematic.

The "definite determiner" analysis is associated with two separate claims: (a) qu? is a

definite marker, and (b) qu? is a determiner. These two claims are challenged by two

types of data. The first type of data show that qu? does NOT ALWAYS introduce a

DEFINITE noun phrase. The second type of data show that qu? does NOT exhibit (some of)

the core properties of determiners.
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Let us first consider examples that challenge the claim that qu? is a DEFINITE marker.

In (75)-(76), some general properties of a "real man" and a "bad man" are discussed.

The noun phrases introduced by qu? are NOT used for identifying any particular

individual or object in these cases; therefore, they are UNLIKELY to be interpreted as

DEFINITE. Because qu? is NOT used to introduce a DEFINITE noun phrase in these cases, it

CANNOT be a DEFINITE marker.

(75) qu? introduces an indefinite noun phrase:

kya qu7 mlikuy balay hiya? ga?,
if Qui man true 3S(CORE) TP.LK

balay kngUI]u?
true/really fear/afraid

'If (he is) a real man, then he is really not afraid of anything.' (Ata 1-010)

(76) qu? introduces an indefinite noun phrase:

kya qu7 yaqih na? likuy, yat
if Qui bad LIG man NEG

likuy balay son=nya? lao
man true call=GEN.3s LA

'If (he is) a bad man, he cannot be called a real man.' (Ata 1-019)

Now let us consider examples that challenge the claim that qu? is a DETERMINER.

Cross-linguistically, determiners have the following universal properties (outlined in

Reid 2002b:298):

(a) They are dependents of head nouns;

(b) They typically occur at the outside edge of a noun phrase;

(c) They cannot themselves be modified by any other form;
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(d) They often agree with semantic features of the head noun, such as definiteness,

specificity, common vs. personal, plurality, and so forth, and may also agree with

or "mark" the case of their head noun.

The supposed "determiner" qu'l in Squliq Atayal, however, sometimes exhibits the

following two properties. First, it does NOT ALWAYS function as the dependent of a noun

phrase. Second, it sometimes CAN be modified by another phrase. These typological

oddities make the "determiner" analysis unsustainable.

Let us consider the following example.

In (77), the noun phrase raytay qani 'this summary' is in apposition to the form qu'l.

Cross-linguistically, an appositive noun phrase tends to immediately follow another noun

phrase of identical reference. In this example, qu'l is the only element that immediately

precedes the noun phrase raytay qani 'this summary'. If qu'l were a determiner, why is

there NO noun phrase intervening between qu? and raytay qani 'this summary'? In this

case, it seems that the noun phrase raytay qani 'this summary' is used to modify qu'l,

rather than any other overt or covert noun phrase. This example seems to suggest that the

form qu? itself is a NOUN, rather than a determiner.

(77) qu? followed by an appositive NP:

nanu?yasa.qu? kita?=nha? siliq
therefore see=GEN.3p siliq

hiya?, yasa nanak qu7,
3S(CORE) that only QU'l

raytay qani.
summary this

'Therefore, as for their seeing the siliq bird, this is only a summary of it.' ('Lit.,
Therefore, as for that, their seeing of the siliq bird, as for only that, this is a
summary. ') (Ata 2-012)
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Let us consider other types of examples that challenge the "determiner" analysis.

Cross-linguistically, determiners are dependents of head nouns. Therefore, we expect

the elements introduced by qu? to be NOUNS in Squliq Atayal. However, my analysis of

Squliq Atayal textual data points out that sometimes the elements introduced by qu? are

UNLIKELY to be considered as NOUNS. Let us examine the elements that introduced by

qu? in examples (78}-(81).

In (78), the element that immediately follows qu? carries affixation (the formative m-

in the form musa? is often assumed to be a "verbal affix") that identifies it as a verb.

That is, in this case, qu? introduces a verbal clause headed by a lexical verb. This

example might not be a big problem for the "determiner" analysis because one can

assume that the form musa? is actually a zero-derived deverbal NOMINALIZATION, similar

to the effect of-er nominalization in English, hence it might actually mean 'the one who

went...' in this example. Alternatively, one could assume that musa? is a verb, as it

appears to be, but is the predicate of a headless relative clause, so that, in effect, the noun

phrase in which it appears is-on the surface at least-headless (see Kroeger 1998:2, 11).

(78) qu? followed by a verbal clause headed by a lexical verb:

.. .ini? swan uzi qUE musa? te b?nux.
NEG agree too QU? go LeV plains

'The ones who went to the plains did not agree.' (Ata 4-013)

The "nominalization" account might sound reasonable for sentences like the one in

(78). However, it might not be applicable to sentences like the ones in (79}-(81). In

(79), the element immediately following qu? is a modal auxiliary verb. In (80)a-e, the
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element immediately following qu? is a negative auxiliary verb. In (81), the element

immediately follows qu? is an aspectual auxiliary verb. Although it might be possible to

consider lexical verbs as "zero-derived deverbal nominalizations" when they follow a

supposed determiner, it is UNLIKELY that auxiliary verbs (e.g., modal auxiliary, negative

auxiliary, aspectual auxiliary, etc.) are nominalizations. The existence of sentences like

examples (79)-(81) makes the "determiner" analysis particularly hard to sustain.

(79) qu? followed by a clause headed by a modal auxiliary:

kya qu? baq powah squ? hongu? qasa hiya? ga?,
if QU? can pass/cross.over Lev bridge that 3s(eoRE) TP.LK

mlikuy balay son=nya?
man true/real call/become=GEN.3s

'If one can cross over that bridge, as for that, he is a real man.' (Ata 1-009)

(80) qu? followed by a clause headed by a negative auxiliary:

a. yasa? qu? ini1 tehok squ? musa? kya qalaI]=nya?
that QU? NEG arrive sQu? go there country=GEN.3s

'As for that one, she cannot arrive at the place she is going to, (that is) her
country (Heaven)' (Ata 1-033)

b. nanu? kya qu? ini1 pUI] ru?, musa? 19a?,....
therefore if QU? NEG hear and go LGA?

'Therefore, if one does not listen to the warning and he continues to move on.... '
(Ata 2-011)

c. kya qu? ini1 qbaq tmring hiya? 19a?, yasa qu? putut lao
if QU? NEG can do.housework 3s(eORE) LGA? that LIG stupid LA

'If someone cannot do housework, as for that, that (person) is stupid.' (Ata 1
030)
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(81) qu? followed by a clause headed by an aspectual auxiliary:

lJarux qu? nyux=nha? bay klJun uzi.
bear QU? PROX.IMPRF=GEN.3P very fear also

'They were very much afraid of bears. , (data from Rau 1992:138)

Based on the data discussed so far, it seems that qu? is NEITHER a nominative case

marker, NOR a definite marker, NOR a determiner. Now, the question is: "what can it be?"

An answer to this question is offered by Reid (2002b).

Reid (2002b) re-examines the syntactic distribution of the so-called nominative or

absolutive "determiners" in Philippine languages (e.g., Tagalog ang, Ilokano ti, Guinaang

Bontok nan, etc.) and claims that these monosyllabic forms do NOT belong, at least in

some cases, to the syntactic category of DETERMINERS. Instead, he considers these forms

to be "AUXILIARY NOUNS" that carry the feature [+extension], that is, nouns that require a

dependent predicate (p.304, 306). The "auxiliary noun" analysis is supported by the

following pieces of evidence. First, these monosyllabic forms can occur before words

that are themselves unlikely to be the heads of noun phrases, such as prepositions and

auxiliary verbs. Second, Philippine languages are strongly RIGHT-BRANCHING, with

dependents typically occurring to the RIGHT oftheir head. However, the supposed

"determiners" are typologically anomalous in that they always occur to the LEFT of their

head noun. Third, in the Talubin dialect of Bontok, these forms are followed by apparent

dependents, as in (82).

(82) Talubin Bontok (Reid 2002b:305)

?u?ud na=k 1asuk1
where NA=GEN.ls dog

'Where is my dog?'
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The "auxiliary noun" analysis proposed by Reid (2002b) seems to be applicable to the

Atayal form qU?22 The "auxiliary noun" analysis of Atayal qu7is supported by the

following pieces of evidence. First, qu7 can occur before words that are themselves

unlikely to be the heads of noun phrases, such as auxiliary verbs. Second, qu7 sometimes

can be modified by a noun phrase. Third, like Philippine languages, Atayal is strongly

RIGHT-BRANCHING, with dependents typically occurring to the RIGHT of their head.

However, the supposed "determiner" is typologically anomalous in that it always occurs

to the LEFT of its head noun.

The fact that qu7 might be an "auxiliary noun", at least in some cases, poses the

question as to whether all other monosyllabic prenominal elements in Atayal might also

be "auxiliary nouns", at least in some cases.

5.3.1.3.2 na7 and nqu7: Genitive determiners and/or nouns??

Having discussed the prenominal element that has been often analyzed as a

nominative case marker/determiner. I now tum to the discussion of monosyllabic forms

that are often referred to as "genitive case markers/determiners".

22 As discussed earlier, Starosta's (1999:379-380) analyzed qu? (written as qu in Starosta (1999)) and other
prenominal elements as "relator nouns" because they perform relational functions. In principle, Starosta's
"relator noun" analysis might also be applicable to Atayal qu? However, I prefer the "auxiliary noun"
analysis because qu? does not seem to behave exactly the same as "relator nouns" in other languages (e.g.,
English, Mandarin, Tibetan, etc.). First, "relator nouns" often require a Genitive complement (e.g., the
relator nouns bottom and top in English take a genitive complement, as in bottom a/the house, top a/the
tree, etc.). However, the Atayal form qu? does not take a genitive complement. Second, relator nouns
typically carry minimal information content, being composed of nothing but localistic components such as
"interior", "surface", etc. However, the Atayal form qu? does not seem to even carry any localistic
information. Based on these differences, I consider qu? to be an "auxiliary noun" rather than a "relator
noun" (see Starosta 1985: 112-1 18 for discussion of relator nouns).
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Two forms, na? and nqu?, are often referred to as genitive determiners in Squliq

AtayaL The form nqu? might be historically derived from the combination of na? and

qu? Although the status of these two forms as "determiners" might be questionable,

their status as some kind of "case-marking" elements is justifiable. In the Squliq Atayal

textual data that I examined, there is no single instance ofna? or nqu? that is followed by

an element that is unlikely to be a noun. Therefore, I will not discuss the categorical

status of these two forms here. For convenience, I refer to na? and nqu? as genitive case

markers.

Like Tagalog, genitive case markers in Squliq Atayal are associated with three

functions. First, they mark possessors in possessive constructions. As shown in (83)

(85), the form na? can mark a possessor (personal, nonpersonal, or core pronoun) in a

possessive construction. As shown in (87)-(88), the form nqu? can also mark a possessor

in a possessive construction. However, as discussed earlier, the use of prenominal

elements to mark the grammatical function ofNPs is optional rather than obligatory in

Squliq AtayaL It is also possible to express a possessor in a possessive construction

without using either na? or nqu? As shown in (89), a noun phrase can be expressed as a

possessor (that is, a dependent of its possessed noun) without being marked by na? or

nqu? In this case, the relationship between a possessor and its head noun is manifested

by word order, that is, a possessor follows its head noun.

Squliq Atayal has often been described as having lost the contrast between personal

nouns and nonpersonal nouns (see Huang et aL 1998:32; Li 1995, 1997:347-348; etc.).
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However, Rau (1992:142) states that "Genitive forms of common nouns optionally have

the particle na? (or n) in front of them. Proper names and kinship terms sometimes have

the alternate particle nil for the genitive". As shown in (86), the form nil seems to also

mark a personal noun as a possessor (cf. (85)).

(83) na? marks a possessor (a common noun):

nanu? [zyaw na7 ptasan] hiya?, nanu? tyqi=nya? ptasan,
what thing GEN tattoo 3S(CORE) what meaning=GEN.3s tatoo

rqyas [na7 mrhuw=ta?] raran hiya?
face GEN ancestor=GEN.lpI before/old.time 3S(CORE)

'About the thing (called) tattoo, what is the meaning of the tattoo on our (in.)
ancestors' faces.' (Ata 3-001)

(84) na? marks a possessor (a core pronoun):

isu? gal
2S(CORE) TP.LK

yaya?
mother

na7 hiya?
GEN 3S(CORE)

'As for you (sg.), (you) are his mother.' (Huang 1993:62)

(85) na? marks a possessor (a personal name):

isu? gal
2S(CORE) TP.LK

yaya? na7 tali.
mother GEN Tali

'As for you (sg.), (you) are Tali's mother.' (Huang 1993:62)

(86) ni? marks a possessor (a personal name):

Temu? gat,
Temu? TP.LK

likuy ni7 YaI]u Rasun uzi.
man GEN sister Rasun also

'As for Temu, he was also the husband of sister Rasun.' (data from Rau
1992:143)

(87) nqu? marks a possessor (a common noun):

smka? inluI]an=nya? 19a?, nyux mtnaq inluI]an nqu7 garux...
split heart=GEN.3s LGA? PROX.IMPRF equal heart GEN bear

'His heart split into two; one half was like the bear's heart.' (Ata 81-51)
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(88) nqu? marks a possessor (a common noun):

pinqzywan nqu? nkis.raran (hiya?) ga?, ....
legend GEN ancestor 3S(CORE) TP.LK

'As for the legend of the ancestors, it is that, .... ' (Ata 1-006)

(89) a possessor marked by neither na? or nqu?:

...rqyas=nya? uzi ga? nyux mi?a
face=GEN.3S too TP.LK PROX.IMPRF resemble

rqyas squliq
face person

uz!. ...
too

' ...as for his face too, it resembled a person's face too.... ' (Ata S1-022)

Second, genitive case markers na? and nqu? can mark the agent of a dyadic -an

clause, as in (90). However, quite often they are not expressed, as in (91).23

(90) na? marks the agent of a dyadic -un clause:

...yan=nha? wan niqun na? garux...
regard=GEN.3p PRF eat GEN bear

' ...they thought that the bear had eaten her...' (Ata SI-034)

(91) the agent ofa dyadic -un clause NOT marked by either na? or nqu?:

...nyux katun

...PROX.IMPRF pierce
bqzi.. ..
thorn....

' ....They will be pierced by thorns.' (,Lit., 'Thoms will pierce them. ') (Ata 1
032)

Third, genitive case markers na? and nqu?, like ng InalJI in Tagalog, can also mark

the theme NP (or a nonagentive NP) of a dyadic (-)m- clause, as in (92)-(93).

(92) na? or nqu? marks the theme NP in a dyadic m- clause:

a. mazi? na? gasin.
buy GEN rope

'(He) bought a rope.' (data from Rau 1997:499)

23 Among the seven texts that I examined, I only found one instance of the agent of a dyadic -un verb being
marked by na? In all other cases, the grammatical relations of the agent of a dyadic -un verb, a dyadic -an
verb, and a dyadic s- verb is marked only by word order.



b. si=saku?
just=NOM.l s

pqwas nqu7 qwas Utux
sing GEN song god

lru?.24

LRU?
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'I just sang about the song of God.' (data from Rau 1992:143)

(93) na'l marks a nonagentive (an instrumental) NP in a dyadic m- clause?5

miru?=saku?
write=NOM.l S

na7 enpit qani.
GEN pencil this

'I write with this pen.' (data from Huang 1994:131)

5.3.1.3.3 sa and squ7: Locative determiners and/or nouns?

Two fonns, sa and squ'l, are often referred to as locative detenniners in Squliq

Atayal. The fonn squ'l might be historically derived from the combination of sa and qu'l.

Although the status of these two fonns as "detenniners" might be questionable, their

status as some kind of "case-marking" elements is justified. For convenience, I refer to

sa and squ'l as locative case markers.

Like sa in Tagalog, the locative case markers sa and squ'l are usually associated with

two functions. First, they can mark a location noun (place name, common noun, or

locative pronoun), as in (94)-(97). Second, they can mark a theme of a dyadic (-)m-

clause,26 as in (98)a-b.

24 p_V is the dependent form of (-)m- verbs.
25 When naJ is used to mark an instrumental NP, it is sometimes referred to as "instrumental" case (see
Huang 1995)
26 In Tagalog, ng and sa can mark an indefinite theme and a definite theme, respectively. However, based
on the limited Atayal data that I have access to, I am not able to determine whether naJ/nquJ and sa/squJ
show a similar contrast as Tagalog ng and sa; i.e., with naJ/nquJ marking an indefinite theme and sa/squJ
marking a definite theme in Squliq Atayal.
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(94) sa marks a location noun:

mcyaw=saku'Z sa ulay.
work=NOM.1 s LCV Wulai

'I work in Wulai.' (data from Huang 1994:131)

(95) squ? followed by a location noun:

yat thoyay musa'Z SqUf tayuh.tuhan.kayan.
NEG can go LCV heaven

'They cannot go to Heaven.' (Ata 1-031)

(96) squ? followed by a location noun:

qasa ga'Z
that TP.LK

musa'Z mkayan SqUf kmukan
go say LCV plains.people

ru'Z musa'Z magan cimu'Z
and go take salt

ru'Z putulJ
and match

ru'Z
and

kwara'Z qqaya
all things

ru'Z wah=nha'Z smatu'Z tayan lao
and come=GEN.3P send Atayal LA

'As for that one, he went to talk to the plains people, went to get salt, matches,
and all other things, and they were all brought to the Atayals.' (Ata 4-027)

(97) squ? introduces a locative pronoun:

kmayan=saku'Z squ? sunan krryax.
say=NoM.ls LCV Lcv.2s every.day

'I talk to you (sg.) every day.' (Huang 1993:61)

(98) squ? introduces a theme NP of a dyadic m- clause:

a. ...musa'Z=ta'Z mlaw squ? rusa'Z=ta'Z....
gO=NOM.I PI patrol LCV trap=GEN.l PI

' ...We (in.) go patrol our (in.) traps (i.e., iron nets),... .' (Ata 1-004)

b. ana.ga'Z
but

nyux smsun squ? buli'Z uxi
PROX.IMPRF carry LCV knife too

rna.
QUOT

'But (she) carried a knife with her too, it is said.' (Ata SI-003)

In (94)-(98), the elements introduced by sa or squ? are all clearly nouns. However,

this is not always the case. As shown in (99), the element immediately followed squ? is a
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lexical verb. The existence of this type of example makes the categorical status of squ?

(and probably ofsa too) somewhat controversial. It suggests that squ? might be

"auxiliary noun" ifthe verbal form musa? 'go' is NOT a nominalization in this case.

However, due to lack of data, I am not able to draw any firm conclusion regarding the

categorical status of squ? (and sa) now. Further study on Atayal texts might help us

determine whether squ? (and sa) is a determiner and/or noun.

(99) squ? followed by a verbal clause headed by a lexical verb:

yasa? qu? ini? tehok squ7 musa? kya qalaIJ=nya?
that Qui NEG arrive sQu? go there country=GEN.3s

'As for that one, she cannot arrive at the place she is going to, (that is) her
country (Heaven).' (Ata 1-033)

5.3.1.3.4 Ie and ci: Locative determiners or nouns?

Two other forms, te and ci, are also often referred to as locative case markers or

determiners. In general, the form te seems to introduce a directional location noun, as in

(100), (102), (104); the form d (and also squ?) seems to introduce a nondirectional

location noun, as in (105) (and (101)). However, te and ci sometimes seem to be

interchangeable, as in (l04). Moreover, te also introduces a temporal location, as in

(103). It is still not yet clear to me what might condition the occurrence of te and d.

(100) te introduces a directional location noun:

a. ...ini? swan uzi qu? musa? Ie b?nux.
NEG agree too QU? go Lev plains

'The ones who went to the plains did not agree.' (Ata 4-013)



b. nanu'l
therefore

kmukan
plains.people

hiya'l
3S(CORE)

19a'l, ana
LGA? ANA

kahun inu? na?
from where LIG
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kmukan
plains.people

mwah Ie
come LCV

rgyax 19a'l, lman=nha? kmut tunux pI.
mountain LGA? first=GEN.3P cut head PI

'Therefore, as for the plains people, no matter where the plains people are from,
when they come to the mountain, they (the Atayals) would first cut off their
heads.' (Ata 4-024)

c. mwah=ku'l
come=NOM.l S

Ie
LCV[+D1R]

tuqi'l labal).
road wide

'I come toward a wide road.' (Huang 1993:40)

(101)squ? introduces a nondirectionallocation noun:

mwah=ku'l squ7 tuqi'l labat).
come=NOM.l S LCV[-D1R] road wide

'I come onto a wide road.' (Huang 1993:40)

(l 02) te introduces a locative pronoun (a recipient):

nbyiq tali qutux kopu'l Ie knan hira'l.
give Tali one cup LCV LCV.J S yesterday

'Tali gave me a cup yesterday.' (Huang 1993:61)

(103) te introduces a temporal location noun:

Ie qutux hiya'l ga'l, maha.nanu'l
LCV one 3S(CORE) TP.LK how

mrhuw=ta'l
ancestor=GEN.J PI

raran zyaw
before/old time thing

qu? pmqzywan na'l
QU? legend GEN

na'l babaw hoqin hiya'l,
LIG beyond/after die 3S(CORE)

baqun=su'l.
know=GEN.2s

'At first, how about the legend about what happened after our (in.) ancestor's
death, do you know it?' (Ata 1-003)
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(104) ci introduces a location noun; te introduces a directional location noun:

nanu?yasa.qu?, qsugun=nya? qasa 19a?, nyux muci pkaki ci
therefore split=GEN.3S that LGA? PROX.IMPRF do live LCV

tayan lsa ru?, musa? ci/te b?nux hiya?
Atayal LSA and go LCV plain 3S(CORE)

ga?,
TP.LK

lahuy hiya?
mountain 3S(CORE)

ga? kmukan.
TP.LK plains.people

'Therefore, after its split, those who stay living in the mountain are called
Atayal, and those who went down to the plains are called Kmukan (plains
people).' (Ata 4-009)

(I05)ci introduces a nondirectionallocation noun:

a. nanu?yasa.qu? msthay ci rgyax hiya?
therefore stay LCV mountain 3S(CORE)

19a?, ini? khmay
LGA? NEG many

hga? ..
3P(CORE)

'Therefore, not many of them stayed in the mountain.' (Ata 4-012)

b. si.ktay qu? khmay balay qu? ubuy tkuta?
suddenly QU? many very QU? belong toward

ci b?nux hiya? la
LCV plains 3S(CORE) LA

'Suddenly, really many people belong to the plains people.' (Ata 4-011)

5.3.1.3.5 ki: Comitative determiner or noun?

The last prenominal element to be discussed is ki. The function of ki is to introduce a

comitative NP, as in (106).

(l06)ki introduces a comitative NP:

nanu?yasa.qu? msayu? ki
therefore quarrel LCV

laqi? tayan....
child Atayal

'Therefore, when he fought with other Atayal children,... .' (Ata SI-52)
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5.3.1.3.6 Summary

Summarizing the above discussion, we can conclude that Squliq Atayal has four sets

of prenominal case-marking elements: Genitive, Locative 1 (sa and squ?), Locative 2 (te

and ci), and Comitative, as shown in table 5.2. The occurrence of the case markers is not

obligatory and is often dropped in daily conversation and younger speakers' speech in the

Squliq Atayal spoken in Wulai.

TABLE 5.2 SQULIQ ATAYAL CASE-MARKING SYSTEM

NOMINATIVE GENITIVE LOCATIVE 1 LOCATIVE 2 COMITATIVE
na?; nqu?; sa; squ? te [+DIR] ki?

(ni? [+prsn]) ci [-DIR]

Genitive case markers can mark three different grammatical functions. First, they can

mark the possessor in a possessive construction. Second, they can mark the agent

argument of a dyadic -un clause, a dyadic -an clause, and a dyadic s- clause. Third, they

can mark the theme argument (or a nonagentive argument) of a dyadic (-)m- clause.

Locative 1 case markers, sa and squ l, can mark two different grammatical functions.

First, they can mark location nouns. Second, they can mark the theme NP of a dyadic

(-)m- clause.

Locative 2 case markers, te and ci, introduce a location noun. The form te seems to

introduce directional location noun, whereas ci seems to introduce nondirectional

location noun. However, they are sometimes interchangeable. It is still not yet clear to

me what might condition the occurrence of these two locative case markers.

Comitative marker introduces a comitative noun.
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As shown in table 5.2, the form quJ, commonly analyzed as a nominative

marker/determiner or a definite determiner, is considered to be an "AUXILIARY NOUN",

rather than a nominative case marker/determiner or a definite determiner, at least in some

cases. Nominative full noun phrases in Squliq Atayal are morphologically UNMARKED

for case. Their grammatical function is manifested by word order.

In addition to qu J, my textual analysis also points out that another monosyllabic form,

squJ, often analyzed as a locative determiner, at least in one instance, can also be

analyzed as an "auxiliary noun".

The fact that qu?and squ?might be "auxiliary nouns" (at least in some cases)

suggests the possibility that other monosyllabic prenominal elements in Atayal might also

be "auxiliary nouns"?? Moreover, the fact that monosyllabic forms in Atayal can be

analyzed as "auxiliary nouns" is also of great typological significance in that it suggests

that Reid's "auxiliary nouns" analysis might also be applicable to other Formosan

languages. Furthermore, it also suggests that the auxiliary noun analysis might be

applicable to other western Austronesian languages as well. Further studies on the

syntactic distribution of so-called case-marking determiners in Formosan languages as

well as other western Austronesian languages are needed to verify the claims made here.

27 Based on the fact that qu? might be a noun (at least in some cases), one might argue that BOTH nqu? and
squ? are CASE-MARKED NOUNS (at least in some cases) because they are probably historically derived from
the combination of na? plus qu? and from the combination of sa plus qu?, respectively. However, due to
lack of data. I refrain from drawing such a conclusion here.
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5.3.2 The Squliq Atayal Personal Pronoun System

Unlike full noun phrases, personal pronouns in Squliq Atayal exhibit formal

differences depending on their syntactic functions. The forms and functions of Squliq

Atayal personal pronouns are summarized in table 5.3. The pronominal forms appearing

in the following table are based on Huang (1989:117; 1993:17; 1994:130).28

TABLE 5.3 PERSONAL PRONOUNS IN SQULIQ ATAYAL

CLITICS FREE
NOMINATIVE GENITIVE CORE LOCATIVE

Is [+SPKR, -ADDR, -PLRL] =saku?/=ku? =maku?/=mu/=ku? kuziIJ/kun knan
2s [-SPKR, +ADDR, -PLRL] =su? =su? isu? sunan
3s [-SPKR, -ADDR, -PLRL] --- =nya? hiya? hiyan
IPI [+SPKR, +ADDR, +PLRL] =ta? =ta? ita? itan
1PE [+SPKR, -ADDR, +PLRL] =saml =myan saml smman
2p [-SPKR, +ADDR, +PLRL] =Slmu =mamu Slmu smunan
3p [-SPKR, -ADDR, +PLRL] --- =nha? hga? hgan

=misu? 'GEN. 1S+ NOM.2s'

As illustrated in table 5.3, Squliq Atayal personal pronouns distinguish three persons

(first, second, and third) and two numbers (singular and plural). First person plural

pronouns make a further distinction between inclusive and exclusive forms. The use of

inclusive or exclusive forms is determined by whether the hearer(s) is/are included.

Inclusive forms are employed when hearer(s) is/are included, otherwise exclusive forms

are employed.

28 In previous studies, Squliq Atayal has often been described as having a third person singular nominative
clitic pronoun hi(y)a? and a third person plural nominative clitic pronoun hga? (see Egerod 1966 and 1978;
Chen and Lin 1985; Rau 1992 for details). However, as Huang (1989) has argued convincingly that the
forms hiya? and hga? do NOT behave like clitic pronouns; instead they behave like other free form
pronouns (as well as full noun phrases). My study of Atayal textual data supports Huang's analysis in
treating the third person singular and plural nominative pronouns as phonologically null.
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Squliq Atayal personal pronouns consist of four sets: Nominative, Genitive, Core, and

Locative. Bound nominative pronouns and genitive pronouns are identified as

pronominal clitics, which are indicated by the equal sign '='. Core pronouns and locative

pronouns are free form pronouns.

Genitive pronouns are the pronominal equivalents of na-marked or nqu?-marked full

noun phrases. Like their corresponding na-marked or nqu?-marked full noun phrases,

genitive pronouns can function as the attribute (i.e., the possessor) in a possessive

construction, as in (107). Moreover, they can function as the agent of a dyadic -un

clause, the agent of a dyadic -an clause, and the agent of a dyadic S"" clause, as in (108)-

(111). Genitive clitic pronouns sometimes seem to have a cross-referencing function.

Although no single instance of a genitive pronoun cooccurring with a genitive full noun

phrase is found in my study of Atayal texts, Huang (1993 :60) provides an elicited

example with a genitive pronoun cooccurring with a genitive full noun phrase. As shown

in (112), the full noun phrase tali 'Tali', that is, the agent of a dyadic -an clause, cooccurs

with a genitive clitic pronoun =nya? 'GEN.3s', which agrees with tali in person and

number features.

(107) genitive clitic pronoun as the possessor in a possessive construction:

a. ...musa?=ta? mlaw squ? rusa?=ta.? ...
gO=NOM.IPI patrol Ley trap=GEN.lPI

' ...We (in.) go patrol our (in.) trap (i.e., iron net),... .' (Ata 1-004)

b. baq sswe?=nya.? ...
tum.out young.brother=GEN.3s

'It turned out to be his young brother...' (Ata 5-20)
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(108) genitive clitic pronoun as the agent of a dyadic s- clause and the agent of a
dyadic -un clause:

nanu? spalJa?=nya.? lru?, rasun=nya.? squ? ska? hlahuy.
so carry.on.the.back.with=GEN.3s and carry=GEN.3S Lev middle forest

'So, it carried her on its back into the forest.' (Ata SI-008)

(109) genitive clitic pronoun as the agent of a dyadic -un clause and the agent of a
dyadic s- clause:

yaqih nqu? knerin ru? mlikuy, galun=nha.? ru? sbuling=nha.?
bad LIG woman and man take=GEN.3P and throw.with=GEN.3p

qsya? qasa rna.
water that QUOT

'As for the bad woman and man, they took them and threw them into the water.'
(Ata 6-20)

(110) genitive clitic pronoun as the agent of a dyadic -un clause and as the agent of a
dyadic -an clause:

galun=nha.? qu? sazing qani ru? hblan=nha.? ...
take=GEN.3p QU? two this and tie=GEN.3p

'They brought these two and tied them.' (Ata 6-26)

(111) genitive clitic pronoun as the agent of a dyadic -an clause:

...pinolJan=su.? zyaw na? mhwah hupa? qsya?....
hear=GEN.2s thing LIG flow big water

' ...You (sg.) heard about the thing regarding the big water.. ..' (Ata 6-002)

(112) genitive clitic pronoun agrees with the agent of a dyadic -an clause:

bhyan=saku?=nya.? tali.
beat=NOM.I S=GEN.3s Tali

'Tali beat me.' (Huang 1993:60)

Nominative pronouns have three functions. First, they can be used as the sole

argument of a monadic clause, as in (113) and (115). Second, they can be used as the
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agent of a dyadic (-m-) clause,29 as in (114). Third, they can be used as the nonagentive

noun phrase of a dyadic -un clause, a dyadic -an clause, or a dyadic s- clause, as in

(115)-(117).

(113)nominative clitic pronoun as the sole argument of a monadic clause:

a. mhiy=sakul tali.
beat=NOM.l s Tali

'I beat Tali.' (Huang 1993:60)

b. ...nyux=simu thoyay mqyanux
PROX.IMPRF=NOM.2p be.able.to live

' ...you (pI.) could live well.' (Ata 6-010)

c. ...baq=tal tminun.
can=NOM.I PI weave

' ...We (in.) can weave.' (Ata 1-028)

d. ...nyux=tal t?wayay....
PROX.IMPRF=NOM.I PI thread

' ...We (in.) will thread.... ' (Ata 1-028)

(114)nominative clitic pronoun as the agent of a dyadic (m-) clause:

baha.mswa? krayas=tal hOl)u? qani ga?,...
because cross.over=NOM.l PI bridge this TP.LK

'Because we (in.) cross over this bridge, .... ' (Ata 1-017)

(115) nominative clitic pronoun as the theme of a dyadic -un clause and as the sole
argument of a monadic clause:

...tmokun=tal=nya? ru? phoqin=tal kwara? ..
cover=NOM.1 PI=GEN.3s and die=NOM.lpl all

' .. .it will cover us (in.) and we (in.) will all die.' (Ata 6-016)

29 As discussed earlier, some of the monadic and dyadic lexical verbs in pattern 1 and pattern 2 are
morphologically unmarked. They are referred to as monadic (-m-) verbs and dyadic (-m-) verb in this
study.
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(116) nominative clitic pronoun as the theme of a dyadic -un clause:

nway=sami khmay hiya? gi, galun=sami tunux.....
may=NoM.1PI many 3S(CORE) GI take=NOM.1PI head

'We (in.) may have many people; (the Atayals) will take our (in.) heads.' (Ata
4-019)

(117)nominative clitic pronoun as a nonagentive NP (location) of a dyadic -an clause:

kman lawa mha, aw pqzway=simu aki=mamu baqun.3o

say Lawa mba OK tell=NoM.2P FUT=GEN.2P know

'Lawa then said, "OK, let me tell you (pl.), so you (pI.) will know (it).'" (Ata
SI-040)

Core pronouns have a number of syntactic functions?l First, they can be used as a

topic in a topicalized sentence, as in (118)-(121). Second, they can be used as a

possessor, as in (120). Third, they can be used as the nonpredicate nominal of a nominal

clause, as in (121). Fourth, they can be used as the sole argument ofa monadic clause, as

in (122). Fifth, they can be used as an absolute possessive, as in (123).

(118) free core pronoun as a topic:

simu tayan rgayx hiya? ga?,
2P(CORE) Atayal mountain 3S(CORE) TP.LK

ru? wahun=mamu magan tunux rna.
and come=GEN.2p take head QUOT

yat=simu p?agan tunux
NEG=NOM.2P take head

'It is said that as for you (pI.) Atayalliving in the mountain, you (pI.) will not
cut (each other's) heads off and you (pI.) will come to take our (plains people's)
heads.' (Ata 4-022)

30 V-ay is the subjunctive form of-an verbs.
31 Free core pronouns in the present analysis are referred to as "free nominative pronouns" in Huang (1989,
1993,1994); Rau (1992); and Li (1997). They are referred to as "Nom/Gen" by Starosta (1999) because
they can function not only as a nominative, but also a genitive. 1 prefer the label "core pronouns" because
they express CORE ARGUMENTS in a sentence.
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(119) free core pronoun isu? as a topic:

isu7 ga? yaya? na? tali.
2S(cORE) TP.LK mother GEN Tali

'As for you (sg.), (you) are Tali's mother.' (Huang 1993:62)

(120) free core pronoun isu? as a topic and free form pronoun hiya? as a possessor:

isu7 ga? yaya? na? hiya7.
2S(cORE) TP.LK mother GEN 3S(cORE)

'As for you (sg.), (you )are his mother.' (Huang 1993:62)

(121) free core pronoun ita? as a topic and as the nonpredicate nominal of a nominal
clause:

ita7 tayan ga?,
I PI(CORE) Atayal TP.LK

khmay ita7 tayan.
many IPI(cORE) Atayal

'As for us (in.) Atayal, we (in.) Atayal are many.' (Ata 6-007)

(122) free core pronoun as the sole argument of a monadic clause:

a. ...wan mhuqin misuw balay hiya7 uzi.
PRF die just true 3S(cORE) too

' ....he himselfjust died (recently).' (Ata 5-023)

b. ...nyux pcbaqhiya7.
PROX.IMPRF teach 3S(cORE)

' .. .It seems to instruct (us).' (Ata 1-003)

(123) free core pronoun as an absolute possessive:

zyaw qanl ga?, minkayan kwara? ru? galun
thing this TP.LK say all and take

tunux qu? sami
head LIG I PI(CORE)

hiya?
3S(cORE)

'As for this thing, all (people) would discuss and hunt our (in.) (the plains
people's) heads. (Ata 4-021)

Free locative pronouns have a number of functions. First, like free nominative

pronouns, they can be used a topic, as in (124). Second, they can be used as a possessor,
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as in (124). Third, they can be used as the less agentive noun phrase of a dyadic m-

clause, as in (125). Fourth, they can be used as a recipient, as in (126).

Notice that the free locative pronouns can be introduced by the locative case markers

squ'l (as in (126)a) or fe (as in (126)b). The existence of this type of construction make

the "determiner" analysis of these locative case markers somewhat problematic in that

personal pronouns are by definition DEFINITE. In principle, they do NOT need any

"determiner" to narrow down the reference of the pronoun. However, in (126), the free

pronouns sunan 'LCV.2S' and knan 'LCV.lS' are preceded by the locative case markers

squ'l and fe, respectively.

(124) free locative pronoun as a topic and as a possessor:

qani hiya? ga?, itan tayan raran ga?, khmay
this 3S(CORE) TP.LK LCY.Ip! Atayal before/old.time TP.LK many

qu? hiy itan tayan 19a?, ..
QU? body Lcv.Ip! Atayal LGA? ..

'As for this thing, in the past, as for us (in.) Atayal, there are many of us (in.)
Atayal,.... ' (Ata 4--008)

(125) free locative pronoun as the less agentive NP of a dyadic m- clause:

ima? qsu? mwah kraya? mwah mita? Iman ga?
who first come above come see LCY.I s Q

'Who first came up to see me?' (data from Rau 1997:499)

(126) free locative pronoun as a recipient:

kmayan=saku? squ7 sunan krryax.
say=NoM.I S LCY LCY.2s every.day

'I talk to you (sg.) every day.' (data from Huang 1993:61)
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(127) free locative pronoun as a recipient:

nbyiq tali qutux kopu? Ie knan hira?
give Tali one cup LCV Lcv.ls yesterday

'Tali gave me a cup yesterday.' (data from Huang 1993:61)

5.4 TRANSITIVITY IN ATAYAL VERBAL CLAUSES

In this section, I discuss transitivity in Atayal verbal clauses. I first discuss Atayal

verbal clause patterns in 5.4.1. Then I discuss three proposals concerning Atayal

transitivity and actancy structure in 5.4.2. Section 5.4.3 provides an evaluation of

previous analyses. Section 5.4.4 summarizes the discussion in this section.

5.4.1 Atayal Verbal Clause Patterns

Three major verbal clause patterns are found in Squliq Atayal: (i) Pattern I: monadic

((-)m-) intransitive clauses, (ii) Pattern 2: dyadic ((-)m-) clauses, and (iii) Pattern 3: (a)

dyadic -un clauses, (b) dyadic -an clauses, and (c) dyadic s- clauses. In pattern 1, the

lexical verbs are either morphologically unmarked or have the morphological shape

(-)m-. In pattern 2, the dyadic lexical verbs, like the monadic lexical verbs in pattern 1,

are also either morphologically unmarked or have the morphological shape (-)m_.32 In

patterns 3a-3c, the dyadic lexical verbs have the morphological shape -un, -an, and s-,

respectively. These three clause patterns are represented schematically in table 5.4.

32 To make the identification of clause patterns easier, monadic and dyadic lexical verbs in pattern 1 and
pattern 2, when morphologically unmarked, are referred to as monadic (-m-) verbs and dyadic (-m-) verb,
respectively in the discussion.
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In this study, dyadic -un clauses, dyadic -an clauses, and dyadic s- clauses are

considered to form one major type of dyadic clauses because they share the same case

frame. That is, they all expect both an agentive genitive NP and a nonagentive

nominative NP. However, they differ from each other in the interpretation of the

nominative NP. In dyadic -un clauses, the nominative NP is usually interpreted as a

directly affected theme. In dyadic -an clauses, the nominative NP is usually interpreted

as a location, or a less directly affected theme. In dyadic s- clauses, the nominative NP is

usually interpreted as an instrument or beneficiary.

TABLE 5.4 VERBAL CLAUSE PATTERNS IN SQULIQ ATAYAL

PATTERN 1: (-)m-V
Intr.

PATTERN 2: (-)m-V (na?/nqu?/sa/squ?) N
Intr.?Tr.? Gen?/Lcv?/Acc?

theme

PATTERN 3A: V-un (na?/nqu?) N
Intr.?Tr.? Gen

agent

PATTERN 3B: V-an (na?/nqu?) N
Intr.?Tr.? Gen

agent

PATTERN 3c: s-V (na?/nqu?) N
Intr. ?Tr.? Gen

agent

N
Nom
agent/theme

N
Nom
agent

N
Nom
theme

N
Nom
location

N
Nom
instrumentlbenefactive

Pattern 1 typically consists of monadic (-)m- verbs that expect only one nominative

NP, as in (l28)a. In some cases, the monadic verbs may also allow an optional peripheral
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argument (or adjunct) that is (optionally) marked by locative case marker fe, ci, sa or

squ?, as in (128)b.

(128) pattern 1: monadic intransitive clause

a. ...mwah qutux pswiy IJarux.
come one male bear

,...then a male bear came.' (Ata S1-041 )

b. nanu?yasa.qu?, qasa hiya?
therefore that 3S(CORE)

squ? tuqi nwahan=nya?
LCV road come=GEN.3S

gal, si.krian pkzyaw mhoqin
TP.LK even miss die

'Therefore, as for that one, he would even lose his way and die on the road that
he comes along.' (Ata 1-025)

Pattern 2 typically consists of dyadic (-)m- verbs that expect both a nominative NP

and a na?lnqu?-marked or salsqu?-marked full NP(or a locative pronoun), as in (l29)a-d.

However, nominal case markers are optional in Squliq Atayal, so sometimes dyadic (-)m-

verbs can take a nominative agent and a bare nonagentive NP, as in (129)e-f.

(l 29) pattern 2: dyadic m- clause:

a. mazi? na? gasin.
buy GEN rope

'(He) bought a rope.' (data from Rau 1997:499)

b. si=saku? pqwas nqu? qwas Utux lru?
just=NOM.l S sing GEN song god LRU?

'I just sang about the song of God.' (data from Rau 1992:143)
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c. qasa ga?, musa? mkayan squ? kmukan ru? musa? magan cimu?
that TP.LK go say LCV plains.people and go take salt

ru? putung ru?
and match and

kwara? qqaya
all things

ru? wah=nha? smatu? tayan lao
and come=GEN.3p send Atayal LA

'As for that one, he went to talk to the plains people, went to get salt, matches,
and all the other things to give them to the Atayals.' '(Lit. 'As for that one, he
went to talk to the plains people, went to get salt, matches, and all other things,
and they came to the Atayals.') (Ata 4-027)

d. ana.ga? nyux smsun squ? buli? uxi rna.
but PROX.IMPRF carry LCV knife too QUOT

'But she carried a knife with her too, it is said.' (Ata 81-003)

e. siliq qani
siliq this

uzi ga?,
too TP.LK

hiya? ga?,
3S(CORE) TP.LK

nanu?.yasa.qu?
therefore

ke? na? tayan nkis raran
word/language GEN Atayal old.man before

mita?=ta? siliq qani hiya? ga?,
see=NOM.lpI siliq this 3S(CORE) TP.LK

qiwan.balay nyux pcbaq hiya?
really.like PROX.IMPRF teach 3S(CORE)
(mila? < m- + kila?)

'As for this siliq bird, according to what our Atayal ancestors also reported, this
siliq bird is the one that we (in.) (will) see, therefore, it is the one that will really
instruct us (in.).' (Ata 2-003)

f. ...mromun tmutu? qhuniq....
lower.head cut tree

'. ..she lowered her head cutting trees, ... .' (Ata 81-004)

Patterns 3a-e typically consists of dyadic -un verbs, dyadic -an verbs, or dyadic s-

verbs that expect both an agentive genitive-marked full NP (or a genitive pronoun) and a

nonagentive nominative NP, as in (130}-(l33). Case markers are optional in 8quliq

Atayal, so sometimes dyadic -un verbs, dyadic -an verbs, or dyadic s- verbs can take a

bare agentive NP and a nominative nonagentive NP, as in (l30)c. Like the verbs in

pattern 1 and pattern 2, the dyadic -un verbs, dyadic -an verbs, or dyadic s- verbs may
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markers, as in (134).

(l30)pattern 3a: dyadic -un clause:

a. ...tmokun=ta.?=nya.? ru? phoqin=ta? kwara? ..
cover=NoM.lPI=GEN.3s and die=NOM.lpI all

,.. .it will cover us (in.) and we (in.) will all die.' (Ata 6-16)

b. ...yan=nha? wan niqun na.? l)arux...
regard=GEN.3P PRF eat GEN bear

' ...they thought that the bear had eaten her... ' (Ata S1-034)

c. ...nyux katun bqzi....
PROX.IMPRF pierce thorn

' ....They will be pierced by thorns.' (Lit., 'Thoms will pierce them.') (Ata 1
032)

(131)pattern 3a: dyadic -un clause; pattern 3b: dyadic -an clause:

galun=nha? qu? sazing qani ru? hblan=nha?....
take=GEN.3p QU? two this and tie=GEN.3p

'They brought these two and tied them.' (Ata 6-26)

(l32)pattern 3a: dyadic -un clause; pattern 3b: dyadic s- clause:

...rasun=nya? spqaniq knerin qani....
carry=GEN.3s cAus.eat.with woman this

' ... it brought (it) to feed to this woman.' (Ata SI-013)

(133) pattern 3c: dyadic s- clause:
qsinuw s1aras=ku?=nya? pqaniq.
wild.animal bring.for=NOM.l S=GEN.3S CAUS.eat

'Wild animals are what it brought me to feed (me).' (Ata SI-044)

(l34)pattern 3c: dyadic s- clause; pattern 3a: dyadic -un clause:

nanu? spal)a?=nya? lru?, rasun=nya? squ? ska? hlahuy.
so carry.on.the.back=GEN.3s and carry=GEN.3s LCV middle forest

'So, it carried her on its back into the forest.' (Ata S1-008)

338
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5.4.2 Three proposals Concerning Atayal Transitivity and Actancy

As shown in 5.4.1, there are two major dyadic clause patterns that are ambiguous

regarding transitivity. Varying in their interpretation of these two major patterns, three

proposal concerning Atayal transitivity and actancy structure have been (explicitly or

implicitly) proposed in previous analysis ofAtayal syntax: a passive analysis, a split

ergative analysis, and an ergative analysis.

The passive analysis, adopted by Egerod (1965, 1966, 1978), Wolff (1973), Rau

(1992), treats the na?lnqu?-marked or salsqu?-marked theme full NP (or the locative

pronoun) in pattern 2 as an "accusative" object of an active transitive construction but the

na?lnqu?-marked agent (or the genitive pronoun) in patterns 3a-e as a demoted agent of

passive constructions. By treating pattern 1 as intransitive, pattern 2 as canonical

transitive, and patterns 3a-e as passives, Atayal is analyzed as an accusative language.

The passive analysis is schematically summarized as in table 5.5.
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TABLE 5.5 SQULIQ ATAYAL AS AN ACCUSATIVE LANGUAGE

PATTERN 1: (-)m-V
lntr.

PATTERN 2: (-)m-V (na?/nqu?lsa/squ?) N
Tr. Ace

theme

PATTERN 3A: V-un (na?/nqu?) N

lntr. Gen
agent

PATTERN 3B: V-an (na?/nqu?) N
lntr. Gen

agent

PATTERN 3c: s-V (na?/nqu?) N
lntr. Gen

agent

N
Nom
agent/theme

N
Nom
agent

N

Nom
theme

N
Nom
location

N
Nom
instrumentlbenefactive

The split-ergative analysis, adopted by Li (1997), treats the na?lnqu?-marked or

salsqu?-marked theme full NP (or the locative pronoun) in pattern 2 as an "accusative"

object of one type of transitive construction, and the na?lnqu?-marked agent (or the

genitive pronoun) in patterns 3a-c as an agent of the other type of transitive construction.

By treating pattern I as intransitive and both pattern 2 and patterns 3a-c as canonical

transitive, Atayal is analyzed as a split-ergative language. The split-ergative analysis is

summarized schematically in table 5.6.
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TABLE 5.6 SQULIQ ATAYAL AS A SPLIT-ERGATIVE LANGUAGE

PATTERN 1: (-)m-V
Intr.

PATTERN 2: (-)m-V (na'l/nqu'llsa/squ'l) N
Tr. Acc

theme

PATTERN 3A: V-un (na'l/nqu'l) N
Tr. Gen/Erg

agent

PATTERN 3B: V-an (na'l/nqu'l) N
Tr. Gen/Erg

agent

PATTERN 3c: s-V (na'l/nqu'l) N
Tr. Gen/Erg

agent

N
Nom/Abs
agent/theme

N
Nom
agent

N
Nom/Abs
theme

N
Nom/Abs
location

N
Nom/Abs
instrumentlbenefactive

The ergative analysis, adopted by Huang (1994), Rau (1997), Starosta (1997, 1998,

1999), treats the na?lnqu?-marked or salsqu?-marked theme full NP (or the locative

pronoun) in pattern 2 as an oblique-marked extended core argument of an extended

intransitive construction but the na?lnqu?-marked agent (or the genitive pronoun) in

patterns 3a-e as an agent of transitive constructions. By treating pattern 1 as intransitive,

pattern 2 as extended intransitive, and patterns 3a-e as transitives, Atayal is analyzed as a

pure ergative language. The ergative analysis is summarized schematically in table 5.7.
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TABLE 5.7 SQULIQ ATAYAL AS AN ERGATIVE LANGUAGE

PATTERN 1: (-)m-V
Intr.

PATTERN 2: (-)m-V (na?/nqu?/sa/squ7) N
Intr. GenJLcv

theme

PATTERN 3A: V-un (na?/nqu7) N
Tr. Gen/Erg

agent

PATTERN 3B: V-an (na?/nqu?) N
Tr. Gen/Erg

agent

PATTERN 3c: s-V (na?/nqu?) N
Tr. GenJErg

agent

N
Norn/Abs
agent/theme

N
Norn/Abs
agent

N
Norn/Abs
theme

N
Norn/Abs
location

N
Nom/Abs
instrumentlbenefactive

As illustrated in tables 5.5-5.7, all three proposals agree in treating pattern 1 as an

intransitive structure, but disagree as to whether pattern 2 and/or patterns 3a-e should be

treated as transitive structures. Such disagreement exists because both pattern 2 and

patterns 3a-e are dyadic structures that might be considered transitive. Because both

pattern 2 and patterns 3a-e are possible candidates for transitive constructions, it is

crucial to determine which one of the two, or whether both, should count as transitive

constructions in Atayal. In the following section, I examine the morphosyntactic and

semantic properties that these clause patterns exhibit in order to decide the matter.
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5.4.3 An Evaluation of Previous Analyses

In previous analyses of Atayal clauses, both pattern 2 (i.e., dyadic (-)m- clauses) and

patterns 3a-e (i.e., dyadic -un clauses, dyadic -an clauses, and dyadic s- clauses) have

been analyzed as transitive as well as intransitive. Pattern 2 and pattern 3 is equally

frequently analyzed as transitive. The determination of transitivity in some of the

previous analyses (e.g., Li 1997) seems to be based primarily on translation. If a clause is

translatable as transitive in Taiwanese, Mandarin Chinese, English, or other accusative

languages, then it has often been automatically treated as transitive. If a clause is

translatable as passive in these languages, then it has often been automatically treated as

passive. Some linguists working on the Atayallanguage (as well as other Formosan

languages) have given the morphosyntactic properties of clause structures and their

correlations with semantic properties significant weight (e.g., Huang 1994; Rau 1997;

Starosta 1997,1998, 1999, 2002b).

In this study, I follow the "transitivity" approach adopted by some Formosanists

(such as Huang 1994; Rau 1997; Starosta 1997, 1998, 1999, 2002b; etc.) in considering

the morphosyntactic and semantic properties of Atayal clause structures as key factors in

determining the transitivity of Atayal clause structures. In this section, I evaluate the

three proposals discussed in section 5.4.2 in terms of morphosyntactic and semantic

criteria. Based on the morphosyntactic and semantic properties that the three Atayal

verbal clause patterns exhibit, I argue that the ergative analysis is a better analysis of

Atayal transitivity. The following morphosyntactic and semantic evidence can justify

this claim.
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In this section, I evaluate the three proposals in tenns of the nominal case-marking

system and agreement.

If we compare the three proposals in tenns of the nominal case-marking system, we

find that the ergative analysis is a better analysis of Atayal transitivity.

If the passive analysis were correct, then the na?/nqu?-marked or sa/squ?-marked full

NP (or the locative pronoun) in pattern 2 would be an "accusative" NP and the na?/nqu?

marked full NP (or the genitive pronoun) in patterns 3a--e would be a peripheral argument

or an adjunct. Such an analysis would have to claim that the na?/nqu?-marked or

sa/squ?-marked full NP (or the LOCATIVE pronoun) in pattern 2 is either an "accusative"

core argument 0 (when it functions as a theme) or an adjunct (when it functions as a

location) depending on the thematic role that it encodes in the situation. However, as

already discussed in Chapter 4, NOT ALL theme NPs are "direct objects". The association

of theme NPs with "direct objects" without considering the morphosyntactic and

semantic properties that dyadic clauses exhibit might result in mistakenly identified the

theme in an antipassive construction as "direct objects" (see Cooreman 1994:52-6; and

Manning 1996:12, 15,84-98 for detailed discussion). Moreover, such an analysis would

have to claim that LOCATIVE pronouns can sometimes be used "accusatively" as a "direct

object" but sometimes be used "locatively" as an adjunct. It is not clear how a noun

phrase can be LOCATIVE and ACCUSATIVE at the same. Besides, the analysis that treats

the na?/nqu?-marked full NP (or the genitive pronoun) in patterns 3a--e as an adjunct

may raise questions such as "If the na?/nqu?-marked full NP (or the genitive pronoun) in
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patterns 3a-e is an adjunct, why is it almost always present in this type of clause?" or "If

the na?/nqu?-marked full NP (or the genitive pronoun) in patterns 3a-e is an adjunct,

why can it undergo some syntactic processes?", and so forth.

If the split-ergative analysis were correct, the na?/nqu?-marked or sa/squ?-marked

theme full NP (or the locative pronoun) in pattern 2 would be an "accusative" NP and the

na?/nqu?-marked full NP (or the genitive pronoun) in patterns 3a-e would be an

"ergative" NP. As just noted, such an analysis would have to claim that the na?/nqu?

marked or sa/squ?-marked theme full NP or the LOCATIVE pronoun in pattern 2 is

sometimes used as an "accusative" direct object, but sometimes as a "locative" adjunct.

Moreover, if the split-ergative analysis were the correct characterization ofAtayal

transitivity, we would run into the following problem in typology.

Typologically speaking, if a language exhibits a split case-marking system, it is

commonly conditioned by one or more of the following factors: (l) the semantic nature

of the main verb, (2) the semantic nature of the core NPs (e.g., pronominals vs. full noun

phrases), (3) the tense/aspect/mood of the clause, and (4) the grammatical status of a

clause (i.e., whether it is a main or subordinate clause) (Dixon 1979, 1994). However,

none of these factors seems to condition the supposed split case-marking system

described in the split-ergative analysis. From a typological perspective, such an analysis

would be undesirable because it would make Atayal (as well as many other western

Austronesian languages) typologically unusual in that it would show an idiosyncratic

type of split case-marking system, one that had none of the usual motivations for such a

split.
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On the other hand, if the ergative analysis is correct, then all the problems that we

encountered for the other two proposals are avoided. Under an ergative analysis, the

na?/nqu?-marked or sa/squ?-marked theme full NP (or the locative pronoun) in pattern 2

would be an OBLIQuE-marked extended core argument E and the na?/nqu?-marked full

NP (or the genitive pronoun) in patterns 3a-e would be an ergative-marked A (genitive-

marked A in my analysis).

One more piece of evidence that seems to support the ergative analysis is that genitive

clitic pronouns can have a cross-referencing function. As already shown in example

(112) in section 5.3.2 [repeated below in (135)], the genitive clitic pronoun =nya?

'GEN.3s' can agree with the agent of a dyadic -an clause, tali 'Tali', in person and

number features.

(135) genitive clitic pronoun agrees with the agent of a dyadic -an clause:

bhyan=saku?=nya.? tali.
beat=NOM.1 S=GEN.3S Tali

'Tali beat me.' (Huang 1993:60)

Typologically speaking, agreement is a property that is more likely associated with

the core arguments S, A, and 0 than with any other arguments and/or adjuncts (Whaley

1997:153,164-165; Dixon 1994:45). Ifa verb agrees with adjuncts or arguments other

than the three core arguments S, A, and 0 in some features, we would expect that it

would also agree with S, A, and 0 in those features, and not vice versa.

If the passive analysis were the correct characterization of Atayal transitivity, then the

na?/nqu?-marked full NP (or the genitive pronoun) in patterns 3a-e would be an adjunct.

Typologically speaking, we would expect that the verb would agree with the genitive-
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marked NP (an adjunct in this type of analysis) if, and only if, it also agrees with the

nominative NP and the "accusative" NP (i.e., the na?lnqu?-marked or salsqu?-marked

theme full NP (or the locative pronoun) in this type ofanalysis). However, this is not

what we found in the example presented in (135).

If the split-ergative analysis were correct, then Atayal would have a split agreement

system in which only certain types of transitive clauses would exhibit verbal agreement,

but other types of transitive clauses would not. Again, like the supposed split case-

marking system, the supposed split agreement system is not conditioned by any of the

four factors cited earlier. And again, from a typological point of view, such an analysis

would be undesirable because Atayal would become typologically unusual in that it

would show an idiosyncratic type of split-agreement system, one without any of the usual

motivations.

Ifthe ergative analysis is correct, then Atayal has a pure ergative agreement system in

which (in some cases) the verb of a transitive clause agrees only with the genitive-marked

A in person and number features, but not with the nominative-marked Sand 0 or other

core arguments or adjuncts.33 From a typological point of view, this type of ergative

agreement system is typologically plausible, though rare.

33 The agreement fact is not a very strong piece of evidence for Atayal ergativity in that we do not find a
productive agreement system.
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In the preceding section, I have shown that evidence from the nominal case-marking

system (and agreement) suggests that an ergative analysis is a better analysis of Squliq

Atayal transitivity than other proposed analyses.34 In this section, I demonstrate that

semantic evidence converges with morphosyntactic evidence in this conclusion.

As discussed in Chapter 4, linguists working on different language families agree

with Hopper and Thompson (1980) in the observation that semantic properties often

correlate with morphosyntactic transitivity in a systematic way (e.g., Tsunoda 1999;

Gibson and Starosta 1990; Dixon 1994; Huang 1994; Starosta 1997, 1998, 1999, 2002b;

Lazard 1997; Rau 1997). More specifically, they have shown that if semantic parameters

covary with morphosyntactic manifestations of transitivity, clauses exhibiting high

semantic transitivity are more likely to be encoded grammatically (morphologically and

syntactically) as transitive.

However, they disagree with each other on whether all ofthe ten semantic parameters

that Hopper and Thompson proposed should be considered equally relevant to the

morphosyntactic manifestations of transitivity. For instance, Tsunoda (1999:4) suggests

that AFFECTEDNESS OF THE PATIENT is the most important and is (almost) always relevant

34 Both Huang (1994) and Starosta (1997, 1998, 1999) consider verbal morphology as a piece of evidence
to support their ergative analyses of Atayal. They consider the fact that both monadic (-)m clauses and
dyadic (-)m- clauses share the same morphological shape (-)m-, but dyadic nonm clauses have their unique
verbal morphological shapes -un, -an, or s- is related to morphological transitivity. More specifically both
monadic (-)m- clauses and dyadic (-)m- clauses are intransitive, whereas dyadic nonm clauses are transitive.
Although no exception is found in the data available now, I do not rule out the possibility that Atayal might
also have constructions like the "be infested with" construction in PazehlPazih, Siraya, Thao, Tagalog,
I1okano, etc. (See chapter 2 for details about the "be infested with" constructions in various Formosan and
Philippine languages.) I do not consider the morphological identify test a reliable test of transitivity
because verbal morphology might be used to encode some semantic contrast between forms. See Chapter 2
for an evaluation of the morphological identifY test.
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to the morphosyntactic manifestations of transitivity. However, as discussed in Chapter

4, my analysis of Kavalan textual data shows that another semantic parameter,

INDIVIDUATION OF THE THEME, is most relevant to the morphosyntactic manifestations of

Kavalan transitivity. In this study, I consider three semantic parameters, VOLITIONALITY,

INDIVIDUATION OF THE THEME, and AFFECTEDNESS OF THE THEME, as most relevant to the

morphosyntactic manifestations of transitivity in Squliq Atayal.

Let us compare pattern 2 (i.e., dyadic (-)m- clauses) with patterns 3a-c (i.e., dyadic

-un clauses, dyadic -an clauses, or dyadic s- clauses) in terms ofvolitionality,

individuation ofthe theme, and affectedness of the theme.

First, let us consider volitionality of agent-like participants in examples (136) and

(137). Although both sentences means'A saw B', they occur in different kind of

discourse situations. (136) is used in the situation that the agent-like participant 'it' (the

male bear) ACCIDENTALLY or NONVOLITIONALLY saw the theme-like participant knerin

'the woman' when it was moving around in the forest. 35 However, (137) is used in a

situation in which the agent-like participant 'they' (the woman's family) came to see

'her' (the woman) PURPOSEFULLY or VOLITIONALLY because they heard her yelling.36

This pair of sentences suggest that dyadic (-}m- clauses are semantically less transitive

than dyadic -an clauses.

35 Although the m- clause is dyadic, only one overt NP is present because the third person singular
nominative pronoun is phonologically null in Squliq Ataya!.
36 Based on discourse cues, we can infer that the -an clause is dyadic. However, the agent-like participant
'they' is elided here, whereas the theme-like participant 'her', being the third person singular nominative, is
phonologically nul!.
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(1 36)pattern 2: dyadic m- clause with a nonvolitional agent-like participant

mita? squ? knerin....
see Lev woman
(mita? < m- + kita?)

'When it (the bear) saw the woman... .' (Ata Sl-007)

(137)pattern 3b: dyadic -an clause with a volitional agent-like participant; pattern 2:
dyadic m- clause with a nonvolitional agent and with an indefinite theme

ktan ga?, nyan maras qutux qu? laqi?
see GA? come carry one LIG child
(ktan < kita'l + -an; maras < m- + aras)

'(When they) saw her, (they noticed that) shewas carrying a child.' (Ata Sl
035)

Second, let us consider volitionality of the agent NPs and individuation of the theme

NPs in examples (137)-(138). Although the sentences in (137) and (138) both express

'A brought B', they differ in the interpretation of the theme NPs and volitionality of the

agent. The dyadic m- clause in (137) is used in the situation when the woman's family

came to see her, they happened to see a child accompanying her, but they did not have

any idea who this child was. In this situation, volitionality of the agent is not crucial and

the theme NP laqi? 'child' is INDEFINITE or NONINDIVIDUATED.

In contrast, the dyadic -un clause in (138) is used in the situation that the agent 'she'

(the woman) had already killed her bear husband and had decided to bring her child

home. In this case, volitionality of the agent NP is crucial and the theme NP laqi? 'child'

is DEFINITE or INDIVIDUATED. This pair of sentences show also that dyadic (-)m- clauses

are semantically less transitive than dyadic -un clauses.

Comparing (137) with (139), one might be tempted to say that dyadic s- clauses, like

dyadic (-)m- clauses, are also semantically less transitive than dyadic -un clauses because
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dyadic s- clauses also take an indefinite theme. However, a careful examination of the

examples in (137)-(139) suggests that dyadic s- clauses are syntactically and

semantically more similar to dyadic -un clauses than to dyadic (-)m- clauses.

Syntactically, the sentences in (138) and (139) both take a genitive-marked agent and a

nominative NP. They both express a situation that a volitional agent performing an

action and consequently another participant (a theme NP in (138), but a beneficiary NP in

(139)) in the sentence was affected by this action.37

In contrast, the sentence in (137) takes a nominative agent (not overt because the third

person singular nominative is phonologically null) and a theme NP that is not expressed

by a nominative pronoun or nominative full NP. Moreover, the volitionality of the agent

and the affectedness of the theme are NOT crucial in (137). Based on this set of data, we

can conclude that dyadic (-)m- clauses are semantically less transitive than both dyadic

-un clauses and dyadic s- clauses.

(1 38)pattem 3a: dyadic -un clause with a volitional agent and a definite and affected
theme (nominative)

rasun=nya? IJasan qu? laqi? qasa....
carry=GEN.3s home QU? child that
(rasun < 'laras + -un)

' ...she brought that child home.' (Ata S1-029)

37 Among the ten semantic parameters proposed by Hopper and Thompson, two of them (i.e., Affectedness
of theme NPs and Individuation of theme NPs) need to be modified in order to cover dyadic applicative
constructions in languages that make extensive use of applicative constructions. These two semantic
parameters can be restated as "Affectedness of NONAGENTIVE NPs" and "Individuation OfNONAGENTIVE
NPs", in which nonagentive NPs can be theme NPs or beneficiary NPs, instrument NP, etc.
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(139) pattern 3c: dyadic s- clause with a definite and affected beneficiary
(nominative)
qsinuw s?aras=ku?=nya? pqaniq.
wild.animal bring.for=NOM.l S=GEN.3S CADS.eat

'Wild animals are what it brought for me to feed (me).' (Ata SI-044)

Let us consider the volitionality of the agent NPs in examples (140) and (141).

Although both sentences means 'A carried B', they occur in different kind of discourse

situations. The dyadic (-)m- clause in (141) is used in the following situation. The

agentive participant mrkyas mlikuy 'young men' went to the forest to check ifthere was

really a dead bear in the stone cave (as the woman had said that she had killed the bear

and had left it inside the cave) and they really found a dead bear, so they carried it home.

In this case, the agentive NP did not go to the forest for the purpose of carrying the dead

bear home. Instead, they carried it home simply because they found it inside the cave. In

this case, the agentive NP NONPURPOSEFULLY rather than PURPOSEFULLY carried the bear

home.

In contrast, the dyadic s- clause in (140) is used in the situation in which the agentive

participant 'it' (the bear) saw 'her' (the woman) and decided to take her as its wife. In

this case, the agentive NP took the woman home PURPOSEFULLY or VOLITIONALLY.

Based on this pair of sentences, we can conclude that dyadic (-)m- clauses are

semantically less transitive than dyadic s- clauses.

(140)pattern 3c: dyadic s- clause with a volitional agent; pattern 3a: dyadic -un
clause with a volitional agent

nanu? spaI]a?=nya? lru?, rasun=nya? squ? skat hlahuy.
so carry.on.the.back.with=GEN.3s and carry=GEN.3s LCV middle forest

'So, it carried her on its back into the forest.' (Ata SI-008)
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(l41)pattern 2: dyadic m- clause with a nonvolitional agent

...musa? mrkyas mlikuy mpaI]a? I]arux qasa....

...go young man carry.on.the.back bear that....

' ...some young men went; and carried (back) that bear on their back.... ' (Ata
Sl-048)

Summing up the discussion in this section, we can state that dyadic (-)m- clauses are

associated with nonvolitional or nonpurposeful agentive NPs, nonindividuated and/or

nontotally affected nonagentive NPs, whereas dyadic -un clauses, -an clauses, and s-

clauses are associated with volitional or purposeful agentive NPs, highly individuated

and/or totally affected nonagentive NPs. These semantic properties suggest that dyadic (-

)m- clauses are semantically LESS transitive than dyadic -un clauses, -an clauses, and s-

clauses. If we correlate the semantic properties with the morphosyntactic properties that

we discussed in the preceding section, we find that semantically more transitive dyadic

-un clauses, -an clauses, and s- clauses are manifested grammatically as more transitive

than semantically less transitive dyadic (-)m- clauses.

5.4.3.3 Transitivity in grammar and discourse

Another piece of evidence that supports the ergative analysis comes from the

interaction between grammar and discourse. As Hopper and Thompson (1980) point out,

the degree of transitivity tends to match the discourse function of grounding. More

specifically, HIGHLY TRANSITIVE expressions tend to be associated with the FOREGROUND

(e.g., the material supplies the main points (or thread/backbone)) of narrative discourse,

whereas LESS TRANSITIVE expressions tend to be associated with the BACKGROUND (e.g.,

fill in settings, clarify details and explain things).
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My study of Atayal textual material, concurring with Rau's (1997) study of Atayal

discourse, points out that patterns 3a-e clauses (dyadic -un verbs, dyadic -an verbs, or

dyadic s- verbs) are associated with the FOREGROUND of narrative discourse, whereas

pattern 2 clauses (dyadic (-)m- clauses) are associated with the BACKGROUND ofthe

discourse. If we correlate transitivity in grammar and transitivity in discourse, we can

state that patterns 3a-e clauses are transitive clauses that are primarily used in the

foreground of narrative discourse, whereas pattern 2 clauses are intransitive clauses that

are primarily used in the background of the discourse.38

5.4.4 Summary

In the preceding sections, I have re-examined Squliq Atayal transitivity in terms of

morphosyntactic and semantic criteria. Based on the morphosyntactic and semantic

properties that Squliq Atayal verbal clauses exhibit, we can conclude that an ergative

analysis is the best analysis of Squliq Atayal transitivity.

5.5 ERGATIVITY

Having determined the transitive constructions in Squliq Atayal, it is possible to

determine what type of actancy structure Squliq Atayal has.

38 Huang (1994: 133) provides frequency counting result to support an ergative analysis of Atayal. She
observes that dyadic nonm clauses (Le., dyadic -un clauses, dyadic -an clauses, and dyadic s- clauses) have
higher text frequency than dyadic m- clauses (52 instances ofnonm clauses vs. 30 instances of m- clauses).
I consider the frequency data rather unreliable because the result might vary depending on the genre ofthe
texts that one examine. Instead, I consider the correlation between grounding and transitivity as a more
reliable test of transitivity than frequency alone.
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Incorporating the observations in section 5.4, we can characterize Squliq Atayal

clause structures as in table 5.8. From the table, we can observe that the S of an

intransitive clause and the a of a transitive clause are either morphologically unmarked

(if they are full NPs) or are expressed by a nominative pronoun, while the A of a

transitive clause has a distinct morphological marking (marked by an optional genitive

marker na'l or nqu'l) or are expressed as a genitive pronoun. This suggests that Squliq

Atayal has a pure ergative case-marking system rather than an accusative or a split

ergative system. Unlike Kavalan, Squliq Atayal does not seem to have a productive

verbal agreement system. Therefore, based on the case-marking system alone, we can

conclude that Squliq Atayal has a pure ergative actancy structure.
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TABLE 5.8 SQULIQ ATAYAL ACTANCY STRUCTURE

PATTERN 1: (-)m-V
Intr.

PATTERN 2: (-)m-V
Intr.

PATTERN 3A: V-un
Tr.

PATTERN 3B: V-an
Tr.

PATTERN 3c: s-V
Tr.

(na?/nqu?/sa/squ?) N
GenILcv
E
theme

(na?/nqu?) N
Gen
A
agent

(na?/nqu?) N
Gen
A
agent

(na?/nqu?) N
Gen
A
agent

N
Nom
S
agent/theme

N
Nom
S
agent

N
Nom
o
theme

N
Nom
o
location

N
Nom
o
instrumentlbenefactive

5.6 CONCLUSION

In this chapter, I have re-examined Squliq Atayal clause structures in terms of

morphosyntactic and semantic criteria. Four questions have been answered.

First, what are the constraints that condition the relative order of pronouns?

As discussed in 5.2.2, three major constraints condition the order of pronouns in

Squliq Atayal. (a) Clitic pronouns ALWAYS precede free forms pronouns (as well as full

NPs). (b) The relative order between first person/second person clitic pronouns and third
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person clitic pronouns is syntactically conditioned: nominative pronouns ALWAYS

precede genitive pronouns. (c) The relative order between first person clitic pronouns

and second person clitic pronouns is phonologically conditioned: monosyllabic clitic

pronouns MUST precede disyllabic clitic pronouns. However, in events that involve a first

person singular genitive and a second person nominative, the "portmanteau pronoun"

misu'l 'OEN.lS+NOM.2s' must be used in place of the nonoccurring sequences **maku'l

su'l and **su'l maku'l.

Second, are the prenominal monosyllabic forms determiners or nouns in Squliq

Atayal?

As shown in 5.3.1.3, two of the prenominal monosyllabic forms, qu?and squJ,

commonly analyzed as a nominative marker/determiner or a definite determiner and a

locative determiner respectively, might be "AUXILIARY NOUNS", at least in some cases.

The fact that qu?and squ?might be "auxiliary nouns" suggests the possibility that other

monosyllabic prenominal elements in Atayal might also be "auxiliary nouns".

Third, what constitutes the transitive construction in Squliq Atayal?

As shown in 5.4, based on the morphosyntactic and semantic properties that Squliq

Atayal clauses exhibit, we can conclude that dyadic -un clauses, dyadic -an clauses, and

dyadic s- clauses are the transitive constructions, whereas the dyadic (-)m- clauses are

extended intransitives or pseudo-transitives, a type of intransitive clause.

Fourth, what kind of actancy structure does Squliq Atayal have (accusative, ergative,

or split ergative)?
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Based on the discussion in 5.4, we observe that the S of an intransitive clause and the

o of a transitive clause have the same morphological marking (for full noun phrases) or

morphological shape (for pronouns), whereas the A of a transitive clause has a distinct

morphological marking or morphological shape. This suggests that Atayal has a ergative

case-marking system. Unlike Kavalan, Squliq Atayal does not seem to have a productive

verbal agreement system. Therefore, based on the case-marking system alone, we can

conclude that Squliq Atayal has a pure ergative actancy structure.



CHAPTER 6

TRANSITIVITY AND ERGATIVITY IN

CENTRALCAGAYANAGTA

6.1 INTRODUCTION

Central Cagayan Agta is an Austronesian language spoken by some 700 to 800

Negritos living in the central region ofCagayan Province in the northern part of the

island of Luzon, the Philippines (Mayfield 1987; http://www.ethnologue.com). It has

been classified as a member of the Cagayan Valley branch of the Northern Cordilleran

subgroup of Cordilleran languages (Reid 1989:57).

This chapter re-examines Central Cagayan Agta clause structures from a broad

typological perspective and determines the canonical transitive construction and actancy

structure of Central Cagayan Agta based on morphosyntactic and semantic criteria.

Three major questions will be answered here. First, are the prenominal monosyllabic

forms determiners or nouns in Central Cagayan Agta? Second, what constitutes the

transitive construction in Central Cagayan Agta? Third, what kind of actancy structure

does Central Cagayan Agta have (accusative, ergative, or split ergative)? In order to

answer these questions, some basic linguistic facts about Central Cagayan Agta will be

provided.

This chapter is organized as follows. Section 6.2 discusses word order in Central

Cagayan Agta. Section 6.3 deals with construction markers, the case-marking system

and the agreement system in Central Cagayan Agta. Section 6.4 discusses transitivity in
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Central Cagayan Agta clause structure. Section 6.5 argues that Central Cagayan Agta is

best analyzed as having a pure ergative actancy structure. Section 6.6 summarizes the

discussion in this chapter.

6.2 WORD ORDER

In this section, I discuss word order in Central Cagayan Agta. The discussion of

word order is divided into five parts: (1) the order of full noun phrases and demonstrative

pronouns, (2) the order of personal pronouns, (3) the order of elements in possessive

constructions, (4) word order in topicalized sentences, and (5) summary.

6.2.1 The Order of Full Noun Phrases and Demonstrative Pronouns

In this section, the relative order of predicates and full noun phrases and

demonstrative pronouns is discussed. The relative order of predicates and personal

pronouns will be discussed in section 6.2.2.

Central Cagayan Agta is a right-branching, predicate-initial language. In Central

Cagayan Agta, predicates can be either verbal or nonverbal. In a nonverbal clause, a

nonverbal predicate occurs in clause-initial position. l As shown in (1 }-(2), a predicate

nominal occurs clause initially and is followed by a nonpredicate noun phrase, which can

be a nominative full noun phrase or a complex noun phrase introduced by the auxiliary

nounya.

lClausal conjunctions can occur to the left ofa predicate, whether verbal or nonverbal. To simply the
discussion, I leave out clausal conjunctions in my discussion.



(1) nominal clause: NP (Predicate) NP (Nominativei

a yan ya uma=m 0, atillun ya
CON] this NOM swidden=thislhere IN] near NOM

PREDICATE NOMINATIVE

'This here is the swidden; the house is nearby.' (Agt 8-054)

bali=en...?
house=that
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(2) nominal clause: NP (Predicate) ya ....

...Ute Batiln ya mangayag teyak.
Uncle Batilu NOM call Lcv.l S

' ...Uncle Batilu was the one who called me.' (Agt 1-092)

Verbal clauses can be headed by either an auxiliary verb or a lexical verb. In a

pragmatically unmarked verbal clause, the main verbal predicate precedes ALL other

elements (e.g., noun phrases, dependent verbs, adverbs, etc.), as in (3).

(3) verbal clause headed by an existential verb: Exist=Adv ya NP

ittii=n ya pana=na=en.
EXIsT=already NOM arroW=GEN.3s=that

'I got his arrow.' (Agt 8-042)

Three major verbal clause patterns are found in Central Cagayan Agta: (i) Pattern 1:

monadic intransitive clauses, (ii) Pattern 2: dyadic -um-, ma-, -um-, mag-, or maN-

clauses, and (iii) Pattern 3: (a) dyadic -an clauses, (b) dyadic -an clauses, (c) dyadic i-

clauses, and (d) dyadic i- -an clauses.4 In pattern 1, the lexical verbs are either

2 Unless otherwise indicated, all Central Cagayan Agta data used in this study are taken from the eleven
texts in Mayfield (1987). The example reference numbers following the free translation are organized
according to the order that they appeared in Mayfield's monograph. For example, Agt 8-054 means that
the example is the 54th sentence of Central Cagayan Text 8.
3 The Central Cagayan Agta orthography used here is the same as that used by Mayfield (1987). The
symbol a stands for a mid central vowel; astands for a low central vowel (represented as ii or ain other
publications on this language); ng stands for velar nasal; and - stands for glottal stop. Glottal stop is
written only in consonant clusters. There are no vowel clusters in Central Cagayan Agta; hence contiguous
vowels in text must be pronounced with an intervocalic glottal stop.
4 The Central Cagayan Agta reflexes of PAN *-um-, PMP *maR-, PMP *maN-, PAN *-en, PAN *-an, PAN
*Si- (or PMP *hi-) are -um-, mag-, maN-, -an, -an, and i-, respectively.
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morphologically unmarked or have the morphological shape -um-, ma-, mag-, maN-.5 In

pattern 2, the dyadic lexical verbs are either morphologically unmarked or have the

morphological shape -um-, ma-, mag-, or maN-. In patterns 3a-3d, the dyadic lexical

verbs have the morphological shape -an, -an, i-, and i- -an respectively.

In pattern 1 (a monadic intransitive clause), if a monadic intransitive verb functions as

the main verbal predicate, it will occur clause initially and is followed by a nominative

full NP or demonstrative pronoun, as in (4)-(8).

(4) pattern 1: monadic -um- clause with one (personal) full NP: -um-V NP (Nom)

a sangaw, te dumatang ig aboy ig Leting,
CON] later because/so.that arrive NOM.PL daughter NOM.PL Leting

ya araw na boda.
NOM day GEN wedding

naliwatan=da
forgotten=GEN.3p

a nebiir=da teyiik ta
CON] said=GEN.3p LCY.1s TA

[nebar < na- + ibar]

'Well, by and by when my daughter Leting and her companions arrived, they
told me that they (the other party) had forgotten what day the wedding
celebration was to be.' (Agt 1-001)

(5) pattern 1: monadic -um- clause with one (nonpersonal) full NP: -um-V NP
(Nom)

umange=n ya
go=already NOM

katuhangan=k=en,
parent.in.law=GEN.1 s=thatlthere

en=na inalap.
gO=GEN.3S got

'My parent-in-law went and got it.' (Agt 8-072)

(6) pattern 1: monadic ma- clause with one (personal) full NP: na-V NP (Nom)

nasidug hapa ya Mandaripan.
asleep also NOM Mandaripan

'Mandaripan also went to sleep.' (Agt 7-008)

5 Like Tagalog, llokano, and other Philippine languages, the formative ma- is associated with a number of
grammatical functions. For example, it can be associated with the formation ofstative verbs, the formation
of true passive verbs (i.e., dynamic ma- verbs that take only a nonagentive nominative NP), and the
formation of the potentive form (i.e., dynamic ma-, ma- -an, or me- forms that occur with both an agentive
nominative NP and a nonagentive nominative NP) of verbs that occur in pattern 3 clauses. Please refer to
Newell (1993), Foley and Van Valin (1984), Brainard (1994a, 1996, 1997) for the discussion of ma- forms
in Batad lfugao, Tagalog, and Karao, respectively.
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(7) pattern 1: monadic mag- clause with one demonstrative pronoun: nag-V NP
(Nom)

...atsi naganak yen.
IN] gave.birth that(NoM)

' ...Oh-oh, it has given birth.' (Agt 8-086)

(8) pattern 1: monadic mag- clause with one (personal) full NP: mag-V NP (Nom)

magliplipay ya Mandaripan....
look.around NOM Mandaripan

'Mandaripan looked around... .' (Agt 7-047)

In clauses containing two or more full NPs, that is, pattern 2 and patterns 3a-3d

clauses, the preferred word order is the agent preceding the theme (or location,

instrument, or beneficiary), regardless of their grammatical relations.

In pattern 2 (a dyadic -um-, ma-, mag-, or maN- clause), if a dyadic -um-, ma-, mag-,

or maN- verb occurs with two full NPs, the lexical verb will occur clause initially and is

first followed by a nominative agent, and then by an oblique theme, as in (9). In a dyadic

-um-, ma-, mag-, maN- clause that contains a full NP and a pronominal clitic, regardless

of being headed by an auxiliary verb or by a lexical verb, the only full NP in the clause

always occurs after the dyadic -um-, ma-, mag-, or maN- verb, as in (10)-(12).

(9) pattern 2: dyadic mag- clause with two full NPs: mag-V NP (Nom) NP (Obi)

maggalgal ya lalaki ta kayu ta ragadi.
saw NOM man OBL tree LCV two.man.saw
PREDICATE AGENT THEME

'The man is sawing a tree with a two-man saw.' (data from Mayfield 1987:123)
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(10) pattern 2: dyadic mag- clause with one pronominal clitic and one full NP:
nag-V=Nom NP (Lev) NP (Lev) NP (Obi)

...te nagsosaw=tik
because trimmed=NOM.l S

ta wer=ewan, dalan=ewan, ta uway,
LCV creek=that trail=that OBL rattan

imange=kid.
went=NOM.3P
(imange < -in- + -um- + ange)

,.. ,because I was trimming rattan on the trail at the nearby creek. So they went. '
(Agt 1-005)

(11) pattern 2: dyadic maN- and mag- clauses with one pronominal clitic and one full
NP: e (Aux)=Nom naN-V nag-V NP (Obi)

e=kid nangaHlp nagbunag ta danum, nagbunag=kid
gO=NOM.3p got transported OBL water transported=NoM.3P

addet
end/until

ta mahimat.. ..
LCV dusk

'They went to get and transport water; they transported until dusk.... ' (Agt 1
042)

(12) pattern 2: dyadic maN- clause with one pronominal clitic and one full NP:
maN-V=Nom NP (Obi)

...mangalap=ktim
get=NoM.2p

ta
OBL

uway=ina te
rattan=that for

takkal=muy....
ann.band=GEN.2p

' .. .take some ofthat rattan for your (pI.) armband.... ' (Agt 5-001)

In patterns 3a-3d (dyadic -an clauses, dyadic -an clauses, dyadic i- clauses, and

dyadic i- -an clauses), if a dyadic -an verb, dyadic -an verb, dyadic i- verb, or dyadic i-

-an verb functions as the main verbal predicate, it will occur clause initially and is first

followed by an agentive genitive NP, and then by a nonagentive nominative NP, as in

(13) and (15). If a dyadic -an verb, dyadic -an verb, dyadic i- verb, or dyadic i- -an verb

functions as a dependent verb of an auxiliary predicate, the main auxiliary predicate will

occur clause initially and will be followed (by other auxiliary verbs and) by the lexical
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verb, which in tum is followed by an agentive genitive NP and then by a nonagentive

nominative NP, as in (14).

(13) pattern 3a: dyadic -an clause with two full NPs: -in-V NP (Gen) NP (Nom)

...te ginavwat na atu=en ya ugta=en, toro na ugta.6

because attacked GEN dog=that NOM deer=that big.buck LIG deer
V-AN AGENT THEME

' ...because the dog attacked the deer, (which was) a big buck.' (Agt 8-013)

(14) pattern 3a: dyadic -an clause with two full NPs: en=Gen Adv V-an NP
(Gen) NP (Nom)

kuga en=na ha bangatan na Mandaripan ya mamanuk=en.
immediately gO=GEN.ls again butcher GEN Mandaripan NOM bird=that

AUX V-AN AGENT THEME

'Mandaripan goes off again to butcher the bird.' (Agt 7-014)

(15) pattern 3c: dyadic -i clause with two full NPs: ne-V NP (Gen) NP (Nom)

...nelubeg na ugta ya anak=k=en a nasi=n....
trod.on GEN deer NOM child=GEN.ls=that CON) dead=already/now
I-V AGENT THEME

(nelubeg < na- + i- + lubeg) 7

'The deer trod on my child and it's dead now.' (Agt 4-013)

In patterns 3a-d (a dyadic -an clause, dyadic -an clause, dyadic i- clause, and dyadic

i- -(in clause) that contain a full NP (or demonstrative pronoun) and a pronominal clitic,

regardless of being headed by an auxiliary verb or by a lexical verb, the only full NP (or

demonstrative pronoun) in the clause always occurs after (but not necessarily

immediately after) the dyadic -an verb, dyadic -an verb, dyadic i- verb, or dyadic i- -an

verb, as in (16)-(19).

6 Like other Philippine type languages, the perfective aspect of dyadic -an verbs in Central Cagayan Agta
has a morphological shape -in- (rather than the nonoccurring form **-in- -an).
7 The form ne- is the perfective aspect of the potentive form of dyadic i- verbs. Like other Philippine
languages (such as Tagalog, IIokano, etc.), the potentive form in Central Cagayan Agta is used to express
meanings such as " ...be able to ...." or " ...happen to ....".
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(16) pattern 3a: dyadic -an clause with one pronominal clitic and one full NP:
V-an=Gen...NP (Nom)

bakkan=da kan ya hukal=na=en....
smash=GEN.3P REPORT.SP NOM seed=GEN.3S=that
(bakkan < bakka + -an)

'They would smash the seed,.... ' (Agt 5-016)

(17) pattern 3a: dyadic -an clause with one pronominal clitic and one demonstrative
pronoun: V-an=Gen Adv Dem (Nom)

...am makalong=kid ta laman a alungtan=da hapa yen,
if shOOt=NOM.3P OBL wild.pig CON] eat.alone=GEN.3P also that(NoM)

iasal=da hapa
roast=GEN.3P also

ta afuy,....
LCV fire

, .. .if they are able to shoot a wild pig, they eat that by itself; they roast it in the
fire .... ' (Agt 5-014)

(18) pattern 3b: dyadic -an clause with one pronominal clitic and one full NP:
V-an=Gen NP (Nom)

indagan=mi bit i aboy=en, te ange gumatang
wait.for=GEN.lpE for.a.moment NOM daughter=that because go buy

ta baggat, te balonan=muy, petta itta hapa kanan=muy ta
OBL rice because travel=GEN.2P so.that EXIST also eat==GEN.2P LCV

bali=muy....
house=GEN.2p

'We (ex.) are waiting for the daughter because she went to buy some rice for
your (pI.) travel provisions, so you (pI.) will have something to eat at home... .'
(Agt 1-025)

(19) pattern 3c: dyadic i- clause with one pronominal clitic and one full NP:
i-V=Gen NP (Nom)

a intu paha ibar=ku teko, Ginyamor, kuman=na
CONJ Tor.3s yet tell=GEN.l S Lcv.2s Ginyamor similar=GEN.3S

iwahad=mu
throw.with=GEN.2s

mina
should

ya dulay na nonof,....
NOM bad L1G thoughts

'And another thing I will tell you (sg.), Ginyamor, it is like this, you (sg.)
should throwaway any bad ideas, .... ' (Agt 2-003)
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6.2.2 The Order of Personal Pronouns

Like Squliq Atayal, pronouns in Central Cagayan Agta can be divided into two types:

clitic pronouns and free form pronouns. These two types of pronouns differ in their

syntactic distribution. Clitic pronouns are phonologically attached to the main predicate

ofa clause, whereas free form pronouns occur after, but not necessarily immediately

after, a lexical verb (cf. (20)-(22) vs. (22)). When the main predicate of a clause is a

lexical verb, a clitic pronoun is attached to the lexical predicate, as in (20) and (23).

When the main predicate of a clause is an auxiliary verb, a clitic pronoun is attached to

the main auxiliary predicate, rather than the lexical verb, as in (21) and (24).

(20) clitic pronoun immediately following the main predicate (a lexical verb) of a
clause: V-an=Gen

awan haman,....
NEG surprisingly

haman,
surprisingly

awan
NEG

a
CON)

a itiin=ku
CON) see=GEN.ls
(itiin < ita + -an)

'1 looked and surprisingly it was not there, it was not there.' (Agt 8-027)

(21) clitic pronoun immediately following the main predicate (an auxiliary) of a
clause: en(Aux)=Gen V-an NP (Nom) NP (Lev)

en=ku
gO=GEN.Is

itiin ya atu=en ugugan ta danum=en.
see NOM dog=that bark LCY water=that

'1 went to see what the dog was barking at in the water.' (Agt 8-026)

(22) clitic pronoun immediately following the main predicate (a lexical verb) of a
clause; free form pronoun not immediately following a lexical verb:
V=Nom=Adv Lev

sangaw tekami=en
later LCY.I PE=that

nahulat nagbabida
bored were.talking

a imange=kid=na
CON) went/came=NOM.3p=already

teyiik.
LCY.Is

'Later on, when we (ex.) were weary of conversing, they came up to me.' (Agt
1-016)
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(23) lexical verb as the main predicate: maN-V=Nom NP (Obi)

mangwa=ka ta hutotug=mu.
do/make=NOM.2s 08L bOW=GEN.2s

'Make yourself (sg.) a little bow.' (Agt 7-003)

(24) negative auxiliary as the main predicate: Neg=Gen=Nom Adv Adv i-V

ara awe=k=kid la bit ikaskasu.
IN] NEG=GEN.ls=NOM.3P only/just for.a.moment acknowledge

'Well, I won't acknowledge them yet.' (Agt 1-015)

In pattern 1 (a monadic intransitive clause), if a monadic intransitive verb functions as

the main verbal predicate, it will occur clause initially and is immediately followed by a

nominative personal pronoun and other elements (such as adverbs, quantifiers, etc.), as in

(25)-(27). If an auxiliary verb is the main predicate, it will occur clause initially and is

immediately followed by a nominative pronoun (and adverbs), and then by a lexical verb,

as in (28).

(25) pattern 1: monadic -um- clause with one pronominal clitic: -um-V=Nom=Adv

a umange=kami=n, magkakampat=kami=n ngamin,....
eONJ go=NOM.l PE=already assemble=NOM.l PE=already all
(magkakiimpat < mag- + Ca- + kiimpat; Ca- reduplication indicates/agrees with the plurality of
the agent)

'So we (ex.) went, we (ex.) were all assembled together.. .. , (Agt 1-048)

(26) pattern 1: monadic mag- clause with one pronominal clitic: nag-V=Nom=Adv

gafu ta kuman=en nagtoli=kid=na.
reason Lev similar=that retumed=NoM.3p=already

'As the result of that, they came back again.' (Agt 1-006)
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(27) pattern 1: monadic intransitive (maN-) clause with one pronominal clitic:
(mang-)V=Nom

...e=kiim mantu ta bali,
go/come=NoM.2p then Lev house

(mangan < maN- + kiln)

te mangan=kitiim bit.. ..
because eat=NOM.l PI for.a.moment

' ...Come on to the house and we (in.) will all eat first.. ..' (Agt 1-022)

(28) pattern 1: monadic intransitive clause with one pronominal clitic: e (Aux)=Nom
Adv ma-V

e=yiik bit masidug.
gO=NOM.l s for.a.while sleep
AUX=NOM ADV MA-V

'I am going to sleep for a while.' (Agt 7-011)

In patterns 3a-3d (dyadic -an clauses, dyadic -an clauses, dyadic i- clauses, and

dyadic i- -an clauses) with two pronominal clitics,8 regardless of being headed by a

lexical verb or an auxiliary verb, the main verbal predicate will occur clause initially and

is first followed by an agentive genitive pronoun, and then by a nonagentive nominative

pronoun, as in (29)-(34).

(29) pattern 3a: dyadic -an clause with two pronominal clitics: V-an=Gen=Nom

"a ikamuy hapa, te mabannag=kid naggagasa, a
CON] TOP.2p also because tired=NoM.3p were.beating.gong CON]

tubbatan=muy=kid
relieve=GEN.2P=NOM.3P

hapa," kun=ku, a
also Quor=GEN.l s CON]

"on".
yes

"'You (pI.) also (do it) because they are tired beating the gongs; you (pI.) relieve
them sometimes too," I said, "All right.'" (Agt 1-049)

(30) pattern 3b: triadic -an clause with two pronominal clitics: V-iin=Gen=Nom
NP (Obi)

ay
IN]

atadan=mi=kid
give=GEN.l PE=NOM.3P

ta baggat=en.
08L rice=that

'So we (ex.) supplied with them some of the rice.' (Agt 1-031)

8 Pattern 2 clauses do not take two pronominal NPs; therefore, they are excluded from the discussion here.
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(31) pattern 3b: dyadic -an clause with two pronominal clitics:
en(Aux)=Gen=Nom=Adv V-an

en=da=kid=na tinuludan ta inafuy.
gO=GEN.3P=NoM.3p=already escorted LCV cooked.rice

'And they went and brought them cooked rice.' (Agt 1-057)

(32) pattern 3c: dyadic i- clause with two pronominal clitics: Neg=Gen=Nom Adv
Adv i-V

ara awe=k=kid la
INJ NEG=GEN.l S=NOM.3p only/just

bit
for.a.moment

ikaskasu.
acknowledge

'Well, I won't acknowledge them yet.' (Agt 1-015)

(33) pattern 3c: dyadic i- clause with two pronominal clitics: i-V=Gen=Nom

gafu ta kuman=en ya bida=da awan hud
since LCV similar=that NOM talk=GEN NEG RHETORIC.NEG

ildillak=ku=kid
pity.tO=GEN.l S=NOM.3p

hapa,....
also

'Since that was their story, should I not pity them, .... ' (Agt 1-096)

(34) pattern 3c: dyadic i- clause with two pronominal clitics:
en(Aux)=Gen=Nom=Adv i-V NP (Lev)

...en=da=ka=n itulud ta arigi na
gO=GEN.3P=NoM.2s=already escort.with LCV post GEN

rantay....
bridge

,...they are going to take you (sg.) to the supports for the bridge.' (Agt 3-007)

6.2.3 The Order of Elements in Possessive Constructions

Having discussed the order of full NPs and pronominal NPs in unmarked sentence

structures, I now tum to the discussion of the relative order of elements of noun phrases.

In this section, I focus my discussion on the order between possessors and possessed

nouns in possessive constructions.

In Central Cagayan Agta, possessive constructions resemble unmarked main clause

structures in having the head noun occur before its attribute. In a single possessive
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construction, the head noun (i.e., the possessed noun) precedes the dependent noun (i.e.,

the possessor), as in (35)-(38). In a multiple possessive construction, the possessed noun

phrase precedes the dependent noun phrases, and each dependent noun phrase can be

further divided into a possessed noun followed by a possessor, as in (38)-(39).

(35) single possessive construction: N rna NJ

tekid nabalin=na mangan, nagpedda=kami ta umag=en,
Lcv.3p finished=already eat lay.down=NOM.l PE LCV inside=that

umag rna bali].
inside GEN house
(mangiln < mang- + kiln)

'When they had finished eating, we (ex.) lay down inside, inside the house. '
(Agt 1-024)

(36) single possessive construction: N [ni N]

ay, en=da inakkat ta bali [ni
CON] gO=GEN.3P lifted LCV house GEN

nangigafun=da.
source=GEN.3p
(nangigafun < nang- + i- + gafu + -lin)

'Rather, they went and lifted (her) down from Homan's house; that is where
they started from.' (Agt 1-084)

(37) single possessive construction: N[=Gen]

.. .iatad=ku teko ya baggat=in a iko=n ya
give=GEN. JS Lcv.2s NOM rice=this CON] PRED.2s=already NOM

makkamu ta buyut[=mu] ....
know LCV group=GEN.2s

' .. .1 will give this rice to you (sg.) and you (sg.) be responsible for your (sg.)
group.... ' (Agt 1-099)
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(38) single and multiple possessive constructions: N[=Gen]; N [na N[=Gen]]

en=nak binolsan na kabalay[=k]=in ta lima pesuk,9
gO=GEN.3S+NOM.l S pocketed GEN Ass.house=GEN.l s=this Lev five peso

a kuman=kami na kwa=en maglelehut ay, te
CON] similar=NOM.l PE GEN thing=that circling IN] because

awe=na naapagan ya blosa [na saping[=k]]=en.
NEG=GEN.3S found NOM pocket GEN short.pants=GEN.l s=that

'My kabalay came to put five pesos in my pocket, and it is like we (ex.) were
what-you-call-it, going around in circles, because he could not find the pocket
of my short pants.' (Agt 1-051)

(39) multiple possessive constructions: N [na N [ni N]]

a inayagan=dak=na hapa ta talekud [na bali
CON] called=GEN.3P+NoM.ls=already also Lev behind GEN house

[ni Aleng]].
GEN son
(=diik 'GEN.3P + NOM. Is' < =da 'GEN.3P' + =iik 'NOM.lS')

'And they called me behind my son's house.' (Agt 1-091)

6.2.4 Word Order in Topicalized sentences

Having discussed the word order of elements in unmarked sentence structures and in

possessive constructions, I now tum to the discussion of marked sentence structures.

While the basic word order in clauses is predicate-initial, Central Cagayan Agta, like

Kavalan and Atayal, also allows an alternate sentence pattern in which a topic, usually a

noun phrase, a locative or temporal phrase, precedes the predicate. A topic is indicated

by its prepredicate position (and intervening pause), as in (40)-(44). However, unlike

Kavalan and Atayal, there seems to be NO (obligatory or optional) topic linker occurring

between a topic and the rest of the sentence in Central Cagayan Agta. Notice that when a

nominative NP is topicalized, the sentential topic is expressed by a topic/predicate

9 Mayfield (1987: 16) comments that "kabalay, the term of relationship between members of a marriage
relationship (from ka- 'fellow participant' + balay 'house', an I1okano term)...."
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pronoun and the main clause can take a resumptive nominative pronoun that is

coreferential with the topic, as in (40)a-b.

(40) topic/predicate pronoun (with a deictic determiner) as a topic:

a. iyak=in e=yak naman ta talun....
Top.ls=here gO=NOM.lS atlast LCV forest

'As for me here, I am going to the forest again.' (Agt 8-070)

b. ...te iyak=in dinagdag=nak na atu=in....
because TOP. Is=here chased=GEN.3S+NoM.ls GEN dog=that

(=niik 'GEN.3S +NOM. Is' < =na 'GEN.3S' + =iik 'NOM. IS')

' ...because, as for me here, that dog chased me....' (Agt 4-010)

(41) demonstrative as a topic:

a ye-yen hapa, am bikiil 0 am kayu a mabalin
CONJ that also if bamboo or if wood CONJ can/possible

la ya ikim ten a afuy yen.
just NOM like.this+GEN.2s there CONJ fire that

'Now about that, if(there is) bamboo or wood, you (sg.) can just put it there and
(there will) be fire.' (Agt 5-007)

(42) full noun phrase as a topic:

ya pana=k a nekusar=ku ay.
NOM arroW=GEN.l S CONJ discarded=GEN.l S INJ

'I had let go of my bow and arrows.' (Agt 8-036)

(43) full noun phrase (locative expression) as a topic:

ye ta Ugam=en, yen ya nagyanan=mi.
INJ LCV Ugam=there that NOM stayed=GEN.I PE

'There, at Ugam, that's where we (ex.) were living.' (Agt 8-081)

(44) full noun phrase (temporal expression) as a topic:

ay ta lalakwat nagafuy=kid=na ha.
INJ LCV morning cooked.rice=NOM.3p=already again

'Then in the morning, they cooked rice again.' (Agt 1-073)
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6.2.5 Summary

Let me summarize the discussion of Central Cagayan Agta word order in the previous

sections.

First, Central Cagayan Agta is basically a right-branching, predicate-initial language.

Second, main predicates (verbal or nonverbal; auxiliary or nonauxiliary) exhibit the

following features: (a) they occur clause initially; (b) they attract clitic pronouns.

Third, clitic pronouns differ from free form pronouns (as well as full NPs and

demonstrative pronouns) in their syntactic distribution. In verbal clauses headed by an

auxiliary verb, clitic pronouns occur IMMEDIATELY AFTER the FIRST AUXILIARY in the

clause, whereas free form pronouns (as well as full NPs and demonstrative) occur after

(but NOT NECESSARILY immediately after) the LEXICAL VERB.

Fourth, in clauses that involve (at least) two full noun phrases, an agentive full noun

phrase must precede a nonagentive full noun phrase, regardless of their grammatical

relations, if they are not case-marked by a class of monosyllabic prenominal elements.

Fifth, in clauses that involve one pronominal clitic and one full noun phrase (or

demonstrative pronoun), the pronominal clitic always precedes the full noun phrase (or

demonstrative pronoun).

Sixth, in clauses that involve two pronominal clitics, the agentive genitive clitic

pronoun precedes the nonagentive nominative clitic pronoun.
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6.3 CONSTRUCTION MARKERS AND CASE-MARKING SYSTEMS

In this section, I discuss construction markers and the case marking system in Central

Cagayan Agta. Section 6.3.1 discusses the forms and functions of three types of

construction markers: ligatures, deictic elements (determiners, locative adverbs, and

demonstrative pronouns), and case-marking forms. Section 6.3.2 deals with the Central

Cagayan pronominal system.

6.3.1 Construction Markers

Like Kavalan, Squliq Atayal, and many other western Austronesian languages,

Central Cagayan Agta has elements that can be identified as "ligatures", and also a class

of forms that are the equivalents of so-called "determiners" in other western Austronesian

languages. However, unlike Kavalan and Squliq Atayal, in a topicalized construction,

Central Cagayan Agta does not seem to use any element, that is, a topic linker, to link a

topicalized NP with the rest of the sentence. Moreover, Central Cagayan Agta makes use

of deictic elements, such as deictic determiners, locative adverbs, and demonstrative

pronouns, to express distinction of reference with respect to location or time.

6.3.1.1 Ligatures

The first type of construction marker to be introduced is ligatures.

Like Kavalan, Squliq Atayal, and many other western Austronesian languages,

Central Cagayan Agta also makes use of a special type of construction marker,

commonly referred to as a "ligature" or "linker", to link a head (usually a noun or a verb)
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with its following attribute (e.g., a noun, possessor, or relative clause). As already

discussed in Chapters 4 and 5, the categorical status of "ligatures" is not uncontroversial

(see Chapter 5, section 5.3.1.2 for discussion).

In Central Cagayan Agta, one ligature, na, is found. 10 Like the ligatures in other

western Austronesian languages, the fonn na is used to link a head noun with its

dependent, as in (45)-(49).

sa
all

tinutunuduk
skewered

plinsit, ay
noodles INJ

naggagatang, pase
were.buying as.well.as

negabur=kid=na=ha
crowded=NOM.3p=already=again

na dekat,....
LlG rice.candy

'There were also some people selling noodles, and they all crowded around to
buy some, as well as skewered rice candy, ... .' (Agt 1-060)

na links a head noun with a dependent noun:

itta hapa ya maglliku=kid=en ta
EXIST also NOM sell=NOM.3p=that OBL

(45)

(46) na links a head noun (a demonstrative) with a dependent noun (abstract noun):

nakaru ye-yen na bisin namlin na.
severe that LlG hunger at. last already

'That famine was very severe.' (Agt 8-006)

10 Mayfield (1987) reports the existence of another ligature ("relative clause marker" in his term), nga,
which is used to link a head noun (a demonstrative) with a relative clause. This form appears only once in
the eleven Central Cagayan Agta texts that I examined. It is possibly a borrowing from Ilokano.

(l) ... iatad=ku=teko ya baggat=in a iko=n ya
give=GEN.ls=LCY.2s NOM rice=this CONJ PRED.2s=already NOM

makkamu ta buyut=mu kid=ina nga mangatad....
know LCY group=GEN.2s PL=this LlG give

' .. .1 will give this rice to you (sg.) and you (sg.) be the one responsible to give it/them to your (sg.)
own group.... ' (Agt 1--099)
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(47) na links a head noun with a dependent relative clause:

...te masikan haman ya asok na paddayan=mi=n
because strong surprisingly NOM smoke LIG make=GEN.lPE=already

na hunut
GEN torch

' ...because the smoke of the torches we (ex.) make is strong.' (Agt 11-022)

(48) na links a head noun (a numeral) with a dependent noun:

...mangaUip=ka ta magatut na bahuy, dwiigatut na
get=NoM.2s OBL hundred LIG pig two.hundred LIG

anwang, ikid na magatut na baka.
water.buffalo and GEN hundred LIG cow

' ...you (sg.) get one hundred pigs, two hundred water buffalos, and one hundred
cows.' (Agt 7-042)

(49) na links a head noun (a quantifier) with a dependent noun:

itQ'n=na ya pidik, adiiddu na pirak, pake adiiddu na pirak.
see=GEN.3s NOM money many LIG money really many LIG money
(itiin < ita + -an)

'He saw money, much money, really much money.' (Agt 7-034)

6.3.1.2 Deictic elements: Deictic determiners, locative adverbs, and

demonstrative pronouns

The second type of construction marker to be introduced is deictic elements.

Three subtypes of deictic elements are found in Central Cagayan Agta: deictic

determiners, locative adverbs, and demonstrative pronouns.

6.3.1.2.1 Deictic determiners and locative adverbs

Deictic determiners, previously referred to as "identifiers" (Mayfield 1987:114) or as

a type of "impersonal pronouns" (P. Healey 1960:89), are deictic elements that provide

local or temporal information about entities in an event. They can be used to distinguish
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entities in space or time, but CANNOT be used to distinguish the grammatical functions of

noun phrases.

In previous analyses, Central Cagayan Agta has been described as having a deictic

determiner system similar to the one in table 6.1 (based on Mayfield 1987: 114; P. Healey

1960:89).

TABLE 6.1 CENTRAL CAGAYAN AGTA DEICTIC DETERMINERS/LOCATIVE ADVERBS

SINGULAR PLURAL
SPEAKER =In kid=in
HEARER =ina kid=ina
SEMIREMOTE =ewan kid=ewan
REMOTE =en kid=en

As illustrated in table 6.1, Central Cagayan Agta deictic determiners distinguish four

deictic positions ('close to the speaker', 'close to hearer', 'semiremote', 'remote'). Each

of these four deictic positions can have both a singular form and a plural form. The

singular forms are enclitics that are phonologically attached to the noun that they specify.

The plural forms are formed by addition of the formative kid to the beginning part of the

singular forms.

These forms can attach to or follow a nonpersonal noun phrase (as in (50)-(51)), a

personal noun (as in (52)), a possessed noun phrase (as in (52) and (54)), a

topic/predicate pronoun (as in (53)), or an oblique pronoun (as in (54)). The fact that

they appear at the outer edge of a possessed noun phrase strongly implies that they are

determiners.
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(50) deictic determiner cliticizes to a nonpersonal common noun phrase:

a timullu=yak tagad ta ulu=na=en.
CONJ went.up=NoM.Is toward LCV head=GEN.3s=thatithere

'So I went up towards the front of it.' (Agt 10-009)

(51) deictic determiner cliticizes to a nonpersonal noun (place name):

"on, ikitam yana anupan ya ulu na tagumay=en," kun=na.
yes PRED.lPI that hunt NOM head GEN Tagumay=that QUOT=GEN.3S

"'Yes, we (in.) will be the ones to hunt the head of the Tagumay Creek," he
said.' (Agt 8-010)

(52) deictic determiner cliticizes to a personal noun; plural deictic determiner
following a possessed noun:

...te ayagan=ku 1 Ipig=en ta pana=na kid=en...
because call=GEN.ls NOM Ipig=thatlthere LCV arrow=GEN.3s PL=that

' ...because I will call Ipig for those arrows of his.' (Agt 8-037)

(53) deictic determiner cliticizes to a topic/predicate pronoun:

iyak=in e=yak namiln ta talun....
rOP.ls=here go=NOM.lS at.1ast LCV forest

'As for me here, I am going to the forest again.' (Agt 8-070)

(54) deictic determiner cliticizes to an oblique pronoun; plural deictic determiner
following a possessed noun:

tekami=en naggabgilbi ta kofun=mi=in, en=na=kami
Lcv.IPE=that came.early LCV friend=GEN.IPE=this gO=GEN.3S=NOM.IPE

inalilp malat, tatilkit ya ilnilk=ku kid=ill, ta lillilkwilt. I I

got certainly pain NOM child=GEN.ls PL=this LCV morning

'The time when we (ex.) left early in the morning with our (ex.) friend, he came
and got us (ex.) for sure; these children of mine were sick, in the early
morning.' (Agt 10-001)

The homophonous forms of the singular deictic determiners can attach to verbs, as in

(55)-(56). When they are cliticized to verbs, they are considered to be locative adverbs.

II Mayfield (1987:83) comments that tatakit 'sick' is a very unusual contracted fonn of nagtatakit.
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Locative adverbs provide local or temporal information about an event itself (rather than

about a particular entity in an event).

(55) locative adverb cliticizes to an existential verb:

0,
INJ

ittii=;n
EXIST=here

ya barak=in
NOM baby.wild.pig=this/here

'Okay, there is a piglet here.' (Agt 8-096)

(56) locative adverb cliticizes to a directional auxiliary:

a em=;na alapan ay te maglangan=ka=n
CONJ gO+GEN.2s=there get INJ because singe=NOM.2s=already

te mangigup=ak.
because eat.meat=NOM.l S

'Well, go there and get it and singe the hair, because I want to eat some meat. '
(Agt 8-097)

6.3.1.2.2 Demonstrative pronouns and locative adverbs

In addition to being homophonous with deictic determiners, locative adverbs can also

be homophonous with some of the demonstrative pronominal forms.

In previous analyses, Central Cagayan Agta has been described as having a

demonstrative pronoun system similar to the one in table 6.2 (based on Mayfield

1987:114; P. Healey 1960:89).
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TABLE 6.2 PREVIOUS ANALYSES OF CENTRAL CAGAYAN AGTA DEMONSTRATIVES

NOMINATIVE GENITIVE OBLIQUE
SPEAKER SINGULAR yarVye-yanJyeyan na inin ta isinJsin

PLURAL yeyan kid/ye-yan na inin kid
HEARER SINGULAR yanalye-yanalyeyana na inina ta isinalsina

PLURAL yeyanakid na inina kid
SEMIREMOTE SINGULAR yevvarVye-yevvan na inevvan ta itevvarVtevvan

PLURAL yevvan kid na inevvan kid
REMOTE SINGULAR yenJye-yen nainen ta itenJten

PLURAL yen kid na inen kid
***With the 'semiremote' and 'remote' demonstrative pronouns, yo sometimes occurs,
emphasizing great distance: yo yewan ('semiremote'),yo yen ('remote') (P. Healey
1960:17)

Demonstrative pronouns, previously referred to as "demonstrative substitutes"

(Mayfield 1987:117) or as a type of "impersonal pronouns" (P. Healey 1960:17, 89), are

pronominal forms that contain a deictic component. Like the deictic determiners,

demonstrative pronouns also distinguish four deictic positions ('close to the speaker',

'close to hearer', 'semiremote', and 'remote'). Each of these four deictic positions (for

the nominative and the genitive forms) can also have both singular and plural forms. The

plural forms are formed by addition of the formative kid to the end of the singular forms.

In previous analyses, Central Cagayan Agta has been described as having three sets of

demonstrative pronouns: nominative, genitive, and oblique. Hovvever, a thorough

analysis of Central Cagayan Agta textual data suggests that there are only tvvo sets of

demonstrative pronouns: nominative and genitive demonstratives. As for the so-called

"oblique" demonstrative pronouns, they NEVER function as nouns; instead, they function

as locative adverbs.

The nominative demonstrative pronouns are the demonstrative pronominal

equivalents ofya/i/ig-marked full noun phrases. Like their corresponding ya/i/ig-marked
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full noun phrases, they can function as the sole argument of a monadic intransitive clause,

as in (57).

(57) demonstrative as the sole argument of a monadic intransitive clause:

a. mappya yeyen, talintin=en.
good that service.line=that

'That one, that service line is good.... ' (Agt 11-035)

b. a
CONJ

sorsoriban=nak,
gaze=GEN.3s+NOM.I S

kuga
PERSIST

tinoli=nak ha,
retum=GEN.3 S+NOM.I S again

te nagporay ye-yen na ugta.
because angry that LIG deer

'It peered at me and then it came right back to me again because that was an
angry deer.' (Agt 8-016)

c. ...atsi naganak yen.
INJ gave.birth that

' ...Oh-oh, it has given birth.' (Agt 8-086)

They can function as the theme or nonagentive NP of a dyadic -an clause, dyadic -an

clause, dyadic i- clause, or dyadic i- -an clause, as in (58) and (59).

(58) demonstrative as the theme NP of a dyadic -an clause:

a tuvtuvwidan=mi yen.
CONJ join.together=GEN.1 PE that/these

'And we (ex.) join these together.' (Agt 11-017)

(59) demonstrative as the nonagentive NP (instrument) of a dyadic i- clause:

ikarga=m yen am dwagappak=kid, kunna ten.
load.with=GEN.2s that if two.pieces=NOM.3P similar that

'You (sg.) load that up (i.e., into the basket) ifthere are two pieces, similar to
that.' (Agt 11-038)

They can also function as the predicate nominal of a nominal clause, as in (60).
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(60) demonstrative as the predicate nominal of a nominal clause:

a. yan ya uma=in 0, atakkun ya bali=en....
this NOM swidden=this INJ near NOM house=that

'This here is the swidden; the house is nearby.' (Agt 8-054)

b. ay umange=yak, ay yen ya
INJ gO=NOM.lS INJ that NOM
(negawat < na- + i- + gawat)

negawat=da=en.
reached=GEN.3p=that

'So I went and that is what they handed me.' (Agt 1-094)

They can also function as the nonpredicate nominal of a nominal clause and as a topic

of a topicalized construction, as in (61).

(61) demonstrative as a topic of a topicalized construction and demonstrative as the
nonpredicate nominal of a nominal clause:

a ye-yen hapa, am bikal 0 am kayu a mabalin
eONJ that also if bamboo or if wood CONJ finish

la ya ikim ten a afuy yen.
just NOM like.this+GEN.2s there CON] fire that

'Now about that, if (there is) bamboo or wood, you (sg.) can just put it there and
(there will) be fire.' (Agt 5-007)

The genitive demonstrative pronouns are the demonstrative pronominal equivalents

of na/ni/nig-marked full noun phrases. In all the eleven Agta texts that I examined, there

is only one occurrence of the genitive demonstrative pronoun (62). It is not clear whether

they have exactly the same syntactic distribution as their corresponding na/ni/nig-marked

full noun phrases.

(62) genitive demonstrative:

ta kabalinan na inen,
Ley afterward that(GEN)

"Mamaddya=kitam ta balok....
make=NOM.lp OBL leaf.bag

'After that, "Let's also make a leaf bag.... ' (Agt 11-014)
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As discussed earlier, NOT ALL "demonstrative substitutes" in Mayfield's analysis are

demonstrative pronouns. Some of the so-called "demonstrative substitutes" are actually

locative adverbs. As shown in (63H64), the so-called "oblique demonstrative

substitutes" are functioning as locative adverbs (that provide local or temporal

information about an event) rather than as demonstrative pronouns (that provide local or

temporal information about the entity itself).

(63) full form locative adverb:

a. a maski am awan ta kasafego=muy
CON] even if NEG Lev match=GEN.2p

am alapan=muy ye-yen,
if get=GEN.2p that

hulu=en na
bamboo=that LIG

lipatu
soft-dry-stage

a am igalgal=mu ta kunna
CON] if saw=GEN.2s Lev similar

ta iten
there/that

a afuy hapa yen.
CON] fire also that

'And even if you (pI.) don't have any matches, if you (pI.) get that, soft-dry
stage bamboo, and if you (sg.) saw it (into pieces) similar to that, it will also
bum.' (Agt 5-006)

b. katotolay yana=n, te awe=na mafmaafut na
people that=already because NEG=GEN.3s consume LIG

tolay=en ange mangisagpaw=na ta ulu=na ta
person=that go place.on=already Lev head=GEN.3s OBL

ga-gamit, addet ta iten allong=en.
clothing end/until there/that dancing.platform=that

'That was a crowd because there was no end of people going to place clothing
on her head as far as the dancing platform.' (Agt 1-086)

c. a gafu ta kwa, abikan=ka=n ta iten,
CON] since Lev thing near/close=NoM.2s=already there/that

a kun=da=n, alistu=kid=na hapa.
CON] similar=GEN.3P=now swift=NOM.3p=already also

'So when you (sg.) are close there (at the hive), they are doing like this (fast
motion); their activity is fast.' (Agt 11-006)



d. am itta=kid ten a dagdagam=kid
if EXIST=NOM.3P there CONJ follow+GEN.2S=NOM.3p
(dagdagam < dagdagan + =m)

'If they are there, then followed them.' (Agt 11-002)

hapa ay.
also INJ
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e. ya nonot=ku ta kiidwan, "magidda=yak
NOM mind==GEN.ls LCV some lie.down==NOM.lS

bit Iii sin."
for.a.while just here

'On the other hand, I thought, "I will just lie down here for a while.'" (Agt 10
022)

(64) full form locative adverb tewan and the deictic determiner =ewan:

gafu
since

ta madamdam=ak teg
LCV sad=NOM.ls LCV.PL

aleng, "e=yak hapa Iii
son gO=NOM.l s also just

tewan, bali=da=ewan," kun=ku.
there house=GEN.3p=there QUOT=GEN.lS

'Since I was lonesome for my son and the others, I said to myself, "I am going
over there, to their house over there.' (Agt 10-023)

In addition to the so-called "oblique demonstrative substitutes", other demonstrative

substitutes sometimes seem to be able to function as locative adverbs too. For example,

the "nominative substitute" yen in (65) seems to function as a locative adverb (in this

case, it provides temporal information about the event) rather than a demonstrative

pronoun.

(65) yen as locative adverb:

awe=k=kid=na
NEG=GEN.l S=NoM.3p=already

maita yen,....
see that

'I won't see them after that.. ..' (Agt 10-021)

6.3.1.2.3 Summary

Let me sum up the discussion in this section. In Central Cagayan Agta, there are

three types of deictic elements: deictic determiners, demonstrative pronouns, and locative

adverbs. Both deictic determiners and demonstrative pronouns provide local or temporal
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information about the entity involved in an event and both can have singular and plural

forms. Locative adverbs, however, provide local or temporal information about the event

itself rather than about an entity. Locative adverbs can be homophonous with either

deictic determiners or demonstrative pronouns. All three types of deictic elements

distinguish four deictic positions ('close to the speaker', 'close to hearer', 'semiremote',

and 'remote').

Demonstrative pronouns in Central Cagayan Agta distinguish two case forms:

nominative and genitive. The nominative demonstrative pronouns are the equivalents of

the ya/i/ig-marked full noun phrases. They can occur as the sole argument of a monadic

intransitive clause, as the theme or nonagentive argument ofa dyadic -an clause, dyadic

-an clause, dyadic i- clause, or dyadic i- -an clause. They can also occur as the predicate

nominal and the nonpredicate nominal of a nominal clauses. Moreover, they can also

occur as the topic of a topicalized construction.

As for the genitive demonstrative pronouns, they are the demonstrative pronominal

equivalents of the na/ni/nig-marked full noun phrases. However, due to lack of data, I

am unable to determine whether they have exactly the same syntactic distribution as their

corresponding genitive-marked full noun phrases.
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TABLE 6.3 CENTRAL CAGAYAN AGTADEMONSTRATIVE PRONOUNS

NOMINATIVE GENITIVE
SPEAKER SINGULAR yanJye-yanJyeyan na inin

PLURAL yeyan kid/ye-yan na inin kid
HEARER SINGULAR yanalye-yanalyeyana na inina

PLURAL yeyana kid na inina kid
SEMIREMOTE SINGULAR yevvanJye-yevvan na mevvan

PLURAL yevvan kid na inevvan kid
REMOTE SINGULAR yen/ye-yen namen

PLURAL yen kid na inen kid

6.3.1.3 Case-marking system for full nouns

The last type of construction marker to be introduced is prenominal elements that are

equivalents of so-called case-marking "determiners" in other vvestem Austronesian

languages.

Full noun phrases in Central Cagayan Agta do NOT exhibit formal differences to

reflect their grammatical functions. Their grammatical functions are manifested by a

class of prenominal monosyllabic forms.

In previous analyses of the Central Cagayan case-marking system for full nouns,

Central Cagayan Agta is commonly described as having a system similar to the one in

table 6.4 (based on P. Healey 1960:89; Mayfield 1987:116).

TABLE 6.4 PREVIOUS ANALYSES OF CENTRAL CAGAYAN AGTACASE-MARKING PARTICLES

NOMINATIVE GENITIVE OBLIQUE
NONPERSONAL ya na ta
PERSONAL (so.) (y)i IL ni te
PERSONAL (PL.) (y)ig mg teg

12 The [OnTIS i and ig (in Mayfield's orthography) are written as yi and yig respectively in P. Healey (1960).
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These forms have been referred to as "case-marking particles" or "ligatures" in

previous analyses. From the label "case-marking particles", it is clear that these forms

function as some kind of "case-marking" element, but it is not clear what syntactic

category they belong to. In this study, I reconsider the categorical status of these

monosyllabic forms.

6.3.1.3.1 ya, i, ig: Nominative determiners or nouns???

In previous analyses of Central Cagayan Agta, the form ya has been commonly

analyzed as a nominative case-marking particle for nonpersonal nouns, the form i as a

nominative case-marking particle for singular personal nouns (including some kinship

terms), and the form ig as a nominative case-marking particle for plural personal nouns

(i.e., a personal noun and hislher associate(s)). From the label "nominative case-marking

particles", it is clear that these forms function as nominative case-marking elements.

However, it is not clear what syntactic category they belong to. A careful analysis of

Central Cagayan textual data suggests that ya, i, and ig are "AUXILIARY NOUNS" that carry

the nominative case marking feature.

Before we decide the categorical status ofyalilig, let us first consider their syntactic

distribution.

First, yalilig can introduce the sole argument of a monadic intransitive clause, as in

(66)-(67).
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(66) ya introduces the sole argument (a nonpersonal noun) of a monadic mag
clause:

yen ya ianup=dak te e paruba talo am
that NOM hunt.with=GEN.3P+NOM.lS because go try in.case if

maganak ya laman.
give.birth NOM wild.pig
(=diik 'GEN.3S + NOM.lS' < =da 'GEN.3S' + =iik 'NOM.Is')

'That was their reason for using me in hunting, to go and try in case the wild
pigs had given birth.' (Agt 8-004)

(67) ig introduces the sole argument (a personal noun and hislher associate) of a
monadic mag- clause:

ya ange hapa naggasa ig Munit ni Litdag, ay Apaw hapa, ....
NOM go also beat.gong NOM.PL Munit GEN Litdag INJ Apaw also

'The ones who went to beat the gongs were Munit with Litdag, and also Apaw,
.... ' (Agt 1-065)

Second, yalilig can introduce a nonagentive argument of a dyadic -an clause, a

dyadic -an clause, a dyadic i- clause, or a dyadic i- -an clause, as in (68)-(70).

(68) ya introduces the theme argument (a nonpersonal noun) of a dyadic -an clause:

"on, ikitam yana anupan ya ulu na tagumay=en," kun=na.
yes PRED.lPI that hunt NOM head GEN Tagumay=that QUOT=GEN.3s

"'Yes, we (in.) will be the ones to hunt the head of the Tagumay Creek," he
said.' (Agt 8-010)

(69) ya introduces the nonagentive argument (a nonpersonal noun) ofa dyadic -an
clause:

e=yak inukadan ya
gO=NOM.I S opened NOM

igaw=en.
winnowing.tray=that

baggat=en nehu-huk=ku=n ta
rice=that poured=GEN.I s=already Lev

'I went and opened the rice, (and) poured it on the winnowing tray.' (Agt 1
098)
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(70) i introduces the nonagentive argument (a kinship term) of a dyadic -fin clause: 13

indagiin=mi bit i aboy=en, te ange gumiWing
wait.for=GEN.1PE for.a.moment NOM daughter=that because go buy

ta baggat, te balonan=muy, petta itta hapa kanan=muy ta
OBL rice because travel=GEN.2P so.that EXIST also eat=GEN.2p LCV

bali=muy....
house=GEN.2p

'We (ex.) are waiting for the daughter because she went to buy some rice for
your (pI.) travel provisions, so you (pI.) will have something to eat at home.... '
(Agt 1-025)

Third, ya/i/ig can introduce the nonpredicate nominal of a nominal clause, as in (71)-

(72).

(71) ya introduces the nonpredicate nominal (a nonpersonal noun) ofa nominal
clause:

a
CONJ

yan ya uma=in
this NOM swidden=this

0,

INJ

atakkun ya
near NOM

bali=en....
house=that

'This here is the swidden; the house is nearby.' (Agt 8-054)

(72) i introduces the nonpredicate nominal (a personal name) of a nominal clause:

kaluhung=ku i Tinoy.
relative=GEN.l S NOM Tinoy

'Tinoy is my relative.' (P. Healey 1960:13)

Fourth, ya/i/ig can introduce the predicate nominal of a nominal clause, as in (73).

13 Not all kinship terms are marked by (y)i or (y)ig. P. Healey (1960: 13) describes that the following
kinship terms are marked by (y)i or (y)ig: abay 'daughter, girl', ane 'older sibling (term of address)', aleng
'son, boy', atawa 'spouse', Mbo 'grandparent', kabirdt 'spouse of sibling-in-law', kaka- 'old sibling (term
of reference)', kdyung 'brother-in-law of man', dama- 'father (term of reference)', hina- 'mother (term of
reference)', ipag 'sibling-in-law other than kdyung', masina 'aunt (true or by marriage)', ute 'uncle (true or
by marriage)', wagi 'young sibling'. All other kinship terms other than the above are marked by the
personal nominative auxiliary noun ("nonpersonalligature" in P. Healey's analysis). Among these others
are: manuhang 'child-in-Iaw', katuhangan 'parent-in-law', afu 'grandchild', panganakan 'sibling's child',
kasinsin 'cousin', anak 'offspring', kabayim 'boy's sister', kalakyan 'girl's brother'.
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(73) ya introduces the predicate nominal (a nonpersonal noun) of a nominal clause:

te amu=m ya polu araw a medyo nakurang
because know=GEN.2S NOM first day CONJ somewhat lack

ya ga-gamit, a ya afuy ya pagkatolayan=da, kunna ten.
NOM clothing CONJ NOM fire NOM cause.of.life=GEN.3P similar that
(pagkatolaylin <pa- 'CADS' +pag- -lin + katolay)

'For as you (sg.) know about the early days, there was a lack of clothing, and
fire was their means of staying alive, similar to that.' (Agt 5-012)

The fact that the elements introduced by ya, i, or ig in (66)-(73) are all clearly nouns

might suggest that these forms are DETERMINERS in that they occur at the outside edge of

a noun phrase and might be interpreted as dependents of head nouns. However, a careful

examination of Central Cagayan Agta texts points out that sometimes the elements

introduced by ya are UNLIKELY to be considered as NOUNS. Let us examine the elements

that introduced by ya in examples (74)-(79).

In (74)-(75), the element that immediately follows ya carries affixation (the

formatives mag-, ne-, -in- are often assumed to be "verbal affixes") that identifies it as a

verb. That is, in this case, ya introduces a verbal clause headed by a lexical verb. These

examples might not be a big problem for the "determiner" analysis because one can

assume that the forms magindag, nebar, and binida are actually zero-derived deverbal

NOMINALIZATIONS, similar to the effect of -er nominalization in English, hence they

might actually mean 'the one who wait', 'the thing that they said', and 'the thing that she

talked', respectively, in these example. Alternatively, one could assume that these forms

are verbs, as they appear to be, but are the predicates of headless relative clauses, so that,

in effect, the noun phrases in which they appear are-on the surface at least-headless

(see Kroeger 1998:2, 11).
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(74) ya followed by a clause headed by a lexical verb:

a attaman=tam la bit ya magindag, te yen
CON] endure=GEN.l PI just for.a.moment NOM wait because that

ya nebar=da=en,
NOM said=GEN.3p=that

a fuhab ta Liggu
CON] afternoon LCV Sunday

te mapatu
because hot

kan ya dalan," kun=ku hapa.
REPORT.SP NOM trail QUOT=GEN.ls also
(nebiir < na- + ibiir)

"'Let's just wait patiently, because that's what they said, Sunday afternoon,
because they said the trail will be hot," I added.' (Agt 1-038)

(75) ya followed by a clause headed by a lexical verb:

a gafu ta kuman=en ya binida=na, "ay
CON] reason LCV similar=that NOM talked=GEN.3s IN]

on mantu,
yes then

paggustun=tam=kid, te magamamat," kun=da.
cAus.enough=GEN.lPI=NoM.3P because shame QUOT=GEN.3p
(binida < -in- + bida;paggustun <pa- 'CAUS' +pag- + gustu + -an; magamamat < mag- +
(C) VC + amat)

'And since she said that, they said, "Oh, all right then, let's satisfy them,
because it would be shameful.'" (Agt 1-069)

The "nominalization" account might sound reasonable for sentences like the ones in

(74)-(75). However, it might not be applicable to sentences like the ones in (76)-(79).

In (76)a-b, the element immediately following ya is a directional auxiliary verb. In (77),

the element immediately follows ya is an existential verb. In (78), the element

immediately following ya is a negative existential verb. In (79), the element immediately

following ya is a negative auxiliary verb. Although it might be possible to consider

lexical verbs as "zero-derived deverbal nominalizations" when they follow a supposed

determiner, it is UNLIKELY that existential verbs and auxiliary verbs are nominalizations.

The existence of sentences like examples (76)-(79) makes the "determiner" analysis

particularly hard to sustain.
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(76) ya followed by a verbal clause headed by a directional auxiliary verb:

a. ya ange hapa naggasa ig Munit ni Litdag, ay Apaw hapa,....
NOM go also beat.gong NOM.PL Munit GEN Litdag INJ Apaw also

'The ones who went to beat the gongs were Munit with Litdag, and also Apaw,
.... ' (Agt 1-065)

b. mamadday=kita
make=NOM.ID

ta hunut, te yen ya
OBL smoke.torch because that NOM

en=tam panglub tekid....
gO=GEN.lpI harvest.honey LCV.3P

'Let's make a smoke torch because that is what we (in.) will use to smoke them
out.. .. ' (Agt 11-011)

(77) ya followed by a clause headed by an existential verb and ya followed by a
clause headed by a lexical verb:

sangaw a ya itta=kid=en ta Basao, nagdadatang=kid hapa
later CONJ NOM EXIST=NOM.3p=that LCV basao arrived=NOM.3P also

ta Sabadu, te yen ya amu=da ta boda, ya Sabadu.
LCV Saturday because that NOM knoW=GEN.3p LCV wedding NOM Saturday

'Later on, the Agtas living in Basao, they all arrived on Saturday, because that
was the day they knew for the wedding, Saturday.' (Agt 1-035)

(78) ya followed by a clause headed by a negative existential verb:

...te naggagitta=kitam haman ya kuman=en
because same=NOM.l PI however NOM similar=that

ya mamawanan
NOM NEG.EXIST

ta kanan...
LCV food

' ...because after all, we (in.) are all alike in that way, that is, always without
enough to eat...' (Agt 1-095)

(79) ya followed by a verbal clause headed by a negative auxiliary:

...ya awan kid=en hapa makaapag ta kanan=da, ....
NOM NEG PL=that also search LCV food=GEN.3P

' ...those who were not able to find their food, .... ' (Agt 5-014)

In addition to the problem that some of the elements introduced by ya MIGHT NOT be

nouns, the "determiner" analysis is problematic in that the phrases introduced by ya/i/ig
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can be further specified by a class ofenclitic deictic determiners that occur at the

righthand edge of the noun phrase. 14 As already shown in (68)-(71), in order to express

distinctions of reference with respect to location or time, a deictic determiner (such as =in

'this' , =ina 'that' ,...etc.) can be attached to the phrase introduced by ya/i/ig. Ifya/i/ig are

determiners, one would have to assume that Central Cagayan Agta noun phrases can be

marked by two determiners (with one occurring at the lefthand edge ofthe phrase and the

other occurring at the righthand edge of the phrase) SIMULTANEOUSLY. Such an analysis

is not palatable.

Based on the data discussed so far, it seems that ya/i/ig CANNOT be determiners.

Now, the question is: "what can they be?"

An answer to this question is offered by Reid (2002b).

Reid (2002b) re-examines the syntactic distribution of the so-called nominative or

absolutive "determiners" in some Philippine languages (e.g., Tagalog ang, Ilokano fi,

Guinaang Bontok nan, etc.) and claims that these monosyllabic forms do NOT belong, at

least in some cases, to the syntactic category of DETERMINERS. Instead, he considers

these forms to be "AUXILIARY NOUNS" that carry the feature [+extension], that is, nouns

that require a dependent predicate (p.304, 306).

The "auxiliary noun" analysis proposed by Reid (2002b) seems to be applicable to the

Central Cagayan Agta forms ya/i/ig. The "auxiliary noun" analysis of Central Cagayan

Agta ya/i/ig is supported by the following pieces of evidence. First, ya can occur before

14 Reid (2002b:299, footnote 6) notes that "There are some Philippine languages such as Ivatan, the Alta
and Agta languages on the northeastern coast of Luzon, Isinai, and Kagayanen Manobo, however, that do
have what are probably true enclitic determiners occurring at the righthand edge of the noun phrase....".
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words that are themselves UNLIKELY to be the heads of noun phrases, such as existential

verbs and auxiliary verbs. Second, phrases introduced by ya/i/ig sometimes can be

further specified for spatial or temporal information by a class of enclitic deictic

determiners. By considering ya/i/ig as auxiliary nouns, the typological unusual type of

"double determiners" analysis can be avoided. Third, like other Philippine languages,

Central Cagayan Agta is strongly RIGHT-BRANCHING, with dependents typically occurring

to the RIGHT of their head. However, the supposed case-marking "determiners" are

typologically anomalous in that they always occur to the LEFT of their head nouns.

The fact that ya/i/ig might be "auxiliary nouns" rather than "determiners" poses the

question as to whether all other monosyllabic prenominal elements in Central Cagayan

Agta might also be "auxiliary nouns".

6.3.1.3.2 na, ni, nig: Genitive determiners or nouns?

In previous analyses of Central Cagayan Agta, the form na has been commonly

analyzed as a genitive case-marking particle for nonpersonal nouns, the form nias a

genitive case-marking particle for singular personal nouns (including some kinship

terms), and the form nig as a genitive case-marking particle for plural personal nouns

(i.e., a personal noun and hislher associate(s)). From the label "genitive case-marking

particles", it is clear that these forms function as genitive case-marking elements.

However, it is not clear what syntactic category they belong to. A careful analysis of

Central Cagayan textual data suggests that na, ni, and nig are "AUXILIARY NOUNS" that

carry the genitive case marking feature.
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Before we decide the categorical status ofna/ni/nig, let us first consider their

syntactic distribution.

First, na/ni/nig can introduce possessors in possessive constructions, as in (80)-(82).

(80) ni introduces a personal possessor of a possessive construction:

ay, en=da inakkat ta
CON] gO=GEN.3P lifted LCV

bali
house

ni Homan, yen
GEN Homan that

ya
NOM

nangigafun=da.
source=GEN.3P
(nangigalun < nang- + i- + galu + -lin)

'Rather, they went and lifted her down from Homan's house; that is where they
started from.' (Agt 1-084)

(81) na introduces a nonpersonal possessor of a possessive construction; ni
introduces a personal (kinship term) possessor of a possessive construction:

a inayagan=dak=na hapa ta talekud na bali
CONJ called=GEN.3P+NOM.ls=already also LCV behind GEN house

ni Aleng.
GEN son
(=dlik 'GEN.3p + NOM. Is' < =da 'GEN.3P' + =lik 'NOM.Is')

'And they called me behind my son's house.' (Agt 1-091)

(82) na introduces the agent (a nonpersonal noun) of a dyadic -an clause and
introduces a nonpersonal possessor of a possessive construction:

en=nak binolsan na kabalay=k=in ta lima pesuk,
gO=GEN.3 S+NOM.I S pocketed GEN Ass.house=GEN.I s=this LCV five peso

a kuman=kami na kwa=en
CONJ similar=NOM.I PE GEN thing=that

awe=na naapagan ya blosa
NEG=GEN.3S find NOM pocket

maglelehut ay, te
circling IN] because

na saping=k=en.
GEN short.pants=GEN.I s=that

'My kabalay came to put five pesos in my pocket, and it is like we (ex.) were
what-you-call-it, going around in circles, because he could not find the pocket
of my short pants.' (Agt 1-051)

Second, na/ni/nig can introduce the agent of a dyadic -an clause, dyadic -an clause,

dyadic i- clause, and dyadic i- -an clause, as in (82)-(85).



(83) ni introduces the agent (a personal noun) of a dyadic -an clause:

ara naggagasa=kid=na ha, te magtatugut=kid
INJ beat.gong=NoM.3p=already again because walking=NoM.3P

mina,
would
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ammi kuman=in ya nabida ni Litdag.
but similar=this NOM talked GEN Litdag
(naggagiisa < nag- + Ca- + giisa; magtatugut < mag- + Ca- + tugut; nabida < na- + bida)

'So they played the gongs again, because they would have left, but then Litdag
spoke like that.' (Agt 1-070)

(84) nig introduces the agent (a personal noun and hislher associate) of a dyadic -an
clause:

tekid nakalutu, ay
LCV.3P cooked INJ

Munit,...
Munit

en=na=kid=na pinakan nig Litdag,
gO=GEN.3=NoM.3p=already fed GEN.PL Litdag

'When they finished cooking the viand, Litdag and Munit went and fed
them,... .' (Agt 1-077)

(85) na introduces the agent (a nonpersonal noun) of a dyadic -an clause:

nagazazigit petta atakkun=ak umange unek am
go.along.edge so.that near=NOM.ls go climb if

gavwatiin=nak na
attack=GEN.3S+NOM. IS GEN

anwang=en....
water.buffalo=that

'I will continue on along close to the edge, so 1will be close to go climb (a tree)
if the water buffalo attacks me.' (Agt 8-088)

Third, na/ni/nig can introduce a comitative NP, as in (86)-c-(87).

(86) na introduces a nonpersonal comitative NP:

ayagam=kid
call+GEN.2S=NOM.3P

na taggam.
GEN ant

mantu sin ya atu ikid na
then here NOM dog and GEN

ugta ikid
deer and

'Then call them all here, the dog, the deer, and the ant.' (Agt 4-015)
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(87) ni introduces a personal comitative NP:

...pinagtoli=k i Leting ikid ni Odel.
cAus.retumed=GEN.l S NOM Leting and GEN OdeI

(pinagfoli <pa- + -in- +pagfoli)

,.. .I had Leting and Odel return to them.' (Agt 1-004)

Like the phrases introduced by ya/i/ig, the phrases introduced by na/ni/nig sometimes

can also be further specified for spatial or temporal information by a class of enclitic

deictic determiners, as in (82) and (85). The fact that these forms can occur with enclitic

determiners suggests that they are less likely to be "determiners". Instead, like the forms

ya/i/ig, they are more likely to be "auxiliary nouns".

6.3.1.3.3 ta, te, teg: Locative/Oblique determiners or nouns???

In previous analyses of Central Cagayan Agta, the form ta has been commonly

analyzed as an oblique case-marking particle for nonpersonal nouns, the form te as an

oblique case-marking particle for singular personal nouns (including some kinship

terms), and the form teg as an oblique case-marking particle for plural personal nouns

(i.e., a personal noun and his/her associate(s». However, a thorough examination of

Central Cagayan Agta textual data suggest that there are two different types of ta: (i) an

oblique ta, and (ii) a locative tao It is important to recognize the existence of two

different types of ta in that the oblique ta-marked phrases do NOT have corresponding

personal pronouns or demonstrative pronouns, but the locative ta-marked phrases do. IS

Let us first consider the distribution of the oblique tao

15 The oblique fa is similar to Tagalog ng (that marks an indefinite theme phrase) in a number of respects.
For example, neither the phrase introduced by fa nor the phrase introduced by ng has a personal pronominal
equivalent. Moreover, neither the phrase introduced by fa nor the phrase introduced by ng has a
corresponding personal noun phrase.
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The oblique fa can be used to introduce an indefinite theme phrase of a dyadic -um-,

ma-, mag-, or maN- clause, as in (88}-(89).

(88) fa introduces an indefinite nonpersonal theme phrase:

a. mamadday=kita fa hunut.. ..
make=NoM.lD OBL smoke.torch

'Let's make a smoke torch.... ' (Agt 11-011)

b. mamadday=kitam
make=NOM.I PI

fa balok hapa....
OBL leaf.bag also

'Let's also make a leafbag.... ' (Agt 11-014)

(89) fa introduces an indefinite nonpersonal theme phrase and a nonpersonallocation
phrase:

a negasa yen na, ya katotolay na ange mangisagpaw
CON] gonging that already NOM people LIG go place.on

fa ga-gamit fa ulu=na=en.
OBL clothing LCV head=GEN.3s=that

'And that was accompanied by gonging, that is, the crowd going to place
clothing on her head.' (Agt 1-085)

Now, let us consider the distribution of the locative fa.

A locative fa (or te/teg) can introduce a location phrase (including place name), as in

(89)-(91).

(90) te introduces a personal location noun:

a ume=yak hapa
CON] gO=NOM.I S also

fe Kambong makibidan, magbabida=kami
LCV Kambong SOCIAL.talk talk=NOM.1 PE

la ten ta bali=da=ina.
just there/that LCV house=GEN.3p=that
(makibidlin < maki- 'social' + bida 'talk' + -lin; magbabida < mag- +Ca- + bida 'talk')

'I also went to talk with Kambong; we (ex.) just talked together there at their
house.' (Agt 1-011)

Besides, a locative ta can introduce a temporal phrase, as in (91)-(92).



(91) fa introduces a place name and a temporal phrase:

sangaw a ya itta=kid=en ta Basao,
later CON] NOM EXIST=NOM.3p=that LCV basao

nagdadatang=kid hapa
aarived=NoM.3P also
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ta Sabadu, te yen ya amu=da ta boda, ya Sabadu.
LCV Saturday because that NOM knOW=GEN.3P LCV wedding NOM Saturday

'Later on, the Agtas living in Basao, they all arrived on Saturday, because that
was the day they knew for the wedding, Saturday.' (Agt 1-035)

(92) fa introduces a temporal phrase:

am awan=kami ta lalakwat na Liggu a fuhab=kami,
if NEG=NOM.I PE LCV morning GEN Sunday and afternoon=NOM.l PE

te mapatu ya dalan.
because hot NOM trail

'If we (ex.) are not here Sunday morning, then we (ex.) will be here in the
afternoon because the trail will be hot.' (Agt 1-033)

A locative fa (or fe/feg) can also introduce an instrument phrase (as in (93)) and a

reason phrase (as in (94)).

(93) fa introduces a nonpersonal instrument phrase:

a inugatdn=ku ta
CONJ missed=GEN.ls LCV

gilat anna gintab.
barbed.arrow and bladed.arrow

'Oh, I missed it with the barbed arrow and the bladed arrow.' (Agt 8-019)

(94) fa introduces a nonpersonal reason phrase:

.. .te ayagon=ku
because call=GEN.1 S

i Ipig=en
NOM Ipig=that/there

ta
LCY

pana=na kid=en ...
arrow=GEN.3s PL=that

' ...because I will call Ipig for those arrows of his. ' (Agt 8-037)

Moreover, a locative talte/teg can also introduce the topic of a past temporal

subordinate clause, as in (95).16

16 Please refer to section 6.3.2.4 for discussion of locative pronouns in these types of constructions.
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(95) te introduces the topics of past temporal subordinate clauses:

a pagtabnak=na plga la amIDl te Ipok a hiklam=na
CON] alight=already how.much just but Lev Ipok CON] night=already

dumatang, magge tangngan na hiklam.
arrive almost middle GEN night

'When (we) landed, how quick it had been; but Ipok, he arrived, when it was
night, almost midnight.' (Agt 10-015)

Like the phrases introduced by ya/i/ig and the phrases introduced by na/ni/nig,

phrases introduced by ta/te/teg sometimes can also be further specified for spatial or

temporal information by a class of enclitic deictic determiners, as in (89) and (94). The

fact that these forms can occur with enclitic determiners suggests that they are less likely

to be "determiners". Instead, like the forms ya/i/ig and na/ni/nig, they are more likely to

be "auxiliary nouns" that carry either the oblique or the locative case marking feature.

6.3.1.3.4 Summary

Let me summarize the discussion in this section.

All the prenominal "case-marking particles" are considered to be "AUXILIARY NOUNS"

rather than "determiners" in that they can occur with enclitic deictic determiners (and

some of the them can also introduce elements that are UNLIKELY to be nouns, such as

negative auxiliaries, negative existential verbs, etc.).

Four types of case-marking auxiliary nouns can be distinguished in Central Cagayan

Agta (nominative, genitive, locative, and oblique), as shown in table 6.5.
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TABLE 6.5 CENTRAL CAGAYAN AGTA CASE-MARKING SYSTEM

NOMINATIVE GENITIVE LOCATIVE OBLIQUE
NONPERSONAL ya na ta ta
PERSONAL (SG.) (y)i m te --
PERSONAL (PL.) (y)ig nig teg --

Nominative auxiliary nouns can introduce the sole argument of a monadic intransitive

clause. They can introduce the theme or nonagentive argument of a dyadic -an clause, a

dyadic -lin clause, a dyadic i- clause, or a dyadic i- -lin clause. They can also introduce

the predicate nominal and the nonpredicate nominal of a nominal clauses, and the topic of

a topicalized construction.

Genitive auxiliary nouns can introduce a possessor in a possessive construction.

They can introduce the agent argument of a dyadic -an clause, a dyadic -lin clause, a

dyadic i- clause, or a dyadic i- -lin clause. They can also introduce a comitative phrase.

Locative auxiliary nouns, which head phrases that have corresponding personal and

demonstrative pronominal forms, can be used to introduce a location phrase, a temporal

phrase, an instrument, a reason phrase, and the topic of past temporal subordinate clauses,

as described in section 6.3.2.4.

The oblique auxiliary noun la, which heads phrases that do not have corresponding

personal and demonstrative pronominal forms, can be used to introduce the indefinite or

nonspecific theme phrase of a dyadic -um-, ma-, mag-, or maN- clause.

6.3.2 The Central Cagayan Agta Personal Pronoun System

Unlike full noun phrases, personal pronouns in Central Cagayan Agta exhibit formal

differences depending on their syntactic functions. The forms and functions of Central
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Cagayan Agta personal pronouns are summarized in table 6.6. The pronominal forms

appearing in the following table are based on Mayfield (1987:117) and P. Healey

(1960:89)

TABLE 6.6 PERSONAL PRONOUNS IN CENTRAL CAGAYAN AGTA

CLITICS FREEl!

GENITIVE NOMINATIVE TOPIC/PREDICATE LOCATIVE
Is [+SPKR, -ADDR, -PLRL] =ku/=k =ak/=yak iyak teyak
2s [-SPKR, +ADDR, -PLRL] =mu/=m =ka iko teko
3s [-SPKR, -ADDR, -PLRL] =na --- intu tentu
ID [+SPKR, +ADDR, -PLRL] =ta =kita ikita tekita
IPI [+SPKR, +ADDR, +PLRL] =tam =kitam ikitam tekitam
IPE [+SPKR, -ADDR, +PLRL] =ml =kami ikami tekami
2p [-SPKR, +ADDR, +PLRL] =muy =kam ikamuy tekamuy
3p [-SPKR, -ADDR, +PLRL] =da/(=na)11S =kid ikid tekid
***SPECIAL COMBINING FORMS (GEN + NOM) (P. Healey 1960:89):
=miik 'GEN.2S + NOM.1S' « =mu 'GEN.2s' + =iik 'NoM.ls')
=niik 'GEN.3s + NOM.1S' « =na 'GEN.3s' + =iik 'NOM.1S')
=diik 'GEN.3p + NOM.1S' « =da 'GEN.3p' + =iik 'NoM.ls')
=taka 'GEN.ls + NOM.2s' « =ta 'GEN.ID' + =ka 'NOM.2S,)19
=takiim 'GEN.ls + NOM.2p' « =ta 'GEN.ID' + =kiim 'NOM.2p')
=na (or =ng)=kami 'GEN.2s + NOM.1PE' « =na 'GEN.3s' + =kami 'NOM.1PE,)20
=nakami 'GEN.3s + NOM.1PE' « =na 'GEN.3s' + =kami 'NOM.1PE')
=dakami 'GEN.2/3p + NOM.1PE' « =da 'GEN.3p + =kami 'NOM.1PE')

*** SPECIAL COMBINING FORMS (GEN/NOM + ASPECTUAL ADVERB) (Mayfield 1987:16):
=kiinan 'NOM.2p + now' « =kiim 'NOM.2p' + =na 'now/already')
=tiinan 'GEN.1PI + now'« =tiim 'GEN.1PI' + =na 'now/already')
=kitiinan 'NOM.IPI + now' « =kitiim 'NOM.IPI' + =na 'now/already')
en=tanan 'let's go now' « en 'go' + =ta 'GEN.1D' + =na 'now')

17 The "topic/predicate" pronouns and "locative" pronouns are referred to as "emphatic" pronouns and
"oblique" pronouns respectively in Mayfield (1987).
18 The genitive pronoun form =na has been considered to be a 'third person SINGULAR genitive pronoun' (P.
Healey 1960 and Mayfield 1987). However, my textual analysis suggests that =na sometimes refers to
third person plural agent. See section 6.3.2.5 for more discussion on this form.
19 Reid (pers. comm.) suggests that the forms =taka and =takam are probably reflexes of the old combining
forms for 'GEN.ls + NOM.2s' and 'GEN.lS + NOM.2P' respectively.
20 The meaning of the forms =nakami 'GEN.2/3s + NOM.lpE' and =dakami 'GEN.2/3p + NOM.lpE' matches
that of their corresponding forms in I1okano. They are probably I1okano borrowings.
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Like other Cordilleran languages, Central Cagayan Agta personal pronouns

distinguish three persons (first, second, and third) and four grammatical functions

(genitive, nominative, locative, and topic/predicate).2I As illustrated in table 6.6, first

person pronouns distinguish three numbers: singular, dual, and plural. First person dual

forms are used when both the speaker and the hearer are included. First person plural

pronouns make a further distinction between inclusive and exclusive forms. The use of

inclusive or exclusive forms is determined by whether the hearers are included. Inclusive

forms are employed when hearers are included, otherwise exclusive forms are employed.

Second person and third person pronouns distinguish two numbers (singular and plural).

Central Cagayan Agta personal pronouns consist of four sets: Nominative, Genitive,

Topic/predicate, and Locative. Bound nominative pronouns and genitive pronouns are

identified as pronominal clitics, which are indicated by the equal sign '='.

Topic/predicate pronouns and locative pronouns are free form pronouns.

6.3.2.1 Genitive personal pronouns

Genitive pronouns are the pronominal equivalents of na-/ni-/nig-marked full noun

phrases. Like their corresponding na-/ni-/nig-marked full noun phrases, genitive

pronouns can function as the attribute (i.e., the possessor) in a possessive construction, as

21 Tharp (1 974a:86) states that "The pronoun systems of the NC [Northern Cordilleran] languages indicate
a four-way distinction of person, a two-way distinction of number, and a four-way grammatical function
distinction. Such a 4 x 2 x 4 system of distinction is characteristic of the Cord [Cordilleran] languages.
The four persons distinguished are first person, first-plus-second person ("you (sg or pI) and I"), second
person, and third person. Each of those four persons, in tum, distinguishes with a different form, the two
numbers, singular and plural. Finally, each of those eight combination of the four persons and two
numbers distinguishes with a different form, four grammatical functions: long-form nominative, short-form
nominative, genitive, and oblique."
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in (96)-(97). Moreover, they can function as the agent of a dyadic -an clause, the agent

of a dyadic -an clause, the agent of a dyadic i- clause, or the agent of a dyadic i- -iin

clause, as in (96)--(98). Genitive clitic pronouns sometimes also have a cross-referencing

function. As shown in (99)-(100)b, genitive clitic pronouns, such as =na 'GEN.3s' or =da

'GEN.3p', can cooccur with the (genitive-marked) agent full NP of a dyadic -an clause or

a dyadic -iin clause (or a dyadic i- clause, or a dyadic i- -iin clause) and they agree with

the (genitive-marked) agent full NPs in person and number features. Notice that the

cross-reference genitive pronominal clitic occurs immediately after the main predicate of

a sentence, regardless of whether it is a lexical verb (as in (99)-(100)a) or an auxiliary (as

in (lOO)b).

(96) genitive clitic pronoun as the agent of a dyadic -an clause and as the possessor
in a possessive construction:

en=ku para sasiriban ya mata=k.
gO=GEN.1 S yet seek NOM eye=GEN.I s

'I then went to peek my eyes out the little window.' (Agt 10-014)

(97) genitive clitic pronoun as the agent of a dyadic -iin clause and as the possessor
in a possessive construction:

nagtappan=iik, tinappaniin=ku mata=k.
covered=NOM.1 s covered=GEN.1 s eye=GEN.I S

'I covered myself, 1covered my eyes.' (Agt 10-013)

(98) genitive clitic pronoun as the agent of a dyadic i- clause:

a. ilu-guta=m ha ta utun pettam ha ay.
pull.with=GEN.2S again Lev top so.that again INJ

'You (sg.) pull it up again to the top.' (Agt 11-037)



b. ikarga=m yen
load.with=GEN.2s that

am dwagappak=kid, kunna ten.
if two.pieces=NoM.3p similar that
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'You (sg.) load that up (i.e., into the basket) if there are two pieces, similar to
that.' (Agt 11-038)

c. am pagikarga=m ten, ay
if load.with=GEN.2s there INJ

idagut=mu=n ha ay,....
lower.with=GEN.2s=already again INJ

'When you (sg.) have loaded it there, then you (sg.) lower it again, .... ' (Agt 11
039)

(99) genitive clitic pronoun agrees with the agent of a dyadic -an clause:

...kinaglU=na hapa na taggam ya huli na atu.
bit=GEN.3S also GEN ant NOM rump GEN dog

' .. .the ant bit the rump of the dog.' (Agt 4-022)

(100) genitive clitic pronoun agrees with the agent of a dyadic -an clause:

a. nagazazigit petta atillun=ak umange unek am
go.along.edge so.that near=NOM.1s go climb if

gavwatiin=niik na iinwiing=en....
attack=GEN.3s+NoM.ls GEN water.buffalo=that
(=niik 'GEN.3S + NOM. Is' < =na 'GEN.3S' + =iik 'NOM.ls')

'1 will continue on along close to the edge, so 1will be close to go climb (a tree)
if the water buffalo attacks me.' (Agt 8-088)

b. ...en=da=kami=n
gO=GEN.3P=NOM.l PE=already

inaribungbungan na
surrounded GEN

Merikano kid=en.
American PL=that

' .. .the Americans came and gathered around us (ex.).' (Agt 10-016)

Notice that both the first person singular genitive pronoun and the second person

singular genitive person have two forms: =ku/=k and =mu/=m, respectively.22 The

occurrence of the full form clitics (=ku and =mu) and the short form clitics (=k and =m) is

22 Reid (2001 :235-236, footnote 2) comments that "The alternation is found in all ofthe Central and
Southern Cordilleran languages, in both Northern and Southern Alta (Reid 1991), in I1okano (Rubino
1997), and in the Cagayan Valley languages, but not in the Negrito languages ofNortheastern Luzon
(Headland and Headland 1974; Reid 1983a), nor in Arta, a Negrito language isolate spoken in the Cagayan
Valley (Reid 1989). Yogad, one of the Northern Cordilleran languages, has a variant following vowel-final
words only for the second singular genitive pronoun (A. Healey 1958)."
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phonologically conditioned. That is, the full form genitive pronouns =ku and =mu occur

after a consonant-final stem (as in (101) and (105)), whereas the short form singular

genitive pronouns =k and =m occur after a vowel-final stem (as in (102), (104), and

(106)). However, when the second person singular genitive pronoun occurs with a

dyadic -an verb, a dyadic -iin verb, or a dyadic i- -iin verb, or other forms ending with

the alveolar nasal n (e.g., kum 'QUOT + GEN.2S' < kun 'QUOT' + =mu 'GEN.2S'),

irregularities occur. As shown in (102)-(103), when the second person singular genitive

pronoun occurs with a dyadic -iin verb (or a dyadic i- -iin verb), the resulting form is

either -iin=m or -iim (or i- -iim). The morphophonological idiosyncrasies exhibited by

the combination of the second person singular genitive pronoun with stems ending with

an alveolar nasal poses the question as to whether the second person singular genitive

pronominal forms (and possibly the first person singular genitive form as well as other

genitive pronominal forms) are clitics or agreement features. 23

(101)full form genitive clitic =mu following a consonant:

a intu paha ibar=ku teko, Ginyamor, kuman=na
CONJ "101'.35 yet tell=GEN.ls LCV.2S Ginyamor similar=GEN.3S

iwahad=mu mina
throw.with=GEN.2s should

ya dulay na nonot,....
NOM bad LIG thoughts

'And another thing I will tell you (sg.), Ginyamor, it is like this, you (sg.)
should throwaway any bad ideas, .... ' (Agt 2-003)

23 To simplifY the discussion, I tentatively consider both short form and full form genitives as c1itics,
although in some cases these forms might have been grammaticalized as agreement features on the verb.
See section 6.3.2.5 for more discussion on these forms.



ya ngamin tahabaku=m....
NOM all work=GEN.2s
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(l02) short form genitive c1itic =m following a vowel:

ipaitam hapa ya mappya ta agyan mina
CAUs.see+GEN.2s also NOM good LCV place would/should

na babbay anna ipaitam
LIG female and cAus.see+GEN.2s
(ipaitiim < i- -iin + pa- + ita + =mu)

'You (sg.) show good behavior to the girl's relatives and you (sg.) show all your
(sg.) industry.... ' (Agt 2-002)

(103) second person genitive c1itics occurring with dyadic -an verbs:

en=tanan, unnanan=mak
gO=GEN.l PI=now/already precede=GEN.2s+NOM.l S

te
because

hilagam=ak, te matuga=yak te hiklam=na.
light+GEN.2s=NOM.l s because splinter=NoM.l s because night=already
(=tanan < =tam 'GEN.lpI' + =na 'already/now'; =miik 'GEN.2S + NOM. Is' < =mu 'GEN.2S' +
=iik 'NOM.lS'; hilligiim < hi/ligiin + =mu 'GEN.2S')

'Let's go; go ahead of me and shine the light for me because I will puncture my
feet because it is night already.' (Agt 8-051)

(l 04) short form genitive c1itic =k following a vowel:

gafu ta makakasidug=ak=na pinapasi=k ya
since LCY sleep=NOM.I s=already cAus.die=GEN.I S NOM

hadyo=en.
radio=that

'And since I became sleepy, I killed/tum off the radio.' (Agt 10-026)

(105) full form genitive c1itic =ku following a consonant:

yen, ya magbida=yak tekamuy, anak=ku ikid
that NOM talk=NOM.ls LCY.2p child=GEN.ls and

m Enut,...
GEN Enut

'The reason that I am talking to you (pl.), my children and Enut.. ..'(Agt 9-001)

(106) short form genitive c1itic =k following a vowel and preceding a vowel-initial
c1itic determiner:

...te nagtalog 1

because craved.meat NOM
hina=k=en.
mother=GEN.I s=that

' ...because my mother was hungry for meat.' (Agt 8-097)

In addition to the problem raised by the combination of the second person singular

genitive pronoun with a stem ending with an alveolar nasal, one more problem is found in
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the data presented in (107)-(108). Recall that SHORT FORM genitive clitic pronouns occur

after a VowEL-final stem. However, the SEEMINGLY short form first person genitive clitic

pronoun appears to occur after a CONSONANT-final stem in (107)-(108). One might

consider these to be exceptions to the statement that short form genitive clitic pronouns

occur after a vowel-final stem. However, if we examine the data in (107)-(108)

carefully, we find that when the first person singular genitive pronoun is followed by a

deictic determiner (beginning with a vowel), regardless of the stem ending with a vowel

(as in (106)) or with a consonant (as in (107)-(108)), the form =k occurs. It seems that

the SEEMINGLY short form first person singular genitive pronoun =k in (107)-(108) is

probably NOT a TRUE short form genitive pronoun, but a long form genitive pronoun that

is reduced to =k when it is immediately followed by a deictic determiner.

Such an analysis is supported by the data presented in (105) and (107). In these

examples, the first person singular genitive pronoun occurs after a consonant-final stem.

However, it appears as either =ku (as in aniik=ku) or =k (as in aniik=k=en). In the first

instance, the long form =ku occurs because it is NOT FOLLOWED by a vowel-initial

determiner, whereas in the second instance, the SEEMINGLY short form =k occurs because

it is FOLLOWED by a vowel-initial determiner.

(107) seemingly short form genitive clitic =k following a CONSONANT but preceding a
vowel-initial clitic determiner:

...nelubeg na ugta ya anak=k=en a nasl=n....
trod.on GEN deer NOM child=GEN.1 s=that CON] dead=already/now

(nelubeg < na- + ;- + lubeg; C=k=en < C=ku + =en)

'The deer trod on my child and it's dead now.' (Agt 4-013)
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(l08) seemingly short fonn genitive clitic =k following a CONSONANT but preceding a
vowel-initial clitic detenniner:

a. ...te funu=muy haman ya zigat=k=in
because knoW=GEN.2p SURP NOM hardship=GEN.l s=that

nagtugut tekamuy.
left Lcv.2p
(C=k=in < C=ku + =in)

' ...because you (pI.) know how hard it is for me to leave you (pl.).' (Agt 9-012)

b. bimilag=ak=na
run=NOM.l S=now

umange ta
go LCV

bagetay=en nagayayag
hill=that calling

afuk=k=in....
grandchild=GEN.l s=this

c.

6.3.2.2

ta kadakaIan=k=en.
LCV elder=GEN.lS=that
(C=k=en < C=ku + =en)

'I ran now, going up on the hill calling to my elder companion.' (Agt 8-039)

mappya hala ya
good FORTUITOUS NOM
(C=k=in < C=ku + =in)

'My grandson is all right.' (Agt 8-100)

Nominative personal pronouns

Nominative pronouns have four different distributions. First, they can be used as the

nonpredicate nominal of a nominal clause, as in (109). Second, they can be used as the

sole argument of a monadic clause, as in (110)-(113), and (116). Third, they can be used

as the agent ofa dyadic -um-, ma-, mag-, or maN- clause, as in (114)-(115). Fourth, they

can be used as the nonagentive noun phrase of a dyadic -an clause, a dyadic (or triadic) -

an clause, a dyadic i- clause, or a dyadic i- -an clause, as in (116)-(118).

(109) nominative pronoun as the nonpredicate nominal of a nominal clause:

ikarga=m yen am dwagappak=kid, kunna ten.
load.with=GEN.2s that if two.pieces=NoM.3P similar that

'You (sg.) load that up (i.e., into the basket) if there are two pieces, like that.'
(Agt 11-038)
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(110) nominative pronoun as the sole argument of a monadic -um- clause:

umange=yiik ta
gO=NOM.l s LCV

pake huli=na=en....
very rump=GEN.3s=that

'I went to way the rear of it.' (Agt 10-008)

(111) nominative pronoun as the sole argument of a monadic ma- clause:

kunna ten ii... pettam matolay=kitiim,....
similar that CON] so.that live=NOM.lpI

'That's the way... , so that we (in.) will all live. ' (Agt 8-060)

(112)nominative pronoun as the sole argument of a monadic mag- clause:

magidda=yiik bit Iii sin.
lie.down=NOM.l s for.a.while just here

'I will just lie down here for a while.' (Agt 10-022)

(1 13) nominative pronoun as the sole argument of a monadic maN- clause:

nanganup=kami.
hunted.with.dogS=NOM.l PE

'We (ex.) hunted with dogs.' (Agt 8-007)

(114)nominative pronoun as the agent of a dyadic mag- clause:

...te nagsosaw=iik
because trimmed=NOM.l S

imange=kid.
went=NOM.3P

ta wer=ewan, dalan=ewan, ta uway,
OBL creek=that trail=that OBL rattan

,...because I was trimming rattan on the trail at the nearby creek. So they went. '
(Agt 1-005)

(115) nominative pronoun as the agent of a dyadic maN- clause:

kwa ay e=kami mamadday ta hunut.
thing IN] gO=NOM.l PE make OBL torch

'We (ex.) go make a smoke torch.' (Agt 11-012)
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(116) nominative pronoun as the sole argument of an intransitive verb and nominative
pronoun as the theme NP of a dyadic -an clause:

"a ikamuy hapa, te mabannag=kid naggagasa, a
CON] TOP.2P also because tired=NoM.3p beating.gong CON]

tubbatan=muy=kid
relieve=GEN.2P=NOM.3P

hapa," kun=ku, a "on".
also QUOT=GEN.lS CON] yes

"'You (pI.) also (do it) because they are tired beating the gongs; you (pI.) relieve
them sometimes too," I said, "All right.'" (Agt 1-049)

(117) nominative pronoun as the nonagentive NP (location) of a triadic -an clause:

ay atadan=mi=kid ta baggat=en.
IN] give=GEN.IpE=NOM.3P OBL rice=that

'So we (ex.) supplied them with some of the rice.' (Agt 1-031)

(118)nominative pronoun as the nonagentive NP (instrument) of a dyadic i- clause:

.. .ialung=mtik ta pinggan=ina.

...collect=GEN.2s+NOM.Is LCV plate=that
(=miik 'GEN.2S + NOM. Is' < =mu 'GEN.2s' + =iik 'NOM. Is')

' ...gather me into the plate there by you (sg.).' (Agt 7-029)

6.3.2.3 Topic/predicate personal pronouns

Topic/predicate pronouns are associated with two grammatical functions. First, they

can be used as the predicate pronominal in a nonverbal clause, as in (119). Second, they

can be used as a topic in a topicalized sentence, as in (120).

(119)topic/predicate pronoun as the predicate nominal of a nominal clause:

mamadday=kita ta hunut, te yen ya en=tarn
make=NOM.ID OBL smoke.torch because that NOM gO=GEN.IpI

panglub
harvest.honey

tekid,
Lcv.3p

kum
QUOT+GEN.2s

hapa
also

ay, kun=ku am
IN] QUOT=GEN.IS if

iyak ya nakaita.
PRED.I S NOM see

'''Let's make a smoke torch because that's what we (in.) will use to smoke them
out," you (sg.) say-I say if I am the one who saw them.' (Agt 11-011)



(120)topic/predicate pronoun as a topic:

"a ikamuy hapa, te mabannag=kid
CONJ TOP.2P also because tired=NOM.3P

naggagasa, a
beating.gong CONJ
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tubbatan=muy=kid
relieve=GEN.2p=NoM.3P

hapa," kun=ku, a
also QUOT=GEN.lS CONJ

"on".
yes

6.3.2.4

'''You (pI.) also (do it) because they are tired beating the gongs; you (pI.) relieve
them sometimes too," I said, "All right.'" (Agt 1-049)

Locative personal pronouns

Locative pronouns are the personal pronominal equivalents of the taltelteg-marked

full noun phrases. Locative pronouns have a number of functions. First, they can be

used as a source phrase, as in (121). Second, they can be used as a goal (or recipient)

phrase, as in (122)-(124). Third, they can be used as a comitative phrase, as in (125).

Fourth, they can used as a location phrase, as in (126) and (127). Fifth, they can be used

as a temporal framer, as in (127)-(128).

(121) locative pronoun as a source phrase:

mamadday=kita ta hunut, te yen ya
make=NOM.l D OBL smoke.torch because that NOM

en=tam panglub tekid....
gO=GEN.l PI harvest.honey LCV.3P

'Let's make a smoke torch because that is what we (in.) will use for harvesting
honey from them... ' (Agt 11-011)

(122) locative pronoun as a recipient (goal) phrase:

sangaw ange a iatad=mu sangaw tentu.
later go/come CONJ give=GEN.2s later LCV.3S

'Later he will come, so just give it to him.' (Agt 8-069)
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(123) locative pronoun as a goal phrase:

...a magburung=kam teyak.
CONJ worry=NOM.2p Lcv.I s

' ...and maybe you (pI.) are also worrying about me.' (Agt 9-003)

(124) locative pronoun as a goal phrase:

...uhohugan=ku haman yan
speak=oEN.lS surprisingly this

tekamuy....
LCV.2P

' ...because I tell this to you (pl.).' (Agt 9-004)

(l25) locative pronoun as a comitative phrase:

...amu=muy ta itta=yak para la tekamuy magtabarang.
know=OEN.2P TA EXIST=NOM.lS yet just LCV.2P advise

' ...you (pI.) will realize I am still with you (pI.) giving my counsel.' (Agt 9-008)

(126) locative pronoun as a location phrase:

...ammi itta hapa mangkakagat teko ay....
but EXIST also bite LCV.2S INJ

' ...but some of them will bite (on) you (sg.) ... .' (Agt 11-023)

(127) locative
2
pronoun as a temporal framer and oblique pronoun as a location

phrase:

sangaw tekami=en nahulat nagbabida a imange=kid=na
later Lcv.I PE=that bored were.talking CONJ went/came=NOM.3p=already

teyiik.
Lev.Is

'Later on, when we (ex.) were weary of conversing, they came up to me.' (Agt
1-016)

24 Mayfield (1987:83) comments that "One of the two ways to express a temporal setting from the past,
especially when it involves the action of a pronoun, is to use the oblique pronoun [locative pronoun in my
analysis] form plus the remote identifier followed by the verb in the completed tense. The other
construction for a past-tense temporal setting is the oblique [locative], nonpersonal case marker followed
by a temporal abstract transform of the verb, and the genitive pronoun followed by the remote
identifier....". Not all examples in the texts however in which a locative pronoun constitutes part of a past
temporal clause are followed by a "remote identifier".
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(128) locative pronoun as a temporal framer:

tekid nabalin=na mangan, nagpedda=kami ta umag=en,
LCV.3P finished=already eat lay.down=NOM.1PE LCV inside=that

umag na bali.
inside NA house
(mangiln < mang- + kiln)

'When they had finished eating, we (ex.) lay down inside, inside the house.'
(Agt 1-024)

6.3.2.5 Pronominal clitics or agreement features?

In previous sections, I have tentatively considered all genitive and nominative

pronominal forms (or probably their related forms) as clitics. However, as noted in

section 6.3.2.1, when the second person singular genitive pronoun =mu occurs with stems

ending with an alveolar nasal, formal irregularities occur. The morphophonological

idiosyncrasies exhibited by the combination of the second person singular genitive

pronoun with a stem ending with an alveolar nasal poses the question as to whether all

assumed "clitic pronouns" are clitics or agreement features. In this section, I reconsider

the status of genitive pronouns (or their probably related form) and see whether ALL these

forms are clitics.

As discussed in section 6.3.2.1, Central Cagayan Agta exhibits alternation in the

forms of the first person singular genitive pronoun and the second person singular

genitive pronoun. The alternation is phonologically conditioned: the full forms =ku '1 s'

and =mu '2s' occur after a consonant-final stem, whereas the short forms =k '1 s' and =m

'2s' occur after a vowel-final stem. A similar kind of alternation is also found in a

number of other Austronesian languages, including all but a few of the Cordilleran

languages of the Northern Philippines (Dyen 1974; Tharp 1974a; Blust 1977; Reid 1978,
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1981, 2001; etc.). The alternation found in other Cordilleran languages, particularly the

one reported in Reid (2001), is of special interest for the purpose of comparison.

Reid (2001 :235-237) reports that the so-called first and second person singular

genitive pronouns in many Cordilleran languages exhibit alternation in their forms, just

like the one described above for Central Cagayan Agta. That is, the full forms, typically

=ku '1 s' and =mu '2s', occur postconsonantally, whereas the short forms =k '1 s' and =m

'2s' occur postvocalically. In addition to the above environment, he reports that in the

Central Cordilleran languages,25 as well as in Ilokano, the short forms can also occur on

transitive verbs containing a reflex of either *-en or *-an, by replacing the final-n of the

verb ending (e.g., Guinaang Bontok dalustim 'you (sg.) clean something' < dalustin +

=m). In each of these languages (but not in Ilokano), the final-n of a transitive verb is

also replaced when the third person singular form =na occurs.

To provide an explanation for the occurrence of the postvocalic variants on transitive

verbs that otherwise would end in a consonant, he first re-examines the status of these

forms, that is, whether they are full words, clitics, affixes, or none of the above.

Applying the clitichood tests provided by Zwicky and Pullum (1983:503-504), he

concludes that the so-called short form first and second person singular "genitive

pronouns" as well as the so-called third person singular "genitive pronoun" -na that

replace the final -n of transitive verbs are NOT clitics, but agreement features that have

been incorporated as a part of transitive verbs.

25 The Central Cordilleran languages include Bontok, Kankanaey, Balangao, Ifugao (the Nuclear Central
Cordilleran languages), Kalinga and Itneg (which together with the Nuclear group constitute North Central
Cordilleran) and Isinai (Reid 1974).
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Seeing that similar kind of morphophonological irregularities also occur in Central

Cagayan Agta (although only for the second person singular form), I apply the same set

of clitichood tests to genitive pronouns in Central Cagayan Agta.

Zwicky and Pullum (1983:503-504) provide the following tests for distinguishing

clitics from affixes.

(a) Clitics can exhibit a low degree of selection with respect to their hosts, while

affixes exhibit a high degree of selection with respect to their stems.

(b) Arbitrary gaps in the set of combinations are more characteristic of affixed words

than of clitic groups.

(c) Morphophonological idiosyncrasies are more characteristic of affixed words than

of clitic groups.

(d) Semantic idiosyncrasies are more characteristic of affixed words than of clitic

groups.

(e) Syntactic rules can affect affixed words, but cannot affect clitic groups.

(f) Clitics can attach to material already containing clitics, but affixes cannot.

Among all the criteria listed above, at least (a), (c), and (d) are applicable to the forms

in questions.

With respect to criterion (a), the assumed genitive pronominal forms are more clitic

like than affix-like in that they exhibit a low degree of selection with respect to their

hosts. The genitive pronominal forms are phonologically attached to the head of a

construction. Specifically, in a possessive construction, they are phonologically attached

to the head noun of the construction, as in (131)-( 132). In a verbal clause, like the
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nominative pronouns, they are phonologically attached to the head of a clause, that is, the

main predicate (whether auxiliary or lexical) of a clause, as in (129)-(137). Notice that

although the first and second person singular genitive pronominal forms have two

phonologically conditioned variants, their syntactic distribution does not differ from that

of the other genitive pronominal forms (cf., (129}-(130), and (135) vs. (131}-(137)).

That is, they all occur immediately after the possessed noun in a possessive construction

or after the main predicate of a clause.

(129) nominative pronoun following the main predicate (an existential verb) of the
first clause; genitive pronoun attached to the main predicate (a lexical verb) of
the second clause:

a sangaw itta=kid=na,
CONJ later EXIST=NoM.3p=already

nedatdatang=da=n
arrived.with=GEN.3p=already

ya gasa.
NOM gong
(nedatdatang < na- + i- + CVC- + datang)

'Later, they were present, and they brought along the gong.' (Agt 1-045)

(130) genitive and nominative pronouns following the main predicate (a directional
verb) of the clause:

ay en=da=kid tinubbatan ay.
INJ gO=GEN.3p=NOM.3p relieved INJ

'So they went and relieved them.' (Agt 1-066)

(13 I) nominative pronoun following the main predicate (a lexical verb) of the first
clause; (first person singular) genitive pronoun attached to the main predicate (a
lexical verb) of the second clause; (first person singular) genitive pronoun
attached to the head of a possessive construction:

nagtappan=ak, tinappanan=ku mata=k.
covered=NOM.1 s covered=GEN.1 s eye=GEN.I S

'I covered myself, 1covered my eyes.' (Agt 10-013)
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(132)(first person singular) genitive pronoun following the main predicate (a
directional verb) of the clause; (first person singular) genitive pronoun attached
to the head of a possessive construction:

en=ku para sasiriban ya mata=k.
gO=GEN.1S yet seek NOM eye=GEN.1S

'1 then went to peek my eyes out the little window.' (Agt 10-014)

(133)(first person singular) genitive pronoun following the main predicate (a negative
auxiliary) of the main clause; genitive pronoun and nominative pronoun
following the main predicate (a negative auxiliary) of the subordinate clause:

awe=k mina kinagat ya huli na atu am
NEG=GEN. Is would bit NOM rump GEN dog if

awe=niik inigsiliin.
NEG=GEN.3s+NOM. I s lay.on.top

'1 would not have bitten the dog's rump ifhe hadn't lain down on top of me.'
(Agt 4-024)

(134)(first person singular) genitive pronoun and nominative pronoun following the
main predicate (a negative auxiliary) of the main clause:

ara awe=k=kid la bit ikaskasu.
IN] NEG=GEN.I S=NOM.3P only/just fOLa.moment acknowledge

'Well, 1won't acknowledge them yet.' (Agt 1-015)

(135) genitive pronoun following the main predicate (a negative auxiliary) of the main
clause; (first person singular) genitive pronoun following the main predicate (a
lexical verb) of the main clause:

...awe=muy la
NEG=GEN.2P just

yan tekamuy....
this LCY.2p

burungan, te
worry because

uhuohugan=ku haman
speak=GEN.1 S surprisingly

'Just don't worry about it because 1tell you (pI.) this.'
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(136)(second person singular) genitive pronoun following the main predicate (dyadic
-an verb) of a clause:

en=tiinan, unnaniin=mak
gO=GEN.I PI=now/already precede=GEN.2S+NOM.I S

te
because

hiUigam=ak, te matuga=yak te hiklam=na.
Iight+GEN.2S=NOM.1 S because splinter=NoM.I S because night=already
(=tiinan < =tam 'GEN. 1PI' + =na 'already/now'; =miik 'GEN.2S + NOM. Is' < =mu 'GEN.2s' +
=iik 'NOM. Is'; hilagiim < hilagiin + =mu 'GEN.2S')

'Let's go, go ahead of me and shine the light for me because I will puncture my
feet because it is night already.' (Agt 8-051)

(137)(second person singular) genitive pronoun following the main predicate (a
directional verb) of a clause:

a em=ina alapan ay, te maglangan=ka=n,
CONJ gO+GEN.2s=there get INJ because singe=NoM.2s=already/now

te mangigup=ak....
because/so.that eat.meat=NOM.I S
(em 'go + GEN.2S' < en + =mu 'GEN.2S')

'Well, go and get it and singe the hair, because I want to eat some meaL .. ' (Agt
8-097)

With respect to criterion (c), there are some pieces of evidence that suggest that the

assumed second person singular genitive pronominal form exhibits morphophonological

idiosyncrasies that make it more affix-like than clitic-like.

Like the Central Cordilleran languages, both the first and second person singular

genitive pronouns in Central Cagayan Agta have a postconsonantal variant (=ku '1 s' and

=mu '2s') and a postvocalic variant (=k 'Is' and =m '2s'). However, unlike the Central
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Cordilleran languages, the postvocalic variant =m (but NOT =k) can also occur in (verbal

as well as nominal) stems ending with an alveolar nasal, by replacing the stem-final-n.26

Consider the first and second singular genitive pronominal forms in examples (138)-

(143).

First, let us consider the combination of genitive pronouns with a dyadic -tin verb.

As shown in (138), when the first person singular genitive pronoun occurs with a dyadic

-tin verb, the postconsonantal variant =ku is used, and the resulting form is -tin=ku.

However, when the second person singular genitive pronoun occurs with a dyadic -tin

verb, irregularities occur. As shown in (139), when the second person singular genitive

pronoun occurs with a dyadic -tin verb, the resulting form is either -tin=m or -tim.

Second, consider the combination of genitive pronouns with a directional verb. As

shown in (140), when the first person singular genitive pronoun occurs with the

directional verb en 'go', the postconsonantal variant =ku is used, and the resulting form is

en=ku. However, when the second person singular genitive pronoun occurs with the

directional verb en 'go', the resulting form is em (rather than the nonoccurring form

**en=mu), as shown in (141).27

26 The distribution of the second person singular genitive pronominal forms in Central Cagayan Agta is
somewhat different from that of second person singular genitive pronominal forms in Central Cordilleran
languages. Reid (2001:237) states that "In the Central Cordilleran languages, as well as in Ilokano, an
innovation has produced an additional environment in which the shortened forms are found. On transitive
verbs containing a reflex of either *-en or *-an, the short pronominal form replaces the final -n of the verb
ending." In Central Cagayan Agta, the short form =m '2s' replaces not only the final-n of-an (a reflex of
*-en) or -an (a reflex of *-an), but also the final-n of any other verbal stem or nominal stem.
27 It seems that em might be analyzed as a combination of the directional verb e 'go' and the second person
singular genitive pronominal form =mu. However, based on the observation that the form e is ALWAYS

immediately followed by a nominative pronoun and the form en is ALWAYS immediately followed by a
genitive pronoun in all the eleven texts that I examined, I consider em as a combination of en 'go' and
=mu, rather than a combination of e and =mu.
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Third, consider the combination of genitive pronouns with a quotative verb. As

shown in (142), when the first person singular genitive pronoun occurs with the quotative

verb kun, the postconsonantal variant =ku is used, and the resulting form is kun=ku.

However, when the second person singular genitive pronoun occurs with the quotative

verb kun, again, irregularities occur. As shown in (143), when the second person singular

genitive pronoun occurs with the quotative verb kun, the resulting form is kum (rather

than the nonoccurring form **kun=mu).

Fourth, consider the combination of genitive pronouns with a possessed noun in a

possessive construction. As shown in (142), when the first person singular genitive

pronoun occurs with the head noun kuhulun 'companion', the postconsonantal variant

=ku is used, and the resulting form is kuhulun=ku. However, when the second person

singular genitive pronoun occurs with the head noun kuhulun 'companion', again,

irregularities occur. As shown in (143), when the second person singular genitive

pronoun occurs with the head noun kuhulun 'companion', the resulting form is kahulum

(rather than the nonoccurring form **kahulun=mu).

(138) first person singular genitive form occurring with a dyadic -an verb:

nagtappan=ak, tinappanan=ku mata=k.
covered=NOM.1 s covered=GEN.1 s eye=GEN.I S

'I covered myself, 1covered my eyes.' (Agt 10-013)
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(139) second person singular genitive fonn occurring with dyadic -an verbs:

en=tanan, unnanan=1nak te
gO=GEN.IpI=now/aIready precede=GEN.2s+NOM.Is because

hiHiga1n=ak, te matuga=yak te hiklam=na.
light+GEN.2S=NOM.I S because splinter=NoM.I S because night=already
(=tanan < =tam 'GEN.lPI' + =na 'already/now'; =miik 'GEN.2S + NOM. Is' < =mu 'GEN.2S' +
=ak 'NOM.Is'; hilagam < hilagan + =mu 'GEN.2S')

'Let's go, go ahead of me and shine the light for me because 1will puncture my
feet because it is night already.' (Agt 8-051)

(140) first person singular genitive fonn occurring with the directional verb en 'go':

en=ku para sasiriban ya maHi=k.
gO=GEN.I S yet seek NOM eye=GEN.I S

'I then went to peek my eyes out the little window.' (Agt 10-014)

(141)second person singular genitive fonn occurring with the directional verb en
'go':

a e1n=ma alapan ay, te
CONJ gO+GEN.2s=there get INJ because

maglangan=ka=n,
singe=NoM.2s=already/now

te mangigup=ak....
because/so.that eat.rneat=NoM.! S
(em 'go + GEN.2s' < en + =mu 'GEN.2S')

'Well, go and get it and singe the hair, because I want to eat some meaL..' (Agt
8-097)

(142) first person singular genitive fonn occurring with a quotative verb and with a
possessed noun:

awan paha 0,

NEG yet INJ
kun=ku ta kuhulun=ku.
QUOT=GEN.l s LCV companion=GEN.I S

'''Not yet." 1 say to my companion.' (Agt 11-028)
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(143) second person singular genitive form occurring with a quotative verb and with a
possessed noun:

a am matangad=mu=kid hapa a, "ye=in yan 0,

CON] when look.up=GEN.2s=NOM.3P also CON] here=this this IN]

bali=da=in," kum hapa am itta ya kahulum.
house=GEN.3p=this QUOT+GEN.2s also if EXIST NOM companion+GEN.2s
(kum < kun + =mu; kahulum < kahulun + =mu)

'And when you (sg.) can look up and see them, you (sg.) say, "Hey, here is their
hive," if you (sg.) have a companion.' (Agt 11-008)

In addition to the morphophonological idiosyncrasies exhibited by the second person

singular genitive pronoun, one might also use the following piece of evidence to argue

against the clitichood of genitive pronominal forms.

Recall that P. Healey (1960:89) describes the existence of some special combining

pronominal forms, such as =nak and =dak,28 as in (144)-(146). However, this cannot be

used as a strong piece of evidence for arguing against the clitichood of genitive

pronominal forms because these combining forms can easily be accounted for by the

phonotactics of Agta. More specifically, Central Cagayan Agta does NOT allow vowel

clusters. In order to satisfy the phonotactics of the language, when a genitive pronoun

occurs with a nominative pronoun, the resulting vowel cluster either has to reduce to a

simple vowel or an intervocalic glottal stop has to be inserted. In this case, vowel

reduction, rather than glottal stop insertion, is chosen.

28 Unlike llokano, the Central Cagayan Agta forms =niik and =diik mean 'GEN.3S + NOM. Is' and 'GEN.3P +
NOM.IS', respectively (they do NOT mean 'GEN.2s + NOM. Is' and 'GEN.2p + NOM. Is', respectively).
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(144) special combining pronoun form =niik following a directional verb:

en=niik binolsiin na kabalay=k=in ta lima pesuk,
gO=GEN.3S+NOM.1S pocketed GEN ASS.house=GEN.1S=this LCV five peso

a kuman=kami
CONJ similar=NOM.IPE

na kwa=en
GEN thing=that

maglelehut ay, te
circling INJ because

awe=na naapagiin ya blosa na saping=k=en.
NEG=GEN.3S found NOM pocket GEN short.pants=GEN.1s=that
(=niik 'GEN.3S + NOM.1S' < =na 'GEN.3S' + =iik 'NOM.IS')

'My kabalay came to put five pesos in my pocket, and it is like we (ex.) were
what-you-call-it, going around in circles, because he could not find the pocket
of my short pants.' (Agt 1-051)

(145) special combining pronoun form =niik following a dyadic -iin clause:

nagazazigit petta atillun=iik umange unek am
go.along.edge so.that near=NoM.1s go climb if

gavwatiin=niik na anwang=en....
attack=GEN.3s+NOM.Is GEN water.buffalo=that
(=niik 'GEN.3s + NOM. Is' < =na 'GEN.3S' + =iik 'NOM. IS')

'I will continue on along close to the edge, so 1will be close to go climb (a tree)
if the water buffalo attacks me.' (Agt 8-088)

(146) special combining pronoun form =diik following a dyadic -iin clause:

a inayagiin=diik=na hapa ta talekud na bali
CONJ calIed=GEN.3NNOM.1s=already also LCV behind GEN house

m Aleng
GEN son
(=diik 'GEN.3p + NOM. Is' < =da 'GEN.3p' + =iik 'NOM. Is')

'And they called me behind my son's house.' (Agt 1-091)

With respect to criterion (d), there are some pieces of evidence that suggest that some

genitive pronominal forms (especially the third person singular genitive form) exhibit

semantic idiosyncrasies that make them more affix-like than clitic-like.

Recall that P. Healey (1960:89) reports the existence of the following special

combining forms. These combining forms are not particularly relevant to the discussion

here because of the following reasons. The first three forms (=miik, =niik, and =diik) are
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related to morphophonological idiosyncrasies rather than semantic idiosyncrasies. As for

the forms =taka and =takiim (as in (147)), as suggested by Reid (pers. comm.), they are

probably the old combining forms for 'GEN.ls + NOM.2s' and 'GEN.ls + NOM.2P',

respectively. As for the forms =nakami 'GEN.2/3s + NOM.1PE' and =dakami 'GEN.2/3p +

NOM. 1PE', their meaning matches that of their corresponding forms in Ilokano. They are

probably Ilokano borrowings.

=mfik 'GEN.2S + NOM.1S' « =mu 'GEN.2s' + =fik 'NOM.1S')
=nfik 'GEN.3S + NOM. Is' « =na 'GEN.3S' + =fik 'NOM.1S')
=dfik 'GEN.3P + NOM. Is' « =da 'GEN.3P' + =fik 'NOM. IS')
=taka 'GEN.1S + NOM.2s' « =ta 'GEN.lo' + =ka 'NOM.2S')
=takfim 'GEN.ls + NOM.2p' « =ta 'GEN.lo' + =kfim 'NOM.2P')
=na (or =ng)=kami 'GEN.2s + NOM.1PE' « =na 'GEN.3s' + =kami 'NOM. IPE')
=nakami 'GEN.3s + NOM.IpE' « =na 'GEN.3s' + =kami 'NOM.IpE')
=dakami 'GEN.2/3p + NOM.IpE' « =da 'GEN.3p + =kami 'NOM. IPE')

(147) special combining form lakam:

a pakimallak=taktim hapa
CONJ pray.for=GEN.1S+NoM.2P also

ta intu mina, 1

fA fOP.3S should NOM

Hesus,
Jesus

ya makkamu tekamuy ta adangan=muy....
NOM know LCY.2p LCY request=GEN.2P
(=takiim 'GEN.1S + NOM.2P' < =ta 'GEN.I0' + =kiim 'NOM.2p')

'I also pray for you (pI.) that he, Jesus, will be the one responsible to you (pI.) in
regard to your (pI.) request.. .. ' (Agt 9-015)

The form that is of special interest here is the third person singular genitive form =na.

Usually, the third person singular genitive is expressed by the form =na, as in (148); the

third person plural genitive is expressed by the form =da, as in (149). However, in some

cases, the form =na rather than =da is used to express 'third person PLURAL' , as in (151)-

(150). In (150), the form =na does not cross-reference with any of the NPs in the

sentences, one cannot tell whether it refers to a 'third person singular' agent or a 'third

person plural' agent. However, the contextual cues unambiguously point out that =na
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refers to a 'third person PLURAL' agent, rather than a 'third person SINGULAR' agent. In

the text, (150) describes an event that subsequently happens after the event described in

(149). The form =na in (150) refers back to 'the Americans' in (149). In (151}-(152),

the form =na refers to the nig-marked personal noun phrase in the sentence. The fact that

=na can refer to either a third person SINGULAR participant or a third person PLURAL

participant, that is, it has lost its plurality feature, makes it more affix-like than clitic-like.

(148)na 'GEN.3s'

.. .en=na=kami
gO=GEN.3S=NOM.1 PE

inaHip malat, ....
got certainly

' ...He came and got us (ex.) for sure,.... ' (Agt 10-001)

(149)da 'GEN.3p'

...en=da=kami=n inaribungbungan na Merikano kid=en.
gO=GEN.3p=NOM.l PE=already surrounded GEN American PL=that

' ...the Americans came and gathered around us (ex.).' (Agt 10-016)

(l50)na 'GEN.3'

en=na tina-bil
gO=CiEN.3 held

19
NOM.PL

aboy
daughter

neuhet ta huplano=en
exited LCY airplane=that

'They went and took the little girl and her brothers in their arms out from the
airplane.' (Agt 10-017)

(l51)na 'GEN.3'

kuman=en ha
similar=that again

ta pagtugut=na=n nig aboy=en,
LCY leave=GEN.3=already CiEN.PL daughter=that

yen ya kuga....
that NOM truly

'It was that way again when the children and their mother left; that was
really... .' (Agt 10-018)
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(l52)na 'GEN.3'

tekid nakalutu, ay en=na=kid=na pinakan nig Litdag,
LCV.3P cooked INJ gO=GEN.3=NoM.3p=already fed GEN.PL Litdag

Munit,...
Munit

'When they had finished cooking, they went, Litdag and Munit, and fed
them,.... ' (Agt 1-077)

Let me sum up the discussion of clitics and agreement features here.

First, the assumed genitive pronominal forms are more clitic-like than affix-like in

that they exhibit a relatively low degree of selection with respect to their host. More

specifically, they are phonologically attached to the head of a possessive construction and

the head of a verbal construction (regardless of whether the head is an auxiliary verb or a

lexical verb).

Second, they are more affix-like than clitic like in that some ofthem (in particular the

second person singular form) exhibit morphophonological idiosyncrasies. The fact that

the second person singular genitive pronominal form exhibits morphophonological

idiosyncrasies suggests that in some cases it might be an agreement feature rather than a

clitic.

Third, they are more affix-like than clitic-like in that at least one of them (the third

person singular form) exhibits semantic idiosyncrasies. The fact that the form =na can

refer to either a third person singular agent or a third person plural agent suggests that in

some cases =na might have become an agreement that can alternate with both =na and

=da as clitics.
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The coexistence of some alternate forms, such as -iin=m and -am and =na/=da

'GEN.3p' seems to suggest that the genitive pronominal forms (in particular the singular

forms) are in the process of losing their clitichood in Central Cagayan Agta.

6.4 TRANSITIVITY IN CENTRAL CAGAYAN AGTA VERBAL CLAUSES

In this section, I discuss transitivity in Central Cagayan Agta verbal clauses. I first

discuss Central Cagayan Agta verbal clause patterns in 6.4.1. Then I discuss three

possible analyses concerning Central Cagayan Agta transitivity and actancy structure in

6.4.2. Section 6.4.3 evaluates these three analyses in terms of morphosyntactic and

semantic properties that Central Cagayan Agta clauses exhibit. Section 6.4.4 summarizes

the discussion in this section.

6.4.1 Central Cagayan Agta Verbal Clause Patterns

Three major verbal clause patterns are found in Central Cagayan Agta: (i) Pattern 1:

monadic intransitive clauses, (ii) Pattern 2: dyadic -um-, ma-, mag-, maN- clauses, and

(iii) Pattern 3: (a) dyadic -an clauses, (b) dyadic -an clauses, (c) dyadic i- clauses, and

(d) dyadic i- -an clauses. In pattern 1, the lexical verbs are either morphologically

unmarked or have the morphological shape -um-, ma-, mag-, maN-. In pattern 2, the

dyadic lexical verbs are either morphologically unmarked or have the morphological

shape -um-, ma-, mag-, or maN-. In patterns 3a-3d, the dyadic lexical verbs have the

morphological shape -an, -an, i-, and i- -an respectively. These three clause patterns are

represented schematically in table 6.7.
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TABLE 6.7 VERBAL CLAUSE PATTERNS IN CENTRAL CAGAYAN AGTA

PATTERN 1: -um-/ma-/mag-/maN-V ya/i/ig N
Intr. Nom

agent/theme

PATTERN 2: -um-/ma-/mag-/maN-V ya/i/ig N fa N
Intr.?Tr.? Nom Obl?/Acc?

agent theme

PATTERN 3A: V-an(=Gen) na/ni/nig N ya/i/ig N
Intr.?Tr.? Gen Nom

agent theme

PATTERN 3B: V-an(=Gen) na/ni/nig N ya/i/ig N
Intr.?Tr.? Gen Nom

agent location

PATTERN 3c: i-V(=Gen) na/ni/nig N ya/i/ig N
Intr.?Tr.? Gen Nom

agent instrument

PATTERN 3D: i-V-an(=Gen) na/ni/nig N ya/i/ig N
Intr.?Tr.? Gen Nom

agent benefactive

In this study, dyadic -an clauses, dyadic -an clauses, dyadic i- clauses, and dyadic i-

-an clauses are considered to form one major type of dyadic clauses because they share

the same case frame. That is, they all expect both an agentive genitive NP and a

nonagentive nominative NP. However, they differ from each other in the interpretation

of the nominative NP. In dyadic -an clauses, the nominative NP is usually interpreted as

a directly affected theme. In dyadic -an clauses, the nominative NP is usually interpreted

as a location, or a less directly affected theme. In dyadic i- clauses, the nominative NP is

usually interpreted as an instrument. In dyadic i- -an clauses, the nominative NP is

usually interpreted as a beneficiary.
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Pattern 1 typically consists of monadic -um-/ma-/mag-/maN- verbs that expect only

one nominative NP, as in (153)-(156). In some cases, the monadic verbs may also allow

an optional peripheral argument (or adjunct) that is marked by la, as in (157). The

monadic verbs in pattern 1 do NOT take any cross-reference pronominal clitic, as shown

in (153}-(157).

(153)pattern 1: monadic ma- clause:

nasidug hapa ya Mandaripan.
asleep also NOM Mandaripan

'Mandaripan also went to sleep.' (Agt 7-008)

(154) pattern 1: monadic mag- clause:

a. ...nagkakasidug=na de ya
...asleep=already/now probably NOM

ugsm
Filipino

kid=en?...
PL=that

' ...Maybe the lowlanders are sleeping now?... ' (Agt 8-063)

b. ...atsi
INJ

naganak yen.
gave.birth that(NoM)

' ...Oh-oh, it has given birth.' (Agt 8-086)

(155) pattern 1: monadic maN- clause:

manganup=kitam, Aleng, te
hunt.with.dogS=NOM.IPI son because

ilaku=tam ta kanan=tam....
sell=GEN.1 PI LeV food=GEN.l PI

'Let's go hunting with dogs, Son, so that we (in.) will have something to sell for
our (in.) food. (Agt 8-003)

(156)pattern 1: monadic -um- clause:

umange=n ya katuhangan=k=en,
go=already NOM parent. in.law=GEN.l s=that/there

en=na inalap.
gO=GEN.3s got

'My parent-in-law went and got it.' (Agt 8-072)



(157)pattern 1: monadic -um- clause:

ay gafu ta kuman=en umange=yak
IN] since LCV similar=that gO=NOM.l S

ha ta bali.
again LCV house
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'So, on account of that, I went to the house again.' (Agt 1-097)

Pattern 2 typically consists of dyadic -um-, ma-, mag-, or maN- verbs that expect both

a nominative NP and a ta-marked full NP, as in (158). In some cases, the dyadic -um-,

ma-, mag-, or maN- verbs in pattern 2 may also allow an optional peripheral argument (or

adjunct) that is marked by ta, as in (159). Like the monadic -um-, ma-, mag-, or maN-

verbs in pattern 1, the dyadic -um-, ma-, mag-, or maN- verbs in pattern 2 do NOT take

any cross-reference pronominal clitic, as in (158)-(159).

(158)pattern 2: dyadic maN- clause:

...mangalap=ka hapa ta hulu=en
get=NoM.2s also OBL bamboo=that

lipatu....
soft-dry-stage

' ...you (sg.) get some soft-dry-stage bamboo.' (Agt 5-005)

(159)pattern 2: dyadic mag- clause:

...te nagsosaw=ak ta wer=ewan, dalan=ewan, ta uway,
because trimmed=NOM.l S LCV creek=that trail=that OBL rattan

imange=kid.
went=NoM.3P

,...because I was trimming rattan on the trail at the nearby creek. So they went.'
(Agt 1-005)

Patterns 3a-d typically consist of dyadic -an verbs, dyadic -an verbs, dyadic i- verbs,

or dyadic i- -an verbs that expect both an agentive genitive-marked full NP (or other

genitive substitute) and a nonagentive nominative full NP (or other nominative

substitute), as in (160)-(167). Like the verbs in pattern 1 and pattern 2, the dyadic -an

verbs, dyadic -an verbs, dyadic i- verbs, or dyadic i- -an verbs in patterns 3a-d may also
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allow an optional peripheral argument (or adjunct) that is marked by fa, as in (161) and

(166). However, the dyadic verbs in patterns 3a-d differ from the monadic and the

dyadic verbs in pattern 1 and pattern 2 in that the dyadic verbs in patterns 3a-d can take

an optional cross-reference genitive pronominal clitic that agrees with the person and

number features ofthe genitive-marked NP (as in (160)-(163)), whereas the monadic and

the dyadic verbs in pattern 1 and pattern 2 do NOT take any cross-reference pronominal

clitic. Notice that if a lexical verb functions as the main predicate of a sentence, the

cross-reference genitive pronominal clitic occurs immediately after the lexical verb, as in

(160)-(162). However, if the main predicate is an auxiliary verb, the cross-reference

genitive pronominal clitic is attached to the auxiliary verb rather than the lexical verb, as

in (163).

(160)pattern 3a: dyadic -an clause (with a cross-reference genitive clitic pronoun):

...kinagat=na hapa na taggam ya huli na atu.
bit=GEN.3S also GEN ant NOM rump GEN dog

' .. .the ant bit the rump of the dog.' (Agt 4-022)

(161)pattern 3a: dyadic -an clause:

.. .dinagdag=nak, dinagdag=nak
foliowed=GEN.3s+NOM.I S foliowed=GEN.3s+NOM.I S

' .. .it chased me to the cliff.' (Agt 8-032)

ta gatab=en.
Ley cliff=thatlthere

(162)pattern 3b: dyadic -an clause (with a cross-reference genitive clitic pronoun):

nagazazigit petta atillun=ak umange unek am
go.along.edge so.that near=NOM.I S go climb if

gavwatan=nak na anwang=en....
attack=GEN.3S+NOM.I S GEN water.buffalo=that
(=niik 'GEN.3S + NOM. Is' < =na 'GEN.3S' + =iik 'NOM. IS')

'I will continue on along close to the edge, so 1will be close to go climb (a tree)
if the water buffalo attacks me.' (Agt 8-088)



a nasFn....
CON] dead=already/now

(l63)pattem 3b: dyadic -an clause (with a cross-reference genitive clitic pronoun
attached to the main directional auxiliary predicate):

...en=da=kami=n inaribungbungan na Merikiino kid=en.
gO=GEN.3P=NOM.IpE=already surrounded GEN American PL=that

' ...the Americans came and gathered around us (ex.).' (Agt 10-016)

(164)pattem 3b: dyadic -an clause:

sinosawiin=ku=n sinosawiin ta talun.
trimmed=GEN.I s=already trimmed LCV forest

'I trimmed and trimmed (it) in the forest.' (Agt 8-075)

(l65)pattem 3c: dyadic i- clause:

a. ...nelubeg na ugta ya anak=k=en
trod.on GEN deer NOM child=GEN.lS=that

(nelubeg < na- + i- + lubeg)

'The deer trod on my child and it's dead now.' (Agt 4-013)
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b. ...itubbak=ku=n hapa
pierce=GEN. Is=already also

dang=na=en....
comb.with.larvae=GEN.3s=that

ya talintin=en ta
NOM service.line=that LCV

' .. .I stick the service line onto the larva portion of the hive.. .' (Agt 11-025)

c. ikarga=m yen am dwagappak=kid, kunna ten.
load.with=GEN.2s that(NoM) if two.pieces=NoM.3P similar that

'You (sg.) load that up (i.e., into the basket) if there are two pieces, similar to
that.' (Agt 11-038)

d. yen ya ianup=diik
that NOM hunt.with=GEN.3P+NOM.lS

te e
because go

paruba talo am
try in.case if

maganak ya laman.
give.birth NOM wild.pig
(diik 'GEN.3S + NOM. Is' < da 'GEN.3s' + uk 'NOM. IS')

'That was their reason for using me in hunting, to go and try in case the wild
pigs had given birth.' (Agt 8-004)
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(l66) pattern 3c: dyadic i- clause:

.. .ialung=miik ta pinggan=ina.
coIlect=OEN.2S+NOM.I S Lev plate=that

(=mtik 'OEN.2s +NOM.Is' < =mu 'OEN.2s' + =tik 'NOM.Is')

' ...gather me into the plate there by you (sg.).' (Agt 7-029)

(l67) pattern 3d: dyadic i- -an clause:

Mandaripan, Mandaripan, em=ak idu-dutiin.
Mandaripan Mandaripan gO+GEN.2S=NOM.l S pluck.for

'Mandaripan, Mandaripan, come and pluck (for) me.' (Agt 7-009)

6.4.2 Three Possible Analyses Concerning Central Cagayan Agta Transitivity and

Actancy

As shown in section 6.4.1, there are two distinct dyadic clause patterns that are

ambiguous regarding transitivity. Varying in their interpretation of these two patterns,

three possible analyses concerning Central Cagayan Agta transitivity and actancy

structure can be proposed: a passive analysis, a split-ergative analysis, and an ergative

analysis.

In a passive analysis, the ta/te/teg-marked theme full NP in pattern 2 would be treated

as an "accusative" object of an active transitive construction, but the na/ni/nig-marked

agent (or other genitive substitute) in patterns 3a-d would be treated as a demoted agent

of passive constructions. By treating pattern 1 as intransitive, pattern 2 as canonical

transitive, and patterns 3a-d as passives, Central Cagayan Agta can be analyzed as an

accusative language. The passive analysis is schematically summarized as in table 6.8.
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TABLE 6.8 CENTRAL CAGAYAN AGTA AS AN ACCUSATIVE LANGUAGE

PATTERN 1: -um-/ma-/mag-/maN-V ya/i/ig N
lntr. Nom

agent/theme

PATTERN 2: -um-/ma-/mag-/maN-V ya/i/ig N ta N
Tr. Nom Acc

agent theme

PATTERN 3A: V-an(=Gen) na/ni/nig N ya/i/ig N
lntr. Gen Nom

agent theme

PATTERN 3B: V-tine=Gen) na/ni/nig N ya/i/ig N
lntr. Gen Nom

agent location

PATTERN 3c: i-V(=Gen) na/ni/nig N ya/i/ig N
lntr. Gen Nom

agent instrument

PATTERN 3D: i-V-tin(=Gen) na/ni/nig N ya/ilig N
lntr. Gen Nom

agent benefactive

In a split-ergative analysis, the ta-marked theme NP in pattern 2 would be treated as

an "accusative" object of one type oftransitive construction, and the na/ni/nig-marked

NP (or other genitive substitute) in patterns 3a-d would be treated as an agent of the other

type of transitive construction. By treating pattern 1 as intransitive and both pattern 2 and

patterns 3a-d as canonical transitive, Central Cagayan Agta can be analyzed as a split-

ergative language. The split-ergative analysis is summarized schematically in table 6.9.
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TABLE 6.9 CENTRAL CAGAYAN AGTA AS A SPLIT-ERGATIVE LANGUAGE

PATTERN 1: -um-/ma-/mag-/maN-V ya/i/ig N
Intr. Nom/Abs

agent/theme

PATTERN 2: -um-/ma-/mag-/maN-V ya/i/ig N ta N
Tr. Nom Acc

agent theme

PATTERN 3A: V-an(=Gen) na/ni/nig N ya/i/ig N
Tr. Gen/Erg Nom/Abs

agent theme

PATTERN 3B: V-iln(=Gen) na/ni/nig N ya/i/ig N
Tr. Gen/Erg Nom/Abs

agent location

PATTERN 3c: i-V(=Gen) na/ni/nig N ya/i/ig N
Tr. Gen/Erg Nom/Abs

agent instrument

PATTERN 3D: i-V-an(=Gen) na/ni/nig N ya/i/ig N
Tr. Gen/Erg Nom/Abs

agent benefactive

In an ergative analysis, the ta-marked theme full NP in pattern 2 would be treated as

an oblique-marked extended core argument of an extended intransitive construction but

the na/ni/nig-marked agent (or other genitive substitute) in patterns 3a-d will be treated

as an agent of a transitive construction. By treating pattern 1 as intransitive, pattern 2 as

extended intransitive, and patterns 3a-d as transitives, Central Cagayan Agta can be

analyzed as a pure ergative language. The ergative analysis is summarized schematically

in table 6.1 O.
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TABLE 6.10 CENTRAL CAGAYAN AGTAAS AN ERGATIVE LANGUAGE

PATTERN 1: -um-/ma-/mag-/maN-V ya/i/ig N
Intr. Nom/Abs

agent/theme

PATTERN 2: -um-/ma-/mag-/maN-V ya/i/ig N fa N
Intr. Nom/Abs ObI

agent theme

PATTERN 3A: V-an(=Gen) na/ni/nig N ya/i/ig N
Tr. Gen/Erg Nom/Abs

agent theme

PATTERN 3B: V-an(=Gen) na/ni/nig N ya/i/ig N
Tr. Gen/Erg Nom/Abs

agent location

PATTERN 3c: i-V(=Gen) na/ni/nig N ya/i/ig N
Tr. Gen/Erg Nom/Abs

agent instrument

PATTERN 3D: i-V-an(=Gen) na/ni/nig N yali/ig N
Tr. Gen/Erg Nom/Abs

agent benefactive

As illustrated in tables 6.8-6.10, all three analyses agree in treating pattern 1 as an

intransitive structure, but disagree as to whether pattern 2 and/or patterns 3a-d should be

treated as transitive structures. Such disagreement exists because both pattern 2 and

patterns 3a-d are dyadic structures that might be considered transitive. Because both

pattern 2 and patterns 3a-d are possible candidates for transitive constructions, it is

crucial to determine which one of the two, or whether both, should count as transitive

constructions in Central Cagayan Agta. In the following section, I examine the
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morphosyntactic and semantic properties that these clause patterns exhibit in order to

decide the matter.

6.4.3 Morphosyntactic and Semantic Properties of Central Cagayan Agta Verbal

Clauses

Central Cagayan Agta is a relatively under-described language. Only a few SIL

(Summer Institute of Linguistics) linguists have published any phonological, syntactic, or

discourse studies on this language (Oates and Oates 1958; P. Healey 1958, 1960;

Mayfield 1972, 1983, 1987). In previous analyses of Central Cagayan Agta syntax, it has

been described as having a unique "verbal focus" system (P. Healey 1960; Mayfield

1972, 1987). Under the focus analysis, the notion of transitivity is neglected. This leads

to the impossibility of determining actancy structures of Central Cagayan Agta; as a

result, its typological status is uncertain.

In this study, I depart from the previous analyses in considering transitivity as an

important notion in Central Cagayan Agta syntax. By re-examining Central Cagayan

Agta verbal clause patterns in terms of the morphosyntactic and semantic properties that

they exhibit, I make a clear statement about its typological status. More specifically,

Central Cagayan Agta is analyzed as having a pure ergative actancy structure. The

following morphosyntactic and semantic evidence can justify this claim.
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As discussed in 6.4.2, three possible analyses of Central Cagayan Agta verbal clauses

can be proposed: a passive analysis, a split-ergative analysis, and an ergative analysis.

In this section, I evaluate these three analyses in tenns of the nominal case-marking

system.

If we compare the three types of analyses in tenns of the nominal case-marking

system, we find that the ergative analysis is a better analysis of Central Cagayan Agta

transitivity.

If the passive analysis were correct, then the fa-marked theme NP in pattern 2 would

be an "accusative" NP and the na/ni/nig-marked NP (or other genitive substitute) in

patterns 3a-d would be a peripheral argument or an adjunct. However, as shown in

section 6.3.1.3, my textual analysis suggests that the fa-marked NP in pattern 2 should be

treated as an OBLIQuE-marked extended core argument E rather than an accusative

marked core argument O. Besides, the analysis that treats the na/ni/nig-marked NP (or

other genitive substitute) in patterns 3a-d as an adjunct may raise questions such as "If

the na/ni/nig-marked NP (or other genitive substitute) in patterns 3a-d is an adjunct, why

is it almost always present in this type of clause?" or "If the na/ni/nig-marked NP (or

other genitive substitute) in patterns 3a-d is an adjunct, why can it undergo some

syntactic processes?", and so forth.

If the split-ergative analysis were correct, the fa-marked theme NP in pattern 2 would

be an "accusative" NP and the na/ni/nig-marked NP (or other genitive substitute) in

patterns 3a-d would be an "ergative" NP. As just noted, my textual analysis points out
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that the ta-marked NP in pattern 2 should be treated as an OBLIQuE-marked extended core

argument E rather than an accusative-marked core argument O. Moreover, if the split

ergative analysis were the correct characterization of Central Cagayan Agta transitivity,

we would run into the following problem in typology.

Typologically speaking, if a language exhibits a split case-marking system, it is

commonly conditioned by one or more of the following factors: (1) the semantic nature

of the main verb, (2) the semantic nature of the core NPs (e.g., pronominals vs. full noun

phrases), (3) the tense/aspect/mood of the clause, and (4) the grammatical status ofa

clause (i.e., whether it is a main or subordinate clause) (Dixon 1979, 1994). However,

none of these factors seems to condition the supposed split case-marking system

described in the split-ergative analysis. From a typological perspective, such an analysis

would be undesirable because it would make Central Cagayan Agta (as well as many

other western Austronesian languages) typologically unusual in that it would show an

idiosyncratic type of split case-marking system, one that had none of the usual

motivations for such a split.

On the other hand, if the ergative analysis is correct, then all the problems that we

encountered for the other two types of analyses are avoided. As already demonstrated in

section 6.3.1.3, the textual analysis suggests that the ta-marked theme NP in pattern 2

should be an OBLIQuE-marked extended core argument E and the na/ni/nig-marked NP

(or other genitive substitute) in patterns 3a-d should be an ergative-marked A (genitive

marked A in my analysis). This is exactly what is to be expected in an ergative analysis.
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If we compare the three types of analyses in terms of verbal agreement, we find that

the ergative analysis is a better analysis of Central Cagayan Agta transitivity.

Typologically speaking, agreement is a property that is more likely associated with

the core arguments S, A, and 0 than with any other arguments and/or adjuncts (Whaley

1997:153, 164-165; Dixon 1994:45). Ifa verb agrees with adjuncts or arguments other

than the three core arguments S, A, and 0 in some features, we would expect that it

would also agree with S, A, and 0 in those features, and not vice versa.

If the passive analysis were the correct characterization of Central Cagayan Agta

transitivity, then the genitive-marked NP (i.e., the na/ni/nig-marked NP or other genitive

substitute) in patterns 3a--d would be an adjunct. Typologically speaking, we would

expect that the verb would agree with the genitive-marked NP (an adjunct in this type of

analysis) if, and only if, it also agrees with the nominative NP (i.e., the ya/i/ig-marked

NP) and the "accusative" NP (i.e., the fa-marked NP in this type of analysis). However,

these types of data are not found in Central Cagayan Agta texts.

If the split-ergative analysis were correct, then Central Cagayan Agta would have a

split agreement system in which only certain types of transitive clauses would exhibit

verbal agreement, but other types of transitive clauses would not. Again, like the

supposed split case-marking system, the supposed split agreement system is not

conditioned by any of the four factors cited in 6.4.3.1. And again, from a typological

point of view, such an analysis would be undesirable because Central Cagayan Agta
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would become typologically unusual in that it would show an idiosyncratic type of split-

agreement system, one without any of the usual motivations.

If the ergative analysis is correct, then Central Cagayan Agta has a pure ergative

agreement system in which the verb of a transitive clause agrees only with the genitive-

marked A in person and number features (as in (168)-(170)), but not with the

nominative-marked Sand 0 or other core arguments or adjuncts. From a typological

point of view, this type of ergative agreement system is typologically plausible, though

rare.

(168)pattem 3a: dyadic -an clause with a cross-reference genitive clitic pronoun:

longan=na hapa na Mandaripan ya mamanuk.
shoot=GEN.3s also GEN Mandaripan NOM bird

'So Mandaripan shoots the bird.' (Agt 7-007)

(169)pattem 3b: dyadic -an clause with a cross-reference genitive clitic pronoun:

.. .inibatan=nak=na na sibrung=en.
released=GEN.3s+NOM.1 s~already GEN kidnapper=that

(=niik 'GEN.3s + NOM. Is' < =na 'GEN.3s' + =iik 'NOM. IS')

' ...the kidnapper released me.' (Agt 3-004)

(170)pattem 3b: dyadic -an clause with a cross-reference genitive clitic pronoun
attached to the main directional auxiliary predicate:

...en=da=kami=n inaribungbungan na Merikano kid=en.
gO=GEN.3P=NOM.lpE=already surrounded GEN American PL=that

' ...the Americans came and gathered around us (ex.).' (Agt 10-016)

6.4.3.3 Semantic transitivity

In the preceding two sections, I have shown that evidence from the nominal case-

marking system and the verbal agreement system suggests that an ergative analysis is a

better analysis of Central Cagayan Agta transitivity than the other analyses. In this
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section, I demonstrate that semantic evidence converges with morphosyntactic evidence

in this conclusion.

As discussed in Chapter 4, linguists working on different language families agree

with Hopper and Thompson (1980) in the observation that semantic properties often

correlate with morphosyntactic transitivity in a systematic way (e.g., Tsunoda 1999;

Gibson and Starosta 1990; Dixon 1994; Huang 1994; Starosta 1997,1998,1999, 2002b;

Lazard 1997; Rau 1997). More specifically, they have shown that if semantic parameters

covary with morphosyntactic manifestations oftransitivity, clauses exhibiting high

semantic transitivity are more likely to be encoded grammatically (morphologically and

syntactically) as transitive.

However, they disagree with each other on whether all of the ten semantic parameters

that Hopper and Thompson proposed should be considered equally relevant to the

morphosyntactic manifestations of transitivity. For instance, Tsunoda (1999:4) suggests

that AFFECTEDNESS OF THE PATIENT is the most important and is (almost) always relevant

to the morphosyntactic manifestations of transitivity. However, my analysis of Kavalan

textual data shows that INDIVIDUATION OF THE THEME is most relevant to the

morphosyntactic manifestations of Kavalan transitivity. My analysis of Squliq Atayal,

however, suggests three semantic parameters, VOLITIONALITY, INDIVIDUATION OF THE

THEME, and AFFECTEDNESS OF THE THEME, as most relevant to the morphosyntactic

manifestations of transitivity in Squliq Atayal. In this study, I consider two semantic
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parameters, INDIVIDUATION OF THE THEME and AFFECTEDNESS OF THE THEME,29 as most

relevant to the morphosyntactic manifestations of transitivity in Central Cagayan Agta.

Let us compare the interpretation of the theme NPs in pattern 2 (i.e., dyadic -um-, ma-

, mag-, maN- clauses) with the theme NPs (or the nonagentive nominatives) in patterns

3a-d (i.e., dyadic -an clauses, dyadic -iin clauses, dyadic i- clauses, or dyadic i- -iin

clauses) in examples (171}-(180). Consider the examples of dyadic -um-, ma-, mag-,

maN- clauses in (171}-(174). The theme NPs in these examples can either be something

generic or unidentifiable, or something that forms a part of a (particular) entity, or

something that is partially affected by an event.

(171)pattern 2: dyadic maN- clause with an indefinite theme:

kwa, am mangalap=ka ta tahu a itam am itta
thing when get=NoM.2s OBL honey CON) see=GEN.2s if EXIST

ya barsi na
NOM blossom GEN

kayu, ya sabong na kayu=en.
tree NOM blossom GEN tree=that

'Well, when you (sg.) get honey, look and see if there are tree blossoms, that is,
flowers of the particular tree.' (Agt 11-001)

(172) pattern 2: dyadic maN- clause with an indefinite theme:

mamadday=kitam hapa ta kwa, talintin te
make=NOM.1 PI also OBL thing service. line because

pangidagut=tam.
10wering.instrument=GEN.1 PI

'Let's also make a what's it, a service line, for us (in.) to lower with.' (Agt 11
015)

29 As discussed in Chapter 5, among the ten semantic parameters proposed by Hopper and Thompson, two
of them (i.e., Affectedness oftheme NPs and Individuation of theme NPs) need to be modified in order to
cover dyadic applicative constructions in languages that make extensive use ofapplicative constructions.
These two semantic parameters can be restated as "Affectedness ofNONAGENTIVE NPs" and "Individuation
ofNONAGENTIVE NPs", in which nonagentive NPs can be theme NPs or beneficiary NPs, instrument NP,
etc.



(173)pattern 2: dyadic mag- clause with an indefinite theme:

ay, maghushusat=kami ta uway ay, ata-nang, te
IN] split=NOM.l PE OBL rattan IN] high because

itta hapa
EXIST also
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ya appatafulu metro ta kadanuk=na
NOM forty meter LCV length=GEN.3S

ta kayu kata-nang=na.
LCV tree height=GEN.3s

'So, we (ex.) split and split (some of the) rattan, that is long, because the height
of the tree is forty meters.' (Agt 11-016)

(174)pattern 2: dyadic maN- clause with a partially affected theme:

...mangaHip=kam ta uway=ina te takkal=muy....
get=NOM.2p OBL rattan=that for ann.band=GEN.2P

,...take some of that rattan for your (pl.) armband.... ' (Agt 5-001)

In contrast, consider the theme NPs of dyadic -an clauses, dyadic -an clauses, dyadic

i- clauses, or dyadic i- -an clauses in (175)-(180). We find that the theme NPs (or the

nonagentive nominatives) in these examples can be associated with something that is

identifiable or something that is totally affected by an event. One thing to be noted is that

the nonagentive NP in (177) is a place name, but a dyadic -an verb (whose nominative

NP is usually interpreted as a theme) rather than a dyadic -an verb (whose nominative

NP is usually interpreted as a location) is used. In this case, a dyadic -an verb is used

because the place Karambat is totally affected by the action of hunting; therefore, it is

interpreted as an affected theme rather than a (noncompletely affected) location.

(175)pattern 3a: dyadic -an clause with a definite theme:

dinagdag=mi dinagdag=mi=n namlin ya
folIowed=GEN.lPE folIowed=GEN.lpE=already at. last NOM

'We (ex.) followed and followed the deer.' (Agt 8-025)

ugta=en.
deer=that
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(l76)pattern 3a: dyadic -an clause with a definite and completely affected theme:

...a ginilat=ku=n ya ugta=en.
CONJ barbed.arroW=GEN.I s=already NOM deer=that

' ...and I hit the deer with the barbed arrow.' (Agt 8-031)

(l77)pattern 3a: dyadic -an clause with a fully affected theme:

takwan na laman ya inanup=mi, inanup=mi
different GEN wild.pig NOM hunted=GEN.1PE hunted=GEN.lpE

yen ya netubbat==mi ya Karambat inanup.
that NOM substituted=GEN.1PE NOM Karambat hunted

ya Kariimbat,
NOM Karambat

'Then another place of wild pig we (ex.) hunted; we (ex.) hunted the Karambat
area-that's where we (ex.) turned to, hunting the Karambat area.' (Agt 8-012)

(178)pattern 3b: dyadic -an clause with a definite nonagentive argument:

indagan=mi bit i aboy=en, te ange gumatang
wait.for=GEN.1 PE for.a.moment NOM daughter=that because go buy

ta baggat, te
OBL rice because

bali==muy....
house=GEN.2p

balonan=muy, petta
travel=GEN.2P so.that

itta hapa kanan=muy ta
EXIST also eat=GEN.2p LCV

'We (ex.) are waiting for the daughter because she went to buy some rice for
your (pI.) travel provisions, so you (pI.) will have something to eat at home.... '
(Agt 1-025)

(179) pattern 3c: dyadic -i clause with a definite nonagentive argument:

yen ya ianup=diik te e paruba talo am
that NOM hunt.with=GENJP+NOM.I S because go try in.case if

maganak ya laman.
give.birth NOM wild.pig
(=diik 'GEN.3s + NOM. Is' < =da 'GENJS' + =iik 'NOM. Is')

'That was their reason for using me in hunting, to go and try in case the wild
pigs had given birth.' (Agt 8-004)

(180) pattern 3d: dyadic i- -an clause with a definite nonagentive argument:

Mandaripan, Mandaripan, em=ak idu-dutan.
Mandaripan Mandaripan gO+GEN.2s=NOM.I S pluck.for

'Mandaripan, Mandaripan, come and pluck (for) me.' (Agt 7-009)
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Summing up the discussion in this section, we can state that pattern 2 clauses (i.e.,

dyadic -um-, ma-, mag-, maN- clauses) are associated with nonindividuated and/or

nontotally affected nonagentive NPs, whereas patterns 3a-d clauses (i.e., dyadic -an

clauses, dyadic -fin clauses, dyadic i- clauses, and dyadic i- -fin clauses) are associated

with highly individuated and/or totally affected nonagentive NPs. These semantic

properties suggest that pattern 2 clauses (i.e., dyadic -um-, ma-, mag-, maN- clauses) are

semantically LESS transitive than patterns 3a-d (i.e., dyadic -an clauses, dyadic -{in

clauses, dyadic i- clauses, and dyadic i- -fin clauses). If we correlate this semantic

property with the morphosyntactic properties that we discussed in the preceding two

sections, we find that semantically more transitive patterns 3a-d clauses (i.e., dyadic -an

clauses, dyadic -fin clauses, dyadic i- clauses, and dyadic i- -fin clauses) are manifested

grammatically as more transitive than semantically less transitive pattern 2 clauses (i.e.,

dyadic -um-, ma-, mag-, maN- clauses).

6.4.4 Summary

In the preceding sections, I have evaluated the three possible analyses concerning

Central Cagayan Agta transitivity in terms of morphosyntactic and semantic criteria.

Based on the morphosyntactic and semantic properties that Central Cagayan Agta verbal

clauses exhibit, we can conclude that the ergative analysis is the best analysis of Central

Cagayan Agta transitivity.
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6.5 ERGATIVITY

Having determined the transitive constructions in Central Cagayan Agta, it is possible

to determine what type of actancy structure Central Cagayan Agta has.

Incorporating the observations in section 6.4, we can characterize Central Cagayan

Agta clause structures as in table 6.11. From the table, we can observe that both the S of

an intransitive clause and the 0 of a transitive clause are marked by a nominative

auxiliary noun ya/i/ig or are expressed by other nominative substitute, while the A of a

transitive clause is marked by a genitive auxiliary noun na/ni/nig or are expressed by

other genitive substitute. This suggests that Central Cagayan Agta has a pure ergative

case-marking system rather than an accusative or a split-ergative system.
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TABLE 6.11 CENTRAL CAGAYAN AGTAACTANCY STRUCTURE

PATTERN 1: -um-/ma-/mag-/maN-V ya/i/ig N
Intr. Nom

S
agent/theme

PATTERN 2: -um-/ma-/mag-/maN-V ya/i/ig N fa N
Intr. Nom ObI

S E
agent theme

PATTERN 3A: V-an(=Gen) na/ni/nig N ya/ilig N
Tr. Gen/Erg Nom

A 0
agent theme

PATTERN 3B: V-an(=Gen) na/ni/nig N ya/i/ig N
Tr. Gen/Erg Nom

A 0
agent location

PATTERN 3c: i-V(=Gen) na/ni/nig N ya/i/ig N
Tr. Gen/Erg Nom

A 0
agent instrument

PATTERN 3D: i-V-an(=Gen) na/ni/nig N ya/i/ig N
Tr. Gen/Erg Nom

A 0
agent benefactive

In addition to an ergative case-marking system, Central Cagayan Agta also exhibits

an ergative agreement system. Based on the discussion in 6.4.3.2, we find that in Central

Cagayan Agta, verbs can carry an optional genitive pronominal clitic that agrees with the

A ofa transitive clause in person and number, but not with the S of an intransitive verb
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nor with the 0 of a transitive verb. This suggests that Central Cagayan Agta has an

ergative agreement system.

Because Central Cagayan Agta shows ergativity in both its nominal case-marking

system and in its verbal agreement system, we can conclude that Central Cagayan Agta

has a pure ergative actancy structure.

6.6 CONCLUSION

In this chapter, I have re-examined Central Cagayan Agta clause structures in terms

of morphosyntactic and semantic criteria. Three questions have been answered.

First, are the prenominal monosyllabic forms determiners or nouns in Central

Cagayan Agta?

Based on the discussion in 6.3.1.3, we can conclude that all the prenominal

monosyllabic forms are "AUXILIARY NOUNS" that carry the feature [+extension], that is,

nouns that require a dependent predicate.

Second, what constitutes the transitive construction in Central Cagayan Agta?

As shown in 6.4.3, based on the morphosyntactic and semantic properties that Central

Cagayan Agta clauses exhibit, we can conclude that patterns 3a-d clauses (that is, dyadic

-an clauses, dyadic -an clauses, dyadic i- clauses, and dyadic i- -an clauses) are transitive

constructions, whereas pattern 2 clauses (i.e., dyadic -um-, ma-, mag-, maN- clauses) are

extended intransitives or pseudo-transitives, a type of intransitive clause.

Third, what kind of actancy structure does Central Cagayan Agta have (accusative,

ergative, or split ergative)?
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Based on the discussion in sections 6.3.1.3 and 6.4, we can observe that the S ofan

intransitive clause and the 0 of a transitive clause have the same morphological marking,

whereas the A of a transitive clause has a distinct morphological marking. This suggests

that Central Cagayan Agta has a pure ergative case-marking system. Moreover, in

sections 6.3.2 and 6.4.3.2, I have demonstrated that in Central Cagayan Agta, verbs can

carry an optional genitive clitic pronoun that agrees with the A of a transitive clause in

person and number, but not with the S of an intransitive verb nor with the 0 of a

transitive verb. This suggests that Central Cagayan has an ergative agreement system.

Because Central Cagayan Agta shows ergativity in both its nominal case-marking

system and in its verbal agreement system, we can conclude that Central Cagayan Agta

has a pure ergative actancy system.



CHAPTER 7

TRANSITIVITY AND ERGATIVITY IN DIBABAWON MANOBO

7.1 INTRODUCTION

Dibabawon Manobo is an Austronesian language spoken by some 10,000 Manobos

living in the Province of Davao del Norte, between the Libuganon River and the Diwata

Mountains, Mindanao, the Philippines (Forster and Barnard 1987;

http://www.ethnologue.com).Itis know as Mandayan in the Agusan River Valley. It has

been classified as a member of the Eastem branch of the Central Manobo subgroup of

Southem Philippine languages (http://www.ethnologue.com).

This chapter re-examines Dibabawon Manobo clause structures from a broad

typological perspective and determines the canonical transitive construction and actancy

structure of Dibabawon Manobo based on morphosyntactic and semantic criteria. Four

major questions will be answered here. First, what are the constraints that condition the

relative order of pronouns? Second, are the prenominal monosyllabic forms determiners

or nouns in Dibabawon Manobo? Third, what constitutes the transitive construction in

Dibabawon Manobo? Fourth, what kind of actancy structure does Dibabawon Manobo

have (accusative, ergative, or split ergative)? In order to answer these questions, some

basic linguistic facts about Dibabawon Manobo will be provided.

This chapter is organized as follows. Section 7.2 discusses word order in Dibabawon

Manobo. Section 7.3 deals with construction markers and the case-marking system in

Dibabawon Manobo. Section 7.4 discusses transitivity in Dibabawon Manobo clause
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(1) nominal clause: NP (predicate) NP (Nominative)2

si Samuk=diL kan manganup nokani no moy pad idu
NOM Samuk=just KAN hunter formerly LIG EXIST yet dog

no tumawan.3

LIG hunting.dog

'Samuk was the only hunter before who still had a hunting dog.' (MBD 3-001)

Verbal clauses can be headed by either an auxiliary verb or a lexical verb. In a

pragmatically unmarked verbal clause, the main verbal predicate precedes ALL other

elements (e.g., noun phrases, dependent verbs, adverbs, etc.), as in (2)-(4).

(2) verbal clause headed by an existential verb: Exist NP ...

moy manuk-manuk no mig-andu-on to tanomanan=din.
EXIST bird LIG go.there TO plant.place=GEN.3s

'There was a bird that went to his garden.' (MBD 9-004)

(3) verbal clause headed by a negative existential verb: Neg.Exist NP...

wadiL la-in mamgo-on no nakasakoy to ariplanu, kandin=da
NEG.EXIST other old.person LIG ride TO airplane 3s=only

'No other old man has ridden in a plane, only him.' (MBD 6-017)

(4) verbal clause headed by a negative auxiliary verb: Neg Adv pig-V Adv ... NP

wadiL kaugoylugoy pig-usab manda pigboklas to lubid.
NEG long.time again again jerked TO rope

'In just a little while the rope was jerked again.' (MBD 9-133)

Three major verbal clause patterns are found in Dibabawon Manobo: (i) Pattern 1:

monadic intransitive clauses, (ii) Pattern 2: dyadic -um-/og-, or maN- clauses, and (iii)

2 Unless otherwise indicated, all Dibabawon Manobo data used in this study are taken from the eleven texts
in Forster and Barnard (1987). The example reference numbers following the free translation are organized
according to the order that they appeared in Forster and Barnard's monograph. For example, MBD 3-001
means that the example is the first sentence of Dibabawon Manobo Text 3.
3 The Dibabawon Manobo orthography used here is the same as that used by Forster and Barnard (1987).
The symbol 0 stands for a high back open unrounded vowel (i.e., the "pepet") (represented as e in other
publications on this language); ng stands for velar nasal; - stands for an intervocalic glottal stop, . stands
for a syllable final glottal stop. However, when glottal stop occurs word initially preceding a vowel, it is
not written.
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Pattern 3: (a) dyadic -on clauses, (b) dyadic -an clauses, and (c) dyadic i- clauses.4 In

pattern 1, the lexical verbs are either morphologically unmarked or have the

morphological shape -um-Iog-, ma-, maN-. In pattern 2, the dyadic lexical verbs are

either morphologically unmarked or have the morphological shape -um-Iog-, or maN-. In

patterns 3a-3c, the dyadic lexical verbs have the morphological shape -on, -an, and i-,

respectively.

In pattern 1 (a monadic intransitive clause), if a monadic intransitive verb functions as

the main verbal predicate, it will occur clause initially and is followed by a nominative

full NP or a nominative substitute, as in (5)-(6).

(5) monadic -um-Iog- clause with one full NP: nig-V NP (Nominative)

a. ...niglogdog sikan mata ni Mandabon.
flamed that eye GEN Mandabon

'The eyes of Mandabon became red.' (MBD 8-052)

b. pagkaso-uma=on
one.fann=already

nigpangiyak SI

yelled NOM
Mandabon.
Mandabon

'After they had gone a kilometer, Mandabon yelled.' (MBD 8-061)

4 The Dibabawon Manobo reflexes of PAN *-um-, PMP *maR-, PMP *maN-, PAN *-en, PAN *-an, PAN *Si
(or PMP *hi-) are -um-, og-, maN-, -on, -an, and i-, respectively. Unlike Tagalog -um- and mag-,
Dibabawon Manobo -um- and og- are used to fonn different aspectual fonns of the same verb (rather than
being used to fonn verbs with slightly semantic difference and/or verbs belonging to different verb classes).
The -um- fonn in Dibabawon Manobo is the DEPENDENT REMOTE fonn of the so-called "Actor Focus"
verbs, i.e., verb fonn that is used to refer to general, customary, or indefinite actions or actions which may
or may not have been begun and have not been completed. The og- fonn is THE INDEPENDENT REMOTE
fonn of the so-called "Actor Focus" verbs, i.e., verb fonn that is used to refer to conditions, both actual and
potential, and to certain mitigated commands. Strictly speaking, the fonnative og- CANNOT be considered
to be a fonnative for deriving "Actor Focus" verbs. Instead, it should be considered to be a fonnative for
deriving all the INDEPENDENT REMOTE aspect verb fonns because it can occur not only with the so-called
"Actor Focus" verbs, but also with the "NonActor Focus" verbs.
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(6) monadic maN- clause with one full NP: mang-V NP (Nominative)

...ko mang-uli=on si Haldo, asta si Asaw, aw si Edad,
when retum=now NOM Haldo and NOM Asaw and NOM Edad

alidyahon=nu=d gobay umabut=a di ogkangkaponga=on to angkow.
assign=GEN.2S=nOW so.that arrive=NoM.l s and complete=now TO altar

'When Haldo and Asaw and Edad came home, you (sg.) give them their
assignments so that whenever I arrive, the altars can be completed.' (MBD 6
156)

In pattern 2 clauses (dyadic -um-Iog-, or maN- clauses) that contain a full NP and a

pronominal clitic, regardless of being headed by an auxiliary verb or by a lexical verb,

the only full NP in the clause always occurs after the dyadic-um-Iog-, or maN- verb, as

in (7).5

(7) dyadic -um-Iog- clause with one full NP and one clitic pronominal NP: og
V=Nom NP (Obi)

ko oghimu=koy to galingan, ogpili-on=noy kan kayu no madoyow
when make=NoM.lpE TO corn.mill select=GEN.lpE KAN wood LIG good

su so-idi mongo kayu, mahan-ing to
because this PL wood many TO

kalasi.
class

'When we (ex.) make a corn mill, we (ex.) will select the right tree, because as
for these trees, there are many classes.' (MBD 1-003)

In patterns 3a-3c clauses (dyadic -on clauses, dyadic -an clauses, and dyadic i-

clauses) that contain two or more full NPs, the preferred word order is the agent

preceding the theme (or location, instrument, or beneficiary), regardless of their

grammatical relations, as in (8)-(10).

5 1was unable to find a single occurrence of pattern 2 clauses with two full NPs in any of the eleven texts in
Forster and Barnard (1987); they are, therefore, excluded from the discussion here.
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(8) dyadic -on clause with two full NPs: pig-V NP (Gen) NP (Nom)

pagkali-us ni Edu pigsugu=on ni Amoy si Inoy....
gone GEN Fred commanded=now GEN Father NOM Mother

'When Fred had left, Father instructed Mother.... ' (MBD 6-135)

(9) dyadic -an clause with two full NPs: V-an NP (Gen) NP (Nom)

a. dayun to pighulidan ni Edu si Amoy, nalipodong ubag
then TO lay.beside GEN Fred NOM Father sleep mere

S1

NOM
Amoy su migtu-u man kandin to
father because believed really 3s TO

nahulidan ni Edu.
lie.beside GEN Fred

'So then Fred lay down beside Father; Father slept a little because he had faith
in Fred lying beside him.' (MBD 6-129)

b. ...ko oghimatayan to amoy to bata=din no daga[HLl] to kona=din
if kill TO father TO child=GEN.3s LIG lady TO NEG=GEN.3S

no gustu sikan lukos no impagsabut to bata=din.
LIG like that man LIG understood TO child=GEN.3S

'The father will kill his daughter if the man his child has made an agreement
with is not to his liking.' (MBD 7-002)

(10) dyadic i- clause with two full NPs: i-V NP (Gen) NP (Lev) NP (Nom)

...su lyan imbuyu to bantoy ita to pitu no bu-uk su
because it. is requested TO guard If) TO seven LIG piece because

SI Elena nakasaa.
NOM Elena sinned

,...that the spirit requested seven pigs from us (dl.) because Elena sinned.'
(MBD 6-147)

In patterns 3a-e (dyadic -on clauses, dyadic -an clauses, and dyadic i- clauses) that

contain a full NP and a pronominal clitic, regardless of being headed by an auxiliary verb

or by a lexical verb, the only full NP in the clause always occurs after (but not necessarily

immediately after) the dyadic -on verb, dyadic -an verb, dyadic i- verb, as in (11)--(13).
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(11) dyadic -on clause with one full NP and one clitic pronominal NP: V-on=Gen
NP (Nom)

kaling man ko oghimu=a to galingan, iyan=da oghimu-on=ku
therefore really when make=NOM.l S TO com.mill itis=just make=GEN.l S

kan malibatu no kayu, su lagboy ogpakaligis to batad.
KAN malibatu LIG wood because really grind TO corn

'Therefore, whenever I make a com mill, the only one that I will make it from is
malibatu wood, because it can really grind com.' (MBD 1-008)

(12) dyadic -an clause with one full NP and one clitic pronominal NP: V-an=Gen
NP(Nom)

dayun to pig-andiya-an=din kan babuy no migpabaogbaog aw
then TO wentthere=GEN.3S KAN pig LIG cAus.facing and

kilap kan babuy to
recognize KAN pig TO

moy=on otow.
EXIST=now person

'Then he approached the pig that stood facing and the pig realized it was a
person.' (MBD 3-026)

(13) dyadic i- clause with one full NP and one clitic pronominal NP: i-V=Gen NP
(Nom)

pagdinog=ku sikan no kagi, puli=a=d mighipanow aw
heard=GEN.l s that LIG word just=NOM.l S=now walked and

ipanimbag=ku
discarded.with=GEN.l S

kan bagon aw
KAN rattan and

kan salidingan.
KAN decoration

'When I heard that word, I just went on and I threw away the rattan and the
decorative leaves.' (MBD 6-170)

7.2.2 The Order of Pronouns

Like Squliq Atayal and Central Cagayan Agta, pronouns in Dibabawon Manobo can

also be divided into two types: clitic pronouns and free form pronouns. These two types

of pronouns differ in their syntactic distribution. Clitic pronouns are phonologically

attached to the main predicate of a clause, whereas free form pronouns occur after, but

not necessarily immediately after, a lexical verb (cf. (14)-(16) vs. (17». Notice that
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pronominal clitics occur BEFORE aspectual adverbial clitics (as in (14) and (15», whereas

free form pronouns occur AFTER aspectual clitics (as in (17».

When the main predicate of a clause is a lexical verb, a clitic pronoun is attached to

the lexical predicate, as in (14)-(16). When the main predicate of a clause is an auxiliary

verb, a clitic pronoun is attached to the main auxiliary predicate, rather than the lexical

verb, as in (18)-(19).

(14) clitic pronoun immediately following the main predicate (a lexical verb) of a
clause: og-V=Norn=Adv

og-uli=a=d.
return=NOM.l S=now

'I will be going now.' (MBD 8-021)

(15) clitic pronoun immediately following the main predicate (a lexical verb) of a
clause: V-an=Gen=Adv

paminogan=dan=pa to
listened.to=GEN.3p=yet TO

kayu no ogkangkatu-ad.
tree LIG fall

'They listened to the tree crashing down.' (MBD 9-097)

(16) clitic pronoun immediately following the main predicate (a lexical verb) of a
clause: og-V-holl=Gen ...

di basta og-unahon=ta oglugi-an kan babow.
but if first=GEN.lD make.hole KAN upper

'But first we (dl.) will make a hole in the top one.' (MBD 1-013)

(17) free form pronoun not immediately following a lexical verb: og-V=Adv
Pronoun (Neutral)

...nigba-id=on kan bantoy diya to mongo duma=ku to
announced=now KAN guard there TO PL companion=GEN.ls TO

oggawang=on
depart=now

kandin.
3s

' ...the spirit had announced to my companions its intention that it would go
away.' (MBD 11-012)
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(18) clitic pronoun immediately following the main predicate (a negative auxiliary)
ofa clause: Neg=Gen i-V ...

... di wadfl=ku zbogoy su ogpakabusung=on no galingan sikan.
but NEG=GEN.ls give.with because punish=now LIG com.mill that

' ...but I will never give it because that is a mill that can bring supernatural
punishment.' (MBD 1-029)

(19) clitic pronoun immediately following the main predicate (a negative auxiliary)
ofa clause: Neg=Nom=Adv=Adv og-V ...

konfl=ki=d=on ogpakahinalin to og-ugpa-an su ko
NEG=NOM.I D=now=now transfer TO dwell because if

humalin=ki pad, og-agawan=ki=d to
transfer=NOM.I D yet snatch=NOM.I D=now TO

pasak=ta.
land=GEN.I D

'We (dl.) cannot continually transfer occupancy now because if we (dl.)
transfer, our (dl.) land will be grabbed from us (dl.)' (MBD 2-010)

In addition to negative auxiliaries, clitic pronouns can also be attracted to forms that

are translated as adverbs in English. One might analyze these forms as adverbs; however,

I prefer to analyze them as auxiliary verbs rather than adverbs in that they can be

immediately followed by a "ligature", which in tum is followed by a verbal clause that is

headed by a lexical verb.6 In western Austronesian languages (including Dibabawon

Manobo), the position immediately preceding the ligature is typically occupied by a head

noun or a head verb. The fact that these forms can occur immediately before the ligature

seems to suggest that syntactically they are HEADS (AUXILIARY VERBS in this case) that

take the verbal clause introduced by the ligature as their clausal dependent.

(20) pronominal clitic following a clause-initial temporal auxiliary verb:

...dayun=a ogkabou ki Laureano.
then=NOM.I S angry Lev Laureano

, .. .I would immediately become furious with Laureano' (MBD 11-019)

6 Please refer to section 7.3.1.1 for detailed discussion of ligatures.
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(21) pronominal clitic and adverbial clitic following a clause-initial temporal
auxiliary verb:

...singaman=noy=on
sometimeS=GEN.I PE=now

ogkalingawan....
forget

' ...sometimes we (ex.) forget about them... .' (MBD 5-024)

(22) pronominal clitic following a clause-initial locative auxiliary verb:

sikan apugan, dini=ku igbilin ki Siaman...
that lime.place here=GEN.ls leave.with LCV Siaman

'As for the house altar, I will leave it here with Siaman... .' (MBD 10-021)

(23) pronominal clitic and adverbial clitic following a manner auxiliary verb:

ogkahimu man, di madaas=nu=da igbu-us dini to Makgum....
able really but quick=GEN.2s=just escort here TO Makgum

'It can be, but you (sg.) must bring him back to Makgum quickly... .' (MBD 4
031)

(24) pronominal clitic and adverbial clitic following a clause-initial manner auxiliary
verb:

labi=nu=d gayod no dakoo to pagpasalamat=noy aw
especially=GEN.2s=now also LIG much TO thank=GEN.I PE and

ki Maam Mike aw Maam Jan....
LCV Ma'am Mike and Ma'am Jan

'Especially we (ex.) are very thankful to Mike and Jan.... ' (MBD 11-031)

Furthermore, clitic pronouns can also be attracted to clausal conjunctions, as in (25).

The fact that clitics can attach to clausal conjunctions can be interpreted in two different

ways. First, it suggests that the form awos 'so that' in (25) might be an auxiliary verb.

Second, it suggest that clitics are less selective as to their host. Whether the first

interpretation or the second interpretation is the more accurate characterization of the data

is a question that requires further research.
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(25) pronominal clitics attached to a clausal conjunction:

miglogwa=a awos=a=now matabangan.
emerged=NOM.l s so.that=NOM.l S=GEN.2P help.to

'I appeared, so that you (pI.) might be able to help me.' (MBD 9-110)

Having discussed the relative order between predicates and pronouns, I tum to the

discussion of the relative order between pronouns.

In previous studies, Dibabawon Manobo has been described as having the similar

pronominal ordering constraints as those found in Agusan Manobo (Forster 1964:48, note

20). According to Weaver and Weaver (1964:162-5, 169), Agusan Manobo observes the

following pronominal ordering constraints.

• Rule 1. The Topic Set outranks the Source Set, which in tum outranks the

Oblique Set. The Topic Set occurs immediately following the predicate in

nonnegated clauses. [i.e., NOMINATIVE> GENITIVE > NEUTRAL]

• Rule 2. When clitic pronouns, Topic and Source Sets, cooccur, the Speaker form

outranks the Hearer, and both outrank any form of Other. [i.e., FIRST PERSON>

SECOND PERSON> THIRD PERSON]

• Rule 3a. When conflict develops between Rules 1 and 2 (the Source Set is the

Speaker and the Topic Set is the Hearer), the Source Set pronoun can be deleted.

[i.e., ONLY the NOMINATIVE pronoun is expressed.]

• Rule 3b. The Source Set pronoun continues to function as the Speaker while the

Hearer is manifested by the Oblique Set pronoun. [i.e., Use the first person

genitive pronoun and the second person NEUTRAL PRONOUN.]
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• Rule 4. Clitic pronouns become enclitic to the negative particle; free pronouns

remain postpredicate. [i.e., Clitic pronouns occur immediately after a negative

auxiliary, whereas free form pronouns occur after a lexical verb.]

The pronominal order constraints that Weaver and Weaver (1964) described for

Agusan Manobo is generally true for Dibabawon Manobo, but it requires slight

modification.

In this study, I consider the order of pronominals in Dibabawon Manobo to be

determined by the following rules.

• Rule 1: Clitic pronouns always precede free form pronouns [CLITIC> NONCLITIC].

• Rule 2a: Nominative pronouns precede genitive pronouns [NOMINATIVE>

GENITIVE].

• Rule 2b: First person pronouns precede second person pronouns and third person

pronouns; second person pronouns precede third person pronouns [1 > 2 > 3].

• Rule 3a: If a nominative pronoun is LOWER than a genitive pronoun in terms of

the PERSON hierarchy (l > 2 > 3), then ONLY the NOMINATIVE PRONOUN is

expressed.

• Rule 3b: If a nominative pronoun is LOWER than a genitive pronoun in terms of

the PERSON hierarchy (l > 2 > 3), then substitute the nominative pronominal clitic

with a free form pronoun. That is, use a genitive pronoun and a free form

pronoun.
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Rules 2a-b and Rules 3a-b are restricted to verbal clause patterns 3a-e only because

pattern 2 clauses do NOT take a genitive-marked agentive phrase. When there is a

conflict between Rule 2a and Rule 2b (i.e., when the case hierarchy and the person

hierarchy are in conflict), Rules 3a-b are used to resolve the conflict.

First, let us consider Rule 1: clitic pronouns always precede free form pronouns.

This rule is predictable because of the basic syntactic difference between clitic

pronouns and free form pronouns. As previously discussed, clitic pronouns are

phonologically attached to the main predicate (either an auxiliary or a lexical verb) of a

clause, whereas free form pronouns occur after (but not necessarily immediately after) a

lexical verb. As shown in (26)-(27), the c1itic pronouns =kow 'NOM.2P' and =ku

'GEN.1S' precede the free form pronouns kanak 'Is' and ikow '2s', respectively.

(26) a c1itic pronoun precedes a free form pronoun:

masubali ko maydu-on ogkapasitpasli puli=kow
better if EXIST feverish only=NoM.2P

sugba kanak,
call Is

aw gayod kona=kow ogpakawada to sinugbahan no babuy.
and also NEG=NOM.2p NEG TO dedicated LIG pig

'It is better if there is someone who has a fever that you (pI.) call on me, and
also be sure that you (pI.) don't get rid ofthe pig that is dedicated.' (MBD 10
023)

(27) a c1itic pronoun precedes a free form pronoun:

kaling di pigpaduguk=ku=d ikow....
therefore approached=GEN.l S=now 2s

'That's why I had you (sg.) come over.. .. ' (MBD 7-016)

Second, let us consider Rule 2a and Rule 2b. Rule 2a states that nominative pronouns

precede genitive pronouns. Rule 2b states that first person pronouns precede second

person pronouns and third person pronouns; second person pronouns precede third person
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pronouns. These two rules have to be used jointly rather than separately. As shown in

(28)-(30), when the nominative pronoun is HIGHER than the genitive pronoun in terms of

the person hierarchy, BOTH nominative and genitive pronouns can appear as pronominal

c1itics.

(28) a first person nominative pronoun precedes a second person genitive pronoun

eh, ogduma=a=da
eh companion=NOM. I s=just

su og-oyowan=a=nu buwa.
because abandon=NOM. IS=GEN.2s maybe

'Eh, I will just go with you (sg.), because maybe you (sg.) will leave me
behind.' (MBD 4-024)

(29) a first person nominative pronoun precedes a third person genitive pronoun

nawa no malituk=on ni Amoy to ogdokaton=a=din, ....
as LIG utter=now GEN Father TO fetch=NOM.ls=GEN.3S

'The moment Father said that he would fetch me.... ' (MBD 4-020)

(30) a second person nominative pronoun precedes a third person genitive pronoun

dagow masa-aban=ka, ko-onon=ka=din giyud.
might overtaken=NOM.2s eat=NOM.2s=GEN.3s surely

'He will probably come upon you (sg.), he will surely eat you (sg.).' (MBD 9
094)

However, the case hierarchy and the person hierarchy do NOT ALWAYS interact with

each other in an expected way (i.e., elements that are higher in the case hierarchy are NOT

ALWAYS elements that are higher in the person hierarchy). When they do not interact

with each other in the expected way, either Rule 3a or Rule 3b can be employed to avoid

the conflict.

Now, let us consider Rule 3a and Rule 3b. Rule 3a: If a nominative pronoun is

LOWER than a genitive pronoun in terms of the PERSON hierarchy (1 > 2 > 3), then only

the nominative pronoun is expressed. Rule 3b: If a nominative pronoun is LOWER than a
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genitive pronoun in terms of the PERSON hierarchy (l > 2 > 3), then substitute the

nominative pronominal clitic with a free form pronoun. That is, use a genitive pronoun

and a free form pronoun.

As shown in (31), when the nominative pronoun is LOWER than the genitive pronoun

in the person hierarchy, then only the nominative pronominal clitic is used.

(31) Rule 3a: only nominative pronominal clitic is used

tutuwanan=kow to datu no moy pongot no buwawan.
tell=NoM.2P TO chief LIG EXIST beard LIG gold

'I will tell you (pI.) about a chief who had a golden beard.' (MBD 9-001)

In addition to the above solution, one can also solve the same problem by changing

the nominative clitic to a free form pronoun. As shown in (32), when the nominative

pronoun is LOWER than the genitive pronoun in the person hierarchy, then one can replace

the nominative pronoun by a free form pronoun.

(32) Rule 3b: substitute the nominative pronominal clitic with a free form pronoun

a. ...ogdaahon=noy ikow diya to duktuI.
carry=GEN.lpE 2s there TO doctor

' ...we (ex.) will take you (sg.) to a doctor.' (MBD 6-114)

b. iyan=da
it.is=just

ingkadokat=ku
fetched.for=GEN.1 S

ikow su oghihinang=kinow.
2s because do=NOM.lpI

'I came for you (sg.) because we (in.) will have a ceremony' (MBD 4-046)

c. ...su tahan in-udas=ku iyu to sakit no likat no
because already excused=GEN.I S 2p TO sickness LIG from LIG

oghingadanan to botang no likat=da to otow.
named TO magic LIG from=just TO person

, ...because I already excused myself before to you (pI.) concerning the sickness
that is called black magic that originates with a person.' (MBD 6-102)
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d. su dakoo iyan podom no pigka-atan=now kandin sikan
because large iUs fain LIG pity.toward=GEN.2P 3s that

no
LIG

sakit=din
sickness=GEN.3s

no pada ma-uli-an
so that recover

podom kandin.
fain 3s

'Because you (pI.) showed great sympathy toward him in his infirmity, so that
he might recover.' (MBD 6-013)

7.2.3 The Order of Elements in Possessive Constructions

Having discussed the order of full NPs and pronominal NPs in unmarked sentence

structures, I now tum to the discussion of the relative order of elements of noun phrases.

In this section, I focus my discussion on the order between possessors and possessed

nouns in possessive constructions.

In Dibabawon Manobo, possessive constructions resemble unmarked main clause

structures in having the head noun occur before its attribute. In a single possessive

construction, the head noun (i.e., the possessed noun) precedes the dependent noun (i.e.,

the possessor), as in (33)-(37). In a multiple possessive construction, the possessed noun

phrase precedes the dependent noun phrases, and each dependent noun phrase can be

further divided into a possessed noun followed by a possessor, as in (38).

(33) single possessive construction: N [ni N]

.oomiglaga=on man kan asawa [ni Samuk] .

...boiled=already really KAN wife GEN Samuk

,...The wife of Samuk had already cooked.' (MBD 3-007)



(34) single possessive construction: N [nig N]

dayun to mig-uli==koy=on diya to
then TO returned=NOM.1 PE=now there TO

no pig-ugpa-an==noy.
LIG resided=GEN.1 PE

baoy
house

[oni Anakon]
GEN.PL Niece
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'Then we (ex.) went home to Nieces' house where we (ex.) were living.' (MBD
6-044)

(35) single possessive construction: N [to N]

dayun to pigdinog=on to tagilunsud
then TO heard=now TO from.town

no mongo otow
LIG PL person

to akwag [to idol.
TO bark TO dog

'Right away the townspeople heard the bark of the dog.' (MBD 3-013)

(36) single possessive construction: N [sikan N]

unuga=dan to kobong [sikan mongo
trace=GEN.3P TO foot that PL

bata] dow
child if

ando-i pu-un.
where origin

'They traced the footprints of the children to see where they had come from.'
(MBD 8-032)

(37) single possessive construction: N[=Gen]

sikan=da to tutuwanon[=ku]
that=just to narrative=GEN.1 s

bahin to pasak.
about to land

'That's all my narrative about land.' (MBD 2-024)

(38) multiple possessive construction: N [to N [ni N]]

"wa!" kagi ni Amoy, "angod to akwag [to ido [ni Samuk]] tadu-on."
hey word GEN Father like TO bark TO dog GEN Samuk that

"'Hey!", said Father, "that sounds like the bark of Samuk's dog.' (MBD 3-020)

7.2.4 Word Order in Topicalized Sentences

Having discussed the word order of elements in unmarked sentence structures and in

possessive constructions, I now tum to the discussion of marked sentence structures.
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While the basic word order in clauses is predicate-initial, Dibabawon Manobo, like

Kavalan, Atayal, and Central Cagayan Agta, also allows an alternate sentence pattern in

which a topic, usually a noun phrase, or a locative or a temporal phrase, precedes the

predicate. A topic is indicated by its prepredicate position (and intervening pause), as in

(39}-(43). Like Central Cagayan Agta, there seems to be NO (obligatory or optional)

topic linker occurring between a topic and the rest of the sentence in Dibabawon

Manobo. Notice that when a nominative NP or a genitive NP is topicalized, the

sentential topic is expressed by either a free form neutral pronoun or a full form

nominative pronoun and the main clause can take a resumptive nominative pronoun that

is coreferential with the topic, as in (41)-(42).

(39) full noun phrase (personal noun phrase) as a topic:

si Samuk gayod no tag-idit, nakaponhik=on
NOM Samuk also LIG own.dog c1imbed=already

gayod diya to kayu.
also there TO tree

'As for Samuk too, the owner of the dog, he also climbed a tree there.' (MBD
3-017)

(40) full noun phrase (nonpersonal noun phrase) as a topic:

sikan baow, madoyow, di madaas=da og-agkap.
that baow good but quickly=just lightweight

'As for that baow, it is good, but it just becomes light quickly.' (MBD 1-006)

(41) free form neutral pronoun (with a personal noun phrase) as a topic:

kanami si Amoy,
IPE NOM Father

miglalabun=koy to
weeding=NoM.I PE TO

humoy.
rice

'As for father and me, we (ex.) were weeding rice.' (MBD 3-019)
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(42) full form nominative pronoun as a topic:

a. sikita, ogkaya=ki=d=on to
NOM.ID hunt=NOM.ID=now=now TO

mongo batik, sengwag....
PL trap pale

'As for us (dl.), let's go hunt with the spring trap and the sharpened stakes,.... '
(MBD 5-016)

b. si-akon no una no bata=din,
NOM.lS LIG first LIG child=GEN.3S

no migdokot kandin no sakit.
LIG stick 3s LIG sickness.

nama-anan=ku kan pilimidu
know.about=GEN.ls KAN first

kun
REPORT.SP

'As for me, his first child, I know about the original sickness that afflicted him.'
(MBD 6-002)

(43) full noun phrase (temporal expression) as a topic:

nokani no timpu Ispanyul pad, wada mig-angkon
fonnerly LIG time Spanish yet NEG.EXIST claim

to pasak.
TO land

'Formerly while it was yet Spanish times, there was none who claimed land,
they said.' (MBD 2-001)

7.2.5 Summary

Let me summarize the discussion of Dibabawon Manobo word order in the previous

sections.

First, Dibabawon Manobo is basically a right-branching, predicate-initial language.

Second, main predicates (verbal or nonverbal; auxiliary or nonauxiliary) exhibit the

following features: (a) they occur clause initially; (b) they attract clitic pronouns.

Third, clitic pronouns differ from free form pronouns (as well as full NPs) in their

syntactic distribution. In verbal clauses headed by an auxiliary verb, clitic pronouns

occur IMMEDIATELY AFTER the AUXILIARY in the clause, whereas free form pronouns (as

well as full NPs) occur after (but NOT NECESSARILY immediately after) the LEXICAL VERB.
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Fourth, in clauses that involve (at least) two full noun phrases, an agentive full noun

phrase must precede a nonagentive full noun phrase, regardless of their grammatical

relations.

Fifth, in clauses that involve one pronominal clitic and one full noun phrase (or

demonstrative pronoun), the pronominal clitic always precedes the full noun phrase (or

demonstrative pronoun).

Sixth, the order of pronominals in Dibabawon Manobo is conditioned by the

interaction of the following rules.

• Rule 1: Clitic pronouns always precede free form pronouns [CLITIC > NONCLITIC].

• Rule 2a: Nominative pronouns precede genitive pronouns [NOMINATIVE>

GENITIVE].

• Rule 2b: First person pronouns precede second person pronouns and third person

pronouns; second person pronouns precede third person pronouns [1 > 2 > 3].

• Rule 3a: If a nominative pronoun is LOWER than a genitive pronoun in terms of

the PERSON hierarchy (l > 2 > 3), then ONLY the NOMINATIVE pronominal clitic is

used.

• Rule 3b: If a nominative pronoun is LOWER than a genitive pronoun in terms of

the PERSON hierarchy (l > 2 > 3), then substitute the nominative pronominal clitic

with a free form pronoun. That is, use a genitive pronoun and a free form

pronoun.
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7.3 CONSTRUCTION MARKERS, CASE-MARKING SYSTEM, AND

AGREEMENT SYSTEM

In this section, I discuss construction markers and the case-marking system in

Dibabawon Manobo. Section 7.3.1 discusses the syntactic distribution ofthe ligature.

Section 7.3.2 deals with the Dibabawon Manobo pronominal system.

7.3.1 Construction Markers

Like Kavalan, Squliq Atayal, Central Cagayan Agta, and many other western

Austronesian languages, Dibabawon Manobo also has a form that can be identified as a

"ligature", and also a class of forms that are the equivalents of so-called "determiners" in

other western Austronesian languages. Like Central Cagayan Agta, in a topicalized

construction, Dibabawon Manobo does NOT seem to use any element, that is, a topic

linker, to link a topicalized NP with the rest of the sentence.

7.3.1.1 Ligatures

The first type of construction marker to be introduced is ligatures.

Like Kavalan, Squliq Atayal, Central Cagayan Agta, and many other western

Austronesian languages, Dibabawon Manobo also makes use of a special type of

construction marker, commonly referred to as a "ligature" or "linker", to link a head

(usually a noun or a verb) with its following attribute (e.g., a noun, a possessor, a relative

clause, or a complement clause). As already discussed in Chapters 4 and 5, the
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categorical status of "ligatures" is not uncontroversial (see Chapter 5, section 5.3.1.2 for

discussion).

In Dibabawon Manobo, one ligature, no, is found. Like ligatures in other western

Austronesian languages, the form no is used to link a head with its dependent, as in (44)-

(49). As shown in (44)-(47), the form no can be used to link a head noun (e.g., a

demonstrative, a quantifier, a numeral, etc.) with its dependent noun or relative clause.

Moreover, the form no can also be used to link a head verb (an auxiliary verb) with its

dependent verb or complement clause, as in (48)-(49).

(44) no links a head noun (a demonstrative) with a dependent noun:

su wada man mig-abin sikan no pasak.
because NEG.EXIST really claim that L1G land

'Because no one claimed that land.' (MBD 2-007)

(45) no links a head noun (a quantifier) with a dependent noun:

su tanan no otow, pasak=da to pinangita.
because all L1G person land=just TO searched

'Because all the people, land is what they were looking for.' (MBD 2-011)

(46) no links a head noun (a numeral) with a dependent noun:

tibo moy palidok, sikan daduwa no ka-otow.
both EXIST spear that two L1G people

'Both had a spear, the two men.' (MBD 2-019)

(47) no links a head noun with a dependent relative clause:

sikan lasti-lasti, kan iyan kan ogpakaluglug du-on
that peg KAN itis KAN fit.into there

kan lugi no wada oglagbas.
KAN hole L1G NEG penetrate

'As for that peg, that is what fits into the hole that does not go all the way
through.' (MBD 1-019)
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(48) no links a head (an auxiliary verb) with a complement clause:

nokoy man no baUl., ando-i=ka man i-anak, kona no
what really LIG child where=NOM.2s really offspring NEG LIG

dini to Makgum.
here TO Makgum

'Why, boy, where were you (sg.) born if not here in Makgum?' (MBD 4-011)

(49) no links a head (a degree auxiliary verb) with a dependent (a lexical verb):

nawa no una no pagbu-us ni Amoy kanak, lagboy no
as.for LIG first LIG escort GEN Father Is very LIG

naliyag=a su
pleased=NoM.I S because

na-intobo-ot=ku to modyow ko og-iskuyla=ki.
supposed=GEN.lS to good if school=NOM.lD

7.3.1.2

'As for the first time Father escorted me, I was very pleased because I supposed
it would be great if we (dl.) would go to school.' (MBD 4-001)

Case-marking system for full nouns

The second type of construction marker to be introduced is prenominal elements that

are equivalents of so-called case-marking "determiners" in other western Austronesian

languages.

Full noun phrases in Dibabawon Manobo do NOT exhibit formal differences to reflect

their grammatical functions. Their grammatical functions are manifested by word order

and/or a class of prenominal monosyllabic forms.

In previous analyses of the Dibabawon Manobo case-marking system for full nouns,

Dibabawon Manobo is commonly described as having a system similar to the one in table

7.1 (based on Forster 1964:36,46).
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TABLE 7.1 PREVIOUS ANALYSES OF DIBABAWON MANOBO CASE-MARKING SYSTEM

NOMINATIVE GENITIVE LOCATIVE
NONPERSONAL te (to)/kan?? te (to)?? te (to)??
PERSONAL Sl m ki

As shown in table 7.1, personal nouns are case-marked by prenominal elements (such

as si, ni, and ki); however, nonpersonal nouns are not. The grammatical functions of

nonpersonal nouns are mainly manifested by word order.7 Based on table 7.1, it seems to

suggest that Dibabawon Manobo does not distinguish plurality in its nominal case-

marking system. However, a thorough examination of the textual data sugg~sts that

personal nouns do distinguish plurality. That is, the forms si, ni, and ki are used to

introduce singular personal nouns. As for plurality of personal nouns (personal nouns

plus his/her associates), they are introduced by osi, oni, and ongki.

In what follows, I will discuss the syntactic distribution of prenominal elements and

discuss their categorical status.

7.3.1.2.1 kan: Determiner or auxiliary noun??

Two monosyllabic forms, kan and to, are commonly found preceding nonpersonal

nouns. Superficially, they look like some kind of case-marking determiners in that they

occur at the outer edge of noun phrases. However, a careful examination of their

distribution in textual data suggests that they are "AUXILIARY NOUNS" that carry the

7 Forster (1964:46, note 15) comments that "nonpersonal nominal phrases in Dibabawon do not have
distributional distinction parallel to the personal nominal". She also comments that "te is noncontrastively
used to introduce a topic tagmeme when that tagmeme is manifested by a nonpersonal nominal phrase,
whereas si unambiguously introduces a topic tagmeme filled by a personal nominal phrase." (Forster
1964:48, note 19)
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feature [+extension], that is, nouns that require a dependent predicate or relative clause.8

In this section, I discuss the syntactic functions and categorical status of the form kan. As

for the functions and categorical status of to, it will be discussed in 7.3 .1.2.2.

Before we decide the categorical status of kan, let us first consider their syntactic

distribution.

First, kan can introduce the sole argument of a monadic intransitive clause, as in (50).

Second, kan can introduce a nonagentive (a location) phrase of a dyadic -on clause,

dyadic -an clause, or dyadic i- clause, as in (50).

(50) kan introduces a nonagentive (a location) phrase of a dyadic -an clause; kan
introduces the sole argument (a possessive noun phrase) of a monadic -um-Iog
clause:

mano pig-agawan kan pasak=din, nigsubra
since snatched.from KAN land=GEN.3s increased

kan kandin kabuut,...
KAN 3s bravery

'Since his land had been grabbed from him, his courage became excessive, .... '
(MBD 2-015)

Third, kan can introduce the nonpredicate nominal (an absolute possessive) of a

nominal clause, as in (51).

(51) kan introduces the nonpredicate nominal (an absolute possessive) of a nominal
clause:

sikan=on
that=now

kan kanay!
KAN Is

'That one will be mine.' (MBD 9-138)

Fourth, kan can introduce an adjunct location phrase, as in (52).

8 Please refer to Reid (2002b) for detailed discussion of prenominal elements in other Philippine languages.
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(52) kan introduces an adjunct location phrase:

ko nasoko=ka, ogtatagbu=ki du-on kan lindiru=ta ko mabuut=ka
if angry=NoM.2s meet=NoM.ID there KAN boundary=GEN.1 D if brave=NOM.2s

'If you (sg.) are angry, we (d!.) will meet there at our (d!.) boundary, if you (sg.)
are courageous.' (MBD 2-014)

The fact that the elements introduced by kan in (50)-(52) are all clearly nouns might

suggest that these forms are DETERMINERS in that they occur at the outside edge of a noun

phrase and might be interpreted as dependents of head nouns. However, a thorough

examination of Dibabawon Manobo texts points out that sometimes the elements

introduced by kan are UNLIKELY to be considered as NOUNS. Let us examine the elements

that introduced by kan in examples (53)-(56).

In (53), the element that immediately follows kan carries affixation (the formative

nig- is often assumed to be "verbal affix") that identifies it as a verb. That is, in this case,

kan introduces a verbal clause headed by a lexical verb. This example might not be a big

problem for the "determiner" analysis because one can assume that the form nig-agow, is

actually a zero-derived deverbal NOMINALIZATION, similar to the effect of -er

nominalization in English, hence it might actually mean 'the one who snatched' in this

example. Alternatively, one could assume that this form is a verb, as it appears to be, but

is the predicate of a headless relative clause, so that, in effect, the noun phrase in which it

appears is-on the surface at least-headless (see Kroeger 1998:2, 11).

The "nominalization" account might sound reasonable for sentences like the one in

(53). However, it might not be applicable to sentences like the ones in (54)-(56). In

(54), the element immediately following kan is an existential verb. In (55), the element

immediately following kan is a temporal auxiliary verb. Although it might be possible to
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consider lexical verbs as "zero-derived deverbal nominalizations" when they follow a

supposed determiner, it is UNLIKELY that existential verbs and auxiliary verbs are

nominalizations. The existence of sentences like examples (54H55) makes the

"determiner" analysis particularly hard to sustain.

An even more problematic case for the "determiner" analysis is found in patterns like

the one in example (56). In (56), the element immediately follows kan is a relative clause

introduced by a ligature. As already discussed in section 7.3.1.1, the element

immediately preceding the ligature is typically a head noun or a head verb. The fact that

kan can be immediately followed by a relative clause introduced by a ligature strongly

suggests that it is NOT a determiner, but a noun.

(53) kan followed by a clause headed by a lexical verb:

pag-ugtu to soga, nigtagbu=on gayod kan nig-agow to
noon TO sun met=already also KAN snatched TO

pasak.
land

'When the sun was overheated, the one who had grabbed (the) land also joined
him.'(MBD 2-018)

(54) kan followed by a clause headed by an existential verb:

wada kakalabusu sikan nakamatoy su sayop=din man,
NEG imprison that killed because fault=GEN.3s really

kan
KAN

moydu-on=da man
EXIST=just really

kandin pasak, migiagow pad
3s land snatched yet

kan moy=on
KAN EXIsT=already

tog-iyag.
owner

'The one who had to kill was not put in prison because it was the other one's
fault; the one who had his own land, he had still grabbed that which already had
an owner.' (MBD 2-023)
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(55) kan followed by a clause headed by a temporal auxiliary verb:

sikan kan kadoog=noy ogbantayan ko ogpanguma=koy.
that KAN always=GEN.1 PE watch when farm=NOM.l PE

'That is what we (ex.) always watch for when we (ex.) make a farm' (MBD 4
003)

(56) kan immediately followed by a relative clause introduced by a ligature:

koml=ka ogtalis kan no uras.
NEG=NOM.2S fail KAN LIG hour

'Don't fail to show up at that time.' (MBD 2-016)

7.3.1.2.2 to: Determiner or auxiliary noun??

Now, let us consider the categorical status of the form to. Before deciding its

categorical status, let us first consider its syntactic distribution.

First, to can introduce the possessor in a possessive construction, as in (57).

(57) to introduces the possessor in a possessive construction:

...dugma to
charge TO

pigtamuk=on man to
caught=now really TO

panganup to
spear TO

atuk=on
happen=now

man ma-igu du-on to
really strike there TO

uu to babuy.
head TO pig

, .. .it charged, intercepting the spear which happened to strike directly on the
head of the pig.' (MBD 3-028)

Second, to can introduce the agentive phrase of a dyadic -on clause, dyadic -an

clause, or dyadic i- clause, as in (58)-(60).

(58) to introduces the agentive noun phrase of a dyadic -on clause:

.. .pigkita=on to idiI kan sangkodan no babuy no
spotted=now TO dog KAN enormous LIG pig LIG

angod=on to
like=now TO

nananga
carry.in.mouth

to taklubu.
TO bracelet

' ...the dog sighted an enormous pig that looked as if it were carrying pearl
bracelets in its mouth.' (MBD 3-010)
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(59) to introduces the agentive noun phrase of a dyadic -an clause:

...su pigbanganan=ki to mongo Ata no katlu-an no ka-otow.
because ambushed=NOM.ID TO PL Ata LIG thirty LIG person

' ...because thirty Atas are lying in wait for us (d!.).' (MBD 8-055)

(60) to introduces the agent noun phrase of a dyadic i- clause:

...su in-ampu=a=d to mongo sakup ni Jesus dini
because prayed.for=NOM.ls=already TO PL subject GEN Jesus here

to Nasuli....
TO Nasuli

,...because the subjects of Jesus at Nasuli had prayed for me.... ' (MBD 11-004)

The distribution of the form to in examples (57)--(60) makes them look like a genitive

case marker. However, the following examples suggest that to does not have a case-

marking function.

Third, to can introduce the sole argument of a monadic -um-/og- clause, as in (61).

(61) to introduces the sole argument of a monadic -um-/og- clause:

...aw tinakin to niglona to hantoy=din.
and same.time entered TO guard=GEN.3s

,...and at the same time her familiar spirit entered.' (MBD 10-017)

Fourth, to can introduce the indefinite theme phrase of a dyadic -um-/og- clause, as in

(62).

(62) to introduces the indefinite theme phrase of a dyadic -um-/og- clause:

...makaka-on=koy to humoy.
eat=NOM.I PE TO nce

' ...we (ex.) would be able to eat rice.' (MBD 4-008)

Fifth, , to can introduce the definite theme phrase of a dyadic -on clause, dyadic -an

clause, or dyadic i- clause, as in (63).
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(63) to introduces the definite theme phrase of a dyadic -on clause:

...dayun=dan pigtigbas to pisi di na-uug si Bagaram.
then=OEN.3p slashed TO string and fell NOM Bagaram

' ...they immediately slashed the cord and Bagaram fell.' (MBD 9-142)

Sixth, to can introduce a temporal phrase, as in (64).

(64) to introduces a temporal phrase:

...su si Amoy, nakadudumuk to
because NOM Father bowed TO

solod to
space TO

tatou no minutus
three LIO minute

to Magsumpow,
TO Magsompao

kayan pad nakalinggoka...
before yet looked.up

' ...because as for Father, he bowed his head for about three minutes before he
could look up... .' (MBD 10-009)

Seventh, to can introduce a locative expression, as in (65) and (66).

(65) to introduces a locative expression (a place name):

asta pad tibo SO-1 mongo duma=ku kani
and yet all this PL companion=oEN.1 shere

tibo=koy=on nabuhi so-i no galingan.
all=NOM.I PE=already/now live this LIO com.mill

'And besides, all these my companions here in Magsompao, this com mill
supports all of us (ex.).' (MBD 1-027)

(66) to introduces a locative expression (a common location noun phrase):

pigtiyuk=dan to bagon no pigbausan...
strung.on=OEN.3p TO rattan LIO scraped

'They strung it on rattan that had been scraped... .' (MBD 3-033)

Eighth, to can introduce a goal phrase, as in (67).

(67) to introduces a goal phrase:

dayun to
then TO

pigbaba=dan=on
packed=OEN.3P=now

diya to
there TO

baoy aw sisinadabi=dan.
house and singed=oEN.3P

'Then they packed it on their backs to the house and they singed it.' (MBD 3
031)
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The fact that the elements introduced by to in (57)-(67) are all clearly nouns might

suggest that these forms are DETERMINERS in that they occur at the outer edge of a noun

phrase and might be interpreted as dependents of head nouns. However, a thorough

examination of Dibabawon Manobo texts points out that sometimes the elements

introduced by to are UNLIKELY to be considered as NOUNS. Let us examine the elements

that are introduced by to in examples (68)-(70).

In (68), the element that immediately follows to carries affixation (the formative ig- is

often assumed to be "verbal affix") that identifies it as a verb. That is, in this case, to

introduces a verbal clause headed by a lexical verb. One might assume that the form

igbaya, is actually a zero-derived deverbal NOMINALIZATION, hence it might actually

mean 'passage' in this example. Alternatively, one could assume that this form is a verb,

as it appears to be, but is the predicate of a headless relative clause, so that, in effect, the

noun phrase in which it appears is--on the surface at least-headless (see Kroeger

1998:2,11).

Although the "nominalization" account might sound reasonable for sentences like the

one in (68), it might not be applicable to sentences like the ones in (69)-(70). In (69), the

element immediately following to is an existential verb. In (70), the element immediately

following to is a negative auxiliary verb. Although it might be possible to consider

lexical verbs as "zero-derived deverbal nominalizations" when they follow a supposed

determiner, it is UNLIKELY that existential verbs and auxiliary verbs are nominalizations.

The existence of sentences like examples (69)-(70) makes the "auxiliary noun" analysis

more favorable than the "determiner" analysis.
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(68) to followed by a clause headed by a lexical verb:

sikan oglagbas no lugi, sikan to igbaya to batad.
that penetrate LIG hole that TO pass TO com

'The hole that goes through, that is the way the corn passes.' (MBD 1-016)

(69) to followed by a clause headed by an existential verb:

...su migdinog man kandan to moydu-on galingan kani.
because hear really NOM.3P TO EXIST com.mill here

' ...because they have heard that there is a corn mill here.' (MBD 1-028)

(70) to followed by a clause headed by a negative auxiliary verb:

asta iyan ig-udlin=ku lyu to kona=kow ogpandugukduguk ko
and itis advice=GEN.I S 2p TO NEG=NOM.2p approach if

moydu-on ogpatutuus
EXIST CAus.immortal

su agad pad buwa mabogbog no bantoy...
because even yet maybe strong LIG guard

'And what my advice to you (pI.) is, is that you (pI.) are not to go near ifthere is
one who would give immorality, because even if it is a powerful spirit.. .. ,
(MBD 10-022)

The fact that kan and to might be "auxiliary nouns" rather than "determiners" poses

the question as to whether all other monosyllabic prenominal elements in Dibabawon

Manobo might also be "auxiliary nouns".

7.3.1.2.3 si and osi: Nominative Determiners or auxiliary nouns??

Two forms, si and osi, can be identified as nominative case markers in Dibabawon

Manobo. Although the status of these two forms as "determiners" might be questionable,

their status as some kind of "case-marking" elements is justifiable. In the Dibabawon

Manobo textual data that I examined, there is no single instance of si or osi (or other

elements that introduced a personal noun) that is followed by an element that is unlikely

to be a noun. Therefore, I will not discuss the categorical status of these two forms here.
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For convenience, I refer to si and osi as nominative case markers. The form si is a

nominative case-marker for singular personal nouns (including kinship terms), and the

form osi is a nominative case-marker for plural personal nouns (i.e., a personal noun and

his/her associate(s)). The forms si and osi can be associated with a number of syntactic

distributions.

First, they can be used to introduce the sole argument of a monadic -um-/og- clause,

as in (71).

(71) si introduces the sole argument of a monadic -um-/og- clause:

pagkautu to
cook TO

linaga, rnigko-on
boiled ate

si Samuk...
NOM Samuk

'After what was boiled was cooked, Samuk ate... .' (MBD 3-008)

Second, they can introduce the nonagentive argument (e.g., theme, location,

benefactive, etc.) of a dyadic -on clause, a dyadic -an clause, or a dyadic i- clause, as in

(72)-(76).

(72) si introduces the (totally affected) theme argument of a dyadic -on clause:

og-a-agawon=dan si Gononglida.
snatched=GEN.3P NOM Gononglida

'They both made a grab for Gononglida.' (MBD 9-139)

(73) si introduces the nonagentive argument (a location) of a dyadic -an clause:

pignangonan=ku si Laureano to niggawang=on to bantoy dini kanay.
reported.to=GEN.l S NOM Laureano TO departed=now TO guard here 1S

'I told Laureano that the spirit had gone away from me.' (MBD 11-011)

(74) si introduces the nonagentive argument (a benefactive) ofa dyadic -an clause:

...awos ogpa-ampu-an=dan si Laureano no moydu-on sakit.
so.that CAus.pray.for=GEN.3P NOM Laureano LIG EXIST sickness

,...so that they will pray for Laureano, who was sick.' (MBD 11-006)
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(75) osi introduces the nonagentive argument (a personal noun and hislher
associates) of a dyadic -an clause:

di lyan nanda nalimuutan=ku osi Edu asta asawa=din
but itis only concemed=GEN.ls NOM.PL Fred and wife=GEN.3s

aw si Anakon no
and NOM Niece LIG

pigdumahan=noy kan
accompanied=GEN.lPE KAN

no panow.
LIG trip

'But then what I was concerned about was Fred and his wife and Nice whom we
(ex.) had accompanied on that trip.' (MBD 6-026)

(76) si introduces the nonagentive argument (a personal noun) of a dyadic i- clause:

...kaling di in-uli=noy=da si Amoy.
therefore retumed.with=GEN.IPE=just NOM Father

' ...therefore, we (ex.) just brought Father back home.' (MBD 6-122)

Third, they can introduce the predicate nominal of a nominal clause, as in (77).

(77) si introduces the predicate nominal of a nominal clause:

natodu-on si Samuk da kan migbuhi to idu
before NOM Samuk just KAN raised TO dog

no pighingadanan
LIG named

ki Ligkod no tumawan.
Lev Ligkod LIG hunting.dog

'Previously Samuk was the only one who raised a dog, which was named
Ligkod, a hunting dog.' (MBD 3-003)

Fourth, they can introduce the nonpredicate nominal of a nominal clause, as in (78).

(78) si introduces the nonpredicate nominal of a nominal clause:

ton buyag
TON woman

no iyan ngadan si Si-ay no pig-abut gayod to bantoy
LIG iUs name NOM Si-ay LIG arrived also TO guard

no mabogbog, nig-ugpa kandin dini to Abun-abun no banwa.
LIG strong resided 3s here TO Abun-abun LIG place

'The woman whose name was Si-ay, who had a powerful familiar spirit, lived
here in Abun-abun.' (MBD 10-001)

Fifth, they can introduce a topic in a topicalized construction, as in (79)
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(79) si introduces a topic:

si
NOM

Samuk,
Samuk

nigbuhi ki Ligkod
raise Lev Ligkod

no tumawan
LIG hunting.dog

di ogkahadok to babuy.
but fear TO pig

'As for Samuk, he raised Ligkod, which is a hunting dog, but it was afraid of
pigs.' (MBD 3-004)

7.3.1.2.4 ni and on;: Genitive determiners or auxiliary nouns??

Two forms, ni and oni, can be identified as genitive case markers in Dibabawon

Manobo. Although the status of these two forms as "determiners" might be questionable,

their status as some kind of "case-marking" elements is justifiable. In the Dibabawon

Manobo textual data that I examined, there is no single instance of ni or oni that is

followed by an element that is unlikely to be a noun. Therefore, I will not discuss the

categorical status of these two forms here. For convenience, I refer to ni and oni as

genitive case markers. The form ni is a genitive case-marker for singular personal nouns

(including kinship terms), and the form oni is a genitive case-marker for plural personal

nouns (i.e., a personal noun and hislher associate(s)). The forms ni and oni can be

associated with the following syntactic functions.

First, they can introduce a possessor of a possessive construction, as in (80)-(82).

(80) ni introduces a possessor (a personal noun) of a possessive construction:

...kan bantoy no niglona diya to inoy n; Laureano.
KAN guard LIG enter there TO mother GEN Laureano

' ....the familiar spirit that used to enter Laureano's mother.' (MBD 11-008)
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(81) oni introduces a plural personal (a personal noun and hislher associates)
possessor of a possessive construction:

na skian Dtu iyan sabut on; Anakon aw si
now that Uill itis agreement GEN.PL Niece and NOM

Mr. Bill
Mr. Bill

to oglupugon=da ni Mr. Bill no paylut to
TO pursue=only GEN Mr. Bill LIG pilot TO

kanami pigsakayan
IPE rode.in

ariplanu no
airplane LIG

'Now, Dtu, that was the agreement ofNiece and Mr. Bill, that Mr. Bill who was
the pilot of the plane we (ex.) had ridden in would go after them.' (MBD 6-031)

(82) ni introduces a possessor (a personal noun) of a possessive construction; ni
introduces the agent (a personal noun) of a dyadic -on clause:

pagkadoyow=noy=on to asawa ni Edu, pigdaa=koy=on
good=GEN.l PE=now TO wife GEN Fred carried=NOM.I PE=now

manda n; Anakon diya to Nasuli no pig-ugpa-an=dan.
again GEN Niece there TO Nasuli LIG resided=GEN.3p

'When we (ex.), Fred's wife and me, were already well, Niece took us (ex.)
back to Nasuli where they lived.' (MBD 6-062)

Second, they can introduce the agent of a dyadic -on clause, a dyadic -an clause, or a

dyadic i- clause, as in (82)-(86).

(83) ni introduces the agent (a personal noun and hislher associates) of a dyadic -on
clause:

...no langguyon=koy
when escorted=NoM.1 PE

on; Anakon diya ki Mr.
GEN.PL Niece there Ley Mr.

Cottle
Cottle

no migburdi ....
LIG birthday

' ...when Nieces escorted us (ex.) to Mr. Cottle's who was having a birthday
party.' (MBD 6-042)

(84) ni introduces the agent (a kinship term) of a dyadic -an clause:

dayun to pig-abisuhan=koy n; Amoy.
then TO advised.to=NOM.! PE GEN Father

'Then Father advised us (ex.) of his plan.' (MBD 6-088)
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(85) oni introduces the agent (a personal noun and his/her associates) of a dyadic -an
clause:

migdinog=koy=on to
heard=NOM.I PE=now TO

tanug to
sound TO

ariplanu
airplane

no pigsakayan
LIG rode.in

oni Anakon aw
GEN.PL Niece and

si Edu asta asawa=din.
NOM Fred and wife=GEN.3s

'We (ex.) heard the sound of the airplane that Niece and Fred and his wife were
riding in.' (MBD 6-028)

(86) ni introduces the agent (a kinship term) of a dyadic i- clause:

dayun to intu-us=a ni Amoy du-on to ampu-an.
then TO concealed=NOM.l S GEN Father there TO pray.place

'Then father concealed me in the shelter for the altar.' (MBD 3-021)

7.3.1.2.5 ki and ongki: Oblique determiners or auxiliary nouns??

Two forms, ki and ongki, can be identified as oblique case markers in Dibabawon

Manobo. Although the status of these two forms as "determiners" might be questionable,

their status as some kind of "case-marking" elements is justifiable. In the Dibabawon

Manobo textual data that I examined, there is no single instance of ki or ongki that is

followed by an element that is unlikely to be a noun. Therefore, I will not discuss the

categorical status of these two forms here. For convenience, I refer to ki and ongki as

oblique case markers. The form ki is an oblique case-marker for singular personal nouns

(including kinship terms), and the form ongki is an oblique case-marker for plural

personal nouns (i.e., a personal noun and his/her associate(s)). The forms ki and ongki

can be associated with a wide range of syntactic functions.

First, they can introduce a personal location noun, as in (87).
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(87) ki introduces a personal location noun:

dayun to
Then TO

mig-abut=koy=on diya ki Amoy.
arrived=NOM.l PE=now/already there LCV Father

'Then we (ex.) arrived at Father's.' (MBD 6-143)

Second, they can introduce a comitative phrase, as in (88).

(88) ki introduces a personal comitative phrase:

...su ogpanganup=a ki Ligkod diya to
because hunt=NOM.I s LCV Ligkod there TO

Kambautu no pasak.
Kambautu LIG land

' ...because 1will hunt with Ligkod in Kambautu.' (MBD 3-005)

Third, they can introduce a source phrase, as in (89).

(89) ongki introduces a plural personal (a personal name and his/her associates)
source phrase:

...to sikita og-utang=ki
TO TOP.ID credit=NOM.ID

du-on ongki Maam,.:..
there OBL.PL Ma'am

' ...as for us (d!.), we (d!.) will get credit from Ma'am.... ' (MBD 3-116)

Fourth, they can introduce a reason phrase, as in (90).

(90) ki introduces a reason phrase:

lagboy=a=d nasampot ki
very=NoM.I S=now lonely OBL

Amoy aw
Father and

ki
OBL

Inoy, asta
Mother and

banwa=ku
place=GEN.I S

gayod no
also LIG

Abun-abun, tibo=ku ogkasampotan.
Abun-abun all=GEN.I S lonely.for

'I was very lonely for Father and Mother and also my place of Abun-abun; for
all of them 1was lonely.' (MBD 4-006)

Fifth, they can introduce a (less or nonaffected) theme phrase of a dyadic -um-/og-

clause, as in (91}-(92).
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(91) ki introduces a (less or nonaffected) personal theme phrase of a dyadic -um-Iog
clause:

pagka-ubus=ku to migko-on kan manatad, mig-usip=a ki Amoy....
finish=GEN.I s TO ate KAN dove asked=NoM.I S OBL Father

'When I finished eating the dove, I asked Father.... ' (MBD 4--045)

(92) ongki introduces a (less or nonaffected) plural personal theme phrase (a
personal noun and hislher associates) of a dyadic -um-Iog- clause:

...migba-id=koy ongki Anakon to og-uli=koy=on diya
requested=NoM.l PE OBL.PL Niece TO retum=NOM.I PE=now there

to Magsumpow....
to Magsompao

'We (ex.) requested ofNieces that we (ex.) return to Magsompao.... '

Based on the fact that ki or ongki can introduce not only locative expressions, but also

the theme phrase of a dyadic -um-Iog- clause, it seems more appropriate to refer to them

as oblique (rather than as locative) case markers.

7.3.1.2.6 Summary

Let me summarize the discussion in this section.

At least two of the monosyllabic prenominal forms, kan and fo, are considered to be

"AUXILIARY NOUNS" rather than "determiners" in that they can introduce elements that

are UNLIKELY to be nouns, such as negative auxiliaries, negative existential verbs, etc.,

and also kan can occur in a position typically occupied by a head.

Three types of case-markers can be distinguished in Dibabawon Manobo

(nominative, genitive, and oblique), as illustrated in table 7.2. The grammatical functions

of personal nouns are manifested by prenominal monosyllabic forms, but the grammatical

functions of nonpersonal nouns are not. The plurality features of personal nouns can be
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expressed by the prenominal monosyllabic forms: si, ni, and ki for singular, but osi, oni,

and ongki for plural (i.e., a personal noun and hislher associates).

TABLE 7.2 DIBABAWON MANOBO CASE-MARKING SYSTEM

NOMINATIVE GENITIVE OBLIQUE
NONPERSONAL --- --- ---
PERSONAL (SG.) SI m ki
PERSONAL (PL.) OSI om ongki

Nominative case markers, si and osi, can introduce the sole argument of a monadic

intransitive clause. They can introduce the theme or nonagentive argument ofa dyadic

-on clause, a dyadic -an clause, or a dyadic i- clause. They can also introduce the

predicate nominal and the nonpredicate nominal of a nominal clauses, and the topic of a

topicalized construction.

Genitive case markers, ni and oni, can introduce a possessor in a possessive

construction. They can introduce the agent argument of a dyadic -on clause, a dyadic -an

clause, or a dyadic i- clause.

The oblique case markers, ki and ongki, can be used to introduce a location phrase, a

source phrase, a comitative phrase, a reason phrase, and the less (or nonaffected) theme

phrase of a dyadic -um-/og- clause.

7.3.2 The Dibabawon Manobo Personal Pronoun System

Unlike full noun phrases, most (but not all) personal pronouns in Central Cagayan

Agta exhibit formal differences depending on their syntactic functions.
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In previous analyses of the Dibabawon Manobo personal pronoun system,

Dibabawon Manobo is commonly described as having a system similar to the one in table

7.3 (based on Barnard and Forster 1954:227; Forster 1964).

TABLE 7.3 PREVIOUS ANALYSES OF PERSONAL PRONOUNS IN DIBABAWON MANOBO

CLITICS FREE

GENITIVE NOMINATIVE LOCATIVE
Is [+SPKR, -ADDR, -PLRL] =ku =?a kanak
2s [-SPKR, +ADDR, -PLRL] =nu =ka ikew
3s [-SPKR, -ADDR, -PLRL] =din ---/=kandin kandin
ID [+SPKR, +ADDR, -PLRL] =ta =ki ita
IPI [+SPKR, +ADDR, +PLRL] =tanew =kinew itanew
1PE [+SPKR, -ADDR, +PLRL] =ney =key kanami
2p [-SPKR, +ADDR, +PLRL] =new =kew lyu
3p [-SPKR, -ADDR, +PLRL] =dan =kandan kandan

Like Central Cagayan Agta and many other Philippine languages, Dibabawon

Manobo personal pronouns distinguish three persons (first, second, and third). As

illustrated in table 7.3, first person pronouns distinguish three numbers: singular, dual,

and plural. First person dual forms are used when both the speaker and the hearer are

included. First person plural pronouns make a further distinction between inclusive and

exclusive forms. The use of inclusive or exclusive forms is determined by whether the

hearers are included. Inclusive forms are employed when hearers are included, otherwise

exclusive forms are employed. Second person and third person pronouns distinguish two

numbers (singular and plural).

As shown in table 7.3, Dibabawon Manobo is generally considered to have three

formally distinct sets of personal pronouns: Nominative, Genitive, and Locative.

Although, the existence of a fourth set of pronouns, full form Nominative pronouns, is
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briefly mentioned in Forster (1964: 46, note 15), no actual forms of this set ofpronouns is

provided.9 In my textual analysis, I was able to find the occurrence of some of the full

form Nominative pronouns. I will discuss the form and the function ofthe full form

Nominative pronouns in section 7.3.2.4.

In this study, bound nominative pronouns and genitive pronouns are identified as

pronominal clitics, which are indicated by the equal sign '='. Neutral pronouns (Barnard

and Forster's (1954) "Locative pronouns") and full form Nominative pronouns are

identified as free form pronouns.

7.3.2.1 Genitive pronouns

Genitive pronouns are the pronominal equivalents of ni-/oni-marked personal noun

phrases. Like their corresponding ni-/oni-marked personal noun phrases, genitive

pronouns can function as the attribute (i.e., the possessor) in a possessive construction, as

in (93)-(94). Moreover, they can function as the agent of a dyadic -on clause, the agent

of a dyadic -an clause, or the agent of a dyadic i- clause, as in (93) and (95)-(97).

(93) genitive clitic pronoun as the theme argument (a personal noun) of a dyadic -on
clause; genitive clitic pronoun as the possessor in a possessive construction:

...tataha=din si Ligkod
called=GEN.3s NOM Ligkod

no idu=din no tumawan.
LIG dog=GEN.3s LIG hunting.dog

,...he called Ligkod, which is his dog, which is a hunting dog.' (MBD 3-009)

9 Forster (1964:46, note 15) comments that "There are three formally distinct sets of personal pronouns in
Dibabawon Manobo.... A fourth set, represented by <siqak> '1', is not complete in the dialect of
Dibabawon which we have studied...." [q stands for glottal stop.]
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(94) genitive clitic pronoun as a possessor in a possessive construction:

migluya=on to lawa=ku.
weak=already TO body=OEN.lS

'My body was already weak.' (MBD 6-081)

(95) genitive clitic pronoun as the agent of a dyadic -on clause:

iyan man lagboy a-agawon=dan si Gononglida su
itis really very grabbing=OEN.3P NOM Gononglida because

lagboy madoyow.
very good

'The one they kept grabbing for was Gononglida because she was very
beautiful.' (MBD 9-148)

(96) genitive clitic pronoun as the agent of a dyadic -an clause:

pigpabaya-an=dan=on si Bagaram miglanguylanguy to
cAus.passed.over=OEN.3p=now NOM Bagaram was.swimming TO

dagat.
sea

'They went right past Bagaram swimming around in the sea.' (MBD 9-144)

(97) genitive clitic pronoun as the agent of a dyadic i- clause:

.. .ipakasal=ta usab kandan ki Intantiyaya aw si Rasagadang.
cAus.marry=oEN.ID also 3p OBL Intantiyaya and NOM Rasagadang

' ...we (dl.) will let them marry Intantiyaya and Rasagadang.' (MBD 9-154)

7.3.2.2 Nominative clitic pronouns

Nominative clitic pronouns have three different distributions. First, they can be used

as the sole argument of a monadic clause, as in (98). Second, they can be used as the

agent of a dyadic -um-/og-, or maN- clause, as in (99). Third, they can be used as the

nonagentive noun phrase of a dyadic -on clause, a dyadic -an clause, or a dyadic i-

clause, as in (100)--(103).
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(98) nominative clitic pronoun as the sole argument of a monadic -um-/og- clause:

a. ...mig-abut=koy=on du-on to Sasa.
arrived=NOM.I PE=now there TO Sasa

, ...when we (ex.) arrived at Sasa.' (MBD 6-068)

b. umaha=a=d
100ked=NOM.I S=now

Iyan
itis

no sikan=on,
LIG that=now

pigkilaa=ku
recognized=GEN.ls

kan
KAN

pigsakayan=noy no ariplanu.
rode=GEN.lpE LIG airplane

'As I looked; that's what it was; I recognized the plane we (ex.) had ridden in.'
(MBD 6-038)

(99) nominative clitic pronoun as the agent of a monadic -um-/og- clause:

pag-abut=ku diya nigpudut=a=d to salidingan no pada
arrive=GEN.l S there got=NOM.I S=now TO decoration LIG for

oggamiton ko
use when

oglona=on to bantoy.
enter=now TO guard

'When I arrived, where I got decoration (shredded leaves) to be used when the
familiar spirit would come.' (MBD 6-163)

(100) nominative clitic pronoun as the theme phrase of a dyadic -on clause:

...no langguyon=koy
when escorted=NOM.1 PE

oni Anakon diya ki Mr.
GEN.PL Niece there OBL Mr.

Cottle
Cottle

no migburdi ....
LIG birthday

,...when Nieces escorted us (ex.) to Mr. Cottle's who was having a birthday
party.' (MBD 6-042)

(lOl)nominative clitic pronoun as the nonagentive phrase (a location) ofa dyadic -an
clause:

pigtabangan=koy=nu su
helped.to=NOM.I PE=GEN.2s so

kan no sakit=din
KAN LIG sickness=GEN.3s

pada podom ma-uli-an
that fain recover

SI Amoy
NOM Father

'You (sg.) helped us (ex.) out in order that hopefully Father could recover from
that sickness of his.' (MBD 6-119)
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(l02)nominative clitic pronoun as the nonagentive phrase (a beneficiary) of a dyadic
-an clause:

dayun.to pig-andinihan=a
then came.here.for=NOM.l S

m Inoy.
GEN Mother

'So then Mother came here for me.' (MBD 6-0136)

(103) nominative clitic pronoun as the nonagentive phrase of a dyadic i- clause:

dayun to intu-us=a ni Amoy du-on to ampu-an.
then TO concealed=NOM.ls GEN Father there TO pray.place

'Then father concealed me in the shelter for the altar.' (MBD 3-021)

In previous analyses of Dibabawon Manobo personal pronouns, the third person

singular nominative clitic pronoun is considered to be either phonologically null or have

the form =kandin, and the third personal plural nominative clitic pronoun is considered to

have the form =kandan. However, my textual analysis suggests that the third person

singular nominative pronoun is either phonologically null or has the form =din (rather

than =kandin), and the third person plural nominative pronoun is either phonologically

null or has the form =dan (rather than =kandan).

In what follows, I provide evidence to support the claim that the forms =din

'GEN/NOM.3s' and =dan 'GEN/NOM.3P' can function not only as genitive clitic pronouns,

but also as nominative clitic pronouns. Moreover, I demonstrate that the forms kandin

'3s' and kandan '3p' are free form pronouns rather than clitic pronouns.

Let us consider evidence that supports the claim that the forms =din 'GEN/NOM.3s'

and =dan 'GEN/NOM.3p' can function not only as genitive clitic pronouns, but also as

nominative clitic pronouns. The status of the forms =din 'GEN/NOM.3s' and =dan

'GEN/NOM.3p' as genitive clitic pronouns is also discussed in most of the previous
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analyses. I will not repeat the discussion here. However, their status as nominative

pronominal clitics is never considered in the literature, it requires some justification.

The distribution of the forms =din 'GEN/NOM.3s' and =dan 'GEN/NOM.3p' are similar

to that of other nominative pronominal clitics in the following respects. First, they can be

used as the sole argument of a monadic clause, as in (104) and (106). Second, they can

be used as the agent of a dyadic -um-Iog-, or maN- clause, as in (l07). Third, they can be

used as the nonagentive noun phrase of a dyadic -on clause, a dyadic -an clause, or a

dyadic i- clause, as in (l05).

Based on the fact that =din 'GEN/NOM.3s' and =dan 'GEN/NOM.3P' can have the same

syntactic distribution as nominative pronominal clitics, we can conclude that they are also

third personal singular and third personal plural nominative pronominal clitics.

(l 04) =din as the sole argument of a monadic clause:

madiyli=din=pad, pigkawasan=on to mongo otow no mangka-aslag.
far=NoM.3s=yet descended.onto=now TO PL person LIG large

'While he was still at some distance, some large men jumped down on him. '
(MBD 9-069)

(l 05) =din as the theme argument of a dyadic -an clause:

madiyli=pad kandin no pigkawasan=din=on to
far=yet 3s when descended.onto=NOM.3S=now TO

no tag daduwa to uu.
LIG each two TO head

mongo idli
PL dog

'While he was still quite far, some two-headed dogs jumped down on him.'
(MBD 9-054)

(l06) =dan as the sole argument of a monadic clause:

sigi=dan nigbogsay no oglupug.
continue=NOM.3p paddled LIG chase

'They kept rowing after (it).' (MBD 9-027)



(107) =dan as the agent of a dyadic -um-/og- clause:

a. pagkahapun to banwa, nigimatoy=dan to
evening TO place killed=NOM.3P TO

'In the evening, they killed a pig.' (MBD 8-016)

babuy.
pig
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b. umaa=dan kan nakaogwa ay!
look=NOM.3P KAN emerged wow

doydoyawan no daaga.
good LIG lady

'When they looked at the one who appeared, wow! It was an exceedingly
beautiful lady.' (MBD 9-136)

Now, let us consider the claim that the forms kandin '3s' and kandan '3p' are free

form pronouns rather than clitic pronouns. The following piece of evidence can justify

the claim.

Nominative pronominal clitics (including =din and =dan), whether monosyllabic or

disyllabic, occur BEFORE adverbial clitics (e.g., =on 'now', =d 'now', =pad 'yet', etc.), as

in (108)-(111). However, kandin '3s' and kandan '3p' occur AFTER (rather than BEFORE)

adverbial clitics, as in (112) and (113). If kandin '3s' and kandan '3p' are really

nominative clitics, we expect them to appear BEFORE adverbial clitics (rather than AFTER)

adverbial clitics. However, that is not what we found in the data.

Based on the fact that kandin '3s' and kandan '3p' do NOT have the same syntactic

distribution as nominative pronominal clitics, we can conclude that they are NOT

nominative pronominal clitics.

(108) monosyllabic nominative pronominal clitic occurs BEFORE an adverbial clitic:

dayun to mighungow=on to ginhawa=ku, Dtu, no
then TO released=now TO breath=GEN.l S Urn when

umabut=koy=on
arrived=NOM.l PE=now

diya
there

to Nasuli.
TO Nasuli

'Then I relaxed, Dtu, when we (ex.) were already at Nasuli.' (MBD 6-025)
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(109) monosyllabic and disyllabic nominative pronominal clitics occur BEFORE an
adverbial clitic:

kuwa=ka=d,
come=NOM.2s=now

ogduduma=kinow=on.
accompany=NoM.lPE=now

'Come on now, we (ex.) will go together.' (MBD 9-114)

(110) =din occurs BEFORE an adverbial clitic:

madiyil=din=pad, pigkawasan=on to mongo otow no mangka-aslag.
far=NoM.3s=yet descended.onto=now TO PL person LIG large

'While he was still at some distance, some large men jumped down on him.'
(MBD 9-069)

(111)kandin occurs AFTER an adverbial clitic; =din occurs BEFORE an adverbial clitic:

madiyil=pad kandin no pigkawasan=din=on to mongo idiI
far=yet 3s when descended.onto=NOM.3S=now TO PL dog

no tag daduwa to uu.
LIG each two TO head

'While he was still quite far, some two-headed dogs jumped down on him.'
(MBD 9-054)

(l12)kandin occurs AFTER (rather than BEFORE) an adverbial clitic:

...di ko ogka-uli-an=on ogpakahipanow=on kandin.
but when retumed=now walk=now 3s

'When they (his legs) recovered, he was able to walk.' (MBD 6--005)

(l13)kandan occurs AFTER (rather than BEFORE) an adverbial clitic:

...su ko pagastuhon=ku=d lagboy to bata=ku basi da
because if charge=GEN.l S=now very TO child=OEN.l S maybe just

lumisodlisod=on ko
difficult=now when

maminyo=on
marry=now

kandan.
3p

7.3.2.3

' ...because if! make him pay heavily for my daughter, maybe it will be hard for
them when they are married.' (MBD 7-043)

Free form neutral pronouns

Free form neutral pronouns (referred to as locative pronouns in previous analyses)

have a number of functions. First, they can be used as the sole argument of a monadic
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clause, as in (114) and (115). Second, they can be used as the nonagentive argument ofa

dyadic -on clause, or the nonagentive argument of a dyadic -an clause, or the nonagentive

argument of a dyadic i- clause, as in (116)-(117). Third, they can be used as the

predicate nominal of a nominal clause, as in (118). Fourth, they can be used as the

nonpredicate nominal of a nominal clause, as in (119). Fifth, they can be used as a topic,

as in (120). Sixth, they can be used as a source phrase, as in (118). Seventh, they can be

used as a recipient (goal) phrase, as in (121). Eighth, they can be used as an absolute

possessive, as in (122).

Based on the fact that they can function not only as adjuncts, but also as core

arguments, I consider that they are NOT case-marked. Therefore, the label "neutral

pronouns", rather than "locative pronouns", is used.

(114) free form neutral pronoun as the sole argument of a monadic (-um-) clause:

...pilak ubag kandan bali
spear barely 3p finally

'Finally they managed to spear (it).' (MBD 3-030)

(115) free fmm neutral pronoun as the sole argument of a monadic maN- clause:

pagkakita to mongo su-un no mig-abut=on si Bagaram,
seeing TO PL sibling LIG arrived=now NOM Bagaram

namanlaguy
ran. away

kandan.
3p

'When the brothers saw that Bagaram had arrived, they both ran away.' (MBD
9-151)
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(116) free form neutral pronoun as the nonagentive argument of a dyadic -on clause:

di kunto-on iyan ogpadayunon=tanow to ogdaahon=noy ikow
but now iUs CAus.proceed=GEN.lPI TO carry=GEN.lPE 2s

diya to
there TO

duktul.
doctor

'But now is the time for us (in.) to proceed, so we (ex.) can take you (sg.) to a
doctor.' (MBD 6-114)

(117) free form neutral pronoun as the nonagentive argument of a dyadic i- clause:

... ipakasal=ta usab kandan ki Intantiyaya aw si Rasagadang.
CAus.marry=GEN.lo also 3p OBL Intantiyaya and NOM Rasagadang

,...we (dl.) will let them marry Intantiyaya and Rasagadang.' (MBD 9-154)

(118) free form neutral pronoun as the predicate nominal of a nominal clause and as a
source phrase:

., .di ikow kan bimilang kay
but 2s KAN count because

ikow man
2s really

kan
KAN

mig-agow kanak.
snatched 2s

,...but you (sg.) must be the one to count because you (sg.) are the one who
grabbed from me.' (MBD 2-020)

(119) free form neutral pronoun as the nonpredicate nominal of a nominal clause:

...su panganoy=ku ikow no batL..
because firstbom=GEN.1 S 2s LIG child

'Because you (sg.) are my firstborn child... .'(MBD 6-092)

(l20) free form neutral pronoun as a topic:

kanami no hingadan no mongo Dibabawon no mong-otow,
IPE LIG name LIG PL Dibabawon LIG people

no
when

timpu=pad 111

time=yet GEN
Amoy,....
Father

'As for us (ex.), who are named the Dibabawon people, when it was still
Father's time.... ' (MBD 5-001)

(l21)free form neutral pronoun as a recipient (goal) phrase:

su si-akon iyan no modyu-on galingan, dakoo
because TOP.! S iUs LIG EXIST com.mill great

no tabang kanak.
LIG help Is

'Because as for myself who am the one who has a com mill, it is great help to
me.' (MBD 2-026)



(122) free form neutral pronoun as an absolute possessive:

mano pig-agawan kan pasak=din, nigsubra kan
since snatched.from KAN land=GEN.3s increased KAN

kandin
3s

kabuut, ...
bravery
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7.3.2.4

'Since his land had been grabbed from him, his courage became excessive,.... '
(MBD 2-015)

Full form nominative pronouns

In addition to the above three sets of prOfiOuns, my textual analysis also suggests the

existence of another (incomplete) set of pronouns, full form nominative pronouns. In

principle, full form nominative pronouns are the pronominal equivalents of si-marked

phrases. However, in practice, the pronominal equivalents of si-marked phrases seem to

be either full form nominative pronouns or free form neutral pronouns. More accurately,

free form neutral pronouns more often function as the pronominal equivalents of si-

marked phrases than their corresponding full form nominative pronouns. It seems that

the grammatical function which was originally associated with the full form nominative

pronouns has been gradually taken over by free form neutral pronouns.

Although full form nominative pronouns do not occur frequently in the texts, I was

able to find some data that suggest that they are associated with at least the following

three syntactic distributions. 10 First, they can function as the nonagentive argument of a

dyadic -an clause (or a dyadic -on clause, or a dyadic i- clause), as in (123). Second,

they can function as the predicate nominal of a nominal clause, as in (124). Third, they

can function as a topic, as in (125).

10 The syntactic distribution of full form nominative pronouns is precisely the same as those of the
equivalent pronouns in Central Cordilleran languages (Reid pers. comm.).
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(123) full form nominative pronoun as the nonagentive argument of a dyadic -an
clause:

dumaan=ku=da
accompany=GEN.I s=just

sikiyu
NOM.2p

diya to
there TO

Hijo.
Hijo

'1 will just accompany you (pI.) there to Hijo.' (MBD 8-022)

(124) full form nominative pronoun as the predicate nominal of a nominal clause:

eh, kona Utu, su sikuna=da man iyan to tu-ud=ku.
eh no Uill because NOM.2S=just really itis TO purpose=GEN.I S

'Eh no, Utu, because you (sg.) are my only purpose for coming.' (MBD 4-025)

(125) full form nominative pronoun as a topic:

a. ...sikita, kona=ki og-abutan.
NOM. 1D NEG=NOM.I D arrive

, ...as for us (dI.), we (dI.) will not have a harvest.' (Lit., ' ...as for us (dI.), it will
not come to us (dI.).') (MBD 5-009)

b. ...si-ak, ogbangan=a
NOM. 1s ambush=NOM.I S

diya to
there TO

pasak.
ground

' ...as for me, 1will lie in wait on the ground.' (MBD 8-036)

c. si-akon no una no bata=din,
NOM. 1S LIG first LIG child=GEN.3S

no migdokot kandin no sakit.
LIG stick 3s LIG sickness.

nama-anan=ku
know.about=GEN.I S

kan pilimidu
KAN first

'As for me, his first child, 1know about the original sickness that afflicted him.'
(MBD 6-002)

d. sikatanow tibo no songo gurup moydu-on iyan sabut no
NOM. 1PI all LIG one group EXIST it.is understand LIG

ogpahinangon=kinow to pitu no bu-uk to babuy, ....
ceremony=NoM.1PI TO seven LIG piece TO pig

'As for all of us (in.) in the family circle, we (in.) have an understanding that we
will have a ceremony with seven pigs.... ' (MBD 6-147)

7.3.2.5 Summary

Let me sum up the discussion in this section.
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As summarized in table 7.4, four sets of personal pronouns are distinguished in

Dibabawon Manobo: (i) genitive clitic pronouns, (ii) nominative clitic pronouns, (iii)

neutral clitic pronouns, (iv) nominative clitic pronouns.

TABLE 7.4 PERSONAL PRONOUNS IN DIBABAWON MANOBO

CLITICS FREE

GENITIVE NOMINATIVE NEUTRAL NOMINATIVE
Is [+SPKR, -ADDR, -PLRL] =ku =?a kanak si-ak

si-akon
2s [-SPKR, +ADDR, -PLRL] =nu =ka ikow sikuna
3s [-SPKR, -ADDR, -PLRL] =din ---/=din kandin
ID r+SPKR, +ADDR, -PLRL] =ta =ki ita sikita
IPI [+SPKR, +ADDR, +PLRL] =tanow =kinow itanow sikitanow
IPE [+SPKR, -ADDR, +PLRL] =noy =koy kanami
2p [-SPKR, +ADDR, +PLRL] =now =kow lyu sikiyu
3p [-SPKR, -ADDR, +PLRL] =dan ---/=dan kandan

Genitive clitic pronouns can be associated with two functions. First, they can

function as the attribute (i.e., the possessor) in a possessive construction. Second, they

can function as the agent of a dyadic -on clause, the agent of a dyadic -an clause, or the

agent of a dyadic i- clause.

Nominative clitic pronouns have three different distributions. First, they can be used

as the sole argument of a monadic clause. Second, they can be used as the agent of a

dyadic -um-/og-, or maN- clause. Third, they can be used as the nonagentive noun phrase

of a dyadic -on clause, a dyadic -an clause, or a dyadic i- clause.

Free form neutral pronouns (referred to as locative pronouns in previous analyses) are

associated with a number of functions. First, they can be used as the sole argument of a

monadic clause. Second, they can be used as the nonagentive argument of a dyadic -on
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clause, or the nonagentive argument of a dyadic -an clause, or the nonagentive argument

of a dyadic i- clause. Third, they can be used as the predicate nominal of a nominal

clause. Fourth, they can be used as the nonpredicate nominal of a nominal clause. Fifth,

they can be used as a topic. Sixth, they can be used as a source phrase. Seventh, they can

be used as a recipient (goal) phrase. Eighth, they can be used as an absolute possessive.

Full form nominative pronouns are associated with at least the following three

syntactic distributions. First, they can function as the nonagentive argument of a dyadic 

an clause (or a dyadic -on clause, or a dyadic i- clause). Second, they can function as the

predicate nominal of a nominal clause. Third, they can function as a topic.

In this section, I also reconsider the syntactic status of the form =din and =dan, which

were formerly analyzed as genitive pronominal clitics. Based on the fact that =din

'GEN/NOM.3s' and =dan 'GEN/NOM.3p' can have the same syntactic distribution as

nominative pronominal clitics, I conclude that they are not only third person genitive

pronominal clitics, but also third person nominative pronominal clitics.

Furthermore, I reconsider the status of the forms kandin '3s' and kandan '3p'. Based

on the fact that clitic pronouns occur before adverbal clitics, but kandin '3s' and kandan

'3p' occur AFTER (rather than BEFORE) adverbial clitics, I conclude that they are free form

pronouns rather than clitic pronouns.

7.4 TRANSITIVITY IN DIBABAWON MANOBO VERBAL CLAUSES

In this section, I discuss transitivity in Dibabawon Manobo verbal clauses. I first

discuss Dibabawon Manobo verbal clause patterns in 7.4.1. Then I discuss three possible
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analyses concerning Dibabawon Manobo transitivity and actancy structure in 7.4.2.

Section 7.4.3 evaluates these three analyses in terms of morphosyntactic and semantic

properties that Dibabawon Manobo clauses exhibit. Section 7.4.4 summarizes the

discussion in this section.

7.4.1 Dibabawon Manobo Verbal Clause Patterns

Three major verbal clause patterns are found in Dibabawon Manobo: (i) Pattern 1:

monadic intransitive clauses, (ii) Pattern 2: dyadic -um-/og-, or maN- clauses, and (iii)

Pattern 3: (a) dyadic -on clauses, (b) dyadic -an clauses, and (c) dyadic i- clauses. In

pattern 1, the lexical verbs are either morphologically unmarked or have the

morphological shape ma-, -um-Iog-, or maN-. In pattern 2, the dyadic lexical verbs are

either morphologically unmarked or have the morphological shape -um-/og-, or maN-. In

patterns 3a-3c, the dyadic lexical verbs have the morphological shape -on, -an, and i-,

respectively. These three clause patterns are represented schematically in table 7.5.

In this study, dyadic -on clauses, dyadic -an clauses, and dyadic i- clauses are

considered to form one major type of dyadic clauses because they share the same case

frame. That is, they all expect both an agentive genitive NP and a nonagentive

nominative NP. However, they differ from each other in the interpretation of the

nominative NP. In dyadic -on clauses, the nominative NP is usually interpreted as a

directly affected theme. In dyadic -an clauses, the nominative NP is usually interpreted

as a location, or a less directly affected theme, or as a benefactivelbeneficiary. In dyadic
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i- clauses, the nominative NP is usually interpreted as an instrument, or as a

benefactivelbeneficiary.

TABLE 7.5 VERBAL CLAUSE PATTERNS IN DIBABAWON MANOBO

PATTERN 1: -um-/og-/ma-/maN-V silosi N
Intr. Nom

agent/theme

PATTERN 2: -um-/og-/maN-V silosi N kilongki N
Intr.?Tr.? Nom Obl?/Acc?

agent theme

PATTERN 3A: V-on niloni N silosi N
Intr.?Tr.? Gen Nom

agent theme

PATTERN 3B: V-an niloni N silosi N
Intr.?Tr.? Gen Nom

agent locationlbenefactive

PATTERN 3c: i-V niloni N silosi N
Intr.?Tr.? Gen Nom

Agent instrumentlbenefactive

Pattern 1 typically consists of monadic ma-/-um- or og-/maN- verbs that expect only

one nominative NP, as in (126)-( 127). In some cases, the monadic verbs may also allow

an optional peripheral argument (or adjunct), as in (128).

(126)pattern 1: monadic -um-Iog- clause:

a. wada kaugoy no lalislalis=dan
NEG long.time LIG arguing=NoM.3p

mig-abut SI

arrived NOM
Bagaram.
Bagaram

'They hadn't been arguing long when Bagaram arrived.'(MBD 9-150)



b. miglogwa=a su
emerged=NOM.l S because

awos mamatoy SO-l no busow.
so.that die this LIG demon
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'I appeared so that this demon might die.' (MBD 9-111)

(127)pattern 1: monadic maN- clause:

pagkakita to mongo su-un no mig-abut=on Sl

seeing TO PL sibling LIG arrived=now NOM
Bagaram,
Bagaram

namanlaguy
ran.away

kandan.
3p

'When the brothers saw that Bagaram had arrived, they both ran away.' (MBD
9-151)

(128)pattern 1: dyadic -um-/og- clause:

wada pad ugtu, mig-andiya=d kan tag-iya to pasak du-on kan lindiru.
NEG yet noon wentthere=now KAN owner TO land there KAN boundary

'Before it was noon yet, the owner of the land went there to the boundary.'
(MBD 2-017)

Pattern 2 typically consists of dyadic -um-/og-, or maN- verbs that expect both a

nominative NP and a ki/ongki-marked personal NP (or its substitute), as in (129) and

(130). In some cases, the dyadic -um-/og-, or maN- verbs in pattern 2 may also allow an

optional peripheral argument (or adjunct).

(129) pattern 2: dyadic -um-/og- clause:

niglambag=a ki Laureano to pagdatong=din likat to Nasuli.
went.see=NOM.l S OBL Laureano TO arrive=GEN.3S from TO Nasuli

'I went to see Laureano when he arrived from Nasuli.' (MBD 11-013)

(130) pattern 2: dyadic -um-/og- clause:

og-imatoy=ki=d to babuy kunto-on su
kill=NOM.lo=now TO pig today because

andiya=ki=d to Hijo.
go.there=NoM.lo=now TO Hijo

'Let's kill a pig now, because we (d!.) will go to Hijo.' (MBD 8-014)

Patterns 3a-e typically consist of dyadic -on verbs, dyadic -an verbs, and dyadic i-

verbs that expect both an agentive genitive-marked full NP (or other genitive substitute)
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and a nonagentive nominative full NP (or other nominative substitute), as in (131}-(136).

Like the verbs in pattern 1 and pattern 2, the dyadic -on verbs, dyadic -an verbs, and

dyadic i- verbs in patterns 3a-e may also allow an optional peripheral argument (or

adjunct). Notice that the nominative NP in dyadic -an clauses can be interpreted as

either a location or less directly affected theme (as in (133», or as a beneficiary (as in

(134». The nominative NPs in a dyadic i- clause can be interpreted as either an

instrument (including a theme which moves through space or time) (as in (135», or as a

beneficiary (as in (136».

(131) pattern 3a: dyadic -on clause:

a. p1sp1sa usab m Bagaram kan kampilan=din aw panigbasa=din
pulled again GEN Bagaram KAN sword=GEN.3s and slashed=GEN

kan mongo otow.
KAN PL person

'Bagaram again drew his sword and he slashed the men.' (MBD 9-070)

b. pagkali-us ni
gone GEN

Edu
Fred

pigsugu=on
comrnanded=now

m
GEN

Amoy si
Father NOM

Inoy....
Mother

'When Fred had left, Father instructed Mother. ... ' (MBD 6-135)

(132)pattern 3a: dyadic -on clause:

dagow masa-aban=ka,
might overtaken=NOM.2s

ko-onon=ka=din
eat=NOM.2s=GEN.3 S

giyud.
surely

'He will probably come upon you (sg.), he will surely eat you (sg.).' (MBD 9
094)

(133)pattern 3b: dyadic -an clause:

a. dayun to pighulidan ni Edu
then TO lay.beside GEN Fred

S1 Amoy, nalipodong ubag
NOM Father sleep mere

S1

NOM
Amoy su
father because

migtu-u man kandin to
believed really 3s TO

nahulidan ni Edu.
lie.beside GEN Fred

'So then Fred lay down beside Father; Father slept a little because he had faith
in Fred lying beside him.' (MBD 6-129)
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b. ...ko oghimatayan to amoy to bata=din no daga to kona=din
if kill TO father TO child=GEN.3s LIG lady TO NEG=GEN.3S

no gustu sikan lukos no impagsabut to bata=din.
LIG like that man LIG understood TO child=GEN.3s

'The father will kill his daughter if the man his child has made an agreement
with is not to his liking.' (MBD 7-002)

(134)pattern 3b: dyadic -an clause:

nahiman kandan du-on to baoy aw ampu-i=dan si Laureano. 11

gathered 3p there TO house and prayed.for=GEN.3P NOM Laureano

'They gathered in the house and they prayed for Laureano.' (MBD 11-007)

(135) pattern 3c: dyadic i- clause:

...su lyan imbuyU to bantoy ita to
because itis requested TO guard ID TO

pitu no bu-uk su
seven LIG piece because

SI Elena
NOM Elena

nakasaa.
sinned

,.. .that the spirit requested seven pigs from us (dl.) because Elena sinned.'
(MBD 6-147)

(l36)pattern 3c: dyadic i- clause:

...su igba-id=ku=pad
because request.for=GEN.1 s=yet

ikow
2s

diya
there

to maistudu.
TO teacher

' ...because first I will request permission for you (sg.) from your teacher.'
(MBD 4-023)

7.4.2 Three Possible Analyses Concerning Dibabawon Manobo Transitivity and

Actancy

As shown in section 7.4.1, there are two distinct dyadic clause patterns that are

ambiguous regarding transitivity. Varying in their interpretation of these two patterns,

three possible analyses concerning Dibabawon Manobo transitivity and actancy structure

can be proposed: a passive analysis, a split-ergative analysis, and an ergative analysis.

II The fonn -i is the dependent immediate aspectual fonn of a dyadic -an verb.
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In a passive analysis, the ki/ongki-marked theme NP (or its substitute) in pattern 2

would be treated as an "accusative" object of an active transitive construction, but the

ni/oni-marked agent (or other genitive substitute) in patterns 3a-c would be treated as a

demoted agent of passive constructions. By treating pattern 1 as intransitive, pattern 2 as

canonical transitive, and patterns 3a-c as passives, Dibabawon Manobo can be analyzed

as an accusative language. The passive analysis is schematically summarized as in table

7.6.

TABLE 7.6 DIBABAWON MANOBO AS AN ACCUSATIVE LANGUAGE

PATTERN 1: -um-Iog-lma-lmaN-V silosi N
Intr. Nom

agent/theme

PATTERN 2: -um-/og-/maN-V silosi N kilongki N
Tr. Nom Acc

agent theme

PATTERN 3A: V-on niloni N silosi N
Intr. Gen Nom

agent theme

PATTERN 3B: V-an niloni N silosi N
Intr. Gen Nom

agent locationlbenefactive

PATTERN 3c: i-V niloni N silosi N
Intr. Gen Nom

agent instrument/benefactive

In a split-ergative analysis, the kilongki-marked theme NP (or its substitute) in pattern

2 would be treated as an "accusative" object of one type of transitive construction, and

the niloni-marked personal NP (or other genitive substitute) in patterns 3a-c would be
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treated as an agent of the other type of transitive construction. By treating pattern 1 as

intransitive and both pattern 2 and patterns 3a-e as canonical transitive, Dibabawon

Manobo can be analyzed as a split-ergative language. The split-ergative analysis is

summarized schematically in table 7.7.

TABLE 7.7 DIBABAWON MANOBO AS A SPLIT-ERGATIVE LANGUAGE

PATTERN 1: -um-Iog-lma-ImaN-V silosi N
Intr. Nom/Abs

agent/theme

PATTERN 2: -um-Iog-lmaN-V silosi N kilongki N
Ir. Nom Acc

agent theme

PATTERN 3A: V-on niloni N silosi N
Ir. Gen/Erg Nom/Abs

agent theme

PATTERN 3B: V-an niloni N silosi N
Ir. Gen/Erg Nom/Abs

agent locationlbenefactive

PATTERN 3c: i-V niloni N silosi N
Ir. Gen/Erg Nom/Abs

agent instrumentlbenefactive

In an ergative analysis, the kilongki-marked theme NP (or its substitute) in pattern 2

would be treated as an oblique-marked extended core argument of an extended

intransitive construction but the niloni-marked agent personal NP (or other genitive

substitute) in patterns 3a-e would be treated as an agent of a transitive construction. By

treating pattern 1 as intransitive, pattern 2 as extended intransitive, and patterns 3a-e as
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transitives, Dibabawon Manobo can be analyzed as a pure ergative language. The

ergative analysis is summarized schematically in table 7.8.

TABLE 7.8 DIBABAWON MANOBO AS AN ERGATIVE LANGUAGE

PATTERN 1: -um-/og-/ma-/maN-V
Intr.

PATTERN 2: -um-/og-/maN-V
Intr.

PATTERN 3A: V-on
Tr.

PATTERN 3B: V-an
Tr.

PATTERN 3c: i-V
Tr.

silosi N
Nom/Abs
agent/theme

silosi N kilongki N
Nom/Abs ObI
agent theme

niloni N silosi N
Gen/Erg Nom/Abs
agent theme

niloni N silosi N
Gen/Erg Nom/Abs
agent locationlbenefactive

niloni N silosi N
Gen/Erg Nom/Abs
Agent instrumentlbenefactive

As illustrated in tables 7.6-7.8, all three analyses agree in treating pattern 1 as an

intransitive structure, but disagree as to whether pattern 2 and/or patterns 3a-e should be

treated as transitive structures. Such disagreement exists because both pattern 2 and

patterns 3a-e are dyadic structures that might be considered transitive. Because both

pattern 2 and patterns 3a-e are possible candidates for transitive constructions, it is

crucial to determine which one of the two, or whether both, should count as transitive

constructions in Dibabawon Manobo. In the following section, I examine the
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morphosyntactic and semantic properties that these clause patterns exhibit in order to

decide the matter.

7.4.3 Morphosyntactic and Semantic Properties of Dibabawon Manobo Verbal

Clauses

Dibabawon Manobo is a relatively under-described language. Only a few SIL

(Summer Institute of Linguistics) linguists have published any phonological, syntactic, or

discourse studies on this language (Barnard 1967; Barnard and Forster 1954, 1969;

Barnard and Longacre 1968; Forster 1954, 1958, 1963, 1964, 1970, 1983; Forster and

Barnard 1968, 1987). In previous analyses of Dibabawon Manobo syntax, it has been

described as having a unique "verbal focus" system (Forster 1964; Forster and Barnard

1987; etc.). Under the focus analysis, the notion of transitivity is neglected. This leads to

the impossibility of determining actancy structures of Dibabawon Manobo; as a result, its

typological status is uncertain.

In this study, I depart from the previous analyses in considering transitivity as an

importantnotion in Dibabawon Manobo syntax. By re-examining Dibabawon Manobo

verbal clause patterns in terms of the morphosyntactic and semantic properties that they

exhibit, I make a clear statement about its typological status. More specifically,

Dibabawon Manobo is analyzed as having a pure ergative actancy structure. The

following morphosyntactic and semantic evidence can justify this claim.
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As discussed in 7.4.2, three possible analyses of Dibabawon Manobo verbal clauses

can be proposed: a passive analysis, a split-ergative analysis, and an ergative analysis.

In this section, I evaluate these three analyses in tenns of the nominal case-marking

system.

Ifwe compare the three types of analyses in tenns of the nominal case-marking

system, we find that the ergative analysis is a better analysis of Dibabawon Manobo

transitivity.

If the passive analysis were correct, then the kilongki-marked theme NP (or its

substitute) in pattern 2 would be an "accusative" NP and the niloni-marked NP (or other

genitive substitute) in patterns 3a-e would be a peripheral argument or an adjunct.

However, as shown in section 7.3.1.2, my textual analysis suggests that the kilongki

marked NP (or its substitute) in pattern 2 should be treated as an OBLIQuE-marked

extended core argument E rather than an accusative-marked core argument O. Besides,

the analysis that treats the niloni-marked NP (or other genitive substitute) in patterns 3a-e

as an adjunct may raise questions such as "If the niloni-marked NP (or other genitive

substitute) in patterns 3a-e is an adjunct, why is it almost always present in this type of

clause?" or "If the niloni-marked NP (or other genitive substitute) in patterns 3a-e is an

adjunct, why can it undergo some syntactic processes (such as relativization, wh-clefting,

etc.)?", and so forth.

If the split-ergative analysis were correct, the kilongki-marked theme NP (or its

substitute) in pattern 2 would be an "accusative" NP and the niloni-marked NP (or other
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genitive substitute) in patterns 3a-e would be an "ergative" NP. As just noted, my

textual analysis points out that the kilongki-marked personal NP (or its substitute) in

pattern 2 should be treated as an OBLIQuE-marked extended core argument E rather than

an accusative-marked core argument O. Moreover, ifthe split-ergative analysis were the

correct characterization of Dibabawon Manobo transitivity, we would run into the

following problem in typology.

Typologically speaking, if a language exhibits a split case-marking system, it is

commonly conditioned by one or more of the following factors: (1) the semantic nature

of the main verb, (2) the semantic nature of the core NPs (e.g., pronominals vs. full noun

phrases), (3) the tense/aspect/mood of the clause, and (4) the grammatical status ofa

clause (i.e., whether it is a main or subordinate clause) (Dixon 1979, 1994). However,

none of these factors seems to condition the supposed split case-marking system

described in the split-ergative analysis. From a typological perspective, such an analysis

would be undesirable because it would make Dibabawon Manobo (as well as many other

western Austronesian languages) typologically unusual in that it would show an

idiosyncratic type of split case-marking system, one that had none of the usual

motivations for such a split.

On the other hand, if the ergative analysis is correct, then all the problems that we

encountered for the other two types of analyses are avoided. As already demonstrated in

section 7.3.1.2, the textual analysis suggests that the kilongki-marked theme NP (or its

substitute) in pattern 2 should be an OBLIQuE-marked extended core argument E and the

niloni-marked NP (or other genitive substitute) in patterns 3a-e should be an ergative-
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marked A (genitive-marked A in my analysis). This is exactly what is to be expected in

an ergative analysis.

7.4.3.2 Semantic transitivity

In the preceding section, I have shown that evidence from the nominal case-marking

system suggests that an ergative analysis is a better analysis of Dibabawon Manobo

transitivity than the other analyses. In this section, I demonstrate that semantic evidence

converges with morphosyntactic evidence in this conclusion.

As discussed in Chapter 4, linguists working on different language families agree

with Hopper and Thompson (1980) in the observation that semantic properties often

correlate with morphosyntactic transitivity in a systematic way (e.g., Tsunoda 1999;

Gibson and Starosta 1990; Dixon 1994; Huang 1994; Starosta 1997, 1998, 1999, 2002b;

Lazard 1997; Rau 1997). More specifically, they have shown that if semantic parameters

covary with morphosyntactic manifestations of transitivity, clauses exhibiting high

semantic transitivity are more likely to be encoded grammatically (morphologically and

syntactically) as transitive.

However, they disagree with each other on whether all of the ten semantic parameters

that Hopper and Thompson proposed should be considered equally relevant to the

morphosyntactic manifestations of transitivity. For instance, Tsunoda (1999:4) suggests

that AFFECTEDNESS OF THE PATIENT is the most important and is (almost) always relevant

to the morphosyntactic manifestations of transitivity. However, my analysis of Kavalan

textual data shows that INDIVIDUATION OF THE THEME is most relevant to the
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morphosyntactic manifestations ofKavalan transitivity. My analysis of Squ1iq Atayal,

however, suggests three semantic parameters, VOLITIONALITY, INDIVIDUATION OF THE

THEME, and AFFECTEDNESS OF THE THEME, as most relevant to the morphosyntactic

manifestations of transitivity in Squliq Atayal. My study of Central Cagayan Agta,

however, suggests two semantic parameters, INDIVIDUATION OF THE THEME and

AFFECTEDNESS OF THE THEME,12 as most relevant to the morphosyntactic manifestations

of transitivity in Central Cagayan Agta. In this study, I consider three semantic

parameters, PUNCTUALITY, INDIVIDUATION OF THE THEME, and AFFECTEDNESS OF THE

THEME, as most relevant to the morphosyntactic manifestations of transitivity in

Dibabawon Manobo.

Let us compare pattern 2 (i.e., dyadic -um-/og- or maN- clauses) with patterns 3a-c

(i.e., dyadic -on clauses, dyadic -an clauses, or dyadic i- clauses) in terms of punctuality,

individuation of the theme, and affectedness of the theme.

First, let us consider punctuality in examples (137)-(138). Although both sentences

involve verbs of 'seeing', they differ in their semantic interpretation. Example (137)

refers to a nonpunctual action, whereas (138) refers to a punctual or instantaneous

12 As discussed in Chapter 5, among the ten semantic parameters proposed by Hopper and Thompson, two
of them (i.e., Affectedness of theme NPs and Individuation of theme NPs) need to be modified in order to
cover dyadic applicative constructions in languages that make extensive use of applicative constructions.
These two semantic parameters can be restated as "Affectedness ofNONAGENTIVE NPs" and "Individuation
OfNONAGENTIVE NPs", in which nonagentive NPs can be theme NPs or beneficiary NPs, instrument NP,
etc.
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action. 13 This pair of sentences suggest that dyadic -um-/og- or maN- clauses are

semantically less transitive than dyadic -on clauses.

(137) pattern 2: dyadic -um-Iog- clause with a nonpunctual interpretation:

...su kona=a ogka-amu og-ikagi ko ogkita=a ki Amoy
because NEG=NOM.ls know.how speak when see=NOM.ls OBL Father

no
LIG

oglisod
difficult

ko
when

oghinhawa.
breathe

' ...because I don't know how to speak when I look at Father having a hard time
to breathe.' (MBD 6-140)

(138)pattern 3a: dyadic -on clause with a punctual or instantaneous interpretation:

...pigkita=on to idu kan sangkodan no babuy no
spotted=now TO dog KAN enormous LIG pig LIG

angod=on to
like=now TO

nananga
carry.in.mouth

to
TO

taklubu.
bracelet

,.. .the dog sighted an enormous pig that looked as if it were carrying pearl
bracelets in its mouth.' (MBD 3-010)

Second, let us consider individuation of the theme NPs/nonagentive NPs and/or

affectedness of the theme NPs/nonagentive NPs in examples (139)-(140). Example

(139) is used when one warrior asked his warrior friend to kill a pig. In this situation,

babuy 'pig' is simply a generic concept; therefore, it is a nonindividuated theme.

However, in (140), the warriorDago-oy stabbed at a particular pig. In this situation,

babuy 'pig' is no longer a generic concept; instead, it is a individuated entity. Because

the pig is affected by the action of stabbing, it is also considered to be an affected

13 O'Grady (2003:57-58) observes that verbs of 'seeing' in Samoan, an ergative Polynesian language, also
show similar kind of semantic contrast. The form va 'ai 'looked.at', occurring in the so-called "middle"
construction (a dyadic intransitive construction), is associated with a nonpunctual action, whereas the form
va 'aia 'spotted', occurring in the canonical transitive construction, is associated with a punctual or
instantaneous action.
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nonagentive arguments. This pair of sentences suggest that dyadic -um-/og- or maN-

clauses are semantically less transitive than dyadic -an clauses.

(139) pattern 2: dyadic -um-/og- clause with an indefinite theme argument:

imatoy=kow to babuy aw ogko-onon=ku to langosa.
kill=NOM.2P TO pig and eat=GEN.lS TO blood

,You (pI.) kill a pig and I will eat the blood.' (MBD 8-019)

(140) pattern 3b: dyadic -an clause with a definite and affected nonagentive argument:

piggugu-an ni Dago-oy sikan babuy na-ubas pagnaknak
stabbed GEN Dago-oy that pig finish slurp

sikan
that

langosa
blood

diya
there

to
TO

ka-a.
pan

'Dago-oy stabbed the pig and the blood was completely slurped up from the
pan.' (MBD 8-020)

Third, let us consider individuation of the theme NPs/nonagentive NPs in

examples(141 )-(142). Example (141) is talking about the fact that the demon was

carrying seven people. This is the first time that the entity 'seven people' is introduced in

the discourse. The identity of the entity 'seven people' is not clear; therefore, it is

considered to be a nonindividuated theme. In contrast, in (142), the identity of the entity

'seven people' is already established by the sentence in (141). Therefore, it is considered

to be individuated. This pair of sentences suggest that dyadic -um-/og- or maN- clauses

are semantically less transitive than dyadic i- clauses.

(141) pattern 2: dyadic -um-/og- clause with an indefinite theme argument:

wada kaugoylugoy migtugpa=on kan busow, migti-angti-ang
NEG long.time alighted=now KAN demon was.carrying

to pitu
TO seven

no otow no na-isu
L1G person L1G jarred

to pasak.
TO ground

'Before long the demon landed, carrying seven people and jarred the earth.'
(MBD 9-098)
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(l42)pattern 3c: dyadic i- clause with a definite nonagentive argument:

dayun itimbag kan pitu no otow no na-isu to pasak.
then threw KAN seven LIG person LIG jarred TO ground

'Then he threw the seven people down, jarring the earth.' (MBD 9-099)

Summing up the discussion in this section, we can state that pattern 2 clauses (i.e.,

dyadic -um-I-og-, or maN- clauses) are associated with nonpunctual action,

nonindividuated nonagentive arguments, and nontotally affected nonagentive arguments,

whereas patterns 3a-e clauses (i.e., dyadic -on clauses, dyadic -an clauses, and dyadic i-

clauses) are associated with punctual action, highly individuated nonagentive arguments,

and totally affected nonagentive NPs. These semantic properties suggest that pattern 2

clauses (i.e., dyadic -um-I-og-, or maN- clauses) are semantically LESS transitive than

patterns 3a-e (i.e., dyadic -on clauses, dyadic -an clauses, and dyadic i- clauses). Ifwe

correlate this semantic property with the morphosyntactic properties that we discussed in

the preceding two sections, we find that semantically more transitive patterns 3a-e

clauses (i.e., dyadic -on clauses, dyadic -an clauses, or dyadic i- clauses) are manifested

grammatically as more transitive than semantically less transitive pattern 2 clauses (i.e.,

dyadic -um-Iog-, or maN- clauses).

7.4.4 Summary

In the preceding sections, I have evaluated the three possible analyses concerning

Dibabawon Manobo transitivity in terms of morphosyntactic and semantic criteria.

Based on the morphosyntactic and semantic properties that Dibabawon Manobo verbal
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clauses exhibit, we can conclude that the ergative analysis is the best analysis of

Dibabawon Manobo transitivity.

7.5 ERGATIVITY

Having detennined the transitive constructions in Dibabawon Manobo, it is possible

to detennine what type of actancy structure Dibabawon Manobo has.

Incorporating the observations in section 7.4, we can characterize Dibabawon

Manobo clause structures as in table 7.9. From the table, we can observe that both the S

of an intransitive clause and the 0 of a transitive clause are marked by a nominative case

marker silosi or are expressed by other nominative substitute, while the A of a transitive

clause is marked by a genitive case marker niloni or are expressed by other genitive

substitute. This suggests that Dibabawon Manobo has a pure ergative case-marking

system rather than an accusative or a split-ergative system. Unlike Kavalan and Central

Cagayan Agta, Dibabawon Manobo does not have a verbal agreement system. Therefore,

based on the case-marking system alone, we can conclude that Dibabawon Manobo has a

pure ergative actancy structure.
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TABLE 7.9 DIBABAWON MANOBO ACTANCY STRUCTURE

PATTERN I: -um-/og-/ma-/maN-V
Intr.

PATTERN 2: -um-/og-/maN-V
Intr.

PATTERN 3A: V-on
Tr.

PATTERN 3B: V-an
Ir.

PATTERN 3c: i-V
Ir.

7.6 CONCLUSION

si/osi N
Nom
agent/theme

si/osi N ki/ongki N
Nom ObI
agent theme

ni/oni N si/osi N
Gen/Erg Nom
agent theme

ni/oni N si/osi N
Gen/Erg Nom
agent location/benefactive

ni/oni N si/osi N
Gen/Erg Nom
agent instrumentlbenefactive

In this chapter, I have re-examined Dibabawon Manobo clause structures in terms of

morphosyntactic and semantic criteria. Four questions have been answered.

First, what are the constraints that condition the relative order of pronouns?

As discussed in section 7.2.2, the order of pronominaIs in Dibabawon Manobo is

conditioned by the interaction of the following rules.

• Rule 1: Clitic pronouns always precede free form pronouns [CLITIC > NONCLITIC].

• Rule 2a: Nominative pronouns precede genitive pronouns [NOMINATIVE>

GENITIVE].
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• Rule 2b: First person pronouns precede second person pronouns and third person

pronouns; second person pronouns precede third person pronouns [1 > 2 > 3].

• Rule 3a: If a nominative pronoun is LOWER than a genitive pronoun in terms of

the PERSON hierarchy (l > 2 > 3), then ONLY the NOMINATIVE pronominal clitic is

used.

• Rule 3b: If a nominative pronoun is LOWER than a genitive pronoun in terms of

the PERSON hierarchy (l > 2 > 3), then substitute the nominative pronominal clitic

with a free form pronoun. That is, use a genitive pronoun and a free form

pronoun.

Second, are the prenominal monosyllabic forms determiners or nouns in Dibabawon

Manobo?

As shown in 7.3.1.2, two of the prenominal monosyllabic forms, to and kan,

previously analyzed as particles or determiners are "AUXILIARY NOUNS" that carry the

feature [+extension], that is, nouns that require a dependent predicate. The fact that to

and kan are "auxiliary nouns" suggests the possibility that other monosyllabic prenominal

elements in Dibabawon Manobo might also be "auxiliary nouns".

Third, what constitutes the transitive construction in Dibabawon Manobo?

As shown in 7.3.1, based on the morphosyntactic and semantic properties that

Dibabawon Manobo clauses exhibit, we can conclude that patterns 3a-e clauses (i.e.,

dyadic -on clauses, dyadic -an clauses, and dyadic i- clauses) are the transitive
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constructions, whereas pattern 2 clauses (i.e., dyadic -um-I-og-, or maN- clauses) are

extended intransitives or pseudo-transitives, a type of intransitive clause.

Fourth, what kind of actancy structure does Dibabawon Manobo have (accusative,

ergative, or split ergative)7

Based on the discussion in sections 7.3.1.2 and 7.4, we can observe that the S of an

intransitive clause and the 0 of a transitive clause have the same morphological marking,

whereas the A of a transitive clause has a distinct morphological marking. This suggests

that Dibabawon Manobo has a pure ergative case-marking system. Unlike Kavalan and

Central Cagayan Agta, Dibabawon Manobo does not have a verbal agreement system.

Therefore, based on the case-marking system alone, we can conclude that Dibabawon

Manobo has a pure ergative actancy structure.



CHAPTER 8

CONCLUSION

8.1 SUMMARY

The typological status of Formosan languages, Philippine languages, and other so

called "Philippine type languages" has been one of the great mysteries in the study of the

syntax of the world's languages. They have often been assumed to be typologically

unique in possessing the so-called "focus system", a type of voice system that is

characterized by the use of various verbal affixes to indicate the thematic role of the NP

bearing the nominative case in a sentence. They have also been assumed by some

linguists to be typologically so unusual that notions such as transitivity, actancy structure,

and so forth, which are commonly used in syntactic description, are either irrelevant or

inapplicable to the study of these languages.

In this study, I have re-examined clause structure in Formosan languages and

Philippine languages with an attempt to provide an answer to this typological problem.

In order to discuss the typological status of Formosan languages and Philippine

languages, some notions that are crucial to the discussion of clause structure were

introduced in Chapter 2. Syntactic notions covered in this chapter include: (i) core

arguments vs. peripheral arguments (or adjuncts), (ii) valency vs. transitivity, (iii)

canonical transitive, passive, and antipassive, (iv) actancy structure, and (v) the various

uses of the term "ergative", such as "syntactically ergative", "discourse ergative", and

"lexically ergative".
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Following the discussion of syntactic notions that are relevant to the study of

transitivity and actancy structure, Chapter 3 provided a critical review of previous

analyses of so-called "Philippine type languages". In order to discuss various types of

previous analyses, I first discussed verbal clause patterns in these languages. In

discussing verbal clause patterns, I provided a brief discussion of the forms and functions

of the reflexes of PAN *-um-, *-en, *-an, *Si-, (and PMP *maR- and PMP *maN-) in

Formosan and Philippine languages. I then proceeded with a brief introduction and

critical review of seven different types of analyses that have been provided in the

literature. These include: (i) the "passive" analyses, (ii) the "focus" analyses, (iii) the

ergative analyses, (iv) the "active" analysis, (v) the "fluid voice" analysis, (vi) the

"hybrid" analysis, and (vii) the "symmetrical voice" analysis.

After providing a general characterization of verbal clause patterns in Formosan and

Philippine languages and reviewing previous analyses, I presented case studies of two

Formosan languages (Kavalan and Atayal) and two Philippine languages (Central

Cagayan Agta and Dibabawon Manobo). In each case study, I have addressed at least the

following two questions. First, what constitutes the canonical transitive construction in

each language? Second, what kind of actancy structure does each language have

(accusative, ergative, or split ergative)? In order to facilitate the discussion of transitivity

and actancy structure in these languages, I provided a discussion of some of the basic

morphosyntactic facts for each language, such as word order, construction markers, and

their pronominal system. Two additional questions were addressed in the case study of
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the languages. First, what are the constraints that condition the relative order of

pronouns? Second, are the prenominal monosyllabic forms determiners or nouns?

Based on a thorough analysis of textual data in these four languages, I concluded that

only one, rather than both, of the dyadic clause patterns constitutes the transitive

construction in each of the languages under investigated. Specifically, dyadic -an clauses

are transitive constructions in Kavalan. Dyadic -un clauses, dyadic -an clauses, and

dyadic s- clauses are transitive constructions in Atayal. Dyadic -an clauses, dyadic -an

clauses, dyadic i- clauses, and dyadic i- -an clauses are transitive constructions in Central

Cagayan Agta. Dyadic -on clauses, dyadic -an clauses, and dyadic i- clauses are

transitive constructions in Dibabawon Manobo. As for the other dyadic clause pattern

(i.e., dyadic -um-I(-)m- clauses in Kavalan; dyadic (-)m- clauses in Atayal; dyadic ma-,

mag-, maN- clauses in Central Cagayan Agta; and dyadic -um-I-og-, or maN- clauses in

Dibabawon Manobo), formerly analyzed as transitive constructions in previous analyses,

these are treated as extended intransitives or pseudo-transitives, a type of intransitive

clauses.

Based on the observations that (i) the S of an intransitive clause and the 0 of a

transitive clause have the same morphological marking, whereas (ii) the A of a transitive

clause has a distinct morphological marking in each individual language, I concluded that

each individual language has an ergative case-marking system. I noted that even though

neither Atayal nor Dibabawon Manobo has a (productive) verbal agreement system, it is

still possible to conclude, based on the case-marking system alone, that both of these

languages also exhibit a pure ergative actancy structure. As for Kavalan and Central
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Cagayan Agta, verbs in these two languages can carry an optional genitive clitic pronoun

or pronominal-related form that agrees with the A of a transitive clause in person and

number, but not with the S of an intransitive verb nor with the 0 of a transitive verb.

This suggests that both Kavalan and Central Cagayan Agta have an ergative agreement

system. Because Kavalan and Central Cagayan Agta exhibit ergativity in both their

nominal case-marking system as well as in their verbal·agreement system, I concluded

that both Kavalan and Central Cagayan Agta have a pure ergative actancy system.

In addition to the discussion of transitivity and actancy structure, I also provided a

detail discussion of constraints that determine the relative order of pronouns in Squliq

Atayal and Dibabawon Manobo.

The order of pronouns in Squliq Atayal has been previously described as solely

determined by the PERSON hierarchy (either 1 > 2 > 3 or 2> 1 > 3). However, as I have

shown in section 5.2.2, PERSON alone CANNOT adequately account for the pronominal

order facts in Squliq Atayal. Instead, it should be used in conjunction with other

constraints. I proposed a set of three constraints that are required to adequately account

for the order of pronominals in Squliq Atayal.

As for the order of pronominals in Dibabawon Manobo, I provided a set of rules that

appear to better account for the facts than those appearing in previous descriptions of the

language.

The categorical status of prenominal monosyllabic forms, which are commonly

analyzed as "determiners" in previous analyses, was a focus of discussion for each of the

languages in the case studies. I showed that some of the prenominal monosyllabic forms
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are "AUXILIARY NOUNS" that carry the feature (+extension], that is, nouns that require a

dependent predicate or a dependent complement clause. Specifically, in Squliq Atayal, at

least two of the prenominal forms, qu.?and squJ, might be auxiliary nouns, at least in

some cases. In Central Cagayan Agta, all the prenominal monosyllabic forms are

auxiliary nouns, while in Dibabawon Manobo, at least two of the prenominal forms, to

and lean, are auxiliary nouns. As for Kavalan, in the textual data that I examined, there is

no single instance of the prenominal monosyllabic forms that is followed by an element

that is unlikely to be a noun. It is still uncertain whether these forms might also be

auxiliary nouns in Kavalan.

8.2 DIRECTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

Having summarized the discussion in previous chapters, I now suggest directions for

future research.

This study provides a small-scale preliminary comparison of the syntactic typology of

only four of the Formosan and Philippine languages. Although the details of the syntax

differ among these four languages, they are similar in two respects. First, semantic

properties correlate with morphosyntactic manifestations of transitivity in all four

languages. That is, clauses exhibiting high semantic transitivity are encoded

grammatically (i.e., morphologically and syntactically) as transitive. Second, they all

exhibit an ergative actancy structure. The fact that they all have an ergative actancy

structure might suggest that most, if not all, so-called Philippine type languages might
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also have an ergative actancy structure. Further studies on the actancy structure of other

Philippine type languages are needed to verify this claim.

Moreover, as discussed in Chapters 4-7, the constraints that determine the relative

order of full noun phrases and pronominals in these four languages differ from one to

another. For example, in Atayal, nominative full NPs tend to occur clause finally.

However, in Central Cagayan Agta and Dibabawon Manobo, the agent tends to precede

the theme regardless of the construction type in which they occur. Also, the relative

order of pronominals can be determined by phonological factors in Atayal. However, in

other languages, phonological factors are not relevant to the order of pronominals. It will

be interesting to conduct a survey of word order constraints (for both full NPs and

pronominals) to see what factors might condition the relative order of full NPs and

pronominals in other Philippine type languages.

Furthermore, I have shown in Chapters 4-7 that at least some of the prenominal

monosyllabic forms in Atayal, Central Cagayan Agta, and Dibabawon Manobo might be

"AUXILIARY NOUNS" that carry the feature [+extension], that is, nouns that require a

dependent predicate or a dependent complement clause. It will be interesting to conduct

a survey of the prenominal monosyllabic forms in other Philippine languages to see

whether the "auxiliary noun" analysis proposed by Reid (2002b) is applicable to other

Philippine type languages.
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SOURCES FOR INFORMATION USED IN SECTION 3.2.2

A. Formosan Languages

Formosan languages (general): Ross (1995)

Tsouie languages (general): Tsuehida (1976)

Amis, Central: Fey (1986); Wu (1994, 2000)

Amis, Nataoran: T. Chen (1987)

Atayal, Squliq: Egerod (1965, 1966, 1978); Huang (1993); Rau (1992)

Atayal, C?uli? (Mayrinax): Huang (1995), Huang (2000a, 2000b)

Basay: Li (1999)

Bunun CIsbukun): H. H. Lin (1996); Zeitoun (2000a)

Bunun (Takbanuao): Jeng (1977)

Kanakanabu: Tsuehida (1976)

Kavalan: Y. L. Chang (1997, 2000a)

Paiwan: H. C. Chang (1992, 2000); C. J. Lin (1992)

PazihlPazeh: Blust (1999b); Li and Tsuehida (2001)

Puyuma: Huang (2000e); Tan (1997); Teng (1997)

Seediq/Sedik: Asai (1953); Y. L. Chang (1997, 2000b); 1. H. Chen (1996); Holmer

(1996)

Siraya: Adelaar (1997)

Saaroa: Tsuehida (1976)



Saisiyat: Yeh (1991, 2000)

Thao: Blust (1998b, 2003a, 2003b); Huang (2000d)

Tsou: Tsuchida (1976); Tung (1964); Zeitoun (1992, 2000b)

B. Philippine Languages .

Philippine languages (general): Conant (1911, 1912); Reid (1973)

BashiiclBatanic languages: Tsuchida et al. (1989)

Central Cordilleran languages (general): Reid (1974, pers. comm.)

Northern Cordilleran languages (general): Tharp (1974a)

Southern Cordilleran languages (general): Himes (1998)

Central Philippine languages (general): Zorc (1977); Jason Lobel (pers. comm.)

Mangyan languages: Barbian (1977)

Manobo languages (general): Elkins (1963); Harmon (1977)

Agta, Casiguran Dumagat: Headland and Headland (1974)

Agta, Central Cagayan: P. Healey (1960); Mayfield (1987)

Agutaynen: Quakenbush (1999)

Aklanon: de la Cruz and Zorc (1968)

Alta, Northern: Reid (1987; 1991)

Alta, Southern: Reid (1987; 1991)

Arta: Reid (1989)

Atta: Lusted et al. (1964); Whittle and Lusted (1963)
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Babuyan: Tsuchida et al. (1989)

Balangao/Balangaw: Shetler (1976)

Bikol: Mintz (1971, pers. comm.); Jason Lobel (pers. comm.)

Binukid: Post (1992)

Blaan/Bilaan, Koronadal: Abrams (1961, 1963, 1970); Dean and Dean (1955)

Blaan/Bilaan, Sarangani: Rhea (1972)

Boholano: Zorc (1977)

Bontok, Central: Reid (1964)

Bontok, Guinaang: Reid (1992, pers. comm.)

Bontok, KadaklaniEastem: Fukuda (1997)

Bontok, Talubin: Reid (pers. comm.); Kikusawa and Reid (2003)

Cebuano/Sebuano: Wolff (1972)

Ga'dang/Gaddang: Troyer (1960,1966); Walrod (1976)

Hiligaynon/Ilonggo: Wolfenden (1971)

Ibaloy/lnibaloi/Nabaloi: Ballard (1974); Himes (1998)

Ibanag: Tsuchida et al. (1989)

Ifugao/lfugaw, Batad: Newell (1993)

IlokanolIlocano: Vanoverbergh (1955); Rubino (2000)

Ilongot: Himes (1998)

Inati:Pennoyer(1986-1987)

Isnag/lsneg: Barlaan (1975, 1977, 1999)

Itawisiitawes: Natividad and Solomon (1970)
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Itbayat/Itbayaten: Yamada (2002)

Ivatan, Central: Reid (1966)

Ivatan, Southern: Hidalgo and Hidalgo (1971)

Kalinga, Guinaang: Gieser (1987)

Kalinga, Limos: Ferreirinho (1993)

Kalinga, Upper Tanudan (Brainard 1985, 1991)

Kallahan, Keley-i: Hohulin and Hale (1977); Himes (1998)

Kallahan, Kayapa: Himes (1998)

Kankanay, Northern: Porter (1979)

Kapampangan: Forman (1971); Mirikitani (1972)

Karao/Karaw: Brainard (1994a, 1994b, 1996, 1997,2003)

Leytefio: Zorc (1977)

Mag(u)indanao/Magindanaw: E. Lee (1964)

Mamanwa: H. Miller (1969, 1973); J. Miller (1964); Miller and Miller (1976)

Manobo, Agusan: Schumacher (1986); Weaver and Weaver (1964)

Manobo, Ata: Austin (1966); Morey (1964)

Manobo, Blit: Reid (1993)

Manobo, Cotabato: Johnston (1975); Kerr (1965, 1988)

Manobo, Dibaba(w)on: Barnard and Forster (1954); Forster (1964, 1970); Forster and

Barnard (1968, 1987)

Manobo, Ilianen: Brichoux and Brichoux (1977)

Manobo, Kagavanen: Harmon (1977); Pebley (1998, 1999)
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Manobo, Sarangani: C. DuBois (1976)

Manobo, Tasaday: Reid (1993)

Manobo, Western Bukidnon: Elkins (1963, 1968, 1970)

Mansaka: Svelmoe and Svelmoe (1974, 1990); Thomas (1958)

Mapun: Collins et al. (2001)

Maranao/Maranaw: McKaughan and Macaraya (1967)

Masbatenyo: Wolfenden (2001)

Naturalis: lorc (1977)

Pangasinan: Benton (1971); Himes (1998)

Sarna Bangingi': Gault (1999a, 1999b, 2002)

Sama (Pangutaran Island): Walton (1986)

Samba!, Botalan: Antworth (1979)

Samba!, Tina: Agagas et al. (1978); Bautista and Goschnick (1978)

Samba!, Kakilingan: Yamashita (1992)

Sinama, Manuk Mangkaw: Akamine (1996, 2002)

Sorsogon/Sorsoganon: Sheila lamar (pers. comm.)

Subanen, Sindangan: Arms (1996)

Surigaonon: lorc (1977)

Tagbanwa, Aborlan: 1. Hussey (1966); S. Hussey (1965)

Tagbanwa, Kalamian/Calamian: R. Aguilar and Ruch (1978); T. Aguilar and Ruch

(1978); Ruch (1974)

Tagalog: Schachter and Otanes (1972); De Guzman (1978); Sheila lamar (pers. comm.)



Tausug: Hassan et al. (1994); Rubino (pers. comm.)

Tboli/Tagabili: Forsberg (1992); Lindquist et al. (1959); Porter (1977)

Waray (Waray): Wolff and Wolff (1967); Rubino (2001)

Yakan: Behrens (2002); Brainard and Behrens (2002)

Varni: Asai (1936); Ho (1990, 1993)

Yogad: A. Healey (1958); Davis et al. (1998)
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